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“Oh, honest Americans, as Christians, hear me for my down-trodden people! 
Their form of government is as dear to them as yours is precious to you.  
Quite as warmly as you love your country, so they love theirs. With all your 
goodly possessions, covering a territory so immense that there yet remain 
parts unexplored, possessing islands that, although near at hand, had to be 
neutral ground in time of war, do not covet the vineyard of Naboth’s so far 
from your shores, lest the punishment of Ahab fall upon you, if not in your 

day in that of your children, for ‘be not deceived, God is not mocked.’”

—Lili‘uokalani, Hawai‘i’s Story by Hawai‘i’s Queen 373 (1898). 

Dedicated to Her late Majesty 
Queen Lili‘uokalani 

(1838-1917)
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PROCLAMATION

By virtue of the prerogative of the Crown provisionally vested in us in accordance with Article 
33 of the 1864 Constitution, and to ensure a full and thorough investigation into the viola-
tions of international humanitarian law and human rights within the territorial jurisdiction of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Article 1
Head of the Royal Commission of Inquiry and terms of the investigation

His Excellency David Keanu Sai, Ph.D., Acting Minister of the Interior and Chairman of the 
Council of Regency, because of his recognized expertise in international relations and public 
law, is hereby appointed head of the Royal Commission of Inquiry, hereinafter “Royal Com-
mission,” on the consequences of the belligerent occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom by the 
United States of America since January 17, 1893.

The purpose of the Royal Commission shall be to investigate the consequences of the United 
States’ belligerent occupation, including with regard to international law, humanitarian law 
and human rights, and the allegations of war crimes committed in that context. The geograph-
ical scope and time span of the investigation will be sufficiently broad and be determined by 
the head of the Royal Commission.

The results of the investigation will be presented to the Council of Regency, the Contracting 
Powers of the 1907 Hague Convention, IV, respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 
the Contracting Powers of the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, relative to the Protection of Ci-
vilian Persons in Time of War, the Contracting Powers of the 2002 Rome Statute, the United 
Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and the National Lawyers Guild in 
the form of a report.

The head of the Royal Commission shall be responsible for the implementation of the inquiry. 
He shall determine, with complete independence, the procedures and working methods of the 
inquiry, and the content of the report referred to in paragraph 3.

The head of the Royal Commission shall take the following oath:

“The undersigned, a Hawaiian subject, being duly sworn, upon his oath, declares that as head 
of the Royal Commission of Inquiry duly constituted on April 17, 2019, I will act correctly, 
truly and faithfully, and without favor to or prejudice against anyone.”

Article 2
Financing

All costs incurred by the Royal Commission shall be borne by the Hawaiian Government, 
by its Council of Regency, and that the latter has granted on this day $15,000.00 (USD) for 
initial expenditures of the Royal Commission.

The management of the expenditures of the Royal Commission shall be subject to contracts 
between the head of the Royal Commission and the Acting Minister of Finance. 

The head of the Royal Commission shall be accountable to the Acting Minister of Finance for 
all expenditures.
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Article 3
Composition of the Royal Commission of Inquiry

The composition of the Royal Commission shall be decided by the head and shall be com-
prised of recognized experts in various fields. 

Article 4
Entry into effect and expiration

This decision shall take effect on the day of its adoption and shall expire on the day that the 
head is satisfied that the mandate of the Royal Commission has been completed.

  In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto set our hand, and caused the Great
 Seal of the Kingdom to be affixed this 17th day of April A.D. 2019.

[signed]

David Keanu Sai, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Council of Regency 
Acting Minister of the Interior

Peter Umialiloa Sai, deceased
Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs

[signed]

Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit,
Acting Minister of Finance

[signed]

Dexter Ke‘eaumoku Ka‘iama, Esq.,
Acting Attorney General

[seal]
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THE ROYAL  
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

Dr. David Keanu Sai
Head, Royal Commission of Inquiry

Introduction

On 16 January 1893, under orders by U.S. Minister John Stevens, the city of Honolulu was 
invaded by a detachment of U.S. troops “supplied with double cartridge belts filled with am-
munition and with haversacks and canteens, and were accompanied by a hospital corps with 
stretchers and medical supplies.”1 This invasion coerced Queen Lili‘uokalani, executive mon-
arch of the Hawaiian Kingdom, to conditionally surrender to the superior power of the United 
States military, whereby she stated:

Now, to avoid any collision of armed forces and perhaps the loss of life, I do, 
under this protest, and impelled by said force, yield my authority until such time 
as the Government of the United States shall, upon the facts being presented to 
it, undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in the authority which I 
claim as the constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.2

President Cleveland initiated a presidential investigation on 11 March 1893 by appointing 
Special Commissioner James Blount to travel to the Hawaiian Islands and provide periodic 
reports to the U.S. Secretary of State Walter Gresham. Commissioner Blount arrived in the 
Islands on 29 March after which he “directed the removal of the flag of the United States from 
the government building and the return of the American troops to their vessels.”3 His last 
report was dated 17 July 1893, and on 18 October 1893, Secretary of State Gresham notified 
the President:

The Provisional Government was established by the action of the American min-
ister and the presence of the troops landed from the Boston, and its continued 
existence is due to the belief of the Hawaiians that if they made an effort to over-
throw it, they would encounter the armed forces of the United States.

The earnest appeals to the American minister for military protection by the offi-
cers of that Government, after it had been recognized, show the utter absurdity 
of the claim that it was established by a successful revolution of the people of the 
Islands. Those appeals were a confession by the men who made them of their 
weakness and timidity. Courageous men, conscious of their strength and the jus-
tice of their cause, do not thus act. …

The Government of Hawaii surrendered its authority under a threat of war, until 
such time only as the Government of the United States, upon the facts being 
presented to it, should reinstate the constitutional sovereign…

Should not the great wrong done to a feeble but independent State by an abuse of 

1  United States House of Representatives, 53rd Congress, Executive Documents on Affairs in Hawai‘i: 1894-95, 
451 (1895) (hereafter “Executive Documents”) (online at https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_
Message_(12.18.1893).pdf ).

2  Id., 586.  
3  Id., 568.

https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_Message_(12.18.1893).pdf
https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_Message_(12.18.1893).pdf
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the authority of the United States be undone by restoring the legitimate govern-
ment? Anything short of that will not, I respectfully submit, satisfy the demands 
of justice.4

On 18 December 1893, President Cleveland delivered a manifesto5 to the Congress on his 
investigation into the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom Government. The President con-
cluded that the “military occupation of Honolulu by the United States…was wholly without 
justification, either as an occupation by consent or as an occupation necessitated by dangers 
threatening American life and property.”6 He also determined “that the provisional govern-
ment owes its existence to an armed invasion by the United States.”7 Finally, the President 
admitted that by “an act of war…the Government of a feeble but friendly and confiding people 
has been overthrown.”8

Through executive mediation between the Queen and the new U.S. Minister to the Hawaiian 
Islands, Albert Willis, that lasted from 13 November through 18 December, an agreement of 
peace was reached. According to the executive agreement, by exchange of notes, the President 
committed to restoring the Queen as the constitutional sovereign, and the Queen agreed, after 
being restored, to grant a full pardon to the insurgents. Political wrangling in the Congress, 
however, blocked President Cleveland from carrying out his obligation of restoration of the 
Queen. 

Five years later, at the height of the Spanish-American War, President Cleveland’s successor, 
William McKinley, signed a congressional joint resolution of annexation on 7 July 1898, uni-
laterally seizing the Hawaiian Islands. The legislation of every State, including the United 
States of America and its Congress, are not sources of international law. In The Lotus case, 
the Permanent Court of International Justice stated that “the first and foremost restriction 
imposed by international law upon a State is that—failing the existence of a permissive rule 
to the contrary—it may not exercise its power in any form in the territory of another State.”9 
According to Judge Crawford, derogation of this principle will not be presumed.10 

Furthermore, as long as occupation continues, the Occupying State cannot “annex the occu-
pied territory, even if it occupies the whole of the territory concerned. A decision on that point 
can only be reached in the peace treaty. That is a universally recognized rule which is endorsed 
by jurists and confirmed by numerous rulings of international and national courts.”11 Since 
1898, the United States has unlawfully imposed its municipal laws throughout the territory of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, which is the war crime of usurpation of sovereignty.

Despite the United States’ admitted illegality of its overthrow of the Hawaiian government, it 
did not affect the continued existence of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a State. In the sixteenth 
century, French jurist and political philosopher Jean Bodin stressed the importance that “a 
clear distinction be made between the form of the state, and the form of the government, 
which is merely the machinery of policing the state.”12 Nineteenth century political philoso-
pher Frank Hoffman also emphasizes that a government “is not a State any more than a man’s 

4  Id., 462-463.
5  Manifesto is defined as a “formal written declaration, promulgated by…the executive authority of a state or 

nation, proclaiming its reasons and motives for…important international action.” Black’s Law 963 (6th ed., 
1990).

6  Id., 452. 
7  Id., 454.
8  Id., 454.
9  Lotus, PCIJ Series A, No. 10, 18 (1927).
10  James Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law 41 (2nd ed., 2006).
11  Jean S. Pictet, Commentary—The Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 275 (1958).
12  Jean Bodin, Six Books of the Commonwealth 56 (1955).
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words are the man himself,” but “is simply an expression of the State, an agent for putting 
into execution the will of the State.”13 Quincy Wright, a twentieth century American political 
scientist, also concluded that, “international law distinguishes between a government and the 
state it governs.”14 Therefore, a sovereign State would continue to exist despite its government 
being overthrown by military force. Two contemporary examples illustrate this principle of 
international law, the overthrow of the Taliban (Afghanistan) in 2001 and of Saddam Hussein 
(Iraq) in 2003, whereby the former has been a recognized sovereign State since 1919, and the 
latter since 1932.

Stark parallels can be drawn between what the United States did to the Hawaiian Kingdom 
and what Iraq did to Kuwait in 1990, commonly referred to as the First Gulf War. Just as Iraq, 
without justification, invaded Kuwait and overthrew the Kuwaiti government on 2 August 
1990, and then unilaterally announced it annexed Kuwaiti territory on 8 August 1990, the 
United States did the same to the Hawaiian Kingdom and its territory. Where Kuwait was 
under a belligerent occupation by Iraq for 7.5 months, the Hawaiian Kingdom has been un-
der a belligerent occupation by the United States for 127 years. Unlike Kuwait, the Hawaiian 
Kingdom did not have the United Nations Security Council to draw attention to the illegality 
of Iraq’s invasion and annexation of Kuwaiti territory.15

From a State of Peace to a State of War

Fundamental to deciphering the Hawaiian situation is to discern between a state of peace and 
a state of war. “Traditional international law,” states Judge Greenwood, “was based upon a 
rigid distinction between the state of peace and the state of war.”16 This bifurcation provides 
the proper context by which certain rules of international law would or would not apply. The 
laws of war—jus in bello, otherwise known today as international humanitarian law, are not 
applicable in a state of peace. Inherent in the rules of jus in bello is the co-existence of two 
legal orders, being that of the occupying State and that of the occupied State. As an occupied 
State, the continuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom has been maintained for the past 127 years by 
the positive rules of international law, notwithstanding the absence of effectiveness, which is 
required during a state of peace.17

The failure of the United States to comply with international humanitarian law, for over a 
century, has created a humanitarian crisis of unimaginable proportions where war crimes have 
since risen to a level of jus cogens. At the same time, the obligations have erga omnes charac-
teristics—flowing to all States. The international community’s failure to intercede, as a matter 

13  Frank Sargent Hoffman, The Sphere of the State or the People as a Body-Politic 19 (1894).
14  Quincy Wright, “The Status of Germany and the Peace Proclamation,” 46(2) Am. J. Int’l L. 299, 307 (Apr. 

1952).
15  United Nations Security Council Resolution 662 (9 August 1990). In its resolution, the Security Council 

stated: “Gravely alarmed by the declaration by Iraq of a “comprehensive and eternal merger” with Kuwait, 
Demanding once again that Iraq withdraw immediately and unconditionally all its forces to the positions in 
which they were located on 1 August 1990, Determined to bring the occupation of Kuwait by Iraq to an end 
and to restore the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of Kuwait, Determined also to restore 
the authority of the legitimate Government of Kuwait, 1. Decides that annexation of Kuwait by Iraq under 
any form and whatever pretext has no legal validity, and is considered null and void; 2. Calls upon all States, 
international organizations and specialized agencies not to recognize that annexation, and to refrain from 
any action or dealing that might be interpreted as an indirect recognition of the annexation; 3. Demands 
that Iraq rescind its actions purporting to annex Kuwait; 4. Decides to keep this item on its agenda and to 
continue its efforts to put an early end to the occupation.”

16  Christopher Greenwood, “Scope of Application of Humanitarian Law,” in Dieter Fleck, ed.,The Handbook of 
the International Law of Military Operations 45 (2nd ed., 2008).

17  Crawford, 34; Krystyna Marek, Identity and Continuity of States in Public International Law 102 (2nd ed., 
1968).
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of obligatio erga omnes, is explained by the United States deceptive portrayal of Hawai‘i as 
an incorporated territory. As an international wrongful act, States have an obligation to not 
“recognize as lawful a situation created by a serious breach … nor render aid or assistance in 
maintaining that situation,”18 and States “shall cooperate to bring to an end through lawful 
means any serious breach [by a State of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of 
general international law].”19

Jus Cogens—War Crimes and their Prosecution under Universal Jurisdiction 

Jus cogens norms are defined as those “peremptory norms” that “are nonderogable and enjoy 
the highest status within international law.”20 Such norms come first from “customary interna-
tional law,” which is a body of law that “results from a general and consistent practice of states 
followed by them from a sense of legal obligation.”21 After a norm or rule has been incorporat-
ed into customary international law, it may become a jus cogens, or peremptory, norm if there 
is “further recognition by the international community as a whole that this is a norm from 
which no derogation is permitted.”22 Once a norm has become jus cogens, it is incapable of 
being derogated by any State, and if a treaty or agreement conflicts with the norm, it is void.23

Since the atrocities of the Second World War, the development of the concept of jus cogens 
norms has corresponded with a shift in international law that went from “the formal structure 
of the relationships between States and the delimitation of their jurisdiction to the develop-
ment of substantive rules on matters of common concern vital to the growth of an internation-
al community and to the individual well-being of the citizens of its member States.”24

As such, jus cogens norms have developed as an expression of the international community’s 
recognition that all States are obligated to respect certain fundamental rights of individuals. 
It is clear that war crimes are not only international crimes along with crimes against human-
ity, genocide, and aggression,25 but “are jus cogens” as well.26 In particular, the prohibition of 
war crimes is an “old norm which [has] acquired the character of jus cogens.”27 There is also a 
sufficient legal basis for concluding that war crimes are part of jus cogens.28 According to the  

18  Articles of Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, Yearbook of the International Law 
Commission, 2001, vol. II, Article 41(2) (Part Two). Text reproduced as it appears in the annex to General 
Assembly resolution 56/83 of 12 December 2001, and corrected by document A/56/49(Vol. I)/Corr.4.

19  Id., Article 41(1).
20  Committee of United States Citizens in Nicaragua, et al., v. Reagan, 859 F.2d 929, 940 (D.C. Cir. 1988); see 

also Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 53, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331 (defining a jus cogens 
norm as “a norm accepted and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm 
from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general 
international law having the same character”).

21  Comm. of U.S. Citizens, at 940 (quoting Restatement Third §102(2)).
22  Id.
23  Vienna Convention art. 53; Comm. of U.S. Citizens, at 940.
24  Wilfred Jenks, The Common Law of Mankind 17 (1958).
25  Terje Einarsen, The Concept of Universal Crimes in International Law 21 (2012).
26  M. Cherif Bassiouni, “International Crimes: Jus Cogens and Obligatio Erga Omnes,” 59(4) Law and 

Contemporary Problems 63, 68 (1996).
27  Grigory I. Tunkin, “Jus Cogens in Contemporary International Law,” 3 U. Tol. L. Rev. 107, 117 (1971).
28  The 1993 International Tribunal For the Former Yugoslavia and the 1994 International Tribunal for Rwanda 

statutes include the Statute of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, U.N. SCOR, 48th Sess., 
3217th mtg., at 1, U.N. Doc. S/RES/827 (1993) and the Statute for the International Tribunal for Rwanda, 
U.N. SCOR, 49th Sess., 3453rd mtg., at 1, U.N. Doc. S/RES/955 (1994), and address Genocide, Crimes 
Against Humanity, and War Crimes. The 1996 Code of Crimes includes these three crimes plus Aggression. 
See Draft Code of Crimes Against Peace and Security of Mankind: Titles and Articles on the Draft Code 
of Crimes Against Peace and Security of Mankind adopted by the International Law Commission on its 
Forty-Eighth Session, U.N. GAOR, 51st Sess., U.N. Doc. A/CN.4L.532 (1996), revised by U.N. Doc. A/
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International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, international crimes, which in-
cludes war crimes, are “universally condemned wherever they occur,”29 because they are “pe-
remptory norms of international law or jus cogens.”30

Since 1898 when the United States began to usurp its authority by imposing its legislation and 
administrative measures within Hawaiian territory, much has evolved in customary interna-
tional law. In particular, usurpation of sovereignty was made a war crime by the Commission on 
the Responsibility of the Authors of the War and on Enforcement of Penalties established at the Paris 
Peace Conference in 1919 in the aftermath of the First World War. The Commission provided 
examples of the war crime of usurpation of sovereignty during the First World War that bore 
a striking resemblance to the American occupation of Hawai‘i. In the case of the occupation 
of the Serbian State “Serbian law, courts and administration [were] ousted”31 by Bulgaria, and 
taxes were “collected under [the] Bulgarian fiscal regime [and not the Serbian fiscal regime].” 
Another example the Commission provided was when “Austrians suspended many Serbian 
laws and substituted their own, especially in penal matters, in procedure, judicial organization, 
etc.”32 

According to Schabas, usurpation of sovereignty is recognized as a war crime under customary 
international law.33 In the Hawaiian situation, he states that “the usurpation of sovereignty 
would appear to have been total since the beginning of the twentieth century,”34 and that it 
is not an instantaneous act or event but rather a continuous offense that “consists of discrete 
acts.”35  As such, the actus reus of the offense of usurpation of sovereignty occurs where the 
“perpetrator imposed or applied legislative or administrative measures of the occupying power 
going beyond those required by what is necessary for military purposes of the occupation.”36 
And the mens rea would consist of where the “perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances 
that established the existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.”37 “There is no 
requirement for a legal evaluation by the perpetrator,” explains Schabas, “as to the existence of 
an armed conflict or its character as international or non-international. In that context there 
is no requirement for awareness by the perpetrator of the facts that established the character of 
the conflict as international [but]…only a requirement for the awareness of the factual circum-
stances that established the existence of an armed conflict.”38 

From a human rights standpoint, “implications arising from such a crime are determined by 
the fact that it usually hinders the effective exercise by the citizens of the occupied State of 
the right to participate in government, provided for by Article 25 [International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights] and Article 23 [American Convention on Human Rights].”39 
Lenzerini explains:

Even supposing that the citizens of the country to which sovereignty has been 

CN.4L.532/Corr.1 and U.N. Doc. A/CN.4l.532/Corr.3; Crimes Against U.N. Personnel, in M. Cherif 
Bassiouni, International Criminal Law Conventions (1997).  

29  ICTY, Prosecutor, v. Furundzija, Case No. IT-95-17/1, Judgment, 156 (10 Dec. 1998).
30  ICTY, Prosecutor v. Kupreskic, Case No. IT-95-16-T, Judgment, para. 520 (14 Jan. 2000).
31  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports of American and 

Japanese Members of the Commission of Responsibilities, Conference of Paris, 1919, Annex, TNA FO 
608/245/4.

32  Id.
33  Schabas, Chapter 4, 155-157, 167.
34  Id., 157
35  Id.
36  Id., 167
37  Id., 168
38  Id., 167
39  Lenzerini, Chapter 5, 208.
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usurped are given the formal opportunity to participate in the government in-
stalled on their territory by the occupied State, this would hardly comply with 
the requirement, inherent in the right in point, that all citizens shall enjoy the 
opportunity to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely 
chosen representatives. In fact, it is reasonable to maintain that in most cases the 
representatives “freely chosen” by the citizens of the occupied State would be part 
of the political organization of the latter, and not of the government imposed by 
the occupying power.40

What was once recognized as a delict or violation of international law by the State in 1898 has 
risen today to the level of an international crime where criminal culpability falls upon persons 
and not the State. In the words of the International Military Tribunal, “crimes against interna-
tional law are committed by men, not by abstract entities, and only by punishing individuals 
who commit such crimes can the provisions of international law be enforced.”41 The passage 
of time will not remove the stain of criminal culpability for persons who commit war crimes 
because there is no statute of limitation.42 However, enquiry into the commission of war crimes 
can last up to “80 years, bearing in mind the age of criminal responsibility.”43

The prosecution of war crimes, being international crimes, is recognized as obligatory upon all 
States of the international community under the doctrine of universal jurisdiction, which is 
the “prosecution of crimes committed by foreigners in a foreign land.”44 Feldman argues that 
universal jurisdiction “rests not on the notion that some wrongs are so grave that they must be 
unlawful, but rather on the proposition that actually existing legal systems must address grave 
wrongs that come before them if they are to justify their existence.”45 

A valid assertion of universal jurisdiction “as the sole basis for the prosecution of international 
crimes requires a conclusion that the state of the perpetrator’s nationality, or of the crime’s 
commission, either has breached or failed to enforce its international obligations to such a 
degree that partial assumption of its domestic jurisdiction is permissible.”46 Arguing, in the 
context of universal jurisdiction, that a state’s right to “exclusive jurisdiction over matters that 
concern only those within its territorial borders…rests on the state’s satisfactory performance 
of the requisite political functions.”47 Duff sees “an international court [or domestic court] 
with universal jurisdiction as a safeguard or fallback for cases with which, for whatever reason, 
the national courts cannot be expected to deal adequately.”48 In other words, the “principle of 
universal jurisdiction in the sense of a competence for all states to extradite or prosecute (aut 
dedere, aut judicare) a suspected perpetrator of grave international crimes undoubtedly forms 
part of general international law.”49 

40  Id.
41  France et al. v. Göring et al., 22 IMT 411, 466 (1948).
42  As a jus cogens—peremptory norm, customary international law prohibits any statute of limitation for war 

crimes. See also GA Res. 3 (I); GA Res. 170 (II); GA Res. 2583 (XXIV); GA Res. 2712 (XXV); GA Res. 
2840 (XXVI); GA Res. 3020 (XXVII); and GA Res. 3074 (XXVIII).

43  Schabas, Chapter 4, 155.
44  Einarsen, 23.
45  Noah Feldman, “Cosmopolitan Law,” 116 Yale L. J. 1022, 1065 (2007).
46  Anthony Sammons, “The Under-Theorization of Universal Jurisdiction: Implications for Legitimacy on Trials 

of War Criminals by National Courts,” 21 Berkeley J. Int’l L. 111, 115 (2003).
47  Andrew Altman & Christopher Heath Wellman, “A Defense of International Criminal Law,” 115 Ethics 35, 

46 (2004).
48  R. A. Duff, Criminal Responsibility, Municipal and International 25 (unpublished manuscript) (online at 

http://www.trinitinture.com/documents/duff.pdf ).
49  Einarsen, 65.
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The Restoration of the Hawaiian Kingdom Government

The gravity of the Hawaiian situation has been heightened by North Korea’s announcement 
that “all of its strategic rocket and long range artillery units are assigned to strike bases of the 
U.S. imperialist aggressor troops in the U.S. mainland and on Hawaii,” which is an existen-
tial threat.50 As the Hawaiian Kingdom has been subjected to a prolonged occupation by the 
United States for the past 127 years, wherein the United States has not complied with the rules 
of jus in bello—laws of occupation, awareness of the occupation by a few Hawaiian subjects 
prompted the restoration of the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom under Hawaiian mu-
nicipal laws. This was done to address the illegal nature of the occupation and to seek compli-
ance with international law. 

On 10 December 1995, the author and Donald A. Lewis (“Lewis”), both being Hawaiian 
subjects, formed a general partnership in compliance with an Act to Provide for the Registra-
tion of Co-partnership Firms (1880).51 This partnership was named the Perfect Title Company  
(“PTC”) and functioned as a land title abstracting company.52  According to Hawaiian law, 
co-partnerships were required to register their articles of agreement with the Interior Depart-
ment’s Bureau of Conveyances, and for the Minister of the Interior, it was his duty to ensure 
that co-partnerships maintain their compliance with the statute. However, due to the failure 
of the United States to administer Hawaiian Kingdom law, there was no government, whether 
established by the United States President or a restored Hawaiian Kingdom government de 
jure, to ensure the company’s compliance to the co-partnership statute. 

The partners of PTC intended to establish a legitimate co-partnership in accordance with 
Hawaiian Kingdom law and in order for the title company to exist as a legal co-partnership 
firm, the Hawaiian Kingdom government had to be reestablished in an acting capacity. An 
acting official is “not an appointed incumbent, but merely a locum tenens, who is performing 
the duties of an office to which he himself does not claim title.”53 Hawaiian law did not assume 
that the entire Hawaiian government would be made vacant, and, consequently, the law did 
not formalize provisions for the reactivation of the government in extraordinary circumstanc-
es. Therefore, notwithstanding the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom since 17 
January 1893, a deliberate course of action was taken to re-activate the Hawaiian government 
by and through its executive branch, as officers de facto, under the common law doctrine of 
necessity. 

The Hawaiian Kingdom’s 1880 Co-partnership Act requires members of co-partnerships to 
register their articles of agreement in the Bureau of Conveyances, which is under the ad-
ministration of the Ministry of the Interior. This same Bureau of Conveyances is now under 
the State of Hawai‘i’s Department of Land and Natural Resources, which was formerly the 
Interior Department of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The Minister of the Interior holds a seat of 
government as a member of the Cabinet Council, together with the other Cabinet Ministers—
Minister of Foreign Relations, Minister of Finance and the Attorney General. Article 43 of the 
1864 Hawaiian constitution, as amended, provides that, “[e]ach member of the King’s Cabinet 

50  Choe Sang-Hun, North Korea Calls Hawaii and U.S. Mainland Targets, New York Times (26 Mar. 2013)
(online at http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/27/world/asia/north-korea-calls-hawaii-and-us-mainland-
targets.html).  Legally speaking, the armistice agreement of 27 July 1953 did not bring the state of war to an 
end between North Korea and South Korea because a peace treaty is still pending. The significance of North 
Korea’s declaration of war of 30 March 2013, however, has specifically drawn the Hawaiian Islands into the 
region of war because it has been targeted as a result of the United States prolonged occupation.

51  An Act to Provide for the Registration of Co-partnership Firms (1880) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/
pdf/1880_Co-Partnership_Act.pdf ).

52  Perfect Title Company’s articles of agreement (10 Dec. 1995) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/
PTC_(12.10.1995).pdf ).

53  Black’s Law, 26.
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shall keep an office at the seat of Government, and shall be accountable for the conduct of his 
deputies and clerks.” Necessity dictated that in the absence of any “deputies or clerks” of the 
Interior department, the partners of a registered co-partnership could assume the duty of the 
same because of the current state of affairs. 

Therefore, it was reasonable for the partners of this registered co-partnership to assume the 
office of the Registrar of the Bureau of Conveyances in the absence of the same; then assume 
the office of the Minister of Interior in the absence of the same; then assume the office of the 
Cabinet Council in the absence of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Finance and 
the Attorney General; and, finally assume the office constitutionally vested in the Cabinet as 
a Regency, in accordance with Article 33 of the 1864 Hawaiian constitution, as amended.54 A 
regency is a person or body of persons “intrusted with the vicarious government of a kingdom 
during the minority, absence, insanity, or other disability of the [monarch].”55 In the Hawaiian 
situation it was in the absence of the monarch.

On 15 December 1995, with the specific intent of assuming the “seat of Government,” the 
partners of PTC formed a second partnership called the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company 
(“HKTC”).56  The partners intended that this registered partnership would serve as a provi-
sional surrogate for the Hawaiian government by explicitly stating in its articles of agreement:

The company will serve in the capacity of acting for and on behalf [of ] the Ha-
waiian Kingdom government, hereinafter referred to as the absentee government, 
and also act as a repository for those who enter into the trust of the same. The 
company has adopted the Hawaiian constitution of 1864 and the laws lawfully 
established in the administration of the same.57

Therefore, and in light of the aforementioned ascension process, HKTC would serve, by neces-
sity, as officers de facto, in an acting capacity, for the Registrar of the Bureau of Conveyances, 
the Minister of Interior, the Cabinet Council, and ultimately for the Council of Regency. 
Article 33 of the 1864 Constitution, as amended, provides, “should a Sovereign decease…and 
having made no last Will and Testament, the Cabinet Council…shall be a Council of Regen-
cy.” Queen Lili‘uokalani’s last will and testament could not be accepted into probate under 
Hawaiian law since the government, which would include the probate courts, was not restored 
since 17 January 1893. 

Furthermore, the only heir to the throne after her death on 11 November 1917, was Prince 
Jonah Kuhio Kalaniana‘ole who died on 7 January 1922. According to Article 22 of the 1864 
Constitution, in order to be a successor to the throne, “the successor shall be the person whom 
the Sovereign shall appoint with the consent of the Nobles, and publicly proclaim as such 
during the King’s life, [but] should there be no such appointment and proclamation, and the 
Throne should become vacant, then the Cabinet Council, immediately after the occurring 
of such vacancy, shall cause a meeting of the Legislative Assembly, who shall elect by ballot 
some native Alii of the Kingdom as Successor to the Throne; and the Successor so elected shall 
become a new Stirps for a Royal Family.” Filling the vacancy after the death of Prince Jonah 
Kuhio Kalaniana‘ole would be the Cabinet Council that serves as a Council of Regency in 
accordance with Article 33 of the 1864 Constitution. When the occupation comes to an end, 
the Council of Regency “shall cause a meeting of the Legislative Assembly.”

54  “Hawaiian Constitution” (1864). Part III, 219.
55  Black’s Law, 1282.
56  Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company articles of agreement (15 Dec. 1995) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.

org/pdf/HKTC_(12.15.1995).pdf ).
57  Id.

http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HKTC_(12.15.1995).pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HKTC_(12.15.1995).pdf
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The purpose of the HKTC was twofold; first, to ensure PTC complies with the co-partnership 
statute, and, second, to provisionally serve as an acting government of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
What became apparent was the impression of a conflict of interest, whereby the duty to com-
ply and the duty to ensure compliance was vested in the same two partners of those two com-
panies. Therefore, in order to avoid this apparent conflict of interest, the partners of both PTC 
and HKTC, reasoned that an acting Regent, having no interests in either company, should be 
appointed to serve as a de facto officer of the Hawaiian government. Since the HKTC assumed 
to represent the interests of the Hawaiian government in an acting capacity, the trustees would 
make the appointment. 

The assumption by Hawaiian subjects, through the offices of constitutional authority in gov-
ernment, to the office of Regent, as enumerated under Article 33 of the Hawaiian Constitu-
tion, was a de facto process born out of necessity. Cooley defines an officer de facto “to be one 
who has the reputation of being the officer he assumes to be, and yet is not a good officer in 
point of law,” but rather “comes in by claim and color of right.”58 In Carpenter v. Clark, the 
Michigan Court stated the “doctrine of a de facto officer is said to have originated as a rule of 
public necessity to prevent public mischief and protect the rights of innocent third parties who 
may be interested in the acts of an assumed officer apparently clothed with authority and the 
courts have sometimes gone far with delicate reasoning to sustain the rule where threatened 
rights of third parties were concerned.”59 In The King v. Ah Lin, the Hawaiian Kingdom Su-
preme Court stated “the doctrine…as to officers de facto is sustained by a long line of author-
ities in England and America, and we have found none questioning it.”60

In a meeting of the HKTC, it was agreed that the author would be appointed to serve as acting 
Regent but could not retain an interest in either of the two companies prior to the appoint-
ment because of a conflict of interest. In that meeting, it was also decided and agreed upon 
that Nai‘a-Ulumaimalu, a Hawaiian subject, would replace the author as trustee of HKTC 
and partner of PTC. This plan was to maintain the standing of the two partnerships under 
the 1880 Co-partnership Act, and not have either partnership lapse into sole proprietorships. 

To accomplish this, the author would relinquish, by a deed of conveyance in both companies, 
his entire one-half (50%) interest to Lewis, after which, Lewis would convey a redistribution 
of interest to Nai‘a-Ulumaimalu, then the former would hold a ninety-nine percent (99%) 
interest in the two companies and the latter a one percent (1%) interest in the same. In order 
to have these two transactions take place simultaneously, without affecting the standing of the 
two partnerships, both deeds of conveyance took place on the same day but did not take effect 
until the following day, on 28 February 1996.61 On 1 March 1996, the Trustees of HKTC 
appointed the author as acting Regent.62 

On the same day, the author, as acting Regent, proclaimed himself, as the successor of the 
HKTC.63 On 15 May 1996, the Trustees conveyed by deed, all of its right, title and interest 
acquired by thirty-eight deeds of trust, to the author, then as acting Regent, and stipulated 
that the company would be dissolved in accordance with the provisions of its deed of general 

58  Thomas Cooley, A Treatise on the Law of Taxation 185 (1876).
59  Carpenter v. Clark, 217 Michigan 63, 71 (1921).
60  The King v. Ah Lin, 5 Haw. 59, 61 (1883).
61  Deed from David Keanu Sai to Donald A. Lewis (27 Feb. 1996) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/

Sai_to_Lewis_Deed.pdf ), Deed of Donald A. Lewis to Nai‘a-Ulumaimalu’s (27 Feb. 1996) (online at http://
hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Nai%E2%80%98a_to_Lewis_Deed.pdf ).

62  Notice of appointment of Regent by Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company (1 Mar. 1996) (online at http://
hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HKTC_Appt_Regent.pdf ).

63  Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company’s notice of proclamation no. 1 by the Regent (1 Mar. 1996) (online at 
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Proc_(3.1.1996).pdf ).
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partnership on or about 30 June 1996.64

On 28 February 1997, a proclamation by the acting Regent announcing the restoration of the 
provisional Hawaiian government was printed in the Honolulu Sunday Advertiser on 9 March 
1997.65 The international law of occupation allows for an occupied State’s government and the 
occupying State to co-exist within the same territory. According to Marek, “it is always the 
legal order of the State which constitutes the legal basis for the existence of its government, 
whether such government continues to function in its own country or goes into exile; but 
never the delegation of the [occupying] State nor any rule of international law other than the 
one safeguarding the continuity of an occupied State.  The relation between the legal order of 
the [occupying] State and that of the occupied State…is not one of delegation, but of co-ex-
istence.”66

On 7 September 1999, the acting Regent, commissioned Peter Umialiloa Sai, a Hawaiian 
subject, as acting Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Mrs. Kau‘i P. Goodhue, later to be known as 
Mrs. Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit, a Hawaiian subject, as acting Minister of Finance.67 On 9 Septem-
ber 1999, the acting Regent commissioned Gary Victor Dubin, Esquire, a Hawaiian denizen,  
as acting Attorney General.68 Dubin resigned on 21 July 2013, and was replaced by Dexter 
Ka‘iama, Esquire, on 11 August 2013.69 The acting Council of Regency (“Council of Regen-
cy”) was established on 26 September 1999, by resolution whereby the author would resume 
the office of acting Minister of the Interior and serve as Chairman of the Council.70 

His Excellency Peter Umialiloa Sai died on 17 October 2018, and, thereafter, by proclamation 
of the Council of Regency on 11 November 2019, the author was designated “to be Minister 
of Foreign Affairs ad interim while remaining as Minister of the Interior and Chairman of the 
Council of Regency.”71 According to Justice Harris of the Hawaiian Kingdom Supreme Court, 
where there is “a vacancy occurring, by death or otherwise,” the Council of Regency, serving in 
the absence of the Monarch, can “delegate the authority to act for the time being, to another 
Ministerial officer” as ad interim.72 Justice Harris further explained that the ministers are “not 
subordinate to the other, nor do we see that the duties of one in any way interfere with the 
duties of the other,” and, therefore, “one person [can hold] two appointments [because the] 
two offices are not declared by the Constitution or statute to be incompatible.”73

64  Deed from Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company to Regent (15 May 1996) (online at http://
hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HKTC_Deed_to_Regent.pdf ).

65  Proclamation by the Regent, Honolulu Advertiser newspaper (28 Feb. 1997) Part III, 227-228.
66  Marek, 91.
67  Hawaiian Minister of Foreign Affairs commission—Peter Umialiloa Sai (5 Sep. 1999) (online at http://

hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Umi_Sai_Min_Foreign_Affairs.pdf ), and the Hawaiian Minister of Finance 
commission—Kau‘i P. Goodhue (Sep. 5, 1999) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Kaui_Min_of_
Finance.pdf ).

68  Hawaiian Attorney General commission—Gary V. Dubin (9 Sep. 1999) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.
org/pdf/Dubin_Att_General.pdf ).

69  Hawaiian Attorney General commission—Dexter Ke‘eaumoku Ka‘iama (11 Aug. 2013) (online at https://
www.hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Kaiama_Att_General.pdf ).

70  Privy Council Resolution establishing a Council of Regency (26 Sep. 1999) (online at http://
hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Council_of_Regency_Resolution.pdf ).

71  Council of Regency, Proclamation of Minister of Foreign Affairs ad interim (11 Nov. 2019), Part III, 235.
72  Rex v. C.W. Kanaau, 3 Haw. 669, 670 (1876).
73  Id., 670-671.
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Doctrine of Necessity and the Constitutional Order of the State

The establishment of the Council of Regency, as officers de facto, was a political act of self-pres-
ervation, not revolution, and was grounded upon the legal doctrine of limited necessity. Under 
British common law, deviations from a State’s constitutional order “can be justified on grounds 
of necessity.”74 De Smith also states, that “State necessity has been judicially accepted in recent 
years as a legal justification for ostensibly unconstitutional action to fill a vacuum arising with-
in the constitutional order [and to] this extent it has been recognized as an implied exception 
to the letter of the constitution.”75 

According to Oppenheimer, “a temporary deviation from the wording of the constitution is 
justifiable if this is necessary to conserve the sovereignty and independence of the country.”76 In 
Madzimbamuto v. Lardner-Burke, Lord Pearce stated there are certain limitations to the princi-
ple of necessity, “namely (a) so far as they are directed to and reasonably required for ordinary 
orderly running of the State, and (b) so far as they do not impair the rights of citizens under 
the lawful…Constitution, and (c) so far as they are not intended to and do not run contrary 
to the policy of the lawful sovereign.”77 National courts, to include the Supreme Court of the 
United States,78 have consistently held that emergency action cannot justify a subversion of a 
State’s constitutional order. The doctrine of necessity provides the necessary parameters and 
limits of emergency action. The governing principles of necessity were stated in Mitchell v. 
Director of Public Prosecutions:79

(i) an imperative necessity must arise because of the existence of ex-
ceptional circumstances not provided for in the Constitution, for 
immediate action to be taken to protect or preserve some vital func-
tion to the State:

(ii) there must be no other course of action reasonably available;
(iii) any such action must be reasonably necessary in the interest of 

peace, order, and good government; but it must not do more than is 
necessary or legislate beyond that;

(iv) it must not impair the just rights of citizens under the Constitution;
(v) it must not be one the sole effect and intention of which is to con-

solidate or strengthen the revolution as such.

The Council of Regency, serving as the provisional government of the Hawaiian Kingdom, was 
established in situ and not in exile. The Hawaiian government was established in accordance 
with the Hawaiian constitution and the doctrine of necessity to serve in the absence of the 
executive monarch. By virtue of this process the Hawaiian government is comprised of officers 
de facto. According to U.S. constitutional scholar Thomas Cooley, 

A provisional government is supposed to be a government de facto for the time 
being; a government that in some emergency is set up to preserve order; to con-
tinue the relations of the people it acts for with foreign nations until there shall 
be time and opportunity for the creation of a permanent government. It is not 
in general supposed to have authority beyond that of a mere temporary nature 

74  Stanley A. de Smith, Constitutional and Administrative Law 80 (1986).
75  Id.
76  F.W. Oppenheimer, “Governments and Authorities in Exile,” 36 Am. J. Int’l. L. 568, 581 (1942).
77  See Madzimbamuto v. Lardner-Burke, 1 A.C. 645, 732 (1969). See also Chandrika Persaud v. Republic of Fiji 

(Nov. 16, 2000); and Mokotso v. HM King Moshoeshoe II, LRC (Const) 24, 132 (1989).
78  Texas v. White, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 700 (1868).
79  Mitchell v. Director of Public Prosecutions, L.R.C. (Const) 35, 88–89 (1986).
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resulting from some great necessity, and its authority is limited to the necessity.80

During the Second World War, like other governments formed during foreign occupations 
of their territory, the Hawaiian government did not receive its mandate from the Hawaiian 
legislature, but rather by virtue of Hawaiian constitutional law as it applies to the Cabinet 
Council.81 Although Article 33 provides that Cabinet Council “shall be a Council of Regency, 
until the Legislative Assembly, which shall be called immediately [and] shall proceed to choose 
by ballot, a Regent or Council of Regency, who shall administer the Government in the name 
of the King, and exercise all the Powers which are constitutionally vested in the King,” the 
convening of the Legislative Assembly was impossible in light of the prolonged occupation. 
The impossibility of convening the Legislative Assembly during the occupation did not prevent 
the Cabinet from becoming the Council of Regency because of the operative word “shall,” but 
only prevents the Legislature from electing a Regent or Regency. 

Therefore, the Council was established in similar fashion to the Belgian Council of Regency 
after King Leopold was captured by the Germans during World War II. As the Belgian Council 
was established under Article 82 of its 1821 Constitution, as amended, in exile, the Hawaiian 
Council was established under Article 33 of its 1864 Constitution, as amended, not in exile 
but in situ. As Oppenheimer explained:

As far as Belgium is concerned, the capture of the king did not create any serious 
constitutional problems. According to Article 82 of the Constitution of February 
7, 1821, as amended, the cabinet of ministers have to assume supreme executive 
power if the King is unable to govern. True, the ministers are bound to convene 
the House of Representatives and the Senate and to leave it to the decision of the 
united legislative chambers to provide for a regency; but in view of the belligerent 
occupation it is impossible for the two houses to function. While this emergency 
obtains, the powers of the King are vested in the Belgian Prime Minister and the 
other members of the cabinet.82

The existence of the restored government in situ was not dependent upon diplomatic recog-
nition by foreign States, but rather operated on the presumption of recognition these foreign 
States already afforded the Hawaiian government as of 1893. The Council of Regency was not 
a new government like the Czech government established in exile in London during World 
War II, but rather the successor of the same government of 1893 formed under and by virtue 
of its constitutional provisions. It is a government restored in accordance with the municipal 
laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom as these laws existed prior to the unlawful overthrow of the de 
jure government on 17 January 1893. The legal doctrines of recognition of new governments 
only arise “with extra-legal changes in government” of an existing State.83 The Council of 
Regency was not established through “extra-legal changes in government” but rather through 
existing laws of the kingdom.

80  Thomas M. Cooley, “Grave Obstacles to Hawaiian Annexation,” The Forum, 389, 390 (1893).
81  The policy of the Hawaiian government is threefold: first, exposure of the prolonged occupation; second, 

ensure that the United States complies with international humanitarian law; and, third, prepare for an 
effective transition to a de jure government when the occupation ends. The Strategic Plan of the Hawaiian 
government is online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HK_Strategic_Plan.pdf.

82  F.E. Oppenheimer, “Governments and Authorities in Exile,” 36 Am. J. Int’l L. 568, 569 (1942).
83  M.J. Peterson, Recognition of Governments: Legal Doctrine and State Practice, 1815-1995 26 (1997).
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Lance Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom—Permanent Court of Arbitration

The first allegation of the war crime of usurpation of sovereignty,84 was made the subject of an 
arbitral dispute in Lance Larsen vs. Hawaiian Kingdom at the Permanent Court of Arbitration 
(“PCA”), whereby the claimant alleged that the Council of Regency was legally liable “for 
allowing the unlawful imposition of American municipal laws” over him within Hawaiian 
territory.85 The war crime of usurpation of sovereignty consist of the “imposition of legislation 
or administrative measures by the occupying power that go beyond those required by what is 
necessary for military purposes of the occupation.”86

 
In order to ensure that the dispute is international, the PCA must possess jurisdiction, as an 
institution, first,87 before it can form ad hoc tribunals. The jurisdiction of the PCA is distin-
guished from the subject-matter jurisdiction of the ad hoc tribunal presiding over the dis-
pute between the parties. International disputes, capable of being accepted under the PCA’s 
institutional jurisdiction, include disputes between: any two or more States; a State and an 
international organization (i.e. an intergovernmental organization); two or more international 
organizations; a State and a private party; and an international organization and a private 
entity.88 The PCA accepted the case as a dispute between a State and a private party, and ac-
knowledged the Hawaiian Kingdom to be a non-Contracting Power under Article 47 of the 
Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, I (“Convention, I”) 
in its annual reports from 2001 to 2011.89 Oral hearings were held at the PCA on 7, 8 and 11 
December 2000. 

Recognition of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a State by the Permanent Court of Arbitration

Article 93 of Convention I provides that ratification to the treaty is open to all “‘Powers,’ an 
old term which eventually can be taken to mean open to ‘all States.’”90 Should a State decide 

84  Memorial of Lance Paul Larsen (22 May 2000), Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, Permanent Court of 
Arbitration, at para. 62-64, “Despite Mr. Larsen’s efforts to assert his nationality and to protest the prolonged 
occupation of his nation, [on] 4 October 1999, Mr. Larsen was illegally imprisoned for his refusal to abide 
by the laws of the State of Hawaii by State of Hawaii. At this point, Mr. Larsen became a political prisoner, 
imprisoned for standing up for his rights as a Hawaiian subject against the United States of America, the 
occupying power in the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian islands.… While in prison, Mr. Larsen did 
continue to assert his nationality as a Hawaiian subject, and to protest the unlawful imposition of American 
laws over his person by filing a Writ of Habeus [sic] Corpus with the Circuit Court of the Third Circuit, Hilo 
Division, State of Hawaii.… Upon release from incarceration, Mr. Larsen was forced to pay additional fines 
to the State of Hawaii in order to avoid further imprisonment for asserting his rights as a Hawaiian subject,” 
(online at http://www.alohaquest.com/arbitration/memorial_larsen.htm). 

 Article 33, 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, “Pillage is prohibited. Reprisals against protected persons and 
their property are prohibited;” Article 147, 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, “Grave breaches […] shall be 
those involving any of the following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by the present 
Convention: …unlawful confinement of a protected person,… wilfully depriving a protected person of the 
rights of fair and regular trial prescribed in the present Convention;” see also International Criminal Court, 
Elements of War Crimes (2011), at 16 (Article 8 (2) (a) (vi)—War crime of denying a fair trial), 17 (Article 
8 (2) (a) (vii)-2—War Crime of unlawful confinement), and 26 (Article 8 (2) (b) (xvi)—War Crime of 
pillaging).

85  Permanent Court of Arbitration Case Repository, Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, PCA Case no. 1999-01 
(online at https://pca-cpa.org/en/cases/35/).

86  Schabas, chapter 4, 157.
87  United Nations, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development: Dispute Settlement 15 (2003).
88  Id.
89  Annual Reports of the PCA (online at https://pca-cpa.org/en/about/annual-reports/). 
90  Gentian Zyberi, “Membership in International Treaties of Contested States: The Case of the Permanent 

Court of Arbitration,” 5(3) ESIL Reflections 1, 5 (2016) (online at https://esil-sedi.eu/fr/esil-reflection-
membership-in-international-treaties-of-contested-states-the-case-of-the-permanent-court-of-arbitration/).
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to ratify the treaty, Article 97 provides that the State shall deposit its ratification with the 
“Netherlands Government, and duly certified copies of which shall be sent, through diplo-
matic channel, to the Contracting [States].” However, access to the jurisdiction of the PCA, 
which is a separate issue of the subject of ratification, is not limited to Contracting States but 
also to non-Contracting States. Article 47 of Convention I reads, “[t]he jurisdiction of the 
Permanent Court may, within the conditions laid down in the regulations, be extended to dis-
putes between non-Contracting [States] or between Contracting [States] and non-Contracting 
[States], if the parties are agreed on recourse to this Tribunal.”

Under Article 43 of Convention I, the “International Bureau serves as registry for the Court 
[and] it has charge of the archives and conducts all the administrative business.” Opening the 
Court to “non-Contracting [States]” is an administrative decision by the International Bureau 
and in order for non-Contracting States to have access to the “jurisdiction of the Permanent 
Court” they must exist as a State in accordance with recognized attributes of a State’s sovereign 
nature.91 While the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom was unlawfully overthrown by “an 
act of war,” committed by the United States, Hawaiian statehood remained intact along with 
its permanent population and defined territory. In other words, the Hawaiian Kingdom was 
not claiming to be a new State but rather exists as an independent State since the nineteenth 
century.

As an intergovernmental organization, the Permanent Court, through its International Bu-
reau, was vested with the authority by the “Contracting Powers” under Article 47 to grant 
access to the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court to non-Contracting States. In determining 
whether or not a State exists in accordance with Article 47, the International Bureau must rely 
on the rules of customary international law as it relates to an existing State under belligerent 
occupation.92 There is no evidence that the United States, being a Contracting State, protested 
the International Bureau’s recognition of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a State in accordance with 
Article 47. Furthermore, the International Bureau recognized the Council of Regency as the 
government agent for the Hawaiian Kingdom.

United States Invited to Join in the Arbitration

Before the Larsen tribunal was formed on 9 June 2000, Mr. Tjaco T. van den Hout, Secretary 
General of the PCA, spoke with the author, as agent for the Hawaiian Kingdom, over the tele-
phone and recommended that the Hawaiian government provide an invitation to the United 
States to join in the arbitration. The Hawaiian government agreed with the recommendation, 
which resulted in a conference call meeting on 3 March 2000 in Washington, D.C., between 
the author, Larsen’s counsel, Mrs. Ninia Parks, and John Crook from the State Department. 
The meeting was reduced to a formal note and mailed to Crook in his capacity as legal adviser 
to the State Department, and a copy of the note was submitted by the Council of Regency to 
the PCA Registry for record that the United States was invited to join in the arbitral proceed-
ings.93 The note was signed off by the author as “Acting Minister of Interior and Agent for the 
Hawaiian Kingdom.” 

91  Article 1, 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States defines a State “as a person of 
international law [that] possess the following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined 
territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states.”

92  “Military occupation, whether during war or after an armistice, does not terminate statehood, e.g. Germany’s 
occupation of European states during World War II, or the allies’ occupation of Germany and Japan after the 
war.” Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States §201, Reporters’ note 3 (1987).

93  “Letter confirming telephone conversation with U.S. State Department relating to arbitral proceedings at the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration, 3 Mar. 2000, (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/State_Dpt_Ltr_
(3.3.2000).pdf ).
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Under international law, this note served as an offering instrument that contained the follow-
ing text:

[T]he reason for our visit was the offer by the…Hawaiian Kingdom, by consent 
of the Claimant [Larsen], by his attorney, Ms. Ninia Parks, for the United States 
Government to join in the arbitral proceedings presently instituted under the 
auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague, Netherlands. … 
[T]he State Department should review the package in detail and can get back to 
the Acting Council of Regency by phone for continued dialogue. I gave you our 
office’s phone number…, of which you acknowledged. I assured you that we did 
not need an immediate answer, but out of international courtesy the offer is still 
open, notwithstanding arbitral proceedings already in motion. I also advised you 
that Secretary-General van den Hout of the Permanent Court of Arbitration was 
aware of our travel to Washington, D.C. and the offer to join in the arbitration. 
As I stated in our conversation he requested that the dialogue be reduced to 
writing and filed with the International Bureau of the Permanent Court of Arbi-
tration for the record, and you acknowledged.

Thereafter, the PCA’s Deputy Secretary General, Phyllis Hamilton, informed the author that 
the United States, through its embassy in The Hague, notified the PCA, by note verbale, that 
the United States declined the invitation to join the arbitral proceedings. Instead, the United 
States requested permission from the Hawaiian government to have access to the pleadings and 
records of the case. The Hawaiian government consented to this request. The PCA, represented 
by the Deputy Secretary General, served as an intermediary to secure an agreement between 
the Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States.

According to Wilmanns, “[l]egally there is no difference between a formal note, a note verbale 
and a memorandum. They are all communications which become legally operative upon the 
arrival at the addressee. The legal effects depend on the substance of the note, which may relate 
to any field of international relations.”94 And as “a rule, the recipient of a note answers in the 
same form. However, an acknowledgment of receipt or provisional answer can always be given 
in the shape of a note verbale, even if the initial note was of a formal nature.”95 

The offer by the Secretary General to have the Hawaiian government provide the United States 
an invitation to join in the arbitral proceedings, and the Hawaiian government’s acceptance of 
this offer, also constitutes an international agreement by exchange of notes verbales between the 
PCA and the Hawaiian Kingdom. “[T]he growth of international organizations and the recog-
nition of their legal personality has resulted in agreements being concluded by an exchange of 
notes between such organizations and states.”96 

The United States’ request to have access of the arbitral records, in lieu of the invitation to join 
in the arbitration, and the Hawaiian government’s consent to that request constitutes an inter-
national agreement by exchange to notes verbales. According to Assche, “the exchange of two 
notes verbales constituting an agreement satisfies the definition of the term ‘treaty’ as provided 
by Article 2(1)(a) of the Vienna Convention.”97 Altogether, the exchange of notes verbales on 
this subject matter, between the Hawaiian Kingdom, the PCA, and the United States of Amer-
ica, constitutes a multilateral agreement of the de facto recognition of the restored Hawaiian 
government.

94  Johst Wilmanns, “Note,” in 9 Encyclopedia of Public International Law 287 (1986).
95  Id.
96  J.L. Weinstein, “Exchange of Notes,” 20 Brit. Y.B. Int’l L. 205, 207 (1952).
97  Cendric van Assche, “1969 Vienna Convention,” The Vienna Conventions on the Law of Treaties, A 

Commentary, Vol. I, Corten & Klein, eds., vol. 1 261 (2011).
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Arbitral Proceedings under the Auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration

In 2001, Bederman and Hilbert reported in the American Journal of International Law:

At the center of the PCA proceedings was…that the Hawaiian Kingdom contin-
ues to exist and that the Hawaiian Council of Regency (representing the Hawai-
ian Kingdom) is legally responsible under international law for the protection of 
Hawaiian subjects, including the claimant. In other words, the Hawaiian King-
dom was legally obligated to protect Larsen from the United States’ “unlawful im-
position [over him] of [its] municipal laws” through its political subdivision, the 
State of Hawaii. As a result of this responsibility, Larsen submitted, the Hawaiian 
Council of Regency should be liable for any international law violations that the 
United States had committed against him.98

The Tribunal concluded that it did not possess subject matter jurisdiction in the case because 
of the indispensable third-party rule. The Tribunal explained: 

It follows that the Tribunal cannot determine whether the respondent [the Ha-
waiian Kingdom] has failed to discharge its obligations towards the claimant 
[Larsen] without ruling on the legality of the acts of the United States of America. 
Yet that is precisely what the Monetary Gold principle precludes the Tribunal from 
doing. As the International Court of Justice explained in the East Timor case, “the 
Court could not rule on the lawfulness of the conduct of a State when its judg-
ment would imply an evaluation of the lawfulness of the conduct of another State 
which is not a party to the case.”99

The Tribunal, however, stated: 

At one stage of the proceedings the question was raised whether some of the 
issues which the parties wished to present might not be dealt with by way of a 
fact-finding process. In addition to its role as a facilitator of international arbitra-
tion and conciliation, the Permanent Court of Arbitration has various procedures 
for fact-finding, both as between States and otherwise.100 

The Tribunal notes that the interstate fact-finding commissions so far held under 
the auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration have not confined themselves 
to pure questions of fact but have gone on, expressly or by clear implication, to 
deal with issues of responsibility for those facts.101 

Part III of each of the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 provide for Inter-
national Commissions of Inquiry. The PCA has also adopted Optional Rules for 
Fact-finding Commissions of Inquiry.102 

Under the indispensable third-party rule, Larsen was prevented from maintaining his suit 
against the Council of Regency “for allowing the unlawful imposition of American municipal 
laws,” because the Tribunal lacked subject matter jurisdiction due to the non-participation of 
the United States.

98  David Bederman & Kurt Hilbert, “Arbitration—UNCITRAL Rules—justiciability and indispensible third 
parties—legal status of Hawaii,” 95 Am. J. Int’l L. 927, 928 (2001).

99  Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, 119 Int’l L. Rep. 566, 596 (2001) (“Larsen Award”).
100  Id., 597.
101  Id.
102  Id., n. 28.
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Meeting with the Rwandan Government in Brussels

After the last day of the Larsen hearings were held at the PCA on 11 December 2000,103 the 
Council was called to an urgent meeting by Dr. Jacques Bihozagara, Ambassador for the Re-
public of Rwanda assigned to Belgium. Ambassador Bihozagara had been attending a hearing 
before the International Court of Justice on 8 December 2000, (Democratic Republic of the 
Congo v. Belgium),104 where he became aware of the Hawaiian arbitration case taking place in 
the hearing room of the PCA.

The following day, the Council, which included the author as Agent, and two Deputy Agents, 
Peter Umialiloa Sai, acting Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Mrs. Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit, formerly 
known as Kau‘i P. Goodhue, acting Minister of Finance, met with Ambassador Bihozagara in 
Brussels.105 In that meeting, the Ambassador explained that since he accessed the pleadings and 
records of the Larsen case on 8 December from the PCA’s secretariat, he had been in commu-
nication with his government in Kigali. This prompted our meeting where the Ambassador 
conveyed to the author, as Chairman of the Council and agent in the Larsen case, that his 
government was prepared to bring to the attention of the United Nations General Assembly 
the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom by the United States and to place our sit-
uation on the agenda. The author requested a short break from the meeting in order to consult 
with the other members of the Council who were present.

After careful deliberation, the Council of Regency decided that it could not, in good con-
science, accept this offer. The Council of Regency felt the timing was premature because 
Hawai‘i’s population remained ignorant of Hawai‘i’s profound legal position due to institu-
tionalized denationalization—Americanization by the United States since the early twentieth 
century. On behalf of the Council, the author graciously thanked the Ambassador for his 
government’s offer but stated that the Council first needed to address over a century of dena-
tionalization through Americanization. After exchanging salutations, the meeting ended, and 
the Council returned that afternoon to The Hague. The meeting also constituted recognition 
of the restored Hawaiian government. 

Since the Larsen case, the following States have also provided recognition of the Hawaiian 
government. On 5 July 2001, China, as President of the United Nations Security Council, 
recognized the Hawaiian government when it accepted the Hawaiian government’s complaint 
submitted by the author, as agent for the Hawaiian Kingdom, in accordance with Article 35(2) 
of the United Nations Charter. 106 Article 35(2) provides that a “State which is not a Member 
of the United Nations may bring to the attention of the Security Council or of the General 
Assembly any dispute to which it is a party if it accepts in advance, for the purpose of the dis-
pute, the obligations of pacific settlement provided in the present Charter.” Also, by exchange 
of notes, through email, Cuba recognized the Hawaiian government when on 10 November 
2017, the Cuban government received the author, as Ambassador-at-large for the Hawaiian 
Kingdom, at the Cuban embassy in The Hague, Netherlands.107 

103  Video of the oral hearings in Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom (7, 8, 11 Dec. 2000) (online at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=tmpXy2okJIg&t=10s).

104  Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), Provisional Measures, 
Order, I.C.J. Rep. 182 (8 Dec. 2000).

105  David Keanu Sai, “A Slippery Path towards Hawaiian Indigeneity,” 10 J. L. & Soc. Challenges 69, 130-131 
(2008).

106  David Keanu Sai, “American Occupation of the Hawaiian State: A Century Unchecked,” 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 
46, 74 (2004).

107  Email notes between the Hawaiian Ambassador-at-large and the Cuban Embassy in The Hague (Nov. 2017) 
(online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cuban_Embassy_Corresp.pdf ).
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Exposure of the Hawaiian Kingdom through the Medium of Academic Research

The decision by the Council to forego Rwanda’s invitation was made in line with section 
495—Remedies of Injured Belligerent, United States Army FM-27-10, which states, “[i]n the 
event of violation of the law of war, the injured party may legally resort to remedial action 
of the following types: a. Publication of the facts, with a view to influencing public opinion 
against the offending belligerent.”108 After the Larsen case, the policy of the Council would be 
threefold: first, exposure of the prolonged occupation; second, ensure that the United States 
complies with international humanitarian law; and, third, prepare for an effective transition to 
a de jure government when the occupation ends.

The United States’ belligerent occupation rests squarely within the regime of the law of oc-
cupation in international humanitarian law. The application of the regime of occupation law 
“does not depend on a decision taken by an international authority,”109 and “the existence of 
an armed conflict is an objective test and not a national ‘decision.’”110 According to Article 42 
of the 1907 Hague Regulations, a State’s territory is considered occupied when it is “actually 
placed under the authority of the hostile army.” 

Article 42 has three requisite elements: first, the presence of a foreign State’s forces; second, the 
exercise of authority over the occupied territories by the foreign State or its proxy; and, third, 
the non-consent by the occupied State. U.S. President Grover Cleveland’s 1893 manifesto to 
the Congress, which is Annexure 1 in the Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom Award,111 and the con-
tinued U.S. presence today, without a treaty of peace, firmly meets all three elements of Article 
42. Hawai‘i’s people, however, have become denationalized and the history of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom has been, for all intents and purposes, obliterated within three generations since the 
United States’ takeover.

The Council deemed it their duty to explain to Hawai‘i’s people that before the PCA could 
facilitate the formation of the Larsen tribunal, it had to ensure that it possessed jurisdiction 
as an institution. This jurisdiction required that the Hawaiian Kingdom be a “State.”112 This 
finding authorized the Hawaiian Kingdom’s access to the PCA pursuant to Article 47 of the 
Hague Convention, I, as a non-Contracting State to the convention. This acknowledgement 
is significant on two levels, first, the Hawaiian Kingdom had to currently exist as a State un-
der international law, otherwise the PCA would not have accepted the dispute to be settled 
through international arbitration, and, second, the PCA explicitly recognized the Council of 
Regency as the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

History of the illegal overthrow and purported annexation of the Hawaiian Islands is provided 
not only in the pleadings of the Larsen case,113 but also in a 2002 legal opinion by Matthew 
Craven, Professor of Law from the University of London, SOAS, titled Continuity of the Ha-
waiian Kingdom. Craven wrote the legal opinion for the Council of Regency as part of the 

108  “United States Basic Field Manual F.M. 27-10 (Rules of Land Warfare), though not a source of law like a 
statute, prerogative order or decision of a court, is a very authoritative publication.” Trial of Sergeant-Major 
Shigeru Ohashi and Six Others, 5 Law Reports of Trials of Law Criminals (United Nations War Crime 
Commission) 27 (1949).

109  C. Ryngaert and R. Fransen, “EU extraterritorial obligations with respect to trade with occupied territories: 
Reflections after the case of Front Polisario before EU courts,” 2(1) Europe and the World: A law review 8 
(2018). 

110  Stuart Casey-Maslen, ed., The War Report 2012 ix (2013).
111  Larsen Award, 598-610.
112  United Nations, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Dispute Settlement—Permanent Court 

of Arbitration 15 (2003) (online at https://unctad.org/en/Docs/edmmisc232add26_en.pdf ).
113  Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom Arbitration Log Sheet (online at http://www.alohaquest.com/arbitration/log.

htm). 
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latter’s focus on exposure of the Hawaiian Kingdom’s legal status under international law, 
through academic research, after the Council of Regency returned from The Hague in 2000. 
Craven’s memo was also referenced in Judge Crawford’s seminal book, The Creation of States 
in International Law. Judge Crawford wrote, “Craven offers a critical view on the plebiscite 
affirming the integration of Hawaii into the United States.”114 

Because international law provides for the presumption of the continuity of the State despite 
the overthrow of its government by another State, it shifts the burden of proof. As explained 
by Judge Crawford, “[t]here is a presumption that the State continues to exist, with its rights 
and obligations … despite a period in which there is … no effective, government.”115 Crawford 
further concludes that “[b]elligerent occupation does not affect the continuity of the State, 
even where there exists no government claiming to represent the occupied State.”116 

“If one were to speak about a presumption of continuity,” explains Craven, “one would sup-
pose that an obligation would lie upon the party opposing that continuity to establish the facts 
sustaining its rebuttal. The continuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom, in other words, may be re-
futed only by reference to a valid demonstration of legal title, or sovereignty, on the part of the 
United States, absent of which the presumption remains.”117 Craven’s opinion is premised on 
the theory that once recognition of a new State is granted it “is incapable of withdrawal”118 by 
the recognizing States and that “recognition estops [precludes] the State which has recognized 
the title from contesting its validity at any future time.”119 Therefore, because the “Hawaiian 
Kingdom existed as an independent State [and] recognized as such by the United States of 
America,”120 the United States is precluded “from contesting its validity at any future time” 
unless it has extinguished Hawaiian statehood in accordance with international law.

In his legal opinion, Craven interrogated modes of extinction by which, under international 
law, the United States could provide rebuttable evidence that the Hawaiian State was indeed 
extinguished. Notwithstanding the imposition of United States municipal laws, he found no 
such evidence under international law to support a claim that the United States extinguished 
Hawaiian statehood. As such, Craven cited implications regarding the continuity of the Ha-
waiian Kingdom. 

The implications of continuity in case of Hawai‘i are several:

a) That authority exercised by US over Hawai‘i is not one of sovereignty i.e. 
that the US has no legally protected ‘right’ to exercise that control and 
that it has no original claim to the territory of Hawai’i or right to obedi-
ence on the part of the Hawaiian population. Furthermore, the extension 
of US laws to Hawai’i, apart from those that may be justified by reference 
to the law of (belligerent) occupation would be contrary to the terms of 
international law.

114  Crawford, 623, n. 83.
115  Id., 34. If one were to speak about a presumption of continuity, one would suppose that an obligation would 

lie upon the party opposing that continuity to establish the facts substantiating its rebuttal. The continuity of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, in other words, may be refuted only by reference to a valid demonstration of legal 
title, or sovereignty, on the part of the United States, absent of which the presumption remains.

116  Id. Crawford also stated, the “occupation of Iraq in 2003 illustrated the difference between ‘government’ and 
‘State’; when Members of the Security Council, after adopting SC res 1511, 16 October 2003, called for the 
rapid ‘restoration of Iraq’s sovereignty’, they did not imply that Iraq had ceased to exist as a State but that 
normal governmental arrangements should be restored.” Id, n. 157.

117  Craven, Chapter 3, 128.
118  Lassa Oppenheim, International Law 137 (3rd ed., 1920).
119  Georg Schwarzenberger, “Title to Territory: Response to a Challenge,” 51(2) Am. J. Int’l L. 308, 316 (1957).
120  Larsen Award, 581. 
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b) That the Hawaiian people retain a right to self-determination in a man-
ner prescribed by general international law. Such a right would entail, at 
the first instance, the removal of all attributes of foreign occupation, and 
a restoration of the sovereign rights of the dispossessed government.

c) That the treaties of the Hawaiian Kingdom remain in force as regards 
other States in the name of the Kingdom (as opposed to the US as a suc-
cessor State) except as may be affected by the principle rebus sic stantibu 
or impossibility of performance.

d) That the Hawaiian Kingdom retains a right to all State property includ-
ing that held in the territory of third states, and is liable for the debts of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom incurred prior to its occupation.121

Regarding the implication that “the Hawaiian people retain a right to self-determination,” 
Lenzerini notes:

Based on the postulation…that the Hawaiian Kingdom was occupied by the 
United States in 1893 and that it has remained in the same condition since that 
time, it may be concluded that the potential implications on such a situation 
arising from the applicable international legal rules on human rights and self-de-
termination are remarkable. [Therefore,] an adequate legal basis would exist for 
claiming in principle the international responsibility of the United States of 
America—as occupying Power—for violations of both internationally recognized 
human rights to the prejudice of individuals and of the right of the Hawaiian 
people to freely exercise self-determination.122

In order to carry into effect the Council of Regency’s policy, it was decided that since the au-
thor already had a bachelor’s degree from the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa and was familiar 
with what they have been instructing on Hawai‘i’s history, he would enter the University of 
Hawai‘i at Manoa political science department and secure a master’s degree specializing in 
international relations. Then the author would acquire a Ph.D. with specific focus on the con-
tinuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom as an independent and sovereign State that has been under a 
prolonged occupation. Through this policy, the Council of Regency has been able to effectively 
shift the discourse to belligerent occupation.

The Council of Regency’s objective was to engage over a century of denationalization through 
the medium of academic research and publications, both peer and law review. As a result, 
awareness of the Hawaiian Kingdom’s political status has grown exponentially with multiple 
masters theses, doctoral dissertations, and publications written on the subject. What the world 
knew before the Larsen case has been drastically transformed to the present. This transforma-
tion was the result of academic research in spite of the continued American occupation. 

This scholarship prompted a well-known historian in Hawai‘i, Tom Coffman, to change the 
subtitle of his book in 2009, which Duke University republished in 2016, from The Story of 
America’s Annexation of the Nation of Hawai‘i to The History of the American Occupation of 
Hawai‘i. Coffman explained:

I am compelled to add that the continued relevance of this book reflects a 
far-reaching political, moral and intellectual failure of the United States to rec-

121  Craven, Chapter 3, 126.
122  Lenzerini, Chapter 5, 215.
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ognize and deal with its takeover of Hawai‘i. In the book’s subtitle, the word 
Annexation has been replaced by the word Occupation, referring to America’s oc-
cupation of Hawai‘i. Where annexation connotes legality by mutual agreement, 
the act was not mutual and therefore not legal. Since definition of international 
law there was no annexation, we are left with the word occupation.

In making this change, I have embraced the logical conclusion of my research into 
the events of 1893 to 1898 in Honolulu and Washington, D.C. I am prompted 
to take this step by a growing body of historical work by a new generation of 
Native Hawaiian scholars. Dr. Keanu Sai writes, “The challenge for…the fields 
of political science, history, and law is to distinguish between the rule of law and 
the politics of power.” In the history of Hawai‘i, the might of the United States 
does not make it right.123

Furthermore, in 2016, Japan’s Seijo University’s Center for Glocal Studies published an article 
by Dennis Riches titled This is not America: The Acting Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom 
Goes Global with Legal Challenges to End Occupation.124 At the center of this article was the con-
tinuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom, the Council of Regency, and the commission war crimes. 
Riches, who is Canadian, wrote:

[The history of the Baltic States] is a close analog of Hawai‘i because the occupa-
tion by a superpower lasted over several decades through much of the same period 
of history. The restoration of the Baltic States illustrates that one cannot say too 
much time has passed, too much has changed, or a nation is gone forever once 
a stronger nation annexes it. The passage of time doesn’t erase sovereignty, but 
it does extend the time which the occupying power has to neglect its duties and 
commit a growing list of war crimes.

Additionally, school teachers, throughout the Hawaiian Islands, have also been made aware 
of the American occupation through course work at the University of Hawai‘i and they are 
teaching this material in the middle schools and the high schools. This exposure led the Ha-
wai‘i State Teachers Association (“HSTA”), which represents public school teachers through-
out Hawai‘i, to introduce a resolution—New Business Item 37 at the 2017 annual assembly of 
the National Education Association (“NEA”) in Boston, Massachusetts. On 4 July 2017, the 
resolution passed. The NEA represents 3.2 million public school teachers, administrators, and 
faculty and administrators of universities throughout the United States. The resolution stated:

The NEA will publish an article that documents the illegal overthrow of the Ha-
waiian Monarchy in 1893, the prolonged illegal occupation of the United States 
in the Hawaiian Kingdom, and the harmful effects that this occupation has had 
on the Hawaiian people and resources of the land.125

As a result, three articles were published by the NEA: first, The Illegal Overthrow of the Hawai-
ian Kingdom Government (2 April 2018);126 second, The U.S. Occupation of the Hawaiian King-
dom (1 October 2018);127 and, third, The Impact of the U.S. Occupation on the Hawaiian People 

123  Tom Coffman, Nation Within: The History of the American Occupation of Hawai‘i xvi (2016).
124  Dennis Riches, “This is not America: The Acting Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom Goes Global with 

Legal Challenges to End Occupation,” Center for Glocal Studies, Seijo University 81, 89 (2016).
125  NEA New Business Item 37 (2017) (online at https://ra.nea.org/business-item/2017-nbi-037/).
126  Keanu Sai, The Illegal Overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom Government, NEA Today (2 Apr. 2018) (online at 
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127  Keanu Sai, The U.S. Occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom, NEA Today (1 Oct. 2018) (online at http://
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(13 October 2018).128 Awareness of the Hawaiian Kingdom’s situation has reached countless 
classrooms across the United States. These publications by the NEA was the Council’s crown-
ing jewel for its policy to engage denationalization through Americanization.

Director of Russia’s PIR-CENTER Acknowledges Illegal Annexation by the United States

This exposure also prompted the director of Russia’s PIR-CENTER, on 4 October 2018, to 
admit that Hawai‘i was illegally annexed by the United States. This acknowledgement oc-
curred at a seminar entitled “Russian America: Hawaiian Pages 200 Years After” held at the 
PIR-CENTER, Institute of Contemporary International Studies, Diplomatic Academy of the 
Russian Foreign Ministry, in Moscow. The topic of the seminar was the restoration of Fort 
Elizabeth, a Russian fort built on the island of Kaua‘i in 1817. 

Leading the seminar was Dr. Vladimir Orlov, director of the PIR-CENTER. Notable partic-
ipants included Deputy Foreign Minister Sergej Ryabkov, Head of the Department of Euro-
pean Cooperation and specialist on nuclear and other disarmament negotiations, and Russian 
Ambassador to the United States, Anatoly Antonov. In a report to the Hawaiian Minister of 
Foreign Relations, it was noted that Dr. Orlov stated that the “annexation of Hawai‘i by the 
US was of course illegal and everyone knows it.”

United Nations Independent Expert Dr. Alfred deZayas on Hawai‘i

This educational exposure also prompted United Nations Independent Expert, Dr. Alfred  
deZayas, to send a communication, dated 25 February 2018, to members of the State of 
Hawai‘i Judiciary stating that the Hawaiian Kingdom is an occupied State and that the 1907 
Hague Convention, IV, and the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, must be complied with.129 In 
that communication, deZayas stated: 

As a professor of international law, the former Secretary of the UN Human Rights 
Committee, co-author of book, The United Nations Human Rights Committee 
Case Law 1977-2008, and currently serving as the UN Independent Expert on 
the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order, I have come to 
understand that the lawful political status of the Hawaiian Islands is that of a sov-
ereign nation-state in continuity; but a nation-state that is under a strange form 
of occupation by the United States resulting from an illegal military occupation 
and a fraudulent annexation. As such, international laws (the Hague and Gene-
va Conventions) require that governance and legal matters within the occupied 
territory of the Hawaiian Islands must be administered by the application of the 
laws of the occupied state (in this case, the Hawaiian Kingdom), not the domestic 
laws of the occupier (the United States).

The Independent Expert clearly stated the application of “the Hague and Geneva Conven-
tions” requires the administration of Hawaiian Kingdom law, not United States law, in Hawai-
ian territory. The United States’ noncompliance to international humanitarian law has created 
the façade of an incorporated territory of the United States called the State of Hawai‘i. As a de 
facto proxy for the United States that maintains effective control over Hawaiian territory, the 
State of Hawai‘i is a non-State actor. The War Report 2017 refers to such entities as an armed 

128  Keanu Sai, The Impact of the U.S. Occupation on the Hawaiian People NEA Today (13 Oct. 2018) (online at 
http://neatoday.org/2018/10/13/us-occupation-of-hawaii/).
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non-state actor (ANSA) “operating in another state when that support is so significant that 
the foreign state is deemed to have ‘overall control’ over the actions of the ANSA.”130 Whether 
by proxy or not, the United States is the occupying State and “as the right of an occupant in 
occupied territory is merely a right of administration, he may [not] annex it.”131 

The ICRC Commentary on Article 47 also emphasize, “[i]t will be well to note that the refer-
ence to annexation in this Article cannot be considered as implying recognition of this manner 
of acquiring sovereignty.”132 Therefore, according to the ICRC, “an Occupying Power contin-
ues to be bound to apply the Convention as a whole even when, in disregard of the rules of 
international law, it claims to have annexed all or part of an occupied territory.”133 As there 
is no treaty of peace between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States, the belligerent 
occupation continues. 

To understand what the UN Independent Expert called a “fraudulent annexation,” attention 
is drawn to the floor of the United States Senate on 4 July 1898, where Senator William Allen 
of Nebraska stated:

“The Constitution and the statutes are territorial in their operation; that is, they 
can not have any binding force or operation beyond the territorial limits of the 
government in which they are promulgated. In other words, the Constitution 
and statutes can not reach across the territorial boundaries of the United States 
into the territorial domain of another government and affect that government or 
persons or property therein.”134

Two years later, on 28 February 1900, during a debate on senate bill no. 222 that proposed 
the establishment of the Territory of Hawai‘i, Senator Allen reiterated, “I utterly repudiate 
the power of Congress to annex the Hawaiian Islands by a joint resolution such as passed the 
Senate. It is ipso facto null and void.”135 In response, Senator John Spooner of Wisconsin, a 
constitutional lawyer, dismissively remarked, “that is a political question, not subject to review 
by the courts.”136 Senator Spooner explained, “[t]he Hawaiian Islands were annexed to the 
United States by a joint resolution passed by Congress. I reassert…that that was a political 
question and it will never be reviewed by the Supreme Court or any other judicial tribunal.”137 

Senator Spooner never argued that congressional laws have extra-territorial effect. Instead, he 
said this issue would never see the light of day because United States courts would not review 
it due to the political question doctrine. This is strictly an American doctrine concerning issues 
that are so politically charged that federal courts could choose not to hear the issue. The doc-
trine allows federal courts to invoke a political question if the issue before the court challenges 
the way in which the executive uses its power in foreign relations. It is a doctrine invoked by 
American courts where the question before the court is deemed political and not legal, and 
therefore the courts should refuse to hear the case. It is a controversial doctrine in the United 
States. This exchange between the two Senators is also illuminating as it reveals an intent to 
conceal an internationally wrongful act. The Territory of Hawai‘i is the predecessor of the State 
of Hawai‘i. 

130  Annyssa Bellal, The War Report: Armed Conflicts in 2017 22 (2018) (online at https://www.geneva-academy.
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It would take another ninety years before the U.S. Department of Justice addressed this issue. 
In a 1988 legal opinion, the Office of Legal Counsel ("OLC") examined the purported annex-
ation of the Hawaiian Islands by a congressional joint resolution. Douglas Kmiec, Acting As-
sistant Attorney General, authored this opinion for Abraham Sofaer, legal advisor to the U.S. 
Department of State. After covering the limitation of congressional authority, which, in effect, 
confirmed the statements made by Senator Allen, the OLC found that it is “unclear which 
constitutional power Congress exercised when it acquired Hawaii by joint resolution.”138 The 
federal government views opinions by the OLC as authoritative, and, therefore, the 1988 legal 
opinion is an admission against interest and precludes the federal government from claiming 
that the Hawaiian Islands were annexed by a joint resolution of Congress.

 
Rights of Protected Persons under International Humanitarian Law

According to the International Committee of the Red Cross, the “Geneva Conventions and 
their Additional Protocols form the core of international humanitarian law, which regulates the 
conduct of armed conflict and seeks to limit its effects. They protect people not taking part in 
hostilities and those who are no longer doing so.”139 Coverage of the Geneva Conventions also 
apply to occupied territories where there is no actual fighting. 

Under international humanitarian law, a protected person is a legal term that refers to specific 
protections afforded to civilians in occupied territory whose rights are protected under the 
1949 Geneva Convention, IV (“Fourth Geneva Convention”), and its Additional Protocol. 
According to Article 4 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, “[p]ersons protected by the Conven-
tion are those who, at a given moment and in any manner whatsoever, find themselves, in case 
of [an] occupation, in the hands of [an] Occupying Power of which they are not nationals.” 
Protected persons also include public officials of the occupied State. As such, they “enjoy the 
same safeguards under the Convention as any other protected person.”140

Under this definition, civilians who possess the nationality of the occupying State, while they 
reside in the territory of the occupied State, are not protected under the Geneva Conven-
tion. Article 147 of the Fourth Geneva Convention provides a list of grave breaches, called war 
crimes, which would apply to protected persons as defined under Article 4.

Grave breaches to which the preceding Article relates shall be those involving any 
of the following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by the 
present Convention: wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including bi-
ological experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or 
health, unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protected 
person, compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of [an occupying] 
Power, or wilfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular 
trial prescribed in the present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive de-
struction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and 
carried out unlawfully and wantonly.

Fifty years later, however, this definition of protected persons was expanded to include the 
citizenry of the occupying State. This was an evolution of international criminal law ushered 

138  Douglas W. Kmiec, “Legal Issues Raised by Proposed Presidential Proclamation To Extend the Territorial 
Sea,” 12 Op. O.L.C., 238, 252 (1988) (online at https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/1988_Opinion_OLC.
pdf ). 
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in by the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugosla-
via (“ICTY”). The case was the prosecution and conviction of Duško Tadić who was a Bosnian 
Serb. After being arrested in Germany in 1994, he faced among other counts, twelve counts of 
grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV. On 7 May 1997, Tadić was convicted by 
the trial court on 11 counts that did not include the counts of grave breaches of the Geneva 
Convention.

In its judgment, the trial court found that Tadić was not guilty of 11 counts of grave breaches 
because the civilian victims possessed the same Yugoslavian citizenship as Tadić who represent-
ed the occupying Power in the war. The prosecutors appealed this decision and it was not only 
reversed by the Appeal Chamber of the ICTY, but it also expanded the definition of protected 
persons in occupied territory under international humanitarian law. The Appeals Chamber 
concluded:

[The] primary purpose [of Article 4] is to ensure the safeguards afforded by the 
[Geneva] Convention to those civilians who do not enjoy the diplomatic protec-
tion, and correlatively are not subject to the allegiance and control, of the State 
in whose hands they may find themselves. In granting its protection, Article 4 
intends to look to the substance of relations, not their legal characterisation as 
such. … Hence, even if in the circumstances of the case the perpetrators and the 
victim were to be regarded as possessing the same nationality, Article 4 [Geneva 
Convention] would still be applicable.141

This decision is an important development in international criminal law and has a profound 
impact on the occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Up until 1999, protected persons in the 
Hawaiian Islands excluded American citizens. But since 1999, the Tadić case has expanded 
protection to citizens of the occupying State who reside in the territory of an occupied State. 
The operative word is no longer nationality or citizenship, but rather allegiance that would 
apply to all persons in an occupied State. This distinction is not to be confused with an oath 
of allegiance, but rather the law of allegiance that applies over everyone whether they signed 
an oath or not. Hawaiian law only requires an oath of allegiance for government employees.

Under Hawaiian Kingdom law allegiance is found in the Hawaiian Penal Code under Chapter 
VI for the crime of treason.142

2. Allegiance is the obedience and fidelity due to the kingdom from those 
under its protection.

3. An alien, whether his native country be at war or at peace with this king-
dom, owes allegiance to this kingdom during his residence therein, and 
during such residence, is capable of committing treason against this kingdom.

By expanding the scope and application of protected persons to American citizens residing 
in the Hawaiian Kingdom, they, along with all other nationalities of foreign States, as well as 
Hawaiian subjects, are all afforded equal protection under the Fourth Geneva Convention. 

141  ICTY, Prosecutor v. Tadić, Appeals Chamber, Judgment, para. 168 and 169 (15 July 1999). 
142  Chapter VI, Penal Code of the Hawaiian Kingdom (online at https://hawaiiankingdom.org/penalcode/pdf/
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The State of Hawai‘i and its Counties are a Private Armed Force

When the United States assumed control of its installed regime, under the new heading of the 
Territory of Hawai‘i in 1900, and later the State of Hawai‘i in 1959, it surpassed “its limits 
under international law through extraterritorial prescriptions emanating from its national in-
stitutions: the legislature, government, and courts.”143 The legislation of every State, including 
the United States by its Congress, are not sources of international law. 

Since Congressional legislation has no extraterritorial effect, it cannot unilaterally establish 
governments in the territory of a foreign State. According to the U.S. Supreme Court, “[n]ei-
ther the Constitution nor the laws passed in pursuance of it have any force in foreign territory 
unless in respect of our own citizens, and operations of the nation in such territory must be 
governed by treaties, international understandings and compacts, and the principles of inter-
national law.”144 The Court also concluded that “[t]he laws of no nation can justly extend be-
yond its own territories except so far as regards its own citizens. They can have no force to con-
trol the sovereignty or rights of any other nation within its own jurisdiction.”145 Therefore, the 
State of Hawai‘i cannot claim to be a government because its only claim to authority derives 
from Congressional legislation that has no extraterritorial effect. As such, jus in bello defines the 
State of Hawai‘i as an organized armed group acting for and on behalf of the United States.146 

“[O]rganized armed groups … are under a command responsible to that party for the conduct 
of its subordinates.”147 According to Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, “this definition of armed 
forces covers all persons who fight on behalf of a party to a conflict and who subordinate 
themselves to its command,”148 and that this “definition of armed forces builds upon earlier 
definitions contained in the Hague Regulations and the Third Geneva Convention which 
sought to determine who are combatants entitled to prisoner-of-war status.”149 Article 1 of the 
1907 Hague Convention, IV (“HC IV”), provides: 

The laws, rights, and duties of war apply not only to armies, but also to militia 
and volunteer corps fulfilling the following conditions: (1) To be commanded by 
a person responsible for his subordinates; (2) To have a fixed distinctive emblem 
recognizable at a distance; (3) To carry arms openly; and (4) To conduct their 
operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war. 

Since the Larsen case, defendants that have appeared before the courts of this armed group have 
begun to deny the courts’ jurisdiction. In a contemptible attempt to quash this defense, the 
Supreme Court of the State of Hawai‘i in 2013 responded to a defendant, who “contends that 
the courts of the State of Hawai‘i lacked subject matter jurisdiction over his criminal prosecu-
tion because the defense proved the existence of the Hawaiian Kingdom and the illegitimacy 
of the State of Hawai‘i government,”150 with “whatever may be said regarding the lawfulness” 
of its origins, “the State of Hawai‘i … is now, a lawful government.”151 

The courts of the State of Hawai‘i, to include its Supreme Court, are not regularly constituted 
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under international humanitarian law. Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Convention, 
IV ("GC IV") provides that only a “regularly constituted court” can pass judgment on an ac-
cused person.152  When a court is not regularly constituted, the proceedings that would lead to 
a judgment imposed by it would not only be extrajudicial but would constitute a war crime. 
According to Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, a “court is regularly constituted if it has been 
established and organized in accordance with laws and procedures already in force in a coun-
try,”153  which would be Hawaiian Kingdom law. In the absence of Hawaiian courts, United 
States military tribunals, also called Article II courts, would be lawful in territories occupied 
by the United States.154

In addition, the absurdity of such a statement by the Court can be amplified when placed 
against the Louisiana Supreme Court’s 1953 decision in King v. Moresi. In his dissenting opin-
ion Justice Moise stated, “[t]he maxim of law as old as Justinian— “Quod ab initio non valet 
in tractu temporis non convalesait”—That which was originally void does not by lapse of time 
become valid. A dead thing is dead. There can be no resurrection.”155 Furthermore, Hawaiian 
Kingdom law states that “[w]hatever is done in contravention of a prohibitory law is void, al-
though the nullity be not formally directed,”156 which is based on the maxim actus regis nemini 
est damnosa—the law will not work a wrong.

This fiat of the so-called highest court of the State of Hawai‘i has since been continuously in-
voked by prosecutors in criminal cases and plaintiffs in civil cases to avoid the undisputed and 
insurmountable factual and legal conclusions as to the continued existence of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom, as a subject of international law, and the illegitimacy of the State of Hawai‘i gov-
ernment. On this note, Marek explains that an occupier without title or sovereignty “must rely 
heavily, if not exclusively, on full and complete effectiveness.”157

The laws and customs of war during occupation applies only to territories that come under the 
authority of either the occupier’s military and/or an occupier’s armed force, such as the State of 
Hawai‘i, and that the “occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been 
established and can be exercised.”158 According to Ferraro, “occupation—as a species of inter-
national armed conflict—must be determined solely on the basis of the prevailing facts.”159 
Legally speaking, effectiveness under the law of occupation does not equate to power but 
rather duties and obligations. As political science defines power as the ability to get someone 
or an entity to do something it would not normally do, the fiat by the State of Hawai‘i court 
is a reaction to the power of the evidence that the Hawaiian Kingdom continues to exist. This 
forced the court to defy the recognized maxim of law that time does not validate an illegality. 

State of Hawai‘i v. Lorenzo —The Case that Brought Down the State of Hawai‘i

One year after the United States Congress passed the joint resolution apologizing for the Unit-
ed States overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom government in 1993, an appeal was heard by 
the State of Hawai‘i Intermediate Court of Appeals that centered on a claim that the Hawaiian 
Kingdom continues to exist. In State of Hawai‘i v. Lorenzo, the appellate court stated:

152  Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, 354.
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Lorenzo appeals, arguing that the lower court erred in denying his pretrial motion 
(Motion) to dismiss the indictment.  The essence of the Motion is that the [Ha-
waiian Kingdom] (Kingdom) was recognized as an independent sovereign nation 
by the United States in numerous bilateral treaties; the Kingdom was illegally 
overthrown in 1893 with the assistance of the United States; the Kingdom still 
exists as a sovereign nation; he is a citizen of the Kingdom; therefore, the courts 
of the State of Hawai‘i have no jurisdiction over him. Lorenzo makes the same 
argument on appeal.  For the reasons set forth below, we conclude that the lower 
court correctly denied the Motion.160

While the appellate court affirmed the trial court’s judgment, it admitted “the court’s rationale 
is open to question in light of international law.”161 By not applying international law, the court 
concluded that the trial court’s decision was correct because Lorenzo “presented no factual 
(or legal) basis for concluding that the Kingdom [continues to exist] as a state in accordance 
with recognized attributes of a state’s sovereign nature.” Since 1994, the Lorenzo case became a 
precedent case that served as the basis for denying defendants’ motions to dismiss that claimed 
the Hawaiian Kingdom continues to exist. In State of Hawai‘i v. Fergerstrom, the appellate 
court stated, “[w]e affirm that relevant precedent [in State of Hawai‘i v. Lorenzo],”162 and that 
defendants have an evidentiary burden that shows the Hawaiian Kingdom continues to exist.

The Supreme Court, in State of Hawai‘i v. Armitage, clarified the evidentiary burden that Lo-
renzo placed upon defendants. The court stated: 

Lorenzo held that, for jurisdictional purposes, should a defendant demonstrate a 
factual or legal basis that the Kingdom of Hawai'i “exists as a state in accordance 
with recognized attributes of a state's sovereign nature[,]” and that he or she is a 
citizen of that sovereign state, a defendant may be able to argue that the courts of 
the State of Hawai‘i lack jurisdiction over him or her.163 

What is profound is that if the appellate court did apply international law in its decision it 
would have confirmed the continued existence of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a State and ruled 
in favor of Lorenzo.  As stated before, international law recognizes the difference between the 
State and its government, and that there is a presumption, as Crawford previously explained, 
that the State continues to exist despite its government being overthrown. In other words, all 
Lorenzo needed to provide was evidence that the Hawaiian Kingdom “did” exist as a State, 
which would then shift the burden on the prosecution to provide rebuttable evidence that 
the United States extinguished the Hawaiian State in accordance with recognized modes of 
extinction under international law. 

The appellate court did acknowledge that Lorenzo, in fact, provided evidence in his motion to 
dismiss “that the [Hawaiian Kingdom] was recognized as an independent sovereign nation by 
the United States in numerous bilateral treaties.”164 In other words, the “bilateral treaties” were 
the evidence of Hawaiian statehood. Therefore, the appellate court erred in placing the burden 
on the defendant to provide evidence of the Kingdom’s continued existence, when it should 
have determined from the trial records if the prosecution provided rebuttable evidence against 
the presumption of the Kingdom’s continued existence as a State, which was evidenced by the 
“bilateral treaties.” The prosecution provided no such evidence. 

160  State of Hawai‘i v. Lorenzo, 77 Haw. 219, 220; 883 P.2d 641, 642 (1994).
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If, for the sake of argument, the State of Hawai‘i argued before the trial court that the 1898 
joint resolution of annexation extinguished Hawaiian statehood, it would be precluded from 
doing so under the rules of evidence because the United States Department of Justice’s Office 
of Legal Counsel concluded in 1988 that it is “unclear which constitutional power Congress 
exercised when it acquired Hawaii by a joint resolution.”165 The opinion is an admission against 
interest, which is an out-of-court statement made by the federal government prior to the date 
of Lorenzo’s trial that that would have bound the State of Hawai‘i from claiming otherwise. 
Furthermore, a congressional joint resolution is not a source of international law, and as such 
could not have affected Hawaiian statehood.  According to the American Law Institute, a “rule 
of international law is one that has been accepted as such by the international community of 
states (a) in the form of customary law; (b) by international agreement; or by derivation from 
general principles common to the major legal systems of the world.”166

The significance of the Lorenzo case is that the appellate court, when international law is ap-
plied, answered its own question in the negative as to “whether the present governance system 
should be recognized,”167 and that a “state has an obligation not to recognize or treat as a state 
an entity that has attained the qualifications for statehood as a result of a threat or use of armed 
force.”168 In other words, the State of Hawai‘i cannot be recognized as a State of the United 
States, which arose “as a result of a…use of armed force.” As stated before, President Cleveland 
concluded that the provisional government, which is the predecessor of the State of Hawai‘i, 
“owes its existence to an armed invasion by the United States.”169 Therefore, a proper inter-
pretation of State of Hawai‘i v. Lorenzo renders all courts of the State of Hawai‘i not regularly 
constituted, and that every judgment, order or decree that emanated from any court of the 
State of Hawai‘i is void. 

As such, these decisions are subject to collateral attack, which is where a defendant has a right 
to impeach a decision previously made against him because the “court that rendered judgment 
lacked jurisdiction of the subject matter.”170 While these decisions are subject to collateral 
attack, there is the problem as to what court is competent to receive a motion to set aside 
judgment because all courts of the State of Hawai‘i are not regularly constituted pursuant to 
Lorenzo. “If a person or body assumes to act as a court without any semblance of legal authority 
so to act and gives a purported judgment,” explains the American Law Institute, “the judgment 
is, of course, wholly void.”171 And according to Moore, “[c]ourts that act beyond…constraints 
act without power; judgments of courts lacking subject matter jurisdiction are void—not de-
serving of respect by other judicial bodies or by the litigants.”172 Furthermore, courts who were 
made aware of the American occupation prior to their decisions would have met the constitu-
ent elements of the war crime of depriving a protected person of a fair and regular trial.

Sai v. Trump—Petition for Writ of Mandamus

On 25 June 2018, the author, on behalf of the Council of Regency, filed an emergency petition 
for a writ of mandamus against President Donald Trump with the United States District Court 
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of the District of Columbia.173 The petition sought an order from the Court to:

a. Grant immediate mandamus relief enjoining Respondent Trump from act-
ing in derogation of the [Hague Convention] IV, the [Geneva Convention] 
IV, international humanitarian laws, and customary international laws;

b. Award Petitioner such preliminary injunctive and ancillary relief as may be 
necessary to avert the likelihood of Protected Persons’ injuries during the 
pendency of this action and to preserve the possibility of effective final re-
lief, including, but not limited to, temporary and preliminary injunctions; 
and

c. Enter a permanent injunction to prevent future violations of the HC IV, 
the GC IV, international humanitarian laws, and customary international 
laws by Respondent Trump.

The factual allegations of the petition were stated in paragraphs 79 through 205 under the 
headings From a State of Peace to a State of War, The Duty of Neutrality by Third States, Obli-
gation of the United States to Administer Hawaiian Kingdom laws, Denationalization through 
Americanization, The State of Hawai‘i is a Private Armed Force,  The Restoration of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom Government, Recognition De Facto of the Restored Hawaiian Government, War Crimes: 
1907 Hague Convention, IV, and War Crimes: 1949 Geneva Convention, IV.

On 11 September 2018, Judge Chutkan issued an order, sua sponte, dismissing the case as a 
political question.174 On the very same day the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia filed 
a “Motion for Extension of Time to Answer in light of the order dismissing this action,” but 
it was denied by minute order.175 Reminiscent of Senator Spooner's statement in 1900 regard-
ing the American courts and the political question for Hawai‘i's annexation, Judge Chutkan 
stated, “[b]ecause Sai’s claims involve a political question, this court is without jurisdiction to 
review his claims and the court will therefore DISMISS the Petition.” 

When the federal court declined to hear the case because of the political question doctrine 
it wasn’t because the case was without merit but rather “refers to the idea that an issue is so 
politically charged that federal courts, which are typically viewed as the apolitical branch of 
government, should not hear the issue.”176 If the petition was without merit it would have been 
dismissed for “failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted” under rule 12(b)(6) 
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Political questions, however, are dismissed under rule 
12(b)(1) regarding subject matter jurisdiction. 

In 2008, the same United States District Court for the District of Columbia, dismissed a 
case concerning Taiwan as a political question under Rule 12(b)(1) in Lin v. United States.177 
The federal court in its order stated that it “must accept as true all factual allegations con-
tained in the complaint when reviewing a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1).” 
When this case went on appeal, the D.C. Appellate Court underlined the modern doctrine 
of the political question, “[w]e do not disagree with Appellants’ assertion that we could 
resolve this case through treaty analysis and statutory construction; we merely decline to do 
so as this case presents a political question which strips us of jurisdiction to undertake that 

173  Sai v. Trump, Petition for Writ of Mandamus (25 June 2018) (online at https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/
Petition_for_Mandamus.pdf ).

174  Sai v. Trump, Order (11 Sep. 2018) (online at: https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Order_Mandamus.pdf ).
175  Sai v. Trump, Minute Order (11 Sep. 2018) (online at https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Minute_Order_

Mandamus.pdf ).
176  Cornell Law School, Legal Information Institute, Political Question Doctrine (online at https://www.law.

cornell.edu/wex/political_question_doctrine).
177  Lin v. United States, 539 F. Supp. 2d 173 (D.D.S. 2008).
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otherwise familiar task.”178

The significance in the Hawaiian Kingdom case is that the federal court accepted the allega-
tions of facts in the petition as true but that subject matter jurisdiction lies in another branch 
of the United States government that being the executive branch. This may also explain why 
the U.S. Attorney sought to answer the petition in light of it being dismissed as a political 
question. From an international law perspective, the facts of the prolonged occupation are not 
in dispute and the petition sought to address the violations of the rights of protected persons 
under international humanitarian law. 

The dismissal of the petition under the political question doctrine would satisfy the require-
ment to exhaust local remedies, which is a “‘principle of general international law’ supported 
by judicial decisions, State practice, treaties and the writings of jurists.”179 Under this principle, 
the International Court of Justice in the ELSI case stated that “for an international claim to be 
admissible, it is sufficient if the essence of the claim has been brought before the competent 
tribunals and pursued as far as permitted by local law and procedures, and without success.”180 
In the Hawaiian situation, this strict requirement must be balanced by the exception to the 
rule where the local remedies are “obviously futile,” “offer no reasonable prospect of success,” 
or “provide no reasonable possibility of effective redress.”181

State of Hawai‘i Official Reports War Crimes

On 21 August 2018, State of Hawai‘i County of Hawai‘i Councilmember Jennifer Ruggles 
requested a legal opinion from the government’s attorney whether she has incurred criminal 
liability for committing war crimes.182 In a letter written by her attorney: 

Council member Ruggles formally requests that you, in your capacity as the Of-
fice of Corporation Counsel to assure her that she is not incurring criminal lia-
bility under international humanitarian law and United States Federal law as a 
Council member for:

1. Participating in legislation of the Hawai‘i County Council that 
would appear to be in violation of Article 43 of the Hague Reg-
ulations and Article 64 of the Geneva Convention which require 
that the laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom be administered instead 
of the laws of the United States;

2. Being complicit in the collection of taxes, or fines, from pro-
tected persons that stem from legislation enacted by the Hawai‘i 
County Council, appear to be in violation of Articles 28 and 47 
of the Hague Regulations and Article 33 of the Geneva Conven-
tion which prohibit pillaging; 

3. Being complicit in the foreclosures of properties of protected 
persons for delinquent property taxes that stem from legislation 
enacted by the Hawai‘i County Council, which would appear to 
violate Articles 28 and 47 of the Hague Regulations and Article 

178  Lin v. United States, 561 F.3d 506 (2009).
179  Text of the Draft Articles on Diplomatic Protection (2006) 2 Y.B. Int’l L. Comm’n 24, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/

SER.A/2006/Add.1 (Part 2), art. 14, cmt. 1.
180  Elettronica Sicula S.P.A. (ELSI), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports, para. 59 (1989).
181  Id., art. 15, cmt. 2.
182  Letter from Laudig to Kamelamela (21 Aug. 2018) (online at https://jenruggles.com/wp-content/uploads/
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33 of the Geneva Convention which prohibit pillaging, as well as 
in violation of Article 46 of the Hague Regulations and Articles 
50 and 53 of the Geneva Convention where private property is 
not to be confiscated; and

4. Being complicit in the prosecution of protected persons for com-
mitting misdemeanors, or felonies, that stem from legislation 
enacted by the Hawai‘i County Council, which would appear to 
violate Article 147 of the Geneva Convention where protected 
persons cannot be unlawfully confined, or denied a fair and reg-
ular trial by a tribunal with competent jurisdiction.

In his response letter dated 22 August 2018, Corporation Counsel Kamelamela stated:

At the Council Committee meeting held on Monday, August 21, 2018 at the 
West Hawai‘i Civic Center, you announced that you “will be refraining from 
participating in the proposing and enacting of legislation” until county lawyers 
will assure you in writing that you will not incur “criminal liability under inter-
national humanitarian law and U.S. law.”

In response to your inquiry, we opine that you will not incur any criminal liabil-
ity under state, federal and international law. See Article VI, Constitution of the 
United States of America (international law cannot violate federal law).183

According to Ruggles, Corporation Counsel’s response was unacceptable. In a follow up letter, 
by her attorney, dated 28 August 2018, he concluded:

Until you provide Council member Ruggles with a proper legal opinion respond-
ing to the statement of facts in that she has not incurred criminal liability for vio-
lating the 1907 Hague Regulations and the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, I have 
advised my client that she must continue to refrain from legislating. For your 
reference, I am attaching the aforementioned legal opinions by Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General John Yoo [for you] and your office.184

Corporation Counsel refused to respond to this letter, which prompted Ruggles to become a 
whistleblower. She began sending notices to perpetrators of war crimes throughout the State 
of Hawai‘i. Under United States federal law, war crimes are defined as violations of the 1907 
Hague Regulations, the 1949 Geneva Conventions—18 U.S.C. §2441, as well as under cus-
tomary international law. Her story was broadcasted on television by KGMB news,185 Big 
Island Video News,186 and published by the British news outlet The Guardian.187 

Ruggles reported war crimes committed by the Queen’s Hospital, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
§2441 and §1091, and war crimes committed by thirty-two Circuit Judges of the State of Ha-
wai‘i, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §2441.188 She also reported additional war crimes of pillaging 

183  Letter from Kamelamela to Ruggles (22 Aug. 2018) (online at http://jenruggles.com/wp-content/uploads/
Kamelamela-Response-Letter-2018-08-22.pdf ). 

184  Letter from Laudig to Kamelamela (28 Aug. 2018) (online at http://jenruggles.com/wp-content/uploads/
Laudig_Ltr_to_Corp_Counsel_8.28.2018-.pdf ).

185  KGMB News (24 Sep. 2018) (online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YiXpiwVHr0). 
186  Big Island Video News (25 Sep. 2018) (online at http://www.bigislandvideonews.com/2018/09/25/video-
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(30 Nov. 2018) (online at https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/29/hawaii-politician-jennifer-
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committed by State of Hawai‘i tax collectors, in violation of §2441,189 the war crime of unlaw-
ful appropriation of property by the President of the United States and the Internal Revenue 
Service, in violation of §2441,190 and the war crime of destruction of property by the State of 
Hawai‘i on the summit of Mauna Kea, in violation of §2441.191

National Lawyers Guild Calls Upon the United States to Immediately Comply with 
International Humanitarian Law in its Illegal Occupation of the Hawaiian Islands 

The actions taken by Ruggles prompted the International Committee of the National Lawyers 
Guild, at its weekend retreat in San Francisco in March 2019, to form the Hawaiian King-
dom Subcommittee.192 Established in 1937, the National Lawyers Guild is an American bar 
association of lawyers and legal persons across the United States. According to the Guild’s 
International Committee website:

The Hawaiian Kingdom Subcommittee provides legal support to the move-
ment demanding that the U.S., as the occupier, comply with international hu-
manitarian and human rights law within Hawaiian Kingdom territory, the occu-
pied. This support includes organizing delegations and working with the United 
Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and NGOs addressing 
U.S. violations of international law and the rights of Hawaiian nationals and 
other Protected Persons.193

At its annual conference held in Durham, North Carolina, from 16-20 October 2019, a reso-
lution was submitted by the Hawaiian Kingdom Subcommittee to be voted upon by the entire 
Guild’s membership. The resolution stated, “that the National Lawyers Guild calls upon the 
United States of America immediately to begin to comply with international humanitarian law 
in its prolonged and illegal occupation of the Hawaiian Islands.” The Guild’s members were 
notified on 19 December 2019, that the resolution passed by a vote of 78.37%—yes, 4.61%—
no, and 17.02%—abstain. The National Lawyers Guild also "supports the Hawaiian Council 
of Regency...in its efforts to seek resolution in accordance with international law as well as its 
strategy to have the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties comply with international humanitarian 
law as the administration of the Occupying State."194 The resolution provided that:

The Hawaiian Kingdom Subcommittee will take the lead in implementing this 
resolution. The National Office will support the implementation by: sharing re-
sources on this topic created by NLG with members and the public, link the reso-
lution to the NLG website, email the resolution to members, circulate the resolu-
tion on social media, send the resolution to relevant press, promote and highlight 
the Subcommittee’s work on this issue, provide logistical support for a webinar on 
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this topic, and highlight work around the United States’ immediate compliance 
with international humanitarian law and human rights law in its long and illegal 
occupation of the Hawaiian Islands in Guild Notes and NLG Review.195 

Unlawful Presence of Foreign Consulates

The first foreign agent to be appointed to the Hawaiian Kingdom was John Coffin Jones in 
1820, as “Agent of the United States for Commerce and Seamen,” a position similar to a con-
sular agent. In 1824, Great Britain appointed Richard Charlton as “Consul for the Sandwich, 
the Society and Friendly Islands [Tonga],” and both Jones and Charlton formed the Consular 
Corps for the Hawaiian Kingdom. France soon joined the Corps with its appointment of Jules 
Dudoit as French Consul in 1837. After Hawaiian independence was achieved in 1843, the 
Consular Corps grew with foreign missions from Denmark, Bremen, Prussia, Sweden and 
Norway, Peru, the Netherlands, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and Japan. 

In 1893, there existed five legations from France, United Kingdom, Japan, Portugal and the 
United States as well as fifteen consulates from the United States, Italy, Chile, Germany, Swe-
den and Norway, Denmark, Peru, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Austria-Hungary, Russia, 
Great Britain, Mexico and China. Italy’s consul, F.A. Schaefer, served as Dean of the Consular 
Corps in 1893. According to Hawaiian Kingdom law:

§458. It shall be incumbent upon all foreign consuls-general, consuls, vice-con-
suls, and consular agents, to present their commissions through the diplomatic 
agents of their several nations, if such exist, and if not, direct to the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, who, if they are found to be regular, shall, unless otherwise di-
rected by the King, give them exequaturs under the seal of his department; and it 
shall be the duty of said minister to cause all such exequaturs to be published in 
the Government Gazette.

§459. No foreign consul, or consular or commercial agent shall be authorized 
to act as such, or entitled to recover his fees and perquisites in the courts of this 
Kingdom, until he shall have received his exequatur.

§460. It shall be incumbent upon every diplomatic agent, coming accredited to 
the King, to notify the Minister of Foreign Affairs of his arrival, and to request an 
audience of the King, for the purpose of presenting his credentials. Said minister, 
upon receipt of such notice, with copy of his credentials, shall take His Majesty’s 
orders in regard thereto, and communicate the same to such agent.

In 1893, all foreign missions were received by the Hawaiian Kingdom government and were 
in good standing. The foreign missions today, however, have not been received and granted ex-
equaturs by the Hawaiian Kingdom government. Instead, they all have been granted exequaturs 
by the United States. The granting of exequaturs by the United States is an administrative mea-
sure “by the occupying power that go beyond those required by what is necessary for military 
purposes of the occupation.”196 The granting of exequaturs is an administrative function derived 
from the sovereignty of the Hawaiian Kingdom and not the sovereignty of the United States. 
Once the members of the Consular Corps become aware “of the factual circumstances that 

195  National Lawyers Guild Resolution “Calling upon the United States of America to begin to comply 
immediately with international humanitarian law in its long and illegal occupation of the Hawaiian Islands” 
(2019) (online at https://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/NLG_2019_Hawaiian_Reso.pdf.)
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established the existence of an armed conflict,” they are duty bound to not “recognize as lawful 
a situation created by a serious breach…nor render aid or assistance in maintaining that situ-
ation,” and “shall cooperate to bring to an end through lawful means any serious breach [by a 
State of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law].”

These foreign consuls include from the Americas and Africa: Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Moroc-
co; from Asia: Bangladesh, India, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand; 
from Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hun-
gary, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
and Switzerland; and from Oceania: Australia, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, New 
Zealand, Samoa and Tonga. The present Dean of the Consular Corps is Germany’s Denis Salle.

The Hawaiian Kingdom also maintains treaties with Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Bremen, Den-
mark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hamburg, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Portugal, Russia, Samoa, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden and Norway, and the United States, all 
of which have not been cancelled according to the terms of the treaties.197

Recognition of the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties as Governments under International Law

It is recognized that a State has a centralized government that exercises effective control over a 
population within its defined territory. However, during belligerent occupation when an effec-
tive government of the occupied State has been overthrown, the law of occupation mandates 
the occupying State, once it is in effective control of territory as defined under Article 42 of the 
Hague Regulations, shall administer the laws of the occupied State as prescribed under Article 
43. Section 358, U.S. Army Field Manual 27-10, states:

Being an incident of war, military occupation confers upon the invading force the 
means of exercising control for the period of occupation. It does not transfer the 
sovereignty to the occupant, but simply the authority or power to exercise some 
of the rights of sovereignty.

In order to administer the laws of the occupied State, the occupying State must establish a 
military government, which “is the form of administration by which an occupying power exer-
cises governmental authority over occupied territory. The necessity for such government arises 
from the failure or inability of the legitimate government to exercise its functions on account of 
the military occupation.”198 As to the nature of this government, it “is immaterial whether the 
government over an [occupied] territory consists in a military or civil or mixed administration. 
Its character is the same and the source of its authority the same. It is a government imposed 
by force, and the legality of its acts is determined by the law of war.”199

In the summer of 1943 during the Second World War, British Prime Minister Winston  
Churchill sent a telegram to U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt regarding the President’s rec-
ognition of the French Committee of National Liberation ("FCNL") asking, “[w]hat does 
recognition mean? One can recognize a man as an Emperor or as a grocer. Recognition is 
meaningless without a defining formula.”200 The FCNL was not formed in accordance with 
French law that stood before the German invasion of France as other governments in exile had 
done but was rather an organization of unified leadership established by two French generals in 
order to fight the Nazis. A careful examination of President Roosevelt’s recognition specifically 

197  Part III, 236-310.
198  U.S. Army FM 27-10, section 362.
199  Id., section 368.
200  Winston Churchill, The Second World War, v. 137 (1954).
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addresses authority and not government. Talmon points out:

Thus, when on 26 August 1943 the United States recognized the [FCNL] ‘as 
administering those French overseas territories which acknowledges its author-
ity’, it was pointed out that ‘this statement does not constitute recognition of 
a government of France or of the French Empire by the United States. It does 
not constitute recognition of the French Committee of National Liberation as 
funtioning within specific limitations during the war.201

The FCNL eventually became the provisional government of outlying French territories that 
were liberated and eventually became the provisional government of the French Republic. In 
the Hawaiian situation, the case of recognition is reversed. The State of Hawai‘i and its Coun-
ty governments are not governments established in exile but rather “owes its existence to an 
armed invasion by the United States.” As such, the State of Hawai‘i and its predecessors—the 
Territory of Hawai‘i (1900-1959), the Republic of Hawai‘i (1894-1900) and the provisional 
government (1893-1894), have been carrying out governmental functions within the territory 
of the Hawaiian Kingdom without lawful authority. 

According to Henkin, “[a] regime that governs in fact is a Government and must be treated as 
such.”202 Through the lens of international humanitarian law, Henkin’s position on governance 
can be understood with more coherence. As Henkin’s theory of governance relies on effective-
ness, effectiveness is at the core of Article 42 of the Hague Regulations. United States practice 
provides that a military government is not limited to the U.S. military, but to any armed force 
of the occupying State that is in effective control of occupied territory. U.S. Army Field Man-
ual FM 27-5 provides that an “armed force in territory other than that of [the occupied State] 
has the duty of establishing military government when the government thereof is absent or 
unable to maintain order.”203 What distinguishes the U.S. military stationed in the Hawaiian 
Islands from the State of Hawai‘i, in light of the laws and customs of war during occupation, is 
that the State of Hawai‘i, as an armed force, is in effective control of the majority of Hawaiian 
territory. There are 118 U.S. military sites occupying 230,929 acres of the Hawaiian Islands, 
which is only 20% of the total acreage of Hawaiian territory.204 

With a view to bringing compliance with international humanitarian law by the State of Ha-
wai‘i and its County governments, and recognizing their effective control of Hawaiian territory 
in accordance with Article 42 of the 1907 Hague Regulations, the Council of Regency pro-
claimed and recognized their existence as the administration of the occupying State on 3 June 
2019. The proclamation read:

Whereas, in order to account for the present circumstances of the prolonged ille-
gal occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom and to provide a temporary measure of 
protection for its territory and the population residing therein, the public safety 
requires action to be taken in order for the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties to 
begin to comply with the 1907 Hague Convention, IV, the 1949 Geneva Con-
vention, IV, and international humanitarian law:

Now, therefore, We, the acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom, 
serving in the absence of the Monarch and temporarily exercising the Royal Pow-
er of the Kingdom, do hereby recognize the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties, for 
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international law purposes, as the administration of the Occupying Power whose 
duties and obligations are enumerated in the 1907 Hague Convention, IV, the 
1949 Geneva Convention, IV, and international humanitarian law;

And, We do hereby further proclaim that the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties 
shall preserve the sovereign rights of the Hawaiian Kingdom government, and 
to protect the local population from exploitation of their persons and property, 
both real and personal, as well as their civil and political rights under Hawaiian 
Kingdom law.205

The State of Hawai‘i and its Counties, under the laws and customs of war during occupation, 
can now serve as the administrator of the “laws in force in the country,” which includes the 
2014 decree of provisional laws by the Council of Regency in accordance with Article 43. 
“During the occupation,” according to Benvenisti, “the ousted government would often at-
tempt to influence life in the occupied area out of concern for its nationals, to undermine the 
occupant’s authority or both. One way to accomplish such goals is to legislate for the occupied 
population.”206 Furthermore, the “occupant should give effect to the sovereign’s new legislation 
as long as it addresses those issues in which the occupant has no power to amend the local laws, 
most notably in matters of personal status.”207 The decree of 10 October 2014, stated:

Now, therefore, We, the acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom, 
serving in the absence of the Monarch and temporarily exercising the Royal Pow-
er of the Kingdom, do hereby acknowledge that acts necessary to peace and good 
order among the citizenry and residents of the Hawaiian Kingdom, such for ex-
ample, as acts sanctioning and protecting marriage and the domestic relations, 
governing the course of descents, regulating the conveyance and transfer of prop-
erty, real and personal, and providing remedies for injuries to person and estate, 
and other similar acts, which would be valid if emanating from a lawful gov-
ernment, must be regarded in general as valid when proceeding from an actual, 
though unlawful government, but acts in furtherance or in support of rebellion or 
collaborating against the Hawaiian Kingdom, or intended to defeat the just rights 
of the citizenry and residents under the laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and other 
acts of like nature, must, in general, be regarded as invalid and void;

And, We do hereby proclaim that from the date of this proclamation all laws 
that have emanated from an unlawful legislature since the insurrection began 
on July 6, 1887 to the present, to include United States legislation, shall be the 
provisional laws of the Realm subject to ratification by the Legislative Assembly of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom once assembled, with the express proviso that these provi-
sional laws do not run contrary to the express, reason and spirit of the laws of the 
Hawaiian Kingdom prior to July 6, 1887, the international laws of occupation 
and international humanitarian law, and if it be the case they shall be regarded as 
invalid and void;

And, We do hereby further proclaim that the currency of the United States shall 
be a legal tender at their nominal value in payment for all debts within this King-
dom pursuant to An Act To Regulate the Currency (1876).208
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https://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Proc_Recognizing_State_of_HI.pdf ).

206  Eyal Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation 104 (2nd ed., 2012).
207  Id.
208  Council of Regency, Proclamation of Provisional Law (10 Oct. 2014), (online https://hawaiiankingdom.org/

pdf/Proc_Provisional_Laws.pdf ).

https://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Proc_Recognizing_State_of_HI.pdf
https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Proc_Provisional_Laws.pdf
https://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Proc_Provisional_Laws.pdf
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List of War Crimes Under Customary Law Committed in the Hawaiian Kingdom

The State of Hawai‘i, however, has yet to implement the 2014 decree of the Council of Regen-
cy. Without implementing the decree, all commercial entities created by the State of Hawai‘i, 
e.g. corporations and partnerships, and all conveyances of real estate, would simply evaporate. 
Until the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties begin to comply with international humanitarian 
law, war crimes continue to be committed with impunity. 

In his legal opinion for the Royal Commission of Inquiry, Schabas identified the following war 
crimes being committed in the Hawaiian Kingdom together with the necessary elements that 
would constitute criminal culpability. This includes mens rea and actus reus.209

With respect to the last two elements listed for each crime:

1. There is no requirement for a legal evaluation by the perpetrator as to 
the existence of an armed conflict or its character as international or 
non-international;

2. In that context there is no requirement for awareness by the perpetrator 
of the facts that established the character of the conflict as international 
or non-international law;

3. There is only a requirement for the awareness of the factual circum-
stances that established the existence of an armed conflict that is im-
plicit in the terms “took place in the context of and was associated 
with.”

Elements of the war crime of usurpation of sovereignty during occupation

1. The perpetrator imposed or applied legislative or administrative mea-
sures of the occupying power going beyond those required by what is 
necessary for military purposes of the occupation.

2. The perpetrator was aware that the measures went beyond what was 
required for military purposes or the protection of fundamental hu-
man rights.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of compulsory enlistment

1. The perpetrator recruited through coercion, including by means of 
pressure or propaganda, of nationals of an occupied territory to serve 
in the forces of the occupying State.

2. The perpetrator was aware the person recruited was a national of an 
occupied State, and the purpose of recruitment was service in an armed 
conflict.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

209  Schabas, Chapter 4, 167-169.
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Elements of the war crime of denationalization

1. The perpetrator participated in the imposition or application of legis-
lative or administrative measures of the occupying power directed at 
the destruction of the national identity and national consciousness of 
the population.

2. The perpetrator was aware that the measures were directed at the de-
struction of the national identity and national consciousness of the 
population.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of pillage

1. The perpetrator appropriated certain property.
2. The perpetrator intended to deprive the owner of the property and to 

appropriate it for private or personal use.
3. The appropriation was without the consent of the owner.
4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 

occupation resulting from international armed conflict.
5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 

existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of confiscation or destruction of property

1. The perpetrator confiscated or destroyed property in an occupied terri-
tory, be it that belonging to the State or individuals.

2. The confiscation or destruction was not justified by military purposes 
of the occupation or by the public interest.

3. The perpetrator was aware that the owner of the property was the State 
or an individual and that the act of confiscation or destruction was 
not justified by military purposes of the occupation or by the public 
interest.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of deprivation of fair and regular trial

1. The perpetrator deprived one or more persons in an occupied territory 
of fair and regular trial by denying judicial guarantees recognized under 
international law, including those of the fourth Geneva Convention 
and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

2. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

3. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  
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Elements of the war crime of deporting civilians of the occupied territory

1. The perpetrator deported or forcibly transferred, without grounds per-
mitted under international law, one or more persons in the occupied 
State to another State or location, including the occupying State, or to 
another location within the occupied territory, by expulsion or coercive 
acts.

2. Such person or persons were lawfully present in the area from which 
they were so deported or transferred. 

3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established 
the lawfulness of such presence.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of transferring populations into an occupied territory

1. The perpetrator transferred, directly or indirectly, parts of the popula-
tion of the occupying State into the occupied territory.

2. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an 
occupation resulting from international armed conflict.

3. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Conclusion: Royal Commission of Inquiry

On 19 January 2017, the Hawaiian government and Lance Larsen entered into a  Special 
Agreement  to form an international commission of inquiry. As proposed by the Tribunal, 
both Parties agreed to the rules provided under Part III—International Commissions of In-
quiry  (Articles 9-36), Hague Convention, I.210 In what appears to be obstruction of these 
fact-finding proceedings by the PCA Secretary General, Hugo H. Siblesz, a complaint was filed 
in 2017 by the Council of Regency with one of the member States of the PCA’s Administra-
tive Council at its embassy in The Hague, Netherlands.211 The name of the State is being kept 
confidential at its request.

The unfortunate circumstances of these fact-finding proceedings prompted the Council of 
Regency to exercise its prerogative of the Crown and to not allow the unfounded actions taken 
by the PCA’s Secretary General to compromise the sovereignty and authority of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom. Notwithstanding this international wrongful act by an intergovernmental orga-
nization, the Council of Regency established a Royal Commission of Inquiry (“Royal Com-
mission”) on 17 April 2019 in similar fashion to the United States proposal of establishing a 
Commission of Inquiry after the First World War “to consider generally the relative culpability 
of the authors of the war and also the question of their culpability as to the violations of the 
laws and customs of war committed during its course.”212 

210  Special Agreement (19 Jan. 2017) (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/ICI_
Agmt_1_19_17(amended).pdf ). 

211  Complaint against PCA Secretary General Hugo H. Siblesz (8 Nov. 2017) (online at http://
hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Hawaiian_Complaint_PCA_Admin_Council.pdf ). 

212  International Law Commission, Historical Survey of the Question of International Criminal Jurisdiction-
Memorandum submitted by the Secretary-General 54 (1949).

http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/ICI_Agmt_1_19_17(amended).pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/ICI_Agmt_1_19_17(amended).pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Hawaiian_Complaint_PCA_Admin_Council.pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Hawaiian_Complaint_PCA_Admin_Council.pdf
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In accordance with Hawaiian administrative precedence in addressing crises, the Royal Com-
mission was established by “virtue of the prerogative of the Crown provisionally vested in [the 
Council of Regency] in accordance with Article 33 of the 1864 Constitution, and to ensure 
a full and thorough investigation into the violations of international humanitarian law and 
human rights within the territorial jurisdiction of the Hawaiian Kingdom.” The author has 
been designated as Head of the Commission. Pursuant to Article 3—Composition of the Royal 
Commission, the author has been authorized to seek “recognized experts in various fields.” 
According to Article 1:

2. The purpose of the Royal Commission shall be to investigate the consequences 
of the United States’ belligerent occupation, including with regard to interna-
tional law, humanitarian law and human rights, and the allegations of war crimes 
committed in that context. The geographical scope and time span of the inves-
tigation will be sufficiently broad and be determined by the head of the Royal 
Commission.

3. The results of the investigation will be presented to the Council of Regency, 
the Contracting Powers of the 1907 Hague Convention, IV, respecting the Laws 
and Customs of War on Land, the Contracting Powers of the 1949 Geneva Con-
vention, IV, relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, the 
Contracting Powers of the 2002 Rome Statute, the United Nations, the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross, and the National Lawyers Guild in the form 
of a report.

The Royal Commission has acquired legal opinions from the following experts in international 
law: on the subject of the continuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom under international law, Pro-
fessor Matthew Craven from the University of London, SOAS, School of Law; on the subject 
of the elements of war crimes committed in the Hawaiian Kingdom since 1893, Professor 
William Schabas, Middlesex University London, School of Law; and on the subject of human 
rights violations in the Hawaiian Kingdom and the right of self-determination by the Hawai-
ian citizenry, Professor Federico Lenzerini, University of Siena, Department of Political and 
International Studies. These experts, to include the author, are the authors of chapters 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5 of Part II of this book. 

In Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States, it recognizes that when 
“determining whether a rule has become international law, substantial weight is accorded to…
the writings of scholars.”213 United States courts have acknowledged that the “various Restate-
ments have been a formidable force in shaping the disciplines of the law covered [and] they 
represent the fruit of the labor of the best legal minds in the diverse fields of law covered.”214 
The Restatement drew from Article 38(1)(d) of the Statute of the International Court of Jus-
tice, which provides that “the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various 
nations [are] subsidiary means for the determination of rules of [international] law.” These 
“writings include treatises and other writings of authors of standing.” Professors Craven, Scha-
bas, and Lenzerini are “authors of standing” and their legal opinions are “sources” of the rules 
of international law.

The Royal Commission will provide periodic reports of its investigation of war crimes that 
meet the constituent elements of mens rea and actus reus, and human rights violations.

213  Restatement Third, §103(2)(a).
214  Black’s Law, 1313.
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HAWAIIAN CONSTITIONAL GOVERNANCE
 

Dr. David Keanu Sai

 
Introduction

Hawaiian constitutionalism was an eclectic process drawing on political ideas and experiments 
of other countries as well as from the trials and tribulations of Hawaiian rulers. Hopkins 
observed that the first Hawaiian constitution in 1840 appeared to be a combination of “the 
Pentateuch, the British government, and the American Declaration of Independence.”1 While 
it is true that Hawaiian constitutionalism may have drawn from British and American political 
experience, its history and circumstances are unique. Hawai‘i did not undergo the firebrand of 
revolution that escalated to regicide in Great Britain and France, and Hawaiian history finds 
no comparison to Locke and Rousseau’s social contract theory recognizing popular sovereignty 
residing in the people. What is apparent, though, was that the political leadership borrowed 
and/or was influenced by legal cultures throughout Europe and the United States, especially 
in the formative years of its transformation from autocratic rule to constitutional governance.
 
Cooley’s 1868 treatise on Constitutional Limitations, often cited in Hawaiian Kingdom court 
decisions,2 distinguishes between a constitution and a constitutional government. According to 
Cooley, a constitution is “that body of rules and maxims in accordance with which the powers 
of sovereignty are habitually exercised.”3 But a constitutional government applies “only to those 
whose fundamental rules or maxims not only locate the sovereign power in individuals or 
bodies designated or chosen in some prescribed manner, but also define the limits of its exer-
cise so as to protect individual rights and shield them against the exercise of arbitrary power.”4 
Therefore, all nations have constitutions, in which some leading principles have “prevailed in 
the administration of its government, until it has become an understood part of its system, to 
which obedience is expected and habitually yielded.”5 But not all nations have constitutional 
governments. 
 

From Absolute Constitution to Constitutional Government

The history from absolute constitution to a constitutional government is a narrative of the inter-
play of internal and external forces that shaped the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
Throughout nineteenth century Europe, there were two main strands of constitutional devel-
opment—liberalizing a monarchy as advocated in Great Britain, and enlightening despotism 
that took place on the European continent.6 Both strands sought to limit the monarch’s au-
thority, and monarchs rarely were willing participants. And to this Hawai‘i can add a third 

1  Manley Hopkins, Hawaii: The Past, Present and Future of its Island Kingdom 478 (1869).
2  Hyman Brothers v. John M. Kapena, Collector-General of Customs, 7 Haw. 76 (1887); The King v. Young Tang, 7 

Haw. 49 (1887); Harriet A. Coleman v. Charles C. Coleman, 5 Haw. 300 (1885); Aliens and Denizens, 5 Haw. 
167 (1884); C.T. Gulick, Minister of the Interior, v. William Flowerdew, 6 Haw. 414 (1883); In re Petition 
Clarence W. Ashford, for admission to the Bar, 4 Haw. 614 (1883); The King v. Tong Lee, 4 Haw. 335 (1880); 
A.S. Cleghorn v. Bishop and Al., Administrators of the Estate of His Late Majesty Kamehameha V, 3 Haw. 483 
(1873); In re Wong Sow on Habeas Corpus-Appeal from Decree of Hartwell, J., 3 Haw. 503 (1873); James A. 
Burdick v. Godfrey Rhodes and James S. Lemon, Executors, &c., 3 Haw. 250 (1871); In re Gip Ah Chan, 6 Haw. 
25 (1870).

3  Thomas Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations which rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of 
the American Union 2 (1868).

4  Id., 3.
5  Id., 2.
6  John A. Hagwood, Modern Constitutions Since 1787 2 (1939).
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strand of constitutional development—paragon of virtue. Neither the threat of internal revolt 
nor the curtailing of powers was the driving force of Hawaiian constitutionalism. Rather, it was 
the collective endeavor of the Chiefs, under the sanction of Kamehameha III and the tutelage 
of their instructor of political science, William Richards, to establish a constitutional gov-
ernment whereby all people, whether Chiefs or commoners, were equal before the law. Both 
foreign intervention and the threat thereof served as a driving force for government reform, 
but reform itself was a national matter and ultimately left to the deliberations and work of the 
King and Chiefs.
 
With the implied recognition of the autonomy of the Hawaiian Kingdom by the United States 
in 1826 and the French in 1839, Great Britain could no longer assert its claim of “sovereignty 
not only by discovery, but by a direct and formal Cession by the Natives,”7 without attracting 
trouble for itself from the United States and France. It was during this time that the Hawaiian 
Kingdom began to evolve from absolute rule under a multi-tiered feudal system of governance 
to a unitary State under a constitutional monarchy. During this period three constitutions can 
be identified, namely in the years of 1840, 1852 and 1864, but it would be unwise to treat 
each constitution as if it were entirely separate and distinct from the others. This would infer 
a severance in the chain of de jure governance and complicate matters. Instead, these consti-
tutions were crucial links in an evolutionary chain—a de jure progression of constitutionalism 
that culminated into eighty articles in the 1864 constitution. 
 

Government Reform

Kamehameha III’s government stood upon the crumbling foundations of a feudal autocracy 
that could no longer handle the weight of geo-political and economic forces sweeping across 
the islands. Uniformity of law across the realm and the centralization of authority had become 
a necessity. Foreigners were the source of many of these difficulties that centered on ques-
tions relating to their entry into “the country, to reside there, to engage in business (trade, 
agriculture, missionary work, etc.), to acquire house lots and land by lease or otherwise, to 
build houses on the land so acquired, and to transfer their property either by sale, lease, will, 
or inheritance.”8 Just as Great Britain was forced to adjust its old governing order to the new 
social system brought about by the industrial revolution in the First Reform Act of 1832, 
for example, the governing order of the Hawaiian Kingdom would also have to adjust to the 
change in its social system as a result of increased commercial trade and resident foreigners. 
In 1831, General William Miller, an Englishman, made the following observation about the 
Hawaiian governing order.

If then the natives wish to retain the government of the islands in their own hands 
and become a nation, if they are anxious to avoid being dictated to by any foreign 
commanding officer that may be sent to this station, it seems to be absolutely 
necessary that they should establish some defined form of government, and a 
few fundamental laws that will afford security for property; and such commercial 
regulations as will serve for their own guidance as well as for that of foreigners; if 
these regulations be liberal, as they ought to be, commerce will flourish, and all 
classes of people will be gainers.9

7  "Secret Instructions to Lord Byron," Report of the Historical Commission of the Territory of Hawaii for the two 
years ending December 31, 1826 19 (14 Sep. 1824).

8  Ralph S. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom: 1778-1854, Foundation and Transformation, Vol. I 137 (1938).
9  Id., 122.
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In order to address such vexing problems, Kamehameha III turned to his religious advisors—
the missionaries—for advice on the matter. William Richards, one of the missionaries, volun-
teered to travel to the United States in search of someone who would instruct the Chiefs on 
government reform. Unable to secure an instructor in this way, Richards committed himself 
at the urging of Kamehameha III to instruct the Chiefs on political economy and governance. 
Commenting on the change in Great Britain brought about by the Industrial Revolution, 
Smellie states, that when “population was so rapidly increasing and when trade and industry 
were expanding faster than they had ever done before, two problems were always to the fore: 
to understand the scope and nature of the changes which were taking place, and to adjust the 
machinery of government to a new social order.”10 Richards, who had no formal education in 
political science, relied on the work of Francis Wayland, President of Brown University. Way-
land was interested in “defining the limits of government by developing a theory of contractual 
enactment of political society, which would be morally and logically binding and acceptable 
to all its members.”11 
 
Richards developed a curriculum based upon Hawaiian translations of Wayland’s two books, 
“Elements of Moral Science (1835)” and “Elements of Political Economy (1837).” According 
to Richards, the “lectures themselves were mere outlines of general principles of political econ-
omy, which of course could not have been understood except by full illustration drawn from 
Hawaiian custom and Hawaiian circumstances.”12 Through his instruction, Richards sought to 
theorize governance from a foundation of natural rights within an agrarian society based upon 
capitalism that was not only cooperative in nature, but also morally grounded in Christian 
values. In Richards translation of Wayland’s Elements of Political Economy, he stated, “[p]eace 
and tranquility are not maintained when righteousness is not maintained. The righteousness 
of the chiefs and the people is the only basis for maintaining the laws of the government.”13 
 
From the premise that governance could be formed and established to acknowledge and pro-
tect the rights of all the people and their property, it was said to follow that laws should be 
enacted to maintain a society for the benefit of all and not the few. Richards asserted, “God did 
not establish man as servants for the government leaders and as a means for government leaders 
to become rich. God provided for the occupation of government leaders in order to bless the 
people and so that the nation benefits.”14 Wayland’s theory of cooperative capitalism, which 
presupposed private ownership of land and a free market as the foundation of political econo-
my, was hindered at the time because the Kingdom was still in a feudal state of ownership as it 
had been since Kamehameha I. So the full application of Wayland’s political economy, at this 
point, could not be fully realized until the people could possess freehold titles, e.g. fee-simple 
and life estates. In the meantime, personal property and agriculture formed the basis of the 
Hawaiian economy. According to an 1840 statute, making direct reference to Richards’ 1839 
instructional book that translated Wayland’s Political Economy into the Hawaiian language:

The business of the Governors, and land agents [Konohiki], and tax officers of 
the general tax gatherer, is as follows: to read frequently this law to the people on 
all days of public work, and thus shall the landlords do in the presence of their 

10  K.B. Smellie, A Hundred Years of English Government 8 (1950).
11  Juri Mykkänen, Inventing Politics: A New Political Anthropology of the Hawaiian Kingdom 154 (2003).
12  William Richards, "William Richards' Report to the Sandwich Islands Mission on His First Year in 

Government Service, 1838-1839," Fifty-first Annual Report of the Hawaiian Historical Society for the Year 1942 
66 (1943).

13  William Richards, No ke Kalaiaina 123 (1840). “Aole hoi e mau ka malu ana a me ka kuapapa nui ana o ka 
aina ke malama ole ia ka pono. O ka pono o na ‘lii a me na kanaka, o ia wale no ke kumu e paa ai na kanawai 
a me ke aupuni.” Translation by Keao NeSmith, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

14  Id., 64. “Aole i hoonoho mai ke Akua in a kanaka i poe hana na na ‘lii a i mea e waiwai ai na ‘lii. Ua haawi 
mai ke Akua i ka oihana alii mea e pomaikai ai na kanaka i mea hoi e pono ai ka aina.” Translation by Keao 
NeSmith, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa.
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tenants on their working days. Let every one also put his own land in a good 
state, with proper reference to the welfare of the body, according to the principles 
of Political Economy. The man who does not labor enjoys little happiness. He 
cannot obtain any great good unless he strives for it with earnestness. He cannot 
make himself comfortable, not even preserve his life unless he labor for it. If a 
man wish to become rich, he can do it in no way except to engage with energy in 
some business. Thus Kings obtain kingdoms by striving for them with energy.15

 
1840 Constitution 

On 7 June 1839, Kamehameha III proclaimed an expanded uniform code of laws for the king-
dom that was preceded by a “Declaration of Rights.” The Declaration formally acknowledged 
and vowed to protect the natural rights of life, limb, and liberty for both chiefs and people. 
The code provided that “no chief has any authority over any man, any farther than it is given 
him by specific enactment, and no tax can be levied, other than that which is specified in the 
printed law, and no chief can act as a judge in a case where he is personally interested, and no 
man can be dispossessed of land which he has put under cultivation except for crimes specified 
in the law.”16 The following year on 8 October, Kamehameha III granted the first Constitution 
incorporating the Declaration of Rights as its preamble. 
 
The purpose of a written constitution “is to lay down the general features of a system of gov-
ernment and to define to a greater or less extent the powers of such government, in relation to 
the rights of persons on the one hand, and on the other…in relation to certain other political 
entities which are incorporated in the system.”17 The first constitution did not provide for 
separation of powers, e.g. executive, legislative and judicial, and the prerogatives of the Crown 
permeated every facet of governance. The Crown’s duty was to execute the laws of the land, 
serve as chief judge of the Supreme Court, and sit as a member of the House of Nobles who 
would enact laws together with representatives chosen from the people. The granting of the 
first constitution by Kamehameha III was not a limitation, per se, of abusive power, but an 
incorporation of sharing power.  By that instrument he “declared and established the equality 
before the law of all his subjects, chiefs and people alike. By that Constitution, he voluntarily 
divested himself of some of his powers and attributes as an absolute Ruler, and conferred cer-
tain political rights upon his subjects, admitting them to a share with himself in legislation 
and government.”18 According to Justice Robertson, on behalf of the entire Supreme Court,

King Kamehameha III originally possessed, in his own person, all the attributes of 
absolute sovereignty. Of his own free will he granted the Constitution of 1840, as 
a boon to his country and people, establishing his Government upon a declared 
plan or system, having reference not only to the permanency of his Throne and 
Dynasty, but to the Government of his country according to fixed laws and civ-
ilized usage, in lieu of what may be styled the feudal, but chaotic and uncertain 
system, which previously prevailed.19

 

The role of the Prime Minister established by Kamehameha I in 1795 was for all intents and 

15  William Richards, Translation of the Constitution and Laws of the Hawaiian Islands, established in the reign 
of Kamehameha III 28 (1842). The quoted text is a translation from the Hawaiian text of Richards’ No Ke 
Kalaaina, 127. 

16  Id., 68.
17  Edward S. Corwin, "Constitution v. Constitutional Theory," 19(2) Am. Political Sci. Rev. 290, 291 (1925).
18  In re the Estate of His Majesty Kamehameha IV, 3 Haw. 715, 720 (1864).
19  Rex v. Joseph Booth, 3 Haw. 616, 630 (1863).
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purposes a misnomer. There were no other ministers that ran government by direction of a 
primary minister appointed by the Crown until 1845, when a cabinet ministry was established 
for the first time by statute.20 Prior to 1845, Hawaiian governance did not experience, as the 
British did, the function of ministers in administering government separate from the Crown. 
According to Carter, the first prototype of the modern Prime Minister emerged during reigns 
of the first two Hanoverian Kings, George I and II.21  George I had little interest in English 
politics nor a grasp of the English language, and often returned to Hanover and left the coun-
try to be run by his cabinet ministers who were led by Sir Robert Walpole and Lord Townsend. 
Shortly after the ascension of George II, Townsend resigned, and Walpole was able to gain 
full control of the cabinet ministry, thereby creating the “office of Prime Minister” that “made 
possible the evolution of the modern system of ministerial responsibility.”22 The role of the Ha-
waiian Prime Minister (Kālaimoku) under Kamehameha I, was primarily as an agent at will of 
the Crown on matters of national governance. It was an idiosyncrasy of Hawaiian governance, 
that the title Prime Minister would be replaced with Premier (Kuhina Nui) after the death of 
Kamehameha I. According to the First Act of Kamehameha III passed by the Hawaiian Legis-
lature in 1845, the Premier, in addition to the duties enumerated in the constitution, headed 
the cabinet ministry as Minister of the Interior and from this point on was a prime minister in 
the truest sense of the title. The duties of the Premier, as provided by constitutional provision 
include:

All business connected with the special interests of the kingdom, which the King 
wishes to transact, shall be done by the Premier under the authority of the King. 
All documents and business of the kingdom executed by the Premier, shall be 
considered as executed by the King’s authority. All government property shall 
be reported to him (or her) and he (or she) shall make it over to the King. The 
Premier shall be the King’s special counselor in the great business of the kingdom. 
The King shall not act without the knowledge of the Premier, nor shall the Pre-
mier act without the knowledge of the King, and the veto of the King on the acts 
of the Premier shall arrest the business. All important business of the kingdom 
which the King chooses to transact in person, he may do it but not without the 
approbation of the Premier.23

 
Hawaiian Independence and the Question of British Sovereignty
 
After the temporary occupation by French troops under the command of Captain Laplace in 
1839, a member of the British House of Commons, Lord Ingestre, called upon the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs, Lord Palmerston, to provide an official response on the matter. He 
also “desired to be informed whether those islands which, in the year 1794, and subsequently 
in the year 1824,…had been declared to be under the protection of the British Government, 
were still considered…to remain in the same position.”24 In response, Lord Palmerston ac-
knowledged there was no report on the situation with the French, and with regard to the 
protectorate status of the Islands “he was non-committal and seemed to indicate that he knew 
very little about the subject.”25 To the Hawaiian government, Lord Palmerston’s report polit-

20  "Statute Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III," Hawaiian Kingdom, Vol. I 2 (1846).
21  Bryum Carter, The Office of Prime Minister 22 (1956).
22  A. Berriedale Keith, The King and the Imperial Crown: The Powers and Duties of His Majesty 64 (1936).
23  "Hawaiian Consitution" (1840).
24  Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom: 1778-1854, 185. In an agreement with Captain George Vancouver on 

25 February 1794, King Kamehameha I ceded his Kingdom of Hawai‘i to King George III in order to be a 
British protectorate. Kamehameha I, his chiefs and people considered themselves British subjects.

25  Id.
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icallydispelled the notion of British dependency and admitted Hawaiian independence.26 A 
clearer British policy toward the Hawaiian Islands by Lord Palmerston’s successor, Lord Ab-
erdeen, two years later reinforced the position of the Hawaiian government. In a letter to the 
British Admiralty on 4 October 1842, Viscount Canning, on behalf of Lord Aberdeen, wrote: 

Lord Aberdeen does not think it advantageous or politic, to seek to establish a 
paramount influence for Great Britain in those Islands, at the expense of that 
enjoyed by other Powers. All that appears to his Lordship to be required, is, that 
no other Power should exercise a greater degree of influence than that possessed 
by Great Britain.27

In the summer of 1842, Kamehameha III moved forward to secure the position of the Ha-
waiian Kingdom as a recognized independent State under international law. He sought the 
formal recognition of Hawaiian independence from the three naval powers in the Pacific at 
the time—Great Britain, France, and the United States. To accomplish this, Kamehameha III 
commissioned three envoys, Timoteo Ha‘alilio, William Richards, and Sir George Simpson, a 
British subject. Of all three powers, it was the British that had a legal claim over the Hawaiian 
Islands through cession by Kamehameha I in 1794, but for political reasons could not openly 
exert its claim over and above the other two naval powers. Due to the islands prime economic 
and strategic location in the middle of the north Pacific, the political interest of all three powers 
was to ensure that none would have a greater interest than any other. This caused Kamehameha 
III “considerable embarrassment in managing his foreign relations, and…awakened the very 
strong desire that his Kingdom shall be formally acknowledged by the civilized nations of the 
world as a sovereign and independent State.”28 

While the envoys were on their diplomatic mission, a British Naval ship, HBMS Carysfort, 
under the command of Lord Paulet, entered Honolulu harbor on 11 February 1843, making 
outrageous demands on the Hawaiian government. Basing his actions on certain complaints 
made to him in letters from the British Consul Richard Charlton, who was absent from the 
kingdom at the time, Paulet eventually seized control of the Hawaiian government on 25 
February 1843, after threatening to level Honolulu with cannon fire.29 Kamehameha III was 
forced to surrender the kingdom but did so under written protest and pending the outcome of 
the mission of his diplomats in Europe. News of Paulet’s action reached Admiral Thomas of the 
British Admiralty, and the latter sailed from the Chilean port of Valparaíso and arrived in the 
islands on 26 July 1843. After a meeting with Kamehameha III, Admiral Thomas determined 
that Charlton’s complaints did not warrant a British takeover and ordered the restoration of 
the Hawaiian government, which took place in a grand ceremony on 31 July 1843.30 At a 
thanksgiving service after the ceremony, Kamehameha III proclaimed before a large crowd, 
“ua mau ke ea o ka ‘āina i ka pono” (the life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness). The 
King’s statement became the national motto of the country and recognized by the Hawaiian 
courts as a legal maxim.31

By 1843, the Hawaiian envoys succeeded in their mission of securing international recogni-
tion of the Hawaiian Islands “as a sovereign and independent State.” Great Britain and France 
explicitly and formally recognized Hawaiian independence on 28 November 1843 by joint 

26  Robert C. Wyllie, "Report of the Minister of Foreign Affairs," Foreign Affairs, Hawaiian Kingdom 7 (1845).
27  Historical Commission, Report of the Historical Commission of the Territory of Hawaii for the two years ending 

December 31, 1824, Historical Commission, Territory of Hawai‘i 36 (1925). 
28  United States House of Representatives, 53rd Congress, Executive Documents on Affairs in Hawai‘i: 1894-95, 

42 (1895) (hereafter “Executive Documents”).
29  Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom: 1778-1854, 214.
30  Id., 220.
31  Shillaber v. Waldo, 1 Haw. 31, 32 (1847).
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proclamation at the Court of London, and the United States followed on 6 July 1844 by letter 
of Secretary of State John C. Calhoun to the Hawaiian envoys.32 The Hawaiian Kingdom was 
the first Polynesian nation to be recognized as an independent and sovereign State. The An-
glo-French proclamation stated:

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and 
His Majesty the King of the French, taking into consideration the existence in 
the Sandwich Islands [Hawaiian Islands] of a government capable of providing 
for the regularity of its relations with foreign nations, have thought it right to 
engage, reciprocally, to consider the Sandwich Islands [Hawaiian Islands] as an 
Independent State, and never to take possession, neither directly or under the title 
of Protectorate, or under any other form, of any part of the territory of which 
they are composed (emphasis added).33

As a recognized State, the Hawaiian Kingdom became a full member of the Universal Postal 
Union on 1 January 1882, maintained more than a hundred legations and consulates through-
out the world,34 and entered into extensive diplomatic and treaty relations with other States 
that included Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Bremen, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Hamburg, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden-Norway, Switzerland 
and the United States.35 Regarding the United States, the Hawaiian Kingdom entered into four 
treaties: 1849 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation;36 1875 Treaty of Reciprocity;37 
1883 Postal Convention Concerning Money Orders;38 and the 1884 Supplementary Conven-
tion to the 1875 Treaty of Reciprocity.39 The Hawaiian Kingdom was also recognized within 
the international community as a neutral State as expressly stated in treaties with the Kingdom 
of Spain in 1863, the Swedish-Norwegian Kingdom in 1852 , and Germany in 1879.  Article 
XXVI of the 1863 Hawaiian-Spanish treaty, for example, provides:

All vessels bearing the flag of Spain, shall, in time of war, receive every possible 
protection, short of active hostility, within the ports and waters of the Hawaiian 
Islands, and Her Majesty the Queen of Spain engages to respect, in time of war 
the neutrality of the Hawaiian Islands, and to use her good offices with all the other 
powers having treaties with the same, to induce them to adopt the same policy 
toward the said Islands.40 (emphasis added)

The British government lauded Admiral Thomas’ action and by its act of formal recognition 
of Hawaiian independence, the British government relinquished any and all legal claims over 
the Hawaiian Islands, whether by discovery or by formal cession from Kamehameha I. As an 
independent State, the Hawaiian Kingdom continued to evolve as a constitutional monarchy 
as it kept up with the rapidly changing political, social and economic tides that showed no 
signs of receding from its shores.
 

32  Wyllie, Report of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 4.
33  Executive Documents, 120. Reprinted in 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 114 (2004).
34  “Diplomatic and Consular Representatives of Hawaii Abroad,” Printed broadsheet dated June 1, 1887, 

Miscellaneous Foreign 1890, FO&Ex, Hawai‘i State Archives; Hawaiian Almanac and Annual, “Hawaiian 
Register and Directory for 1893,” Hawaiian Almanac and Annual, 140 (1892).

35  Part III, 236-310
36  9 U.S. Stat. 977. Reprinted at 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 115 (2004). See also Part III, 305-310
37  19 U.S. Stat. 625. Reprinted at 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 126 (2004).
38  23 U.S. Stat. 736. Reprinted at 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 129 (2004).
39  25 U.S. Stat. 1399. Reprinted at 1 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 134 (2004).
40  Part III, 294.
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Formalizing Hawaiian Law
 
In 1845 Kamehameha III refocused his attention toward domestic affairs and the organization 
and maintenance of the newly established constitutional monarchy. This was a critical time for 
the Kingdom to maintain its independence. On 29 October of that year, he commissioned 
Robert Wyllie of Scotland to be Minister of Foreign Affairs, G.P. Judd, a former missionary, 
as Minister of Finance, William Richards as Minister of Education, and John Ricord, the only 
attorney in the kingdom, as Attorney General. All were granted patents of naturalization as 
Hawaiian subjects prior to their appointments. These appointments, with the exception of 
Wyllie who received a patent of denization that allowed him to retain his British nationality, 
sparked controversy in the kingdom and renewed concerns of foreign takeover. Responding to 
a slew of appeals to remove these foreign advisors who replaced native Chiefs, Kamehameha III 
penned the following letter that was communicated throughout the realm—a letter that speaks 
to the time and circumstance the kingdom faced:

Kindly greetings to you with kindly greetings to the old men and women of my 
ancestors’ time. I desire all the good things of the past to remain such as the good 
old law of Kamehameha that “the old women and the old men shall sleep in safety 
by the wayside,” and to unite with them what is good under these new conditions 
in which we live. That is why I have appointed foreign officials, not out of con-
tempt for the ancient wisdom of the land, but because my native helpers do not 
understand the laws of the great countries who are working with us. That is why 
I have dismissed them. I see that I must have new officials to help with the new 
system under which I am working for the good of the country and of the old men 
and women of the country. I earnestly desire to give places to the commoners 
and to the chiefs as they are able to do the work connected with the office. The 
people who have learned the new ways I have retained. Here is the name of one 
of them, G.L. Kapeau, Secretary of the Treasury. He understands the work very 
well, and I wish there were more such men. Among the chiefs Leleiohoku, Paki, 
and John Young [Keoni Ana] are capable of filling such places and they already 
have government offices, one of them over foreign officials. And as soon as the 
young chiefs are sufficiently trained I hope to give them the places. But they are 
not now able to become speakers in foreign tongues. I have therefore refused the 
letters of appeal to dismiss the foreign advisors, for those who speak only the 
Hawaiian tongue.41

John Ricord arrived in the Hawaiian Islands in 1844 from Oregon and was retained as Special 
Law Advisor to Kamehameha III. He was an attorney by trade and by all accounts very able 
and professional and well versed in both the civil law of continental Europe and the common 
law of both Britain and the United States. Later, Chief Justice Albert Francis Judd stated that 
Ricord “seems to have been learned in the civil as well as the common law, as a consequence, no 
doubt, of his residence in Louisiana.”42 When Ricord arrived in the Islands, the kingdom was 
only in its fourth year of constitutional governance and the shortcomings of the first constitu-
tion began to show. One of his first tasks was establishing a diplomatic code for Kamehameha 
III and the Royal Court, based on the principles of the 1815 Vienna Conference. “Besides pre-
scribing rank orders,” according to Mykkänen, “the mode of applying for royal audience, and 
the appropriate dress code, the new court etiquette set the Hawaiian standard for practically 
everything that constituted the royal symbolism.”43  

41  Samuel M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii 401 (1992).
42  A.F. Judd, "Early Constitution of the Judiciary of the Hawaiian Islands," Hawaiian Almanac and Annual for 
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His second and more important task was to draft a code that better organized the executive and 
judicial departments, which was submitted to the Legislature for sanction and approval. In a 
report to the Legislature, Ricord concluded that, “there is an almost total deficiency of laws, 
suited to the Hawaiian Islands as a recognized nation in reciprocity with others so mighty, so 
enlightened and so well organized as Great Britain, France, the United States of America, and 
Belgium. These Powers having received His Majesty into fraternity, it will become your duty to 
prepare [the King’s] Government to concert in some measure with theirs.”44 Ricord observed 
that, “the Constitution had not been carried into full effect [and] its provisions needed assort-
ing and arranging into appropriate families, and prescribed machinery to render them effec-
tive.”45 The underlying issue, however, was what system of law should one “prepare the King’s 
Government” under? France’s and Belgium’s government were based on a civil or Roman law 
tradition, while the tradition in Great Britain and the United States was the common law. On 
this topic, Kamakau recounted Ricord’s view:

The laws of Rome, that government from which all other governments of Europe, 
Western Asia and Africa descended, could not be used for Hawai‘i, nor could 
those of England, France or any other country. The Hawaiian people must have 
laws adapted to their mode of living. But it is right to study the laws of other 
peoples, and fitting that those who conduct laws offices in Hawai‘i should under-
stand these other laws and compare them to see which are adapted to our way of 
living and which are not.46

 
Complying with the resolution of the legislature, Attorney General Ricord “submitted at in-
tervals portions of the succeeding code to His Majesty in cabinet council of ministers, where 
they have first undergone discussion and careful amendment; they have next been transferred 
to the Rev. William Richards, for faithful translation into the native language, after which, as 
from a judiciary committee, they have been reported to the legislative council for criticism, 
discussion, amendment, adoption or rejection.”47 These organic laws were based on a hybrid of 
both civil and common law principles that spanned four hundred forty seven pages and subdi-
vided into parts, chapters, articles and sections. Because the Hawaiian Islands sat at the inter-
national crossroads of trade and commerce that spanned across the Pacific Ocean, merchants, 
from both the civil and common law countries, had influenced the evolution of Hawaiian law 
since Kamehameha I. Governmental organization leaned toward the principles of English and 
American common law, infused with some civil law reasoning, but at the very core the system 
was to be Hawaiian. 

Military Force
 
In 1845, the Hawaiian Kingdom organized its military under the command of the Governors 
of the several islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, O‘ahu and Kaua‘i but subordinate to the Monarch. 
According to the statute, “[a]ll male subjects of His Majesty, between the ages of eighteen and 
forty years, shall be liable to do military duty in the respective islands where they have their 
most usual domicil, whenever so required by proclamation of the governor thereof.”48 Those 
exempt from military duty included ministers of religion of every denomination, teachers, 
members of the Privy Council of State, executive department heads, members of the House 
of Nobles and Representatives when in session, judges, sheriffs, notaries public, registers of 

44  John Ricord, Report of the Attorney General Read Before His Majesty, to the Hawaiian Legislature, Attorney 
General, Hawaiian Kingdom 5 (1845). 
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wills and conveyances, collectors of customs, poundmasters and constables.49 The Hawaiian 
military was not a regular force, but a force that could be called to duty when determined by 
the governors.

The Legislature, in 1886, enacted An Act to Organize the Military Forces of the Kingdom, “for 
the purpose of more complete military organization in any case requiring recourse to arms and 
to maintain and provide a sufficient force for the internal security and good order of the King-
dom, and being also in pursuance of Article 26th of the Constitution.”50 The Act established 
“a regular Military and Naval force, not exceed two hundred and fifty men, rank and file,” and 
the “term of enlistment shall be for five years, which term may be extended from time to time 
by re-enlistment.”51 This military force was renamed the King’s Royal Guard in 1890.52 Com-
plimenting the regular force was the call for duty of the civilian population under the 1845 
statute. The insurgency, in 1893, renamed the King’s Royal Guard to the National Guard.53

Land Reform

There is a distinction between title to the territory of a State and title to real property. Title to 
territory, according to Grotius, is what jurists called dominium, being the origin of property or 
ownership.54 And to the State, says Walker, is “reserved the dominium and ultimate property in 
the lands, and the grantee [of real property] acquired only the use and profits.”55 This common 
law maxim derived from the principle that the “state had an original and absolute ownership 
of the whole property possessed by the individual members of it, antecedent to their posses-
sion, and that their possession and enjoyment of it being subsequently derived from a grant 
by the sovereign.”56 Real property, on the other hand, derived from the feudal law, whereby 
the King granted out the use and profits of the land to his vassals on certain conditions, but 
retained ownership over them. Any breach of the conditions would cause dispossession and the 
land would be reallocated to someone else. These feudal possessions came to be known as real 
property—i.e. fee-simple, life estate and leasehold—and the conditions imposed on real prop-
erty by the person of the King were gradually replaced by legislative enactments of a modern 
State—e.g. allegiance, taxes, eminent domain. According to Hawaiian constitutional law, the 
dominium was described as follows.

Kamehameha I, was the founder of the kingdom, and to him belonged all the 
land from one end of the Islands to the other, though it was not his own private 
property. It belonged to the chiefs and people in common, of whom Kamehameha I 
was the head, and had the management of the landed property. Wherefore, there was 
not formerly, and is not now any person who could or can convey away the small-
est portion of land without the consent of the one who had, or has the direction 
of the kingdom (emphasis added).57

49  Id., 70.
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By statute in 1846, this constitutional provision was interpreted as establishing “three classes of 
persons having vested rights in the lands—1st, the government, 2nd, the landlord [Konohiki], 
and 3rd, the tenant [native commoner], it next [became] necessary to ascertain the proportion-
al rights of each.”58 When rights are constitutionally vested “they are not subject to be defeated 
or cancelled by the act of any other private person, and which it is right and equitable that the 
government should recognize and protect, as being lawful in themselves, and settled accord-
ing to the then current rules of law, and of which the individual could not justly be deprived 
otherwise than by the established methods of procedure and for the public welfare.”59 Fully 
recognizing this doctrine, Hawaiian Attorney General John Ricord explains:

New laws or amendments of the old, cannot divest rights previously acquired, 
and, as in other countries, so in this, the repealed ordinances must be resorted to 
in numerous cases accruing before the repeal or modification. Means and reme-
dies may be altered, but the rights themselves, if vested, cannot be constitutional-
ly disturbed. This is one admitted doctrine of civilized jurisprudence.60

The government held both the dominium and original fee-simple title to all the lands, subject 
to the vested undivided rights of the chiefly and native tenant classes. In order to verify private 
claims to property since the reign of Kamehameha I, a Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land 
Titles ("Land Commission") was established on 10 December 1845 to investigate, confirm or 
reject all private claims to fee-simple titles, life estates or leases acquired prior to the to date 
of the establishment of the Land Commission to the reign of Kamehameha I.61 If the title 
was confirmed to have been lawfully acquired from Kamehameha I, his successors or agents, 
whether in fee, for life or for years, it received a Land Commission Award subject to the rights 
of native tenants.
 
In 1848, the King in Privy Council initiated the Great Mahele (Division), or land division, in 
order to “ascertain the proportional rights” of the government, chiefly and native tenant class-
es. It was agreed upon that in lieu of quitclaiming their undivided right in the dominium, each 
Chief would receive a freehold life estate, capable of being converted into a fee-simple, from 
the government over large tracts of land called ahupua‘a and ‘ili kūpono.62 During this divi-
sion, it was understood that the King would participate in his private capacity and not as head 
of the government. This was reflected in the Privy Council minutes, where it notes the “King 
now claims to be Konohiki (Chief ) of a great portion of the lands. He therefore makes known 
to the other Konohikis, that they are only holders of Lands under him, but he will only take 
a part and leave them a part. …subject only to the rights of the Tenants.”63 On 18 December 
1847, the following resolution was unanimously passed by the Privy Council, which would  
not only guide the division process, but also contractually bind the King and the Konohikis to 
adhere to the rules of the division.64

58  “Statute Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III,” Hawaiian Kingdom 83 (1847).
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 Whereas, it has become necessary to the prosperity of our Kingdom and the 
proper physical, mental and moral improvement of our people that the undivided 
rights at present existing in the lands our Kingdom, shall be separated, and dis-
tinctly defined; 
 Therefore, We Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands and His 
Chiefs, in Privy Council Assembled, do solemnly resolve, that we will be guided 
in such division by the following rules:
 1—His Majesty, our Most Gracious Lord and King, shall in accordance with 
the Constitution and Laws of the Land, retain all his private lands, as his own 
individual property, subject only to the rights of the Tenants, to have and to hold 
to Him, His heirs and successors forever.
 2—One-third of the remaining lands of the Kingdom shall be set aside, as the 
property of the Hawaiian Government subject to the direction and control of His 
Majesty, as pointed out by the Constitution and Laws, one-third to the chiefs and 
Konohiki(s) in proportion to their possessions, to have and to hold, to them, their 
heirs and successors forever, and the remaining third to the Tenants, the actual 
possessors and cultivators of the soil, to have and to hold, to them, their heirs and 
successors forever.
 3—The division between the Chiefs or Konohiki(s) and their Tenants, pre-
scribed by Rule 2nd shall take place, whenever any Chief, Konohiki or Tenant 
shall desire such division, subject only to confirmation by the King in Privy 
Council.
 4—The Tenants of His Majesty's private lands, shall be entitled to a fee-sim-
ple title to one-third of the lands possessed and cultivated by them; which shall 
be set off to the said Tenants in fee-simple, whenever His Majesty or any of said 
Tenants shall desire such division.
 5—The division prescribed in the foregoing rules, shall in no wise interfere 
with any lands that may have been granted by His Majesty or His Predecessors in 
fee-simple, to any Hawaiian subject or foreigner, nor in any way operate to the 
injury of the holders of unexpired leases.
 6—It shall be optional with any Chief or Konohiki, holding lands in which 
the Government has a share, in the place of setting aside one-third of the said 
lands as Government property, to pay into the Treasury one-third of the unim-
proved value of said lands, which payment shall operate as a total extinguishment 
of the Government right in said lands.
 7—All the lands of His Majesty shall be recorded in a Book entitled “Register 
of the lands belonging to Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands,” and 
deposited with the Registry of Land Titles in the Office of the Minister of the 
Interior, and all lands set aside, as the lands of the Hawaiian Government, shall 
be recorded in a Book entitled “Register of the lands belonging to the Hawaiian 
Government,” and fee-simple titles shall be granted to all other allottees upon the 
Award of the Board of Commissioners to quiet Land Titles.

 
After assigning life estates to the other Konohikis and requiring them to submit their claims 
with the Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles for Government sanction, Kame-
hameha III, as the highest in the Konohiki class, retained nearly 2.5 million acres of land for 
himself, which he acknowledged that the Government still possessed the fee-simple title in his 
life estate. Therefore, in order to extinguish the government’s interest, he bypassed the Board 
of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles and proceeded to go directly before the Legislative 
Assembly to commute the Government’s remainder interest in his lands. According to the Ha-
waiian Supreme Court In the matter of the Estate of His Majesty Kamehameha IV in 1864, the 
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lands held by Kamehameha III after assigning lands to the other Konohikis “were not regarded 
as his private property strictly speaking. Even before his division with the landlords, a second 
division between himself and the Government was clearly contemplated, and he appears to 
have admitted that the lands he then held might have been subjected to a commutation in 
favor of the Government in like manner with the lands of the chiefs.”65 The Court continued 
to state that the “records of the discussion in Council show plainly His Majesty’s anxious desire 
to free his lands from the burden of being considered public domain, and as such subjected to 
the danger of confiscation in the event of his islands being seized by any foreign power, and 
also his wish to enjoy complete control over his property.”66 
 
On 7 June 1848, the Hawaiian Legislature passed an Act relating to the lands of His Majesty the 
King and of the Government, whereby Kamehameha III relinquished any claim as a Konohiki to 
nearly 1.5 million acres that remained in his name after the Mahele to the Government and the 
Government thereby released its claim to the remaining 1 million acres of lands of Kamehame-
ha III. This process of commuting the Government’s fee-simple interest effectively converted 
Kamehameha III’s life estate to nearly one million acres into fee-simple, but subject to the 
rights of native tenants. The action by Kamehameha III of commuting the Government’s in-
terest for large tracts of land also served as the precedent as to how the other Konohikis would 
calculate commutation on their life estates.
 
The granting of freeholds in fee or for life to the Konohiki class did not diminish the govern-
ment’s title to the dominium that remained with the State. The dominium, however, no longer 
possessed the undivided vested rights of the chiefly class, but now only the vested rights of 
the native tenant class.67 Native tenants who desired a fee-simple title to land and sought to 
divide their interest out of the dominium could approach the King, in his private capacity as 
a Konohiki, any other Konohiki whenever they “desire such division” as prescribed by rules 3 
and 4, or the Government through the Minister of the Interior. By virtue of the 1850 Kuleana 
Act, the Land Commission was empowered by the Government and Konohiki class to grant 
fee-simple titles to native tenants who were encouraged to submit their claims to divide out 
their interest when the Mahele was being discussed in Privy Council.68 This Act also defined 
the division for native tenants to be one quarter acre for a house lot and whatever lands lie in 
actual cultivation.69 When the Land Commission statutorily ceased to exist in 1854, the duty 
of dividing out native tenant rights was resumed by the Government and Konohikis, including 
the Crown. For those native tenants who were unable to file a claim with the Land Commis-
sion, they could divide out their interest on lands held by the Government “in lots from one 
to fifty acres, in fee-simple” by applying to special agents appointed by the Minister of the 
Interior.70  Division between native tenants and the Konohikis, which included the Crown, 
were not regulated by statute as were Government lands, but were prescribed as a condition of 

65 In re Estate of His Majesty Kamehameha IV, 2 Haw. 715, 722 (1864).
66 Id.
67  For an expanded discussion on the Great Mahele and the vested rights of native tenants, see Alexander, 

Surveyor General’s Report; Umi Perkins, Teaching Land and Sovereignty 2 Haw. J.L. & Pol. 97 (2006); Sai, book 
review of Review of Kahana: How the Land Was Lost, by Robert H Stauffer. 17(1) The Contemporary Pacific 
237-40 (2005).

68  Donovan Preza, "The Emperical Writes Back: Re-examining Hawaiian Dispossession Resulting from the 
Mahele of 1848" 138 (MA thesis, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, 2010).  By Privy Council resolution, 21 
December 1849, the Government and Konohiki classes waived their commutation fee of one-third of the 
unimproved value that would have been payable by the native tenant class in order to acquire their fee-simple 
title to their entire lands claimed, as well as authorizing the Land Commission to act on their behalf in the 
division as prescribed by the Mahele rules 3 and 4.

69  "An Act Confirming Certain Resolutions of the King and Privy Council, passed on the 21st day of 
December, A.D. 1849, Granting to the Common People Allodial Titles for Their Own Lands and House 
Lots, and Certain Other Privileges," Hawaiian Statutes (6 Aug. 1850), section 5 & 6.

70  Id., Section 4; and, "An Act to Provide for the Appointment of Agents to Sell Government Lands to the 
People," Hawaiian Statutes (16 June 1851).
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title when the Konohikis received their lands under and by virtue of Privy Council resolution 
of 18 December 1847. The prescribed division was regulated by rule 5. In other words, a native 
tenant could not divide out their interest within lands already conveyed by the Government 
or Konohikis, whether in fee, for life or for years, unless the lands have reverted to the same by 
treason,71 remainder,72 or want of heirs.73 
 
According to the registry book there were only two hundred fifty-three recognized Konohikis, 
who bound themselves and their successors to the rules and conditions of the Great Mahele. As 
a class, the Konohikis made up a finite number affixed to those who were recognized chieftains 
in the Hawaiian Kingdom, but the native tenant class is ever increasing and is comprised of all 
natives who were not Konohikis. Native tenants who divided out their interests from the do-
minium did not affect the vested rights of native tenants who did not divide; a priori the right 
is vested in a class and not a finite number of individuals like the Konohiki class. Therefore, the 
rights of native tenants exist in perpetuity, and according to Chief Justice William Lee, these 
rights are “secured to them by the Constitution and laws of the Kingdom, and no power can 
convey them away, not even that of royalty itself.”74 This is the reason why all conveyances in 
the Hawaiian Islands have the uniform clause in deeds “reserving the rights of native tenants,” 
or in the Hawaiian language, “koe nae na kuleana o na Kanaka ma loko.” By 1893, native 
tenants had acquired 167,290.45 acres of land by purchase of government grants pursuant 
to the 1850 Kuleana Act.75 In fact, the Surveyor General reported to the Legislative Assembly 
that between “the years 1850 and 1860, nearly all the desirable Government land was sold, 
generally to natives.”76

 
Non-aboriginal Hawaiian subjects were able to acquire freehold estates and leases through 
government grants and awards by the Land Commission, or by purchase from freeholders 
themselves. Foreign nationals were initially barred from acquiring fee-simple titles under the 
1845 Organic Acts, but this law was later repealed under the “Alien Disability Act” 10 July 
1850. All titles to real property were subject to the following conditions:

1. To punish for high treason by forfeiture, if so the law decrees.
2. To levy taxes upon every tax yielding basis, and among other lands, if 

so the law decrees.
3. To encourage and even enforce the usufruct of lands for the common 

good.
4. To provide public thoroughfares and easements, by means of roads, 

bridges, streets, &c., for the common good.
5. To resume certain lands upon just compensation assessed, if for any 

cause the public good or the social safety requires it.77

These acts effectively brought to a close the feudal state of land tenure in the Hawaiian Islands, 
and Richards’ teachings laid the foundation for a new political economy and constitutional 
change. 

71  "Penal Code of the Hawaiian Islands," Hawaiian Kingdom section 9, chapter VI (1869): “Whoever shall 
commit the crime of treason, shall suffer the punishment of death; and all his property shall be confiscated to 
the government.”

72  A remainderman is a person who inherits the property in fee upon the death of the owner of a life estate. 
73  "Compiled Laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom (Civil Code)" 477 (1884): “Upon the decease of any person 

owning, possessed of, or entitled to any estate of inheritance or kuleana in any land or lands in this Kingdom, 
leaving no kindred surviving, all such land and lands shall thereupon escheat and revert to the owner of the 
Ahupuaa, Ili or other denomination of land, of which such escheated kuleana had originally formed a part.” 

74  Kekiekie v. Dennis, 1 Haw. 69 (1851); see also Kukiiahu v. William Gill, 1 Haw. 90 (1851).
75  Preza, 138.
76  Alexander, Surveyor General’s Report, 24.
77  Statute Laws (vol. I), 85.
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The Hawaiian rulers have learned by experience, that regard must be had to the 
immutable law of property, in things real, as lands, and in things personal as chat-
tels; that the well being of their country must essentially depend upon the proper 
development of their internal resources, of which land is the principal; and that 
in order to its proper cultivation and improvement, the holder must have some 
stake in it more solid than the bare permission to evolve his daily bread from an 
article, to which he and his children can lay no intrinsic claim.78

 
 
1852 Constitution
 
In 1851, the Legislature passed a resolution calling for the appointment of three commis-
sioners, one to be chosen by the King, one by the Nobles, and one by the Representatives, to 
revise the Constitution of 1840. The commission, headed by William Lee from the House of 
Representatives, followed the structure and organization provided for by the Massachusetts 
Constitution of 1780. The Massachusetts constitution was the most advanced of any con-
stitutions of the time and was organized into four parts: a preamble; a declaration of rights; 
a framework of government describing the legislative, executive and judicial organs; and an 
amendment article. The draft of the revised Constitution was submitted to the Legislature and 
approved by both the House of Nobles and the House of Representatives and signed into law 
by the King on 14 June 1852.79 
 
The amended constitution did not have a preamble, but was organized in the same manner as 
the Massachusetts constitution, with the exception of the order of the form of government: a 
declaration of rights; a framework of government that described the functions of the executive 
(subdivided into five sections), the legislative, and judicial powers; and an article describing 
the mode of amending the constitution. According to Hegel’s theory of a constitutional mon-
archy, the “three powers of a modern [constitutional monarchy] have distinct functions but 
are not completely separate. As part of an interdependent whole, each power is defined not 
only by its own particular function, but also by the other powers which limit and interact with 
it.”80 The constitution, though, retained remnants of absolutism as a carryover of the former 
constitution. In other words, by constitutional provision, the Crown was capable of altering 
the constitution or even of ceding  the kingdom to a foreign State without legislative approval. 
These provisions would allow the King to act swiftly in a dire situation should circumstances 
demand. In particular, these provisions of the 1852 constitution included:

 Article 39. The King, by and with the approval of His Cabinet and Privy 
Council, in case of invasion or rebellion, can, place the whole Kingdom, or any 
part of it under martial law; and he can ever alienate it, if indispensable to free it 
from the insult and oppression of any foreign power.

 Article 45. All important business for the Kingdom which the King chooses 
to transact in person, he may do, but not without the approbation of the Kuhina 
Nui. The King and Kuhina Nui shall have a negative on each other’s public acts.

78  Id., 86.
79  Robert C. Lydecker, Roster Legislatures of Hawaii, 1841-1918 36 (1918).
80  Bernard Yack, "The Rationality of Hegel's Concept of Monarchy," 74(3) Am. Pol. Science Rev. 713 (1880)
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Tensions with France
 
These provisions were retained particularly because there had been tenuous relations with 
France since 1839, when French Captain Laplace exacted $20,000.000 from Kamehameha III 
as surety to prevent the persecution of Catholics. Laplace also forced the King to sign another 
treaty imposing jury selection benefits to Frenchmen and a fixed duty on French wine and 
brandies. On 23 March 1846, French Rear Admiral Hamelin who arrived in the islands on the 
22nd on the frigate Virginie, returned the four boxes containing the $20,000.00 to the Hawai-
ian government.81 Three days later, Kamehameha III reluctantly signed two identical treaties 
with the French and British that reiterated the Laplace treaty’s provision of jury selection and 
a cap on duties on “wines, brandies, and other spirituous liquors” from both countries. These 
treaties superseded the British 1836 treaty and the French 1839 treaty, and contained “two 
objectionable clauses, which proved to be a fruitful source of trouble in subsequent years.”82  

The following provisions were eventually repealed under the 1851 treaty with Britain and the 
1857 treaty with France.

 ARTICLE III. No British [French] subject accused of any crime whatever 
shall be judged otherwise than by a jury composed of native or foreign residents, 
proposed the British [French] Consul and accepted by the Government of the 
Sandwich Islands.

 ARTICLE VI. British [French] merchandise or goods recognized as coming 
from the British [French] dominions, shall not be prohibited, nor shall they be 
subject to an import duty higher than five per cent ad valorem. Wines, brandies, 
and other spirituous liquors are however excepted from the stipulation, and shall 
be liable to such reasonable duty as the Hawaiian Government may think; fit to 
lay upon them, provided always that the amount of duty shall not be so high as 
absolutely to prohibit the importation of the said articles.

 
Tension again arose with the French in August 1849, when Consul Dillon accused the Hawai-
ian government of violating the 1846 French treaty. Admiral De Tromelin, who arrived in the 
islands on 12 August on board the French frigate Poursuivante, “sent the king a peremptory 
dispatch containing ten demands which had been drawn up by Mr. Dillon.”83 These again cen-
tered on the treatment of Catholics, the duty on spirituous liquors, and the unequal treatment 
of Frenchmen. The Hawaiian government sent a courteous, yet firm, reply explaining that it 
had not violated the treaty and that if any rights of French citizens have been violated,  

the courts of the kingdom were open for the redress of all such grievances, and 
that until justice had been denied by them there could be no occasion for diplo-
matic interference. The government offered to refer any dispute to the mediation 
of a neutral power, and informed the admiral that no resistance would be made to 
the force at his disposal, and that in any event the persons and property of French 
residents would be scrupulously guarded.84 

 
Undeterred by reason and fairness, De Tromelin landed a fully armed force in Honolulu and 
took possession of the government fort, “the customhouse and other government buildings, 
and seized the king’s yacht, together with seven merchant vessels in port.”85 The fort had pre-
viously been abandoned and the Hawaiian government provided no opposition to the landing 

81  W.D. Alexander, A Brief History of the Hawaiian People 261 (1891).
82  Id. 
83  Id., 266.
84  Id., 267.
85  Id., 268.
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of French troops. By proclamation of the Admiral on the 30th, the ten-day occupation and the 
destruction of the fort was justified under France’s international right of reprisal, but private 
property would be restored. The two French warships left Honolulu for San Francisco on 5 
September 1849, with the French consul Dillon and his family. Louis Perrin replaced Dillon as 
French consul and arrived in Honolulu on 13 December 1850. To the government’s surprise, 
the French consul presented the same demands as had Dillon and resumed his “policy of an 
annoying diplomatic interference with the internal affairs of the kingdom.”86 As a result, the 
King and Premier placed the kingdom temporarily under the protection of the United States, 
which greatly diminished the annoyance exhibited by the French consul.87 

Death of Kamehameha III
 
These events and other threats to the safety of the kingdom caused great trepidation amongst 
the King and other governmental officials and constituted the driving force behind the pros-
pect of ceding the Hawaiian Islands to the United States. By 1853, the topic of annexation to 
the United States was a subject of serious deliberation by the King who “was tired of demands 
made upon him by foreign powers, and of threats by filibusters from abroad and by conspira-
tors at home to overturn the government.”88 On 16 February 1854, the King “commanded Mr. 
Wyllie [Minister of Foreign Affairs] to ascertain on what terms a treaty of annexation could be 
negotiated, to be used as a safeguard to meet any sudden emergency.”89 Negotiations between 
Wyllie and the American commissioner David L. Gregg were not successful and the prospect 
of annexation came to a close upon the death of Kamehameha III on 15 December 1854. 
Despite open threats to the kingdom, Kamehameha III successfully transformed Hawaiian 
governance from a feudal autocracy to the edifice of constitutional government that recognized 
a uniform rule of law and acknowledged and protected the rights of its citizenry. 

The age of Kamehameha III was that of progress and of liberty—of schools and 
of civilization. He gave us a Constitution and fixed laws; he secured the people in 
the title to their lands, and removed the last chain of oppression. He gave them a 
voice in his councils and in the making of the laws by which they are governed. 
He was a great national benefactor, and has left the impress of his mild and ami-
able disposition on the age for which he was born.90

 

Ascension of King Kamehameha IV

Alexander Liholiho succeeded to the throne as Kamehameha IV. He was the adopted son of the 
King, and was confirmed successor on 6 April 1853, in accordance with Article 25 of the Con-
stitution of 1852.91  Article 25 provided that the “successor [of the Throne] shall be the person 
whom the King and the House of Nobles shall appoint and publicly proclaim as such, during 
the King's life.” The first year of his reign he approved an Act to separate the office of Kuhina 
Nui from that of Minister of Interior Affairs. The legislature reasoned that the “Kuhina Nui 
is invested by the Constitution with extraordinary powers, and whereas the public exigencies 
may require his release from the labor, and responsibilities of the office of Minister of Interior 
Affairs, now by law imposed upon him.”92 

86  Id., 270.
87  Id.
88  Id., 277.
89  Id., 278.
90  Kamehameha IV, Speeches of His Majesty Kamehameha IV to the Hawaiian Legislature 5 (1861).
91  Lydecker, Roster Legislatures, 49.
92  "An Act to Separate the Office of Kuhina Nui from that of Minister of Interior Affairs," Hawaiian Statutes (6 
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For the first time in its relatively short legislative history, the House of Representatives could 
not agree with the House of Nobles on an appropriation bill to cover the national budget in 
its 1855 session. Kamehameha IV explained, “the House of Representatives framed an Appro-
priation Bill exceeding Our Revenues, as estimated by our Minister of Finance, to the extent 
of about $200,000, which Bill we could not sanction.”93  After the House of Nobles “repeated 
efforts at conciliation with the House of Representatives, without success, and finally, the 
House of Representatives refused to confer with the House of Nobles respecting the said Ap-
propriation Bill in its last stages, and We deemed in Our duty to exercise Our constitutional 
prerogative of dissolving the Legislature, and therefore there are no Representatives of the 
people in the Kingdom.”94  

An election of new Representatives the following month was called for by the King “for the 
special and only purpose of voting the Supplies necessary to the administration of Our Gov-
ernment, without oppressing Our faithful Subjects with unreasonable taxes.” Between 30 July 
and 12 August 1855, the Legislature met in extraordinary session and the appropriation bill 
was passed and signed into law on 13 August 1855.95  If this situation occurred in the United 
States Congress, the President would not be able to have done what Hawaiian constitutional 
law allows for its constitutional monarch. Under the United States constitution, the branches 
of government are separate and equal as a means for creating checks and balances, while the 
branches of the Hawaiian government are separate but they are coordinate.

In 1855, the Department of Public Instruction was established, by statute, replacing the 
ministry of Public Instruction whose minister formerly served as a member of the Cabinet 
Council. This independent department was headed by a President who presided over a five 
member Board of Education that was “superintended and directed by a committee of the Privy 
Council.”96 From this point, the cabinet consisted of the Minister of the Interior, Minister of 
Finance, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the Attorney General.97 It was also the “duty of the 
Board of Education, every sixth year, counting from the year 1860, to make a complete census 
of the inhabitants of the Kingdom, to be laid before the King and Legislature for their con-
sideration.”98 The constitution was also amended in 1856, which changed legislative sessions 
from annual to biennial. Regarding those sovereign prerogatives of absolutism retained in the 
constitution, Kamehameha IV sought to rid these prerogatives by constitutional amendment, 
but was unsuccessful. The responsibility for such change would fall on his successor and broth-
er, Lot Kapuaiwa. 
 

Ascension of King Kamehameha V

On 30 November 1863, Kamehameha IV died unexpectedly, and left the kingdom with-
out a successor.99 On the very same day, the Premier, Victoria Kamāmalu, in Privy Council, 
proclaimed Lot Kapuāiwa to be the successor to the Throne in accordance with Article 25 of 

Jan. 1855).
93  Lydecker, Roster Legislature, 62
94  Id.
95  Id., 65.
96  Compiled Laws, 199. 
97  After John Ricord left the kingdom in 1847, the office of Attorney General was not filled until 1862 with 

the appointment of Charles C. Harris. During this period the District Attorneys throughout the islands 
performed the functions of the office.

98  Compiled Laws, 211.
99  On 3 October 1859, in an Extraordinary Session of the House of Nobles, Kamehameha IV received 

confirmation from the Nobles that his minor son, Prince Albert, was to be the successor of the Hawaiian 
Throne in accordance with Article twenty-five of the 1852 constitution. The young Prince died August 19th 
1862, leaving the Kingdom without a successor to the throne.
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the Constitution of 1852, and received confirmation by the Nobles. He was thereafter styled 
Kamehameha V. Article 47, of the Constitution of 1852, provided that “whenever the throne 
shall become vacant by reason of the King's death the Kuhina Nui shall perform all the duties 
incumbent on the King, and shall have and exercise all the powers, which by this Constitution 
are vested in the King.” In other words, Victoria Kamamalu provided continuity for the office 
of the Crown pending the appointment and confirmation of Kapuāiwa. Upon his ascension, 
Kamehameha V refused to take the oath of office until the 1852 Constitution was altered in 
order to remove those sovereign prerogatives that ran contrary to the principles of a constitu-
tional monarchy, namely Articles 45 and 94.100 

Apparently, Kamehameha V knew that his refusal to take the oath was constitutionally autho-
rized by Article 94 of the Constitution, which provided that the “King, after approving this 
Constitution, shall take the following oath.”  This provision implied a choice as to whether to 
take the oath, which Kamehameha V felt should be constitutionally altered and made manda-
tory. Kamehameha V was convinced that these anomalous provisions, which needed altering, 
were not just problematic to him, but also a source of great difficulty for his late brother Kame-
hameha IV and the Legislative Assembly. If he did take the oath, he would have bound himself 
to the constitution whereby any change or amendment to the constitution was vested solely 
with the Legislative Assembly. By not taking the oath, he reserved to himself the responsibility 
of change, which ironically was authorized by the very constitution he sought to amend.
 
 
1864 Constitution
 
Kamehameha V and his predecessor recognized Articles 39, 45 and 94 as a hindrance to re-
sponsible government, and this formed the main basis for the King to convene the first con-
stitutional convention whose duty was to draft a new constitution. In Privy Council, the King 
resolved to look into the legal means of convening the first Constitutional Convention under 
Hawaiian law, and on 7 July 1864 the convention convened.101 Between 7 July and 8 August, 
each article in the proposed Constitution was read and discussed until the convention arrived 
at Article 62. In this article, the King and Nobles wanted to insert property qualifications for 
representatives and their electorate, but the elected delegates refused. After days of debate over 
this article, the Convention arrived at an absolute deadlock. The elected delegates could not 
come to agree on this article. As a result, Kamehameha V dissolved the convention and exer-
cising his sovereign prerogative by virtue of Article 45, he annulled the 1852 constitution and 
proclaimed a new constitution on 20 August 1864. 
 
In his speech at the opening of the Legislative Assembly of 1864, Kamehameha V explained 
his action of abrogating the 1852 Constitution and proclaiming a new constitution by making 
specific reference to the “forty-fifth article [that] reserved to the Sovereign the right to conduct 
personally, in cooperation with the Kuhina Nui (Premier), but without the intervention of a 
Ministry or the approval of the Legislature, such portions of the public business as he might 
choose to undertake.”102 The constitution proclaimed was not new, but rather the same draft 
that was before the convention with the exception of the property qualifications for representa-

100  Lydecker, Roster Legislatures, 99.
101  Id.
102  Id.
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tives103 and their electorate.104 The legislature later repealed the property qualifications in 1874, 
but maintained literacy as the only qualification. 

The office of Premier was eliminated, and the constitution provided that no act of the Monarch 
was valid unless countersigned by a responsible Minister from the Cabinet, who was answer-
able to the Legislative Assembly regarding matters of removal by vote of a lack of confidence or 
impeachment proceedings. The function of the Privy Council was greatly reduced, and a Re-
gency replaced the function of Premier should the King die, leaving a minor heir, who would 
“administer the Government in the name of the King, and exercise all the powers which are 
Constitutionally vested in the King.” 105 

The Crown, by constitutional provision, was bound to take the oath of office upon ascension 
to the throne, and the sole authority to amend or alter the constitution was the Legislative As-
sembly, which was now a unicameral body comprised of appointed Nobles and Representatives 
elected by the people sitting together. The constitution also provided that the “Supreme Power 
of the Kingdom in its exercise, is divided into the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial; these 
shall always be preserved distinct.”106  No doubt, the change from bicameral to unicameral was 
a result of the refusal by the House of Representatives to meet with the House of Nobles on 
the Appropriation Bill of 1855.
 
The constitution, and the method by which it came about, has been erroneously labeled as a 
coup d'état that sought to increase the power of the Crown.107 Nothing could be further from 
the truth. In fact, the 1864 Legislative Assembly appointed a special committee, which was 
comprised of Godfrey Rhodes, John ‘Ī‘ī, and J.W.H. Kauwahi to respond to Kamehameha 
V’s speech opening the new legislature. The committee recognized the constitutionality of 
the King’s prerogative under the former constitution and acknowledged that this “prerogative 
converted into a right by the terms of the [1852] Constitution, Your Majesty has now parted 
with, both for Yourself and Successors, and this Assembly thoroughly recognizes the sound 
judgment by which Your Majesty was actuated in the abandonment of a privilege, which, at 
some future time might have been productive of untold evil to the nation.”108 In other words, 
the Crown was not only authorized by law to do what had been done, but the action of Kame-
hameha V further limited his own authority under the former constitution. He was the last 
Monarch to have exercised a remnant of absolutism. 

103  "Hawaiian Constitution" Article 61 (1864): “No person shall be eligible for a Representative of the People, 
who is insane or an idiot; nor unless he be a male subject of the Kingdom, who shall have arrived at the 
full age of Twenty-One years—who shall know how to read and write—who shall understand accounts—
and shall have been domiciled in the Kingdom for at least three years, the last of which shall be the year 
immediately preceding his election; and who shall own Real Estate, within the Kingdom, of a clear value, 
over and above all incumbrances, of at least Five Hundred Dollars; or who shall have an annual income of at 
least Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars; derived from any property, or some lawful employment.” Part III, 224.

104  "Hawaiian Constitution" Article 62 (1864): “Every male subject of the Kingdom, who shall have paid his 
taxes, who shall have attained the age of twenty years, and shall have been domiciled in the Kingdom for 
one year immediately preceding the election; and shall be possessed of Real Property in this Kingdom, to 
the value over and above all incumbrances of One Hundred and Fifty Dollars or of a Lease-hold property 
on which the rent is Twenty-five Dollars per year—or of an income of not less than Seventy-five Dollars per 
year, derived from any property or some lawful employment, and shall know how to read and write, if born 
since the year 1840, and shall have caused his name to be entered on the list of voters of his District as may 
be provided by law, shall be entitled to one vote for the Representative or Representatives of that District. 
Provided, however, that no insane or idiotic person, nor any person who shall have been convicted of any 
infamous crime within this Kingdom, unless he shall have been pardoned by the King, and by the terms of 
such pardon have been restored to all the rights of a subject, shall be allowed to vote.” Part III, 224.

105  "Hawaiian Constitution" Article 33  (1864).
106  "Hawaiian Constitution" Article 20 (1864).
107  Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom: 1854-1874, Twenty Critical Years, Vol. II 133 (1953). 133. 
108  John ‘Ī‘ī, J.W.H. Kauwahi and Godfrey Rhodes, "Reply to His Majesty’s 1864 Address at the Opening of the 

Legislature" (Hawaiian Legislature).
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Election of King Lunalilo and King Kalākaua

On 11 December 1872, Kamehameha V died without naming a successor to the Throne, 
and the Legislative Assembly, being empowered to elect a new Monarch in accordance with 
the 1864 constitution, elected William Charles Lunalilo on 8 January 1873. The Hawaiian 
Kingdom’s first elected King died a year later without a named successor, and the Legislature 
once again convened in special session and elected David Kalākaua as King on 12 February 
1874. On 14 February 1874, King Kalākaua appointed his younger brother, Prince William 
Pitt Leleiohōkū, his successor, but he died 10 April 1877. The next day he appointed his sister, 
Princess Lili‘uokalani, as heir apparent and received confirmation from the Nobles. When 
Kalākaua was elected, a new stirps replaced the Kamehameha stirps which comprised of Prin-
cess Lili‘uokalani, heir-apparent, Queen Kapi‘olani, Princess Virginia Kapo‘oloku Po‘omaike-
lani, Princess Kinoiki, Princess Victoria Kawekiu Kai‘ulani Lunalilo Kalaninuiahilapalapa, 
Prince David Kawānanakoa, Prince Edward Abner Keli‘iahonui, and Prince Jonah Kūhiō Ka-
laniana‘ole.
  
On 9 August 1880, a Board of Genealogists of Hawaiian Chiefs was established by statute to 
“collect from genealogical books, and from the knowledge of old people the history and ge-
nealogy of the Hawaiian chiefs, and shall publish a book of the doings of such Board.”109  The 
Board was also tasked with the duty of “establishing the arms and insignia of chief families, 
searching for ancient relics which have been lost or concealed in places of concealment, and 
for ascertaining and preserving from violation the ancient places of sepulture of the chiefs.”110 
In the preamble of the statute it states, “[w]hereas, it is provided by the 22d article of the Con-
stitution that the Kings of Hawaii shall be chosen from the native chiefs of the Kingdom; and 
whereas, at the present day it is difficult to ascertain who are the chiefs, as contemplated by 
said article of the Constitution, and it is proper that such genealogies of the Kingdom be per-
petuated, and also the history of the chiefs and kings from ancient times down to the present 
day, which would also be a guide to the King in the appointment of Nobles in the Legislative 
Assembly.”111 Between 20 April and 30 November 1896, the Board published the genealogies 
of Chiefs living at the time in the Ka Makaainana newspaper under the heading “Mookuauhau 
Alii.” Those chiefs and their direct descendants are Chiefs of the realm and capable of serving 
as an elected Monarch should the Kalākaua stirps come to an end, as well as serving as Nobles 
in the Legislative Assembly. 
 
 
1887 Revolution
 
During the summer of 1887, while the Legislature remained out of session, a minority of 
subjects of the Hawaiian Kingdom and foreign nationals met to organize a takeover of the 
political rights of the native population who held the majority of the voting block . The driving 
motivation for these revolutionaries was their perverted and unfounded belief that the “native 
[was] unfit for government and his power must be curtailed.”112 A local volunteer militia, 
whose members were predominantly United States citizens, called themselves the Hawaiian 
League, and held a meeting on 30 June 1887 in Honolulu at the Armory building of the Ho-
nolulu Rifles. Before this meeting, large caches of arms were brought in by the League from 
San Francisco and dispersed amongst its members.113

 
The group made certain demands on Kalākaua and called for an immediate change of the 
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King’s cabinet ministers. Under threat of violence, the King reluctantly agreed on 1 July 1887 
to have this group form a new cabinet ministry made up of league members. The purpose of 
the league was to seize control of the government for their economic gain, and to neutralize the 
power of the native vote. On that same day the new cabinet comprised of William L. Green 
as Minister of Finance, Godfrey Brown as Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lorrin A. Thurston as 
Minister of the Interior, and Clarence W. Ashford as Attorney General, took “an oath to sup-
port the Constitution and Laws, and faithfully and impartially to discharge the duties of [their] 
office.”114 Under strict secrecy and unbeknownst to Kalākaua, the new ministry also invited 
two members of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Albert F. Judd and Associate Justice Edward 
Preston, “to assist in the preparation of a new constitution,”115 which now implicated the two 
highest ranking judicial officers in the revolution. 
 
Hawaiian constitutional law provided that any proposed change to the constitution must be 
submitted to the “Legislative Assembly, and if the same shall be agreed to by a majority of the 
members thereof”116 it would be deferred to the next Legislative session for action. Once the 
next legislature convened, and the proposed amendment or amendments have been “agreed to 
by two-thirds of all members of the Legislative Assembly, and be approved by the King, such 
amendment or amendments shall become part of the Constitution of this country."117 As a mi-
nority, these individuals had no intent of submitting their draft constitution to the legislature, 
which was not scheduled to reconvene until 1888. Instead, they embarked on a criminal path 
of treason. The Hawaiian Penal Code defines treason “to be any plotting or attempt to dethrone 
or destroy the King, or the levying of war against the King’s government…the same being done 
by a person owing allegiance to this kingdom. Allegiance is the obedience and fidelity due to 
the kingdom from those under its protection.”118 The statute goes on to state that in order to

constitute the levying of war, the force must be employed or intended to be em-
ployed for the dethroning or destruction of the King or in contravention of the 
laws, or in opposition to the authority of the King’s government, with an intent 
or for an object affecting some of the branches or departments of said government 
generally, or affecting the enactment, repeal or enforcement of laws in general, or 
of some general law; or affecting the people, or the public tranquility generally; in 
distinction from some special intent or object affecting individuals other than the 
King, or a particular district.119

 
 
The Bayonet Constitution
 
The draft constitution was completed in just five days. The King was forced to sign on 6 July 
and, thereafter, the 1887 Constitution illegally replaced the former constitution and was de-
clared to be the new law of the land. It is important to note that Kalākaua did not have the 
same authority when Kamehameha V promulgated the 1864 Constitution without legislative 
approval. The King’s sister and heir-apparent, Lili‘uokalani, discovered later that her brother 
had signed the constitution “because he had every assurance, short of actual demonstration, 
that the conspirators were ripe for revolution, and had taken measures to have him assassinat-
ed if he refused.”120 Gulick, who served as Minister of the Interior from 1883 to 1886, also 
concluded:
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The ready acquiescence of the King to their demands seriously disconcerted the 
conspirators, as they had hoped that his refusal would have given them an excuse 
for deposing him, and a show of resistance a justification for assassinating him. 
Then everything would have been plain sailing for their little oligarchy, with a 
sham republican constitution. 121

This so-called constitution has since been known as the bayonet constitution and was never 
submitted to the Legislative Assembly or to a popular vote of the people. It was drafted by a 
select group of twenty-one individuals122 that effectively placed control of the Legislature and 
Cabinet in the hands of individuals who held foreign allegiances. The constitution reinstituted 
a bi-cameral legislature and an election of Nobles replaced appointments by the King. Prop-
erty qualifications were reinstituted for candidates of both Nobles and Representatives. And 
the cabinet could only be removed by the legislature on a question of want of confidence. The 
new property qualifications had the purpose of ensuring that Nobles remained in the hands 
of non-natives, which would serve as a controlling factor over the House of Representatives. 
Blount reported:

For the first time in the history of the country the number of nobles is made equal 
to the number of representatives. This furnished a veto power over the represen-
tatives of the popular vote to the nobles, who were selected by persons mostly 
holding foreign allegiance, and not subjects of the Kingdom. The election of a 
single representative by the foreign element gave to it the legislature.123 

So powerful was the native vote that resident aliens of American or European nationality were 
allowed to cast their vote in the election of the new legislature without renouncing their foreign 
citizenship and allegiance. Included in this group were the contract laborers from Portugal’s 
Madeira and Azores Islands who emigrated to the kingdom after 1878 under labor contracts 
for the sugar plantations. League members owned these plantations. Despite the fact that very 
few, if any, of these workers could even read or write, league members utilized this large voting 
block specifically to neutralize the native vote. According to Blount:

These ignorant laborers were taken before the election from the cane fields in 
large numbers by the overseer before the proper officer to administer the oath and 
then carried to the polls and voted according to the will of the plantation man-
ager. Why was this done? In the language of the Chief Justice Judd, “to balance 
the native vote with the Portuguese vote.” This same purpose is admitted by all 
persons here. Again, large numbers of Americans, Germans, English, and other 
foreigners unnaturalized were permitted to vote…124

 
Leading up to the elections that were to be held on 12 September, there was public outcry on 
the manner in which the constitution was obtained through the King and not through the 
Legislature as provided for by the 1864 constitution.125 On 30 August 1887, British Consul 
James Wodehouse reported to the British Government the new Cabinet’s response to these 

121  Executive Documents, 760.
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protests. He wrote, “[t]he new Administration which was dictated by the “Honolulu Rifles” 
now 300 strong does not give universal satisfaction, and…Attorney General Ashford is re-
ported to have said ‘that they, the Administration, would carry the elections if necessary at 
the point of the bayonet.’”126 The election “took place with the foreign population well armed 
and the troops hostile to the crown and people.”127 James Blount also concluded that foreign 
ships anchored in Honolulu harbor during this time “must have restrained the native mind 
or indeed any mind from a resort to physical force,” and the natives’ “means of resistance was 
naturally what was left of political power.”128 

 
Revolution and the Rule of Law
 
If it was a rebellion, or as Judd stated a “successful revolution,”129 what was the measurement 
of its success or its failure? According to Reid, “it is [international law] which defines the con-
ditions under which a government should be recognized de jure or de facto, and it is a matter 
of judgment in each particular case whether a regime fulfills the conditions.”130 He continues 
to state that the “conditions under international law for the recognition of a new regime as the 
de facto government of a state are that the new regime has in fact effective control over most of 
the state’s territory and that this control seems likely to continue.” According to Beadle, there 
are two parts in the definition of de facto and de jure governments. 

The first part requires that a regime should be “in effective control over the terri-
tory” and this requisite is common to both a de facto and a de jure Government. 
The second part of the definition deals with the likelihood of the regime con-
tinuing in “effective control.” If it “seems likely” so to continue, then it is a de 
facto Government. When, however, it is “firmly established,” it becomes a de jure 
Government.131

A successful revolution creates a de facto government, but the success of the revolution is mea-
sured by the maintenance of effective control and not merely the fact of effective control. In 
other words, success is time sensitive whereby the law breaker has been transformed into a law 
creator by virtue of effective permanency. This space of time is the revolution itself where the 
opposing forces between lawful and criminal are engaging, and determination of the victor is a 
pure question of fact and not law. In order to answer the second condition of “seems likely to 
continue” in the affirmative, Beadle states that the likelihood of

continuing in effective control of the territory depends on the likelihood of its be-
ing “overthrown,” and “overthrown” here means being displaced, and not merely 
being replaced by another Government elected in terms of the new revolutionary 
Constitution. It is the new Constitution which must be overthrown, not merely 
the persons who govern by virtue of it. This is so because a mere change of the 
personnel of the Government, if that change is effected in terms of the revolution-
ary Constitution, still leaves a revolutionary Government in control.132
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Kelson states that if “the revolutionaries fail, if the order they have tried to establish remains 
inefficacious, then on the other hand, their undertaking is interpreted, not as legal, a law-cre-
ating act, as the establishment of a constitution, but as an illegal act, as the crime of treason, 
and this according to the old monarchic constitution.”133 According to Hackworth, a success-
ful revolution must fulfill three factual conditions: (1) possess the machinery of the State; (2) 
operate with the assent of the people and without substantial resistance to its authority; and 
(3) fulfill international obligations.134 Olivecrona explains that the “victory of the revolution 
corresponds to the constitutional form in ordinary law-giving. New rules are then given in 
accordance with the new constitution and are soon being automatically accepted as binding. 
The whole machinery is functioning again, more or less different in regard to the aims and the 
means of those in power.”135 Lloyd further expounds on the second condition of “assent of the 
people” and no “substantial resistance.” He states:

Certainly in this sense an operative legal system necessarily entails a high degree of 
regular obedience to the existing system, for without this there will be anarchy or 
confusion rather than a reign of legality. And where revolution or civil war has su-
pervened it may even be necessary in the initial stages, when power and authority 
is passing from one person or body to another, to interpret legal power in terms 
of actual obedience to the prevailing power. When however this transitional stage 
where law and power are largely merged is passed, it is no longer relevant for the 
purpose of determining what is legally valid to explore the sources of ultimate de 
facto power in the state. For by this time the constitutional rules will again have 
taken over and the legal system will have resumed its regular course of interpret-
ing its rules on the basis of its own fundamental norms of validity.136

 
From a municipal law standpoint, the terms de jure and de facto are not applied to revolution 
or civil war, but rather to offices in government. According to Cooley, an “officer de jure is one 
who not only is invested with the office, but who has been lawfully appointed or chosen, and 
therefore has a right to retain the office and receive its perquisites and emoluments. An officer 
de facto is defined to be one who has the reputation of being the officer he assumes to be, and 
yet is not a good officer in point of law.”137 He further explains that a de facto officer “comes in 
by claim and color of right, or he exercises the office with such circumstances of acquiescence 
on the part of the public, as at least afford a strong presumption of right, but by reason of some 
defect in his title, or of some informality, omission or want of qualification, or by reason of the 
expiration of his term of service, he is unable to maintain his possession.”138  

A de facto officer is recognizable under municipal law, and according to Chief Justice Steere, the 
“doctrine of a de facto officer is said to have originated as a rule of public necessity to prevent 
public mischief and protect the rights of innocent third parties who may be interested in the 
acts of an assumed officer apparently clothed with authority and the courts have sometimes 
gone far with delicate reasoning to sustain the rule where threatened rights of third parties 
were concerned.”139 If a person seizes office and is neither de jure or de facto, Cooley calls him a 
usurper or intruder, which he defined “as one who attempts to perform the duties of an office 
without authority of law, and without support of public acquiescence.” He adds that “no one 
is under an obligation to recognize or respect the acts of an intruder, and for all legal purposes 
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they are absolutely void.”140 And “the party himself who had usurped a public office,” states 
Cooley, “is never allowed to build up rights, or to shield himself from responsibility on no 
better basis than his usurpation.”141 
 
Throughout the revolution, there was active opposition to the minority of revolutionaries by 
the Hawaiian citizenry that ranged from peaceful organized resistance to an unsuccessful armed 
attack against the usurpers. On 22 November 1888, the Hawaiian Political Association (Hui 
Kālai‘āina) was established with the purpose of the “restoration of the constitutional system 
existing before June 30, 1887.”142 For the next five years this organization would be the most 
persistent and influential group opposing the small group of revolutionaries by maintaining 
that the constitution of 1864, as amended, was the legal constitution of the country.  During 
this period, the Hawaiian Kingdom was in a state of revolution, whereby the insurgents could 
neither claim success de facto under international law nor as de facto officers under municipal 
law.

A Failed Attempt of Citizen’s Arrest
 
In June 1889, another organization was formed as a secret society called the Liberal Patriotic 
Association, whose purpose was “to restore the former system of government and the former 
rights of the king.”143 The following month on 30 July, the organization’s leader, Robert Wil-
cox, with eighty men, led an unsuccessful armed attack against the so-called cabinet ministry 
on the grounds of ‘Iolani Palace. Wilcox was initially indicted for treason, “but it became clear 
that…no native jury would convict him of that crime. The treason charge was dropped and he 
was brought to trial on an indictment for conspiracy.”144 He was tried by a native jury, which 
found him not guilty. Their verdict represented the native sentiment throughout the kingdom, 
which comprised 84% of the Hawaiian citizenry. In a dispatch to U.S. Secretary of State Blaine 
on 4 November 1889, U.S. Minister John Stevens from the American legation in Honolulu 
acknowledged the significance of the verdict. Stevens stated:

This preponderance of native opinion in favor of Wilcox, as expressed by the 
native jury, fairly represented the popular native sentiment throughout these is-
lands in regard to his effort to overthrow the present ministry and to change the 
constitution of 1887, so as to restore to the King the power he possessed under 
the former constitution.145

 
There is a strong argument that the actions taken by Wilcox and other members of the Liberal 
Patriotic Association fell under the law as an unsuccessful citizen’s arrest, and not a count-
er-revolution as called by the so-called cabinet ministry. In theory, a counter-revolution can 
only take place if the original revolution was successful. But if the original revolution was not 
successful, or in other words, the country was still in a state of revolution or unlawfulness, any 
actions taken to apprehend or to hold to account the original perpetrators is not a violation 
of the law, but rather compliance with the law. Under the common law, every private “person 
that is present when any felony is committed, is bound by the law to arrest the felon.”146 
According to the Hawaiian Penal Code, the “terms felony and crime, are…synonymous, and 
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mean such offenses as are punishable with death,” which makes treason a felony. Therefore, 
Wilcox’s attack should be considered a failed attempt to apprehend revolutionaries who were 
serving in the cabinet ministry. Wilcox reinforced the theory of citizen’s arrest, himself, when 
he lashed out at Lorrin Thurston on the floor of the Legislative Assembly in 1890. Thurston, 
being one of the organizers of the 1887 revolution, was an insurgent and served at the time as 
the so-called Minister of the Interior. Wilcox argued:

Yes, Mr. Minister, with your heart ever full of venom for the people and country 
which nurtured you and your fathers, I say, you and such as you are the murder-
ers. The murderers and the blood of the murdered should be placed where it be-
longs, with those who without warrant opened fire upon natives trying to secure 
a hearing of their grievances before their King. …Our object was to restore a por-
tion of the rights taken away by force of arms from the King. … Before the Living 
God, I never felt this action of mine to be a rebellion against my mother land, her 
independence, and her rights, but (an act) for the support and strengthening of 
the rights of my beloved race, the rights of liberty, the rights of the Throne and 
the good of the beautiful flag of Hawai‘i; and if I die as a result of this my deed, 
it is a death of which I will be most proud, and I have hope I will never lack the 
help of the Heavens until all the rights are returned which have been snatched by 
the self-serving migrants of America.147

 
Judicial Remedies Available
 
According to Blount, “none of the legislation complained of would have been considered a cause 
for revolution in any one of the United States, but would have been used in the elections to expel 
the authors from power. The alleged corrupt action of the King could have been avoided by more 
careful legislation and would have been a complete remedy for the future.”148 Reinforcing Blount’s 
observation that there were judicial remedies available to the ordinary citizen under Hawaiian law 
to hold to account government officials, if they violated the law as alleged, was clearly pointed 
out by the Hawaiian Supreme Court in Castle vs. Kapena, Minster of Finance.149 The plaintiffs in 
this case were W.R. Castle, Sanford B. Dole, and William O. Smith who were also the leaders of 
the 1887 insurgency. These individuals sought to “enjoin the Minister [of Finance] from taking 
silver half-dollars for gold par bonds” by petitioning for a writ of mandamus. Although the court 
denied the writ on substantive grounds, it did maintain the remedy for tax-paying citizens to hold 
to account governmental officials at the seat of government. The proper remedy was mandamus or 
injunction, which could be applied for by tax paying citizens in any court of equity in the King-
dom, and, if the circumstances were warranted, private citizens could “bring it in the name of the 
Attorney-General, and permission to do so [by the court] is accorded as of course.”150 The court 
also declared that:

the Constitution provides that the Ministers are responsible. It would be an intolera-
ble doctrine in a constitutional monarchy, to extend the inviolability of the Sovereign 
to his Ministry; to claim that what is directed to be done by the King in Cabinet 
Council, and is done by any of his Ministers, is to be treated as the personal act of 
the Sovereign. Art. 42. “No act of the King shall have any effect unless it be counter-
signed by a Minister, who by that signature makes himself responsible.”151
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The principle of necessity legitimizes a revolutionary act—otherwise a capital crime of treason—
and renders lawful what would otherwise be unlawful. Williams states that in order to legitimize 
a revolutionary act under the principle of necessity there “must be a transient and proportionate 
response to the crisis,” and the response “may be invoked only to uphold the rule of law and the 
existing legal order, and, therefore, cannot be applied to uphold the legality of a new revolutionary 
regime.”152 Necessity cannot be applied in this case, because the revolutionaries sought to consol-
idate their power devoid of any rule of law or maintenance of the existing legal order in order to 
benefit a “little oligarchy, with a sham republican constitution.”153 Where a written constitution is 
the supreme law of the land, the doctrine of necessity calls for its temporary suspension and not 
its termination, for the necessity principle is designed to uphold the rule of law and the existing 
constitution, and not to abrogate it. Hawaiians had long understood this principle as evidenced 
in a resolution read before the 1864 constitutional convention by Delegates Parker and Gulick: 

We do not deny that there may occur a crisis in a nation’s history, when Revolution 
is justifiable, when a Constitution may be violated, and a government resolved back 
into its constituent elements. But this doubtful and dangerous right is to be exercised 
only in those terrible emergencies, when the very existence of a nation is at stake, and 
when all Constitutional methods have been tried and found wanting.154

 

Ascension of Queen Lili‘uokalani

At the close of this tumultuous 1890 legislative session, where Hawaiian subjects stated their 
objections, the King’s health had deteriorated. On 25 November he departed for San Francisco 
on board the USS Charleston for a period of respite and designated Lili‘uokalani, his heir appar-
ent, as Regent during his absence. King Kalakaua died in San Francisco on 20 January 1891, 
and his body returned to Honolulu on board the USS Charleston on the 29th.

In a meeting of the Privy Council that afternoon, Lili‘uokalani took the oath of office, where 
she swore “in the presence of Almighty God, to maintain the Constitution of the Kingdom 
whole and inviolate, and to govern in conformity therewith.” Chief Justice Albert F. Judd ad-
ministered the oath and Lili‘uokalani was thereafter proclaimed Queen.

The legislative and judicial branches of government had been compromised by the insurgency. 
The Nobles became an elected body of men whose allegiance was to the foreign population, 
and three of the Justices of the Supreme Court, including the Chief Justice, participated in 
the insurgency by drafting the bayonet constitution. The Queen was prevented from legally 
confirming her niece, Ka‘iulani Cleghorn, as heir-apparent, because the Nobles had not been 
in the Legislative Assembly since 1887. Article 22 of the Constitution provides that “the suc-
cessor shall be the person whom the Sovereign shall appoint with the consent of the Nobles, 
and publicly proclaim as such during the King’s life.”

Nevertheless, Ka‘iulani, by nomination of the Queen, could be considered a de facto heir 
apparent, subject to confirmation by the Nobles when they reconvened. Despite the ongoing 
political turmoil in the Hawaiian Kingdom, preparations were being made to celebrate fifty 
years of Hawaiian independence. The year 1893 marked the fiftieth anniversary of Hawai‘i as 
an internationally recognized independent and sovereign State.
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Conclusion –The Hawaiian Constitutional Order
 
Unlike Kamehameha V, Kalākaua, as the executive monarch, did not have the constitutional 
authority to abrogate and then subsequently promulgate a new constitution without legisla-
tive approval. The constitution of 1864 no longer had the sovereign prerogative—Article 45, 
and, furthermore, the enactment of law, whether organic or statutory, resided solely with the 
Legislative Assembly together with the Crown. The 1864 Constitution, as amended, the Civil 
Code, Penal Code, and the Session laws of the Legislative Assemblies enacted before the 1887 
revolution, comprise the legal order of the Hawaiian State.  Article 78 of the 1864 Constitu-
tion provided that all “laws now in force in this Kingdom, shall continue and remain in full 
effect, until altered or repealed by the Legislature; such parts only excepted as are repugnant 
to this Constitution. All laws heretofore enacted, or that may hereafter be enacted, which are 
contrary to this Constitution, shall be null and void.” For the next four years, the insurgents 
would struggle to maintain their control of the seat of government over the protests and oppo-
sition of Hawaiian subjects organized into political organizations. Notwithstanding the state 
of revolution, the legal order of the Hawaiian Kingdom remained intact and continues to serve 
as the basis of Hawaiian constitutional law.

Territory
 
On 16 March 1854, Robert Wyllie, Hawaiian Minister of Foreign Affairs, made the following 
announcement to the British, French and U.S. diplomats stationed in Honolulu.

I have the honor to make known to you that that the following islands, &c., are 
within the domain of the Hawaiian Crown, viz:

Hawai‘i, containing about, 4,000 square miles;
Maui, 600 square miles; 
O‘ahu, 520 square miles; 
Kaua‘i, 520 square miles; 
Molokai, 170 square miles; 
Lāna‘i, 100 square miles; 
Ni‘ihau, 80 square miles; 
Kaho‘olawe, 60 square miles; 
Nihoa, known as Bird Island, 
Molokini )
Lehua      )  Islets, little more than barren rocks:
Ka‘ula   )
and all Reefs, Banks and Rocks contiguous to either of the above, 
or within the compass of the whole.155

Four additional Islands were annexed to the Hawaiian Kingdom under the doctrine of dis-
covery since the above announcement. Laysan Island was annexed to the Hawaiian Kingdom 
by discovery of Captain John Paty on 1 May 1857.156 Lisiansky Island also was annexed by 
discovery of Captain Paty on 10 May 1857.157 Palmyra atoll, a cluster of low islets, was taken 
possession of by Captain Zenas Bent on 15 April 1862, and proclaimed as Hawaiian Territo-
ry.158 And Ocean Island, also called Kure atoll or Moku Pāpapa, was acquired 20 September 
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1886, by proclamation of Colonel J.H. Boyd.159 

According to Article 47 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which 
has become customary international law, a State whose territory is comprised of islands is 
recognized as an archipelagic State and has a straight archipelagic baseline “joining the outer-
most points of the outermost islands and drying reefs…[which] shall not exceed 100 nautical 
miles.”160 Article 3 provides that, “[e]very State has the right to establish the breadth of its 
territorial sea up to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical miles,”  and Article 57 provides for an 
exclusive economic zone that “shall not extend beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines 
from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.161

The Islands that comprise the territory of the Hawaiian Kingdom are located in the North 
Pacific Ocean.

Island:  Location:    Square Miles/Acreage:
Hawai‘i  155°31'0.506"W 19°35'30.587"N  4,028.2 / 2,578,048 
Maui  156°19'59.627"W 20°46'45.556"N 727.3 / 465,472 
Molokini  156°29'45.432"W 20°37'54.49"N  0.04 / 25.6 
Kaho‘olawe  156°36'41.856"W 20°32'48.295"N 44.6 / 28,544 
Molokai  156°59'58.124"W 21°7'49.05"N  260.0 / 166,400 
Lāna‘i  156°55'19.727"W 20°49'36.877"N 140.6 / 89,984 
O‘ahu  157°58'30.208"W 21°28'31.128"N 597.1 / 382,144 
Kaua‘i  159°31'39.562"W  22°3'12.681"N 552.3 / 353,472 
Lehua  160°5'43.795"W 22°1'16.582"N  0.4 / 256 
Ni‘ihau  160°9'12.122"W 21°53'57.2"N  69.5 / 44,480 
Ka‘ula  160°32'25.391"W 21°39'14.554"N 0.2 / 128 
Nihoa  161°55'19.454"W 23°3'39.022"N  0.3 / 192 
Necker162*  164°42'0.7"W 23°34'34.198"N  .07 / 45 
French Frigate Shoals*   166°13'17.92"W 23°48'23.599"N  .096 / 61 
Gardner Pinnacles*   167°59'58.394"W 24°59'56.537"N .009 / 5.9 
Maro Reef*  170°34'27.999"W 25°25'43.924"N 746 / 478,000 
Laysan  171°43'58.532"W 25°46'9.952"N  1.6 / 1,024 
Lisiansky  173°57'58.655"W 26°3'46.062"N  0.6 / 384 
Pearl and Hermes Atoll*   175°49'0.409"W 27°49'31.244"N  .19 / 80 
Midway Atoll  177°22'39.208"W 28°12'34.869"N 2.4 / 1,536 
Kure Atoll  178°17'36.609"W 28°23'32.226"N 0.4 / 256 
Palmyra Atoll  162°4'35.49"W 5°52'54.126"N  4.6 / 2,944 
Kalama (Johnston) Atoll  169°32'0.019"W 16°43'45.017"N  1.03 / 832

160  Article 47 (1) and (2), United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982).
161  Id., Articles 3 and 57.
162 * These islands were acquired for the provisional government after 17 January 1893. Necker island was taken 

possession on 27 May 1894 and French Frigate Shoals taken possession on 13 July 1895. Dates of possession 
are not known for Gardner Pinnacles, Maro Reef, and Pearl and Hermes Atoll, but they were considered 
territory held by the insurgents. These islands constitute the territory of the Hawaiian Kingdom by virtue 
of the executive agreement, by exchange of notes, between the President Cleveland and Queen Lili‘uokalani 
on 18 December 1893. Although the Queen was not restored, the Council of Regency consider it is bound 
by the agreement so long as those provisions do not violate Hawaiian law. In particular, “to assume all the 
obligations created by the Provisional Government, in the proper course of administration.” Executive 
Documents, 1269-1270.
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Citizenship
 
On 21 January 1868, Ferdinand Hutchison, Hawaiian Minister of the Interior, stated the 
criteria for Hawaiian nationality. He announced that “[i]n the judgment of His Majesty’s Gov-
ernment, no one acquires citizenship in this Kingdom unless he is born here, or born abroad 
of Hawaiian parents, (either native or naturalized) during their temporary absence from the 
kingdom, or unless having been the subject of another power, he becomes a subject of this 
kingdom by taking the oath of allegiance.” According to the law of naturalization, the Minister 
of the Interior:

shall have the power in person upon the application of any alien foreigner who 
shall have resided within the Kingdom for five years or more next preceding such 
application, stating his intention to become a permanent resident of the King-
dom, to administer the oath of allegiance to such foreigner, if satisfied that it will 
be for the good of the Kingdom, and that such foreigner owns without encum-
brance taxable real estate within the Kingdom, and is not of immoral character, 
nor a refugee from justice of some other country, nor a deserting sailor, marine, 
soldier or officer.163

 
The Monarch

The executive authority was vested in the Crown, who was advised by a Cabinet of Ministers 
and a Privy Council of State. The Crown exercised executive powers upon the advice of his 
Cabinet and Privy Council of State, and no act of the Crown would have any effect unless 
countersigned by a Cabinet Minister, who made himself responsible. With the advice of the 
Privy Council, the Crown had the power to grant reprieves and pardons, after conviction, for 
all offences, except in cases of impeachment. The Crown was also represented by an appoint-
ed Governor on each of the main islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, O‘ahu, and Kaua‘i. The Crown 
opened each new session of the Legislature by reading a Speech from the Throne, which set out 
the vision of the government for the country and the policies and actions it plans to undertake. 
No law could be enacted without the signature of the Crown and countersigned by one of the 
Ministers of the Cabinet.

 Cabinet. The Cabinet consists of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Min-
ister of the Interior, the Minister of Finance, and the Attorney General of the 
Kingdom. The Cabinet is the Monarch’s Special Advisers in the Executive af-
fairs of the Kingdom, and are ex officio members of the Privy Council of State. 
The Ministers are appointed and commissioned by the Monarch, and hold office 
during the Monarch’s pleasure, subject to impeachment. No act of the Monarch 
has any effect unless countersigned by a Minister, who by that signature makes 
himself responsible. Each member of the Cabinet keeps an office at the seat of 
Government, and is accountable for the conduct of his/her deputies and clerks. 
The Ministers also hold seats ex officio, as Nobles, in the Legislative Assembly. On 
the first day of the opening of the Legislative Assembly, the Minister of Finance 
presents the Financial Budget in the Hawaiian and English languages.

 Privy Council of State. The Monarch, by Royal Letters Patent, can ap-
point any of his subjects, who have attained the age of majority, a member of 
the Privy Council of State. Every member of the Privy Council of State, before 
entering upon the discharge of his/her duties as such, takes an oath to support 

163  Compiled Laws, 104.
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the Constitution, to advise the Monarch honestly, and to observe strict secrecy 
in regard to matters coming to his/her knowledge as a Privy Counselor. The duty 
of every Privy Counselor is: to advise the Monarch according to the best of his 
knowledge and discretion; to advise for the Monarch’s honor and the good of the 
public, without partiality through friendship, love, reward, fear or favor; and, fi-
nally, to avoid corruption––and to observe, keep, and do all that a good and true 
counselor ought to observe, keep, and do to his Sovereign.

 
Legislative Assembly

 
The Legislative Department of the Kingdom is composed of the Monarch, the Nobles, and the 
Representatives, each of whom has a negative on the other, and in whom is vested full power 
to make all manner of wholesome laws. They judge for the welfare of the nation, and for the 
necessary support and defense of good government, provided it is not repugnant or contrary 
to the Constitution. The Nobles sit together with the elected Representatives of the people in 
what is referred to as the House of the Legislative Assembly.  

 Nobles. The Nobles sit together with the elected Representatives of the peo-
ple and cannot exceed thirty in number. Nobles also have the sole power to try 
impeachments made by the Representatives. Nobles are appointed by the Mon-
arch for a life term and serve without pay. A person eligible to be a Noble must 
be a Hawaiian subject or denizen, resided in the Kingdom for at least five years, 
and attained the age of twenty-one years. Nobles can introduce bills and serve 
on standing or special Committees established by the Legislative Assembly. Each 
Noble is entitled to one vote in the Legislative Assembly.

 Representatives. The Representatives sit together with the appointed No-
bles and cannot exceed forty in number. Each Representative is entitled to one 
vote in the Legislative Assembly. Representatives have the sole power to impeach 
any Cabinet Minister, officer in government or Judge, but the Nobles reserve the 
power to try and convict an impeached officer.  A person eligible to be a Repre-
sentative of the people must be a Hawaiian subject or denizen, at least twenty-five 
years, must know how to read and write, understand accounts, and have resided 
in the Kingdom for at least one year immediately preceding his election. The 
people elect representatives from twenty-five districts in the Kingdom. Elections 
occur biennially on even numbered years, and each elected Representative has 
a two-year term. Unlike the Nobles, Representatives are compensated for their 
term in office. Representation of the People is based upon the principle of equal-
ity and is regulated and apportioned by the Legislature according to the popula-
tion, which is ascertained from time to time by the official census. 

 President of the Legislative Assembly. The President is the Chair for 
conducting business in the House of the Legislative Assembly. He is elected by 
the members of the Legislative Assembly at the opening of the Session and ap-
points members to each of the select or standing committees. The President pre-
serves order and decorum, speaks to points of order in preference to other mem-
bers, and decides all questions of order subject to an appeal to the House by any 
two members. 
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The Judiciary
 
The judicial power of the Kingdom is vested in one Supreme Court and in such inferior courts 
as the Legislature may, from time to time, establish. The Supreme Court is the highest court in 
the land. It is the final court of appeal at the top of the Hawaiian Kingdom’s judicial system.  
The Supreme Court considers civil, criminal and constitutional cases, but normally only after 
the cases have been heard in appropriate lower circuit, district or police courts.  The Supreme 
Court consists of a Chief Justice and four (4) Associate Justices. All judges are appointed by 
the Monarch upon advice of the Privy Council of State. Any person can have their case heard 
by the Supreme Court, but first, permission or leave must be obtained from the court. Leave 
is granted for cases that involve a matter of public importance, or a law or fact concerning the 
Hawaiian Constitution.  The Supreme Court sits for four terms a year on the first Mondays in 
the months of January, April, July and October. The Court may however hold special terms at 
other times, whenever it shall deem it essential to the promotion of justice. Decisions by the 
Court are decided by majority.
 

Rule of Law
 
Hawaiian governance is based on respect for the Rule of Law. Hawaiian subjects rely on a 
society based on law and order and are assured that the law will be applied equally and im-
partially. Impartial courts depend on an independent judiciary. The independence of the judi-
ciary means that Judges are free from outside influence, and notably from influence from the 
Crown. Initially, the first constitution of the country in 1840 provided that the Crown serve as 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, but this provision was ultimately removed by amendment 
in 1852 in order to provide separation between the executive and judicial branches. Article 65 
of the 1864 Constitution of the country provides that only the Legislative Assembly, although 
partially appointed by the Crown, can remove Judges by impeachment. The Rule of Law pre-
cludes capricious acts on the part of the Crown or by members of the government over the just 
rights of individuals guaranteed by a written constitution. According to Hawaiian Supreme 
Court Justice Alfred S. Hartwell:

The written law of England is determined by their Parliament, except in so far as 
the Courts may declare the same to be contrary to the unwritten or customary 
law, which every Englishman claims as his birthright. Our Legislature, however, 
like the Congress of the United States, has not the supreme power held by the 
British Parliament, but its powers and functions are enumerated and limited, 
together with those of the Executive and Judicial departments of government, by 
a written constitution. No act of either of these three departments can have the 
force and dignity of law, unless it is warranted by the powers vested in that depart-
ment by the Constitution. Whenever an act purporting to be a statute passed by 
the Legislature is an act which the Constitution prohibits, or does not authorize, 
and such act is sought to be enforced as law, it is the duty of the Courts to declare 
it null and void.164

Separation of Powers
 
Although the constitution provided that the executive, legislative and judicial branches be 
distinct, they are nevertheless component agencies of a constitutional monarchy that exercises, 
together the “Supreme Power of the Kingdom.” Unlike the United States theory of separation 
of power where the branches of government are assumed independent of each other with “cer-

164  In Re Gip Ah Chan, 6 Haw. 25 (1870).
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tain discretionary rights, privileges, prerogatives,”165 the Hawaiian theory views the branches as 
coordinate in function, but distinct in form. Hawaiian constitutional law provides the follow-
ing interactions of the three powers in the administration of governance.
 

The King “shall never proclaim war without the consent of the Legislative As-
sembly;”166 the “King has the power to make Treaties,” but when treaties involve 
“changes in the Tariff or in any law of the Kingdom [it] shall be referred for ap-
proval to the Legislative Assembly;”167 the King’s “Ministers are responsible,”168  
and “hold seats ex officio, as Nobles, in the Legislative Assembly;”169 the “Legis-
lative power of the Three Estates of this Kingdom is vested in the King, and the 
Legislative Assembly; which Assembly shall consist of the Nobles appointed by 
the King, and of the Representatives of the People, sitting together;”170 the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court “shall be ex officio President of the Nobles in all 
cases of impeachment, unless when impeached himself;”171 and the “King, His 
Cabinet, and the Legislative Assembly, shall have authority to require the opin-
ions of the Justices of the Supreme Court, upon important questions of law, and 
upon solemn occasions.”172

165  Charles Haines, "Ministerial Responsibility Versus the Separation of Powers," 16(2) Am. Political Sci. Rev. 
194, 199 (1922).

166 "Hawaiian Constitution" (1864), Article 26. Part III, 221.
167 Id., Article 29. Part III, 221.
168 Id., Article 31. Part III, 221.
169 Id., Article 43. Part III, 222.
170 Id., Article 45. Part III, 223.
171 Id., Article 68. Part III, 225.
172 Id., Article 70. Part III, 225.
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UNITED STATES BELLIGERENT 
OCCUPATION OF THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM

Dr. David Keanu Sai

Introduction

To quote the dictum of the Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom Tribunal, “in the nineteenth century 
the Hawaiian Kingdom existed as an independent State recognized as such by the United 
States of America, the United Kingdom and various other States, including by exchanges of 
diplomatic or consular representatives and the conclusion of treaties.”1 As an independent 
State, the Hawaiian Kingdom entered into extensive treaty relations with a variety of States 
establishing diplomatic relations and trade agreements.2 According to Westlake, in 1894, the 
Family of Nations comprised, “First, all European States.… Secondly, all American States.… 
Thirdly, a few Christian States in other parts of the world, as the Hawaiian Islands, Liberia and 
the Orange Free State.”3 

To preserve its political independence, should war break out in the Pacific Ocean, the Hawai-
ian Kingdom sought to ensure that its neutrality would be recognized beforehand. As a result, 
provisions recognizing Hawaiian neutrality were incorporated in its treaties with Sweden-Nor-
way (1852)4, Spain (1863)5 and Germany (1879).6 “A nation that wishes to secure her own 
peace,” says Vattel, “cannot more successfully attain that object than by concluding treaties 

1  Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, 119 Int’l L. Reports 566, 581 (2001) (hereafter “Larsen case”).
2  The Hawaiian Kingdom entered into treaties with Austria-Hungary (now separate States), 18 June 1875; 

Belgium, 4 Oct. 1862; Bremen (succeeded by Germany), 27 Mar. 1854; Denmark, 19 Oct. 1846; France, 
8 Sept. 1858; French Tahiti, 24 Nov. 1853; Germany 25 Mar. 1879; New South Wales (now Australia), 10 
Mar. 1874; Hamburg (succeeded by Germany), 8 Jan. 1848; Italy, 22 July 1863; Japan, 19 Aug. 1871, 28 
Jan. 1886; Netherlands & Luxembourg, 16 Oct. 1862 (William III was also Grand Duke of Luxembourg); 
Portugal, 5 May 1882; Russia, 19 June 1869; Samoa, 20 Mar. 1887; Spain, 9 Oct. 1863; Sweden-Norway 
(now separate States), 5 Apr. 1855; and Switzerland, 20 July 1864; the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland, now Northern Ireland) 26 Mar. 1846; and the United States of America, 20 Dec. 1849, 13 Jan. 
1875, 11 Sept. 1883, and 6 Dec. 1884. See also Part III, 236-310.

3  John Westlake, Chapters on the Principles of International Law, 81 (1894). In 1893, there were 44 other 
independent and sovereign States in the Family of Nations: Argentina, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, 
Guatemala, Hawaiian Kingdom, Haiti, Honduras, Italy, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Nicaragua, Orange Free State that was later annexed by Great Britain in 
1900, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Domingo, San Salvador, Serbia, Spain, Sweden-
Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, United States of America, Uruguay, and Venezuela. In 1945, there were 46, and 
today there are 197.

4  Article XV states, “All vessels bearing the flag of Sweden and Norway in time of war shall receive every 
possible protection, short of actual hostility, within the ports and waters of His Majesty the King of the 
Hawaiian Islands; and His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway engages to respect in time of war the 
neutral rights of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and to use his good offices with all other powers, having treaties 
with His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, to induce them to adopt the same policy towards the 
Hawaiian Kingdom.” Part III, 299.

5  Article XXVI states, “All vessels bearing the flag of Spain shall, in time of war, receive every possible 
protection, short of active hostility, within the ports and waters of the Hawaiian Islands, and Her Majesty 
the Queen of Spain engages to respect, in time of war the neutrality of the Hawaiian Islands, and to use her 
good offices with all the other powers having treaties with the same, to induce them to adopt the same policy 
toward the said Islands.” Part III, 294. 

6  Article VIII states, “All vessels bearing the flag of Germany or Hawaii shall in times of war receive every 
possible protection, short of actual hostility, within the ports and waters of the two countries, and each of 
the High Contracting Parties engages to respect under all circumstances the neutral rights of the flag and the 
dominions of the other.” Part III, 267. 
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[of ] neutrality.”7

 
Under customary international law, in force in the nineteenth century, the territory of a neu-
tral State could not be violated. This principle was codified by Article 1 of the 1907 Hague 
Convention, V, stating that the “territory of neutral Powers is inviolable.” According to Politis, 
“[t]he law of neutrality, fashioned as it had been by custom and a closely woven network of 
contractual agreements, was to a great extent codified by the beginning of the [20th] century.”8 
As such, the Hawaiian Kingdom’s territory could not be trespassed or dishonored, and its neu-
trality “constituted a guaranty of independence and peaceful existence.”9

An Illegal War—United States Invasion of the Hawaiian Kingdom

“Traditional international law was based upon a rigid distinction between the state of peace 
and the state of war,” says Judge Greenwood.10 “Countries were either in a state of peace 
or a state of war; there was no intermediate state.”11 This distinction is also reflected by the 
renowned jurist of international law, Lassa Oppenheim, who separated his treatise on Interna-
tional Law into two volumes, Vol. I—Peace and Vol. II—War and Neutrality. In the nineteenth 
century, war was recognized as lawful if justified under jus ad bellum. War, however, could only 
be waged to redress a State’s injury. As Vattel stated, “[w]hatever strikes at [a sovereign State’s] 
rights is an injury, and a just cause of war.”12

The Hawaiian Kingdom enjoyed a state of peace with all States. This state of peace was violent-
ly interrupted on 16 January 1893 when United States troops invaded the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
This invasion transformed the state of peace into a state of war. The following day, Queen 
Lili‘uokalani, as the executive monarch of a constitutional government, in response to military 
action taken against the Hawaiian government, made the following protest and a conditional 
surrender of her authority to the United States. She proclaimed:

I, Liliuokalani, by the grace of God and under the constitution of the Hawai-
ian Kingdom, Queen, do hereby solemnly protest against any and all acts done 
against myself and the constitutional Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom by 
certain persons claiming to have established a provisional government of and for 
this Kingdom. 

That I yield to the superior force of the United States of America, whose minister 
plenipotentiary, His Excellency John L. Stevens, has caused United States troops 
to be landed at Honolulu and declared that he would support the said provisional 
government. 

Now, to avoid any collision of armed forces and perhaps the loss of life, I do, 
under this protest, and impelled by said force, yield my authority until such time 
as the Government of the United States shall, upon the facts being presented to 
it, undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in the authority which I 
claim as the constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.13 

7  Emerich De Vattel, The Law of Nations 333 (6th ed., 1844). 
8  Nicolas Politis, Neutrality and Peace 27 (1935).
9  Id., 31. 
10  Christopher Greenwood, “Scope of Application of Humanitarian Law,” in Dieter Fleck, ed., The Handbook of 

the International Law of Military Operations 45 (2nd ed., 2008).
11  Id.
12  Vattel, 301.
13  United States House of Representatives, 53rd Congress, Executive Documents on Affairs in Hawai‘i: 1894-
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Under international law, the landing of United States troops, without the consent of the Ha-
waiian government, was an act of war. For an act of war, not to transform the state of affairs 
to a state of war, that act must be justified or lawful under international law, e.g. the necessity 
of landing troops to secure the protection of the lives and property of United States citizens 
in the Hawaiian Kingdom. According to Wright, “[a]n act of war is an invasion of territory…
and so normally illegal. Such an act if not followed by war gives grounds for a claim which can 
be legally avoided only by proof of some special treaty or necessity justifying the act.”14 The 
quintessential question then is whether or not the United States troops were landed to protect 
American lives or were they landed to wage war against the Hawaiian Kingdom?

“The right of war, as an aspect of sovereignty,” according to Brownlie, “which existed in the pe-
riod before 1914, subject to the doctrine that war was a means of last resort in the enforcement 
of legal rights, was very rarely asserted either by statesmen or works of authority without some 
stereotyped plea to a right of self-preservation, and of self-defense, or to necessity or protection 
of vital interests, or merely alleged injury to rights or national honour and dignity.”15 The Unit-
ed States had no dispute with the Hawaiian Kingdom that would have warranted an invasion 
and overthrow of the Hawaiian government. 

In 1993, the United States Congress enacted a joint resolution offering an apology for the over-
throw that occurred 100 years prior.16 Of significance in the resolution was a particular pream-
ble clause, which stated: “in a message to Congress on December 18, 1893, President Grover 
Cleveland reportedly fully and accurately on the illegal acts of the conspirators, described such 
acts as an ‘act of war, committed with the participation of a diplomatic representative of the 
United States and without authority of Congress,’ and acknowledged that by such acts the 
government of a peaceful and friendly people was overthrown.”17 

At first read of this preamble, it would appear that the “conspirators” were the subjects that 
committed the “act of war,” but that is misleading because, first, under international law, only 
a State can commit an “act of war,” whether through its military and/or its diplomat; and, 
second, conspirators within a country can only commit the high crime of treason, not “acts of 
war.” These two concepts are reflected in the terms coup de main and coup d’état. The former 
is a surprise invasion by a foreign State’s military force, while the latter is a successful internal 
revolt, which was also referred to in the nineteenth century as a revolution. 

In a petition to President Grover Cleveland from the Hawaiian Patriotic League dated 27 De-
cember 1893, its leadership, comprised of Hawaiian statesmen and lawyers, clearly articulated 
the difference between a “coup de main” and a “revolution.” The petition read:

Last January [1893], a political crime was committed, not only against the le-
gitimate Sovereign of the Hawaiian Kingdom, but also against the whole of the 
Hawaiian nation, a nation who, for the past sixty years, had enjoyed free and 
happy constitutional self-government. This was done by a coup de main of U.S. 
Minister Stevens, in collusion with a cabal of conspirators, mainly faithless sons 
of missionaries and local politicians angered by continuous political defeat, who, 
as revenge for being a hopeless minority in the country, resolved to “rule or ruin” 
through foreign help. The facts of this “revolution,” as it is improperly called, are 
now a matter of history.18 

95, 586 (1895) (hereafter “Executive Documents”).  
14  Quincy Wright, “Changes in the Concept of War,” 18 Am. J. Int’l. L.  755, 756 (1924).
15  Ian Brownlie, International Law and the Use of Force by States 41 (1963).
16  107 Stat. 1510 (1993).
17  Id., 1511.
18  Executive Documents, 1295. Petition of the Hawaiian Patriotic League (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.

org/pdf/HPL_Petition_12_27_1893.pdf ).  

http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HPL_Petition_12_27_1893.pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/HPL_Petition_12_27_1893.pdf
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Whether by chance or design, the 1993 Congressional apology resolution did not accurately 
reflect what President Cleveland stated in his message to the Congress in 1893. Cleveland 
stated: 

And so it happened that on the 16th day of January, 1893, between four and five 
o’clock in the afternoon, a detachment of marines from the United States steamer 
Boston, with two pieces of artillery, landed at Honolulu. The men, upwards of 
160 in all, were supplied with double cartridge belts filled with ammunition and 
with haversacks and canteens, and were accompanied by a hospital corps with 
stretchers and medical supplies. This military demonstration upon the soil of 
Honolulu was of itself an act of war (emphasis added).19 

He further stated that “the military occupation of Honolulu by the United States on the day 
mentioned was wholly without justification, either as an occupation by consent or as an occu-
pation necessitated by dangers threatening American life and property.”20

As part of this plan, the U.S. diplomat, John Stevens, would prematurely recognize the small 
group of insurgents on 17 January 1893 as if the insurgents were successful revolutionaries 
thereby giving them a veil of de facto status. In a private note to Sanford Dole, head of the 
insurgency, however, and written under the letterhead of the United States legation on 17 Jan-
uary 1893, Stevens penned, “Judge Dole: I would advise not to make known of my recognition 
of the de facto Provisional Government until said Government is in possession of the police 
station.”21 For the insurgents not to be in “possession of the police station” admits they are not 
a government through a successful revolution, but rather a puppet of the U.S. diplomat. This 
is intervention, which is prohibited under international law.

A government created through intervention is a puppet regime of the intervening State, and, 
as such, has no lawful authority. “Puppet governments,” according to Marek, “are organs of the 
occupant and, as such form part of his legal order. The agreements concluded by them with 
the occupant are not genuine international agreements [because] such agreements are merely 
decrees of the occupant disguised as agreements which the occupant in fact concludes with 
himself. Their measures and laws are those of the occupant.”22

Customary international law recognizes a successful revolution when insurgents secure com-
plete control of all governmental machinery and have the acquiescence of the population. U.S. 
Secretary of State Foster acknowledged this rule in a dispatch to Stevens on 28 January 1893: 
“Your course in recognizing an unopposed de facto government appears to have been discreet 
and in accordance with the facts. The rule of this government has uniformly been to recognize 
and enter into relation with any actual government in full possession of effective power with 
the assent of the people.”23 The United States policy at the time was that recognition of success-
ful revolutionaries must include the assent of the people. According to President Cleveland:

While naturally sympathizing with every effort to establish a republican form of 
government, it has been settled policy of the United States to concede to people 
of foreign countries the same freedom and independence in the management of 
their domestic affairs that we have always claimed for ourselves; and it has been 

19  Id., at 451. Cleveland’s Message (online at http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_Message_
(12.18.1893).pdf ).

20  Id., 452.
21  Letter from United States Minister, John L. Stevens, to Sanford B. Dole, 17 January 1893, W. O. Smith 

Collection, HEA Archives, HMCS, Honolulu, (online at http://hmha.missionhouses.org/items/show/889).
22  Marek, 114.
23  Executive Documents, 1179.

http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_Message_(12.18.1893).pdf
http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/Cleveland's_Message_(12.18.1893).pdf
http://hmha.missionhouses.org/items/show/889
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our practice to recognize revolutionary governments as soon as it became appar-
ent that they were supported by the people. For illustration of this rule I need 
only to refer to the revolution in 1889 when our Minister was directed to recog-
nize the new government “if it was accepted by the people”; and to the revolution 
in Venezuela in 1892, when our recognition was accorded on condition that the 
new government was “fully established, in possession of the power of the nation, 
and accepted by the people.”24

According to Lauterpacht, “[s]o long as the revolution has not been successful, and so long 
as the lawful government…remains within national territory and asserts its authority, it is 
presumed to represent the State as a whole.”25 With full knowledge of what constituted a suc-
cessful revolution, Cleveland provided a blistering indictment in his message to the Congress:

When our Minister recognized the provisional government the only basis upon 
which it rested was the fact that the Committee of Safety…declared it to exist. It 
was neither a government de facto nor de jure. That it was not in such possession 
of the Government property and agencies as entitled it to recognition is conclu-
sively proved by a note found in the files of the Legation at Honolulu, addressed 
by the declared head of the provisional government to Minister Stevens, dated 
January 17, 1893, in which he acknowledges with expressions of appreciation 
the Minister’s recognition of the provisional government, and states that it is 
not yet in the possession of the station house (the place where a large number of 
the Queen’s troops were quartered), though the same had been demanded of the 
Queen’s officers in charge.26 

I believe that a candid and thorough examination of the facts will force the con-
viction that the provisional government owes its existence to an armed invasion 
by the United States. Fair-minded people with the evidence before them will 
hardly claim that the Hawaiian Government was overthrown by the people of the 
islands or that the provisional government had ever existed with their consent.27

“Premature recognition is a tortious act against the lawful government,” explains Lauterpacht, 
which “is a breach of international law.”28 And according to Stowell, a “foreign state which in-
tervenes in support of [insurgents] commits an act of war against the state to which it belongs, 
and steps outside the law of nations in time of peace.”29 Furthermore, Stapleton concludes,  
“[o]f all the principles in the code of international law, the most important—the one which the 
independent existence of all weaker States must depend—is this: no State has a right FORCI-
BLY to interfere in the internal concerns of another State.”30 

Cleveland then explained to the Congress the egregious effects of war that led to the Queen’s 
conditional surrender to the United States:

Nevertheless, this wrongful recognition by our Minister placed the Government 
of the Queen in a position of most perilous perplexity. On the one hand she had 
possession of the palace, of the barracks, and of the police station, and had at her 

24  Id., 455.
25  E. Lauterpacht, Recognition in International Law 93 (1947).
26  Executive Documents, 453.
27  Id., 454.
28  E. Lauterpacht, 95.
29  Ellery C. Stowell, Intervention in International Law 349, n. 75 (1921).
30  Augustus Granville Stapleton, Intervention and Non-Intervention 6 (1866). It appears that Stapleton uses all 

capitals in his use of the word ‘forcibly’ to draw attention to the reader.
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command at least five hundred fully armed men and several pieces of artillery. 
Indeed, the whole military force of her kingdom was on her side and at her dis-
posal.… In this state of things if the Queen could have dealt with the insurgents 
alone her course would have been plain and the result unmistakable. But the 
United States had allied itself with her enemies, had recognized them as the true 
Government of Hawaii, and had put her and her adherents in the position of op-
position against lawful authority. She knew that she could not withstand the pow-
er of the United States, but she believed that she might safely trust to its justice.31 

Obligations of the United States Under Jus In Bello

The President’s finding that the United States embarked upon a war with the Hawaiian King-
dom, in violation of international law, unequivocally acknowledged that a state of war in fact 
exists since 16 January 1893. According to Lauterpact, an illegal war is “a war of aggression 
undertaken by one belligerent side in violation of a basic international obligation prohibiting 
recourse to war as an instrument of national policy.”32 However, despite the President’s ad-
mittance that the acts of war were not in compliance with jus ad bellum (justifying war), the 
United States was still obligated to comply with jus in bello (rules of war) when it occupied 
Hawaiian territory. 

In the Hostages Trial (the case of Wilhelm List and Others), the Tribunal rejected the prosecu-
tor’s view that, since the German occupation arose out of an unlawful use of force, Germany 
could not invoke the rules of belligerent occupation. The Tribunal explained:

The Prosecution advances the contention that since Germany’s war against Yugo-
slavia and Greece were aggressive wars, the German occupant troops were there 
unlawfully and gained no rights whatever as an occupant.… [W]e accept the 
statement as true that the wars against Yugoslavia and Greece were in direct vio-
lation of the Kellogg-Briand Pact and were therefore criminal in character. But it 
does not follow that every act by the German occupation forces against person or 
property is a crime.… At the outset, we desire to point out that international law 
makes no distinction between a lawful and unlawful occupant in dealing with the 
respective duties of occupant and population in the occupied territory.33

As such, the United States remained obligated to comply with the laws of occupation despite 
it being an illegal war. As the Tribunal further stated, “whatever may be the cause of a war that 
has broken out, and whether or not the cause be a so-called just cause, the same rules of inter-
national law are valid as to what must not be done, [and what] may be done.”34 According to 
Wright, “[w]ar begins when any state of the world manifests its intention to make war by some 
overt act, which may take the form of an act of war.”35 In his review of customary international 
law in the nineteenth century, Brownlie found “that in so far a ‘state of war’ had any generally 
accepted meaning it was a situation regarded by one or both parties to a conflict as constitut-
ing a ‘state of war.’”36 Thus, Cleveland’s determination that by an “act of war, committed with 
the participation of a diplomatic representative of the United States and without authority 
of Cogress, the Government of a feeble but friendly and confiding people has been over-

31  Executive Documents, 453.
32  H. Lauterpacht, “The Limits of the Operation of the Law of War,” 30 Brit. Y.B. Int’l L. 206 (1953).
33  United States v. William List et al. (Case No. 7), Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremburg Military 

Tribunals (hereafter “Hostages Trial”), Vol. XI, 1247 (1950).
34  Id.
35  Wright, 758.
36  Brownlie, 38.
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thrown,”37 means the action was not justified, but a state of war nevertheless ensued. Accord-
ing to customary international law, “military occupation confers upon the invading force the 
means of exercising control for the period of occupation. It does not transfer the sovereignty to 
the occupant, but simply the authority or power to exercise some of the rights of sovereignty.”38

What is significant is that Cleveland referred to the Hawaiian people as “friendly and confid-
ing,” not “hostile.” This is a clear case of where the United States President admits to an illegal 
war. According to United States constitutional law, the President is the sole representative 
of the United States in foreign relations—not the Congress or the courts. In the words of 
Marshall, “[t]he President is the sole organ of the nation in its external relations, and its sole 
representative with foreign nations.”39 Therefore, the President’s political determination, that 
by an act of war the government of a friendly and confiding people was unlawfully overthrown, 
would not have only produced resonance with the members of the Congress, but to the inter-
national community as well, and thus the duty of third States to invoke neutrality. 

Furthermore, in a state of war, the principle of effectiveness, that one would otherwise have 
during a state of peace, is reversed because of the existence of two legal orders in one and the 
same territory. Marek explains that in “the first place: of these two legal orders, that of the 
occupied State is regular and ‘normal,’ while that of the occupying power is exceptional and 
limited. At the same time, the legal order of the occupant is... strictly subject to the principle of 
effectiveness, while the legal order of the occupied State continues to exist notwithstanding the 
absence of effectiveness.”40 Therefore, belligerent occupation “is thus the classical case in which 
the requirement of effectiveness as a condition of validity of a legal order is abandoned.”41

Cleveland told the Congress that he initiated negotiations with the Queen “to aid in the resto-
ration of the status existing before the lawless landing of the United States forces at Honolulu 
on the 16th of January last, if such restoration could be effected upon terms providing for 
clemency as well as justice to all parties concerned.”42 What Cleveland did not know at the 
time of his message to the Congress was that the Queen, on the very same day in Honolulu, 
had accepted the conditions for settlement in order to return the state of affairs to a state of 
peace. The executive mediation began on 13 November 1893 between the Queen and U.S. 
diplomat Albert Willis and an agreement was reached on 18 December 1893.43 The President 
was not aware of this agreement until after he delivered his message.44 Despite being unaware, 
President Cleveland’s political determination in his message to the Congress was nonetheless 
conclusive that the United States was in a state of war with the Hawaiian Kingdom and was 
directly responsible for the unlawful overthrow of the Hawaiian government. 

37  Executive Documents, 456.
38  See, Section 358—Occupation Does Not Transfer Sovereignty, U.S. Army Field Manual 27-10.
39  10 Annals of Cong. 613 (1800).
40  Marek, 102.
41  Id.
42  Executive Documents, 458.
43  David Keanu Sai, “A Slippery Path Towards Hawaiian Indigeneity: An Analysis and Comparison between 

Hawaiian State Sovereignty and Hawaiian Indigeneity and Its Use and Practice Today,” 10 J. L. & Soc. 
Challenges (2008) 68, 119-127.

44  Executive Documents, 1283. In this dispatch to U.S. Diplomat Albert Willis from Secretary of State 
Gresham on 12 January 1894, he stated, “Your reports show that on further reflection the Queen gave her 
unqualified assent in writing to the conditions suggested, but that the Provisional Government refuses to 
acquiesce in the President’s decision. The matter now being in the hands of the Congress the President will 
keep that body fully advised of the situation, and will lay before it from time to time the reports received 
from you.” The state of war ensued.
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Once a state of war ensued between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States, “the law of 
peace ceased to apply between them and their relations with one another became subject to the 
laws of war, while their relations with other states not party to the conflict became governed by 
the law of neutrality.”45  This outbreak of a state of war between the Hawaiian Kingdom and 
the United States would “lead to many rules of the ordinary law of peace being superseded…
by rules of humanitarian law.”46 A state of war “automatically brings about the full operation 
of all the rules of war and neutrality,” which includes the law of occupation.47 And, according 
to Venturini, “[i]f an armed conflict occurs, the law of armed conflict must be applied from the 
beginning until the end, when the law of peace resumes in full effect.”48 “For the laws of war,” 
according to Koman, “continue to apply in the occupied territory even after the achievement 
of military victory, until either the occupant withdraws or a treaty of peace is concluded which 
transfers sovereignty to the occupant.”49 

In the Tadić case, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia indicated that 
the laws of war—international humanitarian law—applies from “the initiation of … armed 
conflicts and extends beyond the cessation of hostilities until a general conclusion of peace 
is reached.”50 Only by an agreement between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States 
could a state of peace be restored, without which a state of war ensues.51 An attempt to trans-
form the state of war to a state of peace was made by executive agreement on 18 December 
1893. President Cleveland, however, was unable to carry out his duties and obligations under 
this agreement to restore the situation that existed before the unlawful landing of American 
troops, due to political wrangling in the Congress.52 Consequently, the state of war continued.

Distinguishing Between a Declaration of War and a State of War

International law distinguishes between a “declaration of war” and a “state of war.” According 
to McNair and Watts, “the absence of a declaration…will not of itself render the ensuing 
conflict any less a war.”53 In other words, since a state of war is based upon concrete facts of 
military action, there is no requirement for a formal declaration of war to be made other than 
providing formal notice of a State’s “intention either in relation to existing hostilities or as a 
warning of imminent hostilities.”54 In 1946, a United States Court had to determine whether 
a naval captain’s life insurance policy, which excluded coverage if death came about as a result 
of war, covered his demise during the Japanese attack of Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941. It 
was argued that the United States was not at war at the time of his death because the Congress 
did not formally declare war against Japan until the following day. 

45  Greenwood, 45.
46  Id., 46. 
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The Court denied this argument and explained that “the formal declaration by the Congress 
on December 8th was not an essential prerequisite to a political determination of the existence 
of a state of war commencing with the attack on Pearl Harbor.”55 Therefore, the conclusion 
reached by President Cleveland that the United States committed acts of war against the Ha-
waiian Kingdom56 was a “political determination of the existence of a state of war,” and that a 
formal declaration of war by the Congress was not essential. The “political determination” by 
President Cleveland, regarding the actions taken by the military forces of the United States 
since 16 January 1893, was the same as the “political determination” by President Roosevelt re-
garding actions taken by the military forces of Japan on 7 December 1941. Both political 
determinations of acts of war by these Presidents created a state of war for the United States 
under international law. 

Foremost, the overthrow of the Hawaiian government did not affect, in the least, the continu-
ity of the Hawaiian State, being the subject of international law. Wright asserts that “interna-
tional law distinguishes between a government and the state it governs.”57 Cohen also posits 
that “[t]he state must be distinguished from the government. The state, not the government, is 
the major player, the legal person, in international law.”58 As Judge Crawford explains, “[t]here 
is a presumption that the State continues to exist, with its rights and obligations … despite 
a period in which there is … no effective, government.”59 Crawford further concludes that  
“[b]elligerent occupation does not affect the continuity of the State, even where there exists no 
government claiming to represent the occupied State.”60 

 
The Duty of Neutrality by Third States

When the state of peace was transformed to a state of war, all other States were under a duty 
of neutrality. “Since neutrality is an attitude of impartiality, it excludes such assistance and 
succour to one of the belligerents as is detrimental to the other, and, further such injuries to 
the one as benefit the other.”61 The duty of a neutral State, not a party to the conflict, “obliges 
him, in the first instance, to prevent with the means at his disposal the belligerent concerned 
from committing such a violation,” e.g. to deny recognition of a puppet regime unlawfully 
created by an act of war.62 

Twenty States violated their obligation of neutrality by recognizing the so-called Republic of 
Hawai‘i and consequently became parties to the war on the side of the United States.63 These 

55  New York Life Ins. Co. v. Bennion, 158 F.2d 260 (C.C.A. 10th, 1946), 41(3) Am. J. Int’l L. 680, 682 (1947).
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‘State’; when Members of the Security Council, after adopting SC res 1511, 16 October 2003, called for the 
rapid ‘restoration of Iraq’s sovereignty’, they did not imply that Iraq had ceased to exist as a State but that 
normal governmental arrangements should be restored.” Id, n. 157.

61  L. Oppenheim, International Law, vol. II—War and Neutrality 401 (3rd ed., 1921).
62  Id., 496.
63  Greenwood, 45.
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States include: Austria-Hungary,64 Belgium,65 Brazil,66 Chile,67 China,68 France,69 Germany,70 
Guatemala,71 Italy,72 Japan,73 Mexico,74 Netherlands,75 Norway-Sweden,76 Peru,77 Portugal,78 
Russia,79 Spain,80 Switzerland,81 and the United Kingdom.82

“If a neutral [State] neglects this obligation,” states Oppenheim, “he himself thereby commits 
a violation of neutrality, for which he may be made responsible by a belligerent who has suf-
fered through the violation of neutrality committed by the other belligerent and acquiesced 
in by him.”83 The recognition of the so-called Republic of Hawai‘i did not create any legality 
or lawfulness of the puppet regime, but rather serves as the indisputable evidence that these 
States violated their obligation to be neutral during a state of war. Diplomatic recognition of 
governments occurs during a state of peace and not during a state of war, unless for providing 
recognition of belligerent status. These recognitions were not recognizing the Republic as a 
belligerent in a civil war with the Hawaiian Kingdom, but rather under the false pretense that 
the republic succeeded in a so-called revolution and therefore was the new government of 
Hawai‘i during a state of peace. 
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74  Mexico’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.
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75  The Netherlands’ recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.
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76  Norway-Sweden’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.
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79  Russia’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.org/2008/04/06/
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80  Spain’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.org/2008/04/06/
recognition-of-the-republic-of-hawaii-spain/). 

81  Switzerland’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.
org/2008/04/06/recognition-of-the-republic-of-hawaii-switzerland/). 

82  The United Kingdom’s recognition of the Republic of Hawai‘i (online at https://historymystery.kenconklin.
org/2008/04/05/recognition-of-the-republic-of-hawaii-britain/). 
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Belligerent Occupation is a Question of Fact

In the absence of an agreement that would have transformed the state of affairs back to a state 
of peace, the state of war prevails over what jus in bello calls belligerent occupation. Article 41 
of the 1880 Institute of International Law’s Manual on the Laws of War on Land declared that 
a “territory is regarded as occupied when, as the consequence of invasion by hostile forces, the 
State to which it belongs has ceased, in fact, to exercise its ordinary authority therein, and the 
invading State is alone in a position to maintain order there.” The phrase “in fact” signifies that 
a “situation of occupation must be assessed based on the relevant facts. The existence of the 
necessary factual conditions alone triggers the application of the law of occupation, no procla-
mation nor acknowledgment of occupation is required of the belligerents.”84

This definition was later codified under Article 42 of the 1899 Hague Convention, II, and then 
superseded by Article 42 of the 1907 Hague Convention, IV ("HC IV"), which provides that 
territory “is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile 
army. The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established 
and can be exercised.” Thus, effectiveness is at the core of belligerent occupation. Crawford 
explains: 

Pending a final settlement of the conflict, belligerent occupation does not affect 
the continuity. The governmental authorities may be driven into exile or silenced, 
and the exercise of the powers of the State thereby affected. But it is settled that 
the powers themselves continue to exist. This is strictly not an application of the 
‘actual independence’ rule but an exception to it…pending a settlement of the 
conflict by a peace treaty or its equivalent.85 

In the Hostages trial, the U.S. Military Tribunal of Nuremberg affirmed this position when it 
stated that “whether an invasion has developed into an occupation is a question of fact.”86 U.S. 
Army Field Manual 27-10 also affirms this position where it states that “military occupation 
is a question of fact.”87 According to Ferraro, “the definition of occupation, as set forth in Ar-
ticle 42 of the Hague Convention, does not rely on a subjective perception of the prevailing 
situation by the parties to the armed conflict, but on an objective determination based on a 
territory’s de facto submission to the authority of hostile foreign armed forces.”88 

According to Ferraro, “Article 42 of the Hague Convention can be regarded as the only legal 
basis on which the determination of the existence of a state of occupation can be made.”89 
What has emerged as the constitutive elements that fulfill the requisite elements of Article 42 
include, “the unconsented-to foreign military presence, the foreign force’s ability to exercise 
authority over the areas in lieu of the territorial sovereign, and the related inability of the latter 
to exert their authority over the territory.”90 President Cleveland’s message to the Congress on 
18 December 1893 clearly meets the three constitutive factual elements of the United States 
belligerent occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

84  Marco Longobardo, “The Occupation of Maritime Territory under International Humanitarian Law,” 95 
International Law Studies 322-361, 325 (2019).

85  James Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law 73 (2nd ed., 2006). 
86  Hostages Trial, 1243.
87  Section 355, U.S. Army Field Manual 27-10.
88  Tristan Ferraro, “Determining the beginning and end of an occupation under international humanitarian 
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89  Ferraro, 139.
90  Id., 143.
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First element of the unconsented-to foreign military presence:

“This military demonstration upon the soil of Honolulu was of itself an act of 
war, unless made either with the consent of the Government of Hawaii or for 
the bona fide purpose of protecting the imperiled lives and property of citizens 
of the United States. But there is no pretense of any such consent on the part of 
the Government of the Queen, which at that time was undisputed and was both 
the de facto and the de jure government. In point of fact the existing government 
instead of requesting the presence of an armed force protested against it.”91

Second and third elements of the foreign force’s ability to exercise authority over the 
areas in lieu of the territorial sovereign, and the related inability of the latter to exert 
their authority over the territory:

“When our Minister recognized the provisional government the only basis upon 
which it rested was the fact that the Committee of Safety had in the manner 
above stated declared it to exist. It was neither a government de facto nor de jure. 
… Nevertheless this wrongful recognition by our Minister placed the Govern-
ment of the Queen in a position of most perilous perplexity. On the one hand she 
had possession of the palace, of the barracks, and of the police station, and had at 
her command at least five hundred fully armed men and several pieces of artillery. 
Indeed, the whole military force of her kingdom was on her side and at her dis-
posal, while the Committee of Safety, by actual search, had discovered that there 
were but few arms in Honolulu that were not in the service of the Government. 
In this state of things if the Queen could have dealt with the insurgents alone her 
course would have been plain and the result unmistakable. But the United States 
had allied itself with her enemies, had recognized them as the true Government of 
Hawaii, and had put her and her adherents in opposition against lawful authority. 
She knew that she could not withstand the power of the United States, but she 
believed that she might safely trust to its justice. Accordingly, some hours after 
the recognition of the provisional government by the United States Minister, 
the palace, the barracks, and the police station, with all the military resources of 
the country, were delivered up by the Queen upon representation made to her 
that her cause would thereafter be reviewed at Washington, and while protesting 
that she surrendered to the superior force of the United States, whose Minister 
had caused United States troops to be landed at Honolulu and declared that he 
would support the provisional government, and that she yielded authority to 
prevent collision of armed forces and loss of life and only until such time as the 
United States, upon the facts being presented to it, should undo the action of its 
representative and reinstate here in the authority she claimed as the constitutional 
sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.”92

 
Obligation of the United States to Administer Hawaiian Kingdom laws

When territory is “effectively” occupied, international law obligates the occupying State to ad-
minister the laws of the occupied State. This is reflected in Articles 2 and 3 of the 1874 Brussels 
Declaration where, “[the occupying State] shall take all the measures in his power to restore 
and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety [and] shall maintain the laws which were 
in force in the country in peacetime, and shall not modify, suspend or replace them unless 

91  Executive documents, 451.
92  Id., 453-454.
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necessary.” Although the Declaration failed to be signed off by the European States it did have 
scholarly approval. The Institut de droit international (IDI) in 1875 declared:

[A]lthough there was room for improvement, the new rules on occupation as 
suggested by the 1874 Brussels Declaration were essentially more favorable to 
peaceful citizens and public and private ownership in occupied territories than 
what had been provided by practice thus far and by the teaching of most scholars. 
The IDI subsequently adopted the same rules in its Oxford Manual on Land 
Warfare (1880).93

Article 43 of the HC IV provides that “[t]he authority of the legitimate power having in fact 
passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to re-
store, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely 
prevented, the laws in force in the country.” The “text of Article 43,” according to Benvenisti, 
“was accepted by scholars as mere reiteration of the older law, and subsequently the article 
was generally recognized as expressing customary international law.”94 Graber also states, that 
“nothing distinguishes the writing of the period following the 1899 Hague code from the 
writing prior to that code.”95 The United States government also recognizes that this principle 
is customary international law that predates the Hague Conventions. In a 1943 legal opinion, 
the United States stated:

The Hague Convention clearly enunciated the principle that the laws applicable 
in an occupied territory remain in effect during the occupation, subject to change 
by the military authorities within the limits of the Convention. Article 43: … 
This declaration of the Hague Convention amounts only to a reaffirmation of the 
recognized international law prior to that time.96

The administration of occupied territory is set forth in the Hague Regulations, being Section 
III of the HC IV. According to Schwarzenberger, “Section III of the Hague Regulations…was 
declaratory of international customary law.”97 Also, consistent with what was generally consid-
ered the international law of occupation, in force at the time of the Spanish-American War, the 
“military governments established in the territories occupied by the armies of the United States 
were instructed to apply, as far as possible, the local laws and to utilize, as far as seemed wise, 
the services of the local Spanish officials.”98 Many other authorities also viewed the Hague Reg-
ulations as mere codification of customary international law, which was applicable at the time 
of the overthrow of the Hawaiian government and subsequent occupation.99 Commenting on 
the occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom, Dumberry states, 
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[T]he 1907 Hague Convention protects the international personality of the oc-
cupied State, even in the absence of effectiveness. Furthermore, the legal order of 
the occupied State remains intact, although its effectiveness is greatly diminished 
by the fact of occupation. As such, Article 43 of the 1907 Hague Convention IV 
provides for the co-existence of two distinct legal orders, that of the occupier and 
the occupied.100

The hostile army, in this case, included not only United States armed forces, but also its puppet 
regime that was disguising itself as a “provisional government.” President Cleveland concluded 
that the “provisional government owes its existence to an armed invasion by the United States.” 
As an entity created through intervention, this puppet regime existed as an armed militia that 
worked in tandem with the United States armed forces under the direction of the U.S. diplo-
mat John Stevens. Furthermore, under the rules of jus in bello, the occupant does not possess 
the sovereignty of the occupied State and therefore cannot compel allegiance.101 To do so 
would imply that the occupied State, as the subject of international law and whom allegiance 
is owed, was cancelled and its territory unilaterally annexed into the territory of the occupying 
State. International law would allow this under the doctrine of debellatio. 

Debellatio, however, does not apply to the Hawaiian situation because President Cleveland 
determined that the overthrow of the Hawaiian government was unlawful and, therefore, this 
determination does not meet the test of jus ad bellum. Failure to meet the test of jus ad bellum is 
evidenced by the  President’s admission that “the military occupation of Honolulu by the Unit-
ed States…was wholly without justification, either as an occupation by consent or as an occu-
pation necessitated by dangers threatening American life and property.”102 As an illegal war, the 
doctrine of debellatio was precluded from arising. That is to say, debellatio is conditioned on a 
legal war. According to Schwarzenberger, “[i]f, as a result of legal, as distinct from illegal, war, 
the international personality of one of the belligerents is totally destroyed, victorious Powers 
may … annex the territory of the defeated State or hand over portions of it to other States.”103 
Furthermore, as Craven states:

It should be pointed out, however, that even if annexation/conquest was generally 
regarded as a mode of acquiring territory, US policy during this period was far 
more sceptical of such practice. As early as 1823 the US had explicitly opposed, 
in the form of the Monroe Doctrine, the practice of European colonization and 
in the First Pan-American Conference of 1889 and 1890 it had proposed a res-
olution to the effect that ‘the principle of conquest shall not…be recognised as 
admissible under American public law’. It had, furthermore, later taken the lead 
in adopting a policy of non-recognition of ‘any situation, treaty, or agreement 
which may be brought about by means contrary to the covenants and obligations 
of the Pact of Paris of August 27, 1928’ (the ‘Stimpson Doctrine’) which was 

100  Dumberry, “The Hawaiian Kingdom Arbitration Case and the Unsettled Question of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom’s Claim to Continuity as an Independent State under International Law” 1(2) Chinese J. Int’l L. 
655, 682 (2002).

101  Article 45, 1899 Hague Convention, II, “Any pressure on the population of occupied territory to take the 
oath to the hostile Power is prohibited;” see also Article 45, 1907 Hague Convention, IV, “It is forbidden to 
compel the inhabitants of occupied territory to swear allegiance to the hostile Power.” On 24 January 1895, 
the puppet regime calling itself the Republic of Hawai‘i coerced Queen Lili‘uokalani to abdicate the throne 
and to sign her allegiance to the regime in order to “save many Royalists from being shot” (William Adam 
Russ, Jr., The Hawaiian Republic (1894-98) And Its Struggle to Win Annexation 71 (1992)). As the rule of jus 
in bello prohibits inhabitants of occupied territory to swear allegiance to the hostile Power, the Queen’s oath 
of allegiance is therefore unlawful and void.

102  Executive Documents, 452.
103  Georg Schwarzenberger, International Law as applied by International Courts and Tribunals. Vol. II: The Law 

of Armed Conflict 167 (1968).
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confirmed as a legal obligation in a resolution of the Assembly of the League of 
Nations in 1932. Even if such a policy was not to amount to a legally binding 
commitment on the part of the US not to acquire territory by use or threat of 
force during the latter stages of the 19th Century, there is room to argue that the 
doctrine of estoppel might operate to prevent the US subsequently relying upon 
forcible annexation as a basis for claiming title to the Hawaiian Islands.104

When United States troops were removed from Hawaiian territory on 1 April 1893, by order 
of President Cleveland’s Special Commissioner, James Blount, he was not aware that the provi-
sional government was a puppet regime. As such, they remained in full power where, according 
to the Hawaiian Patriotic League, the “public funds have been outrageously squandered for 
the maintenance of an unnecessary large army, fed in luxury, and composed entirely of aliens, 
mainly recruited from the most disreputable classes of San Francisco.”105 

After the President determined the illegality of the situation and entered into an agreement 
with Queen Lili‘uokalani to reinstate the executive monarch, the puppet regime refused to give 
up its power. Due to the President’s failure to carry out the agreement of reinstatement and to 
ultimately transform the state of affairs to a state of peace, the Hawaiian situation remained a 
state of war and the rules of jus in bello continued to apply. 

When the provisional government was formed, through intervention, it only replaced the ex-
ecutive monarch and her cabinet with insurgents calling themselves an executive and advisory 
councils. All other government officials remained in place. With the oversight of United States 
troops, all Hawaiian government officials who remained in place were coerced into signing 
oaths of allegiance to the new regime.106 This continued when the American puppet changed 
its name to the so-called Republic of Hawai‘i on 4 July 1894 with alien mercenaries having 
replaced  American troops. 

Extraterritorial Application of United States Municipal Laws

During the Spanish-American War, under the guise of a Congressional joint resolution of 
annexation, United States armed forces physically reoccupied the Hawaiian Kingdom on 12 
August 1898. According to the U.S. Supreme Court, though “the [annexation] resolution was 
passed July 7, [1898] the formal transfer was not made until August 12, when, at noon of that 
day, the American flag was raised over the government house, and the islands ceded with ap-
propriate ceremonies to a representative of the United States.”107 Patriotic societies and many 
of the Hawaiian citizenry boycotted the ceremony and “they protested annexation occurring 
without the consent of the governed.”108 

104  Craven, Chapter 3, 134. 
105  Executive Documents, 1296.
106  Id., 211, “All officers under the existing Government are hereby requested to continue to exercise their 

functions and perform the duties of their respective offices, with the exception of the following named 
person: Queen Liliuokalani, Charles B. Wilson, Marshal, Samuel Parker, Minister of Foreign Affairs, W.H. 
Cornwell, Minister of Finance, John F. Colburn, Minister of the Interior, Arthur P. Peterson, Attorney-
General, who are hereby removed from office. All Hawaiian Laws and Constitutional principles not 
inconsistent herewith shall continue in force until further order of the Executive and Advisory Councils.”

107  Territory of Hawaii v. Mankichi, 190 U.S. 197, 212 (1903).
108  Tom Coffman, Nation Within: The History of the American Occupation of Hawai‘i 322 (2016). Coffman 

initially published this book in 1998 titled Nation Within: The Story of the American Annexation of the Nation 
of Hawai‘i. Coffman explained, “In the book’s subtitle, the word Annexation has been replaced by the word 
Occupation, referring to America’s occupation of Hawai‘i. Where annexation connotes legality by mutual 
agreement, the act was not mutual and therefore not legal. Since by definition of international law there was 
no annexation, we are left then with the word occupation,” at xvi.
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Marek asserts that, “a disguised annexation aimed at destroying the independence of the oc-
cupied State, represents a clear violation of the rule preserving the continuity of the occupied 
State.”109 Even the U.S. Department of Justice in 1988, opined, it is “unclear which constitu-
tional power Congress exercised when it acquired Hawaii by joint resolution.”110 Then in 1900, 
the Congress renamed the Republic of Hawai‘i to the Territory of Hawai‘i under An Act To 
provide a government for the Territory of Hawaii.111 

Further usurping Hawaiian sovereignty, the Congress, in 1959, renamed the Territory of Ha-
wai‘i to the State of Hawai‘i under An Act To provide for the admission of the State of Hawaii into 
the Union.112 These Congressional laws, which have no extraterritorial effect, did not transform 
the puppet regime into a military government recognizable under the rules of jus in bello. 
The maintenance of the puppet also stands in direct violation of customary international law 
in 1893, the HC IV, and the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV ("GC IV"). The governmental 
infrastructure of the Hawaiian Kingdom continued as the governmental infrastructure of the 
current State of Hawai‘i.

It is also important to note, for the purposes of jus in bello, that the United States never made 
an international claim to the Hawaiian Islands through debellatio. Instead, the United States, 
in 1959, failed to mention its military occupation and unlawful overthrow of the Hawaiian 
government in 1893 when it reported to the United Nations Secretary General that “Hawaii 
has been administered by the United States since 1898. As early as 1900, Congress passed 
an Organic Act, establishing Hawaii as an incorporated territory in which the Constitution 
and laws of the United States, which were not locally inapplicable, would have full force and 
effect.”113 This extraterritorial application of American municipal laws is not only in violation 
of The Lotus case principle,114 but is also prohibited by the rules of jus in bello. This subject is 
fully treated by Benvenisti, who states:

The occupant may not surpass its limits under international law through extra-
territorial prescriptions emanating from its national institutions: the legislature, 
government, and courts. The reason for this rule is, of course, the functional 
symmetry, with respect to the occupied territory, among the various lawmak-
ing authorities of the occupying state. Without this symmetry, Article 43 could 
become meaningless as a constraint upon the occupant, since the occupation 
administration would then choose to operate through extraterritorial prescription 
of its national institutions.115

As an occupying State, the United States was obligated to establish a military government, 
whose purpose would be to provisionally administer the laws of the occupied State—the Ha-
waiian Kingdom—until a treaty of peace, or an agreement to terminate the occupation, has 
been done. “Military government is the form of administration by which an occupying power 
exercises governmental authority over occupied territory.”116 “By military government,” ac-
cording to Winthrop, “is meant that dominion exercised in war by a belligerent power over 

109  Marek, 110.
110  Douglas Kmiec, “Department of Justice, Legal Issues Raised by Proposed Presidential Proclamation to 
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territory of the [State] invaded and occupied by him and over the inhabitants thereof.”117 In 
his dissenting opinion in Ex parte Miligan, U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Chase explained:

There are under the Constitution three kinds of military jurisdiction: one to be 
exercised both in peace and war; another to be exercised in time of foreign war 
without the boundaries of the United States, or in time of rebellion and civil war 
within states or districts occupied by rebels treated as belligerents; and a third to 
be exercised in time of invasion or insurrection within the limits of the United 
States, or during a rebellion within the limits of states maintaining adhesion to 
the National Government, when the public danger requires its exercise. … the 
second may be distinguished as MILITARY GOVERNMENT, superseding, as 
far as may be deemed expedient, the local law, and exercised by the military com-
mander under the direction of the President.118

Since 1893, there has been no military government, established by the United States under 
the rules of jus in bello, to administer the laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom as it stood prior to 
the overthrow. Instead, what occurred was the unlawful seizure of the apparatus of Hawaiian 
governance, its infrastructure, and its properties—both real and personal. This was a theft of 
an independent State’s self-government.

Denationalization through Americanization

In 1906, the Territory of Hawai‘i intentionally sought to “Americanize” the school children 
throughout the Hawaiian Islands. To accomplish this, they instituted a policy of denational-
ization. Under the policy titled “Programme for Patriotic Exercises in the Public Schools,” the 
national language of Hawaiian was banned and replaced with the American language of En-
glish.119 Young students who spoke the Hawaiian language in school were severely disciplined. 
One of the leading newspapers for the insurgents, who were now officials in the territorial 
regime, printed a story on the plan of denationalization. The Hawaiian Gazette reported:

As a means of inculcating patriotism in the schools, the Board of Education [of 
the territorial government] has agreed upon a plan of patriotic observance to be 
followed in the celebration of notable days in American history, this plan being 
a composite drawn from the several submitted by teachers in the department 
for the consideration of the Board. It will be remembered that at the time of the 
celebration of the birthday of Benjamin Franklin, an agitation was begun looking 
to a better observance of these notable national days in the schools, as tending 
to inculcate patriotism in a school population that needed that kind of teaching, 
perhaps, more than the mainland children do [emphasis added].120

It is important here to draw attention to the word “inculcate.” As a verb, the term imports force 
such as to convince, implant, and indoctrinate. Brainwashing is its colloquial term. When a re-
porter from the American news magazine, Harper’s Weekly, visited the Ka‘iulani Public School 
in Honolulu in 1907, he reported:

At the suggestion of Mr. Babbitt, the principal, Mrs. Fraser, gave an order, 

117  William Winthrop, Militay Law and Precedents 799 (1920).
118  Ex parte Miligan, 71 U.S. 2, 141-142 (1866).
119  Programme for Patriotic Exercises in the Public Schools, Territory of Hawai‘i, adopted by the Department of 

Public (1906) (online a: http://hawaiiankingdom.org/pdf/1906_Patriotic_Exercises.pdf ).
120  Patriotic Program for School Observance, Hawaiian Gazette 5 (3 Apr. 1906) (online at http://
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and within ten seconds all of the 614 pupils of the school began to march out 
upon the great green lawn which surrounds the building.… Out upon the lawn 
marched the children, two by two, just as precise and orderly as you find them at 
home. With the ease that comes of long practice the classes marched and count-
er-marched until all were drawn up in a compact array facing a large American 
flag that was dancing in the northeast trade-wind forty feet above their heads.… 
“Attention!” Mrs. Fraser commanded. The little regiment stood fast, arms at side, 
shoulders back, chests out, heads up, and every eye fixed upon the red, white and 
blue emblem that waived protectingly over them. “Salute!” was the principal’s 
next command. Every right hand was raised, forefinger extended, and the six 
hundred and fourteen fresh, childish voices chanted as one voice: “We give our 
heads and our hearts to God and our Country! One Country! One Language! 
One Flag!”121

Dismantling Universal Health Care

On 31 July 1901 an article was published in The Pacific Commercial Advertiser in Honolulu.122 It 
is a window into a time of colliding legal systems and the Queen’s Hospital would soon become 
the first Hawaiian health institution to fall victim to the unlawful imposition of American laws. 
The Advertiser reported:

The Queen’s Hospital was founded in 1859 by their Majesties Kamehameha IV 
and his consort Emma Kaleleonalani. The hospital is organized as a corporation 
and by the terms of its charter the board of trustees is composed of ten members 
elected by the society and ten members nominated by the Government, of which 
the President of the Republic (now Governor of the Territory) shall be the presid-
ing officer. The charter also provides for the “establishing and putting in operation 
a permanent hospital in Honolulu, with a dispensary and all necessary furniture 
and appurtenances for the reception, accommodation and treatment of indigent 
sick and disabled Hawaiians, as well as such foreigners and other who may choose 
to avail themselves of the same.”

Under this construction all native Hawaiians have been cared for without charge, 
while for others a charge has been made of from $1 to $3 per day. The bill making 
the appropriation for the hospital by the Government provides that no distinction 
shall be made as to race; and the Queen’s Hospital trustees are evidently up against 
a serious proposition.

Queen’s Hospital was established as the national hospital for the Hawaiian Kingdom and that 
health care services for Hawaiian subjects of aboriginal blood was at no charge. The Hawaiian 
Head of State would serve as the ex officio President of the Board together with twenty trustees, 
ten of whom were from the Hawaiian government.

Since the hospital’s establishment in 1859 the legislature of the Hawaiian Kingdom subsidized 
the hospital along with monies from the Queen Emma Trust. With the unlawful imposition of 
the 1900 Organic Act that formed the Territory of Hawai‘i, American law did not allow public 
monies to be used for the benefit of a particular race. 1909 was the last year Queen’s Hospital 

121  William Inglis, “Hawai‘i’s Lesson to Headstrong California: How the Island Territory has solved the problem 
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received public funding and it was also the same year that the charter was unlawfully amended 
to replace the Hawaiian Head of State with an elected president from the private sector and re-
duced the number of trustees from twenty to seven, which did not include government officers.
These changes to a Hawaiian quasi-public institution is a direct violation of the laws of occu-
pation, whereby the United States was and continues to be obligated to administer the laws of 
the occupied State—the Hawaiian Kingdom. This requirement comes under Article 43 of the 
HC IV, and Article 64 of the GC.

Article 55 of the HC IV provides, “[t]he occupying State shall be regarded only as administra-
tor and usufructuary of public buildings, real estate, forests, and agricultural estates belonging 
to the [occupied] State, and situated in the occupied country. It must safeguard the capital 
of these properties, and administer them in accordance with the rules of usufruct.” The term 
“usufruct” is to administer the property or institution of another without impairing or dam-
aging it.

Despite these unlawful changes, aboriginal Hawaiian subjects, whether pure or part, are to 
receive health care at Queen’s Hospital free of charge. This did not change, but through dena-
tionalization there was an attempt of erasure. Aboriginal Hawaiian subjects are protected per-
sons as defined under international law, and as such, the prevention of health care by Queen’s 
Hospital constitutes war crimes. Furthermore, there is a direct nexus of deaths of aboriginal 
Hawaiians as “the single racial group with the highest health risk in the State of Hawai‘i [that] 
stems from…late or lack of access to health care” to the crime of genocide. 

 
 Population Transfer during Belligerent Occupation

Once a State is occupied, international law preserves the status quo ante of the occupied State 
as it was before the occupation began. To preserve the nationality of the occupied State from 
being manipulated by the occupying State to its advantage, international law only allows in-
dividuals born within the territory of the occupied State to acquire the nationality of their 
parents— jus sanguinis. To preserve the status quo, Article 49 of the GC IV mandates that the 
“Occupying Power shall not … transfer parts of its own civilian population into the territory it 
occupies.” For individuals, who were born within Hawaiian territory, to be a Hawaiian subject, 
they must be a direct descendant of a person or persons who were Hawaiian subjects prior to 
17 January 1893. All other individuals born after 17 January 1893 to the present are aliens 
who can only acquire the nationality of their parents. According to von Glahn, “children born 
in territory under enemy occupation possess the nationality of their parents.”123

According to the 1890 government census, Hawaiian subjects numbered 48,107, with the 
aboriginal Hawaiian, both pure and part, numbering 40,622, being 84% of the national pop-
ulation, and the non-aboriginal Hawaiians numbering 7,485, being 16%. Despite the massive 
and illegal migrations of foreigners to the Hawaiian Islands since 1898, the population of 
which, according to the State of Hawai‘i, numbered 1,302,939 in 2009,124 the status quo ante 
of the national population of the Hawaiian Kingdom is maintained. Therefore, under the 
international laws of occupation, the aboriginal Hawaiian population of 322,812 in 2009 
would continue to be 84% of the Hawaiian national population, and the non-aboriginal Ha-
waiian population of 61,488 would continue to be 16%. The balance of the population in 

123  Gehard von Glahn, Law Among Nations 780 (6th ed., 1992). See also Willy Daniel Kaipo Kauai, “The Color 
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2009, being 918,639, are aliens who were illegally transferred, either directly or indirectly, 
by the United States as the occupying Power, and therefore their presence constitutes war 
crimes. According to United Nations Special Rapporteur Awn Shawkat Al-Khasawneh of the 
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, population 
“transfers engage both state responsibility and the criminal liability of individuals.”125 “The 
remedy, in case of breach of the prohibition,” states Ronen, “is reversion to the status quo ante, 
i.e. the occupying power should remove its nationals from the occupied territory and repatriate 
them. … At any rate, since the occupying power cannot grant what it does not have, the settler 
population could not acquire status in the territory during the period of occupation.”126 As to 
a remedy for the breach, Special Rapporteur Al-Khasawneh states that: 

according to the principle ubi jus, ibi remedium (where there is a law, there is a 
remedy), it is important that certain remedies are available to the survivors and 
that victims of population transfers are entitled to appropriate remedies [by the 
transferring State]. The heading under which such remedies can consider is resti-
tutio in integrum which aims, as far as possible, at eliminating the consequences 
of the illegality associated with particular acts such as population transfer and the 
implantation of settlers.127

Reversion to the status quo ante stems from the principle ex injuria jus non oritur (unjust acts 
cannot create law) where a situation must align itself with the law. 

 
The Principles of Ex Injuria jus Non Oritur and Ex Factis jus oritur

Opposite of ex injuria jus non oritur is the principle ex factis jus oritur (law arises from the facts). 
This principle is applied when certain acts of an illegal regime will have legal effect despite that 
the fact these acts stem from an unlawful entity. In case of a breach of international law, which 
it serves to prohibit, international law also simultaneously protects the victim or victims of the 
breach. Unlike municipal laws where a victim of a crime can reach out to law enforcement 
and seek redress through prosecution and/or reparations, victims of the breach of international 
humanitarian law cannot do the same until mechanisms are established. In the meantime, vic-
tims’ rights are protected under international law despite the lack of immediate enforcement.

The First Gulf War (Iraq—Kuwait) in 1990 illustrates this point. When Saddam Hussein in-
vaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990, the invasion was not justified under the rules of jus in bello. 
The Iraqis quickly secured effective control of Kuwait City and soon thereafter secured the 
entire territory of Kuwait under Iraqi control. Prior to the invasion, the Emir of Kuwait and 
members of his government fled their country and established a government-in-exile in Saudi 
Arabia. On 8 August, Hussein unilaterally pronounced the annexation of Kuwait, and then on 
28 August, declared Kuwait to be a province of Iraq. Iraq’s occupation lasted just over seven 
months, when Iraqi forces were driven out of Kuwaiti territory at the start of Operation Desert 
Storm on 17 January 1991. By February 1991, the Iraqis were expelled.

Under paragraph 16 of Security Council Resolution 687 (3 April 1991), the United Nations 
reaffirmed that “Iraq…is liable under international law for any direct loss, damage, …or injury 
to foreign Governments, nationals and corporations, as a result of Iraq’s unlawful invasion and 

125  Commission on Human Rights, Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 
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occupation of Kuwait.” Together with this resolution and Security Council Resolution 692 (20 
May 1991), the United Nations Compensation Commission (“UNCC”) was established to re-
solve the claims of victims of the Iraqi invasion and occupation. According to the UNCC, the 
“Commission received approximately 2.7 million claims and concluded its review of all claims 
in 2005. Approximately $52.4 billion was awarded to over 100 Governments and internation-
al organizations for distribution to 1.5 million claims in all claim categories.”128

Aside from reparations, the law of occupation not only provides for the maintenance of the 
status quo ante of the occupied State’s institutions, legal order and territorial integrity, but also 
protects the rights of the population of the occupied State by acknowledging the balance be-
tween the principles of ex injuria jus non oritur and ex factis jus oritur. In the Namibia Advisory 
Opinion, the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) addressed these two principles. The ICJ 
concluded:

In general, the non-recognition of South Africa’s administration of the Territory 
should not result in depriving the people of Namibia of any advantages derived 
from international co-operation. In particular, while official acts performed by 
the Government of South Africa on behalf of or concerning Namibia after the 
termination of the Mandate are illegal and invalid, this invalidity cannot be ex-
tended to those acts, such as, for instance, the registration of births, deaths and 
marriages, the effects of which can be ignored only to the detriment of the inhab-
itants of the Territory. 

The United States Supreme Court also recognized the principle of ex factis jus oritur in Texas 
v. White (1869),129 when the Court had to address the effects of acts made by the insurgency 
calling itself the Confederate State of Texas upon the civilian population during the American 
Civil War. The Court stated:

that acts necessary to peace and good order among citizens, such, for example, as 
acts sanctioning and protecting marriage and the domestic relations, governing 
the course of descents regulating the conveyance and transfer of property, real 
and personal, and providing remedies for injuries to person and estate, and other 
similar acts, which would be valid if emanating from a lawful government, must 
be regarded in general as valid when proceeding from an actual, though unlaw-
ful, government, and that acts in furtherance or support of rebellion against the 
United States, or intended to defeat the just rights of citizens, and other acts of 
like nature, must, in general, be regarded as invalid and void.

As Ronan explains, “the general invalidity of domestic acts carried out under an illegal regime 
is qualified where such invalidity would act to the detriment of the inhabitants of the territory. 
This is the Namibia exception.”130 To this can be added the Texas v. White exception. Both 
exceptions, however, were declared by a higher authority after the acts were committed. In the 
case of Namibia it was the International Court of Justice on behalf of the United Nations, and 
in the case of Texas, it was the U.S. Supreme Court on behalf of the United States. For the 
Hawaiian situation, the exception would need to be proclaimed by an entity representing the 
Hawaiian Kingdom. In 2014, the Council of Regency proclaimed this exception.131

128  United Nations Compensation Commission Pays Out US $250 Million, United Nations Compensation 
Commission Press Release (22 Oct. 2019).
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Protected Persons

According to the International Committee of the Red Cross, “[t]he Geneva Conventions and 
their Additional Protocols form the core of international humanitarian law, which regulates the 
conduct of armed conflict and seeks to limit its effects. They protect people not taking part in 
hostilities and those who are no longer doing so.”132 Coverage of the Geneva Conventions also 
apply to occupied territories where there is no actual fighting.

Internationally, “protected persons” is a legal term under international humanitarian law that 
refers to specific protections afforded to civilians in occupied territory whose rights are pro-
tected under the GC IV, and its Additional Protocol. According to Article 4 of the GC IV, 
“[p]ersons protected by the Convention are those who, at a given moment and in any manner 
whatsoever, find themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party to the 
conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not nationals.”

Under this definition, civilians who possess the nationality of the occupying State while they 
reside in the territory of the occupied State are not protected under the GC IV and its Addi-
tional Protocol. Article 147 of the GC IV provides a list of grave breaches, called war crimes, 
which would apply to protected persons as defined under Article 4.

Grave breaches to which the preceding Article  relates shall be those involving 
any of the following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by 
the present Convention: wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including 
biological experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body 
or health, unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protect-
ed person, compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a [occupying] 
Power, or wilfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular 
trial prescribed in the present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive de-
struction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and 
carried out unlawfully and wantonly.

Fifty years later, however, this definition of protected persons was expanded to include the 
citizenry of the occupying State. This was an evolution of international criminal law ushered 
in by the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugosla-
via (ICTY). The case was the prosecution and conviction of Duško Tadić who was a Bosnian 
Serb. After being arrested in Germany in 1994, he faced among other counts, twelve counts of 
grave breaches of the GC IV. On 7 May 1997, he was convicted by the trial court on 11 counts 
but this did not include the counts of grave breaches of the GC IV.

In its  judgment, the trial court found that Tadić was not guilty of eleven counts of grave 
breaches because the civilian victims possessed the same Yugoslavian citizenship as Tadić who 
represented the occupying Power in the war. The prosecutors appealed this decision and it was 
not only reversed by the Appeal Chamber of the ICTY, but it also expanded the definition of 
protected persons in occupied territory under international criminal law. In its judgment in 
1999, the Appeals Chamber concluded:

the primary purpose [of Article 4] is to ensure the safeguards afforded by the 
[Geneva] Convention to those civilians who do not enjoy the diplomatic protec-
tion, and correlatively are not subject to the allegiance and control, of the State 

132 The Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols, International Committee of the Red Cross 
(online at https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/war-and-law/treaties-customary-law/geneva-conventions/overview-
geneva-conventions.htm
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in whose hands they may find themselves. In granting its protection, Article 4 
intends to look to the substance of relations, not their legal characterisation as 
such. … Hence, even if in the circumstances of the case the perpetrators and the 
victim were to be regarded as possessing the same nationality, Article 4 [Geneva 
Convention] would still be applicable.133

 
This is an important evolution in international criminal law and has a profound impact on 
the occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Up until 1999, protected persons in the Hawaiian 
Islands excluded American citizens. But since 1999, the Tadić case has expanded protection to 
citizens of the occupying State who reside in the territory of an occupied State where they owe 
allegiance to the State during their residency. The operative word is no longer nationality or 
citizenship, but rather allegiance that would apply to all persons in an occupied State. This is 
not to be confused with an oath of allegiance, but rather the law of allegiance that applies over 
everyone whether they signed an oath or not. Hawaiian law only requires an oath of allegiance 
for government employees.

Under Hawaiian Kingdom law there is specific wording that covers allegiance. It is found in 
the Hawaiian Penal Code under sections 2 and 3 of Chapter VI for the crime of treason. 

Allegiance is the obedience and fidelity due to the kingdom from those under its 
protection. … An alien, whether his native country be at war or at peace with 
this kingdom, owes allegiance to this kingdom during his residence therein, and 
during such residence, is capable of committing treason against this kingdom.

By expanding the scope and application of protected persons to American citizens residing 
in the Hawaiian Kingdom, they, along with all other nationalities of foreign States as well as 
Hawaiian subjects, are afforded equal protection under the Geneva Convention and can be 
considered victims of grave breaches or war crimes committed against them by those in the 
service of the Occupying State in violation of the HC IV and the GC IV. 

Conclusion

The recent Iraqi conflict and subsequent occupation has greatly enhanced the political and le-
gal climate of the international community. The conflict has triggered open discussion, at every 
level, of States rights as defined by the international laws of war and occupation. This dialogue 
of States rights has now made the HC IV and the GC IV a common language spoken world-
wide. Second, Hawai'i played a major role in the Iraqi conflict, because a large number of the 
U.S. military engaged in the fighting in Iraq came out of the United States Pacific Command, 
headquartered in Hawai‘i, and attached to the United States Central Command for combat 
operations. These included sixty thousand troops from the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force, 
and forty-seven warships,134 nine of which were based at Pearl Harbor, Hawai‘i.135 

Given the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom and the presumed continuity of 
the Hawaiian State, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the United States has con-
tinuously violated Hawaiian sovereignty and its neutrality in many major conflicts to date and 
has utilized Hawaiian territory and its seaports to become the superpower it is today. Hawaiian 

133  Prosecutor v. Tadić, ICTY Appeals Chamber, Judgment (1999), para. 168 and 169.
134  See GlobalSecurity.org, “U.S. Forces Order of Battle,” (online at https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/

iraq_orbat_toe.htm).
135  These ships include four Submarines (USS Honolulu, USS Cheyenne, USS Columbia, and the USS 

Pasadena), two Destroyers (USS Fletcher and the USS Paul Hamilton), one Cruiser (USS Chosin), and two 
Frigates (USS Cromelin and the USS Reuben James).

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/iraq_orbat_toe.htm
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/iraq_orbat_toe.htm
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territory not only serves as the headquarters for the largest and oldest of the nine unified mil-
itary commands of the U.S. Department of Defense in the world, now called the Indo-Pacific 
Command, it also reluctantly serves as a prime target for military strike. Under the interna-
tional laws of occupation, the emphasis is always directed upon the regime of the occupying 
State and not upon the nationals of the occupied State. This reasoning is to ensure the occupi-
er’s compliance with the laws of occupation—a compliance that has gone unchecked for over 
a century.

Scheffer asserts that the victim or victims of an occupier’s violation of international law “could 
bring an action in U.S. federal courts against officials of the [occupying State] under the Alien 
Tort Statute provided that the occupying power is the alleged responsible party and the ju-
risdictional requirements of that law are satisfied.”136 The Alien Tort Statute provides that  
“[t]he district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort 
only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.”137 In Ex 
parte Quirin, the U.S. Supreme Court explained that “[f ]rom the very beginning of its history 
this Court has recognized and applied the law of war as including that part of the law of na-
tions which prescribes, for the conduct of war, the status, rights and duties of...individuals.”138

136  David J. Scheffer, “Beyond Occupation Law,” 97 Am. J. Int’l. L. 842, 858 (2003).
137  28 U.S.C. §1350.
138  Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 27-28 (1942).
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CONTINUITY OF THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM AS 
A STATE UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Professor Matthew Craven

Introduction

The issue of State continuity usually arises in cases in which some element of the State has 
undergone some significant transformation (such as changes in its territorial compass or in its 
form of government). A claim as to state continuity is essentially a claim as to the continued 
independent existence of a State for purposes of international law in spite of such changes. It 
is essentially predicated, in that regard, upon an insistence that the State’s legal identity has 
remained intact. If the State concerned retains its identity it can be considered to ‘continue’ 
and vice versa. Discontinuity, by contrast, supposes that the identity of the State has been lost 
or fundamentally altered such that it has ceased to exist as an independent state and that, as a 
consequence, rights of sovereignty in relation to territory and population have been assumed 
by another ‘successor’ state (to the extent provided by rules of succession). At its heart, there-
fore, the issue of State continuity is concerned with the parameters of a state’s existence and 
demise (or extinction) in international law.

The implications of continuity in case of Hawai‘i are several:

a) That authority exercised by US over Hawai‘i is not one of sovereignty 
i.e. that the US has no legally protected ‘right’ to exercise that control 
and that it has no original claim to the territory of Hawai‘i or right to 
obedience on the part of the Hawaiian population. Furthermore, the 
extension of US laws to Hawai‘i, apart from those that may be justified 
by reference to the law of (belligerent) occupation would be contrary 
to the terms of international law.

b) That the Hawaiian people retain a right to self-determination in a man-
ner prescribed by general international law. Such a right would entail, 
at the first instance, the removal of all attributes of foreign occupation, 
and a restoration of the sovereign rights of the dispossessed govern-
ment.

c) That the treaties of the Hawaiian Kingdom remain in force as regards 
other States in the name of the Kingdom (as opposed to the US as a 
successor State) except as may be affected by the principles rebus sic 
stantibus or impossibility of performance.

d) That the Hawaiian Kingdom retains a right to all State property in-
cluding that held in the territory of third states, and is liable for the 
debts of the Hawaiian Kingdom incurred prior to its occupation.

Bearing in mind the consequences elucidated in c) and d) above, it might be said that a claim 
of state continuity on the part of Hawai‘i has to be opposed as against a claim by the US as 
to its succession. It is apparent, however, that this opposition is not a strict one. Principles of 
succession may operate even in cases where continuity is not called into question, such as with 
the cession of a portion of territory from one state to another, or occasionally in case of unifica-
tion.  Continuity and succession are, in other words, not always mutually exclusive but might 
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operate in tandem.  It is evident, furthermore, that the principles of continuity and succession 
may not actually differ a great deal in terms of their effect. Whilst State continuity certainly de-
nies the applicability of principles of succession and holds otherwise that rights and obligations 
remain intact save insofar as they may be affected by the principles rebus sic stantibus or impos-
sibility of performance, there is room in theory at least for a principle of universal succession to 
operate such as to produce exactly the same result (under the theory of universal succession).1 
The continuity of legal rights and obligations, in other words, does not necessarily suppose the 
continuity of the State as a distinct person in international law, as it is equally consistent with 
discontinuity followed by universal succession. Even if such a thesis remains largely theoretical, 
it is apparent that a distinction has to be maintained between continuity of personality on the 
one hand, and continuity of specific legal rights and obligations on the other. The maintenance 
in force of a treaty, for example, in relation to a particular territory may be evidence of State 
continuity, but it is far from determinative in itself.

Even if it is relatively clear as to when States may be said to come into being for purposes of in-
ternational law (in many cases predicated upon recognition or admission into the United Na-
tions),2 the converse is far from being the case.3 Beyond the theoretical circumstance in which 
a body politic has dissolved (for example by submergence of the territory or the dispersal of the 
population), it is apparent that all cases of putative extinction will arise in cases where certain 
changes of a material nature have occurred—such as a change in government and change in 
the territorial configuration of the State. The difficulty, however, is in determining when such 
changes are merely incidental, leaving intact the identity of the state, and when they are to 
be regarded as fundamental going to the heart of that identity.4 The problem, in part, is the 
lack of any institution by which such an event may be marked: governments do not generally 
withdraw recognition even if circumstances might so warrant,5 and there is no mechanism by 
which membership in international organisations may be terminated by reason of extinction. 
It is evident, moreover, that states are complex political communities possessing various attri-
butes of an abstract nature which vary in space as well as time, and, as such, determining the 
point at which changes in those attributes are such as to affect the State’s identity will inevitably 
call for very fine distinctions.

It is generally held, nevertheless, that there exist several uncontroversial principles that have 
some bearing upon the issue of continuity. These are essentially threefold, all of which assume 
an essentially negative form.6 First that the continuity of the State is not affected by changes 

1  Article 34, Vienna Convention on State Succession in Respect of Treaties (1978).
2  See on this point James Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law (1979); J. Dugard, Recognition 

and the United Nations (1987).
3  Ibid, p.417.
4  See generally, Marek K., The Identity and Continuity of States in Public International Law (2nd ed. 1968). For 

early recognition of this principle see Phillimore P., Commentaries upon International Law (1879) p. 202.
5  See, P. Guggenheim, Traité de droit international public 194 (1953). Lauterpacht notes that ‘[W]ithdrawal 

of recognition from a State is often obscured by the fact that, having regard to the circumstances, it does not 
take place through an express declaration announcing the withdrawal but through the act of recognition, 
express or implied, of the new authority.’ H. Lauterpacht H., Recognition in International Law 350-351 
(1947).

6  Further principles have also been suggested, such as: i) the State does not cease to exist by reason of its entry 
into a personal union, P. Pradier-Fodéré, Traité de droit international public Européen et Americain s.148, 
253 (1885); ii) that the State does not expire by reason of becoming economically or politically weak, id., 
s. 148, 254; iii) that the State does not cease to exist by reason of changes in its population, id., 252; iv) 
that the State is not affected by changes in the social or economic system, J.H.W. Verzijl, International 
Law in Historical Perspective, 118 (1974); v) that the State is not affected by being reduced to a State of 
semi-sovereignty, Phillimore, 202. According to Vattel, the key to sovereignty was ‘internal independence 
and sovereign authority’ (E. Vattel, The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law, Bk. 1, s. 8 (1758, 
trans Fenwick C., 1916) – if a State maintained these, it would not lose its sovereignty by the conclusion 
of unequal treaties or tributary agreements or the payment of homage. Sovereign States could be subject 
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in government even if of a revolutionary nature.7 Secondly, that continuity is not affected 
by territorial acquisition or loss,8 and finally that it is not affected by belligerent occupation 
(understood in its technical sense). Each of these principles reflects upon one of the key inci-
dents of statehood—territory, government and independence—making clear that the issue of 
continuity is essentially one concerned with the existence of States: unless one or more of the 
key constituents of statehood are entirely and permanently lost, State identity will be retained. 
Their negative formulation, furthermore, implies that there exists a general presumption of 
continuity.9 As Hall was to express the point, a State retains its identity

‘so long as the corporate person undergoes no change which essentially modifies 
it from the point of view of its international relations, and with reference to them 
it is evident that no change is essential which leaves untouched the capacity of 
the state to give effect to its general legal obligations or to carry out its special 
contracts.’10

The only exception to this general principle, perhaps, is to be found in case of multiple changes 
of a less than total nature, such as where a revolutionary change in government is accompanied 
by a broad change in the territorial delimitation of the State.11

If one were to speak about a presumption of continuity, one would suppose that an obliga-
tion would lie upon the party opposing that continuity to establish the facts substantiating 
its rebuttal. The continuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom, in other words, may be refuted only 
by reference to a valid demonstration of legal title, or sovereignty, on the part of the United 
States. It might be objected that formally speaking, the survival or otherwise of a State should 
be regarded as independent of the legitimacy of any claims to its territory on the part of other 

to the same prince and yet remain sovereign e.g Prussia and Neufchatel (id., Bk.1, s.9). The formation of 
confederative republic of States did not destroy sovereignty because ‘the obligation to fulfill agreements one 
has voluntarily made does not detract from one’s liberty and independence’ (id., Bk.1, s.10) e.g. the United 
Provinces of Holland and the members of the Swiss Confederation.

7 For early versions of this principle see, Grotius, De Iure Belli ac Pacis Bk. II, c. xvi, 418. See also, S. Pufendorf, 
De Jure Naturae et Gentium Libri Octo B. VIII, c. xii, s.1, 1360 (1688, trans Oldfather C. and Oldfather 
W., 1934); Rivier, Principes du Droit des Gens I, 62 (1896); F. De Martens, Traité de Droit International 
362 (1883); J. Westlake, International Law I, 58 (1904); Q. Wright, ‘The Status of Germany and the Peace 
Proclamation’, 46 Am. J. Int’l. L. 299, 307 (1952); A. McNair, ‘Aspects of State Sovereignty’, Brit. Y.B. Int’l 
L. 8 (1949). Jennings and Watts (Oppenheim’s International Law, 146 (9th ed., 1996)) declare that: ‘Mere 
territorial changes, whether by increase or by dimunution, do not, so long as the identity of the State is 
preserved, affect the continuity of its existence or the obligations of its treaties. Changes in the government 
or the internal polity of a State do not as a rule affect its position in international law. A monarchy may 
be transformed into a republic, or a republic into a monarchy; absolute principles may be substituted for 
constitutional, or the reverse; but, though the government changes, the nation remains, with rights and 
obligations unimpaired’. See also, United States v. Curtiss Wright Export Corp. et al 299 U.S. 304, 316 (1936) 
(J. Sutherland): ‘Rulers come and go; governments end and forms of government change; but sovereignty 
survives.’

8  Westlake, 59; Pradier-Fodéré, s. 148, p. 252; W. Hall, A Treatise on International Law, 4th ed. 23 (1895); 
Phillimore, I, 202-3; Rivier, I, 63-4; Marek, 15-24; Article 26, Harvard Research Draft Convention on the 
Law of Treaties 1935, 29 Am. J. Int’l. L. Supp. 655 (1935). See also, Katz and Klump v. Yugoslavia [1925-
1926] A. D. 3 (No. 24); Ottoman Debt Arbitration [1925-26] A. D. 3; Roselius and Co. v. Dr Karsten and the 
Turkish Republic intervening, [1925-6] A.  D.  (No. 26); In re Ungarishche kriegsprodukien Aktiengesellschaft, 
[1919-22] A.D. (No. 45); Lazard Brothers and Co v. Midland Bank, [1931-32] A.D. (No. 69).  For State 
practice see e.g. Great Britain remained the same despite the loss of the American Colonies; France, after the 
loss of territory in 1814-15 and 1871; Austria after the cession of Lombardy in 1859 and Venice in 1866; 
Prussia after the Franco-Prussian Peace Treaty at Tilsit, 1807. See generally, J. Moore, A Digest of International 
Law 248 (1906).

9  Crawford points out that ‘the presumption—in practice a strong one—is in favour of the continuance, and 
against the extinction, of an established state’, Crawford, 417.

10  Hall, 22.
11  See e.g. Marek.
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States. It is commonly recognised that a State does not cease to be such merely in virtue of the 
existence of legitimate claims over part or parts of its territory. Nevertheless, where those claims 
comprise the entirety of the territory of the State, as they do in case of Hawai‘i, and when they 
are accompanied by effective occupation to the exclusion of the claimant, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to separate the two questions. The survival of the Hawaiian Kingdom is, it seems, 
premised upon the legal ineffectiveness of present or past US claims to sovereignty over the 
Islands.

In light of such considerations any claim to State continuity will be dependent upon the es-
tablishment of two legal facts: first that the State in question existed as a recognised entity for 
purposes of international law at some relevant point in history; and secondly that intervening 
events have not been such as to deprive it of that status. It should be made very clear, however, 
that the issue is not simply one of ‘observable’ or ‘tangible facts’, but more specifically of ‘legally 
relevant facts’. It is not a case, in other words, simply of observing how power or control has 
been exercised in relation to persons or territory, but of determining the scope of ‘authority’ 
(understood as ‘a legal entitlement to exercise power and control’). Authority differs from mere 
control by not only being essentially rule governed, but also in virtue of the fact that it is not 
always entirely dependent upon the exercise of that control. As Arbitrator Huber noted in the 
Island of Palmas Case:

‘Manifestations of sovereignty assume… different forms according to conditions 
of time and place. Although continuous in principle, sovereignty cannot be ex-
ercised in fact at every moment on every point of a territory. The intermittence 
and discontinuity compatible with the maintenance of the right necessarily differ 
according as inhabited or uninhabited regions are involved, or regions enclosed 
within territories in which sovereignty is incontestably displayed or again regions 
accessible from, for instance, the high seas.’12

Thus, whilst ‘the continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty’ remains an im-
portant measure for determining entitlements in cases where title is disputed (or where ‘no 
conventional line of sufficient topographical precision exists’), it is not always an indispensable 
prerequisite for legal title. This has become all the more apparent since the prohibition on the 
annexation of territory became firmly implanted in international law, and with it the accep-
tance that certain factual situations will not be accorded legal recognition: ex inuria ius non 
oritur.

 
The Status of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a Subject of International Law

Whilst the Montevideo criteria13 (or versions of ) are now regarded as the definitive determi-
nants of statehood, the criteria governing the ‘creation’ of states in international law in the 19th 
Century were somewhat less clear.14 The rise of positivism and its rejection of the natural law 
leanings of early commentators (such as Grotius and Pufendorf ) led many to posit internation-
al law less in terms of a ‘universal’ law of nations and more in terms of an international public 

12  Island of Palmas Case (Netherlands v. United States) 2 R.I.A.A. 829 (1928).
13  Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, Article 1 (1933): ‘The State as a person of 

international law should possess the following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined 
territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with other States.’

14  Doctrine towards the end of the 19th Century began to articulate those criteria. Rivier, for example, 
described the ‘essential elements of the state’ as being evidenced by ‘an independent community, organised 
in a permanent manner on a certain territory’ (Rivier, I, 62). Hall similarly speaks about the ‘marks of an 
independent State are, that the community constituting it is permanently established for a political end, that 
it possesses a defined territory, and that it is independent of external control.’ Hall, 18.
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law of European (and North American) States.15 According to this view, international law was 
gradually extended to other portions of the globe primarily in virtue of imperialist ambition 
and colonial practice - much of the remainder was regarded as simply beyond the purview of 
international law and frequently as a result of the application of a highly suspect ‘standard of 
civilisation’. It was not the case, therefore, that all territories governed in a stable and effective 
manner would necessarily be regarded as subjects of international law and much would ap-
parently depend upon the formal act of recognition, which signaled their ‘admittance into the 
family of nations’.16 Thus, on the one hand commentators frequently provided impressively 
detailed ‘definitions’ of the State. Phillimore, for example, noted that ‘for all purposes of inter-
national law, a state… may be defined to be a people permanently occupying a fixed territory 
(certam sedem), bound together by common laws, habits and customs into one body politic, 
exercising, through the medium of an organized government, independent sovereignty and 
control over all persons and things within its boundaries, capable of making war and peace, 
and of entering into all international relations with the other communities of the globe’.17 
These definitions, however, were not always intended to be prescriptive. Hall maintained, for 
example, that whilst States were subjected to international law ‘from the moment… at which 
they acquire the marks of a state’18 he later added the qualification that States ‘outside Euro-
pean civilisation… must formally enter into the circle of law-governed countries’.19 In such 
circumstances recognition was apparently critical. Given the trend to which this gave rise, 
Oppenheim was later to conclude in 1905, that ‘a State is and becomes an international person 
through recognition only and exclusively’.20

Whatever the general position, there is little doubt that the Hawaiian Kingdom fulfilled all 
requisite criteria. The Kingdom was established as an identifiable, and independent, political 
community at some point in the early 19th Century (the precise date at which this occurred 
is perhaps of little importance). During the next half- Century it was formally recognised by 
a number of Western powers including Belgium, Great Britain,21 France,22 and the United 
States,23 and received and dispatched diplomatic agents to more than 15 States (including 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Nether-
lands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Norway and the United States). Secretary of State Webster 
declared, for example, in a letter to Hawaiian agents in 1842 that:

‘the government of the Sandwich Islands ought to be respected; that no power 
ought either to take possession of the Islands as a conquest or for purpose of 
colonization, and that no power ought to seek for any undue control over the 
existing Government, or any exclusive privileges or preferences with it in matters 
of commerce.’24

15  See e.g., T. Lawrence, Principles of International Law, 83 (4th ed., 1913); Pradier-Fodéré, s.148, 253.
16  Hall comments, for example, that ‘although the right to be treated as a state is independent of recognition, 

recognition is the necessary evidence that the right has been acquired’. Hall, 87.
17  Phillimore, I, 81.
18  Hall, 21.
19  Id., 3-44.
20  International Law: A Treatise I, 109 (1905).
21  Declaration of Great Britain and France relative to the Independence of the Sandwich Islands, London, 28 

Nov. 1843.
22  Id.
23  Message from the President of the United States respecting the trade and commerce of the United States with 

the Sandwich Islands and with diplomatic intercourse with their Government, 19 Dec. 1842. The Apology 
Resolution of 1993, however, maintains that the United States ‘recognised the independence of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom, extended full and complete diplomatic recognition to the Hawaiian Government ‘from 1826 until 
1893’.

24  Letter of 19 Dec. 1842, Moore’s Digest, I, 476.
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This point was reiterated subsequently by President Tyler in a message to Congress.25 In sim-
ilar vein, Britain and France declared in a joint declaration in 1843 that they considered ‘the 
Sandwich Islands as an independent State’ and vowed ‘never to take possession, either directly 
or under the title of protectorate, or under any other form, of any part of the territory of which 
they are composed’.26 When later in 1849, French forces took possession of government prop-
erty in Honolulu, Secretary of State Webster sent a sharp missive to his French counterpart 
declaring the actions ‘incompatible with any just regard for the Hawaiian Government as an 
independent State’ and calling upon France to ‘desist from measures incompatible with the 
sovereignty and independence of the Hawaiian Islands’.27

In addition to establishing formal diplomatic relations with other States, the Hawaiian King-
dom entered into an extensive range of treaty relations with those States. Treaties were conclud-
ed with the United States (Dec. 23rd  1826, Dec. 20th 1849, May 4th 1870, Jan. 30th 1875, 
Sept. 11th 1883, and Dec. 6th 1884), Britain (Nov. 16th 1836 and July 10th 1851), the Free 
Cities of Bremen (Aug. 7th 1851) and Hamburg (Jan. 8th 1848), France (July 17th 1839), 
Austria-Hungary (June 18th 1875), Belgium (Oct. 4th 1862), Denmark (Oct. 19th 1846), 
Germany (March 25th 1879), France (Oct. 29th 1857), Japan (Aug. 19th 1871), Portugal 
(May 5th 1882), Italy (July 22nd 1863), the Netherlands (Oct. 16th 1862), Russia (June 19th 
1869), Samoa (March 20th 1887), Switzerland (July 20th 1864), Spain (Oct. 29th  1863), 
and Sweden and Norway (July 1st 1852). The Hawaiian Kingdom, furthermore, became a full 
member of the Universal Postal Union on January 1st 1882.

There is no doubt that, according to any relevant criteria (whether current or historical), the 
Hawaiian Kingdom was regarded as an independent State under the terms of international 
law for some significant period of time prior to 1893, the moment of the first occupation of 
the Island(s) by American troops.28 Indeed, this point was explicitly accepted in the Larsen v. 
Hawaiian Kingdom Arbitral Award.29

The consequences of Statehood at that time were several. States were deemed to be sovereign 
not only in a descriptive sense, but were also regarded as being ‘entitled’ to sovereignty. This 
entailed, amongst other things, the rights to free choice of government, territorial inviolability, 
self-preservation, free development of natural resources, of acquisition and of absolute juris-
diction over all persons and things within the territory of the State.30 It was, however, admitted 
that intervention by another state was permissible in certain prescribed circumstances such as 
for purposes of self-preservation, for purposes of fulfilling legal engagements or of opposing 
wrong-doing. Although intervention was not absolutely prohibited in this regard, it was gen-
erally confined as regards the specified justifications. As Hall remarked,

‘The legality of an intervention must depend on the power of the intervening 
state to show that its action is sanctioned by some principle which can, and in the 
particular case does, take precedence of it.’31

A desire for simple aggrandisement of territory did not fall within these terms, and interven-
tion for purposes of supporting one party in a civil war was often regarded as unlawful.32 In 
any case, the right of independence was regarded as so fundamental that any action against it 
‘must be looked upon with disfavour’.33

25  Message of President Tyler, 30 Dec. 1842, Moore’s Digest, I, 476-7.
26  For. Rel. 1894, App. II, 64.
27  Letter of 19 June 1851, For. Rel. 1894, App. II, 97.
28  For confirmation of this fact see e.g. Rivier, I, 54.
29  Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, 119 International Law Reports 566, para. 7.4. (2001).
30  Phillimore, I, p. 216.
31  Hall, 298.
32  See e.g. Lawrence, 134.
33  Hall, 298.
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Recognized Modes of Extinction

In light of the evident existence of Hawai‘i as a sovereign State for some period of time prior 
to 1898, it would seem that the issue of continuity turns upon the question whether Hawai‘i 
can be said to have subsequently ceased to exist according to the terms of international law. 
Current international law recognises that a state may cease to exist in one of two scenarios: by 
means of that State’s integration with another in some form of union (such as the GDR’s ac-
cession to the FRG), or by its dismemberment (such as in case of the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia or Czechoslovakia).34  As will be seen, events in Hawai‘i in 1898 are capable of 
being construed in several ways, but it is evident that the most obvious characterisation was 
one of annexation (whether by cession or conquest).

The general view today is that, whilst annexation was historically a permissible mode of ac-
quiring title to territory (as was ‘discovery’), it is now regarded as illegitimate and primarily 
as a consequence of the general prohibition on the use of force as expressed in article 2(4) of 
the UN Charter. This point has since been underscored in various forms since 1945. General 
Assembly Resolution 2625 on Friendly Relations, for example, provides that:

‘The territory of a State shall not be the object of acquisition by another State 
resulting from the threat of use of force. No territorial acquisition resulting from 
the threat or use of force shall be recognised as legal.’35

Practice also suggests that the creation of new States in violation of the principle is illegitimate 
(illustrated by the general refusal to recognise the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus), and 
that the legal personality of the State subjected to illegal invasion and annexation continues 
despite an overriding lack of effectiveness36 (confirmed in case of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait). 
Such a view is considered to  flow not only from the fact of illegality, and from the peremptory 
nature of the prohibition on the use of force, but is also expressive of the more general princi-
ple ex iniuria ius non oritur.37 It is also clear that where annexation takes the form of a treaty 
of cession, that treaty would be regarded as void if procured by the threat or use of force in 
violation of the UN Charter.38

Even if the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands would be regarded as unlawful according to 
accepted standards today, it does not necessarily follow that US claims to sovereignty are un-
founded. It is generally maintained that the legality of any act should be determined in accor-
dance with the law of the time when it was done, and not by reference to law as it might have 
become at a later date. This principle finds its expression in case of territorial title, as Arbitrator 
Huber pointed out in the Island of Palmas case,39 in the doctrine of inter-temporal law. As far as 
Huber was concerned, there were two elements to this doctrine – the first of which is relatively 
uncontroversial, the second of which has attracted a certain amount of criticism. The first, 
uncontroversial, element is simply that ‘a juridical fact must be appreciated in light of the law 
contemporary with it, and not the law in force at the time when a dispute in regard to it arises 

34  Jennings and Watts add one further category: when a State breaks up into parts all of which become part of 
other states (such as Poland in 1795), 204.

35  Declaration of Principles of International Law, GA Resn. 2625. See Whiteman, Digest of International Law, 
V, 874-965 (1965).

36  See, Crawford, 418.
37  Such a principle has been recognised in e.g., Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District of Gex (2nd Phase), 

PCIJ, Series A, No. 24 (1930); South-Eastern Territory of Greenland, PCIJ, Series A/B, No. 48, 285 (1932); 
Jurisdiction of the Courts of Danzig, PCIJ, Series B, No. 15, 26 (1933); Legal Status of Eastern Greenland, 
PCIJ, Series A/B, No. 53, 75, 95 (1933).

38  Article 52 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969).
39  Island of Palmas, 829.
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or falls to be settled’.40 In the present context, therefore, the extension of US sovereignty over 
Hawai‘i should be analysed in terms of the terms of international law, as they existed at the rel-
evant point(s) in time. This much cannot be disputed. The second element outlined by Huber, 
however, is that, notwithstanding the legitimate origins of an act creating title, the continued 
existence of that title – its continued manifestation – ‘shall follow the conditions required by 
the evolution of law’. The issue in consideration, here, is whether title based upon historical 
discovery, or conquest, could itself survive irrespective of the fact that neither is regarded as a 
legitimate mode of acquisition today. Whilst some have regarded this element as a dangerous 
extension of the basic principle,41 its practical effects are likely to be limited to those cases in 
which the State originally claiming sovereignty has failed to reinforce that title by means of 
effective occupation (acquisitive prescription). This was evident in case of the Island of Palmas, 
but is unlikely to be so in other cases – particularly in light of Huber’s comment that sover-
eignty will inevitably have its discontinuities. In any case, it is apparent that, as Huber stressed, 
any defect in original title is capable of being remedied by means of a continuous and peaceful 
exercise of territorial sovereignty and that original title, whether defective or perfect, does not 
itself provide a definitive conclusion to the question.

Turning then to the law as it existed at the critical date of 1898, it was generally held that a 
State might cease to exist in one of three scenarios:

a) By the destruction of its territory or by the extinction, dispersal or emigration of 
its population (a theoretical disposition).

b) By the dissolution of the corpus of the State (cases include the dissolution of the 
German Empire in 1805-6; the partition of the Pays-Bas in 1831 or of the Canton 
of Bale in 1833).

c) By the State’s incorporation, union, or submission to another (cases include the in-
corporation of Cracow into Austria in 1846; the annexation of Nice and Savoy by 
France in 1860; the annexation of Hannover, Hesse, Nassau and Schleswig-Holstein 
and Frankfurt into Prussia in 1886).42

Neither a) nor b) is applicable in the current scenario. In case of c) commentators not infre-
quently distinguished between two processes – one of which involved a voluntary act (i.e. 
union or incorporation), the other of which came about by non- consensual means (i.e. con-
quest and submission followed by annexation).43 It is evident that, as suggested above, annex-
ation (or ‘conquest’) was regarded as a legitimate mode of acquiring title to territory44 and it 
would seem to follow that in case of total annexation (i.e. annexation of the entirety of the 
territory of a State) the defeated State would cease to exist.

Although annexation was regarded as a legitimate means of acquiring territory, it was rec-
ognised as taking a variety of forms.45 It was apparent, to begin with, that a distinction was 
typically drawn between those cases in which the annexation was implemented by Treaty of 
Peace, and those which resulted from an essentially unilateral public declaration on the part 

40  Id.
41  Jessup, 22 Am. J. Int’l. L. 735 (1928).
42  See e.g. Pradier-Fodéré, I, 251; Phillimore, I, 201; de Martens Traite de Droit International, I, 367-370 

(1883).
43  See e.g., J. Westlake, ‘The Nature and Extent of the Title by Conquest’, 17 L.Q.R. 392 (1901).
44  Oppenheim (288) remarks that ‘[a]s long as a Law of Nations has been in existence, the states as well as the 

vast majority of writers have recognized subjugation as a mode of acquiring territory’.
45  H. Halleck, International Law 811 (1861); H. Wheaton H., Elements of International Law, II, c. iv, s. 165 

(8th ed., 1866).
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of the annexing power. The former would be governed by the particular terms of the treaty in 
question, and gave rise to a distinct type of title.46 Since treaties were regarded as binding irre-
spective of the circumstances surrounding their conclusion and irrespective of the presence or 
absence of coercion,47 title acquired in virtue of a peace treaty was considered to be essentially 
derivative (i.e. being transferred from one state to another).48 There was little, in other words, 
to distinguish title acquired by means of a treaty of peace backed by force, and a voluntary 
purchase of territory: in each case the extent of rights enjoyed by the successor were determined 
by the agreement itself. In case of conquest absent an agreed settlement, by contrast, title was 
thought to derive simply from the fact of military subjugation and was complete ‘from the 
time [the conqueror] proves his ability to maintain his sovereignty over his conquest, and 
manifests, by some authoritative act… his intention to retain it as part of his own territory’.49 
What was required, in other words, was that the conflict be complete (acquisition of sovereign-
ty durante bello being clearly excluded) and that the conqueror declare an intention to annex.50

What remained a matter of some dispute, however, was whether annexation by way of subju-
gation should be regarded as an original or derivative title to territory and, as such, whether 
it gave rise to rights in virtue of mere occupation, or rather more extensive rights in virtue of 
succession (a point of particular importance for possessions held in foreign territory).51 Rivier, 
for example, took the view that conquest involved a three stage process: a) the extinction of 
the state in virtue of debellatio which b) rendered the territory terra nullius leading to c) the 
acquisition of title by means of occupation.52 Title, in other words, was original, and rights of 
the occupants were limited to those which they possessed (perhaps under the doctrine uti pos-
sidetis de facto). Others, by contrast, seemed to assume some form of ‘transfer of title’ as taking 
place (i.e. that conquest gave rise to a derivative title53), and concluded in consequence that the 
conqueror ‘becomes, as it were, the heir or universal successor of the defunct or extinguished 
State’.54 Much depended, in such circumstances, as to how the successor came to acquire title.

It should be pointed out, however, that even if annexation/ conquest was generally regarded 
as a mode of acquiring territory, US policy during this period was far more sceptical of such 
practice. As early as 1823 the US had explicitly opposed, in the form of the Monroe Doctrine, 
the practice of European colonization55 and in the First Pan-American Conference of 1889 
and 1890 it had proposed a resolution to the effect that ‘the principle of conquest shall not… 
be recognised as admissible under American public law’. It had, furthermore, later taken the 
lead in adopting a policy of non-recognition of ‘any situation, treaty, or agreement which may 
be brought about by means contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of 
August 27, 1928’ (the ‘Stimpson Doctrine’) which was confirmed as a legal obligation in a 
resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations in 1932. Even if such a policy was not 
to amount to a legally binding commitment on the part of the US not to acquire territory by 
use or threat of force during the latter stages of the 19th Century, there is room to argue that 
the doctrine of estoppel might operate to prevent the US subsequently relying upon forcible 
annexation as a basis for claiming title to the Hawaiian Islands.

46  See e.g. Lawrence, 165-6 (‘Title by conquest arises only when no formal international document transfers the 
territory to its new possessor’.)

47  Now article 52 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969).
48  See e.g. Rivier, 176.
49  S. Baker, Halleck’s International Law 468 (3rd ed., 1893).
50  This point was of considerable importance following the Allied occupation of Germany in 1945.
51  For an early version of this idea see de Vattel, Bk III, ss. 193-201; Bynkershoek C., Quaestionum Juris Publici 

Libri Duo, Bk. I, pp. 32-46 (1737, trans Frank T., 1930).
52  Rivier, 182.
53  Phillimore, I, p. 328.
54  Baker, 495.
55  ‘The American continents, by the free and independent conditions which they have assumed and maintained, 

are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization by any European Powers.’
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United States Acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands

As pointed out above, the continuity of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i as an independent state for 
purposes of international law is theoretically independent of the legitimacy of claims to sover-
eignty over its territory on the part of other states.  By the same token, the fact that the entirety 
of the Hawaiian Islands have been occupied, administered, and claimed as US territory for a 
considerable period of time, means that attention must be given to the legitimacy of the US 
claims as part of the process of determining Hawaiian continuity. US claims to sovereignty 
over the Islands would appear to be premised upon one of three grounds: a) by the original 
acquisition of the Islands in 1898 (by means of ‘annexation’ or perhaps ‘cession’); b) by the 
confirmation of the exercise of that sovereignty by plebiscite in 1959; and c) by the continuous 
and effective display of sovereignty since 1898 to the present day (acquisitive prescription in 
the form of adverse possession). Each of these claims will be considered in turn.

Acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands in 1898

The facts giving rise to the subsequent occupation and control of the Hawaiian Kingdom 
by the US government are, no doubt, susceptible to various interpretations. It is relatively 
clear, however, that US intervention in the Islands first took place in 1893 under the guise 
of the protection of the US legation and consulate and ‘to secure the safety of American life 
and property’.56 US troops landed on the Island of O’ahu on 16th January and a Provisional 
Government was established by a group of insurgents under their protection. On the following 
day, and once Queen Lili‘uokalani had abdicated her authority in favour of the United States, 
US minister Stevens formally recognised de facto the Provisional Government of Hawai‘i. The 
Provisional Government then proceeded to draft and sign a ‘treaty of annexation’ on February 
14th 1893 and dispatch it to Washington D.C. for ratification by the US Senate.

According to the first version of events as explained by President Harrison when submitting 
the draft treaty to the Senate, the overthrow of the Monarchy ‘was not in any way prompted 
by the United States, but had its origin in what seemed to be a reactionary and revolutionary 
policy on the part of Queen Lili’uokalani which put in serious peril not only the large and 
preponderating interests of the United States in the Islands, but all foreign interests’.57 It was 
further emphasised in a report of Mr Foster to the President that the US marines had taken ‘no 
part whatever toward influencing the course of events’58 and that recognition of the Provisional 
Government had only taken place once the Queen had abdicated, and once it was in effective 
possession of the government buildings, the archives, the treasury, the barracks, the police sta-
tion, and all potential machinery of government. This version of events was to be contradicted 
in several important respects shortly after.

Following receipt of a letter of protest sent by Queen Lili’uokalani, newly incumbent Presi-
dent Cleveland withdrew the Treaty of Annexation from the Senate and dispatched US Spe-
cial Commissioner James Blount to Hawai‘i to investigate. The investigations of Mr Blount 
revealed that the presence of American troops, who had landed without permission of the 
existing government, were ‘used for the purpose of inducing the surrender of the Queen, who 
abdicated under protest [to the United States and not the provisional government] with the 
understanding that her case would be submitted to the President of the United States.’59 It 
was apparent, furthermore, that the Provisional Government had been recognised when it had 

56  Order of 16 Jan. 1893.
57  For. Rel. 1894, App. II, 198.
58  Report of Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, For. Rel., App. II, 198-205 (1894).
59  Moore’s Digest, I, 499.
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little other than a paper existence, and ‘when the legitimate government was in full possession 
and control of the palace, the barracks, and the police station’.60 On December 18th 1893, 
President Cleveland addressed Congress on the findings of Commissioner Blount. He empha-
sised that the Provisional Government did not have ‘the sanction of either popular revolution 
or suffrage’ and that it had been recognised by the US minister pursuant to prior agreement 
at a time when it was ‘neither a government de facto nor de jure’.61 He concluded as follows:

‘Hawai‘i was taken possession of by United States forces without the consent or 
wish of the Government of the Islands, or of anybody else so far as shown, except 
the United States Minister. Therefore, the military occupation of Honolulu by 
the United States… was wholly without justification, either of an occupation by 
consent or as an occupation necessitated by dangers threatening American life or 
property’.

Given the ‘substantial wrong’ that had been committed, he concluded that ‘the United States 
could not, under the circumstances disclosed, annex the islands without justly incurring the 
imputation of acquiring them by unjustifiable methods’.

It is fairly clear then, that the position of the US government in December 1893 was that its 
intervention in Hawai‘i was an aberration which could not be justified either by reference to 
US law or international law. Importantly, it was also emphasised that the Provisional Govern-
ment had no legitimacy for purposes of disposing of the future of the Islands ‘as being neither 
a government de facto nor de iure’. At this stage there was an implicit acknowledgement of 
the fact that the US intervention not only conflicted with specific US commitments to the 
Kingdom (particularly article 1 of the 1849 Hawaiian-American Treaty which provides that 
‘[t]here shall be perpetual peace and amity between the United States and the King of the 
Hawaiian Islands, his heirs and successors’) but also with the terms of general international law 
which prohibited intervention save for purpose of self-preservation, or in accordance with the 
doctrine of necessity.62

This latter interpretation of events has since been confirmed by the US government. In its 
Apology Resolution of 23rd November 1993 the US Congress and Senate admitted that the 
US Minister (John Stevens) had ‘conspired with a small group of non-Hawaiian residents of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, including citizens of the United States, to overthrow the indigenous 
and lawful Government of Hawai‘i’, and that in pursuance of that conspiracy had ‘caused 
armed naval forces of the United States to invade the sovereign Hawaiian nation on January 
16th 1893’. Furthermore, it is admitted that recognition was accorded to the Provisional gov-
ernment without the consent of the Hawaiian people, and ‘in violation of treaties between 
the two nations and of international law’, and that the insurrection would not have succeeded 
without US diplomatic and military intervention.

Despite admitting the unlawful nature of its original intervention, the US, however, did noth-
ing to remedy its breach of international law and was unwilling to assist in the restoration of 
Queen Lili‘uokalani to the throne even though she had acceded to the US proposals in that 
regard.  Rather it left control of Hawai‘i in the hands of the insurgents it had effectively put in 
place and who clearly did not enjoy the popular support of the Hawaiian people.63 Following 
a proclamation establishing the Republic of Hawai‘i by the insurgents in 1894 – the overt 
purpose of which was to enter into a Treaty of Political or Commercial Union with the United 

60  Id., 498-99.
61  Id., 501.
62  I. Brownlie, International Law and the Use of Force by States 46-7 (1963).
63  See, Budnick R., Stolen Kingdom: An American Conspiracy (1992).
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States64  - de facto recognition of the Republic was affirmed by the US65 and a second Treaty of 
Annexation was signed in Washington by the incoming President McKinley. Despite further 
protest on the part of Queen Lili’uokalani and other Hawaiian organisations, the Treaty was 
submitted to the US Senate for ratification in 1897. On this occasion, the Senate declined 
to ratify the treaty. After the breakout of the Spanish-American War in 1898, however, and 
following advice that occupation of the Islands was of strategic military importance, a Joint 
Resolution was passed by US Congress purporting to provide for the annexation of Hawai‘i.66 
A proposal requiring Hawaiians to approve the annexation was defeated in the US Senate. 
Following that resolution, Hawai‘i was occupied by US troops and subject to direct rule by 
the US administration under the terms of the Organic Act of 1900. President McKinley later 
characterised the effect of the Resolution as follows:

‘by that resolution the Republic of Hawai‘i as an independent nation was ex-
tinguished, its separate sovereignty destroyed, and its property and possessions 
vested in the United States…’.67

Although the Japanese minister in Washington had raised certain concerns in 1897 as regards 
the position of Japanese labourers emigrating to the Islands under the Hawaiian-Japanese Con-
vention of 1888, and had insisted that ‘the maintenance of the status quo’ was essential to the 
‘good understanding of the powers having interests in the Pacific’, it subsequently withdrew its 
opposition to annexation subject to assurances as regards the treatment of Japanese subjects.68 
No other state objected to the fact of annexation.

It is evident that there is a certain element of confusion as to how the US came to acquire the 
Islands of Hawai‘i during this period of time. Effectively, two forms of justification seem to 
offer themselves: a) that the Islands were ceded by the legitimate government of Hawai‘i to the 
United States in virtue of the treaty of annexation; or b) that the Islands were forcibly annexed 
by the United States in absence of agreement.

The Cession of the Hawaiian Islands to the United States

The joint resolution itself speaks of the government of the Republic of Hawai‘i having signified 
its consent ‘to cede absolutely and without reserve to the United States of American all rights 
of sovereignty of whatsoever kind’, suggesting, as some commentators have later accepted, that 
the process was one of voluntary merger.69 Hawai‘i brought about, according to this thesis, its 
own demise by means of voluntary submission to the sovereignty of the United States.70 This 
interpretation was bolstered by the fact that the government of the Republic had exercised 
de facto control over the Islands since 1893 – as President McKinley was to put it: ‘four years 
having abundantly sufficed to establish the right and the ability of the Republic of Hawai‘i to 
enter, as a sovereign contractant, upon a conventional union with the United States’.71 Fur-
thermore, even if it had not been formally recognised as the de jure government of Hawai‘i 
by other nations,72 it was effectively the only government in place (the government of Queen 
Lili‘uokalani being forced into internal exile).

64  Article 32 Constitution of the Republic of Hawai‘i.
65  For. Rel. 1894, 358-360.
66  XC B.F.S.P. 1897-8 1248 (1901).
67  President McKinley, Third Annual Message, 15 Dec. 1899, Moore’s Digest, I, 511.
68  See, Moore’s Digest, I, 504-9.
69  See e.g. Verzijl, 118.
70  Id., 129.
71  Message of President McKinley to the Senate, Moore’s Digest, I, 503 (16 June 1897).
72  Some type of recognition was provided by Great Britain in 1894, however.
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Such a thesis overlooks two facts. First of all, whilst the Republic of Hawai‘i had certainly 
sponsored the adoption of a treaty of cession, the failure by the US to ratify that instrument 
meant that no legally binding commitments in that regard were ever created. This is not to 
say that the US actions in this regard were therefore to be regarded as unlawful for purposes of 
international law. Even if doubts exist as to the constitutional competence of US Congress to 
extend the jurisdiction of the United States in the manner prescribed by the Resolution,73 this 
in itself does not prevent the acts in question from being effective for purposes of international 
law.74 Indeed, as suggested above it was widely recognised that, for purposes of international 
law, annexation need not be accomplished by means of a treaty of peace and could equally 
take the form of a unilateral declaration of annexation. The significance of the failure to ratify, 
however, does suggest that the acquisition was achieved, if at all, by unilateral act on the part of 
the United States rather than being governed by the terms of the bilateral agreement.

Furthermore, and in consequence, US title to the territory would have to be regarded as orig-
inal rather than derivative. This point is well illustrated by the decision of the Supreme Court 
of India in the case of Mastan Sahib v.Chief Commissioner Pondicherry75 in which it was held 
that Pondicherry was not to be considered as part of India, despite India’s administration of 
the territory, until the 1954 Agreement between France and India had been ratified by France. 
This was the case even though both parties had signed the agreement. Similarly, albeit in a 
different context, the Arbitral Tribunal in the Iloilo Claims Arbitration took the view that the 
US did not fully acquire sovereignty over the Philippines despite its occupation until the date 
of ratification of the Peace Treaty of Paris of 1898.76

Doubts as to the validity of the voluntary merger/cession thesis are also evident when consid-
eration is given to the role played by US troops in installing and maintaining in power the 
Republican government in face of continued opposition on the part of the ousted monarchy. 
If, as was admitted by the US in 1893, intervention was unjustified and therefore undoubtedly 
in violation of its international obligations owed in respect of Hawai‘i, it seems barely credible 
to suggest that it should be able to rely upon the result of that intervention (namely the instal-
lation of what was to become the Republican government) by way of justifying its claim that 
annexation was essentially consensual.

Central to the US thesis, in this respect, is the view that the government of the self-proclaimed 
Republic enjoyed the necessary competence to determine the future of Hawai‘i. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that the Republic was itself maintained in power by means of US military presence, 
and notwithstanding its recognition of the legitimate claims on the part of the Kingdom, the 
US recognised the former as a de facto government with which it could deal. This, despite the 
fact that US recognition policy during this period was ‘based predominantly on the principle 
of effectiveness evidenced by an adequate expression of popular consent’.77 As Secretary Seward 
was to indicate in 1868, revolutions ‘ought not to be accepted until the people have adopted 
them by organic law, with the solemnities which would seem sufficient to guarantee their 
stability and permanence.’78 The US refusal, therefore, to recognise the Rivas Government in 
Nicaragua in 1855 on the basis that ‘[i]t appears to be no more than a violent usurpation of 
power, brought about by an irregular self-organised military force, as yet unsanctioned by the 

73  See W. Willoughby, The Constitutional Law of the United States, I, 427 (2nd ed., 1929).
74  Article 7 of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility (2001) provides, for example, that ‘[ t]he conduct of 

an organ of a State… shall be considered an act of the State under international law if the organ, person or 
entity acts in that capacity, even if it exceeds its authority or contravenes instructions.’

75  I.L.R. 49v (1969).
76  Iloilo Claims Arbitration, 6 R.I.A.A. 158 (1925). To similar effect see Forest of Central Rhodope Arbitration 
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77  Lauterpacht, Recognition in International Law 124 (1947).
78  US Diplomatic Correspondence, II, 630 (1866).
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will or acquiescence of the people’,79 stands in marked contrast to its willingness to offer such 
recognition to the government of the Republic of Hawai‘i in remarkably similar circumstances. 
Given the precipitous recognition of the government of the Republic – itself an act of unlawful 
intervention - it seems unlikely that the US could legitimately rely upon the fact of its own 
recognition as a basis for claiming that its acquisition of sovereignty over Hawai‘i issued from 
a valid expression of consent.

The Annexation of the Hawaiian Islands by the United States

If there is some doubt as to the validity of the voluntary merger thesis, an alternative interpreta-
tion of events might be to suggest that the US came to acquire the Islands by way of what was 
effectively conquest and subjugation. It could plausibly be maintained that annexation of the 
Islands came about following the installation of a puppet government intent upon committing 
the future of the Islands to the US and which was visibly supported by US armed forces. Ac-
cording to this interpretation of events, the initial act of intervention in 1893 would simply be 
the beginning of an extended process of de facto annexation which culminated in the extension 
of US laws to Hawai‘i in 1898. Whether or not the Republican government was the legitimate 
government of Hawai‘i mattered little, and the apparent lack of consent of the former Hawai-
ian government largely irrelevant. According to this thesis the unlawful nature of the initial 
intervention would ultimately be wiped out by the subsequent annexation  of the territory and 
the extinction of the Hawaiian Kingdom as an independent State (just as Britain’s precipitous 
annexation of the Boer Republics in 1901 was subsequently rendered moot by its perfection of 
title under the Peace Treaty of 1902).  Support for this interpretation of events comes from the 
fact that the Queen initially abdicated in favour of the United States, and not the Provisional 
Government of 1893 (although she did eventually give an oath of allegiance to the Republic in 
1895) and from the persistent presence of US forces which, no doubt, reinforced the authority 
of the Provisional Government and subsequently the Government of the Republic.

The difficulties with this second approach are twofold. First of all, even if the Government of 
the Republic had been installed with the support of US troops, it is apparent that it was not 
subsequently subject to the same level of control as, for example, was exercised in relation to 
the regime in Manchukuo by Japan in 1931.80 Thus, for example, the Provisional Government 
refused President Cleveland’s request to restore the monarchy in 1893 on the basis that it 
would involve an inadmissible interference in the domestic affairs of Hawai‘i.81 It could not 
easily be construed, in other words, merely as an instrument of US government. Secondly, it 
is apparent that whilst the threat of force was clearly present, the annexation did not follow 
from the defeat of the Hawaiian Kingdom on the battlefield, and was not otherwise pursuant 
to an armed conflict. Most authors at the time were fairly clear that conquest and subjugation 
were events associated with the pursuit of war and not merely with the threat of violence. 
Indeed Bindschedler suggests in this regard, and by reference to the purported annexation of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria-Hungary in 1908, that:

‘unless preceded by war, the unilateral annexation of the territory of another State 
without contractual consent is illegal. It makes no difference that the territory 
involved may already be under the firm control of the State declaring the annex-
ation.’82

79  Mr. Buchanan to Mr. Rush. Moore’s Digest, 124.
80  See, Hackworth G., Digest of International Law, I, 333-338 (1940).
81  Moore’s Digest, 500.
82  R. Bindschedler, ‘Annexation’, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, III, 19, 20 (1992).
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The reason for this, no doubt, was the tendency to view international law as being comprised 
of two independent sets of rules applicable respectively in peacetime and in war (a differenti-
ation which is no longer as sharp as it once was). A State of war had several effects at the time 
including not merely the activation of the laws and customs of war, but also the invalidation or 
suspension of existing treaty obligations.83 This meant, in particular, that in absence of armed 
conflict, in other words, the US would be unable to avoid its commitments under the 1849 
Treaty with Hawai‘i, and would therefore be effectively prohibited from annexing the Islands 
by unilateral act. This, no doubt, informed President Cleveland’s unwillingness to support the 
treaty of annexation in 1893, and meant that the only legitimate basis for pursuing annexation 
in the circumstances would have been by treaty of cession.

Ultimately, one might conclude that there are certain doubts, albeit not necessarily over-
whelming, as to the legitimacy of the US acquisition of Hawai‘i in 1898 under the terms 
of international law as it existed at that time. It neither possessed the hallmarks of a genuine 
‘cession’ of territory, nor that of forcible annexation (conquest). If, however, the US neither 
came to acquire the Islands by way of treaty of cession, nor by way of conquest, the question 
then remains as to whether the sovereignty of the Hawaiian Kingdom was maintained intact. 
The closest parallel, in this regard, is to be found in the law governing belligerent occupation.

Belligerent Occupation and Occupation Pacifica

From the time of Vattel onwards it was frequently been held that the mere occupation of for-
eign territory did not lead to the acquisition of title of any kind until the termination of hos-
tilities.84 During the course of the 19th Century, however, this became not merely a doctrinal 
assertion, but a firmly maintained axiom of international law.85 Up until the point at which 
hostilities were at an end, the control exercised over territory was regarded as a ‘belligerent oc-
cupation’ subject to the terms of the laws of war. The hallmark of belligerent occupation being 
that the occupant enjoyed de facto authority over the territory in question, but that sovereignty 
(and territorial title) remained in the hands of the displaced government. As President Polk 
noted in his annual message of 1846 ‘by the law of nations a conquered territory is subject to 
be governed by the conqueror during his military possession and until there is either a trea ty 
of peace,  or  he  shall  voluntarily  withdraw  from  it.’86 In such a case ‘[t]he sovereignty of 
the enemy is in such case “suspended”, and his laws can “no longer be rightfully enforced” over 
the occupied territory and that “[b]y the surrender, the inhabitants pass under a temporary al-
legiance to the conqueror.”87 The suspensory, and provisional, character of belligerent occupa-
tion was further confirmed in US case law of the time,88 in academic doctrine89 and in various 
Manuals on the Laws of War.90 The general idea was subsequently recognised in Conventional 

83  Brownlie, 26-40.
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form in article 43 of the 1907 Hague Regulations,91 and in the US Military Manual of 1914.92

In essence, the doctrine of belligerent occupation placed certain limits on the capacity of the 
occupying power to acquire or dispose of territory durante bello. By inference, sovereignty 
remained in the hands of the occupied power and, as a consequence it was generally assumed 
that until hostilities were terminated, title to territory would not pass and the extinction of the 
state would not be complete. This doctrine was subsequently elaborated during the course of 
the First and Second World Wars to the effect that States would not be regarded as having been 
lawfully annexed even when the entirety of the territory was occupied and the government 
forced into exile, so long as the condition of war persisted, albeit on the part of allied States. 
The general prohibition on the threat or use of armed force in the Charter era since 1945 has 
further reinforced this regime to the point at which it might be said that ‘effective control by 
foreign military force can never bring about by itself a valid transfer of sovereignty’.93

Until the adoption of common article 2 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions,94 however, the 
doctrine of belligerent occupation applied primarily to time of war or armed conflict where 
military intervention met armed resistance. Indeed, the absence of resistance would not infre-
quently be construed either as an implicit acceptance of the fact of occupation, or as a signal 
that the original sovereign had been effectively extinguished in virtue of debellatio. It is evident, 
however, that by the turn of the century a notion of peacetime occupation (occupatio pacifica) 
was coming to be recognised.95 This concept encompassed not merely occupation following 
the conclusion of an agreement between the parties, but also non-consensual occupation oc-
curring outside armed conflict (but normally following the threatened use of force).96 Practice 
in the early 20th Century suggests that even though the Hague Regulations were themselves 
limited to occupations pendente bello, their provisions should apply to peacetime occupations 
such as the British occupation of Egypt in 1914-18,97 the Franco- Belgian occupation of the 
Ruhr in 1923-598 and the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia by Germany in 1939.99 Indeed, 
the Arbitral Tribunal in the Coenca Brothers v. Germany Arbitration Case100 took the view that 

91  Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, annex to the Convention (IV) Respecting 
the Laws and Customs of War on Land, The Hague, October 18, 1907. The Brussels Declaration of 1874 
provided similarly (Article 2) that ‘The authority of the legitimate power being suspended and having in fact 
passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore and ensure, 
as far as possible, public order and safety’.

92  Rules of Land Warfare 105-6 (1914): ‘Military occupation confers upon the invading force the right to 
exercise control for the period of occupation. It does not transfer the sovereignty of the occupant, but simply 
the authority or power to exercise some of the rights of sovereignty’.
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the Allied occupation of Greece in 1915 was governed by the terms of the law of belligerent 
occupation notwithstanding the fact that Greece was not a belligerent at that time, but had 
merely invited occupation of Salonika in order to protect the Serbian State. Similarly, in the 
Chevreau Case the Arbitrator intimated that the laws of belligerent occupation would apply to 
the British forces occupying Persia under agreement with the latter in 1914.101

 
If the general terms of the Hague Regulations are to apply to peacetime occupations, it would 
seem to follow that the same limitations apply as regards the authority of the occupying State. 
In fact it is arguable that the rights of the pacific occupant are somewhat less extensive than 
those of the belligerent occupant. As Llewellyn Jones notes:

‘[i]n the latter case the occupant is an enemy, and has to protect himself against 
attack on the part of the forces of the occupied State, and he is justified in adopt-
ing measures which would justly be considered unwarranted in the case of pacific 
occupation…’.102

Whether or not this has significance in the present context, it is apparent that the US could 
not, as an occupying power, take steps to acquire sovereignty over the Hawaiian Islands. Nor 
could it be justified in attempting to avoid the strictures of the occupation regime by way of 
installing a sympathetic government bent on ceding Hawaiian sovereignty to it. This point has 
now been made perfectly  clear in article 47 of the 1949 Geneva Convention IV which states 
that protected persons shall not be deprived of the benefits of the Convention ‘by any change 
introduced, as a result of the occupation of a territory, into the institutions of government of 
the said territory’.

It may certainly be maintained that there are serious doubts as to the United States’ claim to 
have acquired sovereignty over the Hawaiian Islands in 1898 and that the emerging law at the 
time would suggest that, as an occupant, such a possibility was largely excluded. To the extent, 
furthermore, that US claims to sovereignty were essentially defective, one might conclude that 
the sovereignty of the Hawaiian Kingdom as an independent state was maintained intact. The 
importance of such a conclusion is of course dependent upon the validity and strength of sub-
sequent bases for the claim to sovereignty on the part of the US.

Acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands in virtue of the Plebiscite of 1959

An alternative basis for the acquisition of title on the part of the US government (and hence 
the conclusion that the Hawaiian Kingdom has ceased to exist as a State) is the Plebiscite of 
1959 exercised in pursuit of article 73 of Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter. In 1945 
Hawai‘i was listed as a Non-Self-Governing Territory administered by the United States to-
gether with its other overseas territories including Puerto Rico, Guam, the Philippines, Amer-
ican Samoa and Alaska. Article 73 of the Charter provides that:

‘Members of the United Nations which have or assume responsibilities for the 
administration of territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure 
of self-government recognise the principle that the interests of the inhabitants 
of these territories are paramount, and accept as a sacred trust the obligation to 
promote to the utmost, within the system of international peace and security 
established by the present Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these ter-
ritories, and, to this end:

101  Chevreau Case (France v. Great Britain), 27 Am. J. Int’l. L. 159, 159-160 (1931).
102  Jones, 159.
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a) to ensure, with due respect for culture of the peoples concerned, their 
political, economic, social, and educational advancement, their just 
treatment, and their protection against abuses;

b) to develop self-government, to take due account of the political as-
pirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive devel-
opment of their free political institutions, according to the particular 
circumstances of each territory and its peoples and their varying stag-
es of advancement…

d) to transmit regularly to the Secretary-General for information pur-
poses… statistical and other information of a technical nature relat-
ing to economic, social, and educational conditions in the territories 
for which they are respectively responsible.’

Central to this provision is the ‘advancement of the peoples concerned’ and the development of 
their ‘self-government’. Unlike the United Nations Trusteeship System elaborated in Chapters 
XII and XIII of the UN Charter, however, Chapter XI does not stipulate clearly the criteria 
by which it may be determined whether a people has achieved the status of self-government 
or whether the competence to determine that issue lies with the organs of the United Nations 
or with the administering State. The United Nations General Assembly, however, declared in 
Resolution 334(IV) that the task of determining the scope of application of Chapter XI falls 
‘within the responsibility of the General Assembly’.

The General Assembly was to develop its policy in this respect during the subsequent decades 
through the adoption of the UN List of Factors in 1953 (Res. 742 (VIII)), the Declaration on 
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in 1960 (Res. 1514 (XV)), 
supplemented by Resolutions 1541 (XV) (1960) and 2625 (XXV) in 1970. Central to this 
policy development was its elaboration of the meaning of self-determination in accordance 
with article 1(2) UN Charter (which provided that the development of ‘friendly relations 
among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self- determination of 
peoples’ was one of the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations). According to the 
General Assembly, colonial peoples must be able to ‘freely determine their political status and 
freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’ (Resn. 1514 (XV), and Resn. 
2625 (XXV)), and primarily by way of choosing between one of three alternatives: emergence 
as a sovereign independent State; free association with an independent State; and integration 
with an independent State (Resn. 1514 (XV) and Resn. 1541 (XV) principles II, VI). The 
most common mode of self-determination was recognised to be full independence involving 
the transfer of all powers to the people of the territories ‘without any conditions or reservations’ 
(Resn. 1514 (XV) principles VII, VIII and IX). In case of integration with another state, it 
was maintained that the people of the territory should act ‘with full knowledge of the change 
in their status… expressed through informed and democratic processes, impartially conducted 
and based on universal adult suffrage’ (Resn. 1541 (XV), principle IX).

A higher level of scrutiny was generally exercised in case of integration than in respect of other 
forms of self-determination. Until the time in which self- determination is exercised, further-
more, ‘the territory of a… Non-Self-Governing Territory has, under the Charter, a status sep-
arate and distinct from the territory of the State’ (Resn. 2625 (XXV) para. VI).103 As the ICJ 
subsequently noted in its Advisory Opinion in the Namibia case, the ‘development of interna-
tional law in regard to non-self-governing territories, as enshrined in the Charter of the United 
Nations, made the principle of self-determination applicable to all of them’.104 It emphasised, 
furthermore, in the Western Sahara case that ‘the application of the right of self-determination 

103  This follows by implication from the terms of Article 74 UN Charter.
104  ICJ Rep. 31, para. 51 (1971).
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requires a free and genuine expression of the will of the peoples concerned’.105

An initial point in question here is whether Hawai‘i should have been listed as a Non-Self-Gov-
erning Territory at all for such purposes. Article 73 of the Charter refers to peoples ‘who have 
not yet attained a full measure of self-government’ – a point which is curiously inapplicable 
in case of Hawai‘i. That being said, the regime imposed was designed, primarily, to foster 
decolonisation after 1945 and it was only with some reluctance that the United States agreed 
to include Hawai‘i on the list at all. The alternative would have been for Hawai‘i to remain 
under the control of the United States and deprived of any obvious means by which it might 
re-obtain its independence. The UN Charter may be seen, in that respect, as having created 
a general but exclusive system of entitlements whereby only those non-State entities regarded 
as either Non-Self-Governing or Trust Territories would be entitled to independence by way 
of self-determination absent the consent of the occupying power.106 It may be emphasised, 
furthermore, that to regard Hawai‘i as being a territory entitled to self-determination was not 
entirely inconsistent with its claims to be the continuing State. The substance of self- deter-
mination in its external form as a right to political independence may be precisely that which 
may be claimed by a State under occupation. Indeed, the General Assembly Declaration on 
Friendly Relations (Resn. 2625) makes clear that the right is applicable not simply in case of 
colonialism, but also in relation to the ‘subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domina-
tion and exploitation’. Crawford points out, furthermore, that self-determination applies with 
equal force to existing states taking ‘the well-known form of the rule preventing intervention 
in the internal affairs of a State: this includes the right of the people of the State to choose 
for themselves their own form of government’.107 The international community’s subsequent 
recognition of the applicability of self-determination in case of the Baltic States, Kuwait and 
Afghanistan, for example, would appear merely to emphasise this point.108  One may tolerate, 
in other words, the placing of Hawai‘i on the list of non-self-governing territories governed by 
article 73 only to the extent that the entitlement to self-determination under that article was 
entirely consonant with the general entitlements to ‘equal rights and self- determination’ in 
articles 1(2) and 55 of the Charter.

Notwithstanding doubts as to the legality of US occupation/ annexation of Hawai‘i, it would 
seem evident that any outstanding problems would be effectively disposed of by way of a valid 
exercise of self-determination. In general, the principle of self-determination may be said to 
have three effects upon legal title. First of all it envisages a temporary legal regime that may, 
in effect, lead to the extinction of legal title on the part of the Metropolitan State.109 Secondly, 
it may nullify claims to title in cases where such claims are inconsistent with the principle. 
Finally, and most importantly in present circumstances, it may give rise to a valid basis for title 
including cases where it has resulted in free integration with another State. In this third sce-
nario, if following a valid exercise of self-determination on the part of the Hawaiian people it 
was decided that Hawai‘i should seek integration into the United States, this would effectively 
bring to a close any claims that might remain as to the continuity of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Turning then to the question whether the Hawaiian people can be said to have exercised 
self-determination following the holding of a plebiscite on June 27th 1959. The facts them-
selves are not in dispute. On March 18th 1959 the United States Congress established an Act to 
Provide for the admission of the State of Hawai‘i into the Union setting down, in section 7(b) the 
terms by which this should take place. This specified that:
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‘At an election designated by proclamation of the Governor of Hawai‘i … there 
shall be submitted to the electors, qualified to vote in said election, for adoption 
or rejection, the following propositions:

1. Shall Hawai‘i immediately be admitted into the Union as a State?…’

An election was held on June 27th 1959 in accordance with this Act and a majority of residents 
voted in favour of admission into the United States. Hawai‘i was formally admitted into the 
Union by Presidential Proclamation on August 21st 1959. A communication was then sent to 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations informing him that Hawai‘i had, in virtue of the 
plebiscite and proclamation, achieved self-governance. The General Assembly then decided in 
Resolution 1469(XIV) that the US would no longer be required to report under the terms of 
article 73 UN Charter as to the situation of Hawai‘i.

Two particular concerns may be raised in this context. First, the plebiscite did not attempt 
to distinguish between ‘native’ Hawaiians or indeed nationals of the Hawaiian Kingdom and 
the resident ‘colonial’ population who vastly outnumbered them. This was certainly an ex-
traordinary situation when compared with other cases with which the UN was dealing at the 
time, and has parallels with one other notoriously difficult case, namely the Falkland Islands/ 
Malvinas (in which the entire population is of settler origin). There is certainly nothing in the 
concept of self-determination as it is known today to require an administering power to differ-
entiate between two categories of residents in this respect, and indeed in many cases it might 
be treated as illegitimate.110 By the same token, in some cases a failure to do so may well dis-
qualify a vote where there is evidence that the administering state had encouraged settlement 
as a way of manipulating the subsequent result.111  This latter point seems to be even more clear 
in a case such as Hawai‘i in which the holders of the entitlement to self-determination had 
presumptively been established in advance by the fact of its (prior or continued) existence as 
an independent State. In that case, one might suggest that it was only those who were entitled 
to regard themselves as nationals of the Hawaiian Kingdom (in accordance with Hawaiian law 
prior to 1898), who were entitled to vote in exercise of the right to self-determination.

A second, worrying feature of the plebiscite concerns the nature of the choice being presented 
to the Hawaiian people. As GA Resn. 1514 makes clear, a decision in case of integration should 
be made ‘with full knowledge of the change in their status… expressed through informed 
and democratic processes, impartially conducted and based on universal adult suffrage’. It is 
far from clear that much, if any, information was provided as regards the ‘change in status’ 
that would occur with integration, and there is no evidence that the alternative of full inde-
pendence was presented as an option. Judged in terms of the later resolutions of the General 
Assembly on the issue, then, it would seem that the plebiscite falls considerably short of that 
which would be required for purposes of a valid exercise of self-determination.112

An important point, here, as is evident from the discussion above, is that most of the sa-
lient resolutions by which the General Assembly ‘developed’ the law relating to decolonisation 
post-dated the plebiscite in Hawai‘i, and the organisation’s practice in that respect changed 
quite radically following the establishment of the Committee of Twenty-Four in 1961 (Resn. 
1700 (XVI)). Up until that point, many took the view that Non-Self-Governing Territories 
were merely entitled to ‘self-government’ rather than full political independence, and that 
self-determination was little more than a political principle being, at best, de lege farenda.113 
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There was, in other words, no clear obligation as far as UN practice at the time was con-
cerned, for the decision made in 1959 to conform to the requirements later spelled out in 
relation to other territories – practice was merely crystallising at that date. The US made clear, 
in fact, that it did not regard UN supervision as necessary for purposes of dealing with its 
Non-Self-Governing Territories such as Puerto Rico, Alaska or Hawai‘i.114 Whilst such a view 
was, perhaps, defensible at the time given the paucity of UN practice, it does not itself dispose 
of the self-determination issue.  It might be said, to begin with, that in light of the subsequent 
development of the principle, it is not possible to maintain that the people of Hawai‘i had in 
reality exercised their right of self-determination (as opposed to having merely been granted 
a measure of self-government within the Union). Such a conclusion, however, is debatable 
given the doctrine of inter- temporal law.  More significant, however, is the fact that pre-1960 
practice did  not appear to be consistent with the type of claim to self-determination that 
would attach to independent, but occupied, States (in which one would suppose that the 
choice of full political independence would be the operative presumption, rebuttable only by 
an affirmative choice otherwise). As a consequence, there are strong arguments to suggest that 
the US cannot rely upon the fact of the plebiscite alone for purposes of perfecting its title to 
the territory of Hawai‘i.

Acquisition of Title by Reason of Effective Occupation / Acquisitive Prescription

As pointed out above, it cannot definitively be supposed that the US did acquire valid title to 
the Hawaiian Islands in 1898, and even if it did so, the basis for that title may now be regarded 
as suspect given the current prohibition on the annexation of territory by use of force. In case 
of the latter, the second element of the doctrine of inter-temporal law as expounded by Arbitra-
tor Huber in the Island of Palmas case may well be relevant. Huber distinguishes in that case be-
tween the acquisition of rights on the one hand (which must be founded in the law applicable 
at the relevant date) and their existence or continuance at a later point in time which must ‘fol-
low the conditions required by the evolution of the law’. One interpretation of this would be 
to suggest that title may be lost if a later rule of international law were to arise by reference to 
which the original title would no longer be lawful. Thus, it might be said that since annexation 
is no longer a legitimate means by which title may be established, US annexation of Hawai‘i 
(if it took place at all) would no longer be regarded as well founded. Apart from the obvious 
question as to who may be entitled to claim sovereignty in absence of the United States, it is 
apparent that Huber’s dictum primarily requires that ‘a State must continue to maintain a title, 
validly won, in an effective manner – no more no less.’115 The US, in other words, would be 
entitled to maintain its claim over the Hawaiian Islands so long as it could show some basis for 
asserting that claim other than merely its original annexation. The strongest type of claim in 
this respect is the ‘continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty’.

The emphasis given to the ‘continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty’ in in-
ternational law derives in its origin from the doctrine of occupation which allowed states to 
acquire title to territory which was effectively terra nullius. It is apparent, however, and in line 
with the approach of the ICJ in the Western Sahara Case,116 that the Islands of Hawai‘i can-
not be regarded as terra nullius for purpose of acquiring title by mere occupation. According 
to some, nevertheless, effective occupation may give rise to title by way of what is known as 
‘acquisitive prescription’.117 As Hall maintained, ‘[t]itle by prescription arises out of a long 
continued possession, where no original source of proprietary right can be shown to exist, or 
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where possession in the first instance being wrongful, the legitimate proprietor has neglected to 
assert his right, or has been unable to do so.’118 Johnson explains in more detail:

‘Acquisitive Prescription is the means by which, under international law, legal 
recognition is given to the right of a State to exercise sovereignty over land or sea 
territory in cases where that state has, in fact, exercised its authority in a continu-
ous, uninterrupted, and peaceful manner over the area concerned for a sufficient 
period of time, provided that all other interested and affected states (in the case of 
land territory the previous possessor…) have acquiesced in this exercise of author-
ity. Such acquiescence is implied in cases where the interested and affected states 
have failed within a reasonable time to refer the matter to the appropriate interna-
tional organization or international tribunal or – exceptionally in cases where no 
such action was possible – have failed to manifest their opposition in a sufficiently 
positive manner through the instrumentality of diplomatic protests.’119

Although no case before an international court or tribunal has unequivocally affirmed the exis-
tence of acquisitive prescription as a mode of acquiring title to territory,120 and although Judge 
Moreno Quintana in his dissenting opinion in the Rights of Passage case121 found no place for 
the concept in international law, there is considerable evidence that points in that direction. 
For example, the continuous and peaceful display of sovereignty, or some variant thereof, was 
emphasised as the basis for title in the Minquiers and Ecrehos Case (France v. United King-
dom),122 the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Case (United Kingdom v. Norway)123 and in the Island of 
Palmas Arbitration.124

If a claim as to acquisitive prescription is to be maintained in relation to the Hawaiian Islands, 
various indica have to be considered including, for example, the length of time of effective 
and peaceful occupation, the extent of opposition to or acquiescence in, that occupation and, 
perhaps, the degree of recognition provided by third states. As Jennings and Watts confirm, 
however, ‘no general rule [can] be laid down as regards the length of time and other circum-
stances which are necessary to create such a title by prescription. Everything [depends] upon 
the merits of the individual case’.125 As regards the temporal element, the US could claim to 
have peacefully and continuously exercised governmental authority in relation to Hawai‘i for 
over a century. This is somewhat more than was required for purposes of prescription in the 
British Guiana-Venezuela Boundary Arbitration, for example,126 but it is clear that time alone 
is certainly not determinative. Similarly, in terms of the attitude of third states, it is evident 
that apart from the initial protest of the Japanese Government in 1897, none has opposed the 
extension of US jurisdiction to the Hawaiian Islands. Indeed the majority of States may be said 
to have acquiesced in its claim to sovereignty in virtue of acceding to its exercise of sovereign 
prerogatives in respect of the Islands (for example, in relation to the policing of territorial wa-
ters or airspace, the levying of customs duties, or the extension of treaty rights and obligations 
to that territory). It is important, however, not to attach too much emphasis to third party rec-
ognition. As Jennings points out, in case of adverse possession ‘[r]ecognition or acquiescence 
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Grisbadana Arbitration P.C.I.J. 1909; and the Island of Palmas Arbitration.
121  ICJ Rep. 6 (1960).
122  ICJ Rep. 47 (1953)
123  ICJ Rep. 116 (1951.
124  Island of Palmas Case, 829
125  Jennings and Watts, 706.
126  The arbitrators were instructed by their treaty terms of reference to allow title if based upon ‘adverse holding 

or prescription during a period of 50 years’. 92 B.F.S.P 160 (1899-1900).
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on the part of third States… must strictly be irrelevant’.127

More difficult, in this regard, is the issue of acquiescence/protest. In the Chamizal Arbitra-
tion128 it was held that the US could not maintain a claim to the Chamizal tract by way of 
prescription in part because of the protests of the Mexican government. The Mexican govern-
ment, in the view of the Commission, had done ‘all that could be reasonably required of it by 
way of protest against the illegal encroachment’. Although it had not attempted to retrieve the 
land by force the Commission pointed out that:

‘however much the Mexicans may have desired to take physical possession of the 
district, the result of any attempt to do so would have provoked scenes of violence 
and the Republic of Mexico can not be blamed for resorting to the milder forms 
of protest contained in its diplomatic correspondence.’129

It would seem, in other words, that protesting in any way that might be ‘reasonably required’ 
should effectively defeat a claim of prescription.

The difficulty of applying such considerations in the current circumstances is evident. Although 
the Hawaiian Kingdom (the Queen) protested vociferously at the time, and on several sepa-
rate occasions, and although this protest resulted in the refusal of the US Senate to ratify the 
treaty of cession, from 1898 onwards no further action was taken in this regard. The reason, of 
course, is not hard to find. The government of the Kingdom had been effectively removed from 
power and the US had de facto, if not de jure, annexed the Islands. The Queen herself survived 
only until 1917 and did so before a successor could be confirmed in accordance with article 
22 of the 1864 Constitution. This was not a case, moreover, of the occupation of merely part 
of the territory of Hawai‘i in which case one might have expected protests to be maintained 
on a continuous basis by the remaining State. In the circumstances, therefore, it is entirely 
understandable that the Queen or her government failed to pursue the matter further when it 
appeared exceedingly unlikely that any movement in the position of the US government would 
be achieved. This is not to say, of course, that the government of the Kingdom subsequently 
acquiesced in the US occupation of the Islands, which of course raises the question whether a 
claim of acquisitive prescription may be sustained.  In the view of Jennings, in cases of acquis-
itive prescription, ‘an acquiescence on the part of the State prescribed against is of the essence 
of the process’.130 If, as he suggests, some positive indication of acquiescence is to be found, 
there is remarkably little evidence for it. Indeed, of significance in this respect is the admission 
of the United States in the ‘Apology Resolution’ of 1993 in which it noted that ‘the indigenous 
Hawaiian people never directly relinquished their claims to the inherent sovereignty as a peo-
ple or over their national lands to the United States, either through their monarchy or through 
a plebiscite or referendum’. By the same token, the weight of evidence in favour of prescription 
should not be underplayed. As Jennings and Watts point out:

‘When, to give an example, a state which originally held an island mala fide under 
a title by occupation, knowing well that this land had already been occupied by 
another state, has succeeded in keeping up its possession undisturbed for so long 
a time that the former possessor has ceased to protest and has silently dropped the 
claim, the conviction will be prevalent among states that the present condition of 
things is in conformity with international order.’131

127  Jennings, The Acquisition of Territory, 39.
128  United States v. Mexico, 5 Am. J. Int’l L. 782 (1911).
129  Id.
130  Jennings, The Acquisition of Territory, 39.
131  Jennings and Watts, 707.
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The significant issue, however, is whether such considerations apply with equal ease in cases 
where the occupation concerned comprises the entirety of the State concerned, and where the 
possibilities of protest are hampered by the fact of occupation itself. It is certainly arguable that 
if a presumption of continuity exists, different considerations must come into play.
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WAR CRIMES RELATED TO THE UNITED 
STATES BELLIGERENT OCCUPATION  

OF THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM
Professor William Schabas

Introduction 

For the purposes of this chapter, the relevant treaties appear to be the following: Hague Con-
vention II on the Laws and Customs of War, 1899; Hague Convention IV on the Laws and 
Customs of War, 1907; Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in 
Time of War, 1949 (‘fourth Geneva Convention’). All of these treaties have been ratified by 
the United States. They codify obligations that are imposed upon an occupying power. Only 
the fourth Geneva Convention contains provisions that can be described as penal or criminal, 
by which liability is imposed upon individuals. Article 147 of the fourth Geneva Convention 
provides a list of ‘grave breaches’, that is, violations of the Convention that incur individual 
criminal responsibility and that are known colloquially as ‘war crimes’: ‘wilful killing, torture 
or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or 
serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement 
of a protected person, compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile Power, 
or wilfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial prescribed in the 
present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive destruction and appropriation of prop-
erty, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly’.

There are other treaties that codify war crimes relevant to the conduct of an occupying power 
but these have not been ratified by the United States. Article 85 of the first Additional Protocol 
to the Geneva Conventions of 1977 defines as ‘grave breaches’ subject to individual criminal 
liability when perpetrated against ‘persons in the power of an adverse Party’, including situa-
tions of occupation: 

a) the transfer by the occupying Power of parts of its own civilian popu-
lation into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all 
or parts of the population of the occupied territory within or outside 
this territory, in violation of Article 49 of the Fourth Convention;

b) unjustifiable delay in the repatriation of prisoners of war or civilians;
c) practices of apartheid and other inhuman and degrading practices in-

volving outrages upon personal dignity, based on racial discrimination;
d) making the clearly-recognized historic monuments, works of art or  

places of worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage  
of peoples and to which special protection has been given by special  
arrangement, for example, within the framework of a competent inter-
national organization, the object of attack, causing as a result extensive 
destruction thereof, where there is no evidence of the  violation by the 
adverse Party of Article 53, subparagraph (b), and  when such historic 
monuments, works of art and places of worship are  not located in the 
immediate proximity of military objectives;

e) depriving a person protected by the Conventions or referred to in para-
graph 2 or this Article of the rights of fair and regular trial.
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Some of these war crimes are listed in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 
but it, too, has not been ratified by the United States.

In addition to crimes listed in applicable treaties, war crimes are also recognized under cus-
tomary international law. Customary international law applies generally to States regardless of 
whether they have ratified relevant treaties. The customary law of war crimes is thus applicable 
to the situation in Hawai‘i. Many of the war crimes set out in the first Additional Protocol 
and in the Rome Statute codify customary international law and are therefore applicable to the 
United States despite its failure to ratify the treaties.

Crimes under customary international law have been recognized in judicial decisions of both 
national and international criminal courts. Such recognition may take place in the context 
of a prosecution for such crimes, although it is relatively unusual for criminal courts, be they 
national or international, to exercise jurisdiction over crimes under customary law that have 
not been codified.1 Frequently, crimes under customary international law are also recognized in 
litigation concerning the principle of legality, that is, the rule against retroactive prosecution. 
Article 11(2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that ‘[n]o one shall be held 
guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal 
offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed’. Applying 
this provision or texts derived from it, tribunals have recognized ‘a penal offence, under na-
tional or international law’ where the crime was not codified but rather was recognized under 
international law.

The International Military Tribunal (‘the Nuremberg Tribunal’) was empowered to exercise 
jurisdiction over ‘violations of the laws or customs of war’. Article VI(b) of the Charter of the 
Tribunal provided a list of war crimes but specified that ‘[s]uch violations shall include, but not 
be limited to’, confirming that the Tribunal had authority to convict persons for crimes under 
customary international law. The United States is a party to the London Agreement, to which 
the Charter of the International Military Tribunal is annexed. The corresponding provision in 
the Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (‘the Tokyo Tribunal’) does 
not even provide a list of war crimes, confining itself to authorizing the prosecution of ‘viola-
tions of the laws or customs of war’.

More recently, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia was empowered 
to exercise jurisdiction over ‘violations of the laws or customs of war’. Like the Charter of the 
International Military Tribunal, the Statute of the Tribunal, which was contained in a Security 
Council Resolution, listed several such violations but specified that the enumeration was not 
limited. Two of the listed crimes are of relevance to the situation of occupation: seizure of, 
destruction or wilful damage done to institutions dedicated to religion, charity and education, 
the arts and sciences, historic monuments and works of art and science; plunder of public or 
private property. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal explained that 
not all violations of the laws or customs of war could amount to war crimes. In order for a 
violation of the laws or customs of war to incur individual criminal responsibility, the Tribu-
nal said that the ‘violation must be serious, that is to say, it must constitute a breach of a rule 
protecting important values, and the breach must involve grave consequences for the victim’.  
As an example of a violation that would not be serious enough, it provided the example of the 
appropriation of a loaf of bread belonging to a private individual by a combatant in occupied 
territory. It said that to meet the threshold of seriousness, it was not necessary for violations to 
result in death or physical injury, or even the risk thereof, although breaches of rules protect-

1  See the examples provided in Jean-Marie Henckaerts and Louise Doswald-Beck, Customary International Law, 
Vol. I, 568-603 (2005), ‘Rule 156. Definition of War Crimes’.
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ing important values often result in distress and anxiety for the victims.2 Although the Hague 
Conventions prohibit compelling inhabitants of an occupied territory to swear allegiance to 
the occupying power,3 there is no authority to support this rule being considered a war crime 
for which individuals are punishable. Moreover, the incidents of coerced swearing of allegiance 
in Hawai‘i appear to date to the late nineteenth century, making criminal prosecution today 
entirely theoretical, as explained further below.

Evidence of recognition of crimes under customary international law may also be derived 
from documents of international conferences, national military manuals, and similar sources. 
The first authoritative list of ‘violations of the laws and customs of war’ was developed by the 
Commission on Responsibilities of the Paris Peace Conference, in 1919. It was largely derived 
from provisions of the two Hague Conventions, of 1899 and 1907, although the preparatory 
work does not provide any precise references for each of the thirty-two crimes in the list. The 
Commission noted that the list of offences was ‘not regarded as complete and exhaustive’. The 
Commission was especially concerned with acts perpetrated in occupied territories against 
non-combatants. The war crimes on the list that are of particular relevance to situations of 
occupation include:

Murders and massacres; systematic terrorism.
Torture of civilians.
Deliberate starvation of civilians.
Rape.
Abduction of girls and women for the purpose of enforced prostitution.
Deportation of civilians.
Internment of civilians under inhuman conditions.
Forced labour of civilians in connection with the military operations of the enemy.
Usurpation of sovereignty during military occupation.
Compulsory enlistment of soldiers among the inhabitants of occupied territory.
Attempts to denationalize the inhabitants of occupied territory.
Pillage.
Confiscation of property.
Exaction of illegitimate or of exorbitant contributions and regulations.
Debasement of the currency, and issue of spurious currency.
Imposition of collective penalties.
Wanton destruction of religious, charitable, educational, and historic buildings 
and monuments.4

Temporal issues 
 
As a preliminary matter, two temporal issues require attention. First, international criminal law, 
like criminal law in general, is a dynamic phenomenon. Conduct that may not have been crim-
inal at a certain time can become so, reflecting changing values and social development, just as 
certain acts may be decriminalized. It is today widely recognized that the recruitment and active 
use of child soldiers is an international crime. A century ago, the practice was not necessarily 
viewed in the same way. There is no indication of prosecution of child soldier offences relating 

2  Prosecutor v. Tadić (IT-94-1-AR72), Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on 
Jurisdiction, para. 94 (2 October 1995).

3  Convention Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land (Hague IV), 3 Martens Nouveau Recueil 461, 
Art. 45. For the 1899 treaty, see Convention (II) with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 32 
Stat. 1803, 1 Bevans 247, 91 British Foreign and State Treaties 988.

4  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports of American and Japanese 
Members of the Commission of Responsibilities, Conference of Paris (1919).
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to the Second World War, for example. Similarly, some acts that were once prohibited and that 
might even be viewed as criminal are now accepted as features of modern warfare.
 
Second, it is important to bear in mind that, as the judgment of the International Military 
Tribunal famously stated, ‘crimes against international law are committed by men, not by ab-
stract entities, and only by punishing individuals who commit such crimes can the provisions 
of international law be enforced’.5 Consequently, human longevity means that the inquiry into 
the perpetration of war crimes becomes quite abstract after about 80 years, bearing in mind 
the age of criminal responsibility. Writing in 2019, it serves little purpose to consider the inter-
national criminality of acts that may have taken place at the end of the nineteenth century or 
the early years of the twentieth century, given that there is nobody alive who could be subject 
to punishment.
 
Statutory limitation of war crimes is prohibited by customary law.6 The prohibition of statuto-
ry limitation for war crimes has been proclaimed in several resolutions of the United Nations 
General Assembly.7 In a diplomatic note to the Government of Iraq in 1991, the Government 
of the United States declared that ‘under International Law, violations of the Geneva Conven-
tions, the Geneva Protocol of 1925, or related International Laws of armed conflict are war 
crimes, and individuals guilty of such violations may be subject to prosecution at any time, 
without any statute of limitations. This includes members of the Iraqi armed forces and civilian 
government officials.’8

Specific Crimes

A thorough review of all war crimes is beyond the scope of this chapter, which is focused on 
those for which allegations have been made that they appear to arise in the case of occupation 
of Hawai‘i. As explained above, war crimes that may have been perpetrated at the time the 
occupation began cannot today be prosecuted and for this reason these do not receive any 
detailed attention.

Usurpation of Sovereignty during Occupation

The war crime of ‘usurpation of sovereignty during occupation’ appears on the list issued by the 
Commission on Responsibilities. The Commission did not indicate the source of this crime 
in treaty law. It would appear to be Article 43 of the Hague Regulations: ‘The authority of the 
legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all 
the measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, 
while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country.’

The Annex to the report of the Commission on Responsibilities provides examples of acts 
deemed to constitute the crime of ‘usurpation of sovereignty during occupation’. The Commis-

5  France et al. v. Göring et al., 22 IMT 411, 466 (1948).
6  Fédération nationale des déportés et internés résistants et patriotes et al. v. Barbie, 78 ILR 125, 135 (1984). Also, 

France, Assemblée nationale, Rapport d’information déposé en application de l’article 145 du Règlement par 
la Mission d’information de la Commission de la défense nationale et des forces armées et de la Commission 
des affaires étrangères, sur les opérations militaires menées par la France, d’autres pays et l’ONU au Rwanda 
entre 1990 et 1994, 286 (1999).

7  GA Res. 3 (I); GA Res. 170 (II); GA Res. 2583 (XXIV); GA Res. 2712 (XXV); GA Res. 2840 (XXVI); GA 
Res. 3020 (XXVII); GA Res. 3074 (XXVIII).

8  Department of State, Diplomatic Note to Iraq, Washington, 19 January 1991, annexed to Letter dated 21 
January 1991 to the President of the UN Security Council, UN Doc. S/22122, Annex I, 2 (21 January 
1991).
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sion charged that in Poland the German and Austrian forces had ‘prevented the populations 
from organising themselves to maintain order and public security’ and that they had ‘[a]ided 
the Bolshevist hordes that invaded the territories’. It said that in Romania the German author-
ities had instituted German civil courts to try disputes between subjects of the Central Powers 
or between a subject of these powers and a Romanian, a neutral, or subjects of Germany’s en-
emies’. In Serbia, the Bulgarian authorities had [p]roclaimed that the Serbian State no longer 
existed, and that Serbian territory had become Bulgarian’. It listed several other war crimes 
of Bulgaria committed in occupied Serbia: ‘Serbian law, courts and administration ousted’; 
‘Taxes collected under Bulgarian fiscal regime’; ‘Serbian currency suppressed’; ‘Public property 
removed or destroyed, including books, archives and MSS (e.g., from the National Library, 
the University Library, Serbian Legation at Sofia, French Consulate at Uskub)’; ‘Prohibited 
sending Serbian Red Cross to occupied Serbia’. It also charged that in Serbia the German 
and Austrian authorities had committed several war crimes: ‘The Austrians suspended many 
Serbian laws and substituted their own, especially in penal matters, in procedure, judicial or-
ganisation, etc.’; ‘Museums belonging to the State (e.g., Belgrade, Detchani) were emptied and 
the contents taken to Vienna’.9

The crime of ‘usurpation of sovereignty’ was referred to by Judge Blair of the American Military 
Commission in a separate opinion in the ‘Justice Case’: ‘This rule is incident to military occu-
pation and was clearly intended to protect the inhabitants of any occupied territory against the 
unnecessary exercise of sovereignty by a military occupant.’10

Article 64 of the fourth Geneva Convention imposes a similar norm:

Art. 64. The penal laws of the occupied territory shall remain in force, with the 
exception that they may be repealed or suspended by the Occupying Power in 
cases where they constitute a threat to its security or an obstacle to the application 
of the present Convention.

Subject to the latter consideration and to the necessity for ensuring the effective 
administration of justice, the tribunals of the occupied territory shall continue to 
function in respect of all offences covered by the said laws.

The Occupying Power may, however, subject the population of the occupied ter-
ritory to provisions which are essential to enable the Occupying Power to fulfil its 
obligations under the present Convention, to maintain the orderly government 
of the territory, and to ensure the security of the Occupying Power, of the mem-
bers and property of the occupying forces or administration, and likewise of the 
establishments and lines of communication used by them.

The Commentary to the fourth Geneva Convention describes Article 64 as giving ‘a more 
precise and detailed form’ to Article 43 of the Hague Regulations.11

The war crime of ‘usurpation of sovereignty’ has not been included in more recent codifications 
of war crimes, casting some doubt on its status as a crime under customary international law. 
Moreover, there do not appear to have been any prosecutions for the crime by international 

9  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports, Annex, TNA FO 
608/245/4 (1919).

10  United States v. Alstötter et al., Opinion of Mallory B. Blair, Judge of Military Tribunal III, III TWC 1178, 
1181 (1951).

11  Oscar M. Uhler, Henri Coursier, Frédéric Siordet, Claude Pilloud, Roger Boppe, René-Jean Wilhelm and 
Jean-Pierre Schoenholzer, Commentary IV, Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in 
Time of War (1958).
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criminal tribunals.

In the situation of Hawai‘i, the usurpation of sovereignty would appear to have been total 
since the beginning of the twentieth century. It might be argued that usurpation of sover-
eignty is a continuous offence, committed as long as the usurpation of sovereignty persists. 
Alternatively, a plausible understanding of the crime is that it consists of discrete acts. Once 
these acts occur, the crime has been completed. In other words, the actus reus of the crime is 
the conduct that usurps sovereignty rather than the ongoing situation involving the status of a 
lack of sovereignty. In this respect, an analogy might be made to the crime against humanity of 
enforced disappearance, where the temporal dimension has been a matter of some controversy. 
The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights has said that disappearance is 
‘characterized by an on-going situation of uncertainty and unaccountability in which there is 
a lack of information or even a deliberate concealment and obfuscation of what has occurred’. 
Therefore, it is not ‘an “instantaneous” act or event; the additional distinctive element of sub-
sequent failure to account for the whereabouts and fate of the missing person gives rise to a 
continuing situation.’12 In order to counteract such an interpretation, the Elements of Crimes 
of the Rome Statute specify that the widespread or systematic attack associated with the en-
forced disappearance must have taken place after entry into force of the Statute.13 Given that 
there have been no prosecutions for ‘usurpation of sovereignty’ and essentially no clarification 
at the legislative level or in the academic literature, whether or not the crime is ‘continuing’ 
remains open to debate.

On the assumption that it is an ongoing crime, the actus reus of the offence of ‘usurpation of 
sovereignty’ would consist of the imposition of legislation or administrative measures by the 
occupying power that go beyond those required by what is necessary for military purposes of 
the occupation. The occupying power may therefore cancel or suspend legislative provisions 
that concern recruiting or urging the population to resist the occupation, for example.14 The 
occupying power may also cancel or suspend legislative provisions that involve discrimination 
and that are impermissible under current standards of international human rights.

Given that this is essentially a crime involving State action or policy or the action or policies of 
an occupying State’s proxies, a perpetrator who participated in the act would be required to do 
so intentionally and with knowledge that the act went beyond what was required for military 
purposes or the protection of fundamental human rights. 

Compulsory Enlistment of Soldiers

The ‘compulsory enlistment of soldiers among the inhabitants of occupied territory’ was list-
ed as a war crime by the Commission on Responsibilities in its 1919 report.15 In treaty law, 
authority for the crime is found in Article 23 of the 1907 Hague Regulations: ‘A belligerent is 
likewise forbidden to compel the nationals of the hostile party to take part in the operations of 
war directed against their own country, even if they were in the belligerent's service before the 
commencement of the war.’ The prohibition is repeated, in a somewhat broader manner, in 
Article 51 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949: ‘The Occupying Power may not compel 
protected persons to serve in its armed or auxiliary forces. No pressure or propaganda which 
aims at securing voluntary enlistment is permitted.’ Article 147 of the fourth Convention 
declares that ‘compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile Power’ is a grave 

12   Varnava and Others v. Turkey [GC], nos. 16064/90, 16065/90, 16066/90, 16068/90, 16069/90, 16070/90, 
16071/90, 16072/90 and 16073/90, § 148, ECHR 2009.

13  Elements of Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity, Art. 7(1)(i).
14  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 336.
15  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports, 17-18.
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breach (and therefore a war crime). More recently, the United Nations Security Council listed 
‘compelling a … a civilian to serve in the forces of a hostile power’ among the grave breaches 
of the fourth Geneva Convention punishable by the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
former Yugoslavia.16 There is a similar provision in the Rome Statute of the International Crim-
inal Court: ‘Compelling a prisoner of war or other protected person to serve in the forces of a 
hostile Power’.17

The Commentary on the fourth Geneva Convention explains that the prohibition on ‘forcing 
enemy subjects to take up arms against their own country’ is ‘universally recognized in the law 
of war’.18 It says that the object of Article 51 is ‘to protect the inhabitants of the occupied ter-
ritory from actions offensive to their patriotic feelings or from attempts to undermine their al-
legiance to their own country’.19 Nevertheless, Article 147 of the Convention does not require 
that civilians in the occupied territory be forced ‘to take up arms against their own country’. 
The same can be said of the modern formulations in the statutes of the International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Court. The Elements of 
Crimes of the Rome Statute, which are intended to assist in the interpretation of its provisions, 
describe the material element of the war crime of compulsory enlistment as follows: ‘The 
perpetrator coerced one or more persons, by act or threat, to take part in military operations 
against that person’s own country or forces or otherwise serve in the forces of a hostile power.’20 
When the Elements of Crimes were being negotiated, some States wanted it to be clearly in-
dicated that the provision did not require the civilian to act against his or her own country. It 
was felt that an explicit mention was unnecessary and that the issue was addressed adequately 
with the words ‘or otherwise serve’.21

There do not appear to have been any prosecutions for this crime by international criminal 
tribunals. The Commission on Responsibilities provided examples of the crime of compulsory 
enlistment committed by Bulgarian authorities in Greece, where ‘[m]any thousands of Greeks 
[were] forcibly enlisted by Bulgarians’ in Eastern Macedonia’, by Bulgarian authorities in Ser-
bia who ‘[f ]orced Serbian subjects to fight in the ranks of Bulgarians against their own country’ 
and where ‘[f ]amilies and villages were held responsible for refusal to enlist (in Eastern Serbia)’, 
and by Austrian and German authorities in Serbia where ‘Serbian subjects were recruited for 
the Austrian armies, or were sent to the Bulgarians to be incorporated in their forces’.22

In the author’s opinion, the material elements (actus reus) of the crime of ‘compulsory enlist-
ment’ are: coercion, including by means of pressure or propaganda, of nationals of an occupied 
territory to serve in the forces of the occupying State. The enlistment must be undertaken 
during armed conflict and the service must have a connection or nexus with the armed con-
flict. The mental element (mens rea) consists of knowledge of the existence of an armed con-
flict, knowledge that the person recruited is a national of an occupied State, and the intent to 
enlist or recruit the person for the purposes of serving in an armed conflict.

16  Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, UN Doc. S/RES/827, Annex, Art. 
2(e).

17  Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 2187 UNTS 90, Art. 8(2)(a)(v) (2002).
18  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 293.
19  Id., 294,
20  Elements of Crimes, Art. 8(2)(a)(v).
21  Knut Dörmann, ‘Paragraph 2(a)(v): Compelling a protected person to serve in the hostile forces’, in Otto 

Triffterer and Kai Ambos, eds., Commentary on the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Observers’ 
Notes, Article by Article, 329-331, 330 (3rd ed., 2015).

22  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports, Annex, TNA FO 
608/245/4.
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Denationalization

The list of war crimes of the Commission on Responsibilities included ‘[a]ttempts to denation-
alize the inhabitants of occupied territory’. The crime does not appear to be derived from any 
specific provision of the Hague Conventions where the notion of denationalization is not ap-
parent. Decades later, discussing the war crime of denationalization, the United Nations War 
Crimes Commission suggested it was related to Article 43 of the Hague Conventions because 
it was ‘clearly the duty of belligerent occupants to respect, unless absolutely prevented, the 
laws in force in the territory’. The Commission also referred to the protection of educational 
institutions enshrined in Article 56 of the Hague Conventions.23

Under the heading ‘attempts to denationalise the inhabitants of occupied territory’, the Com-
mission on Responsibilities charged several crimes committed in Serbia by the Bulgarian au-
thorities: ‘Efforts to impose their national characteristics on the population’; ‘Serbian language 
forbidden in private as well as in official relations. People beaten for saying “Good morning” 
in Serbian’; ‘Inhabitants forced to give their names a Bulgarian form’; ‘Serbian books banned 
– were systematically destroyed’; ‘Archives of churches and law-courts destroyed’; ‘Schools 
and churches closed, sometimes destroyed’; ‘Bulgarian schools and churches substituted – at-
tendance at school made compulsory’; ‘Population forced to be present at Bulgarian national 
solemnities’. It also said that in Serbia the Austrian and German authorities ‘interfered with 
religious worship, by deportation of priests and requisition of churches for military purposes. 
Interfered with use of Serbian language’.24

 
The war crime of denationalization received some attention during the post-Second World 
War period. The United Nations War Crimes Commission used the list of war crimes adopted 
by the 1919 Commission on Responsibilities as a basis for its consideration of war crimes. 
However, it also discussed the relevance of the list and considered specifically the nature of 
the war crime of ‘denationalization’. Unlike many other war crimes that constituted in and of 
themselves criminal acts under ordinary criminal law, ‘denationalization’ might involve under-
lying conduct that was not normally or inherently criminal, such as administrative measures 
governing language of education. In an expert opinion for the Commission, Egon Schwelb 
wrote:

It is submitted that each case will have to be judged on its own merits. The ‘de-
nationalization’ may be either effected or accompanied by acts on the part of the 
occupying authorities, which are criminal per se. There may, on the other hand, 
exist circumstances which do not let the activities appear criminal, though they, 
no doubt, are illegal. An example of the latter type of ‘attempts at denationaliza-
tion’ may exist where the occupation authorities do not close the existing schools 
and do not prevent parents from sending their children to them either by actual 
violence, or by threat, but where they try to bribe parents into sending children 
to schools instituted by the occupant by offering various advantages, like better 
school meals, clothing, etc.

In his report to the United Nations War Crimes Commission dated 28 September 1945, 
Bohuslav Ečer argued that ‘denationalisation’ was not only a war crime but also ‘a genuine 

23  United Nations War Crimes Commission, History of the United Nations War Crimes Commission and the 
Development of the Laws of War 488 (1948). See also Egon Schwelb, ‘Note on the Originality of “Attempts to 
Denationalize the `Inhabitants of Occupied Territory” (appendix to Doc. C.1. No. XII) – Question Referred 
to Committee III by Committee I, UNWCC Doc. III/15.

24  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports, Annex, TNA FO 
608/245/4.
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international crime – a crime against the very foundations of the Community of Nations’.25

 
This discussion must be understood in the context of legal debates about the time about the 
creation of new categories of international crime, specifically crimes against humanity and 
genocide, neither of which had been contemplated by the 1919 Commission on Responsi-
bilities. The scholar who devised the term ‘genocide’, Raphael Lemkin, writing in late 1944 
referred to the inadequacies of the Hague Conventions in dealing with the scope of Nazi 
atrocity directed at minority groups. Lemkin considered that the Hague Regulations dealt with 
technical rules concerning occupation but he said ‘they are silent regarding the preservation 
of the integrity of a people’.26 Lemkin specifically acknowledged the war crime of denation-
alization in the list of the Commission on Responsibilities, saying it was ‘used in the past to 
describe the destruction of a national pattern’. He said it was inadequate in three respects: it 
did not ‘connote the destruction of the biological structure’, ‘in connoting the destruction of 
one national pattern it does not connote the imposition of the national pattern of the oppres-
sor’ and ‘denationalization is used by some authors to mean only deprivation of citizenship’.27

The United Nations War Crimes Commission discussed the war crime of denationalization in 
the note accompanying the judgment in the Greifelt et al. case. The Commission referred to 
the list of war crimes in the report of the 1919 Commission on Responsibility, observing that

[a]ttempts of this nature were recognized as a war crime in view of the German 
policy in territories annexed by Germany in 1914, such as in Alsace and Lorraine. 
At that time, as during the war of 1939-1945, inhabitants of an occupied terri-
tory were subjected to measures intended to deprive them of their national char-
acteristics and to make the land and population affected a German province. The 
methods applied by the Nazis in Poland and other occupied territories, including 
once more Alsace and Lorraine, were of a similar nature with the sole difference 
that they were more ruthless and wider in scope than in 1914-1918. In this con-
nection the policy of ‘Germanizing’ the populations concerned, as shown by the 
evidence in the trial under review, consisted partly in forcibly denationalizing 
given classes or groups of the local population, such as Poles, Alsace-Lorrainers, 
Slovenes and others eligible for Germanization under the German People's List. 
As a result in these cases the programme of genocide was being achieved through 
acts which, in themselves, constitute war crimes.28

Evidence in the Greifelt et al. case dealt with Nazi policies in occupied Poland aimed at ‘Ger-
manization’. These included measures to prevent births and measures of population displace-
ment that might today be described as ‘ethnic cleansing’. The History of the United Nations 
War Crimes Commission also refers to attempts at denationalization conducted by both Italian 
and German occupation authorities in Greece, Poland and Yugoslavia. These were directed 
at ‘uproot[ing] and destroy[ing] national cultural institutions and national feeling. The effort 
took various forms including a ban on the use of native language, supervision of the schools, 
forbidding the publication of native language newspapers, and various other devices and reg-
ulations.’29

 
Denationalization does not appear in any of the modern codifications of war crimes. This is 

25  Preliminary Report by the Chairman of Committee III, UNWCC Doc. C/148, p. 3
26  Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe: Laws of Occupation, Analysis of Government, Proposals for 

Redress 90 (1944).
27  Id., 80.
28  United States v. Greifelt et al., 13 LRTWC 1, 42 (1948).
29  United Nations War Crimes Commission, History of the United Nations War Crimes Commission and the 

Development of the Laws of War 488 (1948).
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explained by the development of robust bodies of international criminal law and international 
human rights law dealing with the protection of groups and minorities, applicable in time of 
peace and in time of war. Acts of ‘denationalization’ as the concept was understood by the 1919 
Commission on Responsibilities and the post-Second World War United Nations War Crimes 
Commission would today be prosecuted as the crime against humanity of persecution and, in 
the most extreme cases, where physical ‘denationalization’ is involved, genocide.
 
There are similar concerns about the continuing nature of the crime as those expressed above 
with respect to the war crime of usurping sovereignty.    

On the assumption that it is an ongoing crime, the actus reus of the offence of ‘denational-
ization’ consists of the imposition of legislation or administrative measures by the occupying 
power directed at the destruction of the national identity and national consciousness of the 
population.30

Given that this is essentially a crime involving State action or policy or the action or policies of 
an occupying State’s proxies, a perpetrator who participated in the act would be required to do 
so intentionally and with knowledge that the act was directed at the destruction of the national 
identity and national consciousness of the population.
 

Pillage

‘Pillage’ is a war crime included in the list of the 1919 Commission on Responsibilities.31 It is 
derived from Articles 28 and 47 of the Hague Regulations. Prohibition of pillaging is also set 
out in Article 33 of the fourth Geneva Convention (‘Pillage is prohibited’). In the modern era, 
pillage is a war crime punishable by the International Criminal Court.32 Acts of ‘pillage’ have 
been held to be comprised within ‘plunder’,33 and the two terms have often been treated as if 
they are synonyms.34 The Charter of the International Military Tribunal referred to ‘plunder of 
public or private property’ rather than to ‘pillage’. This provision was repeated in article 3(e) of 
the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.35 The Commen-
tary to the fourth Geneva Convention explains that international law is concerned not only 
with ‘pillage through individual acts without the consent of the military authorities, but also 
organized pillage, the effects of which are recounted in the histories of former wars, when the 
booty allocated to each soldier was considered as part of his pay’.36

 
‘Pillage’ is also subject to prosecution by the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.37 
The Elements of Crimes of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court provide 
important additional criteria: the perpetrator appropriated certain property; the perpetrator 
intended to deprive the owner of the property and to appropriate it for private or personal 
use; the appropriation was without the consent of the owner.38 A footnote in the Elements of 
Crime specifies that ‘appropriations justified by military necessity cannot constitute the crime 

30  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 336.
31  Violations of the Laws and Customs of War, Reports of Majority and Dissenting Reports, 17-18.
32  Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi).
33  Prosecutor v. Blaškić (IT-95-14-A) Judgment, para. 147 (29 July 2004); Prosecutor v. Delalić (IT-96-21-A), 

Judgment, para. 591 (20 February 2001); Prosecutor v. Kordić et al. (IT-95-14/2-A), Judgment, para. 77 (17 
December 2004).

34  Prosecutor v. Brima et al. (SCSL-04-16-T), Judgment, para. 751 (20 June 2007).
35  UN Doc. S/RES/827 (1993).
36  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 226.
37   Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, UN Doc. S/RES/955, Annex, Art. 4(f ) (1994).
38  Elements of Crimes, War Crimes, Article 8(2)(b)(xvi), War crime of pillaging, paras. 1–3; Elements of 

Crimes, War Crimes, Article 8(2)(e)(v), War crime of pillaging, paras. 1–3.
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of pillaging’. 

The war crime of pillage has been interpreted recently by various international criminal tri-
bunals, notably the International Criminal Court. One of its Pre-Trial Chambers wrote that  
the war crime of pillage ‘entails a somewhat large-scale appropriation of all types of property, 
such as public or private, movable or immovable property, which goes beyond mere sporadic 
acts of violation of property rights’.39 With specific reference to the Rome Statute, which limits 
its jurisdiction to war crimes that are ‘serious’, the Pre-Trial Chamber said that ‘cases of petty 
property expropriation’ might not be within the scope of the provision. ‘A determination on 
the seriousness of the violation is made by the Chamber in light of the particular circumstances 
of the case’, it said.40 Subsequently, however, a Trial Chamber of the Court discouraged the 
notion that there is any particular gravity threshold for the crime of pillaging.41 The Chamber 
said it would determine a violation to be serious ‘where, for example, pillaging had significant 
consequences for the victims, even where such consequences are not of the same gravity for all 
the victims, or where a large number of persons were deprived of their property’.42 Judgments 
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia hold that ‘all forms of seizure 
of public or private property constitute acts of appropriation, including isolated acts com-
mitted by individual soldiers for their private gain and acts committed as part of a systematic 
campaign to economically exploit a targeted area’.43

Because it must belong to an ‘enemy’ or ‘hostile’ party, ‘pillaged property – whether moveable 
or immoveable, private or public – must belong to individuals or entities who are aligned with 
or whose allegiance is to a party to the conflict who is adverse or hostile to the perpetrator’.44 
The same requirement is not explicitly imposed with respect to the war crime of destruction of 
property but the view that this is implicit finds support.45 It is not excluded that the property 
that is pillaged belongs to combatants.46 The crime of pillage occurs when the property has 
come under the control of the perpetrator, because it is only then that he or she can ‘appropri-
ate’ the property.47

In Prosecutor v. Katanga, a Trial Chamber of the International Criminal Court said ‘the pillag-
ing of a town or place comprises all forms of appropriation, public or private, including not 
only organised and systematic appropriation, but also acts of appropriation committed by 
combatants in their own interest’.48 There is some old authority for the view that pillage entails 
an element of force or violence,49 but this is not confirmed by recent case law. The Elements 
of Crimes of the Rome Statute specify that the perpetrator ‘intended to deprive the owner of 
the property and to appropriate it for private or personal use’.50 An accompanying footnote 

39  Prosecutor v. Bemba (ICC-01/05-01/08), Decision Pursuant to Article 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute 
on the Charges of the Prosecutor Against Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, para. 317 (15 June 2009).

40  Id.
41  Prosecutor v. Katanga (ICC-01/04-01/07), Judgment pursuant to article 74 of the Statute, para. 908 (7 March 

2014).
42  Id.
43  Prosecutor v. Gotovina (IT-06-90-T), Judgment, para. 1778 (15 April 2011).
44  Prosecutor v. Katanga et al. (ICC-01/04-01/07), Decision on the Confirmation of the Charges, para. 329 (30 

September 2008).
45  Id., fn. 430.
46  Prosecutor v. Katanga (ICC-01/04-01/07), Judgment pursuant to article 74 of the Statute, para. 907 7 (March 

2014).
47  Prosecutor v. Katanga et al. (ICC-01/04-01/07), Decision on the Confirmation of the Charges, para. 330 (30 

September 2008).
48  Prosecutor v. Katanga (ICC-01/04-01/07), Judgment pursuant to article 74 of the Statute, para. 905 (7 March 

2014).
49  49. See Andreas Zimmermann, ‘Pillage’, in Otto Triffterer, ed., Commentary on the Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court, Observers’ Notes, Article by Article, 238 (1999).
50  Elements of Crimes, War Crimes, Article 8(2)(b)(xvi), War crime of pillaging, para. 2; Elements of Crimes, 
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specifies that ‘[a]s indicated by the use of the term “private or personal use”, appropriations 
justified by military necessity cannot constitute the crime of pillaging’.51 The Rome Statute 
provision on pillage was copied into the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and has 
been interpreted by one of its Trial Chambers, which explained: ‘The inclusion of the words 
“private or personal use” excludes the possibility that appropriations justified by military neces-
sity might fall within the definition. Nevertheless, the definition is framed to apply to a broad 
range of situations.’52 The Special Court was of the view that the requirement of ‘private or 
personal use’, imposed by the Elements of Crimes applicable to the Rome Statute, was ‘unduly 
restrictive and ought not to be an element of the crime of pillage’.53

The actus reus of pillage consists of the appropriation of property belonging to members of 
the civilian population without the consent of the owner. Whether the appropriation must 
also be for personal use of the perpetrator is a matter of debate. The mens rea requires that the 
perpetrator act with the specific intent of depriving the owner of the property without consent. 

Confiscation and Destruction of Property

Confiscation of property is included in the list of war crimes adopted by the 1919 Commis-
sion on Responsibilities. It appears to be derived from Article 55 of the Hague Regulations: 
‘Exaction of illegitimate or of exorbitant contributions and regulations: ‘The occupying State 
shall be regarded only as administrator and usufructuary of public buildings, real estate, forests, 
and agricultural estates belonging to the hostile State, and situated in the occupied territory. 
It must safeguard the capital of these properties, and administer them in accordance with the 
rules of usufruct.’

The fourth Geneva Convention lists as a grave breach the ‘extensive destruction and appropri-
ation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly’. 
It is derived from a number of provisions of the Convention that mainly concern attacks in 
the course of armed conflict and the conduct of hostilities, a matter that is not of concern 
in this legal opinion. With respect to occupied territory, the relevant provision is Article 53: 
‘Any destruction by the Occupying Power of real or personal property belonging individually 
or collectively to private persons, or to the State, or to other public authorities, or to social or 
cooperative organizations, is prohibited, except where such destruction is rendered absolutely 
necessary by military operations.’ The Commentary to the fourth Convention observes:

In the very wide sense in which the Article must be understood, the prohibition 
covers the destruction of all property (real or personal), whether it is the private 
property of protected persons (owned individually or collectively), State proper-
ty, that of the public authorities (districts, municipalities, provinces, etc.) or of 
co-operative organizations. The extension of protection to public property and to 
goods owned collectively, reinforces the rule already laid down in the Hague Reg-
ulations, Articles 46 and 56 according to which private property and the property 
of municipalities and of institutions dedicated to religion, charity and education, 
the arts and sciences must be respected.54 

War Crimes, Article 8(2)(e)(v), War crime of pillaging, para. 2.
51  Elements of Crimes, War Crimes, Article 8(2)(b)(xvi), War crime of pillaging, para. 2, fn. 47; Elements of 

Crimes, War Crimes, Article 8(2)(e)(v), War crime of pillaging, para. 2, fn. 61. See Prosecutor v. Katanga 
(ICC-01/04-01/07), Judgment pursuant to article 74 of the Statute, 7 March 2014, para. 906.

52  Prosecutor v. Brima et al. (SCSL-04-16-T), Judgment, para. 753 (20 June 2007).
53  Id., para. 754. See also Prosecutor v. Brima et al. (SCSL-2004-16-T), Decision on Defence Motions for 
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The grave breach of ‘extensive destruction and appropriation of property’ is included in the 
Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the Rome Statute 
of the International Criminal Court.55

The Prosecutor considered charging this offence in the Gaza flotilla situation, based on con-
fiscation by Israeli military personnel of the belongings of passengers on the humanitarian 
relief ship Mavi Marmara, such as cameras, mobile phones, laptop computers, MP3 players, 
recording devices, cash, credit cards, identity cards, watches, jewellery and clothing. Only a 
portion of the property was returned, some of it in a damaged or incomplete state. The Prose-
cutor said that some of the Israeli soldiers ‘may have unlawfully and wantonly appropriated the 
personal property and belongings’, noting that it was not possible to justify the taking of some 
of this property on grounds of military necessity. Some of this property, such as cash, jewellery 
and personal electronic devices, did not fall within the scope of article 8(2)(a)(iv), according 
to the Prosecutor. She explained that although Article 53 of the fourth Geneva Convention 
refers to real or personal property belonging individually to private persons, the reference only 
applies in the context of destruction and not appropriation, noting that ‘it is not evident that 
this grave breach was intended to encompass appropriation of personal property belonging 
to private individuals’. The Prosecutor also noted that appropriation within the meaning of 
article 8(2)(a)(iv) must be ‘extensive’ and therefore did not generally apply to an isolated act or 
incident although each assessment would have to be made on a case by case basis.56

 
The actus reus consists of an act of confiscation or destruction of property in an occupied terri-
tory, be it that belonging to the State or individuals. The mens rea requires that the perpetrator 
act with intent to confiscate or destroy the property and with knowledge that the owner of the 
property was the State or an individual.

Exaction of Illegitimate or Exorbitant Contributions

The war crime of ‘exaction of illegitimate or of exorbitant contributions and regulations’ is 
included in the list of war crimes of the 1919 Commission on Responsibilities. It is derived 
from Article 48 of the Hague Regulations: ‘If, in the territory occupied, the occupant collects 
the taxes, dues, and tolls imposed for the benefit of the State, he shall do so, as far as is possible, 
in accordance with the rules of assessment and incidence in force, and shall in consequence 
be bound to defray the expenses of the administration of the occupied territory to the same 
extent as the legitimate Government was so bound.’ The fourth Geneva Convention does not 
address this issue. It does not appear to have been considered a war crime since its inclusion in 
the list of the Committee on Responsibilities in 1919 making its status as a war crime under 
international law rather questionable.

Deprivation of Fair and Regular Trial

Wilful deprivation of the right of fair and regular trial for a non-combatant civilian is a grave 
breach under the fourth Geneva Convention. It is not comprised in the list of the 1919 Com-
mission of Responsibilities. It is a war crime listed in the Statute of the International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. 
There are a number of examples of post-Second World War prosecutions based upon the hold-

55  Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(a)(iv).
56  Situation on the Registered Vessels of the Union of the Comoros, the Hellenic Republic and the Kingdom of 

Cambodia (ICC-01/13), Decision on the request of the Union of the Comoros to review the Prosecutor’s 
decision not to initiate an investigation, paras. 83-89 (16 July 2015).
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ing of unfair trials,57 including the well-known Justice case of Nazi jurists by a United States 
Military Tribunal.58 There do not appear to have been any prosecutions under this provision 
by international criminal tribunals in the modern period.
 
It would appear that the provision applies principally to the fairness of the proceedings. In this 
context, detailed standards are set out in a number of international instruments, most notably 
in Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. It is also required 
that the tribunal in question be independent, impartial and regularly constituted. According 
to the Customary Law Study of the International Committee of the Red Cross, ‘[a] court is 
regularly constituted if it has been established and organised in accordance with the laws and 
procedures already in force in a country’.59 However, it seems clear that if the courts of the 
occupying power were regularly constituted under international law, the trials held before 
them are not inherently defective. This can be seen in Article 66 of the fourth Geneva Con-
vention which acknowledges the right of the occupying power to subject accused persons ‘to 
its properly constituted, non-political military courts, on condition that the said courts sit in 
the occupied country’.
 
The actus reus of the war crime of deprivation of the right of fair and regular trial consists of de-
priving one or more persons of fair and regular trial by denying judicial guarantees recognized 
under international law, including those of the fourth Geneva Convention and the Interna-
tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
 
The mens rea requires that the accused person acted intentionally and with knowledge that the 
person allegedly deprived of the right to fair trial was a civilian of the occupied territory.

Unlawful Deportation or Transfer of Civilians of the Occupied Territory

‘Deportation of civilians’ is a war crime listed in the Report of the 1919 Commission on Re-
sponsibilities. It reflects a prohibition under customary law, set out in writing as early as the 
Lieber Code, which was adopted by President Lincoln during the Civil War: ‘private citizens 
are no longer . . . carried off to distant parts’.60 Curiously, the prohibition was not explicit in 
the Hague Regulations. Widespread outrage at German deportations of Belgians who were 
forced to work in slave-like conditions probably prompted the addition to the list by the Com-
mission on Responsibilities. The Charter of the International Military Tribunal criminalizes 
‘deportation to slave labour or for any other purpose of civilian population of or in occupied 
territory’.61 The grave breach of ‘unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement’ of 
a non-combatant civilian is set out in Article 147 of the fourth Geneva Convention. The pro-
hibition on such deportation or transfer is found in Article 49 of the Convention: ‘Individual 
or mass forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protected persons from occupied territory 
to the territory of the Occupying Power or to that of any other country, occupied or not, are 
prohibited, regardless of their motive.’

No exception is allowed, for example, in the case of prisoners who are convicted of crimes 
perpetrated in the occupied territory that would allow them to be sent to serve their sentence 
on the territory of the occupying power. Nevertheless, the Israeli authorities have deported or 
transferred many Palestinian nationals from the Occupied Palestinian Territory to serve custo-

57  See the authorities cited in Jean-Marie Henckaerts and Louise Doswald-Beck, Customary International Law, 
Vol. I: Rules, 352, fn. 327 (2005).

58  United States of America v. Alstötter et al. (‘The Justice case’), 3 TWC 954 (1948).
59  Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, 355.
60  Instructions for the Government of Armies of the United States in the Field (‘Lieber Code’), Art. 23.
61  Charter of the International Military Tribunal (IMT), 82 UNTS 279, Annex, Art. VI(b) (1951).
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dial sentences within Israel proper. The Supreme Court of Israel has held that the prohibition 
of deportation or transfer in Article 49 of the Convention does not apply to the deportation 
of selected individuals for reasons of public order and security,62 but this is an isolated view.

The grave breach of deporting civilians is included in the Statute of the International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. 
The Elements of Crimes of the Rome Statute specify that the crime is committed by the depor-
tation or transfer of one or more persons ‘to another State or to another location’. 

The actus reus of the offence involves the transfer of a non-combatant civilian to another State, 
including the occupying State, or to another location within the occupied territory. The mens 
rea requires that the perpetrator act intentionally and that the perpetrator have knowledge of 
the fact that the person being deported or transferred is a non-combatant civilian.

Unlawful Transfer of Populations to the Occupied Territory

Article 49(6) of the fourth Geneva Convention reads: ‘The Occupying Power shall not deport 
or transfer parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupies.’ Violation of arti-
cle 49(6) of the fourth Geneva Convention, ‘when committed wilfully and in violation of the 
Conventions or the Protocol’, is deemed a ‘grave breach’ by Additional Protocol I to the Ge-
neva Conventions, adopted in 1977. The grave breach is incorporated into the Rome Statute, 
where the words ‘directly or indirectly’ have been added to the text of Additional Protocol I: 
‘The transfer, directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of parts of its own civilian popula-
tion into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the population 
of the occupied territory within or outside this territory.’63 The word ‘indirectly’ is aimed at a 
situation where the occupying power does not actually organize the transfer of populations, 
but does not take effective measures to prevent this.64

According to the Commentary to the fourth Geneva Convention, the prohibition ‘is intended 
to prevent a practice adopted during the Second World War by certain Powers, which trans-
ferred portions of their own population to occupied territory for political and racial reasons or 
in order, as they claimed, to colonize those territories. Such transfers worsened the economic 
situation of the native population and endangered their separate existence as a race.’65 In re-
cent decades, there have been occurrences of such population transfers, widely condemned, 
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and in Northern Cyprus. In 1980, the United Nations 
Security Council adopted a resolution declaring that ‘Israel’s policy and practices of settling 
parts of its population and new immigrants in those territories constitute a flagrant violation 
of the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and 
also constitute a serious obstruction to achieving a comprehensive, just and lasting peace in 
the Middle East’.66

The Commentary to the Geneva Conventions notes that the words ‘transfer’ and ‘deport’ have 
a different meaning than they do elsewhere in article 49, in that they do not contemplate the 

62  See Ruth Lapidoth, ‘The Expulsion of Civilians from Areas which came under Israeli Control in 1967: Some 
Legal Issues’, 2 European Journal of International Law 97, 106-108 (1990); Theodor Meron, Human Rights 
and Humanitarian Norms as Customary Law, 46 (1989).

63  Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(viii).
64  Herman von Hebel and Darryl Robinson, ‘Crimes Within the Jurisdiction of the Court’, in Roy S. Lee, ed., 
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65  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 283.
66  UN Doc. S/RES/465, OP 5 (1980).
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movement of protected persons but rather nationals of the occupying Power.67 Belligerent 
occupation is a temporary situation and not the prelude to annexation. For this reason, the Oc-
cupying Power must not change the demographic, social and political situation in the territory 
it has occupied to the social and economic detriment of the population living in the occupied 
territory. Discussing article 49(6) of the fourth Geneva Convention, the International Court 
of Justice stated that the provision ‘prohibits not only deportations or forced transfers of popu-
lation such as those carried out during the Second World War, but also any measures taken by 
an occupying Power in order to organize or encourage transfers of parts of its own population 
into the occupied territory’.68

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the application of the international law of war crimes to the Unit-
ed States occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom since 17 January 1893. It has identified the 
sources of this body of law in both treaty and custom, and described the two elements – actus 
reus and mens rea – with respect to the relevant crimes.

The Elements of Crimes is one of the legal instruments applicable to the International Crimi-
nal Court. The initial draft of the Elements was prepared by the United States, which partici-
pated actively in negotiation of the final text and joined the consensus when the text was final-
ized. It provides a useful template for summarizing the actus reus and mens rea of international 
crimes. It has been relied upon in producing the following summary of the crimes discussed 
in this report:

General

With respect to the last two elements listed for each crime:

1. There is no requirement for a legal evaluation by the perpetrator as to the 
existence of an armed conflict or its character as international or non-in-
ternational;

2. In that context there is no requirement for awareness by the perpetrator 
of the facts that established the character of the conflict as international 
or non-international law;

3. There is only a requirement for the awareness of the factual circumstances 
that established the existence of an armed conflict that is implicit in the 
terms “took place in the context of and was associated with.”

Elements of the war crime of usurpation of sovereignty during occupation

1. The perpetrator imposed or applied legislative or administrative measures 
of the occupying power going beyond those required by what is necessary 
for military purposes of the occupation.

2. The perpetrator was aware that the measures went beyond what was re-
quired for military purposes or the protection of fundamental human 
rights.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

67  Oscar, Coursier, Siordet, Pilloud, Boppe, Wilhelm and Schoenholzer, 283.
68  Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. 
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4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of compulsory enlistment

1. The perpetrator recruited through coercion, including by means of pres-
sure or propaganda, of nationals of an occupied territory to serve in the 
forces of the occupying State.

2. The perpetrator was aware the person recruited was a national of an oc-
cupied State, and the purpose of recruitment was service in an armed 
conflict.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of denationalization

1. The perpetrator participated in the imposition or application of legisla-
tive or administrative measures of the occupying power directed at the 
destruction of the national identity and national consciousness of the 
population.

2. The perpetrator was aware that the measures were directed at the destruc-
tion of the national identity and national consciousness of the population.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of pillage

1. The perpetrator appropriated certain property.
2. The perpetrator intended to deprive the owner of the property and to 

appropriate it for private or personal use.
3. The appropriation was without the consent of the owner.
4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-

cupation resulting from international armed conflict.
5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 

existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of confiscation or destruction of property

1. The perpetrator confiscated or destroyed property in an occupied territo-
ry, be it that belonging to the State or individuals.

2. The confiscation or destruction was not justified by military purposes of 
the occupation or by the public interest.

3. The perpetrator was aware that the owner of the property was the State 
or an individual and that the act of confiscation or destruction was not 
justified by military purposes of the occupation or by the public interest.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  
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Elements of the war crime of deprivation of fair and regular trial

1. The perpetrator deprived one or more persons in an occupied territory 
of fair and regular trial by denying judicial guarantees recognized under 
international law, including those of the fourth Geneva Convention and 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

2. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

3. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of deporting civilians of the occupied territory

1. The perpetrator deported or forcibly transferred, without grounds per-
mitted under international law, one or more persons in the occupied State 
to another State or location, including the occupying State, or to another 
location within the occupied territory, by expulsion or coercive acts.

2. Such person or persons were lawfully present in the area from which they 
were so deported or transferred. 

3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established 
the lawfulness of such presence.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation.  

Elements of the war crime of transferring populations into an occupied territory

1. The perpetrator transferred, directly or indirectly, parts of the population 
of the occupying State into the occupied territory.

2. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an oc-
cupation resulting from international armed conflict.

3. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the 
existence of the armed conflict and subsequent occupation. 
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND 
SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES  
RELATED TO THE UNITED STATES 

OCCUPATION OF THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM
Professor Federico Lenzerini

Introduction

As emphasized in the Preamble of the 1993 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, “all 
human rights derive from the dignity and worth inherent in the human person, and […] the 
human person is the central subject of human rights and fundamental freedoms”.1 Human 
rights are therefore inherent in all human beings—for the sole reason of them being human—
and their effective achievement is essential to allow that the level of wellbeing of persons is 
consistent with the minimum conditions for human dignity to be realized. In other words, 
human rights constitute an essential prerequisite for allowing human beings to give realization 
to their basic aspirations and wishes, which are at the basis of a good and enjoyable life. In 
synthesis, human rights may be considered the basic rights and freedoms belonging to every 
person living in the world, from the initial to the final instant of her existence. In principle, 
human rights never abandon the person, although the actual enjoyment of most of them may 
be subject to certain conditions and may be restricted when some circumstances come to ex-
istence. As will be better illustrated later in this chapter, a very limited core of human rights 
are however non-derogable, and, therefore, no restriction, derogation or suspension of their 
enjoyment is allowed. Non-derogable human rights include the right to life, the prohibition 
of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment, the prohibition of slavery 
and servitude, the prohibition of retroactive application of criminal law, as well as the judicial 
guarantees attached to the said human rights standards.

International Development of Human Rights Standards

While a few international treaties concerning specific violations of human rights were adopted 
before the 1940s,2 the development of modern international law on human rights basically 
constituted a reaction to the absolute lack of consideration for the value of human dignity, 
and the ensuing horrifying abuses of the human person suffered by millions of individuals 
during World War II. Protection of human rights was included among the purposes of the 
United Nations, established in San Francisco. Article 1 para. 3 of the U.N. Charter affirms 
that one of the main purposes of the United Nations is “[t]o achieve international cooperation 
in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, 
and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms 
for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion”, while Article 55 specifies 
that the Organization shall promote “universal respect for, and observance  of, human rights 

1  See Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights in 
Vienna on 25 June 1993, available at <https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/Vienna.aspx> 
(accessed on 2 August 2019), second recital of the preamble; see also International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR), 1966, 999 UNTS 171, second recital of the preamble.

2  See, for instance, the Slavery Convention, adopted in 1926, 60 LNTS 254.
3. 78 UNTS 277.
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and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion”. 
In 1948—when the wounds determined by the conflict were still wide and deep—the U.N. 
General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide3 and, on 10 December, the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR).4 The 
latter emphasizes in its preamble how “disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted 
in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind”,5 while “recognition of the 
inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is 
the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world”.6 It therefore notes that “the advent 
of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from 
fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people”.7 

The UDHR includes 30 articles, which start from the assumption that “[a]ll human beings are 
born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and 
should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”.8 The UDHR recognizes a wide list 
of human rights ranging from civil and political rights to economic, social and cultural rights. 
While, as a declaration, the UDHR was not binding for States at the time of its adoption, it un-
doubtedly represented the basis of the subsequent developments of international human rights 
law, and all the human rights standards enshrined by the Declaration have successively evolved 
into rules of customary international law, hence binding for all States in the world irrespective 
of the pertinent international treaties they have ratified.

The development of human rights protection at the U.N. level continued with the adoption, 
in 1966, of the ICCPR and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
(ICESCR),9 which at the moment of this writing count, respectively, 17310 and 17011 States 
parties. The two UN Covenants represent the main parameters of reference of contemporary 
international human rights law, although the development of human rights standards at the 
regional level, as will be specified infra in this paragraph, started well before their adoption. In 
consideration of the different nature of the rights enshrined in the two Covenants, they adopt 
a different approach in establishing the level of effectiveness of their protection that should 
be guaranteed by States parties. In fact, while Article 2 ICCPR establishes that “[e]ach State 
Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its 
territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without 
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national or social origin, property, birth or other status”, as well as “to adopt such laws or other 
measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant”, 
Article 2 ICESCR provides for the duty of States parties to undertake “to take steps, individu-
ally and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, 
to the maximum of [their] available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full 
realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, includ-
ing particularly the adoption of legislative measures”. However, the Committee on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights has clarified that, “while the full realization of the relevant rights 
may be achieved progressively, steps towards that goal must be taken within a reasonably short 
time after the Covenant’s entry into force for the States concerned. Such steps should be delib-
erate, concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting the obligations recognized 

3  78 UNTS 277.
4  General Assembly Resolution 217 A (III) (10 Dec. 1948).
5  See second recital.
6  See first recital.
7  See second recital.
8  See Article 1.
9  993 UNTS 3.
10  See <http://indicators.ohchr.org/> (accessed on 12 September 2019).
11  Ibid.
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in the [ICESCR]”.12 

The two Covenants also established two monitoring bodies—respectively the Human Rights 
Committee (HRC) and the just mentioned Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights—having similar competences. In particular, both Covenants request States parties to 
regularly submit reports concerning how they implement the obligations established by them; 
the two committees receive such reports, examine them and address their concerns and rec-
ommendations to the State party concerned in the form of “concluding observations”. Also, 
the two committees periodically elaborate documents concerning the interpretation of the 
provisions of the Covenant of their competence, defined as “general comments”. Last but not 
least, it is notable that the HRC may receive, consider and examine both inter-State complaints 
and, in particular, individual complaints concerning alleged violations of the ICCPR by one 
or more States parties; the latter competence, however, may only be exercised with regard to 
the States parties to the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, also adopted in 1966,13 which at the moment of this writing are 116 (not including the 
United States of America)14. 

Similarly, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in addition to consider-
ing inter-State complaints, has the competence to receive communications from individuals 
claiming violations of their rights as established by the ICESCR, but only with respect to the 
States which are parties to the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, So-
cial and Cultural Rights of 2008,15 entered into force in 2013, which at present counts only 24 
States parties (not including the United States of America).16 In any event, even in the context 
of individual communications the two Committee do not possess the competence of enacting 
any measure of binding character for the State(s) part(ies) concerned.

The U.N. action in the field of human rights protection is also characterized by the existence 
of a number of important sectorial conventions, which include the International Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) of 1965,17 the Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women of 1979,18 the Convention 
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment of 1984,19 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) of 1989,20 the International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families of 1990,21 the In-
ternational Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance of 2006,22 as 
well as the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, also adopted in 2006.23 Most of 
these conventions are also complemented by optional protocols aimed at improving the level 

12  See General comment No. 3:  The nature of States parties’ obligations (art. 2, para. 1, of the 
Covenant), 1990, available at <https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/
TBSearch.aspx?Lang=en&TreatyID=9&DocTypeID=11> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019), para. 
2.aspx?Lang=en&TreatyID=9&DocTypeID=11> (accessed on 12 September 2019), para. 2.

13  999 UNTS 171.
14  See <https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-5&chapter=4&clang=_en> 

(accessed on 12 September 2019).
15  Available at <https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/OPCESCR.aspx> (accessed on 12 Sep. 

2019).
16  See <https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-3-a&chapter=4&clang=_

en> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).
17  660 UNTS 195.
18  1249 UNTS 13.
19  1465 UNTS 85.
20  1577 UNTS 3.
21  2220 UNTS 3.
22  2716 UNTS 3.
23  2515 UNTS 3.
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and effectiveness of protection granted by the instruments concerned.24 All the conventions 
just mentioned establish monitoring bodies with competences similar to those of the Human 
Rights Committee and the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Most of 
them are entitled to receive and consider individual complaints presented against those States 
parties which have explicitly accepted this competence through making an ad-hoc declaration 
or ratifying an optional protocol to the convention concerned.25

Human rights standards have also notably evolved—in a parallel way with the development 
within the UN—at the regional level. In this respect, the first treaty of general character was 
adopted already in 1950, which is the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fun-
damental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights—ECHR),26 concluded within 
the framework of the Council of Europe. Since the time of the adoption of the ECHR, the 
system of protection established by such a treaty has notably evolved, today being characterized 
by the presence of 16 protocols. More in general, the Council of Europe has so far adopted 225 
treaties, most of which concern topics related to human rights protection.27 Still with regard to 
the European continent, human rights—as defined by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union28—represent a priority of the European Union. According to Article 6 of the 
EU Treaty29, “[t]he Union recognises the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter 
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union of 7 December 2000, as adapted at Strasbourg, 
on 12 December 2007, which shall have the same legal value as the [EU] Treaties”,30 while “[f ]
undamental rights, as guaranteed by the [ECHR] and as they result from the constitutional 
traditions common to the Member States, shall constitute general principles of the Union’s 
law”.31

As far as the American continent is concerned, the main regional system of human rights 
protection is the one which has developed in the context of the Organization of American 
States, and its structure is characterized by the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of 
Man, adopted in 1948,32 plus 12 treaties,33 the most important of which is undoubtedly the 
American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR), concluded in 1969.34 The ACHR, however, 
has not been ratified by Canada and the United States.35

In Africa 12 treaties on human rights exist at present,36 adopted in the framework of the Afri-
can Union (previously Organization of African Unity). The main treaty is the African Charter 
on Human and Peoples’ Rights, adopted in 1981,37 which is characterized by the fact of includ-
ing in the list of protected rights not only rights of individual nature—consistent with the 
approach prevailing in the U.N. and within the other regional treaties—but also of collective 

24  For the full list of such protocols and the status of ratification of all relevant treaties see <http://indicators.
ohchr.org/> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).

25  For the list and explanation of the competences of such monitoring bodies see <https://www.ohchr.org/EN/
HRBodies/Pages/Overview.aspx> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).

26  CETS No. 005.
27  See <https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list> (last visited on 12 September 2019).
28  Official Journal of the European Union C 326 of 26 October 2012, p. 391.
29  Id., 13.
30  See para. 1.
31  See para. 3.
32  Available at <http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/mandate/Basics/declaration.asp> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).
33  For the full list and links to all such treaties see <http://www.oas.org/dil/treaties_subject.htm>
34  OAS Treaty Series No. 36.
35  See <https://www.oas.org/dil/treaties_B-32_American_Convention_on_Human_Rights_sign.htm> (accessed 

on 12 Sep. 2019).
36  See <https://au.int/treaties> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).
37  1 21 ILM 58 (1982).
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character,38 as well as a list of duties,39 consistent with the African tradition and understanding 
of rights and social relations, based on the value of solidarity.

The regional systems of human rights protection established by the treaties just listed present at 
least two clear advantages in comparison with the conventions adopted at the U.N. level. The 
first is represented by the fact that, to a certain extent, they include specific provisions aimed 
at addressing the specific characters and needs of the regional realities in which they are in-
corporated, therefore being more responsive to the concrete necessities of the people to whom 
they apply. Secondly—and particularly important—they are much more effective in allowing 
the actual enjoyment of protected rights by human beings, thanks to the presence of regional 
courts with the competence (according to relatively different conditions and procedures estab-
lished by the relevant treaties) of receiving individual claims against States and of deciding on 
such claims through releasing proper judgments of binding character, which the States con-
cerned have an international obligation to comply with. These courts are the European Court 
of Human Rights (ECtHR), the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR), and the 
African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACtHPR). An important role is also played 
by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the African Commission on Hu-
man and Peoples’ Rights, which in their respective areas of competence may adopt decisions 
concerning the violation of protected rights by the States which are not subjected to the juris-
diction of the corresponding courts; these decisions, however, are not binding for the States 
concerned, although they undoubtedly have a strong moral force and legal significance. For 
a number of reasons, in present times the regional human rights system characterized by the 
highest level of effectiveness is the European one, in light of the higher rate of compliance by 
States with the judgments of the ECtHR in comparison with the other two regional systems; 
however, prolonged non-implementation of the said judgments continues to be a concern in a 
number of European countries.40      

      
Treaty Law and Customary International Law

Those indicated in the previous paragraph only represent the most significant examples of the 
many international treaties which compose the very sophisticated and advanced network of 
human rights protection at the international level. Virtually all countries in the world are sub-
ject to treaty obligations in the human rights field, although the number of treaties concluded 
and/or ratified by each of them, and, particularly, the effective degree of compliance with 
them, is very heterogeneous. However, ratification of relevant treaties does not constitute an in-
dispensable condition for States to be subjected to international legal obligations in the human 
rights field. In fact, it is universally recognized that all main human rights standards are today 
enshrined and protected by rules of customary international law, which are in themselves bind-
ing for all States in the world, irrespective of whether or not they have ratified any international 
treaties relating to the same subject. Of course, ratifying the relevant treaties remains important 
for a number of reasons, including the fact that written rules provide more certainty about the 
contents and scope of the relevant obligations than provisions of customary international law, 
which are by their own nature of oral character. More significantly, the circumstance of being 
part to a human rights treaty exposes the State to the jurisdiction of the monitoring bodies 
established by the convention, which—as seen in the previous paragraph—in some cases trans-
lates into the competence of enacting decisions concerning individual claims of human rights 
violations, including (at the regional level) proper judgments of binding character for the State 

38  See Articles 19-24.
39  See Articles 27-29.
40  See Council of Europe, “Non-implementation of the Court’s judgments: our shared responsibility” (23 

Aug. 2016), available at <https://www.coe.int/it/web/commissioner/-/non-implementation-of-the-court-s-
judgments-our-shared-responsibility> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).
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concerned. Therefore, in general treaty provisions guarantee more effectiveness of protection 
than rules of customary international law. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the latter from 
establishing real international obligations that States are bound to fully comply with them and 
internationally responsible for their violations.

Main Human Rights Standards

The most important human rights standards, as recognized by the UDHR and the relevant 
treaties at the U.N. and regional levels, are the following: right to life, liberty and security of 
the person; freedom from slavery, servitude and forced labour; freedom from torture or cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; right to recognition as a person before the 
law; freedom from discrimination based on any ground; right to a fair trial, to an effective 
remedy for human rights violations and, more generally, to judicial protection; right not to be 
punished without law (i.e., prohibition of retroactive application of criminal law); right to lib-
erty and freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention; right to private and family life, including 
the right to the integrity of home, correspondence, personal honour and reputation; right to 
freedom of movement; right not to be deported to countries where the fundamental rights of 
the person would be endangered (non-refoulement); right to nationality; right to establishment 
and protection of the family; right to property; right to education, consistent with one’s (or, for 
children, parents’) own convictions; right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; right 
to freedom of opinion and expression; right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association; 
right to participation in the national government; right to social security; right to enjoy one’s 
own culture and to participation in cultural life; right to the highest attainable standards of 
health; right to protection of fundamental rights at work, which include the rights to just and 
favourable conditions of work, to protection against discrimination in respect of employment 
and occupation, to protection against unemployment, to just and favourable remuneration, to 
equal pay for equal work, to form and to join trade unions, freedom of association to collec-
tive bargaining, as well as freedom from forced or compulsory labour and from child labour. 
As may be easily noted, all the rights just listed are of individual character. As far as collective 
rights are concerned, the only one which is traditionally recognized as a fundamental human 
right is the right of peoples to self-determination,41 although in recent times the international 
community has agreed on the existence of a number of collective rights in favour of indige-
nous peoples, enshrined by the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(UNDRIP), adopted in 2007.42

The list just provided includes rights characterized by a heterogeneous degree of “cogency”. 
While some of them are considered absolutely non-derogable in whatever circumstances—
particularly right to life, freedom from slavery and servitude, freedom from torture or similar 
treatment or punishment, right to recognition as a person before the law, freedom from dis-
crimination, right not to be punished without law, and the judicial guarantees attached to such 
rights—others may be legitimately suspended in time of public emergency. 

A third “category” of rights (e.g. right to private and family life, right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion, right to freedom of opinion and expression, and right to freedom of 
peaceful assembly and association) may be the object of limitations, derogations or restrictions 
when certain conditions are met, usually consisting in the requirements that the restrictive or 
derogatory measure is prescribed by (non-discriminatory) law and that it is necessary for the 

41  See below in this chapter.
42  General Assembly Res. 61/295 (13 Sep. 2007). For an explanation of the most important rights 

recognized in favour of indigenous peoples see International Law Association’s Resolution No. 5/2012, 
available at <http://www.ila-hq.org/index.php/committees> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019).
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realization of certain values pursued in the interest of the national society, e.g. national security, 
public safety, prevention of disorder or crime, protection of health or morals, and protection of 
the rights of others. The rights which cannot be the object of derogation in any circumstances 
may be defined as fundamental (or “basic”) human rights,43 which, in addition of being non-
derogable, cannot be disposed by their holders. The latter aspect implies that the consent pos-
sibly given by the victim of a violation of one of the rights in point is not capable of removing 
the illicit character of the breach, since it is considered as an offence to human dignity which 
is intolerable for humanity as a whole.

Fundamental Human Rights as Rules of Jus Cogens

Consistently with the remarks developed at the end of the previous paragraph, it is worth 
noting that the provisions of customary international law protecting the most fundamental 
human rights are today uniformly considered as rules of jus cogens, i.e. peremptory norms of 
general international law. According to Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law 
of Treaties (VCLT)44, “a peremptory norm of general international law is a norm accepted 
and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which 
no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general 
international law having the same character”. The peremptory nature of fundamental human 
rights is indirectly confirmed by Article 4, para. 2, ICCPR, Article 15, para. 2, ECHR, and 
Article 27, para. 2, ACHR, which, as will be better explained below, establish that the most 
fundamental human rights provided for by the relevant treaties cannot be the object of any 
suspension even in time of war or other public emergency which threatens the integrity or 
security of the State concerned. It is however to be specified that the exact list of human rights 
which may be considered of peremptory character remains controversial, as demonstrated by 
the fact that the number of rights considered as absolutely non-derogable by the above treaty 
provisions does not exactly correspond.
 

Human Rights Obligations as Obligations Erga Omnes and Erga Omnes Partes

In its famous 1970 judgment concerning the Barcelona Traction case, the ICJ clarified that

“an essential distinction should be drawn between the obligations of a State to-
wards the international community as a whole, and those arising vis-à-vis another 
State in the field of diplomatic protection. By their very nature the former are 
the concern of all States. In view of the importance of the rights involved, all 
States can be held to have a legal interest in their protection; they are obligations 
erga omnes. Such obligations derive, for example, in contemporary international 
law, from the outlawing of acts of aggression, and of genocide, as also from the 
principles and rules concerning the basic rights of the human person, including 
protection from slavery and racial discrimination. Some of the corresponding 
rights of protection have entered into the body of general international law”.45

As defined by the Institut de Droit International, an obligation erga omnes is “an obligation 

43  It is to be clarified that, in the context of relevant international practice, different meanings may be attributed 
to the expression “fundamental rights”. While the most common tendency reflects the approach described in 
this chapter, others are also followed; for instance, in the context of the European Union, as shown above in 
this chapter, the expression in point refers to all human rights standards.

44  1155 UNTS 331.
45  See Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, judgment of 5 February 1970, I.C.J. 

Reports, paras. 33-34 (5 Feb. 1970).
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under general international law that a State owes in any given case to the international commu-
nity, in view of its common values and its concern for compliance, so that a breach of that ob-
ligation enables all States to take action”.46 In this respect, the International Law Commission 
(ILC) has clarified that “in certain situations, all States may have […] an interest [in invoking 
responsibility and ensuring compliance with obligations erga omnes], even though none of 
them is individually or specially affected by the breach”.47 

Consistently, Article 48 of the ILC’s Articles on State Responsibility provides for the possibility 
that State responsibility is invoked by a State other than an injured State when “the obligation 
breached is owed to the international community as a whole”.48 This provision clearly refers to 
the obligations erga omnes, although, as explained by the ILC itself, the use of this expression 
is avoided because it would convey “less information than the […] reference to the interna-
tional community as a whole and has sometimes been confused with obligations owed to all 
the parties to a treaty”.49 In fact “obligations protecting a collective interest […] may derive 
from multilateral treaties […] Such obligations have sometimes been referred to as ‘obligations 
erga omnes partes’”,50 which may be defined as obligations “under a multilateral treaty that 
a State party to the treaty owes in any given case to all the other States parties to the same 
treaty, in view of their common values and concern for compliance, so that a breach of that 
obligation enables all these States to take action”.51 The latter are also particularly relevant to 
the purposes of this chapter, because the obligations arising from multilateral human rights 
treaties are exactly to be considered as obligations erga omnes partes. Irrespective of whether 
human rights obligations derive from customary international law (obligations erga omnes in 
the proper sense of the term) or from a multilateral treaty (obligations erga omnes partes), in 
case of their breach the responsibility of the State concerned may be invoked by States other 
than the injured State. In the case of obligations erga omnes partes this prerogative is reserved 
to all other States which are parties to the treaty concerned, while, as regards obligations erga 
omnes arising from customary international law, all members of the international community 
may invoke such a responsibility. In the words of the ILC, “[e]ach State is entitled, as a member 
of the international community as a whole, to invoke the responsibility of another State for 
breaches of such obligations”.52 

In the human rights field this is particularly important, because in most cases of human rights 
violations there is no injured State, since breaches are often perpetrated by governments to the 
prejudice of their own citizens; in all these cases only States other than the injured one may 
invoke the responsibility of the State author of the violation. All States (or all States parties to a 
multilateral treaty) are consequently entitled to “claim from the responsible State: (a) cessation 
of the internationally wrongful act, and assurances and guarantees of non-repetition […]; and 
(b) performance of the obligation of reparation”.53 Furthermore, “[s]hould a widely acknowl-
edged grave breach of an erga omnes obligation occur, all the States to which the obligation is 
owed: (a) shall endeavour to bring the breach to an end through lawful means in accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nations; (b) shall not recognize as lawful a situation created by 
the breach; [and] (c) are entitled to take non-forcible counter-measures under conditions anal-

46  See Resolution of 27 Aug. 2005, “Obligations erga omnes in international law”, available at <http://www.
idi-iil.org/app/uploads/2017/06/2005_kra_01_en.pdf> (accessed on 12 Sep. 2019), Article 1(a).

47  Draft articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, with commentaries, adopted by the 
International Law Commission at its fifty-third session, 116 (2001), available at <http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/
instruments/english/commentaries/9_6_2001.pdf> (accessed on 23 Aug. 2019).

48  Id., Article 48, para. 1(a).
49  Id., p. 127.
50  Id., p. 126.
51  51. See Institut de Droit International, Resolution, “Obligations erga omnes in international law”, Article 

1(b) (27 Aug. 2005).
52  52. See Draft articles on Responsibility of States, 127.
53  Id., Article 48, para. 2.
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ogous to those applying to a State specially affected by the breach”.54 As previously emphasized, 
these rules apply in particular to human rights violations; indeed, as noted by the HRC, “the 
‘rules concerning the basic rights of the human person’ are erga omnes obligations [which], as 
indicated in the fourth preambular paragraph of the [ICCPR], [determine] a United Nations 
Charter obligation to promote universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fun-
damental freedoms”.55

State Responsibility in the Field of Human Rights Protection

Human rights obligations imply the existence of a multilayered responsibility for States. In 
particular, States are required “to respect and to ensure [human] rights to all persons who 
may be within their territory and to all persons subject to their jurisdiction”.56 In addition, 
“States [must] take the necessary steps to give effect to [human] rights in the domestic order. 
It follows that, unless [human] rights are already protected by their domestic laws or practices, 
States […] are required […] to make such changes to domestic laws and practices as are nec-
essary to ensure their conformity with the [the rights concerned]”.57 Furthermore, “States […] 
must ensure that individuals also have accessible and effective remedies to vindicate [human] 
rights”,58 and are requested to “make reparation to individuals whose [human] rights have been 
violated”.59

The various layers of State obligations in the human rights field have been egregiously catego-
rized by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which has affirmed that “[i]
nternationally accepted ideas of the various obligations engendered by human rights indicate 
that all rights—both civil and political rights and social and economic—generate at least four 
levels of duties for a State that undertakes to adhere to a rights regime, namely the duty to 
respect, protect, promote, and fulfil these rights. These obligations universally apply to all 
rights and entail a combination of negative and positive duties”.60 The “obligation to respect 
entails that the State should refrain from interfering in the enjoyment of all fundamental 
rights; it should respect right-holders, their freedoms, autonomy, resources, and liberty of their 
action”.61 The obligation to protect “requires the State to take measures to protect beneficiaries 
of the protected rights against political, economic and social interferences. Protection gen-
erally entails the creation and maintenance of an atmosphere or framework by an effective 
interplay of laws and regulations so that individuals will be able to freely realize their rights 
and freedoms”.62 As far as the obligation to promote is concerned, it presupposes a duty of the 
State to “make sure that individuals are able to exercise their rights and freedoms, for example, 
by promoting tolerance, raising awareness, and even building infrastructures”.63 Finally, the 
obligation to fulfil consists “more of a positive expectation on the part of the State to move its 
machinery towards the actual realisation of the rights”.64

 

54  See Institut de Droit International, Article 5.
55  See General Comment No. 31 [80], The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to 

the Covenant, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add. 13, para. 2 (26 May 2004).
56  Id., para. 10.
57  Id., para. 13.
58  Id., para. 15.
59  Id., para. 16.
60  See Communication No. 155/96, The Social and Economic Rights Action Center and the Center for Economic 

and Social Rights v. Nigeria, para. 44 (13-27 Oct. 2001).
61  Id., para. 45.
62  Id., para. 46.
63  Id.
64  Id., para. 47.
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The multilayered characterization of State responsibility in the human rights field just de-
scribed is generally accepted at the international level. While the existence of an obligation to 
promote the rights may sometimes not be mentioned in the practice of some human rights 
monitoring bodies, the existence of a tripartite responsibility by States to guarantee the effec-
tive realization of human rights—composed by the obligations to respect, protect and fulfil—
is beyond question.

Finally, each time that a human rights violation is committed, the victim is entitled to receive 
appropriate redress for the wrongs suffered; consistently, an additional profile of State respon-
sibility arises, materializing into an obligation to grant adequate and prompt reparation in 
favour of the victim(s) of human rights breaches. Depending on the circumstances of the case, 
such reparation may take different forms—particularly restitution, compensation, rehabilita-
tion, satisfaction, other forms of non-monetary redress, or a combination of two or more of 
such means; what is important, is that the form(s) of reparation chosen is/are actually capable 
of making the victim(s) feel effectively redressed for the wrongs suffered.65

Human Rights Violations and Domestic Remedies

Violations of human rights cannot be considered, under international law, to be definitive-
ly finalized when the State allegedly responsible of the violation provides the victim(s) with 
adequate domestic remedies, until such remedies have been exhausted. The rule of the prior 
exhaustion of domestic remedies applies to all existing international human rights monitoring 
bodies—either of judicial or non-judicial character—and even according to customary inter-
national law a State cannot be considered internationally responsible of a breach of human 
rights until the alleged victim has not unsuccessfully exhausted—or has done everything that 
was reasonably possible to exhaust—available domestic remedies, if any. The rationale of this 
rule is mainly grounded on two reasons. First, it appears fair—and practically advisable—to 
offer domestic courts the opportunity to decide on claims of human rights breaches before they 
are brought to an international forum. More generally, a State should be given the opportu-
nity to remove an alleged violation before being considered responsible of an internationally 
wrongful act. Secondly, international instances of recourse for human rights violations cannot 
be treated as courts of first instance, for evident practical reasons of sustainability of their work.

However, it is uniformly recognized that, in order for the rule of the prior exhaustion of do-
mestic remedies to be effectively applicable, the relevant remedies must be available, effective 
and sufficient. “A remedy is considered available if the petitioner can pursue it without [prac-
tical] impediment, it is deemed effective if it offers a [reasonable] prospect of success, and it 
is found sufficient if it is capable of redressing the complaint”.66 A remedy must allow the 
competent domestic authority “to deal with the substance of an ‘arguable complaint’ […] and 
to grant appropriate relief ”,67 and must be “available to the applicant in theory and in practice, 
that is to say, […] accessible, [and] capable of providing redress and offered reasonable pros-

65  See Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations 
of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law, UN General 
Assembly Res. 60/147 (16 Dec. 2005) (although this document formally refers to “gross violations” of 
human rights only, its basic principles may be considered as generally applicable to human rights violations). 
See also Dina Shelton, Remedies in International Human Rights Law (3rd ed., 2015). Finally, see Federico 
Lenzerini, “Reparations for Indigenous Peoples in International and Comparative Law: An Introduction”, 
in Federico Lenzerini (ed.), Reparations for Indigenous Peoples: International and Comparative Perspectives 3 
(2008).

66  See African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Dawda Jawara v. Gambia, Communications Nos. 
147/95 and 149/96, para. 32 (11 May 2000).

67  See ECtHR, M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, Appl. No. 30696/09, judgment, para. 288 (21 Jan. 2011).
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pects of success”.68 In the words of the HRC,

“domestic remedies must not only be available but also effective, and […] the 
term ‘domestic remedies’ must be understood as referring primarily to judicial 
remedies. The Committee considers that the effectiveness of a remedy also de-
pends to some extent on the nature of the alleged violation. In other words, if 
the alleged offence is particularly serious, such as in the case of violations of basic 
human rights, in particular the right to life, purely administrative and disciplinary 
remedies cannot be considered adequate and effective. This conclusion applies in 
particular in situations where […] the victims or their families may not be party 
to and not even intervene in the proceedings before military jurisdictions, thereby 
precluding any possibility of obtaining redress before these jurisdictions in con-
sideration of the specific circumstances of the case”.69

An equivalent approach is followed by the Inter-American Commission and the IACtHR, 
according to which a remedy must be adequate, i.e. “suitable to address an infringement of a 
legal right”,70 and effective, i.e. “capable of producing the result for which it was designed”.71

It follows that, in addition to the cases when they are completely non-existing, domestic rem-
edies cannot be considered available, adequate or effective, for instance, when one of the fol-
lowing situations occurs: existing remedies have no reasonable concrete chances of success;72 
existing remedies are merely formalistic; existing remedies are unduly prolonged;73 existing 
remedies are not obligatory but have an extraordinary character; existing remedies are grant-
ed at the discretion of a State authority; existing remedies are hindered by financial imped-
iments;74 access to courts is unreasonably arduous; procedural rules bar the applicant from 
pursuing the remedy; the reparation granted by the existing remedies is inadequate; the case is 
settled through unreasonable, unbalanced settlements concluded in an unfavorable context;75 
there is lack of due process; the judicial body entrusted to take care of the existing remedies is 
not independent or impartial (this is presumed, for instance, where in the organization of the 
State there is no effective separation of powers); or when the activity of a court is hindered by 
legislative provisions or measures taken by the executive power. In all these and other equiva-
lent cases, the alleged victim of a human rights breach, as a matter of exception, is no longer 
obliged to try to exhaust domestic remedies and may directly use the avenues available at the 
international level in order to obtain justice.

68  See ECtHR, McFarlane v. Ireland, Appl. No. 31333/06, judgment, para. 114 (10 Sep. 2010).
69  See Jose Vicente and Amado Villafañe Chaparro, Dioselina Torres Crespo, Hermes Enrique Torres Solis and 

Vicencio Chaparro Izquierdo v. Colombia, Communication No. 612/1995, para. 5.3 (14 Mar. 1996).
70  See Velasquez Rodriguez v. Honduras, Series C No. 4, judgment (Merits), para. 64(29 July 1988).
71  Id., para. 66.
72  See, e.g., HRC, Earl Pratt and Ivan Morgan v. Jamaica, Communications Nos. 210/1986 and 225/1987, 

Views, para. 12.3 (6 Apr. 1989); Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, D.R. v. Australia, 
Communication No. 42/2008, Views, para. 6.5 (15 Sep. 2009); Committee on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, Noble v. Australia, Views, para. 7.7 (23 Aug. 2016); ECtHR, Case of Al-Skeini and Others v. The 
United Kingdom, Appl. No. 55721/07, judgment, para. 105 (7 July 2011); Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights, Admissibility Report No. 43/10, Petition 242-05, Mossville Environmental Action Now 
(United States), para. 32 (17 Mar. 2010).

73  See, e.g., HRC, Rajapakse v. Sri Lanka, Communication No. 1250/2004, Views, para. 6.1 (5 Sep. 2006); 
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Durmic v. Serbia and Montenegro, Communication 
No. 29/2003, Views, para. 6.5 (6 March 2006); Committee Against Torture, Ali v. Tunisia, Communication 
No. 291/2006, Views, para. 7.2 (26 Nov. 2008).

74  See, e.g., HRC, Quelch v. Jamaica, Communication No. 292/1988, Views of 23 October 1992, para. 8.2; 
ECtHR, Case of Airey v. Ireland, Appl. No. 6289/73, judgment, para. 24 (9 Oct. 1979).

75  See Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Admissibility Report No. 134/11, Petition 1190-06, 
Undocumented Workers (United States), para. 28 (20 Oct. 2011).
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Also, in principle there is no requirement for a victim of a human rights violation to pursue 
multiple ways to seek a remedy,76 unless, in the presence of multiple avenues to avail him/her-
self of a remedy, the applicant has unsuccessfully made recourse to a particular remedy while 
another exists which has a higher likelihood of success.77

Finally, it is uniformly agreed by human rights monitoring bodies that, when doubts exist on 
whether or not domestic remedies have been effectively pursued, the burden of proof rests 
with the State, which must demonstrate that domestic remedies actually existed which were 
available, adequate and effective, and that the alleged victim of the violation did not make 
recourse—or made wrong recourse—to them.
 

Human Rights and Intertemporal Law

A well-established rule in international law, which also applies to human rights, is that of 
intertemporal law. This rule was famously expressed by Judge Max Huber in the well-known 
Island of Palmas arbitration, stating that “a juridical fact must be appreciated in the light of the 
law contemporary with it, and not of the law in force at the time when a dispute in regard to 
it arises or falls to be settled”.78 This rule has been subsequently generally accepted and applied 
in the context of international law. For instance, it was used by the International Court of 
Justice (ICJ) in the case of Rights of Nationals of the United States of America in Morocco (France 
v. United States of America), when the Court had to establish the meaning and extent of the 
consular jurisdiction granted to the United States by two treaties concluded in 1787 and 1836; 
in that occasion the Court concluded that “[i]t is necessary to take into account the meaning 
of the word ‘dispute’ at the times when the two treaties were concluded”.79 

This rule is expressed for treaties in Article 28 VCLT—stating that, “[u]nless a different inten-
tion appears from the treaty or is otherwise established, its provisions do not bind a party in 
relation to any act or fact which took place or any situation which ceased to exist before the 
date of the entry into force of the treaty with respect to that party”. No doubt, however, that 
it is equally applicable to obligations existing under customary international law. In principle, 
therefore, a violation may be considered as having been produced only whether and to the 
extent that the act, fact or omission from which the supposed breach originated was prohibited 
by the law in force at the time when it was held or took place. It follows—again, in principle—
that the application of the rule on intertemporal law to human rights implies that the human 
rights standards concerned cannot be applied retroactively; consequently, a State cannot be held 
responsible of a violation of human rights when the act, fact or omission committed by that 
State which would potentially give rise to the violation was done at a time when such State was 
not (yet) bound to respect the right concerned.

Concept of Continuing International Wrongful Acts

A very significant expression used by Article 28 VCLT is the one referring to the fact that—for 
the principle of intertemporal law to apply—it is necessary that the relevant situation “took 

76  See, e.g., Committee Against Torture, Osmani v. Serbia, Communication No. 261/2005, Views, para. 5.2 (25 
May 2009); Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Admissibility Report No. 43/10, Petition 242-
05, Mossville Environmental Action Now (United States), para. 32.

77  See Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Sadic v. Denmark, Communication No. 
25/2002, Views, paras. 6.2–6.7 (19 Mar. 2003).

78  Island of Palmas case (Netherlands, USA), Reports of International Arbitral Awards, Vol. II, 829, 845 (4 Apr. 
1928).

79  Judgment, I.C.J. Reports, 176, 189 (27 Aug. 1952).
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place or […] ceased to exist” before the relevant international obligation came into existence. In 
this respect, the term situation is to be considered as comprising all different elements compos-
ing a juridical fact which may translate into a potential violation, from the material fact or act 
producing it to, particularly, its legal effects. A given situation cannot be considered as having 
ceased to exist when it continues to produce wrongful effects, irrespective of the time when the 
“primary” material fact, act or omission from which such effects started to be produced took 
place. The “precise meaning of [the] retroactivity principle is not as clear as it may seem. Facts 
or acts can occur once or repeatedly and situations can continue to exist. All of these may be 
relevant factors in ascertaining whether the retroactivity principle forms a bar against taking 
them into account”.80 It is a general principle of international law on State responsibility the 
one according to which—as specified by Article 14(2) of the ILC’s Articles on State Respon-
sibility—“[t]he breach of an international obligation by an act of a State having a continuing 
character extends over the entire period during which the act continues and remains not in 
conformity with the international obligation”. As clarified by the ILC Special Rapporteur Sir 
Humphrey Waldock, in cases of continuing violations, the relevant rule

“does not, strictly speaking, apply to a fact, act or situation falling partly within 
and partly outside the period during which it is in force; it applies only to the fact, 
act or situation which occurs or exists after [such a rule has entered] in[to] force. 
This may have the result that prior facts, acts or situations are brought under con-
sideration for the purpose of the application of the [rule]; but it is only because of 
their causal connexion with the subsequent facts, acts or situations to which alone 
in law the [rule] applies”.81

As examples of “continuing wrongful acts” the ILC mentions

“the maintenance in effect of legislative provisions incompatible with treaty obli-
gations of the enacting State, unlawful detention of a foreign official or unlawful 
occupation of embassy premises, maintenance by force of colonial domination, 
unlawful occupation of part of the territory of another State or stationing armed 
forces in another State without its consent”.82

It is important to correctly identify the constitutive element of a continuing violation. As 
noted, again, by the ILC, a violation cannot be considered of having a continuing character 
merely because its (material) consequences “extend in time […] The pain and suffering caused 
by earlier acts of torture or the economic effects of the expropriation of property continue even 
though the torture has ceased or title to the property has passed”.83 Therefore, “[i]t must be 
the wrongful act as such which continues”.84 The reality of the contemporary world, however, 
is that “many [human rights] abuses continue today and violate existing human rights norms 
binding on all States”.85 Needless to say that, of course,

“[a] continuing wrongful act itself can cease: thus a hostage can be released, or the 
body of a disappeared person returned to the next of kin. In essence, a continu-
ing wrongful act is one which has been commenced but has not been completed 
at the relevant time. Where a continuing wrongful act has ceased, for example 

80  See Antoine Buyse, “A Lifeline in Time – Non-retroactivity and Continuing Violations under the ECHR”, 
75 Nordic Journal of International Law, 63, 65 (2006).

81  See Sir Humphrey Waldock, “Sixth Report on the Law of Treaties”, in Yearbook of the International Law 
Commission, vol. 2, 51, 63, para. 3 (1966).

82  See Draft articles on Responsibility of States, 60, para. 3.
83  Id., para. 6.
84  Id.
85  Shelton, 48.
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by the release of hostages or the withdrawal of forces from territory unlawfully 
occupied, the act is considered for the future as no longer having a continuing 
character, even though certain effects of the act may continue”.86

However, even when a wrongful act has ceased, its material “consequences are the subject of 
the secondary obligations of reparation, including restitution […] The prolongation of such 
effects will be relevant, for example, in determining the amount of compensation payable, 
[although] [t]hey do not […] entail that the breach itself is a continuing one”.87

Continuing Human Rights Violations

The concept of “continuing violation” is extensively applied in the human rights field. Many 
examples may be provided in this respect. The Human Rights Committee (HRC), established 
by Article 28 of the ICCPR, has clarified in many cases that it is not entitled to consider alleged 
violations of the Covenant which occurred before the Optional Protocol88 through which a 
State party may accept its competence to receive individual communications has entered into 
force for the respondent State. This rule, however, is subject to exception in the cases with 
respect to which “the violations complained of continue after the entry into force of the Op-
tional Protocol. A continuing violation is to be interpreted as an affirmation, after the entry 
into force of the Optional Protocol, by act or by clear implication, of the previous violations 
of the State party”.89 Hence, the HRC is allowed to consider a communication related to acts, 
facts or omissions occurred before the entry into force of the Optional Protocol for the State 
concerned which “continued to have effects which themselves constitute a violation of the 
Covenant after that date”.90 For instance, in Sandra Lovelace v. Canada, the HRC considered 
the situation of a woman who had lost her status of being a member of an Indian tribe in 1970, 
after marrying a non-Indian, and complained that the Canadian Act which established such a 
rule was discriminatory on the ground of sex and violated several articles of the ICCPR. The 
Committee affirmed that it

“must also take into account that the Covenant has entered into force in respect of 
Canada on 19 August 1976, several years after the marriage of Mrs. Lovelace. She 
consequently lost her status as an Indian at a time when Canada was not bound 
by the Covenant. The Human Rights Committee has held that it is empowered 
to consider a communication when the measures complained of, although they 
occurred before the entry into force of the Covenant, continued to have effects 
which themselves constitute a violation of the Covenant after that date”.91

The HRC accordingly found that, “[s]ince the author of the communication is ethnically an 
Indian, some persisting effects of her loss of legal status as an Indian may, as from the entry 
into force of the Covenant for Canada, amount to a violation of rights protected by the Cov-
enant”,92 concluding that “to prevent her recognition as belonging to the band is an unjusti-
fiable denial of her rights under article 27 of the Covenant, read in the context of the other 

86  See Draft articles on Responsibility of States, 60, para. 5.
87  Id., p. 60, para. 6.
88  See n. 13 above.
89  See Simunek, Hastings, Tuzilova and Prochazka v. The Czech Republic, Communication No. 516/1992, U.N. 

Doc. CCPR/C/54/D/516/1992, para. 4.5 (31 July 1995).
90  See James A. Sweeney, “The Elusive Right to Truth in Transitional Human Rights Jurisprudence”, 67 

International and Comparative Law Quarterly 353, 363 (2018).
91  See Sandra Lovelace v. Canada, Communication No. R.6/24, U.N. Doc. Supp. No. 40 (A/36/40) 166 

(1981), available at <http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/undocs/session36/6-24.htm> (accessed on 15 Aug. 2019), 
para. 7.3

92  Id., para. 7.4.
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provisions referred to”.93

Subsequently, in S.E. v. Argentina, the HRC warned the respondent government that “it is 
under an obligation, in respect of violations occurring or continuing after the entry into force 
of the Covenant, thoroughly to investigate alleged violations and to provide remedies where 
applicable, for victims or their dependents”,94 although the Committee eventually held that no 
substantive violations had been committed in the instant case. In Sarma v. Sri Lanka the HRC 
also held that enforced disappearance determined by illegal detention entailed a continuing 
violation of Article 9 (right to liberty and security of the person) and 7 (freedom from torture 
or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment) ICCPR, the latter with regard to 
the author’s son and the author’s family,95 on account of “the anguish and stress caused to the 
author’s family by the disappearance of his son and by the continuing uncertainty concerning 
his fate and whereabouts”.96 Last but not least, in Mariam Sankara and others v. Burkina Faso, 
the HRC found that the assassination in 1987 of Thomas Sankara, president of Burkina Faso, 
although perpetrated well before the entry into force of the Optional Protocol for the State 
concerned (1999), determined a violation of Article 7 ICCPR due to

“the anguish and psychological pressure which Ms. Sankara and her sons, the 
family of a man killed in disputed circumstances, have suffered and continue to 
suffer because they still do not know the circumstances surrounding the death of 
Thomas Sankara, or the precise location where his remains were officially buried. 
Thomas Sankara’s family have the right to know the circumstances of his death, 
and the Committee points out that any complaint relating to acts prohibited 
under article 7 of the Covenant must be investigated rapidly and impartially by 
the competent authorities. In addition, the Committee notes, as it did during 
its deliberations on admissibility, the failure to correct Thomas Sankara’s death 
certificate of 17 January 1988, which records a natural death contrary to the pub-
licly known facts, which have been confirmed by the State party. The Committee 
considers that the refusal to conduct an investigation into the death of Thomas 
Sankara, the lack of official recognition of his place of burial and the failure to 
correct the death certificate constitute inhuman treatment of Ms. Sankara and her 
sons, in breach of article 7 of the Covenant”.97

While the competence of the HRC to consider individual communications is limited to the 
States that have ratified the Optional Protocol, which do not include the United States,98 all 
States parties to the ICCPR are obviously bound to respect the rights protected by the Cov-
enant. On its part, the HRC is the body to which the ICCPR attributes the competence to 
interpret its articles and define the conditions according to which they should be implemented 
and, a fortiori, the situations when a State party is to be considered responsible of their breach. 
It follows that even the States parties which have not ratified the Optional Protocol—although 
they cannot be the object of scrutiny by the HRC in the context of individual communica-
tions—are anyway to be considered internationally responsible of continuing violations of the 

93  Id., para. 17. Article 27 ICCPR reads as follows: “[i]n those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic 
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the 
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use 
their own language”.

94  See S.E. v. Argentina, Communication No. 275/1988, decision, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/38/D/275/1988, para. 
5.4 (26 Mar. 1990).

95  See Sarma v. Sri Lanka, Communication No. 950/2000, Views, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/78/D/950/2000, para. 
9.5 (16 July 2003).

96  Id.
97  See Mariam Sankara and others v. Burkina Faso, Communication No. 1159/2003, Views, U.N. Doc. 

CCPR/C/86/D/1159/2003, para. 12.2 (28 Mar. 2006).
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ICCPR for situations originating before the date of the entry into force of the Covenant for 
them which continue to produce wrongful effects after such a date. The United States ratified 
the ICCPR on 8 June 1992.99 Pursuant to Article 49, para. 2, ICCPR, the Covenant has en-
tered into force for the US “three months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of 
ratification or instrument of accession”.

The ECtHR has also widely recognized the existence of continuing violations of the rights pro-
tected by the ECHR and its protocols. While “[t]he Court’s jurisdiction ratione temporis covers 
only the period after the ratification of the Convention or its Protocols by the respondent 
State[,] [f ]rom the ratification date onwards, all the State’s alleged acts and omissions must 
conform to the Convention or its Protocols and subsequent facts fall within the Court’s juris-
diction even where they are merely extensions of an already existing situation”.100 For example, 
in the Case of Papamichalopoulos and Others v. Greece, the Court found Greece responsible of 
the violation of the right to property of the applicant—established by Article 1 of Protocol 
1 to the ECHR—on account of seizure of property not resulting in formal expropriation; in 
fact, “the loss of all ability to dispose of the land in issue, taken together with the failure of the 
attempts made so far to remedy the situation complained of, entailed sufficiently serious con-
sequences for the applicants de facto to have been expropriated in a manner incompatible with 
their right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions”.101 While the seizure of the property 
concerned had occurred about eight years before Greece recognized the competence of the 
Court to receive individual applications, the Court noted that “the applicants’ complaints 
relate to a continuing situation, which still obtains at the present time”.102

Also, in the Case of Loizidou v. Turkey, taking place in the context of the occupation of the 
Northern part of Cyprus by Turkey (through the puppet government of the Turkish Republic 
of Northern Cyprus (TRNC)) since 1974, the ECtHR considered that “the Court’s jurisdic-
tion extends only to the applicant’s allegations of a continuing violation of her property rights 
subsequent to 22 January 1990”, because Turkey had accepted the jurisdiction of the Court on 
that date.103 In the examination of the merits, the Court concluded that Turkey had prevented 
the applicant from accessing her property for sixteen years, “gradually […] affect[ing] the right 
of the applicant as a property owner and in particular her right to a peaceful enjoyment of her 
possessions, thus constituting a continuing violation of Article 1 [of Protocol 1]”.104 In the in-
terstate case ensuing from the same events, Cyprus v. Turkey, the ECtHR found Turkey respon-
sible of continuing violations of the following provisions of the ECHR: a) Article 2 (right to 
life), “on account of the failure of the authorities of the respondent State to conduct an effective 
investigation aimed at clarifying the whereabouts and fate of Greek-Cypriot missing persons 
who disappeared in life-threatening circumstances”;105 b) Article 5 (right to liberty and securi-
ty), “by virtue of the failure of the authorities of the respondent State to conduct an effective 
investigation into the whereabouts and fate of the missing Greek-Cypriot persons in respect 
of whom there is an arguable claim that they were in custody at the time they disappeared”;106 
c) Article 3 (prohibition of torture), since “the authorities of the respondent State have failed 
to undertake any investigation into the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of the 
missing persons [causing] the relatives of persons who went missing during the events of July 

99  See <https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-4&chapter=4&clang=_en> 
(accessed on 16 Aug. 2019).

100  See Maria Hutten-Czapska v. Poland, Appl. No. 35014/97, decision on admissibility (16 Sep. 2003).
101   See Case of Papamichalopoulos and Others v. Greece, Appl. No. 14556/89, judgment, para. 45 (24 June 1993).
102  Id., para. 40.
103  See Case of Loizidou v. Turkey (Preliminary Objections), Appl. 15318/89, judgment, para. 102 (23 Mar. 1995).
104  See Case of Loizidou v. Turkey (Merits), judgment, para. 60 (18 Dec. 1996).
105  See Case of Cyprus v. Turkey, Appl. No. 25781/94, judgment, para. 136 (10 May 2001). For a more 

comprehensive assessment of the jurisprudence of the ECtHR on continuing violations see Loukis G. 
Loucaides, The European Convention on Human Rights. Collected Essays, 25 (2007); Buyse.

106  See Case of Cyprus v. Turkey, Appl. No. 25781/94, judgment, para. 150 (10 May 2001).
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and August 1974 [to be] condemned to live in a prolonged state of acute anxiety which cannot 
be said to have been erased with the passage of time”;107 d) Article 8 (right to private and family 
life), “by reason of the refusal to allow the return of any Greek-Cypriot displaced persons to 
their homes in northern Cyprus”;108 e) Article 1 of Protocol 1 (protection of property), “by 
virtue of the fact that Greek-Cypriot owners of property in northern Cyprus are being denied 
access to and control, use and enjoyment of their property as well as any compensation for the 
interference with their property rights”.109

An analogous approach is followed by the IACtHR. For instance, in the Case of Blake v. Gua-
temala the Court held that forced disappearance of a person is a crime characterized by the 
fact that its “effects could be deemed to be continuing until such time as the victims’ fate or 
whereabouts were determined”.110 As a consequence, the IACtHR considered “Mr. Nicholas 
Blake’s disappearance as marking the beginning of a continuing situation, and will decide 
about the actions and effects subsequent to the date on which Guatemala accepted the com-
petence of the Court”,111 finding Guatemala responsible of the violation of Articles 8(1) (right 
to a fair hearing) and 5 (right to humane treatment) ACHR, both to the detriment of the 
relatives of Mr. Nicholas Chapman Blake. Later, in the Case of the Moiwana Community v. 
Suriname, concerning a massacre perpetrated by members of the armed forces of Suriname 
against the N’djuka Maroon village of Moiwana on 29 November 1986, while the respondent 
State accepted the jurisdiction of the Court on 12 November 1987, the IACtHR confirmed 
that, “in the case of a continuing or permanent violation, which begins before the acceptance 
of the Court’s jurisdiction and persists even after that acceptance, the Tribunal is competent to 
examine the actions and omissions occurring subsequent to the recognition of jurisdiction, as 
well as their respective effects”.112 Relying on this principle, the IACtHR found that Suriname 
violated Articles 5(1), 22 (right to freedom of movement and residence), 21 (right to prop-
erty), as well as the rights to judicial guarantees and judicial protection enshrined in Articles 
8(1) and 25 ACHR. The same principle was reiterated by the Court more recently, again with 
respect to forced disappearances.113

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights stands along the same lines of the 
IACtHR. In all aforementioned and other cases, the Commission has constantly urged the 
Court to consider the alleged breaches of the ACHR as continuing violations. The position of 
the Inter-American Commission is relevant for the reason that it has jurisdiction over the vio-
lations committed by the United States under the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties 
of Man of 1948.114 While the provisions of this Declaration are not binding in themselves, and, 
consequently, the reports of the Commission do not entail any literal obligations for the States 
concerned to comply with them, this does not mean that the State is not subject to an interna-
tional obligation to respect the relevant human rights and to guarantee their enjoyment to the 
persons subject to its jurisdiction. This holds true in light of the fact that today virtually all the 
provisions of the American Declaration (to a similar extent of the UDHR) correspond to obli-
gations existing under customary international law. As a consequence, although the violations 
of the Declaration committed by a State cannot be sanctioned by a monitoring body, once 
the Commission, as the body competent of interpreting the provisions of the Declaration, has 

107  Id., para. 157.
108  Id., para. 175.
109  Id.., para. 189.
110  See Case of Blake v. Guatemala, Series C No. 36, judgment, para. 54 (24 Jan. 1998).
111  Id.., para. 67.
112  See Case of the Moiwana Community v. Suriname, Series C No. 124, judgment, para. 39 (15 June 2005).
113  See Case of Gomes Lund and Others (“Guerrilha do Araguaia”) v. Brazil, Series C No. 219, judgment, paras. 17 

and 110-111 (24 Nov. 2010)..
114  The text of the American Declaration is available at <https://www.oas.org/dil/access_to_information_

human_right_American_Declaration_of_the_Rights_and_Duties_of_Man.pdf> (accessed on 16 Aug. 2019).
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ascertained that the latter has been breached, in most cases the State concerned is responsible 
of a breach of the rules of customary international law corresponding to the relevant provisions 
of the Declaration.

The ACtHPR has equally affirmed, in several cases, its competence to deal with violations 
of the ACHPR arising from facts, acts or omissions occurred before the State concerned has 
accepted its jurisdiction, when such violations are continuing after the date of acceptance.115

A case of interest is also provided by the practice of the International Labour Organization 
(ILO). It is a case of a representation submitted in 2001 against Denmark by an indigenous 
community living in Greenland, under the the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention No. 
169 of 1989,116 claiming that the relocation of the community concerned from its traditional 
lands in 1953, a long time before the Convention entered into force for Denmark (22 Feb-
ruary 1997), gave rise to a violation of certain articles of the treaty concerned. Facing the 
argument of the respondent State, according to which the Convention could not be applied 
retroactively, the Committee observed that

“the relocation of the population of the Uummannaq settlement, which forms 
the basis of this representation, took place in 1953. […] the Convention only 
came into force for Denmark on 22 February 1997. The Committee considers 
that the provisions of the Convention cannot be applied retroactively, particularly 
with regard to procedural matters, such as whether the appropriate consultations 
were held in 1953 with the peoples concerned. However, the Committee notes 
that the effects of the 1953 relocation continue today, in that the relocated per-
sons cannot return to the Uummannaq settlement and that legal claims to those 
lands remain outstanding. Accordingly, the Committee considers that the conse-
quences of the relocation that persist following the entry into force of Convention 
No. 169 still need to be considered with regard to [a number of ] Articles […] 
of the Convention […], despite the fact that the relocation was carried out prior 
to the entry into force of the Convention. These provisions of the Convention 
are almost invariably invoked concerning displacements of indigenous and tribal 
peoples which predated the ratification of the Convention by a member State”.117

In sum, it is evident that the principle of State responsibility for human rights breaches of 
continuing character corresponds to a crystallized rule of general international law. In this re-
spect, “‘the passage of time’ does not reduce, but adds to, the severity of continuing violations 
[…] continuing illegalities, such as continuing usurpation of properties […] continuing illegal 
detention, etc., cannot be subject to prescription or exculpation through lapse of time, because 
they call for a remedy for as long as they last”.118 For a continuing violation of human rights 

115  See Beneficiaries of late Norbert Zongo, Abdoulaye Nikiema alias Ablasse, Ernest Zongo and Blaise Ilboudo & The 
Burkinabe Human and Peoples’ Rights Movement v. Burkina Faso, Appl. No. 013/2011, order, paras. 76-77 
(23 Aug. 2012); Peter Joseph Chacha v. The United Republic of Tanzania, Appl. No. 003/2012, judgment, 
para. 126 (28 Mar. 2014); Wilfred Onyango Nganyi & 9 others v. The United Republic of Tanzania, Appl. No. 
006/2013, judgment, para. 66 (18 Mar. 2016).

116  Available at <https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_
CODE:C169> (accessed on 14 Sep. 2019).

117  See Report of the Committee set up to examine the representation alleging non-observance by Denmark of the 
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by 
the National Confederation of Trade Unions of Greenland (Sulinermik Inuussutissarsiuteqartut Kattuffiat-SIK) 
(SIK), Decision, 2001, available at <https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:50012:0::NO:50012
:P50012_COMPLAINT_PROCEDURE_ID,P50012_LANG_CODE:2507219,en:NO> (accessed on 23 
Aug. 2019), para. 29.

118  See Loukis G. Loucaides “Is the European Court of Human Rights Still a Principled Court of Human Rights 
After the Demopoulos Case?”, 24 Leiden Journal of International Law 435, 444 (2011).
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to exist – as a matter of treaty law but also of customary international law – it is necessary and 
sufficient to ascertain that a situation determined by an act, fact, or, in some cases, omission 
(e.g. when a State fails to take the necessary measures to allow a person to effectively enjoy a 
property to which she is entitled) —i.e. its legal effects—was continuing to exist at the moment 
when the State concerned started to be bound by an international obligation not to produce 
the effects continuing to be determined by that act, fact or omission. The conduct of the said 
State began to be wrongful—and to generate its international responsibility—exactly from 
that precise moment.

State Jurisdiction and Extraterritorial Applicability of Human Rights

Most human rights treaties of general character establish that States parties are bound to guar-
antee the enjoyment of those rights to all human beings subject to, or within, their jurisdic-
tion.119 According to traditional international law, the concept of jurisdiction is linked to the 
State territory; as noted by the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Lotus case,

“the first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon a State is 
that – failing the existence of a permissive rule to the contrary – it may not exer-
cise its power in any form in the territory of another State. In this sense jurisdic-
tion is certainly territorial; it cannot be exercised by a State outside its territory 
except by virtue of a permissive rule derived from international custom or from 
a convention […] all that can be required of a State is that it should not overstep 
the limits which international law places upon its jurisdiction; within these limits, 
its title to exercise jurisdiction rests in its sovereignty”.120

However, in more recent times the meaning of State jurisdiction has positively evolved, espe-
cially in the field of human rights protection, to include all situations with respect to which a 
State exercises its effective control, irrespective of the territory where such a control is exercised. 
In its advisory opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territory, the ICJ observed that, “while the jurisdiction of States is primarily ter-
ritorial, it may sometimes be exercised outside the national territory. Considering the object 
and purpose of the [ICCPR], it would seem natural that, even when such is the case, States 
parties to the Covenant should be bound to comply with its provisions”;121 hence, the Court 
concluded that “the [ICCPR] is applicable in respect of acts done by a State in the exercise of 
its jurisdiction outside its own territory”.122

Consistently, in its General Comment No. 31[80], the HRC emphasized that “States Parties 
are required by article 2, paragraph 1 [ICCPR], to respect and to ensure the Covenant rights 
to all persons who may be within their territory and to all persons subject to their jurisdiction. 
This means that a State party must respect and ensure the rights laid down in the Covenant to 
anyone within the power or effective control of that State Party, even if not situated within the 
territory of the State Party”.123 In a communication concerning Uruguay, the HRC had previ-
ously held that “Article 2 (1) of the Covenant places an obligation upon a State party to respect 
and to ensure rights ‘to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction’, but 
it does not imply that the State party concerned cannot be held accountable for violations of 

119  See Article 2, para. 1, ICCPR; Article 1 ECHR; Article 1, para. 1, ACHR.
120  See The Case of the S.S. “Lotus”, judgment, Publications of the Permanent Court of International Justice, 

Collection Of Judgments, Series A, No. 70, 18 (7 Sep. 1927) Generally on this issue see Arthur Lenhoff, 
“International Law and Rules on International Jurisdiction”, 50 Cornell Law Quarterly 5 (1964).

121  I. C. J. Reports, 136, para. 109 (2004).
122  Id., para. 111.
123  See General Comment No. 31 [80], para. 10 (emphasis added).
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rights under the Covenant which its agents commit upon the territory of another State, wheth-
er with the acquiescence of the Government of that State or in opposition to it”.124 In similar 
terms, the Committee against Torture, in a communication concerning the United Kingdom, 
manifested its concern for

“the State party’s limited acceptance of the applicability of the [CAT] to the ac-
tions of its forces abroad, in particular its explanation that ‘those parts of the Con-
vention which are applicable only in respect of territory under the jurisdiction of 
a State party cannot be applicable in relation to actions of the United Kingdom 
in Afghanistan and Iraq’; the Committee observes that the [CAT] protections 
extend to all territories under the jurisdiction of a State party and considers that 
this principle includes all areas under the de facto effective control of the State 
party’s authorities”.125

Furthermore, in its General Comment No. 4, concerning the principle of non-refoulement 
enshrined in Article 3 CAT, the Committee made it clear that

“[e]ach State party must apply the principle of non-refoulement in any territory 
under its jurisdiction or any area under its control or authority, or on board a ship 
or aircraft registered in the State party, to any person, including persons request-
ing or in need of international protection, without any form of discrimination 
and regardless of the nationality or statelessness or the legal, administrative or 
judicial status of the person concerned under ordinary or emergency law. As the 
Committee noted in its General Comment No. 2, ‘the concept of “any territory 
under its jurisdiction” … includes any territory or facilities and must be applied 
to protect any person, citizen or non-citizen without discrimination subject to the 
de jure or de facto control of the State party’”.126

The approach just described is confirmed by the uniform practice of regional human rights 
monitoring bodies. The ECtHR, in particular, has developed a jurisprudence in the context of 
which the extraterritorial jurisdiction of ECHR’s States parties has been affirmed in a number 
of different circumstances of “acts of their authorities producing effects outside their own ter-
ritory”.127 These situations include the acts of diplomatic and consular agents “abroad and on 
board craft and vessels registered in, or flying the flag of, that State[, with respect to whom,] 
[…] customary international law and treaty provisions have recognised the extra-territorial 
exercise of jurisdiction by the relevant State”;128 the acts committed when a State, “through 
the effective control of the relevant territory and its inhabitants abroad as a consequence of 
military occupation or through the consent, invitation or acquiescence of the Government of 
that territory, exercises all or some of the public powers normally to be exercised by that Gov-

124  See Lopez Burgos v. Uruguay, Delia Saldias de Lopez (on behalf of Lopez Burgos) v. Uruguay, Communication 
No. 52/1979, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/OP/1, para. 12.3 (1984). See also Lilian Celiberti de Casariego v. 
Uruguay, Communication No. 56/1979, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/13/D/56/1979, para. 10.3 (1981).

125  See Conclusions and recommendations of the Committee against Torture: United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland – Dependent Territories. 10/12/2004, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/CR/33/3, para. 
4(b) (10 Dec. 2004). See also Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties under Article 19 of 
the Convention. Conclusions and recommendations of the Committee against Torture. United States of 
America, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/USA/CO/2, para. 15 (25 July 2006).

126  See General Comment No. 4 on the implementation of article 3 of the Convention in the context of article 
22 (2017), available at <https://www.refworld.org/docid/5a903dc84.html> (accessed on 23 Aug. 2019), para. 
10.

127  See Case of Drozd and Janousek v. France and Spain, Appl. No. 12747/87, judgment, para. 91 (26 June 1992).
128  See Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, Appl. No. 52207/99, Grand Chamber decision as to the 
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ernment”;129 the cases when the use of force by a State’s agent operating outside its territory 
brings an individual under his/her control, for instance where an individual is taken into the 
custody of State agents abroad;130 the interception of a foreign boat by a vessel of the State navy, 
in international waters, and the forcible transfer of its passengers to a foreign country;131 as 
well as the situations occurring “when, as a consequence of lawful or unlawful military action, 
a Contracting State exercises effective control of an area outside that national territory”.132 
With respect to the latter case—which is particularly significant for the situations of military 
occupation—

“[a]ccording to the relevant principles of international law, a State’s responsibility 
may be engaged where, as a consequence of military action – whether lawful or 
unlawful – that State in practice exercises effective control of an area situated out-
side its national territory. The obligation to secure, in such an area, the rights and 
freedoms set out in the Convention derives from the fact of such control, whether 
it be exercised directly, through its armed forces, or through a subordinate local 
administration […] It is not necessary to determine whether a Contracting Party 
actually exercises detailed control over the policies and actions of the authorities 
in the area situated outside its national territory, since even overall control of the 
area may engage the responsibility of the Contracting Party concerned”.133

The practice of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is, finally, especially sig-
nificant. In particular, in Saldaño v. Argentina, the Commission expressed its position on the 
meaning of the term “jurisdiction” under Article 1, para. 1, ACHR, holding as follows:

“[t]he Commission does not believe […] that the term ‘jurisdiction’ in the sense 
of Article 1(1) is limited to or merely coextensive with national territory. Rather, 
the Commission is of the view that a state party to the American Convention 
may be responsible under certain circumstances for the acts and omissions of its 
agents which produce effects or are undertaken outside that state’s own territory. 
This position finds support in the decisions of European Court and Commission 
of Human Rights which have interpreted the scope and meaning of Article 1 of 
the [ECHR]”.134

In Coard et Al. v. United States the Commission went even further, reiterating its position ac-
cording to which “the American Declaration [of the Rights and Duties of the Man] is a source 
of international obligation for members states not party to the American Convention, and […] 
its Statute authorizes [the Commission] to examine complaints under the Declaration and 
requires it to pay special attention to certain core rights”.135 The Commission then concluded 
that,

“[w]hile the extraterritorial application of the American Declaration has not been 
placed at issue by the parties, the Commission finds it pertinent to note that, un-
der certain circumstances, the exercise of its jurisdiction over acts with an extra-

129  Id., para. 71.
130  See Case of Öcalan v. Turkey, Appl. No. 46221/99, judgment (Grand Chamber), para. 91 (12 May 2005).
131  See Case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, Appl. No. 27765/09, judgment, para 81 (23 Feb. 2012).
132  See, among others, Case of Chiragov and Others v. Armenia, Appl. No. 13216/05, judgment (Merits), para. 
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135  Report No. 109/99, Case 10.951, Coard et al. v. United States (29 Sep. 1999), available at <https://www.cidh.
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territorial locus will not only be consistent with but required by the norms which 
pertain. The fundamental rights of the individual are proclaimed in the Americas 
on the basis of the principles of equality and non-discrimination—‘without dis-
tinction as to race, nationality, creed or sex.’ Given that individual rights inhere 
simply by virtue of a person’s humanity, each American State is obliged to up-
hold the protected rights of any person subject to its jurisdiction. While this 
most commonly refers to persons within a state’s territory, it may, under given 
circumstances, refer to conduct with an extraterritorial locus where the person 
concerned is present in the territory of one state, but subject to the control of 
another state—usually through the acts of the latter’s agents abroad. In principle, 
the inquiry turns not on the presumed victim’s nationality or presence within a 
particular geographic area, but on whether, under the specific circumstances, the 
State observed the rights of a person subject to its authority and control”.136

Suspension (Derogation) of Human Rights Guarantees in Times of Public Emergency

Human rights treaties of general character—with the only exception of the ACHPR—include 
a derogation clause, applicable in times of public emergency. Article 4, para. 1, ICCPR, es-
tablishes that, “[i]n time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the 
existence of which is officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take 
measures derogating from their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly 
required by the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent 
with their other obligations under international law and do not involve discrimination solely 
on the ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin”. 

Similarly, Article 15, para. 1, ECHR, provides that, “[i]n time of war or other public emergen-
cy threatening the life of the nation any High Contracting Party may take measures derogating 
from its obligations under this Convention to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of 
the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with its other obligations under 
international law”. To an equivalent extent, Article 27, para. 1, ACHR, states as follows: “[i]n 
time of war, public danger, or other emergency that threatens the independence or security of 
a State Party, it may take measures derogating from its obligations under the present Conven-
tion to the extent and for the period of time strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, 
provided that such measures are not inconsistent with its other obligations under international 
law and do not involve discrimination on the ground of race, color, sex, language, religion, or 
social origin”. The three provisions are equivalent with each other in allowing States parties to 
the relevant treaties to suspend the human rights guarantees in times of public emergencies.

However, the application of the said clauses is not unconditioned. In particular, as emerges 
from their formulation, the public emergency must be “officially proclaimed”. In this respect, 
Article 4, para. 3, ICCPR, dictates that “[a]ny State Party to the present Covenant availing 
itself of the right of derogation shall immediately inform the other States Parties to the present 
Covenant, through the intermediary of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, of the 
provisions from which it has derogated and of the reasons by which it was actuated. A further 
communication shall be made, through the same intermediary, on the date on which it termi-
nates such derogation”. A substantially identical provision is enshrined by Article 15, para. 3, 
ECHR (which obviously refers to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, who must 
be kept “fully informed of the measures which [the State concerned] has taken and the reasons 
therefor”, and must be informed “when such measures have ceased to operate and the provi-
sions of the Convention are again being fully executed”). 

136  Id., para. 37.
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Finally, Article 27, para. 3, ACHR, establishes that “[a]ny State Party availing itself of the right 
of suspension shall immediately inform the other States Parties, through the Secretary Gen-
eral of the Organization of American States, of the provisions the application of which it has 
suspended, the reasons that gave rise to the suspension, and the date set for the termination of 
such suspension”. The provisions just reproduced make it clear that any measures of deroga-
tion of the rights established by the treaties in discussion, applied by a State without officially 
proclaiming a state of emergency or duly informing the other States parties, is to be considered 
unlawful (unless the derogation is otherwise justified by the specific provision contemplating 
the right which is the specific object of derogation). 

As clarified by the HRC with specific respect to Article 4 ICCPR, “[b]efore a State moves to 
invoke article 4, two fundamental conditions must be met: the situation must amount to a 
public emergency which threatens the life of the nation, and the State party must have official-
ly proclaimed a state of emergency. The latter requirement is essential for the maintenance of 
the principles of legality and rule of law at times when they are most needed”.137 Consistently, 
in its advisory opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territory, the ICJ noted the following:

“Israel made use of its right of derogation under [Article 4 ICCPR] by addressing 
the following communication to the Secretary-General of the United Nations on 
3 October 1991: ‘Since its establishment, the State of Israel has been the victim of 
continuous threats and attacks on its very existence as well as on the life and prop-
erty of its citizens. These have taken the form of threats of war, of actual armed 
attacks, and campaigns of terrorism resulting in the murder of and injury to hu-
man beings. In view of the above, the State of Emergency which was proclaimed 
in May 1948 has remained in force ever since. This situation constitutes a public 
emergency within the meaning of article 4 (1) of the Covenant. The Government 
of Israel has therefore found it necessary, in accordance with the said article 4, to 
take measures to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, 
for the defence of the State and for the protection of life and property, including 
the exercise of powers of arrest and detention. In so far as any of these measures 
are inconsistent with article 9 of the Covenant, Israel thereby derogates from its 
obligations under that provision’”.138

As a consequence, according to the Court, since “the derogation so notified concerns only 
Article 9 [ICCPR], which deals with the right to liberty and security of person and lays down 
the rules applicable in cases of arrest or detention”, “[t]he other Articles of the Covenant 
therefore remain applicable not only on Israeli territory, but also on the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory”.139

Furthermore, the faculty of States to suspend the human rights guarantees provided for by 
the relevant treaties, even in situations of public emergency, is not unlimited as regards the 
rights which may be the object of derogation. In fact, according to para. 2 of Article 4 IC-

137  See General Comment No. 29, State of Emergency (Article 4), U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11, para. 
2 (31 Aug. 2002). The statement reproduced in the text seems to reverse a more flexible approach previously 
followed by the HRC; in particular, in Jorge Landinelli Silva, Luis E. Echave Zas, Omar Patron Zeballos, 
Niurka Sala Fernandez and Rafael Guarga Ferro v. Uruguay, Communication No. 34/1978, Views (8 April 
1981), the Committee had declared that, “[a]lthough the substantive right to take derogatory measures may 
not depend on a formal notification being made pursuant to article 4 (3) of the Covenant, the State party 
concerned is duty-bound to give a sufficiently detailed account of the relevant facts when it invokes article 4 
(1) of the Covenant” (see para. 8.3, emphasis added).

138  See para. 127.
139  Id.
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CPR, “[n]o derogation from articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs 1 and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18 may be 
made under this provision”. In the context of the ICCPR, the following rights are therefore 
considered non-derogable even in times of public emergency: right to life; protection against 
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; protection against slavery 
and servitude; right not to be imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a contrac-
tual obligation; protection against retroactive application of criminal law; right to recognition 
everywhere as a person before the law; right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 

Opting for a more restrictive approach, Article 15, para. 2, ECHR establishes that “[n]o der-
ogation from Article 2 [right to life], except in respect of deaths resulting from lawful acts 
of war, or from Articles 3 [prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment], 4 (paragraph 1) [prohibition of slavery and servitude] and 7 [prohibition of 
retroactive application of criminal law] shall be made under this provision”. More in favour of 
human rights is instead Article 27, para. 2, ACHR, according to which “[t]he […] provision 
[of paragraph 1] does not authorize any suspension of the following articles: Article 3 (Right 
to Juridical Personality), Article 4 (Right to Life), Article 5 (Right to Humane Treatment), 
Article 6 (Freedom from Slavery), Article 9 (Freedom from Ex Post Facto Laws), Article 12 
(Freedom of Conscience and Religion), Article 17 (Rights of the Family), Article 18 (Right to 
a Name), Article 19 (Rights of the Child), Article 20 (Right to Nationality), and Article 23 
(Right to Participate in Government), or of the judicial guarantees essential for the protection 
of such rights”. As may be easily noted, only the latter provision makes explicit reference to 
the “judicial guarantees essential for the protection” of non-derogable rights as also being non-
derogable. 

However, the judicial guarantees indispensable for the protection of non-derogable rights are 
to be considered implicitly included among the latter also in the context of the other two trea-
ties under consideration, particularly the ICCPR. According to the HRC, while the obligation 
for the States parties to the ICCPR to provide remedies for any violation of the provisions of 
the Covenant “is not mentioned in the list of non-derogable provisions in article 4, paragraph 
2, […] it constitutes a treaty obligation inherent in the Covenant as a whole. Even if a State 
party, during a state of emergency, and to the extent that such measures are strictly required 
by the exigencies of the situation, may introduce adjustments to the practical functioning of 
its procedures governing judicial or other remedies, the State party must comply with the fun-
damental obligation […] to provide a remedy that is effective”.140 Therefore, “[i]t is inherent 
in the protection of rights explicitly recognized as non-derogable in article 4, paragraph 2, 
that they must be secured by procedural guarantees, including, often, judicial guarantees. The 
provisions of the Covenant relating to procedural safeguards may never be made subject to 
measures that would circumvent the protection of non-derogable rights […] the principles of 
legality and the rule of law require that fundamental requirements of fair trial must be respect-
ed during a state of emergency”.141

In addition, according to the HRC, other rights not explicitly mentioned in Article 4, para. 2, 
ICCPR, are to be added to the list of those considered non-derogable also in times of public 
emergency. Among such rights is first of all to be included the prohibition of death penalty for 
the States which have ratified the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.142 143 Also abso-
lutely non-derogable are the right of “[a]ll persons deprived of their liberty [to] be treated with 
humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person”,144 the “prohibitions 
against taking of hostages, abductions or unacknowledged detention”,145 the prohibition of 

142  Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of 
the death penalty, 1989, 1642 UNTS 414.

143  See General Comment No. 29, para. 7.
144  Id., para. 13(a).
145  Id., para. 13(b).
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genocide and other “elements” attached to “the rights of persons belonging to minorities”,146 
the prohibition of “deportation or forcible transfer of population without grounds permitted 
under international law”,147 the prohibition of “propaganda for war, or […] advocacy of na-
tional, racial or religious hatred that would constitute incitement to discrimination, hostility 
or violence”.148

A situation of armed conflict or military occupation undoubtedly represents one of the most 
typical cases of national emergency. However, it is important to clarify that Article 4 ICCPR 
cannot be automatically invoked for the sole fact of the existence of a situation of armed con-
flict or military occupation. In fact, “even during an armed conflict measures derogating from 
the Covenant are allowed only if and to the extent that the situation constitutes a threat to the 
life of the nation”;149 and, in any event, “measures derogating from the Covenant, as set forth 
in article 4, paragraph 1, […] [must be] limited to the extent strictly required by the exigencies 
of the situation”.150

The treaty provisions described in this paragraph establish a sort of parallelism between treaty 
law and customary international law, in the sense that, grossly speaking, the rights considered 
absolutely non-derogable by the provisions in point may be considered as corresponding to 
rules of jus cogens under customary international law. This parallelism, however, must be con-
sidered with a due degree of flexibility. First, as previously noted, the lists of non-derogable 
rights provided by the norms under examination do not correspond with each other, and this 
raises the question of which of them may be considered as illustrating the actual core of human 
rights corresponding to rules of jus cogens. Secondly, it may well be possible that, while “[t]
he proclamation of certain provisions of the [ICCPR] as being of a non-derogable nature, in 
article 4, paragraph 2, is to be seen partly as recognition of the peremptory nature of some fun-
damental rights ensured in treaty form in the Covenant (e.g., articles 6 and 7)”, “the category 
of peremptory norms extends beyond the list of non-derogable provisions as given in article 
4, paragraph 2. States parties may in no circumstances invoke article 4 of the Covenant as 
justification for acting in violation of humanitarian law or peremptory norms of international 
law, for instance by taking hostages, by imposing collective punishments, through arbitrary 
deprivations of liberty or by deviating from fundamental principles of fair trial, including the 
presumption of innocence”.151

Up to the moment of this writing, the United States of America has never used the opportunity 
offered by Article 4 ICCPR (the only one applicable to the American government among the 
provisions in discussion) to officially proclaim a state of emergency suspending the enjoyment 
of the rights established by the Covenant.152 It has been noted, however, that “the Military 
Order on Detention, Treatment, Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the War Against Terrorism 
issued by President Bush on 13 November 2001 contains provisions which, as a matter of fact, 
do establish a derogation from Articles 9 [right to liberty and security of the person] and 14 
[right of all persons to equality before courts and tribunals] ICCPR”.153

146  Id., para. 13(c).
147  Id., para. 13(d).
148  Id., para. 13(e).
149  Id., para. 3.
150  Id., para. 4.
151  Id., para. 11.
152  See <https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-4&chapter=4&clang=_en> 

(accessed on 14 Sep. 2019).
153  See Angelika Siehr, “Derogation Measures under Article 4 ICCPR, with Special Consideration of the ‘War 

Against International Terrorism’”, 47 German Yearbook of International Law 545, 571-572 (2004).
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Applicability of Human Rights in the Event of Armed Conflict

According to the traditional understanding of international law, application of human rights 
would be in principle reserved to situations of peacetime, while the body of law applicable in 
the event of armed conflict would be international humanitarian law (hereinafter: IHL).154 In 
its 1996 advisory opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons,155 the ICJ 
elaborated the theory of IHL as lex specialis, “namely, the law applicable in armed conflict 
which is designed to regulate the conduct of hostilities”.156 However, the Court also stated 
that “the right not arbitrarily to be deprived of one’s life [provided for by Article 6 ICCPR] 
applies also in hostilities”,157 while “whether a particular loss of life, through the use of a certain 
weapon in warfare, is to be considered an arbitrary deprivation of life […] can only be decided 
by reference to the law applicable in armed conflict and not deduced from the terms of the 
Covenant itself ”.158 

The ICJ clarified its position—quite ambiguous indeed159—in the subsequent advisory opin-
ion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 
stating that “the protection offered by human rights conventions does not cease in case of 
armed conflict”, “[s]ave through the effect of provisions for derogation [in time of emergen-
cy] of the kind to be found in Article 4 [ICCPR]”.160 Among the human rights instruments 
assumed to have been violated by Israel, after specifying that “the [ICCPR] is applicable in 
respect of acts done by a State in the exercise of its jurisdiction outside its own territory”,161 the 
Court included the ICESCR and the CRC. With respect to the former, the ICJ affirmed that 
“the territories occupied by Israel have for over 37 years been subject to its territorial jurisdic-
tion as the occupying Power. In the exercise of the powers available to it on this basis, Israel is 
bound by the provisions of the [ICESCR]”.162 As far as the CRC is concerned, the Court took 
note of its Article 2163 and concluded that it is “applicable within the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory”.164 

Subsequently, in its judgment concerning the armed activities of Uganda in the territory of 
the Democratic Republic of Congo, the ICJ confirmed that international instruments on hu-
man rights are applicable “in respect of acts done by a State in the exercise of its jurisdiction 
outside its own territory”, particularly in occupied territories.165 In the case at hand, the Court 
established that Ugandan military forces perpetrated “massive human rights violations” and 
grave breaches of international human rights law,166 leading the government of Uganda to be 
in “clear violation” of, inter alia, Articles 6(1) and 7 ICCPR, Articles 4 and 5 ACHPR, Articles 
38(2) and 38(3) CRC and Articles 1, 2, 3(3) and 3(6) of the Optional Protocol to the Conven-

154  See, among others, Jean Pictet, Humanitarian Law and the Protection of War Victims (1975).
155  Advisory Opinion, ICJ Reports, 226 (8 July 1996).
156  Id., para. 25.
157  Id.
158  Id.,
159  See Christian Tomuschat, “Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law”, 21 European Journal of 

International Law 15, 17-18 (2010).
160  See Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall, para. 106.
161  Id., para. 111.
162  Id., para. 112.
163  Article 2, para. 1, CRC states that “States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present 

Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the 
child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status”.

164  See Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall, para. 113.
165  See Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Uganda), judgment, 

I.C.J. Reports, 168, para. 216 (19 Dec. 2005).
166  Id., para. 207.
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tion on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict.167 168 The same 
position was reiterated by the ICJ in its order on provisional measures released in the contest 
of the dispute between Georgia and the Russian Federation concerning the application of the 
CERD, when the Court affirmed that such a Convention always applies in the event of armed 
conflict, “even if certain of these alleged acts might also be covered by other rules of interna-
tional law, including humanitarian law”.169 Last but not least, in its judgment on admissibility 
concerning the case of Congo v. Rwanda, the judges emphasized that,

“[w]hile the Court has come to the conclusion that it cannot accept any of 
the grounds put forward by the DRC to establish its jurisdiction in the pres-
ent case, and cannot therefore entertain the latter’s Application, it stresses that it 
has reached this conclusion solely in the context of the preliminary question of 
whether it has jurisdiction in this case […] The Court is precluded by its Statute 
from taking any position on the merits of the claims made by the DRC. However, 
as the Court has stated on numerous previous occasions, there is a fundamental 
distinction between the question of the acceptance by States of the Court’s juris-
diction and the conformity of their acts with international law. Whether or not 
States have accepted the jurisdiction of the Court, they are required to fulfil their 
obligations under the United Nations Charter and the other rules of international 
law, including international humanitarian and human rights law, and they re-
main responsible for acts attributable to them which are contrary to international 
law”.170

The position of the ICJ is confirmed by the practice of human rights monitoring bodies. The 
HRC has made it clear that “the applicability of the regime of international humanitarian law 
during an armed conflict does not preclude the application of the [ICCPR] […] Nor does the 
applicability of the regime of international humanitarian law preclude accountability of States 
parties under article 2, paragraph 1, [ICCPR] for the actions of their authorities outside their 
own territories”.171 In other words, “the [ICCPR] applies also in situations of armed conflict 
to which the rules of international humanitarian law are applicable. While, in respect of cer-
tain Covenant rights, more specific rules of international humanitarian law may be specially 
relevant for the purposes of the interpretation of Covenant rights, both spheres of law are 
complementary, not mutually exclusive”.172 

In its recent General Comment No. 36, concerning Article ICCPR, on the right to life, the 
HRC reiterated that, “[l]ike the rest of the Covenant, article 6 continues to apply also in sit-
uations of armed conflict to which the rules of international humanitarian law are applicable, 
including to the conduct of hostilities”.173 To a similar extent, the Committee against torture 
has made it clear that a “State party should recognize and ensure that the [CAT] applies at all 
times, whether in peace, war or armed conflict, in any territory under its jurisdiction”,174 the 
latter expression including “all areas under the de facto effective control of the State party, by 

167  2173 UNTS 222.
168  See Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo, para. 219.
169  See Application of the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination 
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171  See Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Israel, UN Doc. CCPR/CO/78/ISR, 21 

August 2003, para. 11. See also Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Israel, UN Doc. 
CCPR/C/79/Add.93, para. 4 (18 Aug. 1998).

172  See General Comment No. 31 [80], para. 11.
173  See General comment No. 36 (2018) on article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
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whichever military or civil authorities such control is exercised”.175 In an equivalent vein, the 
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in a report on the occupation of Pales-
tinian territories by Israel, strongly rejected “the State party’s assertion regarding the distinction 
between human rights and humanitarian law under international law to support its argument 
that the Committee’s mandate ‘cannot relate to events in the Gaza Strip and West Bank’”. 
The Committee accordingly reminded Israel that “even during armed conflict, fundamental 
human rights must be respected and that basic economic, social and cultural rights as part of 
the minimum standards of human rights are guaranteed under customary international law 
and are also prescribed by international humanitarian law”.176

Regional human rights courts stand along the same lines. The IACtHR, despite some ini-
tial hesitation, has constantly affirmed the applicability of the ACHR in the event of armed 
conflict, specifying that the scope of the provisions of the Convention—apart from the pos-
sibility of suspending part of them in time of public emergency, as examined in the previous 
paragraph—cannot be limited per effect of the inherent difficulties usually faced by States in 
ensuring their application in arduous situations like those usually characterizing armed con-
flicts.177 The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has also taken the position 
that those human rights which are usually considered as non-derogable in time of emergency 
apply fully and unconditionally in the event of armed conflict, and States are bound to use at 
least the same level of diligence expected from them in peacetime, irrespective of the existence 
and possible applicability of IHL as lex specialis.178 

As far as the ECtHR is concerned, while it has developed a more abundant and laborious 
practice, its jurisprudence is clearly oriented towards recognizing the full applicability of the 
ECHR in the event of armed conflict and military occupation, provided that the existence of 
the jurisdiction of the State concerned has been established and that the specific rights at stake 
are not lawfully derogated from pursuant to the provisions of the Convention.179 It is notable 
that, with specific respect to the right to life, the ECtHR has recognized that the test of necessity 
to be satisfied for deprivation of life to be considered justified pursuant to Article 2, para. 2, 
ECHR180 is the same in time of war and in peacetime. In fact,

“Article 2 [ECHR] covers not only intentional killing but also the situations 
where it is permitted to ‘use force’ which may result, as an unintended outcome, 
in the deprivation of life. The deliberate or intended use of lethal force is, how-
ever, only one factor to be taken into account in assessing its necessity. Any use 
of force must be no more than ‘absolutely necessary’ for the achievement of one 
or more of the purposes set out in sub-paragraphs (a) to (c). This term indicates 

175  Id., para. 15.
176  See Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: Israel, U.N. Doc. 
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177  For a more comprehensive assessment of the pertinent practice of the IACtHR see Federico Lenzerini, 
“From Jus in Bello to Jus Commune Humanitatis, The Interface of Human Rights Law and International 
Humanitarian Law in the Regulation of Armed Conflicts”, in Federico Lenzerini and Ana Filipa Vrdoljak 
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77 (2014)
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that a stricter and more compelling test of necessity must be employed than that 
normally applicable when determining whether State action is ‘necessary in a 
democratic society’ under [other provisions of the Convention]. Consequently, 
the force used must be strictly proportionate to the achievement of the permitted 
aims”.181

The long-lasting practice of U.N. bodies confirms the validity of the approach of human rights 
monitoring bodies. Already in 1967, in Resolution 237 of 14 June the Security Council af-
firmed that “essential and inalienable human rights should be respected even during the vicis-
situdes of war”.182 Three years later the General Assembly affirmed that “[f ]undamental human 
rights, as accepted in international law and laid down in international instruments, continue 
to apply fully in situations of armed conflict”.183 In more recent times, the Security Council 
has called upon States, in many occasions, to fully respect human rights in situations of armed 
conflicts.184 An equivalent position has been followed by the Secretary-General, based on the 
assumption that “the human rights provisions of the [U.N.] Charter make no distinction in 
regard to their application as between times of peace on the one hand and times of war on the 
other”.185 

In a 1970 report, the Secretary-General even stressed that “[t]here are instances in which the 
autonomous protection ensured by the human rights instruments of the United Nations is 
more effective and far-reaching than that derived from the norms of the Geneva Conventions 
and other humanitarian instruments oriented towards armed conflicts”.186 Also, in 1991 the 
Commission on Human Rights, taking position on the occupation of Kuwait by Iraq, strongly 
condemned “the Iraqi authorities and occupying forces for their grave violations of human 
rights against the Kuwaiti people and nationals of other States and in particular the acts of 
torture, arbitrary arrests, summary executions and disappearances in violation of the Charter 
of the United Nations, the International Covenants on Human Rights, and other relevant legal 
instruments”.187 Finally, the Human Rights Council has emphasized that “effective measures 
to guarantee and monitor the implementation of human rights should be taken in respect of 
civilian populations in situations of armed conflict, including people under foreign occupa-
tion, and that effective protection against violations of their human rights should be provided, 
in accordance with international human rights law and applicable international humanitarian 
law”.188

181  See Case of Isayeva, Yusupova and Bazayeva v. Russia, Applications nos. 57947/00, 57948/00 and 57949/00, 
judgment, para. 169 (24 Feb. 2005) (emphasis added). The Court has confirmed this position in many 
other cases. In particular, the ECtHR “has delivered more than 250 judgments finding violations of the 
Convention in connection with the armed conflict in the Chechen Republic of the Russian Federation. 
About 60% of the applications concern enforced disappearances; other issues include killing and injuries to 
civilians, destruction of homes and property, indiscriminate use of force, use of landmines, illegal detention, 
torture and inhuman conditions of detention. The applicants most commonly refer to Articles 2 (right to 
life), 3 (prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment), 5 (right to liberty and security), 8 (right 
to respect for private and family life), 13 (right to an effective remedy) and 14 (prohibition of discrimination) 
[ECHR] and to Article 1 (protection of property) of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention” (see European 
Court of Human Rights, Factsheet – Armed conflicts, September 2018, available at <https://www.echr.coe.int/
Documents/FS_Armed_conflicts_ENG.pdf>, accessed on 22 Aug. 2019), p. 10.
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In light of the practice just summarized, the full applicability of human rights in time of war 
is beyond question, with the exception of such rights which can be, and are, legitimately sus-
pended in a time of public emergency, provided that the latter concept undoubtedly includes 
situations of armed conflict.189 Accordingly, in light of the “relevant principles of international 
law, a State’s responsibility may be engaged where, as a consequence of military action—whether 
lawful or unlawful—that State in practice exercises effective control of an area situated outside 
its national territory. The obligation to secure, in such an area, [human] rights and freedoms 
[…] derives from the fact of such control, whether it be exercised directly, through its armed 
forces, or through a subordinate local administration”.190

Protection of Human Rights in Occupied Territory

The considerations just developed re the applicability of human rights in the event of armed 
conflict plainly extend to the situations of military occupation. It is evident that there is even a 
stronger reason for applying human rights standards in situations of military occupation than 
in armed conflict.191 In fact, “while it might be more difficult to assert extraterritorial appli-
cation in other situations of armed conflict, the case for the extraterritorial application of hu-
man rights obligations in situations of occupation is more straightforward, because occupation 
actually entails the exercise of authority over foreign territory (or part thereof )”.192 In other 
words, “the situation of military occupation is different from the situation of armed conflict. 
The distinction is that the occupier controls the occupied territory, there are no major military 
operations in the occupied zone, a certain minimum extent of order and security is reconsti-
tuted, and civil life is also restored to some extent. Occupational law, by its very nature, ‘resem-
bles’ the law of peace, even though it forms part of the law of armed conflicts”.193 In addition,

“human rights are not conditional. They are given to every individual because 
they are human. The political, social and economic circumstances surrounding 
the individual do not affect an individual’s human rights; therefore, the rights 
and protections found in human rights documents cannot be withheld simply 
because the individual lives under a foreign military force. There is little doubt 
that the rights and protections found in human rights documents are applicable 
to populations living under occupation”.194

There is therefore little or no doubt that “[a] state in belligerent occupation is obliged to adhere 
to the norms of human rights law”.195
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This conclusion is confirmed by the relevant international practice. In its 2005 judgment 
concerning the Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo, the ICJ, after concluding that 
at the relevant time Uganda was “an occupying Power” of part of the territory of Congo, 
found that “Uganda’s responsibility is engaged both for any acts of its military that violated 
its international obligations and for any lack of vigilance in preventing violations of human 
rights and international humanitarian law by other actors present in the occupied territory, 
including rebel groups acting on their own account”.196 The Court added that “Uganda at all 
times has responsibility for all actions and omissions of its own military forces in the territory 
of the DRC in breach of its obligations under the rules of international human rights law and 
international humanitarian law which are relevant and applicable in the specific situation”.197 It 
therefore concluded that “Uganda is internationally responsible for violations of international 
human rights law and international humanitarian law committed by the [Uganda Peoples’ De-
fence Forces] and by its members in the territory of the DRC and for failing to comply with its 
obligations as an occupying Power […] in respect of violations of international human rights 
law and international humanitarian law in the occupied territory”.198

The position of the ICJ is echoed by human rights monitoring bodies. Among them, the 
jurisprudence of the ECtHR emerges. The European Court has released many judgments con-
cerning different situations of military occupation, in which it has recognized the violation by 
the occupying State of a number of rights protected by the ECHR—including, among others, 
Article 1 (obligation to respect human rights), Article 2 (right to life), Article 3 (prohibition 
of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment), Article 5 (right to liberty and security), and 

Article 13 (right to an effective remedy)199—on the basis of the exercise by the State concerned of 
an effective control over the occupied territory. Furthermore, “[m]any states and international 
organisations evaluate occupants with reference to standards derived from both the law of oc-
cupation and human rights law. For example, the US State Department uses the law of occupa-
tion and human rights standards to evaluate Israeli behaviour in the Occupied Territories”.200

It is just the case to specify that the catalogue of human rights to be guaranteed by the occupy-
ing powers in the occupied territories is not limited to civil and political rights, but also extends 
to economic, social and cultural rights. As noted above, the applicability of the ICESCR in 
situations of military occupation has been affirmed by the ICJ in the advisory opinion on the 
Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.201 Also, in 
its previously cited report of the occupation of Palestinian territories by Israel, the Committee 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights expressed

“its deep concern about the State party’s continuing gross violations of economic, 
social and cultural rights in the occupied territories, especially the severe measures 
adopted by the State party to restrict the movement of civilians between points 
within and outside the occupied territories, severing their access to food, water, 
health care, education and work. The Committee is particularly concerned that 
on frequent occasions, the State party’s closure policy has prevented civilians from 
reaching medical services and that emergency situations have ended at times in 

Does an Occupied Population have a Right to Freedom of Assembly and Expression?”, 12 Boston College 
International and Comparative Law Review 1, 28 (1989).
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death at checkpoints”.202

Guaranteeing economic, social and cultural rights may be of vital importance during military 
occupation, since “for the populations of an occupied territory, it is often precisely these rights 
that are of the greatest concern […] the inhabitants of the territory require their health, ed-
ucation, and employment situation to continue in as uninterrupted a manner as possible”.203 
In this respect, “the duties of the Occupying Power go beyond non-interference and negative/
respect obligations to include positive obligations […] In a prolonged occupation, it may be 
incumbent upon the Occupying Power not only to engage in the core minimum of obligations 
but also to ensure the long-term strategic aspects of fulfilling the population’s rights”.204

Continuing Violations of Human Rights in Situations of Military Occupation

Once established that human rights standards are fully applicable in situations of military 
occupation, there is not much to elaborate on the fact of whether or not continuing violations 
of human rights may also take place in the same situations. The solution of this issue is indis-
putably positive, as continuing violations are an integral part of the human rights discourse. In 
Cyprus v. Turkey the ECtHR accordingly found that the respondent State, which was exercising 
effective control determined by military occupation over the territory of the Northern part of 
Cyprus, committed “a continuing violation of Article 8 of the Convention [right to private 
and family life] by reason of the refusal to allow the return of any Greek-Cypriot displaced 
persons to their homes in northern Cyprus”,205 as well as of Article 1 of Protocol 1 (protec-
tion of property), “by virtue of the fact that Greek-Cypriot owners of property in northern 
Cyprus are being denied access to and control, use and enjoyment of their property as well as 
any compensation for the interference with their property rights”.206 With respect to the latter 
provision, the Court has specified that it “would eschew any notion that military occupation 
should be regarded as a form of adverse possession by which title can be legally transferred to 
the invading power”.207

Also, in Varnava and Others v. Turkey, in relation to the disappearance of nine Cypriot na-
tionals who had been detained by the Turkish military forces, the Court, sitting as Grand 
Chamber, found that there was a “continuing violation of Article 2 [ECHR] on account of the 
failure of the respondent State to provide for an effective investigation aimed at clarifying the 
fate of the nine men who went missing in 1974”,208 as well as a continuing violation of Article 
5 ECHR, by virtue of the fact that the Turkish authorities had failed to carry out “an effective 
investigation into the arguable claim that the two [of the] missing men had been taken into 
custody and not seen subsequently”.209 Similarly, in Chiragov and Others v. Armenia—a case 
concerning six Azerbaijani refugees who were unable to return to their homes and property 
in Azerbaijan, from where they had been forced to flee in 1992, during the conflict over 
Nagorno-Karabakh—the Grand Chamber held that the respondent State was responsible of 
continuing violations of Article 1 of Protocol 1 and Articles 8 and 13 ECHR.210
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Availability of Remedies for Human Rights Violations in Situations of Military Occupation

The existence of a situation of military occupation does not produce particular implications as 
regards the rule of the prior exhaustion of domestic remedies.211 The main consideration to be 
taken into account in this respect is that, in a situation of military occupation, the expression 
“domestic remedies” usually refers to the remedies made available by the occupying power. In 
most cases such remedies are those ordinarily available in the territory of the occupying State. 
In other cases, however, ad hoc courts may be established by the occupying government, usu-
ally of military or special character. While the fact of whether or not a domestic remedy may 
be considered as available, effective and sufficient212 must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, 
taking into account the specific characteristics of the instant case, generally “military or special 
courts […] could present serious problems as far as the equitable, impartial and independent 
administration of justice is concerned. Quite often the reason for the establishment of such 
courts is to enable exceptional procedures to be applied which do not comply with normal 
standards of justice […] [and] do not afford the strict guarantees of the proper administration 
of justice […] which are essential for the effective protection of human rights”.213 

According to Principle No. 9 of the Draft Principles Governing the Administration of Justice 
through Military Tribunals,214 “[i]n all circumstances, the jurisdiction of military courts should 
be set aside in favour of the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts to conduct inquiries into serious 
human rights violations such as extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances and torture, 
and to prosecute and try persons accused of such crimes”. In general, the approach of human 
rights monitoring bodies is based on the consideration that “military courts […] in most cases 
do not comply with the obligation of independence and impartiality”.215 It follows that, when 
remedies against human rights violations occurring in situations of military occupation are 
only available before military courts, a strong presumption exists (which is up to the occupying 
government to rebut) that such remedies are not available, effective and sufficient.

Conditions for Establishing United States’ International Responsibility

International responsibility for human rights violations is an issue of States vis-à-vis individual 
(or groups of ) victims. However, States other than the one responsible for the violation hold 
an indirect (although internationally relevant) interest that the violation is brought to an end, 
in light of the fact that protection of human rights corresponds to an interest of the interna-
tional community as a whole. This implies that all States have a legal interest in it, irrespective 
of whether or not they have any “more qualified” connection with a violation (as happens, in 
particular, when the victim of a human rights breach is a citizen of the State concerned).

The present chapter is premised on the postulation that the Hawaiian Kingdom was occupied 
by the United States in 1893 and that it has remained in the same condition since that time.216 
Previous paragraphs have shown that, in situations of military occupation, internationally rec-
ognized human rights find full application consistently with the ordinary rules generally gov-
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erning human rights law. An occupied territory falls within the jurisdiction of the occupying 
Power, for the latter exercises effective control over such a territory. The only possible exception 
to the full applicability of human rights in situations of military occupation is represented by 
the case when it is established that the military occupation determines a situation of public 
emergency, which is officially declared by the occupying State, explaining which specific rights 
are suspended and the reasons of their suspension. Up to the moment of this writing, however, 
the United States of America has never used the opportunity offered by Article 4 ICCPR (the 
only one applicable to the American government among the international treaties including 
provisions allowing for suspension of human rights guarantees in times of public emergency) 
to officially proclaim a state of emergency suspending the enjoyment of the rights established 
by the Covenant.217 Furthermore, most fundamental human rights remain non-derogable in 
whatever circumstances, including situations of public emergency, and demand to be fully and 
effectively applied in all cases of military occupation, depriving the occupying Power of the 
possibility to suspend, derogate or even limit their implementation.

International responsibility for human rights violations arises from both treaty law and cus-
tomary international law. As a consequence, all States in the world are bound to respect and 
guarantee the effective enjoyment of human rights by all persons subject to their jurisdiction 
irrespective of whether or not they have ratified the relevant treaties. Even leaving aside any 
consideration concerning the political and legal status attributed to the Hawaiian Kingdom 
pending the occupation by the United States, the existence of the jurisdiction of the latter over 
the territory of Hawai‘i is well established, as the American government retains a de facto and 
de jure control over such a territory.

The actual existence of human rights violations is based on the principle of tempus regit actum.  
Therefore, a violation of such rights may be considered as existing only whether and to the 
extent that the act, fact or omission from which the supposed breach originated was prohib-
ited by the law in force at the time when it was held or took place. However, according to the 
principle of continuing violations, a human rights breach continues to exist for the entire time 
that the situation determined by the above act, fact or omission continues to produce wrongful 
effects. As a consequence, a State may be held responsible for a human rights violation even 
when the act, fact or omission from which it originally arose was committed a long time ago, 
on the condition that its wrongful effects continued to be produced after a rule entered into 
force for the above State qualifying the above act, fact or omission as a human rights breach. 
In other words, State responsibility for human rights violations extends over the entire period 
during which the act continues and remains not in conformity with its international obliga-
tions. Continuing violations of human rights frequently occur in the event of armed conflict 
and in time of military occupation. Based on the condition that sufficient evidence of the actu-
al existence of breaches is collected, it may be maintained that certain supposed human rights 
violations committed by the United States in the territory of Hawai‘i since 17 January 1893, 
before the time that human rights standards have crystallized as rules of international law, may 
assume the characterization of continuing violations, whether and to the extent that they have 
continued to produce illegal effects after that time.

Provided that sufficient evidence of their breach is collected, among the rights which may 
be supposed of having been violated by the United States as a result of the occupation of the 
territory of the Hawaiian Kingdom particular attention should be devoted to those inherently 
connected to the violations of international humanitarian law determined by the occupation. 
These violations, whether and to the extent they have actually taken place,218 would first of 
all need to be treated as war crimes, which are primarily to be considered under the lens of 
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international criminal law. However, they would also produce notable implications in terms 
of human rights protection. It is the case, for instance, of the crime of usurpation of sovereignty 
consequent to the occupation.219 The human rights implications arising from such a crime are 
determined by the fact that it usually hinders the effective exercise by the citizens of the oc-
cupied State of the right to participate in government, provided for by Article 25 ICCPR and 
Article 23 ACHR. Even supposing that the citizens of the country to which sovereignty has 
been usurped are given the formal opportunity to participate in the government installed on 
their territory by the occupied State, this would hardly comply with the requirement, inherent 
in the right in point, that all citizens shall enjoy the opportunity to take part in the conduct 
of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives. In fact, it is reasonable to 
maintain that in most cases the representatives “freely chosen” by the citizens of the occupied 
State would be part of the political organization of the latter, and not of the government im-
posed by the occupying power.

Similar reflections may be developed with respect to the war crime of denationalization.220 
Indeed, such a crime presupposes several implications in terms of human rights. As a matter of 
facts, denationalization impedes the enjoyment of the right of peoples to self-determination, 
of the right to nationality (since one is actually deprived of his/her own original nationality), 
of the right to freedom of thought and expression, and, in a particularly remarkable way, of 
right to education consistent with one’s (or, for children, parents’) own convictions and wishes.

Obvious human rights repercussions are also determined by the crimes of pillage221 and of 
confiscation and destruction of property,222 which normally translate into breaches of the right 
to property. Last but not least, a few specific considerations should be devoted to the crime of 
unlawful transfer of populations to the occupied territory.223 In this regard, the Hawaiian govern-
ment census of 1889 revealed that at that time only 1,928 citizens of the United States lived in 
Hawai‘i, corresponding to less than 2% of the entire population; by 1950 this number had in-
creased to 293,379.224 Irrespective of whether or not such a mass migration is to be considered 
as illegal, today the expulsion of those people from the Hawaiian territory would contravene 
international human rights law in many respects, even if expulsion would be grounded only 
on the basis of nationality and not on other grounds (such as race, religion, political opinion, 
etc.).225 At the same time, however, one may raise the issue of whether the allegedly unlawful 
transfer of Americans to the Hawaiian territory may have resulted into human rights breaches 
to the prejudice of Hawaiian citizens. This issue would be relevant, in particular, with respect 
to the right to participate in government, in a similar fashion to what has been noted above 
with respect to the crime of usurpation of sovereignty. Also, if adequate evidence would show 
that the transfer of the American population to Hawai‘i was promoted in view of consoli-
dating the American occupation, the question might be raised of whether it has given rise to 
violations of the cultural rights of the Hawaiian people. In addition, it might be inferred that 
the unlawful transfer of American citizens to Hawai‘i facilitated the commission of the crime 
of denationalization, and would therefore be correlated with the human rights implications 
arising from it.
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Whether and to the extent that the existence of human rights violations committed by the 
United States during the occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom since 17 January 1893 would 
be actually established, victims would first of all need to rely on the domestic remedies afforded 
by the United States, provided that such remedies are available, effective and sufficient. Once 
such remedies have been unsuccessfully exhausted, or it is apparent that they are not available, 
effective or sufficient, victims might have recourse to the available international human rights 
monitoring bodies in order to obtain a decision recognizing the existence of the breach, re-
questing the responsible State to put it to an end, and asking it and to provide adequate redress. 
Considering the international human rights treaties ratified by the United States, the only 
international human rights body that would hold the competence to receive petitions claiming 
human rights violations committed by the American government is the Inter-American Com-
mission on Human Rights, on the basis of the 1948 American Declaration of the Rights and 
Duties of Man. The Commission does not possess the competence to release any decision of 
binding character, but its findings have a strong moral force.

In consideration of the erga omnes character of State obligations in the human rights field, re-
sponsibility for their breach is owed to the international community as a whole—rectius: to all 
other States members of the international community—and, therefore, all States may invoke 
the responsibility of the government author of the violation, as well as claim its immediate 
cessation and the granting of appropriate reparation in favour of the victim(s) of the breach. It 
follows that any State in the world would be entitled—or would even have a moral duty—to 
appropriately react against possible human rights violations committed in the territory of Ha-
wai‘i, once their actual commission has been verified.                                                                          

Development and Contents of the Right of Peoples to Self-Determination

The right to self-determination attributes peoples a free choice to determine their own des-
tiny,226 particularly in political terms. It originally emanated from the proclamation of en-
lightened ideas of popular sovereignty and representative government, affirmed in particular 
by Locke and Rousseau227 and subsequently incorporated in the American Declaration of In-
dependence of 1776 and in the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 
1789. Self-determination was afterwards used by Lenin as the foundation of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, while in 1918 US President Woodrow Wilson consecrated it “as a paramount 
principle of international legitimation”,228 through declaring that “[n]ational aspirations must 
be respected; peoples may now be dominated and governed by their own consent. Self-de-
termination is not a mere phrase, it is an imperative principle of action which statesman will 
henceforth ignore at their peril”.229

Although the right to self-determination did not find its way in the Covenant of the League of 
Nations, it was implicitly part of the mandate of the League in the context of two of its areas 
of competence, i.e. the protection of minorities and the system of administration of mandated 
territories.230 However, in 1920 the International Committee of Jurists and the Commission 
of Rapporteurs appointed by the Council of the League of Nations to settle the Åland Islands 
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dispute between Sweden and Finland held that, “[a]lthough the principle of self-determination 
of peoples plays an important part in modern political thought, especially since the Great War, 
it must be pointed out that there is no mention of it in the Covenant of the League of Nations. 
The recognition of this principle in a certain number of international treaties cannot be con-
sidered as sufficient to put it upon the same footing as a positive rule of the Law of Nations”.231

It was with the Charter of the United Nations that the right to self-determination was recog-
nized as one of the fundamental rules of the international society. In particular, Article 1(2) 
includes among the purposes of the United Nations the commitment “‘to develop friendly re-
lations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination 
of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace”. This prin-
ciple is reiterated in Article 55, according to which respect for self-determination of peoples 
stands at the basis of the “creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary 
for peaceful and friendly relations among nations”. While scholars disagree on the contents of 
the right to self-determination at the time it was enunciated in the rules just described—par-
ticularly on the fact of whether or not it already presupposed a right to secession for people 
under colonization232—subsequent developments of international practice, especially within 
the United Nations, progressively led to its positive development as encompassing a right to 
independence for peoples subjected to foreign domination. Beginning in the 1950s, the UN 
General Assembly affirmed the right to self-determination in numerous resolutions.233 Res. 
1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, in particular, “represents a defining moment in the consol-
idation of State practice on decolonization”,234 because

“it has a declaratory character with regard to the right to self-determination as 
a customary norm, in view of its content and the conditions of its adoption. 
The resolution was adopted by 89 votes with 9 abstentions. None of the States 
participating in the vote contested the existence of the right of peoples to self-de-
termination”.235

As stated by the ICJ, Res. 1514 (XV) uses a “normative” language,236 in so far as it declares that 
“[a]ll peoples have the right to self-determination”,237 affirms that “[t]he subjection of peoples 
to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human 
rights [and] is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations”,238 and demands that “[i]mme-
diate steps shall be taken, in […] all […] territories which have not yet attained independence, 
to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, 
in accordance with their freely expressed will and desire”.239

In 1966, Article 1 common to the ICCPR and the ICESCR proclaimed that “[a]ll peoples 
have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political 
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status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development”. Subsequently, the 
U.N. General Assembly reaffirmed, in the Declaration on Principles of International Law con-
cerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nations, adopted on 24 October 1970, that the right to self-determination of peoples, 
which includes respect for “the national unity and territorial integrity of a State or country”,240 
is one of the “basic principles of international law”,241 to the point that today the fact that it has 
arose to the status of a principle of jus cogens cannot be reasonably disputed. This is confirmed 
by the circumstance that the principle in discussion is constantly reiterated in the context of 
State practice when violations occur.242 In this respect—as a matter of example—one may refer 
to the position taken by the United States in 1979, in occasion of the invasion of Afghanistan 
by the USSR. In a memorandum dated 29 December 1979, the Legal Adviser of the US De-
partment of State, Roberts B. Owen, declared that,

“[b]y the terms of Article 2, paragraph 4 of the UN Charter, the USSR is bound 
‘to refrain in its international relations from the threat or use of force against the 
territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other manner 
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.’ Among those Purposes 
are ‘respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples’ 
(Article 1, paragraph 2). The use of Soviet troops forcibly to depose one ruler and 
substitute another clearly is a use of force against the political independence of 
Afghanistan; and it just as clearly contravenes the principle of Afghanistan’s equal 
international rights and the self-determination of the Afghan people”.243

Contents and Applicability of the Right to Self-Determination

In the well-known judgment Reference: Secession of Quebec, the Supreme Court of Canada 
noted that the

“right of colonial peoples to exercise their right to self-determination by breaking 
away from the ‘imperial’ power is now undisputed […] The other clear case where 
a right to external self-determination accrues is where a people is subject to alien 
subjugation, domination or exploitation outside a colonial context […] A num-
ber of commentators have further asserted that the right to self-determination 
may ground a right to unilateral secession in a third circumstance. Although this 
third circumstance has been described in several ways, the underlying proposi-
tion is that, when a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right 
to self-determination internally, it is entitled, as a last resort, to exercise it by 
secession”.244

While the third situation described by the Canadian Supreme Court remains controversial, no 
reasonable doubts arise on the fact that a right to external self-determination—corresponding 
to a right to obtain political independence—exists in the first two cases illustrated by the 
Court. This right was consolidated as a principle of general international law already in the 
1960s. It follows that, since then, in the two cases just described, a people is entitled to enjoy 
its right to self-determination—understood as independence and territorial integrity—and all 
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States have an obligation to respect it and to cooperate in order to make its enjoyment by the 
people concerned concretely possible.

In the recent Advisory Opinion on Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archi-
pelago from Mauritius in 1965, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) held that the right 
to self-determination of peoples, where it has not been properly exercised and the current 
political situation does not reflect “the free and genuine expression of the will of the people 
concerned”,245 cannot be considered as having been extinguished with the passing of time, 
as the fact of impeding a people to exercise its right to self-determination over time “is an 
unlawful act of a continuing character”246 resulting from the fact of maintaining the situation 
of alien domination. At the same time, “[s]ince respect for the right to self-determination is 
an obligation erga omnes, all States have a legal interest in protecting that right […] [and] all 
[UN] Member States must co-operate”247 to make it possible that the right in point is properly 
exercised. The first of the conclusions reached by the ICJ is consistent with the long-estab-
lished rules on intertemporal law.248 Indeed, “the right to self-determination […] is a continuing 
right”.249 As a right of continuing character, the right to self-determination must be interpreted 
as implying that “a State’s domestic political institutions must be free from outside interference 
[…] [and prohibiting] States from invading and occupying the territory of other […] States in 
such a manner as to deprive the people living there of their right of self-determination”.250 This 
is consistent with Judge Huber’s position expressed in the previously quoted Island of Palmas 
arbitration, making it clear that “[t]he same principle which subjects the act creative of a right 
to the law in force at the time the right arises, demands that the existence of the right, in other 
words its continued manifestation, shall follow the conditions required by the evolution of the 
law”.251 It follows that, “even if the mere discovery of Palmas could be considered to have con-
ferred on Spain a full and perfect title under the law of the seventeenth century, it would not 
constitute a good title today unless Spain’s sovereignty had been maintained in accordance with 
the requirements of the modern law of effective occupation”.252 As a consequence, occupation 
of a territory by a foreign State cannot be considered lawful if it is not in line with the current 
rules of international law governing occupation itself, irrespective of whether or not it might 
be considered legitimate at the time when the territory concerned was occupied. Consistently, 
“belligerent occupation does not affect the continuity of the State. The governmental author-
ities may be driven into exile or silenced, and the exercise of the powers of the State thereby 
affected. But it is settled that the powers themselves continue to exist”.253

The “Kind” of Self-Determination Which Does Not Apply to Hawai‘i

In contemporary times a fervent debate is ongoing concerning the exact meaning and contents 
of the right to self-determination, the “peoples” that are entitled to it, as well as the concrete 
prerogatives arising from it. The main reason of such a debate is that the concept of self-deter-
mination of peoples, considered as a whole, has recently broadened to cover situations which 

245  See Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965, cit., para. 172.
246  Id., para. 177.
247  See Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965, cit., para. 180. See 

also East Timor (Portugal v. Australia), judgment of 30 June 1995, I.C.J. Reports, 1995, p. 90, para. 29: “[i]
n the Court’s view, Portugal’s assertion that the right of peoples to self-determination, as it evolved from the 
Charter and from United Nations practice, has an erga omnes character, is irreproachable”.

248  See above in this chapter.
249  See Cassese, Self-determination of Peoples: A Legal Reappraisal, cit., p. 54 (Italics in the original text).
250  Id., p. 55.
251  See Island of Palmas case, 845.
252  See International Law Commission, “Third Report on the law of treaties, by Sir Humphrey Waldock, Special 

Rapporteur Topic: Law of Treaties”, in Yearbook of the International Law Commission, Vol. II, 9 (1964).
253  See James Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law, 73 (2nd ed., 2007).
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were not contemplated in its traditional characterization, to which we have referred so far in 
this chapter. The debate in point is developing not only among scholars and legal experts, but 
also among activists, NGOs and other actors, who, while driven by the most commendable 
intentions, do not always possess the necessary competences to manage the issue with suffi-
cient clarity. This is the reason why confusion and misunderstandings are quite common with 
respect to the identification of the different peoples in the world that have a title to self-deter-
mination and, especially, of the concrete prerogatives to which they are entitled. In fact, while 
the contents of—and the implications arising from—the claims advanced by such peoples are 
often notably different, the real outcomes to which each claim of self-determination may lead 
are frequently misunderstood, to the point of attributing to a given people prerogatives that are 
totally different from those to which such a people is entitled.

In recent times, the Hawaiian people has been the object of this kind of misunderstanding, 
in the sense that its right to self-determination has been referred to as the specification of the 
right in point as recognized in favour of indigenous peoples. This has especially happened as 
regards the case of the planned construction of the thirty meter Telescope on Mauna Kea, with 
respect to which the need to “ensure [that] the human rights of Indigenous Peoples opposed 
to the telescope project are respected, protected and fulfilled” has been claimed, referring es-
pecially to the right of free, prior and informed consent.254 Among the human rights to which 
the sentence just reproduced refers, the right to self-determination is included, which, to some 
extent, may be considered the main foundation of the other collective human rights recognized 
in favour of indigenous peoples. In this respect, Article 3 UNDRIP states that “Indigenous 
peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their 
political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development”. This provi-
sion is to be read in coordination with Article 46, para. 1, of the same Declaration, according 
to which “[n]othing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, people, 
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act contrary to the Char-
ter of the United Nations or construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would 
dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign 
and independent States”. As explained by the Committee on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
of the International Law Association,

“scholars, governments and indigenous peoples assert that Articles 3 and 46 para. 
1 UNDRIP, taken together, recognize a right of self-determination for indigenous 
peoples that differs from the right to self-determination held by non-self-govern-
ing peoples living under colonial domination [or foreign occupation]. According 
to this view, UNDRIP confirms that indigenous peoples have an international 
legal right to a unique ‘contemporary’ form of self-determination, giving them 
the right to engage in ‘belated nation-building’, to negotiate with the others with-
in their State, to exercise control over their lands and resources, and to operate 
autonomously”.255

For the sake of simplicity—and going along with the approach followed by the majority of 
scholars and in the context of the pertinent international practice—we may refer to this kind 
of self-determination as internal self-determination. By the very fact of being internal, this char-
acterization of self-determination does in no way imply any form of right to independence or 

254  See “Amnesty International calls for a TMT moratorium”, The Hawaii Independent (27 July 2019), available 
at <https://thehawaiiindependent.com/story/amnesty-international-calls-for-tmt-moratorium> (accessed on 
21 Sep. 2019); “United Nations Indigenous Issues Expert Pens Letter To Governor About Mauna Kea”, Big 
Island Video News (17 Sep. 2019), available at <https://www.bigislandvideonews.com/2019/09/17/united-
nations-indigenous-issues-expert-pens-public-letter-to-governor-about-mauna-kea/> (id.).

255  See International Law Association, The Hague Conference (2010), Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Interim 
Report, available at <http://www.ila-hq.org/index.php/committees> (accessed on 21 September 2019), p. 11.
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secession from the territorial State to which a given people de facto belongs. It follows that the 
fact of referring to the Hawaiian people as holder of this kind of the right to self-determination 
is simply misleading and incorrect. In other words, the kind of self-determination commonly 
referred to as internal self-determination—which is the one that is recognized in favour of 
indigenous peoples—is not the category of the right to self-determination which is claimed 
by the Hawaiian people, intended as the national people of the Hawaiian Kingdom. In fact, as 
stated by the Committee on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the latter peoples have an inter-
national legal right to negotiate “within their State”, implying that indigenous peoples are not 
States of their own, but reside and are entitled to exercise their rights within an existing State. 
This characterization does not apply to Native Hawaiians as citizens of the Hawaiian Kingdom, 
who rather claim to be a national people under foreign occupation.

The “Kind” of Self-Determination Which Is Actually Claimed by the Hawaiian People

As emphasized above quoting the Canadian Supreme Court’s judgment Reference: Secession of 
Quebec, a “clear case where a right to external self-determination accrues is where a people is 
subject to alien subjugation, domination or exploitation outside a colonial context”.256 The Ha-
waiian people—as allegedly entitled to self-determination—is to be intended as the complex of 
subjects of the Hawaiian Kingdom, including not only those Hawaiians of aboriginal blood, 
whether pure or part,257 but also non-aboriginal Hawaiian individuals. At the same time, the 
kind of self-determination to which the Canadian Supreme Court refers—defined external 
self-determination—is the one which actually entitles a people to exercise a right to independence, 
or secession, from the State by which it is de facto occupied or subjugated. In other words, we 
are referring to the kind of self-determination attributed to a people

“whose government represents the whole of the people of its territory without dis-
tinction of any kind, that is to say, on a basis of equality, and in particular without 
discrimination on grounds of race, creed or colour, [which] complies with the 
principle of self-determination in respect of all of its people […] To put it another 
way, the people of such a State exercise the right of self-determination through 
their participation in the government of the State on a basis of equality”.258

A people of this kind is consequently “entitled to the protection of its territorial integrity”.259 
Consistently, “the Hawaiian people retain[s] a right to self-determination in a manner pre-
scribed by general international law. Such a right would entail, at the first instance, the removal 
of all attributes of foreign occupation, and a restoration of the sovereign rights of the dispos-
sessed government”.260

Applicability of the Right to Self-Determination During the American Occupation

Before the American occupation of 1893, the Hawaiians were used to self-governing them-
selves “through [the] participation in the government of the State on a basis of equality”,261 

256  See text corresponding to n. 244 above (emphasis added).
257  Hawaiian Kingdom law refers to the natives that comprise part of the national population of Hawaiian 

subjects as aboriginal, both pure and part; see Naone v. Thurston, 1 Haw. 392 (1856), Rex v. Booth, 2 Haw. 
616 (1863), In re Estate of His Late Majesty Lunalilo, 4 Haw. 162 (1879), Makea v. Nalua, 4 Haw. 221 
(1879), and Bishop v. Gulick, 7 Haw. 627 (1889).

258  See Crawford, 118-19.
259  Id., p. 119.
260  See Craven, Chapter 3, 126.
261  See text corresponding to n. 258 above.
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according to the model which, some decades later, would have been accepted as a generally 
recognized rule of international law. In other words, the Hawaiian people was exercising its 
right to self-determination before this right was recognized in international law. This clearly 
emerges from the conduct of international relations by the Hawaiian Kingdom at the relevant 
time. For instance, between 1855 and 1857, the then Hawaiian Majesty’s Commissioner, and 
Political and Commercial Agent, to the Independent States and Tribes of Polynesia planned 
to annex to Hawai‘i, with the help of a British adventurer, the Polynesian atoll of Sikaiana, in 
order to extend the Hawaiian Kingdom’s territory south of the equator. The planned annex-
ation deal, which King Kamehamea IV eventually refused to ratify, “included a plebiscite of the 
islanders to obtain their approval, a progressive idea unheard of at the time”.262 Also, less than 
one year after the beginning of the American occupation, a petition by the Hawaiian Patriotic 
League was addressed to US President Cleveland,263 in which the fact was highlighted that, as 
a result of the US intervention, Hawaiians were actually deprived of all their political rights, 
especially the right of being governed by a government representative of them, giving rise to “a 
political crime [which] was committed, not only against the legitimate Sovereign of the Ha-
waiian Kingdom, but also against the whole Hawaiian nation, a nation who, for the past sixty 
years, had enjoyed free and happy constitutional self-government”.264 These examples clearly 
show that the idea of self-determination was well-entrenched in the understanding of internal 
and international relations by the Hawaiian Kingdom well before it was accepted as a rule of 
international law. Therefore, in claiming its entitlement to exercise the right to self-determina-
tion, the Hawaiian people—intended, as specified in the previous paragraph, as the complex 
of subjects of the Hawaiian Kingdom—does not only demand to enjoy a right considered 
as being attributed to it by international law, but also to recover its capacity to manage the 
government of the Kingdom consistently with what was used to do at the time predating the 
American occupation.

As noted above, the right to self-determination is a right of continuing character implying 
that “a State’s domestic political institutions must be free from outside interference […] [and 
prohibiting] States from invading and occupying the territory of other […] States in such a 
manner as to deprive the people living there of their right of self-determination”.265 It follows 
that, to the extent that the Hawaiian Kingdom may be considered as being subjected to foreign 
occupation (a postulation on which – as noted above – the present chapter is premised), the 
Hawaiian people retains its rights to self-determination, as established by customary interna-
tional law, according to the terms explained above in this chapter.

Conclusion

Based on the postulation on which this chapter is premised, that the Hawaiian Kingdom was 
occupied by the United States in 1893 and that it has remained in the same condition since 
that time, it may be concluded that the potential implications on such a situation arising from 
the applicable international legal rules on human rights and self-determination are remarkable. 
In fact, the previous paragraphs have established that an adequate legal basis would exist for 
claiming in principle the international responsibility of the United States of America—as occu-
pying Power—for violations of both internationally recognized human rights to the prejudice 
of individuals and of the right of the Hawaiian people to freely exercise self-determination, 

262  See Lorenz Gonschor, “Ka Hoku o Osiania: Promoting the Hawaiian Kingdom as a Model for Political 
Transformation in Nineteenth-Century Oceania”, in Sebastian Jobs and Gesa Mackenthun (eds.), Agents of 
Transculturation. Border-Crossers, Mediators, Go-Betweens 166 (2013).

263  See US House of Representatives, 53d Congress, 3d Session, Appendix II, Foreign Relations of the United 
States, 1894, Affairs in Hawaii 1294 (1895) 1294.

264  Id., p. 1295.
265  See text corresponding to n. 250 above.
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according to the terms explained above. Furthermore, the existence of a likely possibility that 
breaches of international human rights (provided that certain conditions are met) have actu-
ally taken place, and/or that the right to self-determination has been denied as a result of the 
occupation is prima facie realistic. It follows that, should the existence of these violations be 
effectively confirmed by adequate factual evidence to be determined by the Royal Commis-
sion of Inquiry, the Hawaiian Kingdom—as well as the individuals affected by human rights 
breaches—would be entitled to claim that such violations would be brought to an end, as 
well as the right to receive appropriate redress for the wrongs suffered. Also, in consideration 
of the fact that both human rights in general, and the right of a national people to exercise its 
self-determination in particular, are the object of erga omnes obligations, all States in the world 
would be affected by their breach, and would therefore be entitled—or would even have a 
moral duty—to appropriately react against the above violations.
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CONSTITUTION
Granted by His Majesty Kamehameha V, by the Grace of God, King of the Hawaiian 

Islands, on the Twentieth Day of August, A. D. 1864.

ARTICLE 1. God hath endowed all men with certain inalienable rights; among which are life, 
liberty, and the right of acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and of pursuing and 
obtaining safety and happiness.

ARTICLE 2. All men are free to worship God according to the dictates of their own con-
science; but this sacred privilege hereby secured, shall not be so construed as to justify acts of 
licentiousness, or practices inconsistent with the peace or safety of the Kingdom.

ARTICLE 3. All men may freely speak, write, and publish their sentiments on all subjects, be-
ing responsible for the abuse of that right, and no law shall be enacted to restrain the liberty of 
speech, or of the press, except such laws as may be necessary for the protection of His Majesty 
the King and the Royal Family.

ARTICLE 4. All men shall have the right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble, 
without arms, to consult upon the common good, and to petition the King or Legislative As-
sembly for redress of grievances.

ARTICLE 5. The privilege of the writ of Habeas Corpus belongs to all men, and shall not be 
suspended, unless by the King, when in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety shall 
require its suspension.

ARTICLE 6. No person shall be subject to punishment for any offense, except on due and 
legal conviction thereof, in a Court having jurisdiction of the case.

ARTICLE 7. No person shall be held to answer for any crime or offense (except in cases of im-
peachment, or for offenses within the jurisdiction of a Police or District Justice, or in summary 
proceedings for contempt), unless upon indictment, fully and plainly describing such crime or 
offense, and he shall have the right to meet the witnesses who are produced against him face 
to face; to produce witnesses and proofs in his own favor; and by himself or his counsel, at his 
election, to examine the witnesses produced by himself, and cross-examine those produced 
against him, and to be fully heard in his defense. In all cases in which the right of trial by 
Jury has been heretofore used, it shall be held inviolable forever, except in actions of debt or 
assumpsit in which the amount claimed is less than Fifty Dollars.

ARTICLE 8. No person shall be required to answer again for an offense, of which he has been 
duly convicted, or of which he has been duly acquitted upon a good and sufficient indictment.

ARTICLE 9. No person shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness against him-
self; nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.

ARTICLE 10. No person shall sit as a judge or juror, in any case in which his relative is inter-
ested, either as plaintiff or defendant, or in the issue of which the said judge or juror, may have, 
either directly or through a relative, any pecuniary interest.

ARTICLE 11. Involuntary servitude, except for crime, is forever prohibited in this Kingdom; 
whenever a slave shall enter Hawaiian Territory, he shall be free.

HAWAIIAN LAW
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ARTICLE 12. Every person has the right to be secure from all unreasonable searches and 
seizures of his person, his house, his papers and effects; and no warrants shall issue but on 
probable cause supported by oath or affirmation and describing the place to be searched, and 
the persons or things to be seized.

ARTICLE 13. The King conducts His Government for the common good; and not for the 
profit, honor, or private interest of any one man, family, or class of men among His subjects. 

ARTICLE 14. Each member of society has a right to be protected by it, in the enjoyment of 
his life, liberty, and property, according to law; and, therefore, he shall be obliged to contribute 
his proportional share to the expenses of this protection, and to give his personal services, or 
an equivalent when necessary but no part of the property of any individual shall be taken from 
him, or applied to public uses, without his own consent, or the enactment of the Legislative 
Assembly, except the same shall be necessary for the military operation of the Kingdom in time 
of war or insurrection; and whenever the public exigencies may require that the property of any 
individual should be appropriated to public uses, he shall receive a reasonable compensation 
therefor.

ARTICLE 15. No subsidy, duty or tax of any description shall be established or levied, with-
out the consent of the Legislative Assembly; nor shall any money be drawn from the Public 
Treasury without such consent, except when between the session of the Legislative Assembly 
the emergencies of war, invasion, rebellion, pestilence, or other public disaster shall arise, and 
then not without the concurrence of all the Cabinet, and of a majority of the whole Privy 
Council; and the Minister of Finance shall render a detailed account of such expenditure to 
the Legislative Assembly.

ARTICLE 16. No Retrospective Laws shall ever be enacted.

ARTICLE 17. The Military shall always be subject to the laws of the land; and no soldier shall, 
in time of peace, be quartered in any house without the consent of the owner; nor in time of 
war, but in a manner to be prescribed by the Legislature.

ARTICLE 18. Every Elector shall be privileged from arrest on election days during his atten-
dance at election, and in going to and returning therefrom, except in cases of treason, felony, 
or breach of the peace.

ARTICLE 19. No Elector shall be so obliged to perform military duty, on the day of election, 
as to prevent his voting; except in time of war, or public danger.

ARTICLE 20. The Supreme Power of the Kingdom in its exercise, is divided into the Execu-
tive, Legislative, and Judicial these shall always be preserved distinct, and no Judge of a Court 
of Record shall ever be a member of the Legislative Assembly.

ARTICLE 21. The Government of this Kingdom is that of a Constitutional Monarchy, under 
His Majesty Kamehameha V, His Heirs and Successors.

ARTICLE 22. The Crown is hereby permanently confirmed to His Majesty Kamehameha V, 
and to the Heirs of His body lawfully begotten, and to their lawful Descendants in a direct 
line; failing whom, the Crown shall descend to Her Royal Highness the Princess Victoria 
Kamamalu Kaahumanu, and the heirs of her body, lawfully begotten, and their lawful descen-
dants in a direct line. The Succession shall be to the senior male child, and to the heirs of his 
body; failing a male child, the succession shall be to the senior female child, and to the heirs 
of her body. In case there is no heir as above provided, then the successor shall be the person 
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whom the Sovereign shall appoint with the consent of the Nobles, and publicly proclaim as 
such during the King's life; but should there be no such appointment and proclamation, and 
the Throne should become vacant, then the Cabinet Council, immediately after the occurring 
of such vacancy, shall cause a meeting of the Legislative Assembly, who shall elect by ballot 
some native Alii of the Kingdom as Successor to the Throne; and the Successor so elected shall 
become a new Stirps for a Royal Family; and the succession from the Sovereign thus elected, 
shall be regulated by the same law as the present Royal Family of Hawaii.

ARTICLE 23. It shall not be lawful for any member of the Royal Family of Hawaii who may 
by Law succeed to the Throne, to contract Marriage without the consent of the Reigning Sov-
ereign. Every Marriage so contracted shall be void, and the person so contracting a Marriage, 
may, by the Proclamation of the Reigning Sovereign, be declared to have forfeited His or Her 
right to the Throne, and after such Proclamation, the Right of Succession shall vest in the next 
Heir as though such offender were Dead.

ARTICLE 24. His Majesty Kamehameha V. will, and His Successors upon coming to the 
Throne, shall take the following oath: I solemnly swear in the presence of Almighty God, to 
maintain the Constitution of the Kingdom whole and inviolate, and to govern in conformity 
therewith.

ARTICLE 25. No person shall ever sit upon the Throne, who has been convicted of any infa-
mous crime, or who is insane, or an idiot.

ARTICLE 26. The King is the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, and of all other 
Military Forces of the Kingdom, by sea and land; and has full power by Himself, or by any 
officer or officers He may appoint, to train and govern such forces, and He may judge best for 
the defence and safety of the Kingdom. But he shall never proclaim war without the consent 
of the Legislative Assembly.

ARTICLE 27. The King, by and with the advice of His Privy Council, has the power to grant 
reprieves and pardons, after conviction, for all offences, except in cases of impeachment.

ARTICLE 28. The King, by and with the advice of His Privy Council, convenes the Legislative 
Assembly at the seat of Government, or at a different place, if that should become dangerous 
from an enemy or any dangerous disorder; and in case of disagreement between His Majesty 
and the Legislative Assembly, he adjourns, prorogues, or dissolves it, but not beyond the next 
ordinary Session; under any great emergency, he may convene the Legislative Assembly to 
extraordinary Sessions.

ARTICLE 29. The King has the power to make Treaties. Treaties involving changes in the 
Tariff or in any law of the Kingdom shall be referred for approval to the Legislative Assembly. 
The King appoints Public Ministers, who shall be commissioned, accredited, and instructed 
agreeably to the usage and law of Nations.

ARTICLE 30. It is the King’s Prerogative to receive and acknowledge Public Ministers; to 
inform the Legislative Assembly by Royal Message, from time to time, of the state of the 
Kingdom, and to recommend to its consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary 
and expedient.

ARTICLE 31. The person of the King is inviolable and sacred. His Ministers are responsible. 
To the King belongs the Executive power. All laws that have passed the Legislative Assembly, 
shall require His Majesty's signature in order to their validity.
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ARTICLE 32. Whenever, upon the decease of the Reigning Sovereign, the Heir shall be less 
than eighteen years of age, the Royal Power shall be exercised by a Regent or Council of Re-
gency, as hereinafter provided.

ARTICLE 33. It shall be lawful for the King at any time when he may be about to absent 
himself from the Kingdom, to appoint a Regent or Council of Regency, who shall administer 
the Government in His name; and likewise the King may, by His last Will and Testament, 
appoint a Regent or Council of Regency to administer the Government during the minority 
of any Heir to the Throne; and should a Sovereign decease, leaving a Minor Heir, and having 
made no last Will and Testament, the Cabinet Council at the time of such decease shall be a 
Council of Regency, until the Legislative Assembly, which shall be called immediately, may 
be assembled, and the Legislative Assembly immediately that it is assembled shall proceed to 
choose by ballot, a Regent or Council of Regency, who shall administer the Government in the 
name of the King, and exercise all the Powers which are Constitutionally vested in the King, 
until he shall have attained the age of eighteen years, which age is declared to be the Legal 
Majority of such Sovereign.

ARTICLE 34. The King is Sovereign of all the Chiefs and of all the People; the Kingdom is 
His.

ARTICLE 35. All Titles of Honor, Orders, and other distinctions, emanate from the King.

ARTICLE 36. The King coins money, and regulates the currency by law.

ARTICLE 37. The King, in case of invasion or rebellion, can place the whole Kingdom or any 
part of it under martial law.

ARTICLE 38. The National Ensign shall not be changed, except by Act of the Legislature.

ARTICLE 39. The King's private lands and other property are inviolable.

ARTICLE 40. The King cannot be sued or held to account in any Court or Tribunal of the 
Realm.

ARTICLE 41. There shall continue to be a Council of State, for advising the King in all 
matters for the good of the State, wherein He may require its advice, and for assisting him 
in administering the Executive affairs of the Government, in such manner as he may direct; 
which Council shall be called the King’s Privy Council of State, and the members thereof shall 
be appointed by the King, to hold office during His Majesty’s pleasure.

ARTICLE 42. The King’s Cabinet shall consist of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister 
of the Interior, the Minister of Finance, and the Attorney General of the Kingdom, and these 
shall be His Majesty’s Special Advisers in the Executive affairs of the Kingdom; and they shall 
be ex officio Members of His Majesty’s Privy Council of State. They shall be appointed and 
commissioned by the King, and hold office during His Majesty's pleasure, subject to impeach-
ment. No act of the King shall have any effect unless it be countersigned by a Minister, who by 
that signature makes himself responsible.

ARTICLE 43. Each member of the King’s Cabinet shall keep an office at the seat of Govern-
ment, and shall be accountable for the conduct of his deputies and clerks. The Ministry hold 
seats ex officio, as Nobles, in the Legislative Assembly.

ARTICLE 44. The Minister of Finance shall present to the Legislative Assembly in the name 
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of the Government, on the first day of the meeting of the Legislature, the Financial Budget, in 
the Hawaiian and English languages.

ARTICLE 45. The Legislative power of the Three Estates of this Kingdom is vested in the 
King, and the Legislative Assembly; which Assembly shall consist of the Nobles appointed by 
the King, and of the Representatives of the People, sitting together.

ARTICLE 46. The Legislative Body shall assemble biennially, in the month of April, and at 
such other time as the King may judge necessary, for the purpose of seeking the welfare of the 
Nation. This Body shall be styled the Legislature of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

ARTICLE 47. Every member of the Legislative Assembly shall take the following oath: I most 
solemnly swear, in the presence of Almighty God, that I will faithfully support the Constitu-
tion of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and conscientiously and impartially discharge my duties as a 
member of this Assembly.

ARTICLE 48. The Legislature has full power and authority to amend the Constitution as here-
inafter provided; and from time to time to make all manner of wholesome laws, not repugnant 
to the provisions of the Constitution.

ARTICLE 49. The King shall signify His approval of any Bill or Resolution, which shall have 
passed the Legislative Assembly, by signing the same previous to the final rising of the Legis-
lature. But if he shall object to the passing of such Bill or Resolution, He will return it to the 
Legislative Assembly, who shall enter the fact of such return on its journal, and such Bill or 
Resolution shall not be brought forward thereafter during the same session.

ARTICLE 50. The Legislative Assembly shall be the judge of the qualifications of its own 
members, and a majority shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a smaller number may 
adjourn from day to day. and compel the attendance of absent members, in such manner and 
under such penalties as the Assembly may provide.

ARTICLE 51. The Legislative Assembly shall choose its own officers and determine the Rules 
of its own proceedings.

ARTICLE 52. The Legislative Assembly shall have authority to punish by imprisonment, not 
exceeding thirty days, every person, not a member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to the As-
sembly, by any disorderly or contemptuous behavior in its presence; or who, during the time 
of its sitting, shall publish any false report of its proceedings, or insulting comments upon the 
same; or who shall threaten harm to the body or estate of any of its members, for anything said 
or done in the Assembly; or who shall assault any of them therefor, or who shall assault or arrest 
any witness, or other person ordered to attend the Assembly, in his way going or returning; or 
who shall rescue any person arrested by order of the Assembly.

ARTICLE 53. The Legislative Assembly may punish its own members for disorderly behavior.

ARTICLE 54. The Legislative Assembly shall keep a journal of its proceedings; and the yeas 
and nays of the members, on any question, shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those present, be 
entered on the journal.

ARTICLE 55. The Members of the Legislative Assembly shall, in all cases, except treason, 
felony, or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance at the Sessions 
of the Legislature, and in going to and returning from the same; and they shall not be held to 
answer for any speech or debate made in the Assembly, in any other Court or place whatsoever.
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ARTICLE 56. The Representatives shall receive for their services a compensation to be ascer-
tained by law, and paid out of the Public Treasury, but no increase of compensation shall take 
effect during the year in which it shall have been made, and no law shall be passed increasing
the compensation of said Representatives beyond the sum of five hundred dollars for each 
session. (1882 A Proposed Amendment To Article 56 of the Constitution granted His Majesty 
Kamehameha V on the 20th day of August, A.D. 1864, according to Article 80 of the Con-
stitution)

ARTICLE 57. The King appoints the Nobles, who shall hold their appointments during life, 
subject to the provisions of Article 53; but their number shall not exceed twenty.

ARTICLE 58. No person shall be appointed a Noble who shall not have attained the age of 
twenty-one years and resided in the Kingdom five years.

ARTICLE 59. The Nobles shall be a Court, with full and sole authority to hear and determine 
all impeachments made by the Representatives, as the Grand Inquest of the Kingdom, against 
any officers of the Kingdom, for misconduct or maladministration in their offices; but previous 
to the trial of every impeachment the Nobles shall respectively be sworn, truly and impar-
tially to try and determine the charge in question, according to evidence and the law. Their 
judgment, however, shall not extend further than to removal from office and disqualification 
to hold or enjoy any place of honor, trust, or profit, under this Government; but the party so 
convicted shall be, nevertheless, liable to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment accord-
ing to the laws of the land. No Minister shall sit as a Noble on the trial of any impeachment.

ARTICLE 60. The Representation of the People shall be based upon the principle of equality, 
and shall be regulated and apportioned by the Legislature according to the population, to be 
ascertained, from time to time, by the official census. The Representatives shall not be less in 
number than twenty-four, nor more than forty, who shall be elected biennially.

ARTICLE 61. No person shall be eligible for a Representative of the People, who is insane or 
an idiot; nor unless he be a male subject of the Kingdom, who shall have arrived at the full 
age of Twenty-One years—who shall know how to read and write—who shall understand 
accounts—and shall have been domiciled in the Kingdom for at least three years, the last of 
which shall be the year immediately preceding his election; and who shall own Real Estate, 
within the Kingdom, of a clear value, over and above all incumbrances, of at least Five Hun-
dred Dollars; or who shall have an annual income of at least Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars, 
derived from any property, or some lawful employment.

ARTICLE 62. Every male subject of the kingdom, who shall have paid his taxes, who shall 
have attained the age of twenty years, and shall have been domiciled in the kingdom for one 
year immediately preceding the election, and who shall know how to read and write, if born 
since the year 1840, and shall have caused his name to be entered on the list of voters for his 
district as may be provided by law, shall be entitled to one vote for the Representative or Rep-
resentatives of that district. Provided, however, that no insane or idiotic person, or any person 
who shall have been convicted of any infamous crime within this kingdom, unless lie shall 
have been pardoned by the King, and by the terms of such pardon have been restored to all the 
rights of a subject, shall be allowed to vote. (1874 Proposed Amendment To Article Sixty-Two 
of the Constitution Granted on the Twentieth Day of August, A.D. 1864, in Accordance with 
Article Eighty of said Constitution)

ARTICLE 63. The property qualification of the Representatives of the people may be changed 
by law. (1874 Proposed Amendment To Article Sixty-Three of the Constitution Granted on 
the Twentieth Day of August, A.D. 1864, in Accordance with Article Eighty of said Consti-
tution)
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ARTICLE 64. The Judicial Power of the Kingdom shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and 
in such Inferior Courts as the Legislature may, from time to time, establish.

ARTICLE 65. The Supreme Court shall consist of a Chief Justice, and not less than two As-
sociate Justices, any of whom may hold the Court. The Justices of the Supreme Court shall 
hold their offices during good behavior, subject to removal upon impeachment, and shall, at 
stated times, receive for their services a compensation, which shall not be diminished during 
their continuance in office. Provided, however, that any Judge of the Supreme Court or any 
other Court of Record may be removed from office, on a resolution passed by two-thirds of the 
Legislative Assembly, for good cause shown to the satisfaction of the King. The Judge against 
whom the Legislative Assembly may be about to proceed, shall receive notice thereof, accom-
panied by a copy of the causes alleged for his removal, at least ten days before the day on which 
the Legislative Assembly shall act thereon. He shall be heard before the Legislative Assembly.

ARTICLE 66. The Judicial Power shall be divided among the Supreme Court and the several 
Inferior Courts of the Kingdom, in such manner as the Legislature may, from time to time, 
prescribe, and the tenure of office in the Inferior Courts of the Kingdom shall be such as may 
be defined by the law creating them.

ARTICLE 67. The Judicial Power shall extend to all cases in law and equity, arising under the 
Constitution and laws, of this Kingdom, and Treaties made, or which shall be made under 
their authority, to all cases affecting Public Ministers and Consuls, and to all cases of Admiralty 
and Maritime jurisdiction.

ARTICLE 68. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall be the Chancellor of the King-
dom; he shall be ex officio President of the Nobles in all cases of impeachment, unless when 
impeached himself; and exercise such jurisdiction in equity or other cases as the law may confer 
upon him; his decisions being subject, however, to the revision of the Supreme Court on ap-
peal. Should the Chief Justice ever be impeached, some person specially commissioned by the 
King shall be President of the Court of Impeachment during such trial.

ARTICLE 69. The decisions of the Supreme Court, when made by a majority of the Justices 
thereof, shall be final and conclusive upon all parties.

ARTICLE 70. The King, His Cabinet, and the Legislative Assembly, shall have authority to 
require the opinions of the Justices of the Supreme Court, upon important questions of law, 
and upon solemn occasions.

ARTICLE 71. The King appoints the Justices of the Supreme Court, and all other Judges of 
Courts of Record; their salaries are fixed by law.

ARTICLE 72. No judge or Magistrate can sit alone on an appeal or new trial, in any case on 
which he may have given a previous judgment.

ARTICLE 73. No person shall ever hold any officer of Honor, Trust, or Profit under the Gov-
ernment of the Hawaiian Islands, who shall, in due course of law, have been convicted of Theft, 
Bribery, Perjury, Forgery, Embezzlement, or other high crime or misdemeanor, unless he shall 
have been pardoned by the King, and restored to his Civil Rights, and by the express terms of 
his pardon, declared to be appointable to offices of Trust, Honor, and Profit.

ARTICLE 74. No officer of this Government shall hold any office, or receive any salary from 
any other Government or Power whatever.
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ARTICLE 75. The Legislature votes the Appropriations biennally, after clue consideration of 
the revenue and expenditure for the two preceding years, and the estimates of the revenue and 
expenditure of the two succeeding years, which shall be submitted to them by the Minister of 
Finance.

ARTICLE 76. The enacting style in making and passing all Acts and Laws shall be, “Be it 
enacted by the King, and the Legislative Assembly of the Hawaiian Islands, in the Legislature 
of the Kingdom assembled.”

ARTICLE 77. To avoid improper influences which may result from intermixing in one and 
the same Act, such things as have no proper relation to each other, every law shall embrace but 
one object, and that shall be expressed in its title.

ARTICLE 78. All laws now in force in this Kingdom, shall continue and remain in full effect, 
until altered or repealed by the Legislature; such parts only excepted as are repugnant to this 
Constitution. All laws heretofore enacted, or that may hereafter be enacted, which are contrary 
to this Constitution, shall be null and void.

ARTICLE 79. This Constitution shall be in force from the Twentieth day of August in the year 
One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-four, but that there may be no failure of justice, or 
inconvenience to the Kingdom, from any change, all officers of this Kingdom, at the time this 
Constitution shall take effect, shall have, hold, and exercise all the power to them granted, until 
other persons shall be appointed in their stead. 

ARTICLE 80. Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution may be proposed in the 
Legislative Assembly, and if the same shall be agreed to by a majority of the members there-
of, such proposed amendment or amendments shall be entered on its journal, with the yeas 
and nays taken thereon, and referred to the next Legislature; which proposed amendment or 
amendments shall be published for three months previous to the next election of Representa-
tives; and if in the next Legislature such proposed amendment or amendments shall be agreed 
to by two-thirds of all the members of the Legislative Assembly, and be approved by the King, 
such amendment or amendments shall become part of the Constitution of this country.

KAMEHAMEHA R.
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PROCLAMATION 
[Restoration of the Monarchical Government]

Comes Now, David Keanu Sai, a native Hawaiian subject, in his public capacity as Regent of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, lawfully appointed in accordance with Article 33 of the Constitution 
of 1864 since the 1st day of March, A.D. 1996, of record as document no. 96-035316 in the 
Bureau of Conveyances, and being the successor of the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company, 
of record as document no. 96-067865 in the said Bureau, it is in this capacity that I hereby 
establish the following statements of fact.

1st. On February 3rd, 1996, at a meeting of the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company, a general 
partnership formed under and by virtue of an “Act to Provide for the Registration of Co-part-
nership Firms,” p. 648, Compiled Laws of 1884, having in view the proper the authority 
required and allowed by deeds of trust namely document no. 96-000664, no. 96-004246, no. 
96-006277, no. 96-014115 and no. 96-014116, all being duly registered in the said Bureau, 
it had become necessary to the prosperity of the Hawaiian Kingdom and the proper physical, 
mental and moral improvement of the beneficiaries of the aforesaid trust, who retain a vested 
undivided rights in and to all the lands of the Hawaiian Islands as native Hawaiian subjects, 
that the necessary steps be taken for the quieting of all land titles in these islands.

2nd. Perfect Title Company, a general partnership established under and by virtue of the same 
legislative act aforesaid, and whose deed of general partnership is of record as document no. 
95-153346 in the said Bureau, had been appointed by the Trustees of the Hawaiian Kingdom 
Trust Company to investigate and confirm or reject all claims of fee-simple titles arising after 
the 10th day of December, A.D. 1845, in accordance with Hawaiian law.

3rd. On February 6th, 1996, a covenant of agreement was entered between the Hawaiian 
Kingdom Trust Company, aforesaid, and Perfect Title Company, aforesaid, binding themselves 
and their heirs, executors and administrators and assigns to the true and faithful performance 
of the quiet title action, or record as document no. 96-016046 in the said Bureau.

4th. In the February 19th, 1996 issue of the Pacific Business News and the March 1996 issue 
of the Ka Wai Ola o Oha newspaper the public was notified that Perfect Title Company, afore-
said, had been appointed by the Trustees of the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company to investi-
gate and confirm or reject all claims of fee-simple titles arising after the 10th day of December, 
A.D. 1845, in accordance with Hawaiian law. All persons claiming to possess a fee-simple title 
are required to file with Perfect Title Company by depositing specifications of their claims, and 
to adduce the evidence upon which they claim title to any land in the Hawaiian Islands, before 
the expiration of two years from the 14th day of February, A.D. 1996; or in default of so doing, 
they will after that time be forever barred of all right to recover the same in the courts of justice.

5th. In the absence of the Government class and the Konohiki (Landlord) class, aforesaid, the 
Trustees of the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company, deriving its authority by certain deeds of 
trust of the native Tenant class, namely documents no. 96-019923, no. 96-006277, no. 96-
025845, no. 96-000664, no. 96-026388, no. 96-014116, no. 96-014115, no. 96-004246, and 
no. 96-028714, on the 1st day of March, 1996, had appointed myself, David Keanu Sai, to 
the Office of Regent, intrusted with the vicarious administration of the Hawaiian government 
during the absence of a Monarch, and that I shall hold office until such time as the Legislative 
body shall hereafter convene to confirm or amend this appointment. Notice of this appoint-
ment, aforesaid, was duly registered in the said Bureau.

6th. On the same day of the aforesaid recorded notice of appointment, a subsequent notice of 
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proclamation from the Office of the Regent, of record as document no. 96-035328 in the said 
Bureau, confirmed the Quiet Title Action, aforesaid, and proclaims that where the Hawaiian 
Kingdom Trust Company would issue patents in fee-simple or enter into lease agreements for 
individuals who qualify for the same, that it shall now be done by the Office of Regent, or such 
person as will be lawfully delegated by the same, and that upon completion of all investigative 
reports, the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company shall enter in the Bureau of Conveyances a 
notice of determination for public record. By this confirmatory proclamation of the Quiet 
Title Action by the public Office of Regent, the Bureau of Conveyances has been reopened 
for the lawful registration of the Notices of Investigations upon a Claim to Fee-simple and the 
subsequent grants of freehold estates and leases issued upon the same, which said Bureau had 
been incapable of lawfully registering documents since the 17th day of January, 1893, where-
upon the Chief Executive of the Hawaiian Kingdom, being Queen Lili‘uokalani along with 
her cabinet, were forcibly removed from office, thereby affecting the authority and competency 
of registering conveyances in accordance with chapter XXVI of the Compiled Laws of 1884.

7th. On the 30th of June, A.D. 1996, the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company, aforesaid, was 
dissolved in accordance with the provisions of its deed of general partnership, of record as 
document no. 96-067865 in the said Bureau. The said partnership would remain in existence 
until the absentee government is re-established, whereupon, all record and monies of the same 
will be transferred and conveyed over to the office of the Minister of Interior. In light of the 
appointment of the Regent on the 1st day of March, 1996, aforesaid, as chief executive of 
the government under article 21 of the Constitution of 1864, and the Regent’s authority to 
appoint the Minister of Interior under section 30, chapter VI, title II, p. 8, Compiled Laws of 
1884, the Hawaiian Kingdom Trust Company, by its Trustees, did remise, release and forever 
quitclaim unto myself as appointed Regent of the Hawaiian Kingdom, all of its rights, title 
and interest acquired certain deeds of trust under the exclusive authority and jurisdiction of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Now, therefore, I, David Keanu Sai, by the authority in me vested as Regent of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom and in conformity with the Constitution and laws, do hereby proclaim as follows:

1. The Hawaiian Monarchical system of Government is hereby re-established;

2. The Civil Code of the Hawaiian Islands as noted in the Compiled Laws of 1884, together 
with the session laws of 1884 and 1886 and the Hawaiian Penal Code are in full force. All Ha-
waiian laws and Constitutional principles not consistent herewith are void and without effect.

3. The laws are obligatory upon all persons, whether subjects of this Kingdom, or citizens or 
subjects of any foreign State, while within the limits of this Kingdom, except so far as exception 
is made by the laws of nations in respect to Ambassadors or others. The property of such per-
sons, while such property is within the territorial jurisdiction of this kingdom, is also subject 
to the laws.

4. Private agreements shall have no effect to contravene any law which concerns public order 
or good morals. But individuals may, in all cases in which it is not expressly or impliedly pro-
hibited, renounce what the law has established in their favor, when such renunciation does not 
affect the rights of others, and is not contrary to the public good.

5. Whatever is done in contravention of a prohibitory law is void, although the nullity be not 
formally directed. 

Done at the city of Honolulu, Island of O‘ahu, this 28th day of  
February A.D. 1997.

[signed]
 David Keanu Sai [seal]

[seal]
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PROCLAMATION 
[Provisional Laws of the Realm]

Whereas, the armed forces of the United States of America have invaded and occupied the 
shores of the Hawaiian Islands on two separate occasions, the first being from January 16, 
1893 to April 1, 1893, and the second since August 12, 1898 to the present, whereby the latter 
being an illegal and prolonged occupation; and 

Whereas, the armed forces of the United States of America on January 17, 1893 aided and 
abetted a small group of insurgents in seizing the Executive office of the Hawaiian Kingdom 
government and thereafter participated in the coercion of all government employees and of-
ficials in the executive and judicial branches of the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom to 
sign oaths of allegiance to the insurgency calling themselves the so-called provisional govern-
ment; and

Whereas, United States President Grover Cleveland concluded, through a presidential investi-
gation, that the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom government was unlawful, and that the 
United States bears the sole responsibility for the overthrow of the government of a friendly 
State, and provide restitution; and

Whereas, executive mediation took place between United States Minister Plenipotentiary Al-
bert Willis and Her Majesty Queen Lili‘uokalani beginning on November 13, 1893, at the 
United States Legation in the city of Honolulu, and on December 18, 1893 an agreement was 
reached through exchange of notes committing the United States to reinstate the government, 
and thereafter the Hawaiian Kingdom to grant amnesty to the insurgents; and

Whereas, United States President Cleveland and his successors in office failed to faithfully exe-
cute the agreement and allowed the insurgency to gain power through the hiring of American 
mercenaries in order to seek annexation to the United States of America; and

Whereas, during the Spanish-American War, the armed forces of the United States of America 
unlawfully invaded and occupied the Hawaiian Islands on August 12, 1898, being a neutral 
State, to wage war against the Spanish colonies of the Philippines and Guam in the Pacific 
Ocean; and

Whereas, since the second occupation, the armed forces of the United States of America have 
not complied with international law, the international laws of occupation, both customary and 
by conventions, and international humanitarian law; and

Whereas, the armed forces of the United States of America under the guise of civilian authority 
seized control of the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom calling itself the so-called Republic 
of Hawai‘i, being the successor to the provisional government, and renamed the same as the 
government of the Territory of Hawai‘i on April 30, 1900, and then subsequently renamed as 
the government of the State of Hawai‘i on March 18, 1959; and

Whereas, the so-called provisional government, the Republic of Hawai‘i, the Territory of Ha-
wai‘i, and the State of Hawai‘i have no legal basis under Hawaiian Kingdom law or the inter-
national laws of occupation; and

Whereas, the occupant State has unlawfully levied pecuniary contributions of various kinds 
that included taxes and the imposition of fines in violation of international law; and 
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Whereas, the occupant State has unlawfully seized public and private property for the con-
struction of its government agencies and military installations from the occupied State and its 
inhabitants, and that restoration and compensation shall be made under jus post liminii; and

Whereas, the failure of the armed forces of the United States of America to administer the 
laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom as it stood prior to the insurrection of July 6, 1887 has placed 
the Hawaiian Kingdom into a state of emergency that could lead to economic ruination and 
calamity; and 

Whereas, war crimes have and continue to be committed as a result of the failure of the armed 
forces of the United States of America to administer the laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 
accordance with the 1907 Hague Regulations and the 1949 Geneva Convention IV; and

Whereas, customary international law recognizes that the rules on belligerent occupation will 
also apply where a belligerent State, in the course of war, occupies neutral territory, being the 
territory of the Hawaiian Kingdom; and

Whereas, customary international law recognizes that when neutral territory is militarily occu-
pied by a belligerent, the occupant State does not possess a wide range of rights with regard to 
the occupied State and its inhabitants as it would in occupied enemy territory; and 

Whereas, customary international law recognizes that legislative power remains with the gov-
ernment of the occupied State during military occupation of the occupied State’s territory; and

Whereas, Her late Majesty Queen Lili‘uokalani died on November 11, 1917, without an heir 
apparent proclaimed in accordance with Article 22 of the 1864 Constitution, as amended; and

Whereas, it is provided by Article 33 of the Constitution that should a Monarch die without 
confirming an heir apparent in accordance with Hawaiian law, the Cabinet Council shall serve 
as an acting Council of Regency who shall administer the Government in the name of the 
Monarch, and exercise all the Powers which are constitutionally vested in the Monarch, until 
the Legislative Assembly may be assembled to elect by ballot a de jure Regent or Council of 
Regency; and 

Whereas, according to Article 42 of the Constitution, the Cabinet Council consists of the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Finance and the Attorney 
General of the Kingdom; and

Whereas, an acting Regency, by virtue of the offices made vacant in the Cabinet Council, was 
established under the doctrine of necessity by proclamation on February 28, 1997, pursuant 
to Article 33 of the Constitution and possesses the constitutional authority to temporarily 
exercise the Royal Power of the Hawaiian Kingdom under Article 32; and

Whereas, the Legislative Assembly is unable to be assembled in accordance with Title 3—Of 
the Legislative Department, Civil Code of the Hawaiian Islands (Compiled Laws, 1884), in 
order to elect by ballot a de jure Regent or Council of Regency as a direct result of the pro-
longed occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom by the armed forces of the United States of 
America and the Rules of Land Warfare of the United States; and

Whereas, the public safety requires:

Now, therefore, We, the acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom, serving in the 
absence of the Monarch and temporarily exercising the Royal Power of the Kingdom, do here-
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by acknowledge that acts necessary to peace and good order among the citizenry and residents 
of the Hawaiian Kingdom, such for example, as acts sanctioning and protecting marriage and 
the domestic relations, governing the course of descents, regulating the conveyance and trans-
fer of property, real and personal, and providing remedies for injuries to person and estate, and 
other similar acts, which would be valid if emanating from a lawful government, must be re-
garded in general as valid when proceeding from an actual, though unlawful government, but 
acts in furtherance or in support of rebellion or collaborating against the Hawaiian Kingdom, 
or intended to defeat the just rights of the citizenry and residents under the laws of the Hawai-
ian Kingdom, and other acts of like nature, must, in general, be regarded as invalid and void;

And, We do hereby proclaim that from the date of this proclamation all laws that have emanat-
ed from an unlawful legislature since the insurrection began on July 6, 1887 to the present, to 
include United States legislation, shall be the provisional laws of the Realm subject to ratifica-
tion by the Legislative Assembly of the Hawaiian Kingdom once assembled, with the express 
proviso that these provisional laws do not run contrary to the express, reason and spirit of the 
laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom prior to July 6, 1887, the international laws of occupation and 
international humanitarian law, and if it be the case they shall be regarded as invalid and void;

And, We do hereby further proclaim that the currency of the United States shall be a legal 
tender at their nominal value in payment for all debts within this Kingdom pursuant to An Act 
To Regulate the Currency (1876);

And, We do hereby call upon the said Commander of the United States Pacific Command, and 
those subordinate military personnel to whom he may delegate such authority to seize control 
of our government, calling itself the State of Hawai‘i, by proclaiming the establishment of a 
military government, during the present prolonged military occupation and until the military 
occupation has ended, to exercise those powers allowable under the international laws of occu-
pation and international humanitarian law;

And, We do require all persons, whether subjects of this kingdom, or citizens or subjects of 
any foreign State, while within the limits of this kingdom, to obey promptly and fully, in letter 
and in spirit, such proclamations, rules, regulations and orders, as the military government 
may issue during the present military occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom so long as these 
proclamations, rules, regulations and orders are in compliance with the laws and provisional 
laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom, the international laws of occupation and international hu-
manitarian law;

And, We do further require that all courts of the Hawaiian Kingdom, whether judicial or ad-
ministrative, shall administer the provisional laws hereinbefore proclaimed forthwith;

And, We do further require that Consular agents of foreign States within the territory of the 
Hawaiian Kingdom shall comply with Article X, Chapter VIII, Title 2—Of the Administra-
tion of Government, Civil Code of the Hawaiian Islands (Compiled Laws, 1884) and the Law 
of Nations;

And, We do further require every person now holding any office of profit or emolument under 
the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties, being the Hawaiian government, take and subscribe the 
oath of allegiance in accordance with An Act to Provide for the Taking of the Oath of Allegiance 
by Persons in the employ of the Hawaiian Government (1874). 
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In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto set our hand, and caused the Great 
Seal of the Kingdom to be affixed this 10th day of October A.D. 2014.

David Keanu Sai, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Council of Regency 
Acting Minister of the Interior

Peter Umialiloa Sai, deceased
Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs

[signed]
Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit,
Acting Minister of Finance

[signed]
Dexter Ke‘eaumoku Ka‘iama, Esq.,
Acting Attorney General

[seal]
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PROCLAMATION 
[Recognition of the State of Hawai‘i and County Governments]

Whereas, the insurgency, with the support and protection of United States troops, unlawfully 
seized control of the Hawaiian Kingdom governmental infrastructure on January 17, 1893, 
and called themselves the so-called provisional government; and

Whereas, the insurgency maintained the Hawaiian Kingdom’s governmental institutions with 
the exception of the Executive Monarch and Cabinet, to include the head of the police force; 
and

Whereas, all Hawaiian government officials were coerced to sign oaths of allegiance to the 
unlawful regime; and

Whereas, the State of Hawai‘i, and its Counties, is a successor of the Territory of Hawai‘i, the 
Republic of Hawai‘i, and the so-called provisional government, all of which have no legal basis 
under Hawaiian Kingdom law or the international laws of occupation; and

Whereas, the United States, including through its proxy, the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties, 
as an administrative body, is in effective control of the territory of the Hawaiian Kingdom 
without lawful authority; and

Whereas, according to Article 42 of the 1907 Hague Convention, IV, a State’s territory is con-
sidered occupied when it is placed under the authority of the Occupying State; and

Whereas, Article 42 has three requisite elements: (1) the presence of a foreign State’s forces; (2) 
the exercise of authority over the occupied territories by the foreign State or its proxy; and (3) 
the non-consent by the occupied State; and 

Whereas, United States President Grover Cleveland’s manifesto to the Congress on December 
18, 1893, and the continued United States presence today without a treaty of peace firmly 
meets all three elements of Article 42; and

Whereas, in order to account for the present circumstances of the prolonged illegal occupation 
of the Hawaiian Kingdom and to provide a temporary measure of protection for its territory 
and the population residing therein, the public safety requires action to be taken in order for 
the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties to begin to comply with the 1907 Hague Convention, 
IV, the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, and international humanitarian law:

Now, therefore, We, the acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom, serving in the 
absence of the Monarch and temporarily exercising the Royal Power of the Kingdom, do 
hereby recognize the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties, for international law purposes, as the 
administration of the Occupying Power whose duties and obligations are enumerated in the 
1907 Hague Convention, IV, the 1949 Geneva Convention, IV, and international humani-
tarian law;

And, We do hereby further proclaim that the State of Hawai‘i and its Counties shall preserve 
the sovereign rights of the Hawaiian Kingdom government, and to protect the local popula-
tion from exploitation of their persons and property, both real and personal, as well as their 
civil and political rights under Hawaiian Kingdom law.
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In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto set our hand, and caused the Great 
Seal of the Kingdom to be affixed this 3rd day of June A.D. 2019.

[signed]
David Keanu Sai, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Council of Regency 
Acting Minister of the Interior

Peter Umialiloa Sai, deceased
Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs

[signed]
Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit,
Acting Minister of Finance

[signed]
Dexter Ke‘eaumoku Ka‘iama, Esq.,
Acting Attorney General

[seal]
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PROCLAMATION
[Appointment of Minister of Foreign Affairs ad interim]

Whereas, on October 17, 2018, His Excellency Peter Umialiloa Sai, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
died; and

Whereas, the office of Minister of Foreign Affairs had become vacant; and

Whereas, administrative precedence provides that one of the ministers of the Cabinet Council, 
being the acting Council of Regency, can provisionally serve in the place of the deceased min-
ister’s office ad interim until the seat is filled by commission; and

Whereas, the Minister of the Interior, His Excellency David Keanu Sai, Ph.D., has the neces-
sary qualifications to serve as the Minister of Foreign Affairs ad interim until the seat is filled 
by commission:

Now, therefore, We, the acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom, serving in the 
absence of the Monarch and temporarily exercising the Royal Power of the Kingdom, do 
hereby designate His Excellency David Keanu Sai, Ph.D., to be Minister of Foreign Affairs ad 
interim while remaining as Minister of the Interior and Chairman of the Council of Regency. 

In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto set our hand, and caused the Great 
Seal of the Kingdom to be affixed this 11th day of November A.D. 2019.

[signed]
David Keanu Sai, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Council of Regency 
Acting Minister of the Interior

Peter Umialiloa Sai, deceased
Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs

[signed]
Kau‘i P. Sai-Dudoit,
Acting Minister of Finance

[signed]
Dexter Ke‘eaumoku Ka‘iama, Esq.,
Acting Attorney General

[seal]
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TREATY WITH AUSTRIA-HUNGARY 

His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia etc. and Apostolic King of Hungary on 
the one part and His Majesty the King of the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands on the other 
part,
 
Being equally animated by the desire of regulating and extending the commercial relations, 
and of promoting the facilities of navigation between Their respective States and Possessions, 
have resolved to conclude a Treaty for that purpose and have named for their Plenipotentiaries 
that is to say:
 
His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty, the Count Frederick Ferdinand de Beast, His Im-
perial and Royal Majesty’s Chamberlain, Privy Councilor, Ambassador Extraordinary at the 
Court of St. James, Grand Cross of the Order of St. Stephen, and of that of Leopold etc. and
 
His Majesty the King of the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands, Manley Hopkins, Esq., His 
Hawaiian Majesty’s Charge d’affaires and Consul General in London, Knight Commander of 
the Order of Kamehameha I and of Isabella la Catolica, who after having communicated to 
each other their respective full powers found to in due and proper form, have agreed upon and 
concluded the following articles.

ARTICLE I.  There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between the Austro-Hungarian 
Emperor and the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands, and between the citizens of the two 
Countries, without exception of person and place.

ARTICLE II.  There shall be between the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Kingdom of 
the Hawaiian Islands reciprocal freedom of commerce and navigation, and the citizens of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiians within the Empire of 
Austria-Hungary may enter with their Vessels and Cargoes into all places, ports and rivers, 
which are or shall hereafter be open to foreign commerce, with the same liberty and security 
as are or may be enjoyed by the native of the each country respectively, always provided, that 
the Police Regulations established for the preservation of peace and good order shall be duly 
respected.

ARTICLE III.  The Citizens of the two high Contracting Parties may, like the natives in the 
respective territories, travel, reside, trade wholesale or retail, and transact any lawful business, 
and rent or occupy the houses, stores, or shops which they may require for the purposes of res-
idence or business, and in the transaction of every business shall be on a perfect equality with 
the natives of the country.  In the performance of all business, the citizens of each contracting 
power, when resident in the territory of the other, shall conform to all the laws and regulations 
of the country, and they shall not be subject in any case to any other charges, restrictions, taxes 
or impositions, than those to which the natives are subject.

ARTICLE IV.  The Citizens of each high Contracting Party when resident in the territory of 
the other shall enjoy the most constant and complete protection for their persons and property, 
and for this purpose they shall have free and easy access to the Courts of Justice, provided by 
law, in pursuit and defense of their rights.  They shall be at liberty to employ lawyers, advocates 
or Agents to prosecute or defend their rights before such Courts of Justice.  In fact they shall 
enjoy in this respect all the rights and privileges which are granted to natives, and shall be 
subject to the same conditions.

ARTICLE V.  The Citizens of each high Contracting Party, when resident in the territory of 
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the other shall be exempt from all service, whether in the Army or Navy, or in the National 
Guard or Militia, and shall be exempt from all forced loans, and from every extraordinary 
contribution, not general and by law established.

ARTICLE VI.  The most entire liberty of conscience is guaranteed to citizens of each of the 
high contacting Parties within the territories of the other, no one shall be molested on account 
of his religion or the observance thereof.

ARTICLE VII.  The Citizens of each of the high contracting Parties shall in the territory of 
the other, have the right of acquiring, and possessing property of every description and kind, 
whether the same be real or personal property, and may dispose of the same, as may seem to 
them best, whether by sale, donation, exchange, will or in any other way, also the citizens of 
either of the two States may become heirs to property, situated in the other, and may succeed 
without hindrance to the properties that may devolve upon them, dispose of the same accord-
ing to their pleasure, and such heirs or legatees shall not be subject to any charge, or be bound 
to pay any expenses of the successor or otherwise higher than those which shall be borne in like 
case by the natives themselves.

ARTICLE VIII.  All vessels sailing under the respective flags of either of the high contracting 
Parties, and which shall be bearers of the ship’s papers and documents required by the laws of 
their respective countries, shall be taken and considered to be the vessels of the country whose 
flag they carry.

ARTICLE IX.  Vessels of either of the high contracting parties arriving in the ports of the oth-
er, or departing from them, shall not be subjected to other, or higher duties of tonnage, light, 
houses, anchorage Port charges, Government wharfage, pilotage, quarantine, or other charges, 
under any denomination whatsoever, than those to which national Vessels may be subjected, it 
being however expressly understood, that no stipulation in this Treaty made, shall be taken as 
applying to the coasting trade, which each contracting party reserves to itself, respectively, and 
will regulate according to its own laws.

ARTICLE X.  Articles of all sorts imported into or exported from the Ports of either of the 
contracting Parties, under the flag of the other, shall pay no other or higher duties, or be sub-
ject to any other charges, than if imported or exported under the national flag.

ARTICLE XI.  Vessels of one of the contracting Parties, compelled to seek shelter in the ports 
of the other, shall pay neither on the Vessel nor the Cargo more duties than those levied on 
national vessels in the same situation, provided that such ships carry on no commerce, and 
delay no longer in the aforesaid ports, than may be required for the purposes which impelled 
them to seek shelter.

ARTICLE XII.  Austro-Hungarian Ships of War, or whale ships shall have free access to all the 
Hawaiian Ports, to anchor, be repaired, and victual their crews, and they may proceed from 
one harbor to another for fresh provisions.  In all the Ports, which are or may hereafter be 
opened to foreign vessels, Austro-Hungarian ships of war and whalers shall be subject to the 
same rules, which are or may be imposed on, and shall enjoy the same rights and privileges, 
which are or may be granted to the ships of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIII.  The two high contracting Parties hereby agree that any favor, privilege, or im-
munity whatsoever, in matters of commerce or navigation, which either contracting Party has 
granted, or may hereafter grant to subjects or citizens or any other State shall be extended to 
the subjects or citizens of the other contracting party gratuitously, if the concession in favor of 
the other State shall have been gratuitous, or in return for a compensation as nearly as possible 
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of proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement if the concession shall 
have been conditional.

ARTICLE XIV.  Each of the two contracting Parties may appoint Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and 
Consular Agents to reside in the territory of the other for the purpose of the protection of 
commerce; but before any Consul shall enter upon his functions, he shall first obtain the au-
thorization of the Government to which he is sent; either of the contracting Parties may except 
from the residence of Consuls such particular places as either may think fit to be excepted, it 
being understood that neither Party will impose any restriction which is not common in the 
country to all nations.  

ARTICLE XV.  The Diplomatic Agents, Consul General, Consul, Vice-Consuls and Con-
sular Agents of Austria-Hungary in the Hawaiian Islands, shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, 
immunities, and exceptions enjoyed by the Diplomatic Agents, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and 
Consular Agents of the same rank, belonging to the most favored nation, and the same shall 
be the position in Austria-Hungary of the Hawaiian Diplomatic Agents, Consuls General, 
Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents.

ARTICLE XVI.  The Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and Consular Agents of either the contracting 
parties residing within the territory of the other, may require the assistance of the local author-
ities for the search, arrest, detention, and imprisonment of the deserters from the Ships of War, 
or merchant Vessels of their Country.  For this purpose they shall apply to the competent local 
authorities in writing, proving by the exhibition of the crew list, or other official documents, 
that the persons named formed a part of the ship’s crew and this reclamation being there sub-
stantiated the surrender shall be refused.  All aid and assistance shall be given for the discovery 
and arrest of such deserters, who shall be detained in the prisons of the country at the request 
and cost of those who shall claim them, until they may be restored to the Vessel to which they 
belonged, or sent back to their own Country.  If however they shall not be restored to the Vessel 
from which they deserted, or sent back to their own Country within six months from the day 
of arrest, or if the party causing such arrest and imprisonment shall not defray the expenses 
thereof, the deserter may be set at liberty, and shall not be arrested thereafter for the same 
cause.  However, if the deserter shall have committed any crime or offense against the laws of 
the Country where he is, his release shall not take place, until a competent tribunal shall have 
given judgment, and that judgment been carried into execution.  It is however, understood 
that Seaman, natives of either Country, who shall desert the Vessels of either party within the 
territories of their own Country, shall be excepted from this arrangement and treated accord-
ing to the laws of their own Country.  And it is formally agreed between the two contracting 
Parties, that every other favor or facility granted, or to be granted by either to any other Party 
for the arrest of deserters, shall also be granted to the present contracting Parties, as fully as if 
they had found part of the present treaty.

ARTICLE XVII.  All operations pertaining to the salvage of Vessels, carrying the Flag of either 
of the contracting parties, stranded or unchecked upon the Coasts of either of the contracting 
Parties, shall be superintended by the respective Consular Agents, but if the persons interest-
ed be on the spot, or the Captain possess adequate powers, the administration of the wreck 
shall be committed to them.  The intervention of the local authorities shall only be applied 
to the maintenance of order, to guarantee the rights of Salvors, if the do not belong to the 
shipwrecked crew, and to insure the execution of the measures to be taken for the entry and 
departure of the saved goods.  In the absence and until the arrival, of the Consular Agents, the 
local authorities will take the needful steps for the protection of persons and property wrecked.  
The goods saved shall never be subjected to customs or other duty, unless they are disposed of 
for home consumption.
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ARTICLE XVIII.  The Ship’s merchandize and effects belonging to the respective citizens, 
which may have been taken by pirates or conveyed to, or found in the Ports of either of the 
contracting Parties, shall be delivered to their owners on payment of the expenses, should there 
be such; the amount to be determined by the competent tribunals, when the rights of the 
proprietors shall be proved before these tribunals, and the claim being made within the space 
of eighteen months, by interested parties by the Attornies, or by the Agents of their respective 
Governments.

ARTICLE XIX.  The present Treaty shall be in force for Ten Years, counting from the day of 
the exchange of the Ratifications, and if in one year after the expiration of the term, neither the 
one or the other of the two contracting Parties shall have announced by official declarations, its 
intention that it shall cease to have effect, the said Treaty will remain still obligatory during one 
year, and so onward until the expiration of the twelve months, which shall follow the official 
declaration in question, at whatever time it may be made.

ARTICLE XX.  The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the Ratifications shall be exchanged at 
London in ten months, or sooner if possible.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and affixed thereto 
their respective Seals.

Done at London, this 18th day of June in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred 
and seventy five.

 [L.S.]   FREDERICK FERDINAND DE BEAST

 [L.S.]   MANLEY HOPKINS, ESQ.
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TREATY WITH BELGIUM

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands on the one part, and His Majesty the King of 
the Belgians on the other part, desiring to facilitate the establishment of commercial relations 
between the Hawaiian islands and Belgium, and to favor their development by a treaty of Am-
ity, Commerce and Navigation, suited for securing to the two countries equal and reciprocal 
advantages, have nominated to this purpose for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, Sir John Bowring as Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary and His Majesty the King of the Belgians the Sicur Charles Rogier, 
His Minister of Foreign Affairs, Grand Officer of the Order of Leopold, etc., etc., etc.

Who having mutually communicated their powers and found them in good and true form, 
have agreed on the following articles:

ARTICLE 1. There shall be perpetual peace and constant friendship between the Kingdom 
of the Hawaiian Islands and that of Belgium, and between the citizens of the two countries, 
without exception of persons or place.

ARTICLE II. There shall be between the Hawaiian Islands and Belgium reciprocal freedom 
in commerce and navigation. Hawaiian subjects in Belgium, and Belgians in the Hawaiian 
Islands, may enter in the same liberty and security with their vessels and cargoes as are enjoyed 
by the natives of the respective countries, in all places, ports and rivers which are or shall in 
future be open to foreign commerce: provided always, that the police regulations employed for 
the protection of the citizens of the most favored nations be respected.

ARTICLE III. The citizens of each of the contracting parties may, like the natives in the re-
spective territories, travel or reside, trade wholesale or retail, rent occupy the houses, stores and 
shops which they may require; they may carry on the transport of merchandise and money, and 
receive consignments; they may also, when they have resided more than a year in the country, 
and their goods, chattels or movables which they there possess shall offer a sufficient security 
be admitted as sureties in custom-house transactions.
    
The citizens of both countries shall, on a footing of perfect equality, be free both to purchase 
and to sell, to establish and to fix the price of goods, merchandise and articles of every kind, 
whether imported or of home manufacture, whether for home consumption or for exporta-
tion.
    
They shall also enjoy liberty to carry on their business themselves, to present to the cus-
tom-house their own declarations or to have their place supplied by their own attornies, fac-
tors, consignees, agents, or interpreters whether in the purchase or sale of their goods, their 
property or merchandise, whether for the loading or unloading or of the expedition of their 
vessels.
    
They shall also have the right to fulfill all the functions that are confided to them by their own 
countrymen, by strangers or by natives, in the position of attornies, factors, agents, consignees, 
or interpreters.
    
For the performance of all these acts they shall conform to all the laws and regulations of the 
country, and they shall not be subject in any case to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or 
impositions than those to which the natives are subject; provided, always, that the police reg-
ulations employed for the protection of the citizens of the most favored nation be respected.
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It is also specially provided that all the advantages, of any kind whatever, actually granted by 
the laws and decrees now in force or which shall in future be accorded to foreign settlers, shall 
be granted to Belgians established or who shall establish themselves in whatever positions they 
may deem fit in the Hawaiian Territory.
    
And the same shall hold good for Hawaiian subjects in Belgium.

ARTICLE IV. The respective citizens of the two countries shall enjoy the most constant and 
complete protection for their persons and property. Consequently they shall have free and easy 
access to the courts of justice in the pursuit and defence of their rights in every instance and 
degree of jurisdiction established by the laws. They shall be at liberty under any circumstances 
to employ lawyers, advocates or agents, from any class whom they may see fit to authorize to 
act in their name. In fine, they shall, in all respects enjoy, the same rights and privileges which 
are granted to natives and they shall be subject to the same conditions. 
   
ARTICLE V. The Hawaiians in Belgium, and the Belgians in the Hawaiian Islands, shall be 
exempt from all service whatever, in the army or navy, or in the national guard or militia, and 
they cannot be subject to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or impositions on their property, 
furniture, or movables than those to which the natives themselves are subject.

ARTICLE VI. The citizens of both countries respectively shall not be subject to any embargo, 
nor to be detained with their vessels, luggage, cargoes or commercial effects for any military 
expedition whatever, nor for any public or private service whatever, unless the government or 
local authority shall have previously agreed with the parties interested, that a just indemnity 
shall be granted for such service, and for such compensation as might fairly be required for the 
wrong or injury (which not being purely fortuitous) may have grown out of the service which 
they have voluntarily undertaken.

ARTICLE VII. The most entire liberty of conscience is guaranteed to Hawaiian subjects in 
Belgium and to the Belgians in the Hawaiian Islands. Both parties must conform in the out-
ward observance of their religion to the laws of the country.

ARTICLE VIII. Citizens of either of the contracting parties shall, on the respective territories, 
have the right of possessing property of any sort, and disposing of the same in like manner as 
the natives.
    
Belgians shall enjoy in all the Hawaiian territories the right of collecting and transmitting suc-
cessions ab intestato or testamentaries as Hawaiians, according to the laws of the country with-
out being subjected as strangers to any burthens or imposts which are not paid by the natives.
    
And reciprocally, Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy as Belgians, the right of collecting and trans-
mitting successions ab intestato or testamentary on the same conditions as Belgians, according 
to the laws of the country, and without being subject as strangers to any charge or impost not 
payable by the natives.
    
The same reciprocity between the citizens of the two countries shall exist for donations inter 
vivos. On the exportation of property collected or acquired under any head by Belgians in the 
Hawaiian Islands, or by Hawaiians in Belgium, there shall be no duty on removal or immigra-
tion, nor any duty whatever to which natives are not subjected.

ARTICLE IX. All Belgian or Hawaiian vessels sailing under their respective colors, and which 
shall be bearers of the ship’s papers and documents required by the laws of the respective coun-
tries shall be considered as national vessels.
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ARTICLE X. Belgian vessels which shall arrive either in ballast or laden in Hawaiian ports, or 
which shall leave the same, and reciprocally, Hawaiian vessels which, either in ballast or laden, 
enter or leave the ports of Belgium, whether by sea, or by river, or canals, whatever be the place 
of their departure or that of their destination, shall not be subject either at entry or departure, 
to duties on tonnage, port or transit, pilotages, anchorage, shifting, light-houses, sluices, ca-
nals, quarantines, salvage, bonding-warehouses, patents, brokerage, navigation, passage, or to 
any duties or charges whatever, levied on the hulks of vessels received or established for the 
benefit of the government, of the public functionaries, communes or establishments of any 
sort other than those which are now or may hereafter be levied on national vessels.

ARTICLE XI. In all that regards the stationing, the loading and unloading of vessels in the 
ports, roadsteads, harbors and docks, and generally for all the formalities and arrangements 
whatever to which vessels employed in commerce with their freights and loading may be sub-
ject, it is agreed that no privilege shall be granted to national vessels, which shall be equally 
granted to vessels of the other country, the intention of the high contracting parties being that 
in this respect also the respective vessels shall be treated on the footing of perfect equality.

ARTICLE XII. Vessels of the subjects of the contracting parties, compelled to seek shelter in 
the ports of the other, shall pay neither on the vessel nor the cargo more duties than those 
levied on national vessels in the same situation; provided, that the necessity of such shelter 
seeking be legally shown, that the vessel shall carry on no commercial speculations, and that it 
will tarry no longer than is required by the motives which impelled it to enter the port.

ARTICLE XIII. Belgian ships of war, and whaling ships shall have free access to all the Hawai-
ian ports; they may there anchor, be repaired and victual their crews; they may proceed from 
one harbor to another of the Hawaiian Islands for fresh provisions.
    
At all the ports which are or may be hereafter opened to foreign vessels, Belgian ships of war 
and whalers shall be subject to the same rules which are or may be imposed, and shall enjoy in 
all respects the same rights, privileges and immunities which are or may be granted to Hawai-
ian ships and whalers, or to those of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIV. Articles of all sorts imported into the ports of either of the contracting States, 
under the flag of the other, whatever be their origin, and from whatever country imported, 
shall pay neither, other nor heavier duties of entry, and shall not be subjected to any other 
charges than if imported under the national flag.

ARTICLE XV. Articles of all sorts exported from either of the two countries, under the flag of 
the other, from whatever country they may be, shall not be subjected to other duties or other 
formalities, than if exported under the national flag.

ARTICLE XVI. Hawaiian ships in Belgium, and Belgian ships in the Hawaiian Islands, may 
discharge a portion of their cargo in the port of their first arrival, and proceed with the rest of 
their cargo to other ports of the same country, which may be open to foreign trade, whether to 
complete their unloading or to provide their return cargo, and shall pay in neither port other 
or heavier duties than those levied on national vessels in similar circumstances.
    
As regards the coasting trade, the vessels of each country shall be mutually treated on the same 
footing as the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XVII. During the period allowed by laws of the two countries for the warehousing 
of goods, no other duties than those for custody and storage shall be levied upon articles im-
ported from one of the two countries into the other, until they shall be removed for transit, 
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reexportation or internal consumption.
    
In no case shall such articles pay higher duties or be liable to other formalities than if they had 
been imported under the national flag, or from the most favored country.

ARTICLE XVIII. Merchandise shipped on board Belgian or Hawaiian ships, or belonging to 
their respective citizens, may be transhipped in the ports of two countries to a vessel bound 
for a national or foreign port, according to the custom house regulations of the two countries, 
and the goods so transhipped for other ports shall be exempt from all duties of customs or 
warehouses.

ARTICLE XIX. Articles of all sorts proceeding from Belgium, or shipped for Belgium, shall 
enjoy in their passage through the territory of the Hawaiian Islands, whether in direct transit 
or for reexportation, all the advantages possessed under the same circumstances by the most 
favored nation.
    
And reciprocally the articles of every sort, the produce of the Hawaiian Islands or sent from 
that country, shall enjoy in their passage through Belgium, the same advantages as are pos-
sessed by the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XX. Neither one nor the other of the contracting parties will impose upon the 
goods proceeding from the soil, the manufactures or the warehouses of the other different or 
greater duties on importation or reexportation, than those which shall be imposed on the same 
merchandise coming from any other foreign country.
    
Nor shall there be imposed on the goods exported from one country to the other, different or 
higher duties than if they were exported to any other foreign country.
    
No restriction or prohibition of importation or reexportation shall take place in the reciprocal 
commerce of the contracting parties which shall not be equally extended to all other nations.

ARTICLE XXI. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents may be es-
tablished by each country in the other for the protection of commerce, such agents shall not 
enter upon their functions or enjoyment of the rights, privileges and immunities which belong 
to them until they have obtained the authorization of the territorial government, which shall, 
besides, preserve the right of determining the place of residing where Consuls may be estab-
lished; it being understood that neither Government will impose any restriction which is not 
common in the country to all nations.

ARTICLE XXII. The Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of Bel-
gium in the Hawaiian Islands shall enjoy all the privileges, immunities and exemptions, en-
joyed by the agents of the most favored nation in the same circumstances.
    
And the same shall be the position in Belgium of the Hawaiian Consuls-General, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents.

ARTICLE XXIII. The desertion of seamen embarked in the vessels of either of the contracting 
parties shall be severely dealt with in their respective territories. In consequence the Belgian 
consuls shall have the power to cause to be arrested and sent on board, or to Belgium, seamen 
who may have deserted Belgian vessels in the Hawaiian ports. But for this purpose they must 
apply to the competent local authorities, and justify, by the exhibition of the original or the 
duly certified copy of the ship’s register, the roll or other official documents to prove that the 
persons named formed part of the ship’s crew. On this application, so supported, the delivery 
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of the seamen shall not be refused.
    
All aid and assistance shall be given for the discovery and arrest of such deserters, who shall be 
detained in the prisons of the country, on the requirement and at the expense of the consuls, 
until they shall find an opportunity of sending them away, If, however no opportunity shall 
offer in the course of two months, counting from the day of arrest, the deserters may be set at 
liberty.
    
It is understood that seamen who are native Hawaiians shall be excepted from this arrangement 
and to be treated according to the laws of their own country, on the requirement and at the 
expense of the consuls, until they shall find an opportunity of sending them away. If, however, 
no opportunity shall offer in the course of the two months, counting from the day of arrest, 
the deserters may be set at liberty.
    
It is understood that seamen who are native Hawaiians shall be excepted from this arrangement 
and to be treated according to the laws of their own country.
    
If the deserter have committed any crime in the Hawaiian territory, his release shall not take 
place till the competent tribunal shall have given judgment, and this judgment been carried 
into execution.
    
Hawaiian consuls shall possess exactly the same rights in Belgium, and it is formally agreed 
between the two contracting parties, that every other favor or facility granted or to be granted 
by either to any other power for the arrest of deserters shall be also granted to the present con-
tracting parties as fully as if they had formed part of the present treaty.

ARTICLE XXIV. All operations connected with the salvage of stranded or wrecked vessels on 
the Hawaiian coasts shall be superintended by the Consular Agent of Belgium and reciprocally 
the Consular Hawaiian Agents shall superintend the operations connected with the salvage of 
Hawaiian vessels stranded or wrecked on the Belgian coasts.
    
But if the parties interested find themselves on the spot, or the captain possess adequate pow-
ers, the administration of the wreck shall be committed to them.
    
The intervention of the local authorities shall only be applied to the maintenance of order, to 
guarantee the rights of the salvors if they do not belong to the ship-wrecked crew, and to assure 
the execution of the measures to be taken for the entry and departure of the saved goods. In the 
absence and until the arrival of the Consular Agents, the local authorities will take the needful 
steps for the protection of persons and property wrecked.
    
The goods saved shall never be subjected to customs or duty, unless they are disposed of for 
home consumption.

ARTICLE XXV. The ships, merchandise and effects belonging to the respective citizens which 
may have been taken by pirates or conveyed to or found in the ports of either of the contracting 
parties, shall be delivered to their owners on payment of the expenses should there be such, the 
amount to be determined by the competent tribunals when the right of the proprietor shall be 
proved before these tribunals, and the claim being made within the space of eighteen months 
by the interested parties, by their attorneys, or by the agents of their respective Governments.

ARTICLE XXVI. If, from a concurrence of unfortunate circumstances, differences between 
the contracting parties should cause an interruption of the relations of friendship between 
them, and that after having exhausted the means of an amicable and conciliatory discussion, 
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the object of their mutual desire should not have been completely attained, the arbitration of 
a third power, equally the friend of both shall by a common accord be appealed to, in order to 
avoid by this means a definitive rupture.

ARTICLE XXVII. The present treaty shall be in vigor for ten years, to commence six months 
after the exchange of ratification. If a year before the expiration of this term neither of the con-
tracting parties shall have announced, by an official declaration, its intention of terminating it, 
the treaty shall still remain in force for a year, and so continue from year to year.

ARTICLE XXVIII. The present treaty shall be ratified and the ratification exchanged at Brus-
sels, within the space of eighteen months, or earlier if may be.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries, have signed the same, and thereto affixed 
their seals.

Done in duplicate at Brussels this fourth day of October, in the year of the Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and sixty-two.

[L.S.]   JOHN BOWRING

[L.S.]   C. ROGIER
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TREATY WITH BREMEN

KAMEHAMEHA III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, to all to whom these presents shall come, 
GREETING:

WHEREAS, a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between Us and the Free Han-
seatic City of Bremen, was, concluded and signed at Honolulu, on the seventh day of August, 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-one, by the Plenipotentiary of Us, and the specially 
authorized Consul of the said Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, which Treaty is word for word, 
as follows:

It being desirable that a general convention and instrument of mutual agreement should exist 
between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, the following Articles 
have, for that purpose and to that intent, been mutually agreed upon and signed between the 
Government of the Hawaiian Islands and that of Bremen.

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and amity between His Majesty the King of the 
Hawaiian Islands, His Heirs and Successors, and the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, and those 
who may succeed in the Government thereof.

ARTICLE II. The citizens of Bremen residing within the dominions of the King of the Ha-
waiian Islands, shall enjoy the same protection in regard to their civil rights, as well as to their 
persons and properties, as native subjects; and the King of the Hawaiian Islands engages to 
grant to the citizens of Bremen, the same rights and privileges which now are, or may hereafter 
be granted to, or enjoyed by any other foreigners, subjects of the most favored nation.

In the event of any subject of either of the two contracting parties dying without will or tes-
tament, in the territories of the other contracting party, the consul-general, consul, or acting 
consul of the State to which the deceased may belong, shall, so far as the laws of each country 
will permit, take charge of the property which the deceased may have left, for the benefit of his 
lawful heirs and creditors, until an executor or administrator be named according to the laws 
of the country in which the death shall have taken place.

ARTICLE III. The protection of the King of the Hawaiian Islands shall be extended to all 
Bremen vessels, their officers and crews, within the harbors and roads of his dominions.

In time of war they shall receive all possible protection against the enemies of Bremen. In case 
of ship-wreck, the local authorities and officers of the King shall use their utmost exertions to 
succour them and secure them from plunder. The salvage dues shall be settled according to the 
general law of salvage, and in case of dispute, shall be regulated by arbitrators chosen by both 
parties.

ARTICLE IV. The desertion of seamen belonging to Bremen vessels shall be severely repressed 
by the local authorities, who shall employ all means at their disposal to arrest and confine 
deserters, and the lawful expenses shall be defrayed by the captain or owners. In such cases no 
unnecessary severity is to be used, and due notice is to be immediately given to the Bremen 
Consul, agreeably to the 6th Article of this Treaty.

ARTICLE V. Bremen citizens shall be allowed to reside or settle on any part of the domin-
ions of the King of the Hawaiian Islands, upon obtaining a document certifying that they are 
worthy persons, from the Bremen Consul, whose duty it is not to give any such documents to 
others than bona fide citizens of Bremen. In the case of Bremen sailors wishing to remain on 
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the islands, permission shall be previously obtained of the Government by the Bremen Consul.

ARTICLE VI. It is agreed that the Bremen Consul shall be instructed to zealously attempt to 
settle amicably, and extra judicially, all difficulties arising with Bremen citizens; and that when 
any case is brought before the court of foreign causes, the presiding judge shall, with the least 
possible delay, communicate knowledge thereof to the Bremen Consul, also that when Bremen 
sailors or citizens are committed, in consequence of police or other offences, information shall 
be conveyed to him, forthwith, by the Prefect or other officer of the police.

ARTICLE VII. No productions of Bremen, or any other goods on board of, or imported in 
Bremen ships, that can be imported by other foreign ships, shall be prohibited, nor pay more 
than those duties levied on goods of the most favored nation. Any augmentation in the rate of 
duties levied on goods, shall not take effect nor be enforced, until eight calendar months after 
the first public notification of such change.

ARTICLE VIII. Bremen merchandise and property, or goods imported in Bremen vessels, 
liable to an entrance duty higher than 5 per cent. ad valorem, shall be allowed to be bonded, 
paying only the usual transit duty.

ARTICLE IX. All Bremen vessels shall have the right am1 privilege of disposing of their car-
goes, or any part thereof, at all or any of the ports of the Hawaiian dominions, now open, or 
that may hereafter be opened to foreign commerce, and to take in any produce of the Hawaiian 
Islands which they may receive in payment of such cargoes, But they shall not be allowed to 
take any goods or merchandise or freight from one island or port to another, such coasting 
trade being restricted to bottoms sailing under the Hawaiian flag.

ARTICLE X. The subjects of His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, shall, in their 
commercial relations, or relations of any other nature, with the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, 
and her dependencies, be treated on the footing of the most favored nation.

Done at Honolulu this seventh day of August, 1851.

[L. S.]   R.C. WYLLIE.
  Minister of Foreign Relations.

[L. S.]   STEPHEN REYNOLDS,
  Under special authority from the Senate of Bremen.

ADDITIONAL ARTICLE. This Treaty shall not be permanently binding till it receive the 
ratification of His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, and of the Senate of the Free 
Hanseatic City of Bremen, but in the meanwhile, for the sake of Bremen vessels, or citizens 
arriving, it is mutually agreed that it shall take effect, provisionally, from this date.

Done at Honolulu this seventh day of August, 1851.

[L.S.]   STEPHEN REYNOLDS
  Under special authority from the Senate of Bremen

[L.S.]   R.C. WYLLIE
  Minister of Foreign Relations
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TREATY WITH BRITAIN

KAMEHAMEHA III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, to all to whom these presents shall come. 
Greeting:

Whereas, a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between Us and Her most Gra-
cious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, &c., &c., &c., 
was concluded and signed at Honolulu, on the tenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-one, by the Plenipotentiaries of Us and of the said Queen 
of Great Britain, duly and respectively authorized for that purpose, which treaty is word for 
word, as follows:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and His 
Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, being desirous to maintain and improve the rela-
tions of good understanding which happily subsist between them, and to promote the com-
mercial intercourse between their respective subjects, have deemed it expedient to conclude a 
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, and have for that purpose named as their 
respective Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, William Miller, Esquire, Her Consul 
General for the Islands in the Pacific Ocean:

And His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, Robert Crichton Wyllie, Esquire, His Min-
ister of Foreign Relations, Member of his Privy Council of State and of His House of Nobles:

Who, after having communicated to each other their full powers, found to be in good and due 
form, have agreed upon and concluded the following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual friendship between Her Majesty the Queen of the Unit-
ed Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Her Heirs and Successors, and the King of the 
Hawaiian Islands, His Heirs and Successors, and between their respective subjects.

ARTICLE II. There shall be between all the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, and the Ha-
waiian Islands, a reciprocal freedom of commerce. The subjects of each of the two contracting 
parties respectively, shall have liberty freely and securely to come with their ships and cargoes, 
to all places, ports and rivers in the territories of the other, where trade with other nations 
is permitted. They may remain and reside in any part of the said territories respectively, and 
hire and occupy houses and warehouses; and may trade, by wholesale or retail, in all kinds of 
produce, manufactures, and merchandise of lawful commerce; enjoying the same exemptions 
and privileges as native subjects, and subject always to the same laws and established customs 
as native subjects.

In like manner, the ships of war of each contracting party respectively, shall have liberty to 
enter into all harbors, rivers, and places, within the territories of the other, to which the ships 
of war of other nations are or may be permitted to come, to anchor there, and to remain, and 
refit; subject always to the laws and regulations of the two countries respectively.

The stipulations of this article do not apply to the coasting trade, which each contracting party 
reserves to itself, respectively, and shall regulate according to its own laws.

ARTICLE III. The two contracting parties hereby agree that any favor, privilege, or immunity 
whatever, in matters of commerce or navigation, which either contracting party has actually 
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granted, or may hereafter grant, to the subjects or citizens of any other State shall be extended 
to the subjects or citizens of the other contracting party, gratuitously if the concession in favor 
of that other State shall have been gratuitous, or in return for a compensation as nearly as pos-
sible of proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement, if the concession 
shall have been conditional.

ARTICLE IV. No other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into the do-
minions of Her Britannic Majesty, of any article the growth, produce or manufacture of the 
Hawaiian Islands, and no other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into the 
Hawaiian Islands, of any article the growth, produce or manufacture of Her Britannic Majes-
ty's dominions, than are or shall be payable on the like article, being the growth, produce or 
manufacture of any other foreign country.

Nor shall any other or higher duties or charges be imposed, in the territories of either of the 
contracting parties on the exportation of any article to the territories of the other, than such 
as are or may be payable, on the exportation of the like article, to any other foreign country. 
No prohibition shall be imposed upon the importation of any article, the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the territories of either of the two contracting parties, into the territories of the 
other, which shall not equally extend to the importation of the like articles, being the growth, 
produce or manufacture of any other country. Nor shall any prohibition be imposed upon the 
exportation of any article from the territories of either of the two contracting parties to the 
territories of the other, which shall not equally extend to the exportation of the like article to 
the territories of all other nations.

ARTICLE V. No other or higher duties or charges on account of tonnage, light, or harbor 
dues, pilotage, quarantine, salvage in case of damage or shipwreck, or any other local charges, 
shall be imposed, in any of the ports of the Hawaiian Islands on British vessels, than those 
payable in the same ports by Hawaiian vessels, nor in the ports of Her Britannic Majesty’s 
territories, on Hawaiian vessels, than shall be payable in the same ports on British vessels.

ARTICLE VI. The same duties shall be paid on the importation of any article which is or may 
be legally importable into the Hawaiian Islands, whether such importation shall be in Hawai-
ian or in British vessels; and the same duties shall be paid on the importation of any article 
which is or may be legally importable into the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, whether 
such importation shall be in British or Hawaiian vessels. The same duties shall be paid, and 
the same bounties and drawbacks allowed, on the exportation of any article which is or may be 
legally exportable from the Hawaiian Islands, whether such exportation shall be in Hawaiian 
or in British vessels; and the same duties shall be paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks 
allowed, on the exportation of any article which is or may be legally exportable from Her Bri-
tannic Majesty’s dominions, whether such shall be in British or in Hawaiian vessels.

ARTICLE VII. British whaleships shall have access to the ports of Hilo, Kealakekua and Ha-
nalei, in the Sandwich Islands, for the purpose of refitment and refreshment, as well as to the 
ports of Honolulu and Lahaina, which two last mentioned ports only are ports of entry for all 
merchant vessels, and in all the above-named ports, they shall be permitted to trade or to barter 
their supplies or goods, excepting spirituous liquors, to the amount of two hundred dollars, 
ad valorem, for each vessel, without paying any charge for tonnage or for harbor dues of any 
description, or any duties or imposts whatever upon the goods or articles so traded or bartered. 
They shall also be permitted, with the like exemption from all charges for tonnage and harbor 
dues, further to trade or bartar, with the same exception as to spirituous liquors, to the addi-
tional amount of one thousand dollars, ad valorem, for each vessel, paying on the additional 
goods and articles so traded and bartered, no other or higher duties, than are payable on like 
goods and articles, when imported in national vessels, and by native subjects. They shall also 
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be permitted to pass from port to port of the Sandwich Islands for the purpose of procuring 
refreshments, but they shall not discharge their seamen or land their passengers in the said is-
lands, except at Honolulu and Lahaina, and in all the ports named in this article, British whale-
ships shall enjoy, in all respects whatsoever, all the rights, privileges and immunities which are 
or may be enjoyed by national whaleships of the most favored nation. The like privilege of 
frequenting the three ports of the Sandwich Islands, named in this article, which are not ports 
of entry for merchant vessels, is also guaranteed to all the public armed vessels of Great Britain. 
But nothing in this article shall be construed as authorizing any British vessel, having on board 
any disease, usually regarded as requiring quarantine, to enter, during the continuance of any 
such disease on board, any port of the Sandwich Islands, other than Honolulu or Lahaina.

ARTICLE VIII. All merchants, commanders of ships, and others, the subjects of Her Britannic 
Majesty, shall have full liberty, in the Hawaiian Islands, to manage their own affairs themselves, 
or to commit them to the management of whomsoever they please, as broker, factor, agent or 
interpreter; nor shall they be obliged to employ any other persons than those employed by Ha-
waiian subjects, nor to pay to such persons as they shall think fit to employ, any higher salary 
or remuneration than such as is paid, in like cases, by Hawaiian subjects. British subjects in the 
Hawaiian Islands shall be at liberty to buy from and to sell to whom they like, without being 
restrained or prejudiced by any monopoly, contract, or exclusive privilege of sale or purchase 
whatever; and absolute freedom shall be allowed in all cases to the buyer and seller, to bargain 
and fix the price of any goods, wares or merchandise, imported into, or exported from the 
Hawaiian Islands, as they shall see good; observing the laws and established customs of those 
Islands. The same privileges shall be enjoyed in the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, by 
Hawaiian subjects, under the same conditions.

The subjects of either of the contracting parties, in the territories of the other, shall receive and 
enjoy full and perfect protection for their persons and property, and shall have free and open 
access to the courts of justice in the said countries, respectively, for the prosecution and defense 
of their just rights; and they shall be at liberty to employ, in all causes, the advocates, attorneys 
or agents of whatever description, whom they may think proper; and they shall enjoy in this 
respect the same rights and privileges as native subjects.

ARTICLE IX. In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading and unlading of ships, 
the warehousing and safety of merchandise, goods and effects, the succession to personal es-
tates by will or otherwise, and the disposal of personal property of every sort and denomination 
by sale, donation, exchange or testament, or in any other manner whatsoever, as also with 
regard to the administration of justice, the subjects of each contracting party shall enjoy, in the 
territories of the other, the same privileges, liberties and rights, as native subjects; and they shall 
not be charged, in any of these respects, with any other or higher imposts or duties, than those 
which are or may be paid by native subjects: subject always to the local laws and regulations 
of such territories.

In the event of any subject of either of the two contracting parties dying without will or tes-
tament, in the territories of the other contracting party, the consul-general, consul, or acting 
consul of the nation to which the deceased may belong, shall, so far as the laws of each country 
will permit, take charge of the property which the deceased may have left, for the benefit of his 
lawful heirs and creditors, until an executor or administrator be named according to the laws 
of the country in which the death shall have taken place.

ARTICLE X. The subjects of Her Britannic Majesty residing in the Hawaiian Islands, and 
Hawaiian subjects residing in the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, shall be exempted 
from all compulsory military service whatsoever, whether by sea or land, and from all forced 
loans or military exactions or requisitions; and they shall not be compelled, under any pretext 
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whatsoever, to pay any ordinary charges, requisitions or taxes, other or higher than those that 
are, or may be, paid by native subjects.

ARTICLE XI. It is agreed and covenanted that neither of the two contracting parties shall 
knowingly receive into, or retain in, its service, any subject of the other party who have desert-
ed from the naval or military service of that other party; but that, on the contrary, each of the 
contracting parties shall respectively discharge from its service any such deserters, upon being 
required by the other party so to do.

And it is further agreed, that if any of the crew shall desert from a vessel of war or merchant 
vessel of either contracting party, while such vessel is within any port in the territory of the 
other party, the authorities of such port and territory shall be bound to give every assistance in 
their power for the apprehension of such deserters, on application to that effect being made by 
the Consul of the party concerned, or by the deputy or representative of the Consul; and no 
public body shall protect or harbor such deserters.

It is further agreed and declared, that any other favor or facility with respect to the recovery 
of deserters, which either of the contracting parties has granted or may hereafter grant, to any 
other State, shall be considered as granted also to the other contracting party, in the same man-
ner as if such favor or facility had been expressly stipulated by the present treaty.

ARTICLE XII. It shall be free for each of the two contracting parties to appoint consuls for 
the protection of trade, to reside in the territories of the other party; but before any consul 
shall act as such, he shall, in the usual form, be approved and admitted by the Government to 
which he is sent; and either of the contracting parties may except from the residence of consuls 
such particular places as either of them may judge fit to be excepted. The diplomatic agents 
and consuls of the Hawaiian Islands, in the dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, shall enjoy 
whatever privileges, exemptions and immunities are, or shall be granted there to agents of the 
same rank belonging to the most favored nation; and, in like manner, the diplomatic agents 
and consuls of Her Britannic Majesty in the Hawaiian Islands shall enjoy whatever privileges, 
exemptions, and immunities are or may be granted there to the diplomatic agents and consuls 
of the same rank belonging to the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIII. For the better security of commerce between the subjects of Her Britannic 
Majesty and of the King of the Hawaiian Islands, it is agreed that if, at any time, any rupture, 
or any interruption of friendly intercourse should unfortunately take place between the two 
contracting parties, the subjects of either of the two contracting parties shall be allowed a year 
to wind up their accounts, and dispose of their property; and a safe conduct shall be given 
them to embark at the port which they shall themselves select. All subjects of either of the two 
contracting parties who may be established in the territories of the other, in the exercise of any 
trade or special employment, shall in such case have the privilege of remaining and continuing 
such trade and employment therein, without any manner of interruption in full enjoyment of 
their liberty and property as long as they behave peaceably, and commit no offense against the 
laws; and their goods and effects, of whatever description they may be, whether in their own 
custody, or entrusted to individuals or to the State, shall not be liable to seizure or sequestra-
tion, or to any other charges or demands than those which may be made upon the like effects 
or property belonging to native subjects. In the same case, debts between individuals, public 
funds, and the shares of companies shall never be confiscated, sequestered or detained.

ARTICLE XIV. The subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, residing in the Hawaiian Islands, shall 
not be disturbed, persecuted or annoyed on account of their religion, but they shall have 
perfect liberty of conscience therein, and shall be allowed to celebrate divine service, either 
within their own private houses, or in their own particular churches or chapels, which they 
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shall be at liberty to build and maintain in convenient places, approved of by the Government 
of the said Islands. Liberty shall also be granted to them to bury in burial places which, in the 
same manner, they may freely establish and maintain, such subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, 
who may die in the said Islands. In the like manner, Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy, within the 
dominions of Her Britannic Majesty, perfect and unrestrained liberty of conscience, and shall 
be allowed to exercise their religion publicly or privately, within their own dwelling houses, 
or in the chapels and places of worship appointed for that purpose agreeably to the system of 
toleration established in the dominions of Her said Majesty.

ARTICLE XV. In case there should at any time be established British mail packets, touching at 
a port of the Sandwich Islands, a British packet agent shall be permitted to reside at such port, 
and to collect, on account of the British Post-office, the British sea-rate of postage which may 
be hereafter fixed for the conveyance of letters by British packets from the Sandwich Islands to 
any other place to which those packets may proceed.

Such British mail packets shall have free access to the ports of the Sandwich Islands, and shall 
be allowed to remain to refit, to refresh, to land passengers and their baggage, and to transact 
any business connected with the public mail service of Great Britain. They shall not be subject 
in such ports to any duties of tonnage, harbor, light-houses, quarantine, or other similar duties, 
of whatever nature or under whatever denomination.

ARTICLE XVI. If any ship of war or merchant vessel, of either of the contracting parties, 
should be wrecked on the coasts of the other, such ship or vessel, or any parts thereof, and all 
furniture and appurtenances belonging thereunto, and all goods and merchandise which shall 
be saved therefrom, or the produce thereof if sold, shall be faithfully restored to the propri-
etors, upon being claimed by them, or by their duly authorized agents; and if there are no such 
proprietors or agents on the spot, then said goods and merchandise, or the proceeds thereof, 
as well as all the papers found on board such wrecked ship or vessel, shall be delivered to the 
British or Hawaiian consul, in whose district the wreck may have taken place; and such consul, 
proprietors or agents shall pay only the expenses incurred in the preservation of the property, 
together with the rate of salvage which would have been payable in the like case of a wreck of a 
national vessel. The goods and merchandise saved from the wreck shall not be subject to duties 
unless cleared for consumption.

ARTICLE XVII. In order that the two contracting parties may have the opportunity of here-
after treating and agreeing upon such other arrangements as may tend still further to the 
improvement of their mutual intercourse, and to the advancement of the interest of their 
respective subjects, it is agreed that at any time after the expiration of seven years from the date 
of the exchange of the ratifications of the present treaty, either of the contracting parties shall 
have the right of giving to the other party notice of its intention to terminate articles 4, 5 and 
6 of the present treaty; and that at the expiration of twelve months after such notice shall have 
been received by either party from the other, the said articles, and all the stipulations contained 
therein, shall cease to be binding on the two contracting parties.

ARTICLE XVIII. The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Honolulu in ten months or sooner, if possible.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and affixed thereto 
their respective Seals.
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Done at Honolulu, this tenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-one.

[L.S.]   ROBERT CRICHTON WYLLIE

[L.S.]  WILLIAM MILLER
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TREATY WITH DENMARK

It being desirable that a general convention, and instrument of mutual agreement, should exist 
between Denmark and the Hawaiian Islands, the following articles have for that purpose, and 
to that intent, been mutually agreed upon and signed between the Governments of Denmark 
and the Hawaiian Islands: 

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and amity between His Majesty the King of Den-
mark, and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, their heirs and successors.

ARTICLE II. The subjects of His Majesty the King of Denmark, residing within the domin-
ions of the King of the Hawaiian Islands, shall enjoy the same protection in regard to their civil 
rights as well as their persons and properties, as native subjects; and the King of the Hawaiian 
Islands engages to grant to Danish subjects the same rights and privileges which now are, or 
may hereafter be, granted to or enjoyed by any other foreigners, subjects of the most favored 
nation.

ARTICLE III. The protection of the King of the Hawaiian Islands shall be extended to all 
Danish vessels, their officers and crews within the harbors and roads of his dominions. In time 
of war, they shall receive all possible protection against the enemies of the King of Denmark. In 
case of shipwreck, the local authorities and officers of the King shall use their utmost exertions 
to succour them and secure them from plunder. 

The salvage dues shall be settled according to the general law of salvage, and, in case of dispute, 
shall be regulated by arbitrators chosen by both parties.

ARTICLE IV. The desertion of seamen belonging to Danish vessels shall be severely repressed 
by the local authorities, who shall employ all means at their disposal to arrest and confine 
deserters, and the lawful expenses shall be defrayed by the captain or owners. In such cases, 
no unnecessary severity is to be used, and due notice is to be immediately given to the Danish 
Consul, agreeably to the 6th article of this treaty.

ARTICLE V. Danish subjects shall be allowed to reside or settle on any part of the dominions 
of the King of the Hawaiian Islands, upon obtaining a document certifying that they are wor-
thy persons, from the Danish Consul, whose duty it is not to give any such document to others 
than bona fide subjects of His Majesty the King of Denmark.

In the case of Danish sailors wishing to remain on the islands, permission shall be previously 
obtained of the Government, by the Danish Consul.

ARTICLE VI. It is agreed that the Danish Consul shall be instructed to zealously attempt to 
settle amicably and extra-judicially, all difficulties arising with Danish subjects; and that when 
any case is brought before the court of foreign causes, the presiding judge shall, with the least 
possible delay, communicate knowledge thereof to the Danish Consul; also that when Danish 
sailors or subjects are committed, in consequence of police or other offences, information shall 
be conveyed to him, forthwith, by the Prefect or other officer of the police. 

ARTICLE VII. No Danish productions, or any other goods on board of, or imported in Dan-
ish ships, that can be imported by other foreign ships. shall be prohibited, nor pay more than 
those duties levied on goods of the most favored nation, Any alteration in the duties levied on 
goods, shall not take effect nor be enforced until twelve calendar months after the first public 
notification of such change. 
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ARTICLE VIII. Danish merchandise and property, or goods imported in Danish vessels, liable 
to an entrance duty higher than 5 per cent. ad valorem, shall be allowed to be bonded, paying 
only the usual transit duty. 

Until the erection of a building by the Hawaiian Government for such warehousing and 
bonding, such Danish merchandise or property, or goods imported in Danish vessels, shall be 
allowed to be warehoused and bonded in private warehouses, under the seals and superinten-
dence of the Hawaiian custom-house officers, and the responsibility of the owner of the goods, 
or the consignee.

ARTICLE IX. All Danish vessels shall have the right and privilege of disposing of their cargoes, 
or any part thereof, at all or any of the ports of the Hawaiian dominions, now open, or that 
may hereafter be opened to foreign commerce, and to take in any produce of the Hawaiian 
Islands, which they may receive in payment of such cargoes. But they shall not be allowed to 
take any goods or merchandise or freight from one island or port to another, such coasting 
trade being restricted to bottoms sailing under the Hawaiian flag.

ARTICLE X. The subjects of His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, shall, in their 
commercial relations, or relations of any other nature with Denmark and her possessions, be 
treated on the footing of the most favored nation.

Done at Honolulu this 19th day of October, 1846.

[L.S.]  R.C. WYLLIE
  His Hawaiian Majesty’s Minister of Foreign Relations and 
  Member of His Council of State

[L.S.]  STEEN BILLE
  His D. M.’s Chamberlain, and Post Captain of the R.N.; 
  Knight of Danebroge, and of the French Order “Pour le 
  Merite Militaire,” commanding H.D.M’s Frigate Galathea
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TREATY WITH FRANCE

Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, between His Majesty Napoleon III., Emperor of 
the French, and His Majesty Kamehameha IV., King of the Sandwich Islands. In the name of the 
Most Holy Trinity,

Relations of commerce having been established several years ago between France and the Sand-
wich Islands, it has been considered useful to regulate these relations, to favor their develop-
ment and to perpetuate their duration, by a treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, 
founded on the common interests of the two States, and such as to secure the enjoyment, by 
their respective subjects, of equal and reciprocal advantages.

In conformity with this principle, and with this object, they have nominated for their Pleni-
potentiaries, to wit:

His Majesty the Emperor of the French, Monsieur Louis Emile Perrin, Knight of the Imperial 
Order of the Legion of Honor, His Consul and Commissioner near the Hawaiian Govern-
ment:

And His Majesty the King of the Sandwich Islands, His Royal Highness the Prince Lot Kame-
hameha, General Commanding-in-Chief, His Minister of the Interior, Acting Minister of 
Finance, Member of His Privy Council and of the House of Nobles; and Robert Crichton 
Wyllie, Esq., His Minister of Foreign Relations, His Secretary of State for War and the Navy, 
Member of His Privy Council and of the House of Nobles: 

Who, having communicated their respective powers, found in due form and order, have agreed 
to the following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be constant peace and perpetual friendship between His Majesty the 
Emperor of the French, His heirs and successors, on the one part, and His Majesty the King of 
the Sandwich Islands, His heirs and successors, on the other part, and between the subjects of 
the two States, without excepting persons or places.

ARTICLE II. There shall be reciprocal liberty of commerce between all the territories of the 
French Empire, in Europe, and those of the Hawaiian Islands. Their respective subjects shall 
have entire liberty to enter with their ships and cargoes, in all the places, ports and rivers of the 
two States, which are or may be opened to foreign commerce.

They shall have liberty to trade from place to place, under the provisions of the laws, to dis-
charge there, in all or in part, the cargoes by them imported from abroad, and, thereafter, to 
lay in their return cargoes; but they shall not have liberty there to discharge the merchandise 
which they shall have received from another port of the same State, or, in other words, to carry 
on the coasting trade, which remains exclusively reserved to the natives.

They shall have liberty, in their respective territories, to travel or reside, trade by wholesale or 
retail, as native subjects, to establish themselves wherever they may think it suitable for their 
interests, to hire and occupy the houses, stores and shops which may be necessary to them, to 
effectthe transmissions of goods and money and to receive consignments, to be admissible as 
bondsmen, at the custom-houses, after they shall have been established more than one year in 
their places of residence, within either of the two States, and after that the real estate which 
they may there possess shall afford a sufficient guaranty.
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They shall be at entire liberty to conduct their business themselves, and especially to present in 
the custom-houses their own declarations, or to be represented when they find it convenient 
by a factor, agent, consignee or interpreter, without having, as foreigners, to pay any extra 
charge or pecuniary allowance. They shall have the right to buy and to sell of and to whom they 
please, without any monopoly, contract or exclusive privilege of sale or purchase, prejudicing 
or restricting in any manner whatever, their liberty in this respect. They shall be equally free in 
all their purchases as well as in all their sales, to fix the price of their goods, merchandise and 
objects of every kind, both imported and destined for exportation, so long as they comply with 
the laws and regulations of the country. 

Finally, they shall not be subjected in any of the aforesaid cases, to other charges, taxes or im-
posts at the custom-houses than those to which native subjects are subjected.

ARTICLE III. It is agreed that documents presented by French subjects in their own language 
shall be admitted in every case in which documents in the English language may be admitted, 
and the business to which the documents drawn up in said language may relate shall be dis-
patched with the same good faith and care; but whenever a translation is presented about the 
accuracy of which a difference may arise, the same shall be referred to the French Consul for 
his revision and certificate of approval.

ARTICLE IV. Their respective subjects shall enjoy, in both States, a constant and complete 
protection for their persons and properties. They shall, consequently, have free and easy access 
to the tribunals of justice, in prosecution and defense of their rights, in every instance, and in 
all the degrees of jurisdiction established by the laws. They shall be at liberty to employ, in all 
circumstances, the advocates, solicitors or agents of every class that they may think proper; in 
fine, they shall enjoy, in all these respects, the same rights and privileges which are or may be 
granted to native subjects.

They shall, besides, be exempt from all personal service, whether in the army or the navy, in na-
tional guards or militia, as also from every war tax, forced loan, requisition or military service, 
whatever it may be, and in every other case they shall not be subjected, whether as regards their 
personal property or real estate, to other charges or imposts than those to which the natives 
themselves, or the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation, without exception, shall be 
subjected. 

Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy in all the possessions and colonies of France the same rights, 
privileges and the same liberty of commerce and navigation which are actually enjoyed or may 
be enjoyed by the most favored nation; and, reciprocally, the French inhabitants of the posses-
sions and colonies of France shall enjoy, in all their extension, the same rights and privileges, 
and the same liberty of commerce and navigation which, by this treaty, are accorded in the 
Hawaiian Islands to the French in regard to their commerce and navigation.

ARTICLE V. French subjects shall not be disturbed or troubled in any way in the Hawaiian 
Islands on account of religion; they shall enjoy, on the contrary, in the public or private exercise 
of their worship, entire liberty of conscience and all the guarantees, rights and protection now 
ensured or that may be hereafter ensured to native subjects and the subjects or citizens of the 
most favored nation. 

Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy, in France, in regard to religion, the same rights, guarantees, 
liberty and protection.

ARTICLE VI. The subjects of the two countries shall be free to acquire and possess real es-
tate, and to dispose, as may suit them, by sale, donation, exchange, will, or in any other way 
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whatever, of all the property which they may possess in the respective territories; also, the 
subjects of either of the two States who may become heirs of property situated in the other, 
may succeed without hindrance to those said properties which may devolve upon them even 
ab intestato, and dispose of them according to their pleasure; and the said heirs or legatees shall 
not be subjected to any charges of transfer or deduction, and shall not be bound to pay any 
expenses of succession or others higher than those which shall be borne, in like cases, by the 
natives themselves.

ARTICLE VII. If (which God forbid!) the peace between the two contracting parties come to 
be broken, there shall be granted, on both sides, to the subjects of each of the two contracting 
parties, a term of one year to settle their affairs and to dispose of their property, and, moreover, 
a safe conduct shall be delivered to them to embark in such ports as they may voluntarily 
indicate.

All other Frenchmen or Hawaiians having a fixed or permanent establishment in the respective 
States, for the exercise of any profession or occupation, whatever it may be, shall be allowed to 
preserve their establishments and to continue their profession without being disturbed in any 
manner whatever, and they shall continue in the full and entire possession of their liberty and 
their property so long as they shall commit no offense against the laws of the country. Finally, 
their property or goods, of whatever nature they may be, shall not be subjected to any seizure 
or sequestration, nor to other charges and imposts than those exacted from natives.

Likewise the moneys which may be due to them by private individuals, or which they may pos-
sess, in the public funds, in banks, in manufacturing and commercial companies, shall never 
be seized, sequestered or confiscated.

ARTICLE VIII. French commerce in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian commerce in 
France, shall be treated, in regard to custom-house duties, both for importation and exporta-
tion, as that of the most favored foreign nation.

In any case the import duty imposed in France upon the products of the soil or of the industry 
of the Hawaiian Islands, and in those Islands upon the products of the soil or of the industry of 
France, shall not be other or higher than those to which the same products of the most favored 
nation are or may be subjected. The same shall be observed in regard to duties on exportation.

No prohibition or restriction of importation or exportation shall take place, in the reciprocal 
trade of the two countries, which shall not be equally extended to all other nations, and the 
formalities which may be required to authenticate the origin or the process of the goods re-
spectively imported into either of the two States, shall be equally common to all other nations.

ARTICLE IX. All the products of the soil and of the industry of either of the two countries, the 
importation of which is not expressly prohibited, shall pay in the ports of the other the same 
duties of importation, whether they be laden on board of French or Hawaiian vessels. Also 
the products exported shall pay the same duties and enjoy the same franchises, allowances and 
drawbacks of duties which are or may be reserved to the exportation made in national vessels, 
excepting, however, from the foregoing all special privileges and encouragements granted or to 
be granted in either of the two countries to their national fisheries.

ARTICLE X. It is agreed:

1. That the importation and the sale of wines and brandies of French origin shall not be pro-
hibited in the Hawaiian Islands.
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2. That the rate of duties imposed in Hawaiian ports on the importation of wines of French 
origin, namely, those known as wines of “cargaison” in casks and in cases, shall not exceed, 
during the existence of the present treaty, the rate of 5 per cent, on the value, the invoice cost 
to serve as the basis of appraisement, agreeably to the Hawaiian law of April 27th, 1846.

3. That the rate of duties on French wines of higher quality, but under 18 per cent, of alcoholic 
strength, shall not, during the same period, exceed that of 15 per cent, ad valorem.

4. That the rate of duties imposed upon brandies of French origin shall not exceed, during the 
same period, three dollars, as a maximum, on the gallon, such as defined by the Hawaiian law 
of April 27th, 1846, 3d part, 4th chapter, article 2d, page 187.

5. There shall not be added, in any case, to the duties on wines and brandies herein specified 
any extra charge of customs or navigation, or any other charge, whatever its title may be.

It is understood that nothing in this article shall prohibit the imposition of tonnage dues by the 
Hawaiian Government on the total amount of foreign and national navigation.

ARTICLE XI. French vessels arriving in the ports of the Hawaiian Islands or departing from 
them, and Hawaiian vessels on their entrance to or departure from the ports of France shall 
not be subjected to other or higher duties of tonnage, light-houses, anchorage, port, govern-
ment wharfage, pilotage, quarantine or others, under any denomination whatever it may be, 
affecting the hull of the vessel, than those to which the vessels of the most favored nation are 
or may be subjected.

ARTICLE XII. French vessels in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian vessels in France, may 
discharge a part of their cargo in the port which they may first enter, and repair, afterwards, 
with the rest of the same cargo to other ports of the same State, whether it be to complete the 
discharge of their cargo imported, or to complete the lading of their return cargo, they not 
paying in each port other or higher duties than those which national vessels pay in similar 
circumstances.

ARTICLE XIII. Whenever in consequence of a forced putting into port or proved average, 
the vessels of either of the two contracting powers shall enter the ports of the other or touch 
upon its coast, they shall not be subjected to any duties of navigation, under any denomination 
under which these duties may be respectively established, except the duties of pilotage and 
others representing the payment of the services rendered by private exertions, provided that the 
vessels shall not engage in any operation of trade, whether in loading or in discharging goods. 
They shall be allowed to deposit on shore the goods composing their cargoes to prevent their 
destruction, and no other charges shall be exacted of them than those which relate to the hiring 
of stores and public workshops which may be necessary for the deposit of the goods and the 
repairs of the damages of the vessels.

ARTICLE XIV. Vessels constructed in France, or nationalized according to the laws of that 
country, shall be considered to be French vessels, provided always that the captain and three-
fourths of the crew be French. The owner or the owners of the said vessels shall have to prove 
the same nationality only in the same proportions as required by the French laws.

In like manner all the vessels constructed within the territory of the Hawaiian Islands, or na-
tionalized agreeably to Hawaiian laws, shall be considered Hawaiian vessels, provided always 
that the captain and three-fourths of the crew be Hawaiian. The owner or the owners of the 
said vessels shall have to prove the same nationality only in the same proportions as those re-
quired by the Hawaiian laws.
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It is besides agreed that every French or Hawaiian vessel, in order to enjoy, under the above 
conditions, the privilege of its nationality, shall be furnished with a passport, license to sail, or 
register, the form of which shall be reciprocally communicated, and which being certified by 
the authorities competent to deliver the same shall show:

1. The name, the profession and the residence in France, or in the Hawaiian Islands, of the 
owner, expressing therein that he is the only owner, or if there are several owners, stating their 
number and what share each of them possesses.

2. The name, the dimensions, the burden, and in short all the peculiarities of the vessel which 
may distinguish her as well as establish her nationality. In case of any doubt in regard to that 
nationality, that of the owner, of the captain and of the crew, the consuls or consular agents of 
either of the two countries to which the vessel may be destined shall have the right to require 
authentic proof's before viseing the papers on board, but this to be without any expense to 
the vessel.

If experience should hereafter demonstrate that the interests of the navigation of either of the 
two contracting parties suffer by the tenor of the present article, they reserve to themselves to 
make therein in common accord the modifications which may appear to them convenient.

ARTICLE XV. The vessels of war, the steam vessels belonging to the State, the packet boats 
engaged in the postal service, and the French whaling vessels, shall have free access to the 
Hawaiian ports of Hanalei, Honolulu, Lahaina, Hilo, Kawaihae, Kealakekua and Koloa; they 
shall have liberty to stay there to make repairs and to refresh their crews; they may also proceed 
from one port to another of said ports of the Hawaiian Islands with the view of there procuring 
fresh provisions.

In all the ports specified in the present article, as well as in all those which may be hereafter 
opened to foreign vessels, the vessels of war, steam vessels belonging to the State, the packet 
boats engaged in the postal service and the French whaleships shall be subjected to the same 
rules as are or maybe imposed on, and shall enjoy in all respects the same rights, privileges and 
immunities which are or may be granted to the same Hawaiian vessels and whaleships, or to 
those of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XVI. Consuls and vice-consuls of each of the two countries may be established in 
the other for the protection of commerce, but those agents shall not enter upon their functions 
without having obtained the exequatur of the territorial government. The latter shall besides 
preserve their right to determine the localities in which it may suit it to admit consuls, it being 
well understood that in this respect the two governments shall not offer respectively any restric-
tion which, in their country, may not be common to all nations.

ARTICLE XVII. The respective consuls and vice-consuls, as well as “eleves consuls,” chan-
cellors or secretaries attached to their mission, shall enjoy, in the two countries, the privileges 
generally allowed to their office, such as the exemption from the billet of soldiers and that from 
all direct contributions as well personal as on movables, or sumptuary, unless always they be 
subjects of the country, or that they become either proprietors or possessors of real estate, or, fi-
nally, that they engage in trade or commerce, whereby they will be subjected to the same taxes, 
charges or imposts, as other private individuals. These agents shall enjoy, besides, all the other 
privileges, exemptions and immunities which may be granted in the places of their residence 
to the agents of the same rank of the most favored nation.

Neither consuls, vice-consuls, nor their “eleves,” chancellors or secretaries, provided they are 
not engaged in business of any sort, but exclusively confine themselves to the fulfillment to 
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their public duties, shall be subjected to appear as witnesses before the tribunals. When the 
justice of the country shall have need to take any judicial declaration, on their part, it ought to 
require it of them in writing, or to proceed to their domicile to receive it viva voce.

In case of the death, indisposition or absence of the consuls or vice-consuls, the chancellors or 
secretaries shall enjoy the perfect right of being admitted to manage, ad interim, the affairs of 
the consular establishment, without hindrance or obstacle on the part of the local authorities, 
which, on the contrary, shall give them, in that case, every aid and assistance; and they shall 
enjoy, during the period of their provisional management, all the rights, privileges and immu-
nities stipulated, in the present convention, in favor of consuls and vice-consuls.

To secure the execution of the paragraph which, precedes, it is agreed that the chiefs of the 
consular offices, on their arrival in the country of their residence, shall send to the Government 
a list of the names of the persons attached to their mission, and if any change should therein 
afterwards be made, they shall in like manner give notice of the same.

ARTICLE XVIII. The archives, and in general, all the papers of the offices of the chancellors 
of the respective consulates, shall be inviolable, and, under no pretext nor in any case whatever 
shall they be seized or examined by the local, authorities.

ARTICLE XIX. The respective consuls shall be free to establish consular agents or vice-consuls 
in the different towns, ports and places within their consular jurisdiction, where the good of 
the service confided to them shall require it; it being well understood that they shall first obtain 
the approval and the exequatur of the territorial government.

These agents may be indiscriminately chosen from among the subjects of the two countries, 
as well as from among foreigners, and shall be furnished with a commission delivered by the 
consul who shall have named them, and under whose orders they may be placed. They shall 
enjoy, besides, the same privileges and immunities stipulated for by the 17th article of the pres-
ent convention, subject to the exceptions mentioned in the first paragraph of the said article.

ARTICLE XX. The respective consuls, on the death of their fellow-countrymen, deceased 
without having made wills, or designated any testamentary executors, shall have power:

1. To affix seals, whether officially or at the request of the parties interested, upon the movable 
effects and the papers of the deceased, giving, beforehand, notice of that operation to the 
competent local authorities, who may thereat attend, and who, also, if they think proper, may 
cross, with their seals, those which shall have been affixed by the consuls, and then those dou-
ble seals shall not be removed except in concert.

2. Also to draw up, in the presence of the competent authorities of the country, if they think it 
to be their duty to present themselves on the spot, the inventory of the estate.

3. To cause proceedings to take place, according to the usage of the country, for the sale of 
the movable goods, belonging to the estate; in fine, to administer or liquidate personally, or to 
name, under their responsibility, an agent to administer and liquidate the said estate, without 
any interference by the local authorities in these new operations.

But the said consuls shall be bound to cause to be announced the death of the deceased in 
one of the gazettes which may be published within the compass of their jurisdiction; and they 
shall not have power to make a delivery of the estate, or of its proceeds, to the lawful heirs, 
or to their mandatories, except after having paid all the debts which the deceased may have 
contracted in the country, or until one year shall have transpired from the date of the death, 
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without any reclamation having been presented against the estate.

ARTICLE XXI. In everything that concerns the police of the port, the lading and discharging 
of vessels, the safety of merchandise, property and goods, the subjects of the two countries 
shall be respectively subject to the laws and statutes of the territory. Nevertheless, the respective 
consuls shall be exclusively charged with the internal order on board of the merchant vessels of 
their nation, and shall alone take cognizance of all the crimes, misdemeanors and other matters 
of difference, in relation to said internal order, which may supervene between the master, the 
officers, and the crew, provided the contending parties be exclusively French or Hawaiian sub-
jects, and the local authorities shall not be allowed therein to interfere, unless by the approval 
or consent of the consuls, or in cases where the public peace and tranquility are disturbed and 
endangered.

ARTICLE XXII. The respective consuls shall have power to cause to be arrested and returned, 
whether on board or to their own country, sailors and all other persons regularly forming 
part of the crews of the vessels of their respective nations, bearing any other title than that of 
passengers, who shall have deserted from the said vessels. For this purpose they shall apply, 
in writing, to the competent local authorities, and they shall prove by the exhibition of the 
register of the vessel, or of the roll of the crew, or, if the vessel shall have departed, by copy of 
the said document, duly certified by them, that the men, whom they reclaim made part of the 
said crew. When this application is so justified, the return is not to be refused. Besides, every 
aid and assistance shall be given to them for the search, seizure and arrest of the said deserters, 
who shall even be detained and guarded in the prisons of the country, on the request and at 
the expense of the consuls, and till those agents shall find an opportunity to send them away. 
If, however, such an opportunity should not present itself within the period of three months, 
counting from the day of arrest, the deserters shall be placed at liberty, and shall not be again 
arrested for the same cause.

It is, moreover, formally agreed that every other concession or facility tending to repress de-
sertion which one of the two contracting parties may have granted, or may hereafter grant, to 
another State, shall be considered as equally acquired, in full right, by the other contracting 
party, in the same manner as if that concession or facility had been expressly stipulated in the 
present treaty.

ARTICLE XXIII. In all cases where there shall be no objection by any of the owners, freight-
ers, insurers, or their respective agents, either in the port of departure or of arrival, the injuries 
which the vessels of the two countries may have experienced at sea while on their voyage to the 
respective ports, the repairs of such injuries shall be regulated by the consuls of their respective 
nations.

ARTICLE XXIV. All the operations relative to the salvage of French vessels shipwrecked or 
stranded upon the coast of the Hawaiian Islands shall be directed by the consuls of France, 
and, reciprocally, the Hawaiian consuls shall direct the operations relative to the salvage of the 
vessels of their nation shipwrecked or stranded on the coasts of France. 

The local authorities shall only interfere in the two countries to preserve order, to secure the 
interests of the salvors, if they do not belong to the shipwrecked crew, and to carry into effect 
the regulations to be observed for the entry and the exportation of the merchandise saved. In 
the absence of, and until the arrival of the consul or vice-consul, the local authorities shall, 
moreover, take all necessary measures for the protection of individuals, and the preservation 
of goods shipwrecked.

The goods saved shall not be subjected to any customhouse duties, unless they be entered for 
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internal consumption.

The charges for salvage and other necessary expenses in the two countries shall not be other or 
higher than those which may be paid in like cases by national vessels.

ARTICLE XXV. It is formally agreed between the two contracting parties, that besides the 
preceding stipulations the diplomatic and consular agents, the subjects of every class, the ships, 
the cargoes and the merchandise of either of the two States, shall enjoy in full right in the other, 
the franchises, privileges and immunities of every kind, granted to or which may be hereafter 
granted in favor of the most favored nation, and this gratuitously if the concession be gratu-
itous, or with the same compensation if the concession be conditional.

It is specially stipulated that the postal arrangements, concluded in Honolulu on the 24th of 
November, 1853, and which regulate the exchange of correspondence between the Society 
Islands and the Hawaiian archipelago, and reciprocally, shall be maintained, and that the two 
contracting parties reserve to themselves only the right of modifying the details thereof, in the 
proportion and measure that hereafter necessity may point out.

ARTICLE XXVI. The present treaty shall be in force for ten years, counting from the day of 
exchange of the ratifications, and if, in one year before the expiration of this term, neither 
the one nor the other of the two contracting parties announce by an official declaration its 
intention that it shall cease to have effect, the said treaty will remain still obligatory during one 
year, and so onwards until the expiration of the twelve months which shall follow the official 
declaration in question, at whatever time it may be made.

It is well understood that in case this declaration come to be made by one or other of the 
contracting parties, the provisions of the treaty, relative to trade and navigation, and contained 
in the articles 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 24, shall be alone considered as having ceased and 
expired, but that, in regard to the other articles, the said treaty shall remain, nevertheless, per-
petually obligatory, and cannot be modified except by a mutual agreement between the two 
contracting parties.

ARTICLE XXVII. The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged, at Ho-
nolulu, within the term of ten months or sooner, if possible, and it shall not go into effect 
until after twelve months from the date of said exchange. In faith of which the before-named 
Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and have affixed their respective seals.

Done at Honolulu, this twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of Our Lord, one thousand 
eight hundred and fifty-seven

[signed]  EM. PERRIN
  [seal]

[signed]  L. KAMEHAMEHA
  [seal]

[signed]  R.C. WYLLIE
  [seal]
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TREATY WITH GERMANY

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia, in the name of the German Empire on the 
one part, and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands on the other part, being desirous 
to maintain and improve the relations of good understanding which happily subsist between 
Germany and the Hawaiian Islands, to promote the development of commerce and navigation 
between the two countries and to define the rights, privileges, immunities and duties of the 
respective Consular officers, have deemed it expedient to conclude a Treaty of Friendship, 
Commerce and Navigation and a Consular Convention, and have for that purpose appointed 
their respective Plenipotentiaries, namely:

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia: His Superior Privy Councillor of Govern-
ment Dr. Johannes Rosing and His Privy Councillor of Legation, Hermann Adolph Heinrich 
Albrecht von Kusserow and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands: His Envoy Ex-
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near His Majesty the German Emperor Henry A. P. 
Carter; who after having communicated to each other their respective full powers, found to be 
in good and due form, have agreed to and signed the following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual friendship and peace between the German Empire and 
the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands and between the subjects and citizens of the two coun-
tries.

ARTICLE II. The subjects and citizens of the two High Contracting Parties may remain and 
reside in any part of said territories respectively and shall receive and enjoy full and perfect 
protection for their persons and property. They shall have free and easy access to the courts of 
justice, provided by law, in pursuit and defence of their rights, and they shall be at liberty to 
choose and employ lawyers, advocates or agents to pursue or defend their rights before such 
courts of justice; and they shall enjoy in this respect all the rights and privileges as native sub-
jects or citizens.

In whatever relates to rights of residence, to the possession of real estate, goods and effects of 
any kind, to the succession to real or personal estate, by will or otherwise, and the disposal 
of property of any sort and in any manner whatsoever, the subjects and citizens of each Con-
tracting Party shall enjoy the territories of the other the same privileges, liberties and rights 
and shall be subject only to the same imposts or charges in these respects as native subjects and 
citizens.

In regard to marriages concluded by subjects and citizens of the German Empire in the King-
dom of the Hawaiian Islands and by Hawaiian subjects and citizens in the German Empire, the 
form of marriage shall be regulated by the laws of the country where the marriage is concluded.

The subjects or citizens of each of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy in the dominions 
of the other entire liberty of conscience and of private or public exercise of their worship and 
all the guarantees, rights and protection now ensured, or that may be hereafter ensured to na-
tive subjects and citizens, or to the subjects and citizens of any other nation. This liberty and 
protection shall extend also to the right of burying their respective countrymen according to
their religious customs in suitable and convenient places, which they may establish and main-
tain for that purpose, subject always to the local laws and regulations.

The subjects and citizens of either of the Contracting Parties residing in the territories of the 
other shall be exempted from all compulsory military service whatsoever, whether by sea or 
land, and from all forced loans or military exactions or requisitions, and they shall not be com-
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pelled under any pretext whatsoever to pay any ordinary charges, requisitions or taxes, other or 
higher than those that are or may be paid by native subjects or citizens.

They shall not be subject to any embargo, nor be detained with their vessels, crews, cargoes or 
commercial effects, to be used for any military expedition whatever, or for any public or private 
service whatever, unless the Government or local authority shall have previously agreed with 
the parties interested on the indemnity to be granted for such service and for such compensa-
tion, as may fairly be required for the injury, which (not being purely fortuitous) may grow out 
of the service, which they have voluntarily undertaken.

ARTICLE III. There shall be between the dominions of the High Contracting Parties a recip-
rocal freedom of Commerce and Navigation.

The subjects and citizens of the two Contracting Parties shall have liberty to travel in any part 
of said territories respectively and hire and occupy houses and warehouses; and they may trade, 
by wholesale or retail, in all kinds of produce, manufactures and merchandise of lawful com-
merce without being restrained or prejudiced by any monopoly, contract or exclusive privilege 
of sale or purchase whatever, subject only to the laws, police and customs regulations of the 
country, like native subjects or citizens.

They shall have liberty, freely and securely, to come and go with their ships and cargoes to all 
places, ports and rivers in the territories of the other, which are or may be opened to foreign 
commerce, and they shall have liberty, there to discharge under the same conditions as natives 
or the subjects of any other nation, wholly or in part, the cargoes imported by them from 
abroad, and to lay in and complete, wholly or in part, their return cargoes. This liberty, how-
ever, shall not apply to the coasting trade, which the High Contracting Parties reserve to be 
regulated by the laws of their respective countries; but it is understood, that the subjects and 
citizens of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy also in this respect the rights, which are or 
may be granted, under such laws, to the subjects and citizens of any other country.

No other or higher duties or charges on account of tonnage, light or harbor dues, pilotage, 
quarantine, salvage in case of damage or ship wreck, or any other local charges, shall be im-
posed in any of the ports of the two countries respectively than shall be payable by vessels of the 
country, to whose dominions such ports belong; and for competing such dues upon tonnage 
the ships' registers shall be taken as indicating the tonnage expressed therein under the system 
of admeasurement actually adopted by both countries, save any additions or deductions autho-
rized by the admeasurement laws of the respective countries.

It is agreed that German or Hawaiian ships sailing under the flag of their respective country 
and provided with the papers and documents required by the laws of their respective country 
shall, for the purposes of this Treaty, be deemed such vessels as their flag and papers show.

In fact, the two High Contracting Parties agree that any favor, privilege or immunity whatev-
er in matters of trade, commerce or navigation, which either Contracting Party has actually 
granted, or may hereafter grant to subjects and citizens of their own (without prejudice to the 
coasting trade before mentioned or to such other trade, as they may by law exclusively reserve 
to their respective subjects or citizens), or of any other country, shall be extended to the sub-
jects and citizens of the other party under the conditions and regulations, gratuitously, if such 
concession shall have been made gratuitously, or (without prejudice to the matter of customs 
duties treated of in the following articles) in return for a compensation as nearly as possible of 
proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement if such concession shall 
have been conditional.
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ARTICLE IV. No other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into the Ha-
waiian Islands of any article the growth, produce or manufacture of the German Empire, and 
no other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into the German Empire of 
any article, the growth, produce or manufacture of the Hawaiian Islands, than are or shall be 
payable on the like article being the growth, produce or manufacture of any foreign country.

ARTICLE V. No prohibition shall be imposed upon the importation of any article, the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the territories of either of the two Contracting Parties into the ter-
ritories of the other, which shall not equally extend to the importation of the like article being 
the growth, produce or manufacture of any other country; without prejudice however to the 
reciprocal right of temporarily prohibiting from sanitary reasons the importation of certain 
articles from the territories of the other Contracting Party.

Nor shall any prohibition be imposed upon the exportation of any article from the territories 
of either of the two Contracting Parties to the territories of the other, which shall not equally 
extend to the exportation of the like article to the territories of all other nations.

ARTICLE VI. The same duties shall be paid on the importation into the dominions of either 
of the Contracting Parties of any article, which is, or may be legally imported therein by native 
or foreign subjects and citizens, whether such importation shall be in German or in Hawaiian 
vessels. The same duties shall be paid and the same bounties or drawbacks allowed on the 
exportation of any article from the dominion of either of the Contracting Parties, which is or 
may be legally exportable therefrom by native or foreign subjects and citizens, whether such 
exportation shall be in German or in Hawaiian vessels.

Merchandise shipped on board German or Hawaiian ships or belonging to their respective 
subjects or citizens maybe transhipped in the ports of the two countries to a vessel bound to a 
national port of entry or for any foreign port, subject always to the custom-house regulations 
of the two countries, and the goods so transhipped for foreign ports shall be exempt from all 
duties of customs or warehouses.

Articles of all sorts proceeding from or shipped for the two countries respectively shall enjoy in 
their passage through the territories of the High Contracting Parties, whether in direct transit 
or for re-exportation, all the advantages possessed under the same circumstances by any other 
nation.

ARTICLE VII. The vessels of war, vessels belonging to the State, mail packets and whaling 
vessels of either of the Contracting Parties shall have free access to all ports, rivers or places of 
the other, which are open to foreign commerce and be at liberty to stay therein, to make repairs 
and refresh their crews and provisions. They shall be subjected to the same charges, rules, laws 
and regulations, as are or may be imposed on, and shall enjoy in all respects the same rights, 
privileges or immunities, which are or may be granted to vessels of the same class of any other 
nation.

ARTICLE VIII. All vessels bearing the flag of Germany or Hawaii shall in times of war receive 
every possible protection, short of actual hostility, within the ports and waters of the two coun-
tries, and each of the High Contracting Parties engages to respect under all circumstances the 
neutral rights of the flag and the dominions of the other.

ARTICLE IX. For the better security of commerce between the respective subjects it is agreed 
that if at any time any interruption of friendly intercourse should unfortunately take place 
between the two Contracting Parties, the subjects of either of the two Contracting Parties shall 
be allowed a year to close up their accounts and dispose of their property; and a safe conduct 
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shall be given them to embark at the port, which they may themselves select. All subjects of 
either of the two Contracting Parties, who may be established in the territories of the other in 
the exercise of any trade or special employment, snail in such case have the privilege of remain-
ing and continuing such trade and employment therein, without any manner of interruption, 
in full enjoyment of their liberty and property as long as they behave peaceably and commit 
no offence against the laws, and their goods and effects of whatever description they may be, 
whether in their own custody or intrusted to individuals or to the State, shall not be liable to 
seizure or sequestration or to any other charge or demand than those, which may be made 
upon the like effects or property belonging to native subjects. In the same case debts between 
individuals, public funds and the shares of corporations shall never be confiscated, sequestrated 
or detained.

ARTICLE X. Each of the Contracting Parties agrees to receive from the other Consuls-Gen-
eral, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents in all its ports, cities and places, except in 
those, where it may not be convenient to recognize such officers. This reservation, however, 
shall not apply to one of the contracting parties, without also applying to every other Power.

ARTICLE XI. The Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular Agents shall be recip-
rocally received and recognized on the presentation of their commissions in the forms estab-
lished in their respective countries. The necessary exequatur for the exercise of their functions 
shall be furnished to them free of charge, and on the exhibition of this instrument they shall 
be admitted at once and without difficulty by the territorial authorities, judicial or executive, 
of the ports, cities and places of their residence and district to the enjoyment of the preroga-
tives reciprocally granted. The Government that furnishes the exequatur reserves the right to 
withhold or withdraw the same on a statement of the reasons, for which it has thought proper 
to do so.

ARTICLE XII. The respective Consuls-General, Consuls,Vice-Consuls or Consular Agent, as 
well as their Chancellors and Secretaries shall enjoy in the two countries all privileges, exemp-
tions and immunities, which have been granted or in future may be granted to the agents of 
the same rank of the most favored nation. Consular officers not being citizens of the country 
where they are accredited shall enjoy in the country of their residence personal immunity from 
arrest or imprisonment, except in the case of crimes, exemption from military billetings and 
contributions, from military service of every sort and other public duties, and from all direct or 
personal or sumptuary taxes, duties or contributions. If, however, the said Consular officers are 
or become owners of real estate in the country, in which they reside, or engage in commerce, 
they shall be subject to the same taxes and imposts and to the same jurisdiction as citizens of 
the country, owners of real estate and merchants. But under no circumstances shall their offi-
cial income be subject to any tax. Consular officers, who engage in business or commerce, shall 
not plead their consular privileges to avoid commercial or other liabilities. Consular officers of 
either character shall not in any event be interfered with in the exercise of their official func-
tions further than is indispensable for the administration of the laws of the country.

ARTICLE XIII. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents may place over 
the outer door of their offices or of their dwellings the arms of their nation with the proper 
inscription indicative of the office. And they may also hoist the flag of their country on the 
Consular edifice, except in places, where a Legation of their country is established. They may 
also hoist their flag on board any vessel employed by them in port exclusively for Consular 
purposes.

ARTICLE XIV. The Consular archives shall be at all times inviolable, and under no pretence 
whatever shall the local authorities be allowed to examine or seize the papers forming part of 
them. When, however, a Consular officer is engaged in other business, the papers relating to 
the Consulate shall be kept in a separate enclosure, apart from his private papers.
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ARTICLE XV. In the event of the death, prevention or absence of Consuls-General, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents, their Chancellors or Secretaries, whose official character 
may have previously been made known to the respective authorities in Germany or in the Ha-
waiian Islands, may temporarily exercise their functions, and while thus acting they shall enjoy 
all the rights, prerogatives and immunities granted by this convention to their incumbents.

ARTICLE XVI. Consuls-General and Consuls may with the approbation of their respective 
Governments appoint Acting Consuls as their substitutes in case of hinderance or temporary 
absence, and Consular Agents in the cities, ports and places within their jurisdiction. Such 
Acting Consuls or Consular Agents shall be furnished with a commission by the Consul, who 
appoints them, or by his Government. Any substitute thus appointed shall enjoy consular priv-
ileges according to Articles XI and XII, while Consular Agents are to be treated as subordinates 
of the Consul under whose responsibility they act.

ARTICLE XVII. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents shall have the 
right to apply to the authorities of the respective countries, judicial or executive, within the 
extent of their consular district, for the redress of any infraction of the treaties and conven-
tions existing between the two countries, or of international law; to ask information of said 
authorities and to address the same to the end of protecting the rights and interests of their 
countrymen, especially in cases of the absence of the latter or of any legal representative of the 
same, in which cases such Consuls, etc., shall be presumed to be their legal representatives. 
If due notice should not be taken of such application the Consular officers aforesaid, in the 
absence of a Diplomatic Agent of their country, may apply directly to the Government of the 
country where they reside.

ARTICLE XVIII. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of the two 
countries or their Chancellors, shall have the right conformably to the laws and regulations of 
the country:

1. To take at their office or dwelling, at the residence of the parties, or on board of vessels of 
their own nation, the depositions of the captains and crews, of passengers on. board, of mer-
chants or any other citizens of their country;

2. To receive and verify unilateral acts, wills and bequests of their countrymen, and any and 
all acts of agreement entered upon between citizens of their own country, and between such 
citizens and the citizens or other inhabitants of the country where they reside; and also all 
contracts between the latter, provided such contracts relate to property situated in, or to busi-
ness to be transacted in the territory of the nation, which said Consular officers represent. But 
nothing in this article shall interfere with the regulations of the Hawaiian Islands regarding 
labor contracts.

All such acts of agreement and other instruments and also copies and translations thereof, 
when duly authenticated by such Consul-General, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular Agent 
under his official seal, shall be received by the public officials and in courts of justice as legal 
documents or as authenticated copies, as the case may be, and shall have the same force and 
effect as if drawn up or authenticated by competent officers of one or the other of the two 
countries.

ARTICLE XIX. In case of the death of any citizen of Germany in the Hawaiian Islands or of 
any citizen of the Hawaiian Islands in the German Empire, without having in the country of 
his or her decease any known heirs or testamentary executors by him or her appointed, the 
competent local authorities shall at once inform the nearest Consular officer of the nation, to 
which the deceased belonged, of the circumstances, in order that the necessary information 
may be immediately forwarded to parties interested.
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The said Consular officer shall have the right to appear personally or by delegate in all pro-
ceedings on behalf of the absent heirs or creditors until they are duly represented. He may 
also, when he deems it expedient, personally administer upon the estate of the deceased for 
the benefit of his or her lawful heirs and creditors in accordance with the laws of the country, 
where the death has taken place. To that end he shall apply to the competent court for authori-
ty, and in the absence of reasonable objection such authority shall be granted. In all successions 
to inheritances citizens of each of the Contracting Parties shall pay in the country of the other 
such duties only as they would be liable to pay if they were citizens of the country, in which the 
property is situated, or the judicial administration of the same may be exercised.

ARTICLE XX. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of the two 
countries are exclusively charged with the inventorying and the safe-keeping of goods and 
effects of every kind left by the sailors on ships of their nation, who died on board ship or on 
land, during the voyage, or in the port of destination, or by passengers while attached to the 
ship.

ARTICLE XXI. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents shall be at 
liberty to go either in person or by proxy on board vessels of their nation, admitted to entry, 
and to examine the officers and crews, to examine the ships’ papers, to receive declarations 
concerning their voyage, their destination and the incidents of the voyage, also to draw up 
manifests and lists of freight, to facilitate the entry and clearance of their vessels, and finally 
to accompany the said officers or crews before the judicial or administrative authorities of the 
country, to assist them as their interpreters or agents. In case of the seizure or detention of any 
vessel in the ports of either party for violating revenue or other laws, the authorities shall give 
due notice to the said Consular officers, in order that they may be present at any proceedings 
with reference to the same, and assist the officers and crew of the ship in courts of law or before 
any local magistrate. Upon the non-appearance of the said officers or their representative, the 
case may be proceeded with in their absence.

ARTICLE XXII. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular Agents shall have ex-
clusive charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels of their nation, and shall have the 
exclusive power to take cognizance of and to determine differences of every kind, which may 
arise either at sea or in port between the captain, officers and crew, especially also in reference 
to wages and the execution of mutual contracts. Neither any court or authority shall on any 
pretext interfere in these differences, except in cases where the differences on board ship are 
of a nature to disturb the peace and public order in port or on shore, or when persons other 
than the officers and crew of the vessel are parties to the disturbance or difference. Except as 
aforesaid the local authorities shall confine themselves to the rendering of efficient aid to the 
Consuls when they may ask it, in order to arrest and hold all persons, whose names are borne 
in the ships' articles and whom they may deem it necessary to detain. Those persons shall be 
arrested, at the sole request of the Consuls, addressed in writing to the local authorities and 
supported by an official extract from the register of the ship or the list of the crew, and shall be 
held during the whole time of the stay of the vessel in the port at the disposal of the Consuls. 
Their release shall be granted only at the request of the Consuls, made in writing. The expenses 
of the arrest and detention of those persons shall be paid by the Consuls.

ARTICLE XXIII. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls or Consular Agents may arrest the 
officers, sailors and all other persons making part of the crews of ships of war or merchant-ves-
sels of their nation, who may be guilty or accused of having deserted said ships and vessels, for 
the purpose of sending them on board or back to their country. To that end the Consuls of 
(Germany in the Hawaiian Islands shall apply to the authorities, and the Consuls of the Ha-
waiian Islands in Germany shall apply to any of the competent authorities, and make a request 
in writing to the deserter, supporting it by an official extract of the register of the vessel and 
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the list of the crew, or by other official documents, to show that the men, whom they claim, 
belong to said crew. Upon such request alone thus supported and without the exaction of any 
oath from the Consuls the deserters (not being citizens of the country, where the demand is 
made either at the time of their shipping or of their arrival in port, or accused of, or under 
conviction for any crime or offence) shall be given up to the Consuls. All aid and protection 
shall be furnished them for the pursuit, seizure and arrest of the deserters, who shall be taken 
to the prisons of the country and there detained at the request and the expense of the Consuls 
until the said Consuls may find an opportunity of sending them away. If, however, such op-
portunity should not present itself within the space of six months, counting from the day of 
the arrest, the deserters shall be set at liberty and shall not again be arrested for the same cause.

ARTICLE XXIV. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary between the owners, freight-
ers and insurers all damages suffered at sea by the vessels of the two countries, whether they 
enter port voluntarily or by stress of weather, shall be settled by the Consuls-General, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of the respective countries. If, however, the said Con-
sul-General, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular Agent is interested in or agent for said vessel or 
cargo, or if any inhabitant of the country or citizen or subject of a third power shall be interest-
ed in the matter, and the parties cannot agree, the local authorities shall decide.

ARTICLE XXV. In the event of a vessel belonging to the Government or owned by a citizen 
of one of the two Contracting Parties being wrecked or cast on shore on the coast of the other, 
the local authorities shall inform the Consul-General, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular Agent 
of the district of the occurrence, or if there be no such Consular Agency they shall inform 
the Consul-General, Consul, Vice-Consul or Consular Agent of the nearest district. All pro-
ceedings relative to the salvage of Hawaiian vessels wrecked or cast on shore in the territorial 
waters of the German Empire, shall take place in accordance with the laws of Germany; and, 
reciprocally, all measures of salvages, relative to German vessels wrecked or cast on shore in the 
territorial waters of the Hawaiian Islands, shall take place in accordance with the laws of the 
Hawaiian Islands. The Consular authorities have, in both countries, to intervene only to super-
intend the proceedings having reference to the repair and revictualling, or, if necessary, to the 
sale of the vessel wrecked or cast on shore, and then only in the absence of parties interested, 
their factors or agents. For the intervention of the local authorities no charges shall be made, 
except such as in similar cases are paid by the vessels of the nation.

In case of doubt concerning the nationality of a shipwrecked vessel, the local authorities shall 
have exclusively the direction of the proceedings provided for in this article. All merchandise 
and goods not destined for consumption in the country where the wreck takes place, shall be 
free of all duties, but subject to regulations of bonded goods.

Article XXVI. The present Treaty shall come in force immediately after the exchange of the 
ratifications. In order that the two Contracting Parties may have an opportunity of hereafter 
treating and agreeing upon such modifications or other arrangements as may tend to the im-
provement of their mutual intercourse or to the advancement of the interests of their respective 
subjects, lv is agreed that at any time after the 31st day of July, 1882, either of the Contract-
ing Parties may give to the other notice of its intention to terminate Articles IV, V and VI of 
the present Treaty or to terminate the Treaty as a whole, and that at the expiration of twelve 
months after the date of such notice, the said articles (if such notice shall have reference only 
to said articles) or the present Treaty (if such notice shall have been to that effect) and all the 
stipulations contained therein shall cease to be binding on the two Contracting Parties. 

ARTICLE XXVII. The present Treaty shall extend also to the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg as 
long as the same belongs to the German Customs Union.
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ARTICLE XXVIII. The present Treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications exchanged at Ber-
lin before the 31st day of July, 1880, or sooner if possible.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same and affixed thereto 
their respective seals.

Done at Berlin the twenty-fifth day of March, and at Honolulu the nineteenth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.

[L.S.]   JOHANNES BOSING, Dr.

[L.S.]   H. v. KUSSEBOW,

[L.S.]   HENBY A. P. CABTEB.

SEPARATE ARTICLE. Certain relations of proximity and other considerations having ren-
dered it important to the Hawaiian Government to enter into mutual arrangements with the 
Government of the United States of America by a convention concluded at Washington, the 
30th day of January, 1875.

The two High Contracting Parties have agreed, that the special advantages granted by said con-
vention to the United States of America, in consideration of equivalent advantages, shall not 
in any case be invoked in favor of the relations sanctioned between the two High Contracting 
Parties by the present Treaty.

The present separate article shall have the same force and value, as if it were inserted, word for 
word, in the Treaty signed this day, and shall be ratified at the same time.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same and affixed thereto 
their respective seals.

Done at Berlin the twenty-fifth day of March, and at Honolulu the nineteenth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
 
[L.S]  JOHANNES EOSING, Dr.

[L.S.]   H. v. KUSSEEOW

[L.S.]   H. A. P. CARTER
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TREATY WITH HAMBURG

It being desirable that a general convention and instrument of mutual agreement should exist 
between Hamburg and the Hawaiian Islands, the following Articles have, for that purpose and 
to that intent, been mutually agreed upon and signed between the Governments of Hamburg 
and that of the Hawaiian Islands:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and amity between the Republic and free Han-
seatic City of Hamburg, and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, their heirs and 
successors.

ARTICLE II. The citizens of the Republic of Hamburg, residing within the dominions of the 
King of the Hawaiian Islands, shall enjoy the same protection in regard to their civil rights, as 
well as to their persons and properties, as native subjects; and the King of the Hawaiian Islands 
engages to grant to citizens of the Republic of Hamburg the same rights and privileges which 
now are, or may hereafter be, granted to or enjoyed by any other foreigners, subjects of the 
most favored nation.

ARTICLE III. The protection of the King of the Hawaiian Islands shall be extended to all 
Hamburg vessels, their officers and crews, within the harbors and roads of his dominions. In 
time of war they shall receive all possible protection against the enemies of the Republic of 
Hamburg. In case of shipwreck, the local authorities and officers of the King shall use their 
utmost exertions to succour them and secure them from plunder. The salvage dues shall be 
settled according to the general law of salvage, and in case of dispute, shall be regulated by 
arbitrators chosen by both parties.

ARTICLE IV. The desertion of seamen belonging to Hamburg vessels shall be severely re-
pressed by the local authorities, who shall employ all means at their disposal to arrest and 
confine deserters, and the lawful expenses shall be defrayed by the captain or owners. In such 
case no unnecessary severity is to be used, and due notice is to be immediately given to the 
Hamburg Consul, agreeably to the 6th Article of this Treaty.

ARTICLE V. Hamburg citizens shall be allowed to reside or settle on any part of the domin-
ions of the King of the Sandwich Islands, upon obtaining a document certifying that they are 
worthy persons, from the Hamburg Consul, whose duty it is not to give any such document 
to others than bona fide citizens of the Republic of Hamburg. In the case of Hamburg sailors 
wishing to remain on the islands, permission shall be previously obtained of the government 
by the Hamburg Consul. 

ARTICLE VI. It is agreed that the Hamburg Consul shall be instructed to zealously attempt 
to settle amicably, and extra judicially, all difficulties arising with Hamburg citizens; and that 
when any case is brought before the court of foreign causes, the presiding judge shall, with 
the least possible delay, communicate knowledge thereof to the Hamburg Consul, also that 
when Hamburg sailors or citizens are committed, in consequence of police or other offences, 
information shall be conveyed to him, forthwith, by the Prefect or other officer of the police.

ARTICLE VII. No productions of the Republic of Hamburg or any other goods on board of 
or imported in Hamburg ships, that can be imported by other foreign ships, shall be prohib-
ited, nor pay more than those duties levied on goods of the most favored nation. Any alter-
ation in the duties levied on goods, shall not take effect nor be enforced, until twelve calendar 
months after the first public notification of such change.
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ARTICLE VIII. Hamburg merchandise and property, or goods imported in Hamburg vessels, 
liable to an entrance duty higher than 5 per cent, ad valorem, shall be allowed to be bonded, 
paying only the usual transit duty.

ARTICLE IX. All Hamburg vessels shall have the right and privilege of disposing of their car-
goes, or any part thereof, at all or any of the ports of the Hawaiian dominions, now open, or 
that may hereafter be opened to foreign commerce, and to take in any produce of the Hawaiian 
Islands which they may receive in payment of such cargoes. But they shall not be allowed to 
take any goods or merchandise or freight from one island or port to another, such coasting 
trade being restricted to bottoms sailing under the Hawaiian flag.

ARTICLE X. The subjects of His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands shall, in their 
commercial relations, or relations of any other nature, with the Republic and free Hanseatic 
City of Hamburg, and her dependencies, be treated on the footing of the most favored nation.

Done at Honolulu this 8th day of January, 1848.

[L.S.]  E. A. SUWEEKEOP
  Consul and Plenipotentiary for the Republic and free Hanseatic  
  City of Hamburg

[L.S.]   R. C. WYLLIE
  His Hawaiian Majesty' s Minister of Foreign Relations and Member 
   of his Council of State
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TREATY WITH ITALY

His Majesty the King of Italy, on the one part, and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian 
Islands, on the other part, desiring to facilitate the establishment of commercial relations be-
tween Italy and the Hawaiian Islands, and to favor their development by a treaty of Amity, 
Commerce and Navigation, suited for securing to the two countries equal and reciprocal ad-
vantages, have nominated for this purpose Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

His Majesty the King of Italy, the Chevalier Constantino Nigra, His Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the Emperor of the French; and His Majesty the King 
of the Hawaiian Islands, Sir John Bowring, His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary; who having mutually communicated their powers, and found them in good and true 
form, have agreed upon the following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and constant friendship between the Kingdom of 
Italy and that of the Hawaiian Islands, and between the citizens of the two countries, without 
exception of person or place.

ARTICLE II. There shall be, between Italy and the Hawaiian Islands, reciprocal freedom in 
commerce and navigation. Italians in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian subjects in Italy, 
may enter in the same liberty and security with their vessels and cargoes as are enjoyed by the 
natives themselves in all places, ports and rivers which are, or shall in future be open to foreign 
commerce, provided, always, that the police regulations employed for the protection of the 
citizens of the most favored nations be respected.

ARTICLE III. The citizens of the two contracting parties may, like the natives in the respec-
tive territories, travel or reside, trade wholesale or retail, rent or occupy the houses, stores and 
shops which they may require; they may carry on the transport of merchandise and money, and 
receive consignments; they may also, when they have resided more than a year in the country, 
and the real or personal property which they may possess shall offer a sufficient security, be 
admitted as sureties in Custom-house transactions. The citizens of both countries shall, on a 
footing of perfect equality, be free both to purchase and to sell, to establish and to fix the price 
of goods, merchandise and articles of every bind, whether imported or of home manufacture 
whether for home consumption or for exportation. They shall also enjoy liberty to carry on 
their business themselves, to present to the Custom-house their own declarations; or to have 
their places supplied by their own attorneys, factors, consignees, agents or interpreters, wheth-
er in the purchase or sale of their goods, property or merchandise; whether for the loading or 
unloading and expedition of their vessels.

They shall also have the right to fulfill all the functions that are confided to them by their own 
countrymen, by strangers, or by natives, in the position of attorneys, factors, agents, consign-
ees, or interpreters.

For the performance of all these acts, they shall conform to all the laws and regulations of the 
country, and they shall not be subject, in any case, to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or 
impositions than those to which the natives are subject, provided, always, that the police regu-
lations employed for the protection of the most favored nation be respected. It is also specially 
provided that all the advantages of any kind whatever, actually granted by the laws or decrees 
now in force, or which in future shall be accorded to foreign settlers, shall be guaranteed to 
Italians established, or who establish themselves in whatever locality they may deem fit in the 
Hawaiian territory, and the same shall hold good for Hawaiian subjects in Italy.
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ARTICLE IV. The respective citizens of the two countries shall enjoy the most constant and 
complete protection for their persons and property. Consequently, they shall have free and easy 
access to the courts of justice in the pursuit and defence of their rights, in every instance and 
degree of jurisdiction established by the laws. They shall be at liberty, under any circumstances, 
to employ lawyers, advocates or agents from any class, whom they may see fit to authorize to 
act in their name. In fine, they shall in all respects enjoy the same rights and privileges which 
are granted to natives, and they shall be subject to the same conditions.

ARTICLE V. The Italians in the Hawaiian Islands, and the Hawaiians in Italy, shall be exempt 
from all service, whether in the army or navy, or in the national guard or militia, and they 
cannot be subject to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or impositions on their property, real 
or personal, than those to which the natives themselves are subject.

ARTICLE VI. The citizens of both countries respectively shall not be subject to any embargo, 
nor to be detained with their vessels, crews, cargoes or commercial effects for any military 
expedition whatever, nor for any public or private service whatever, unless the government or 
local authority shall have previously agreed with the parties interested, that a just indemnity 
shall be granted for such service, and for such compensation as might fairly be required for the 
injury which (not being purely fortuitous) may have grown out of the service which they have 
voluntarily undertaken.

ARTICLE VII. The most entire liberty of conscience is guaranteed to the Italians in the Ha-
waiian Islands, and to Hawaiian subjects in Italy. Both parties must conform in the outward 
observance of their religion to the laws of the country.

ARTICLE VIII. Citizens of either of the contracting parties shall, on the respective territories, 
have the right of possessing property of any sort, and disposing of the same to the natives.

Italians shall enjoy in all the Hawaiian territories the right of collecting and transmitting suc-
cessions ab intestato or testamentary as Hawaiians, according to the laws of the country with-
out being subjected as strangers to any burthens or imposts which are not paid by the natives.

Reciprocally Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy in Italy the right of transmitting succession ab in-
testato or testamentary on the same conditions as Italians, according to the laws of the country, 
and without being subject as strangers to any charge or impost not paid by the natives.

The same reciprocity between the citizens of the two countries shall exist for donations inter 
vivos. On the exportation of property collected or acquired under any head by Italians in the 
Hawaiian Islands, or by Hawaiians in Italy, there shall be no duty on removal or immigration, 
nor any duty whatever to which natives are not subjected.

ARTICLE IX. All Italian or Hawaiian vessels sailing under their respective flags, and which 
shall be bearers of the ship’s papers and documents required by the laws of the respective coun-
tries shall be considered as Italian or Hawaiian vessels respectively.

ARTICLE X. Italian vessels which shall arrive either in ballast or laden in Hawaiian ports, or 
which shall leave the same, and reciprocally, Hawaiian vessels which, either in ballast or laden, 
enter or leave the ports of Italy, whether by sea, river or canals, whatever be the port of their 
departure or their destination, shall not be subject either on entry or departure, to duties on 
tonnage, port or transit, pilotages, anchorage, shifting, light-houses, sluices, canals, quaran-
tines, salvage, bonding-warehouses, patents, brokerage, navigation, passage, or to any duties 
or charges whatever, levied on the hulks of vessels received or established for the benefit of the 
government, public functionaries, communes or establishments of any sort other than those 
which are now or may hereafter be levied on national vessels.
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ARTICLE XI. In all that regards the stationing, the loading and unloading of vessels in the 
ports, roadsteads, harbors and docks, and generally for all the formalities and arrangements 
to which vessels employed in commerce with their freights and loading may be subject, it is 
agreed that no privilege shall be granted to national vessels, which shall not be equally granted 
to vessels of the other country, the intention of the high contracting parties being that in this 
respect also the respective vessels shall be treated on the footing of perfect equality.

ARTICLE XII. Vessels of the contracting parties, compelled to seek shelter in the ports of the 
other, shall pay neither on the vessels nor the cargo more duties than those levied on national 
vessels in the same situation; provided, that the above-named ships shall carry on no commer-
cial speculations, and that they tarry no longer in the aforesaid ports than is required by the 
motives which impelled them to seek such shelter.

ARTICLE XIII. Italian ships of war, and whaling ships, shall have free access to all the Hawai-
ian ports; they may there anchor, be repaired and victual their crews; they may proceed from 
one harbor to another of the Hawaiian Islands for fresh provisions.

In all the ports which are or may be hereafter opened to foreign vessels, Italian ships of war and 
whalers shall be subject to the same rules which are or may be imposed, and shall enjoy in all 
respects the same rights, privileges and immunities which are or maybe granted to Hawaiian 
ships and whalers, or to those of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIV. Articles of all sorts imported into the ports of either of the contracting States, 
under the flag of the other, whatever be their origin, and from whatever country imported, 
shall pay neither, other nor heavier duties of entry, and shall not be subjected to any other 
charges than if imported under the national flag.

ARTICLE XV. Articles of all sorts exported from either of the two countries, under the flag of 
the other, from whatever country they may be, shall not be subjected to other duties or other 
formalities, than if exported under the national flag.

ARTICLE XVI. Italian ships in Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian ships in Italy, may discharge 
a portion of their cargo in the port of their first arrival, and proceed with the rest of their cargo 
to other ports of the same country, which may be open to foreign trade, whether to complete 
their unloading or to provide their return cargo, and shall pay in neither port other or heavier 
duties than those levied on national vessels in similar circumstances.

As regards the coasting trade, the vessels of each country shall be mutually treated on the same 
footing as the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XVII. During the period allowed by laws of the two countries for the warehousing 
of goods, no other duties than those for custody and storage shall be levied upon articles im-
ported from one of the two countries into the other, until they shall be removed for transit, 
re-exportation or internal consumption.

In no case shall such articles pay higher duties or be liable to other formalities than if they had 
been imported under the national flag, or from the most favored country.

ARTICLE XVIII. Merchandise shipped on board Italian or Hawaiian ships, or belonging to 
their respective citizens, may be transhipped in the ports of the two countries to a vessel bound 
for a national or foreign port, according to the custom house regulations of the two countries, 
and the goods so transhipped for other ports shall be exempt from all duties of customs or 
warehouses.
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ARTICLE XIX. Articles of all sorts proceeding from Italy, or shipped for Italy, shall enjoy in 
their passage through the territory of the Hawaiian Islands, whether in direct transit or for 
re-exportation, all the advantages possessed under the same circumstances by the most favored 
nation. Reciprocally objects of every sort, the produce of the Hawaiian Islands or sent from 
that country, shall enjoy in their passage through Italy, the same advantages as are possessed by 
the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XX. Neither one nor the other of the contracting parties will impose upon the 
goods proceeding from the soil, the manufactures or the warehouses of the other different or 
greater duties on importation or re-exportation, than those which shall be imposed on the 
same merchandise coming from any other foreign country.

Nor shall there be imposed on the goods exported from one country to the other, different or 
higher duties than if they were exported to any other foreign country.

No restriction or prohibition of importation or exportation shall take place in the reciprocal 
commerce of the contracting parties which shall not be equally extended to all other nations.

ARTICLE XXI. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents may be es-
tablished by each country in the other for the protection of commerce, such agents shall not 
enter upon their functions or enjoyment of the rights, privileges and immunities which belong 
to them until they have obtained the authorization of the territorial government, which shall, 
besides, preserve the right of determining the place of residence where Consuls may be estab-
lished; it being understood that neither Government will impose any restriction which is not 
common in the country to all nations.

ARTICLE XXII. The Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of Italy, 
in the Hawaiian Islands, shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, immunities and exemptions en-
joyed by the agents of the most favored nation in the same circumstances.

And the same shall be the position in Italy, of the Hawaiian Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice 
Consuls and Consular Agents.

ARTICLE XXIII. The desertion of seamen embarked in the vessels of either of the contracting 
parties shall be severely dealt with in their respective territories. In consequence the Italian 
consuls shall have the power to cause to be arrested and sent on board, or to Italy, seamen who 
have deserted Italian vessels in the Hawaiian ports. But for this purpose they must apply to the 
competent local authorities, and justify, by the exhibition of the original or the duly certified 
copy of the ship’s register, the roll or other official documents to prove that the persons named 
formed part of the ship's crew. On their application, so supported, the delivery of the seamen 
shall not be refused.

All aid and assistance shall be given for the discovery and arrest of such deserters, who shall be 
detained in the prisons of the country, on the requirement and at the expense of the consuls, 
until they shall find an opportunity of sending them away, If, however, no opportunity shall 
offer in the course of two months, counting from the day of arrest, the deserters may be set at 
liberty.

It is understood that seamen who are native Hawaiians shall be excepted from this arrangement 
and to be treated according to the laws of their own country.

If the deserter have committed any crime in the Hawaiian territory, his release shall not take 
place till the competent tribunal shall have given judgment, and this judgment been carried 
into execution.
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Hawaiian consuls shall possess exactly the same rights in Italy, and it is formally agreed between 
the two contracting parties, that every other favor or facility granted or to be granted by either 
to any other power for the arrest of deserters shall be also granted to the present contracting 
parties as fully as if they had formed part of the present treaty.

ARTICLE XXIV. All operations connected with the salvage of stranded or wrecked Italian 
vessels on the Hawaiian coasts shall be superintended by the Consular Agent of Italy, and re-
ciprocally the Consular Hawaiian Agents shall superintend the operations connected with the 
salvage of Hawaiian vessels stranded or wrecked on the Italian coasts.

But if the parties interested happen to be on the spot, or the captain possess adequate powers, 
the administration of the wreck shall be committed to them.

The intervention of the local authorities shall only be applied to the maintenance of order, to 
guarantee the rights of the salvors if they do not belong to the ship-wrecked crew, and to insure 
the execution of the measures to be taken for the entry and departure of the saved goods. In the 
absence and until the arrival of the Consular Agents, the local authorities will take the needful 
steps for the protection of persons and property wrecked.

The goods saved shall never be subjected to customs or duty, unless they are disposed of for 
home consumption.

ARTICLE XXV. The ships, merchandise and effects belonging to the respective citizens which 
may have been taken by pirates or conveyed to or found in the ports of either of the contracting 
parties, shall be delivered to their owners on payment of the expenses should there be such, the 
amount to be determined by the competent tribunals when the right of the proprietor shall be 
proved before these tribunals, and the claim being made within the space of eighteen months 
by the interested parties, by their attorneys, or by the agents of their respective Governments.

ARTICLE XXVI. If, from a concurrence of unfortunate circumstances, differences between 
the contracting parties should cause an interruption of the relations of friendship between 
them, and that after having exhausted the means of an amicable and conciliatory discussion, 
the object of their mutual desire should not have been completely attained, the arbitration of a 
third power, equally the friend of both, shall by a common accord be appealed to, in order to 
avoid by this means a definitive rupture.

ARTICLE XXVII. The present treaty shall be in vigor for ten years, to commence six months 
after the exchange of ratification. If a year before the expiration of this term neither of the con-
tracting parties shall have announced, by an official declaration, its intention of terminating it, 
the treaty shall still remain in force for a year, and so continue from year to year.

ARTICLE XXVIII. The present treaty shall be ratified and the ratification exchanged at Paris, 
within the space of a year and a half, or earlier if may be.

In faith, whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and thereto affixed 
their seals.
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Done in duplicate at Paris, the 22d of July, 1863.

[L.S.]   CONSTANTINO NIGEA

[L.S.]   JOHN BOWRING

ADDITION ARTICLE—The two high contracting parties agree: That whatever privilege, 
immunity, favor or diminution of duties on commerce or navigation, which may be granted 
by either of the two States to any other power, shall immediately, and of full right, be conceded 
to the other contracting party, without any compensation.

The two high contracting parties further agree to conform to the principles adopted by the 
Congress of Paris, as announced in the Declaration of the 16th of April, 1856, with reference 
to privateering and to neutral rights of blockade, as follows:

1. Privateering is and remains abolished.

2. The neutral flag shall cover the goods of the enemy, with the exception of contraband of war.

3. Neutral merchandise, with the exception of contraband of war, shall not be sequestered 
under an enemy's flag.

4. Blockades, in order to be recognized, must be effective, i.e., they shall be maintained by a 
force really sufficient to prevent access to the littoral of the enemy.

The present additional article is considered as an integral part of the Treaty of Commerce and 
Navigation, concluded between the Kingdom of Italy and the Hawaiian Kingdom, at Paris, 
the 22d July, 1865.

It shall have the same force and duration, and it shall be included in the ratifications of the 
same Treaty.

Paris, the 27th of February, 1869.

[L.S.]   NIGRA

[L.S.]   JOHN BOWRING
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TREATY WITH JAPAN

Whereas, a Treaty of Amity and Commerce between His Majesty the King, and His Imperial 
Majesty the Tenno of Japan, was concluded at Yeddo, on the 19th day of August, 1871, which 
has been ratified by His Majesty the King, and His Imperial Majesty, the Tenno of Japan, and 
the ratifications duly exchanged— which Treaty is, word for word, as follows:

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, and His Imperial Japanese Majesty, the Tenno, 
being equally animated by the desire to establish relations of friendship between the two coun-
tries, have resolved to conclude a Treaty, reciprocally advantageous, and for that purpose have 
named their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say, His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, His 
Excellency C. E. De Long, appointed and commissioned by His Majesty, Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Kingdom of Hawaii, near the Government of His Majesty, 
the Tenno of Japan, and His Imperial Japanese Majesty, the Tenno, His Excellency Sawa Iu-
sanme Kiyowara Noluyoshe. Minister for Foreign Affairs, and His Excellency Terachima Jusee 
Fugiwara Munemori, First Assistant Minister for Foreign Affairs, who having communicated 
to each other their respective full powers, which are found in good order, and in proper form, 
have agreed upon the following Articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between His Majesty the King of 
the Hawaiian Islands, and His Imperial Japanese Majesty, the Tenno, their heirs and successors, 
and between their respective subjects.

ARTICLE II. The subjects of each of the two high contracting parties, respectively, shall have 
the liberty freely and securely to come with their ships and cargoes to all places, ports and rivers 
in the territories of the other, where trade. with other nations is permitted; they may remain 
and reside in any such ports, and places respectively, and hire and occupy houses and ware-
houses, and may trade in all kinds of produce, manufactures and merchandise of lawful com-
merce, enjoying at all times the same privileges as may have been, or may hereafter be granted 
to the citizens or subjects of any other nation, paying at all times such duties and taxes as may 
be exacted from the citizens or subjects of other nations doing business or residing within the 
territories of each of the high contracting parties.

ARTICLE III. Each of the high contracting parties shall have the right to appoint, if it shall 
seem good to them, a Diplomatic Agent, who shall reside at the seat of the Government of the 
respective countries, and Consuls and Consular Agents, who shall reside in the ports or places 
within the territories of the other where trade with other nations is permitted. The Diplomatic 
Agents and Consuls of each of the high contracting parties shall exercise all the authority and 
jurisdiction, and shall enjoy within the territories of the other all the rights and privileges, 
exemptions and immunities which now appertain, or may hereafter appertain to Agents of the 
same rank of the most favored nations.

ARTICLE IV. It is hereby stipulated, that the Hawaiian Government and its subjects, upon 
like terms and conditions, will be allowed free and equal participation in all privileges, im-
munities and advantages that may have been or may hereafter be granted by His Majesty the 
Tenno of Japan, to the Government, citizens or subjects of any other nation.

ARTICLE V. The Japanese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon the em-
ployment by Hawaiian subjects of Japanese in any lawful capacity. Japanese in the employ of 
foreigners may obtain Government passports to go abroad, on application to the Governor of 
any open port.
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ARTICLE VI. It is hereby agreed that such revision of this Treaty, on giving six months pre-
vious notice to either of the high contracting parties, may be made by mutual agreement, as 
experience shall prove necessary.

ARTICLE VII. The present Treaty shall be ratified by His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian 
Islands, and by His Imperial Majesty the Tenno, and the ratifications exchanged at Yedo, the 
same day as the date of this Treaty, and shall go into effect immediately after the date of such 
exchange of ratifications.

In token whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this Treaty.

Done at the City of Yedo, this 19th day of August, A. D. One Thousand Eight Hundred and 
Seventy-one, corresponding in Japanese date to the fourth day of the 7th month of the 4th 
year of Meiji.

[signed] C. E. DE LONG       [seal]

[signed] SAWA IUSANME KIYOWARA NOLUYOSHE  [seal]

[signed] TERACHIMA JUSEE FUGIWARRA MUNEMORI  [seal]
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TREATY WITH THE NETHERLANDS  
& LUXEMBOURG

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, on the one part, and His Majesty of the King 
of the Netherlands on the other part, desiring by a treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Nav-
igation to secure amicable relations between the two kingdoms and commercial intercourse 
between their respective subjects, have to this end named for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to 
say:

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, Sir John Bowring, Knight Bachelor of England, 
His Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary; and His Majesty the King of the Neth-
erlands, Jonkheer Paul vander Maesen de Sombreff, His Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Ge-
rardus Henri Betz, His Minister of Finance; who, after having examined their full powers and 
found them in good and true form have agreed on the following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be a sincere and durable friendship between His Majesty the King of 
the Hawaiian Islands, His heirs and successors and His subjects, on the one part, and His Maj-
esty the King of the Netherlands, His heirs and successors and His subjects on the other part.

ARTICLE II. The respective subjects of the two high contracting parties shall be perfectly 
and in all respects assimilated on their establishment and settlement, whether for a longer or 
shorter time in the States and Colonies of the other party on the terms granted to the subjects 
of the most favored nation in all which concerns the permission of sojourning, the exercise 
of legal professions, taxes, in a word, all the conditions relative to sojourn and establishment.

ARTICLE III. The products and manufactured articles of every sort, coming from the Hawai-
ian Islands, imported directly or indirectly, and all merchandise without distinction of origin 
imported from the Hawaiian Islands or their colonies, shall be admitted on the payment of 
customs import duties equal and not greater and on the same conditions as those to which 
are subjected the produce an manufactured articles of the most favored foreign nation, in the 
Netherlands and their colonies in matters of commerce and customs.

And reciprocally the produce and manufactured articles of every sort proceeding from the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands or from its colonies, imported directly or indirectly, and all goods 
without distinction of origin, imported from the Netherlands into the Hawaiian Islands, shall 
be admitted on the payment of customs and import duty equal but not greater and under the 
same conditions as are imposed on the products and manufactured articles of the most favored 
foreign nation in the Hawaiian Islands, and their colonies, as regards commerce and customs.

Exception is allowed from this rule were special favors have been or may hereafter be granted in 
the Netherlands Colonies of the East Indies, to the Asiatic nations of the Eastern Archipelago, 
for the importation of the products of their soil and their industry and for their exportations.

ARTICLE IV. No duties of tonnage, harbor, light-houses, pilotage, quarantine or other similar 
duties of whatever nature or under whatever denomination shall be imposed in either country 
upon the vessels of the other, which shall not be equally imposed in the like cases on national 
vessels. And in general has concerns the importation of all goods and articles of whatever 
description, the Netherlands flag in the Hawaiian islands, and the Hawaiian flag in the Neth-
erlands and their colonies, will be assimilated to the flag of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE V. Any advantage which in future either of the high contracting parties shall grant 
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to another state as regards the establishments or exercise of industry, commerce, custom duties 
or navigation, shall be granted in the same way at the same time to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE VI. The present treaty shall be in vigor for ten years, to date from the day of the 
exchange of the ratifications.

In case that neither the one nor the other shall have notified twelve months before the expi-
ration of said period of ten years the intention of terminating its conditions, the treaty shall 
continue in force for another year, to reckon from the date on which the other contracting 
party shall have given notice and so on from year to year.

The ratification shall take place by His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands and His 
Majesty the King of the Netherlands,—and the ratification shall be exchanged at the Hague or 
elsewhere, within the space of eighteen months, or earlier if may be.

In witness of which the above named Plenipotentiaries have signed in a fixed here to their 
respective seals.

Done at the Hague, this sixteenth day of October, in the year one thousand eight hundred 
and sixty-two.

[L.S.]  JOHN BOWRING

[L.S.]  J.P. VANDER MAESEN de SOMBREFF

[L.S.]  G.H. BETZ
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TREATY WITH PORTUGAL

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands and His Majesty the King of Portugal and of Al-
garves, equally desirous of binding and strengthening the relations of friendship and commerce 
which happily exist between their respective States, have resolved to conclude a Convention to 
regulate temporarily these relations, until a definite treaty can be made, and for this purpose 
have appointed their Plenipotentiaries, namely:

His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, Mr. Henry A. P. Carter, member of His Privy 
Council of State, Grand Officer of the Royal Order of Kalakaua, His Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary at this Court; and His Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, 
Mr. Antonio de Serpa Pimental, Counselor of State, Peer of the Realm, Minister and Secretary 
of State of Foreign Affairs; who, after communicating each to the other their full powers, which 
they found in good and due form, agreed to the following:

ARTICLE I. The Consular Agents, the subjects, the ships and products of the soil, or of the 
industry of one of the two countries, will enjoy on the territory of the other the same exemp-
tions, privileges, and immunities which other Consular Agents, subjects, ships and products of 
the soil, or of the industry of the most favored nation, enjoy.

ARTICLE II. It is, therefore, understood that the special advantages which Portugal may judge 
convenient to grant to Brazil cannot be claimed by the Hawaiian Islands, in virtue of their 
right of a most favored nation, and that in the same way, the advantages which these Islands 
grant to the United States cannot be claimed by Portugal.

ARTICLE III. The High Contracting Parties equally desirous of conciliating individual liberty 
with regard to the contract for service with the regulations necessary to be adopted to regulate 
conveniently the emigration, agree that until a definite convention is made for this purpose, 
the following conditions be observed:

1. That the two Governments will render mutual help to oblige the captains of vessels which 
transport emigrants from one country to the other to observe the regulations in force in the 
country where the emigrants embark, with regard to the space which everyone ought to occu-
py, the quantity and quality of food, medicine, and all sanitary and hygienic conditions.

2. That in view of this, the Diplomatic or Consular Agents of each of the two countries will 
be given all the facilities to inspect the vessels that arrive with emigrants to the ports of the 
other country, and see if the respective captains have complied with the regulations to which 
the preceding clause refers.

3. That to the same Diplomatic or Consular Agents shall be equally given all the facilities that 
they may satisfy themselves whether the contracts for service for their countrymen have been 
fulfilled, and to secure for them, in case of violation, all the protection of the laws and of the 
local authorities.

ARTICLE IV. The present Convention shall be ratified and the ratifications shall be exchanged 
in Honolulu or in Lisbon, as soon as possible.

ARTICLE V. The present Convention shall take effect sixty days after the ratifications are 
exchanged, and will remain in force until one of the High Contracting Parties shall notify the 
other of its intention to abrogate the Treaty remaining in force (after) one year after this notice, 
counting from the date of the notification.
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It is understood that in all respects when not depending on Legislative authority, the present 
Convention shall come into effect in the Hawaiian Kingdom as soon as approved by the 
Hawaiian Government, and in Portugal as soon as such approval shall be notified to the Por-
tuguese Government.

In testimony of which, the respective Plenipotentiaries hereby sign and place their respective 
seals.

Made in Lisbon, in duplicate, on the fifth day of May, in the year of Our Lord eighteen hun-
dred and eighty-two.

[L.S.]   ANTONIO DE SERPA PIMENTAL

[L.S.]   HENRY A. P. CARTER
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TREATY WITH RUSSIA

On the 19th of June, 1869, a Convention of Commerce and Navigation was duly entered into 
by His Excellency C. de Varigny, Minister Plenipotentiary, on behalf of His Hawaiian Majesty, 
and M. le Comte de Stackelberg, Russian Ambassador in Paris, duly authorized to negotiate in 
the premises; which said Convention has been duly ratified, and the ratifications exchanged, 
on the 1st of December, 1869, and is, word for word, as follows:

ARTICLE I. There shall be a reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation between Russia 
and the Hawaiian Kingdom.

ARTICLE II. The subjects of His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, and the subjects of 
His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, shall be treated reciprocally on the footing of 
the most favored nation.

ARTICLE III. It is understood, however, that the preceding stipulations do not interfere in 
any way with the laws, ordinances, and special regulations in matters of commerce, industry 
and police, that are in force in each of the countries, and that are applicable to all foreigners.

ARTICLE IV. Each of the two contracting parties shall have the power to constitute Consuls 
General and Consular Agents, in the cities and ports of the States and possessions of the other, 
which are opened to foreign commerce. The Consuls General and Consular Agents shall not, 
however, enter upon their functions, except after having been approved of, and duly admitted 
by the Government near which they are accredited. They shall exercise their functions, and 
shall enjoy all the privileges, exemptions and immunities belonging to, or that may be granted 
to, the Consuls of the most favored nation. In case they should be engaged in trade, they shall 
not be entitled to the immunities granted to “Consuls Functionaries.”

ARTICLE V. In case a Russian vessel should be wrecked on the coasts of the Hawaiian King-
dom, or a Hawaiian vessel on the coasts of Russia, the local authorities shall give aid and assis-
tance for the salvage of the cargo, and for its restitution to its owners.

ARTICLE VI. The present Convention of Commerce and Navigation shall remain in force 
during ten years from the date of the signature and Act. It may be renewed at the expiration 
of the term of ten years.

ARTICLE VII. The stipulations contained in the. Present Act, drawn in duplicate in the En-
glish and in the French languages, shall obtain the confirmation of the respective Govern-
ments, and the declarations to that effect, executed in the usual form, shall be exchanged in 
Paris, within six months, or sooner, if possible.

Paris, 19th June, 1869.

[L.S.]   C. de VARIGNY

[L.S.]   CTE. E. de STACKELBERG

All persons are hereby notified that the said Convention is to be regarded, in all its provisions, 
as part of the public law of the Kingdom, and respected accordingly.

[L.S.]   CHAS. C. HARRIS,
Minister for Foreign Affairs
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TREATY WITH SAMOA

By virtue of My inherent and recognized rights as King of the Samoan Islands by My own peo-
ple and by Treaty with the three Great Powers of America, England and Germany, and by and 
with the advice of My Government and the consent of Taimua and Faipule, representing the 
Legislative powers of My Kingdom, I do hereby freely and voluntarily offer and agree and bind 
Myself to enter into a Political Confederation with His Majesty Kalakaua, King of the Hawai-
ian Islands, and I hereby give this solemn pledge that I will conform to whatever measures may 
hereafter be adopted by His Majesty Kalakaua and be mutually agreed upon to promote and 
carry into effect this Political Confederation, and to maintain it now and forever.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set My hand and seal this 17th day of February, A. D. 
1887.

[M. E.]   MALIETOA,
  King of Samoa.

By the King:

[Signed]   WM. COE

We, Taimua and Faipule of the Government of Samoa, appointed by the House of Taimua and 
Faipule, hereby approve of and support the above agreement.

[Signed]

Taimua—Utumapu, of the District of Itu o tane; Pau, of the District of Faasaleleaga; Tuisam, 
of the District of Lufi Lufi; Tuao, of the District of Lulumoega; Leiataua, of the District of 
Manono; Teo, of the District of Tuamasaga; Su, of the District of Faleao Palauli; Molioo, of 
the District of Atua.

Faipule—Tafi, of the District of Loa Atua; Vaafai. of the District of Launuia; Uuga, of the Dis-
trict of Itu tane; Alipia, of the District of Leulumoega; Taotua, of the District of Faasaleleaga; 
Faanaua, of the District of Itu teme; Sao, of the District of Itu teme; Vailun, of the District of 
Aana.

[Signed]  WILLIAM COE,
  Assistant Secretary of State

[Signed]  LE MAMEA,
  Minister of Interior

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full and true translation of the original document in the 
Samoan language.

WILLIAM COE, 
H. S. M.’s Interpreter.

Kalakaua, by the Grace of God of the Hawaiian Islands, King: To all to whom these Presents 
shall come, Greeting: Whereas on the seventeenth day of February last past His Majesty Ma-
lietoa, King of the Samoan Islands, entered into an Agreement and Treaty binding himself to 
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enter into a Political Confederation with Us, and whereas the said Agreement and Treaty was 
at the same time approved by the Taimua and Faipule of Samoa and accepted in Our name by 
Our Minister Plenipotentiary, Honorable John E. Bush, now, therefore, having read and con-
sidered the said Agreement and Treaty, We do by these Presents approve, accept, confirm and 
ratify it for Ourselves, Our Heirs and Successors, subject to the obligations which His Majesty 
Malietoa may be under to those Foreign Powers with which He and the People of Samoa and 
the Government thereof have at this time any treaty relations, engaging and promising upon 
Our Royal Word to enter into Political Confederation with His Majesty King Malietoa, and 
to conform to such measures as may be hereafter agreed upon between Us for the carrying 
into effect of such Confederation. For the greater testimony and validity of all which We have 
caused the Great Seal of Our Kingdom to be affixed to these Presents, which We have signed 
with Our Royal hand.

Given at Our Palace of Iolani this Twentieth Day of March, in the Year of Our Lord One 
Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-seven, and in the Fourteenth Year of Our Reign.

[L.S.] [M. E.]  KALAKAUA

By the King:

[signed]   WALTER M. GIBSON
  Minister of Foreign Affairs and Premier
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TREATY WITH SPAIN

Know all Men, that whereas His Majesty the King and Her Majesty the Queen of Spain did on 
the 9th day of October, in the year of Our Lord Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-three, at London, 
by their respective Plenipotentiaries, negotiate a Treaty of Peace and Friendship, which said 
Treaty is word for word, as follows:

Her Majesty the Queen of Spain, on the one part, and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian 
Islands on the other part, desiring to facilitate the establishment of commercial relations be-
tween Spain and the Hawaiian Islands and to favor their development by a Treaty of Amity, 
Commerce and Navigation suited for securing to the two countries equal and reciprocal ad-
vantages, have nominated to this purpose for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: Her Majesty 
the Queen of Spain, Don Juan Tomas Comyn, Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Order of 
Isabella the Catholic, Knight Commander of the Royal distinguished Order of Charles the 
Third, Grand Cross of the Order of Phillip the Magnanimous of Hesse, of that of Christ of 
Portugal, &c., Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor of France, Commander of the Order of 
Our Lady of Villaviciosa of Portugal and of the Red Eagle of Prussia, &c., Chamberlain of Her 
Catholic Majesty, late Royal  Councillor in extraordinary and Her actual Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of Her Britannic Majesty; and His Majesty the King 
of the Hawaiian Islands, Sir John Bowring, Knight Bachelor of Great Britain. Who, having 
mutually communicated their powers, and found them in good and true form, have agreed on 
the following Articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and constant friendship between the Kingdom of 
Spain and that of the Hawaiian Islands, and between the citizens of the two countries, without 
exception of person or place.

ARTICLE II. There shall be, between Spain and the Hawaiian Islands, reciprocal freedom in 
commerce and navigation. Spaniards in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian subjects in Spain, 
may enter in the same liberty and security with their vessels and cargoes as are enjoyed by the 
natives of the respective countries, in all places, ports and rivers which are, or shall in future 
be open to foreign commerce; provided, always, that the police regulations employed for the 
protection of the citizens of the most favored nations be respected.

ARTICLE III. The citizens of each of the contracting parties may, like the natives in the respec-
tive territories, travel or reside, trade wholesale or retail, let or occupy the houses, stores and 
shops which they may require; they may carry on the transport of merchandise and money, and 
receive consignments; they may also, when they have resided more than a year in the country, 
and their goods, chattels or movables which they there possess shall offer a sufficient security, 
he admitted as sureties in Custom-house transactions. The citizens of both countries shall, on a 
footing of perfect equality, be free both to purchase and to sell, to establish and to fix the price 
of goods, merchandise and articles of every kind, whether imported or of home manufacture, 
whether for home consumption or for exportation. They shall also enjoy liberty to carry on 
their business themselves, to present to the Custom-house their own declarations; or to have 
their places supplied by their own attorneys, factors, consignees, agents or interpreters, wheth-
er in the purchase or sale of their goods, property or merchandise; whether for the loading or 
unloading and expedition of their vessels.

They shall also have the right to fulfill all the functions that are confided to them by their own 
countrymen, by strangers, or by natives, in the position of attorneys, factors, agents, consign-
ees, or interpreters.
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For the performance of all these acts, they shall conform to all the laws and regulations of the 
country, and they shall not be subject, in any case, to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or 
impositions than those to which the natives are subject; provided, always, that the police reg-
ulations employed for the protection of the citizens of the most favored nation be respected. 
It is also specially provided, that all the advantages of any kind whatever, actually granted by 
the laws and decrees now in force, or which in future shall be accorded to foreign settlers, shall 
be guaranteed to Spaniards established, or who establish themselves in whatever position they 
may deem fit in the Hawaiian territory, and the same shall hold good for Hawaiian subjects 
in Spain.

ARTICLE IV. The respective citizens, of the two countries shall enjoy the most constant and 
complete protection for their persons and property. Consequently, they shall have free and easy 
access to the courts of justice in the pursuit and defence of their rights, in every instance and 
degree of jurisdiction established by the laws. They shall be at liberty, under any circumstances, 
to employ lawyers, advocates or agents from any class, whom they may see fit to authorize to 
act in their name. In fine, they shall in all respects enjoy the same rights and privileges which 
are granted to natives, and they shall be subject to the same conditions.

ARTICLE V. The Spaniards in the Hawaiian Islands, and the Hawaiians in Spain, shall be 
exempt from all service, whether in the army or navy, or in the national guard or militia, and 
they cannot be subject to any other charges, restrictions, taxes or impositions on their property, 
furniture or movables, than those to which the natives themselves are subject.

ARTICLE VI. The citizens of both countries respectively shall not be subject to any embargo, 
nor to be detained with their vessels, luggage, cargoes or commercial effects for any military 
expedition whatever, nor for any public or private service whatever, unless the government or 
local authority shall have previously agreed with the parties interested, that a just indemnity 
shall be granted for such service, and for such compensation as might fairly be required for the 
wrong which (not being purely fortuitous) may have grown out of the service which they have 
voluntarily undertaken.

ARTICLE VII. Citizens of either of the contracting parties shall, on the respective territories, 
have the right of possessing property of any sort, and disposing of it on the same conditions 
as native subjects.

Spaniards shall enjoy in all the Hawaiian territories the right of collecting and transmitting suc-
cessions ab intestato or testamentary as Hawaiians, according to the laws of the country with-
out being subjected as strangers to any burthens or imposts which are not paid by the natives.

Reciprocally Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy in Spain the right of collecting and transmitting 
succession ah intestato or testamentary, on the same conditions as Spaniards, according to the 
laws of the country, and without being subject as strangers to any charge or impost not paid 
by the natives.

The same reciprocity between the citizens of the two countries shall exist for donations inter 
vivos. On the exportation of property collected or acquired under any head by Spaniards in the 
Hawaiian Islands, or by Hawaiians in Spain, there shall be no duty on removal or immigration, 
nor any duty whatever to which natives are not subjected.

ARTICLE VIII. All Spanish or Hawaiian vessels, sailing under their respective colors, and 
which shall be bearers of the ship’s papers and documents required by the laws of the respective 
countries shall be considered as national vessels.
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ARTICLE IX. Spanish vessels which shall arrive either in ballast or laden in Hawaiian ports, 
or which shall leave the same, and reciprocally, Hawaiian vessels which, either in ballast or 
laden, enter or leave the ports of Spain, whether by sea, river or canals, whatever be the place of 
their departure or that of their destination, shall not be subject either at entry or departure, to 
duties on tonnage, port or transit, pilotages, anchorage, shifting, light-houses, sluices, canals, 
quarantines, salvage, bonding-warehouses, patents, brokerage, navigation, passage, or to any 
duties or charges whatever, levied on the hulks of vessels received or established for the benefit 
of the government, public functionaries, communes or establishments of any sort other than 
those which are now or may hereafter be levied on national vessels.

ARTICLE X. In all that regards the stationing, the loading and unloading of vessels in the 
ports, roadsteads, harbors and docks, and generally for all the formalities and arrangements 
whatever to which vessels employed in commerce, with their freights and loading may be sub-
ject, it is agreed that no privilege shall be granted to national vessels, which shall not be equally 
granted to vessels of the other country, the intention of the high contracting parties being that 
in this respect also the respective vessels shall be treated on the footing of perfect equality.

ARTICLE XI. Vessels of the subjects of the contracting parties, compelled to seek shelter in the 
ports of the other, shall pay neither on the vessels nor the cargo more duties than those levied 
on national vessels in the same situation; provided, that the necessity of such shelter seeking be 
legally shown; that the vessels shall carry on no commercial speculations, and that they tarry 
no longer in the aforesaid ports than is required by the motives which impelled them to seek 
such shelter.

ARTICLE XII. Spanish ships of war, and whaling ships, shall have free access to all the Hawai-
ian ports; they may there anchor, be repaired and victual their crews; they may proceed from 
one harbor to another of the Hawaiian Islands for fresh provisions.

At all the ports which are or may be hereafter opened to foreign vessels, Spanish ships of war 
and whalers shall be subject to the same rules which are or may be imposed, and shall enjoy in 
all respects the same rights, privileges and immunities which are or maybe granted to Hawaiian 
ships and whalers, or to those of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIII. Articles of all sorts imported into the ports of either of the contracting States, 
under the flag of the other, whatever be their origin, and from whatever country imported, 
shall pay neither, other nor heavier duties of entry, and shall not be subjected to any other 
charges than those imposed on vessels under the flag of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XIV. Spanish ships in the Hawaiian Islands, and Hawaiian ships in Spain, may 
discharge a portion of their cargo in the port of their first arrival, and proceed with the rest of 
their cargo to other ports of the same country, which may be open to foreign trade, whether to 
complete their unloading or to provide their return cargo, and shall pay in neither port other 
or heavier duties than those levied on national vessels in similar circumstances.

As regards the coasting trade, the vessels of each country shall be mutually treated on the same 
footing as the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XV. During the period allowed by laws of the two countries for the warehousing 
of goods, no other duties than those for custody and storage shall be levied upon articles im-
ported from one of the two countries into the other, until they shall be removed for transit, 
re-exportation or internal consumption.

In no case shall such articles pay higher duties or be liable to other formalities than if they had 
been imported under the national flag, or from the most favored country.
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ARTICLE XVI. Merchandise shipped on board Spanish or Hawaiian ships, or belonging to 
their respective citizens, may be transhipped in the ports of the two countries to a vessel bound 
for a national or foreign port, according to the custom house regulations of the two countries, 
and the goods so transhipped for other ports shall be exempt from all duties of customs or 
warehouses.

ARTICLE XVII. Articles of all sorts proceeding from Spain, or shipped for Spain, shall enjoy 
in their passage through the territory of the Hawaiian Islands, whether in direct transit or for 
re-exportation, all the advantages possessed under the same circumstances by the most favored 
nation.

Reciprocally, the articles of every sort proceeding from the Hawaiian Islands or sent for that 
country, shall enjoy in their passage through Spain, the same advantages as are possessed by 
the most favored nation.

ARTICLE XVIII. Neither one nor the other of the contracting parties will impose upon the 
goods proceeding from the soil, the manufactures or the warehouses of the other different or 
greater duties on importation or re-exportation, than those which shall be imposed on the 
same merchandise coming from any other foreign country.

Nor shall there be imposed on the goods exported from one country to the other, different or 
higher duties than if they were exported to any other foreign country.

No restriction or prohibition of importation or exportation shall take place in the reciprocal 
commerce of the contracting parties which shall not be equally extended to all other nations.

ARTICLE XIX. Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents may be es-
tablished by each country in the other for the protection of commerce, such agents shall not 
enter upon their functions or enjoyment of the rights, privileges and immunities which belong 
to them until they have obtained the authorization of the territorial government, which shall, 
besides, preserve the right of determining the place of residence where Consuls may be estab-
lished; it being understood that neither Government will impose any restriction which is not 
common in the country to all nations.

ARTICLE XX. The Consuls General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents of Spain, in 
the Hawaiian Islands, shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, immunities and exemptions enjoyed 
by the agents of the most favored nation in the same circumstances.

And the same shall be the position in Spain, of the Hawaiian Consuls-General, Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls and Consular Agents.

ARTICLE XXI. The desertion of seamen embarked in the vessels of either of the contracting 
parties shall be severely dealt with in their respective territories. In consequence the Spanish 
consuls shall have the power to cause to be arrested and sent on board, or to Spain, seamen 
who may have deserted Spanish vessels in the Hawaiian ports. But for this purpose they must 
apply to the competent local authorities, and justify, by the exhibition of the original or the 
duly certified copy of the ship’s register, the roll or other official documents to prove that the 
persons named formed part of the ship's crew. On this application, so supported, the delivery 
of the seamen shall not be refused.

All aid and assistance shall be given for the discovery and arrest of such deserters, who shall be 
detained in the prisons of the country, on the requirement and at the expense of the consuls, 
until they shall find an opportunity of sending them way, If, however, no opportunity shall 
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offer in the course of two months, counting from the day of arrest, the deserters may be set at 
liberty.

It is understood that seamen who are native Hawaiians shall be excepted from this arrange-
ment, and be treated according to the laws of their own country.

If the deserter has committed any crime in the Hawaiian territory, his release shall not take 
place till the competent tribunal shall have given judgment, and this judgment been carried 
into execution.

Hawaiian consuls shall possess exactly the same rights in Spain, and it is formally agreed be-
tween the two contracting parties, that every other favor or facility granted or to be granted 
by either to any other power for the arrest of deserters shall be also granted to the present 
contracting parties as fully as if they had formed part of the present treaty.

ARTICLE XXII. All operations connected with the salvage of stranded or wrecked Spanish 
vessels on the Hawaiian coasts shall be superintended by the Consular Agent of Spain, and 
reciprocally the Consular Hawaiian Agents shall superintend the operations connected with 
the salvage of Hawaiian vessels stranded or wrecked on the Spanish coasts.

But if the parties interested find themselves on the spot, or the captain possess adequate pow-
ers, the administration of the wreck shall be committed to them.

The intervention of the local authorities shall only be applied to the maintenance of order, to 
guarantee the rights of the salvors if they do not belong to the ship-wrecked crew, and to insure 
the execution of the measures to be taken for the entry and departure of the saved goods. In the 
absence and until the arrival of the Consular Agents, the local authorities will take the needful 
steps for the protection of persons and property wrecked.

The goods saved shall never be subjected to customs or other duty, unless they are disposed of 
for home consumption.

ARTICLE XXIII. The ships, merchandise and effects belonging to the respective citizens which 
may have been taken by pirates or conveyed to or found in the ports of either of the contracting 
parties, shall be delivered to their owners on payment of the expenses should there be such, the 
amount to be determined by the competent tribunals when the right of the proprietor shall be 
proved before these tribunals, and the claim being made within the space of eighteen months 
by the interested parties, by their attorneys, or by the agents of their respective Governments.

ARTICLE XXIV. If, from a concurrence of unfortunate circumstances, differences between the 
contracting parties should cause an interruption of the relations of friendship between them, 
and that after having exhausted the means of an amicable and conciliatory discussion, the ob-
ject of their mutual desire should not have been completely attained, the arbitration of a third 
power, equally the friend of both, shall by a common accord be appealed to, in order to avoid 
by this means a definitive rupture.

ARTICLE XXV. Hawaiian subjects shall enjoy, in the Ultra-marine possessions of Spain, the 
advantages which are conceded to the subjects of the most favored nation, and in the same 
possessions, the stipulations of this treaty shall have effect when not openly opposed to the 
special legislation there existing.

ARTICLE XXVI. All vessels bearing the flag of Spain, shall, in time of war, receive every pos-
sible protection, short of active hostility, within the ports and waters of the Hawaiian Islands, 
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and Her Majesty the Queen of Spain engages to respect, in time of war the neutrality of the 
Hawaiian Islands, and to use her good offices with all the other powers having treaties with the 
same, to induce them to adopt the same policy toward the said Islands,

ARTICLE XXVII. The present treaty shall be in vigor for ten years, to commence six months 
after the exchange of ratification. If a year before the expiration of this term neither of the con-
tracting parties shall have announced, by an official declaration, its intention of terminating it, 
the treaty shall still remain in force for a year, and so continue from year to year.

ARTICLE XXVIII. The present treaty shall be ratified and the ratification exchanged at Lon-
don, within the space of eighteen months, or earlier if may be.

In faith, whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and thereto affixed 
their seals.

Done in duplicate at London, this twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of Our Lord One 
Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-three.

[L.S.]   JUAN T. COMYN

[L.S.]   JOHN BOWRING
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TREATY WITH SWEDEN AND NORWAY

Treaty between the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands and the United Kingdoms of Sweden 
and Norway, concluded by R. C. Wyllie, Esquire, His Hawaiian Majesty's Minister of For-
eign Relations, Member of His Privy Council of State and of His House of Nobles, and C.A. 
Virgin, Chamberlain to His Majesty the King of Sweden, Post Captain of the Royal Swedish 
Navy, Knight of the Royal Order of the Sword of Sweden and of the Imperial Russian Order 
of St. Stanislaus; signed at Honolulu the 1 July 1852.

It being of great advantage to establish relations of friendship and commerce between the 
Kingdoms of His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway and the Kingdom of His Majesty 
the King of the Hawaiian Islands, the undersigned, having exchanged their powers, mutually 
admitted as sufficient, have agreed, on the part of their respective Sovereigns, to conclude a 
Treaty of Friendship, commerce and Navigation, as follows:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual friendship between His Majesty the King of the United 
Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway, His Heirs and Successors, and the King of the Hawaiian 
Islands, His Heirs and Successors, and between their respective subjects.

ARTICLE II. There shall be between all the dominions of His Swedish and Norwegian Maj-
esty, and the Hawaiian Islands, a reciprocal freedom of commerce. The subjects of each of the 
two contracting parties, respectively, shall have liberty freely and securely to come with their 
ships and cargoes, to all places, ports and rivers, in the territories of the other, where trade 
with other nations is permitted. They may remain and reside in any part of the said territories, 
respectively, and hire and occupy houses and warehouses, and may trade, by wholesale or re-
tail, in all kinds of produce, manufactures and merchandise of lawful commerce; enjoying the 
same exemptions and privileges as native subjects, and subject always to the same laws, and 
established customs, as native subjects.

In like manner the ships of war of each contracting party, respectively, shall have liberty to 
enter into all harbours, rivers, and places, within the territories of the other to which the ships 
of war of other nations are or may be permitted to come, to anchor there, and to remain and 
refit; subject always to the laws and regulations of the two countries respectively.

The stipulations of this article do not apply to the coasting trade, which each contracting party 
reserves to itself, respectively, and shall regulate according to its own laws.

ARTICLE III. The two contracting parties hereby agree, that any favour, privilege, or im-
munity whatever, in matters of commerce or navigation, which either contracting party has 
actually granted, or may hereafter grant, to the subjects or citizens of any other state, shall be 
extended to the subjects or citizens of the other contracting party, gratuitously, if the conces-
sion in favour of that other state shall have been gratuitous, or in return for a compensation as 
nearly as possible of proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement, if the 
concession shall have been conditional.

ARTICLE IV. No other or higher duties shall be imposed on the importation into the domin-
ions of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty of any article, the growth, produce or manufac-
ture of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty's dominions, that are or shall be payable on the 
like article, being the growth, produce or manufacture of any other foreign country.

Nor shall any other or higher duties or charges be imposed in the territories of either of the 
contracting parties on the exportation of any article to the territories of the other, than such 
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as are or may be payable on the exportation of the like article to any other foreign country. 
No prohibition shall be imposed upon the importation of any article, the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the territories of either of the two contracting parties, into the territories of the 
other, which shall not equally extend to the importation of the like articles, being the growth, 
produce or manufacture of any other country. Nor shall any prohibition be imposed upon the 
exportation of any article from the territories of either of the two contracting parties to the 
territories of the other, which shall not equally extend to the exportation of the like articles to 
the territories of all other nations.

ARTICLE V. No other or higher duties or charges on account of tonnage, light, or harbour 
dues, pilotage, quarantine, salvage in cases of damage or shipwreck, or any other local charges 
shall be imposed in any of the ports of the Hawaiian Islands on Swedish and Norwegian ves-
sels, than those payable in the same ports by Hawaiian vessels, nor in the ports of His Swedish 
and Norwegian Majesty's territories, on Hawaiian vessels, than shall be payable in the same 
ports on Swedish and Norwegian vessels.

ARTICLE VI. The same duties shall be paid on the importation of any article which is or may 
be legally importable into the Hawaiians Islands, whether such importation shall be in Hawai-
ian or in Swedish and Norwegian vessels; and the same duties shall be paid on the importation 
of any article which is or may be legally importable into the dominions of His Swedish and 
Norwegian or in Hawaiian vessels. The same duties shall be paid, and the same bounties and 
drawbacks allowed, on the exportation of any article which is or may be legally exportable 
from the Hawaiian Islands, whether such exportation shall be in Hawaiian or in Swedish and 
Norwegian vessels; and the same duties shall be paid, and the same bounties and drawbacks 
allowed, on the exportation of any article which is or may be legally exportable from His Swed-
ish and Norwegian Majesty's dominions, whether such exportation shall be in Swedish and 
Norwegian or in Hawaiian vessels.

ARTICLE VII. Swedish and Norwegian whale ships shall have access to the ports of Hilo, Ke-
alakekua and Hanalei in the Sandwich Islands for the purpose of refitment and refreshment, as 
well as to the ports of Honolulu and Lahaina, which two last mentioned ports only are ports of 
entry for all merchant vessels; and in all the above named ports they shall be permitted to trade 
or to barter their supplies or goods, excepting spirituous liquors, to the additional amount of 
one thousand dollars ad valorem, for each vessel, paying upon the additional goods and articles 
so traded and bartered no other or higher duties than are payable on like goods and articles 
when imported in national vessels and by native subjects. They shall also be permitted to pass 
from port to port of the Sandwich Islands for the purpose of procuring refreshments, but they 
shall not discharge their seamen, or land their passengers in the said Islands, except at Honolu-
lu and Lahaina; and in all the ports named in this article, Swedish and Norwegian whale ships 
shall enjoy in all respects whatsoever all the rights, privileges and immunities which are or may 
be enjoyed by national whale ships, or by whale ships of the most favored nation.

The like privilege of frequenting the three ports of the Sandwich Islands named in this article, 
which are not ports of entry for merchant vessels, is also guaranteed to all the public armed 
vessels of Sweden and Norway. But nothing in this article shall be construed as authorizing any 
Swedish or Norwegian vessel having on board any disease usually regarded as requiring quaran-
tine, to enter during the continuance of any such disease on board, any ports of the Sandwich 
Islands other than Honolulu or Lahaina.

ARTICLE VIII. All merchants, commanders of ships and others, the subjects of His Swed-
ish and Norwegian Majesty, shall have full liberty in the Hawaiian Islands, to manage their 
own affairs themselves or to commit them to the management of whomsoever they please, 
as broker, factor, agent or interpreter; nor shall they be obliged to employ any other persons 
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than those employed by Hawaiian subjects, nor to pay to such persons as they shall think fit 
to employ, any higher salary or remuneration than such as is paid in like cases by Hawaiian 
subjects. Swedish and Norwegian subjects in the Hawaiian Islands shall be at liberty to buy 
from and to sell to whom they like, without being restrained or prejudiced by any monopoly, 
contract or exclusive privilege of sale or purchase whatever; and absolute freedom shall be 
allowed in all cases to the buyer and seller, to bargain and fix the price of any goods, wares or 
merchandise, imported into or exported from the Hawaiian Islands, as they shall see good: 
observing the laws and established customs of those Islands. The same privileges shall be en-
joyed in the dominions of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty by Hawaiian subjects under 
the same conditions.

The subjects of either of the contracting parties in the territories of the other shall receive 
and enjoy full and perfect protection for their persons and property, and shall have free and 
open access to the Courts of Justice in the said countries, respectively, for the prosecution and 
defence of their just rights, and they shall be at liberty to employ, in all causes, the advocates, 
attorneys, or agents of whatever description, whom they may think proper; and they shall 
enjoy in this respect the same rights and privileges as native subjects.

ARTICLE IX. In whatever relates to the police of the ports, the lading and unlading of ships, 
the warehousing and safety of merchandise, goods and effects, the succession to personal es-
tates by will or otherwise, and the disposal of personal property of every sort and denomination 
by sale, donation, exchange or testament, or in any other manner whatsoever, as also with 
regard to the administration of justice, the subjects of each contracting party shall enjoy in the 
territories of the other, the same privileges, liberties and rights as native subjects, and they shall 
not be charged in any of these respects with any other or higher impost or duties, than those 
which are or may be paid by native subjects; subject always to the local laws and regulations 
of such territories.

In the event of any subject of either of the two contracting parties dying without will or tes-
tament in the territories of the other contracting party, the Consul General, Consul or acting 
Consul of the nation to which the deceased may belong, shall so far as the laws of each country 
will permit, take charge of the property which the deceased may have left for the benefit of his 
lawful heirs and creditors, until an executor or administrator be named according to the laws 
of the country in which the death shall have taken place.

ARTICLE X. The subjects of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty residing in the Hawaiian 
Islands, and Hawaiian subjects residing in the dominions of His Swedish and Norwegian 
Majesty shall be exempted from all compulsory military service whatsoever, whether by sea 
or by land, and from all forced loans, or military exactions or requisitions, and they shall not 
be compelled under any pretext whatsoever to pay any ordinary charges, requisitions or taxes, 
other or higher than those that are or may be paid by native subjects.

ARTICLE XI. It is agreed and covenanted that neither of the two contracting parties shall 
knowingly receive into, or retain in its service, any subjects of the other party who have desert-
ed from the naval or military services of that other party, but that on the contrary, each of the 
contracting parties shall, respectively, discharge from its service any such deserters upon being 
required by the other party so to do.

And it is further agreed that if any of the crew shall desert from a vessel of war, or merchant 
vessel of either contracting party, while such vessel is within any port in the territory of the 
other party, the authorities of such port and territory shall be bound to give every assistance 
in their power for the apprehension of such deserters, on application to that effect being made 
by the consul of the party concerned, or by the deputy or representative of the consul; and no 
public body shall protect or harbour such deserters.
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It is further agreed and declared that any other favour or facility with respect to the recovery of 
deserters, which either of the contracting parties has granted or may hereafter grant to any oth-
er state, shall be considered as granted also to the other contracting party, in the same manner 
as if such favour or facility had been expressly stipulated by the present treaty.

ARTICLE XII. It shall be free for each of the two contracting parties to appoint Consuls for 
the protection of trade to reside in the territories of the other party, but, before any consul shall 
act as such, he shall in the usual form be approved and admitted by the government to which 
he is sent; and either of the contracting parties may except from the residence of consuls such 
particular places as either of them may judge fit to be excepted. The diplomatic agents and 
consuls of the Hawaiian Islands in the dominions of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty shall 
enjoy whatever privileges, exemptions and immunities are or shall be granted there to agents 
of the same rank belonging to the most favoured nation; and in like manner the diplomatic 
agents and consuls of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty in the Hawaiian Islands shall enjoy 
whatever privileges, exemptions or immunities are or may be granted there to the diplomatic 
agents and consuls of the same rank belonging to the most favoured nation.

ARTICLE XIII. For the better security of commerce between the subjects of His Swedish 
and Norwegian Majesty and of the King of the Hawaiian Islands, it is agreed that if, at any 
time, any rupture or any interruption of friendly intercourse should unfortunately take place 
between the two contracting parties the subjects of either of the two contracting parties, shall 
be allowed a year to wind up their accounts and dispose of their property, and a safe conduct 
shall be given them to embark at the port which they shall themselves select. All subjects of 
either of the two contracting parties who may be established in the territories of the other in 
the exercise of any trade or special employment shall in such case have the privilege of remain-
ing and continuing such trade and employment therein, without any manner of interruption, 
in full enjoyment of their liberty and property, as long as they behave peaceably and commit 
no offence against the laws; and their goods and effects, of whatever description they may be, 
whether in their own custody or entrusted to individuals or to the state, shall not be liable to 
seizure or sequestration, or to any other charges or demands than those which may be made 
upon the like effects or property belonging to native subjects. In the same case debts between 
individuals, public funds, and the shares of companies shall never be confiscated, sequestered 
or detained.

ARTICLE XIV. The subjects of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty, residing in the Hawaiian 
Islands, shall not be disturbed, persecuted or annoyed on account of their religion, but they 
shall have perfect liberty of conscience therein, and shall be allowed to celebrate Divine Service 
either within their own private houses or in their own particular churches or chapels, which 
they shall be at liberty to build and maintain in convenient places, approved of by the Govern-
ment of the said Islands. Liberty shall also be granted to them to bury in burial places, which 
in the same manner they may freely establish and maintain, such subjects of His Swedish and 
Norwegian Majesty, who may die in the said Islands. In like manner Hawaiian subjects shall 
enjoy within the dominions of His Swedish and Norwegian Majesty perfect and unrestrained 
liberty of conscience, and shall be allowed to exercise their religion publicly or privately, within 
their own dwelling houses, or in the chapels or place of worship appointed to that purpose, 
agreeably to the system of toleration established in the dominions of His said Majesty.

ARTICLE XV. All vessels bearing the flag of Sweden or of Norway in time of war shall receive 
every possible protection, short of actual hostility, within the ports and waters of His Majesty 
the King of the Hawaiian Islands; and His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway engages to 
respect in time of war the neutral rights of the Hawaiian Kingdom and to use his good offices 
with all other powers, having treaties with His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, to 
induce them to adopt the same policy towards the Hawaiian Kingdom.
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ARTICLE XVI. If any ship of war or merchant vessel, of either of the contracting parties 
should be wrecked on the coasts of the other, such ship or vessel or any parts thereof, and all 
furniture and appurtenance belonging thereunto, and all goods and merchandise which shall 
be saved therefrom, or the produce thereof, if sold, shall be faithfully restored to the propri-
etors upon being claimed by them or by their duly authorized agents, and if there are no such 
proprietors or agents on the spot, then the said goods or merchandise, or the proceeds thereof, 
as well as all the papers found on board such wrecked ship or vessel shall be delivered to the 
Swedish and Norwegian or Hawaiian consul in whose district the wreck may have taken place, 
and such consul, proprietors or agents shall pay only the expences incurred in the preservation 
of the property, together with the rate of salvage which would have been payable in the like 
case of a wreck of a national vessel. The goods and merchandise saved from the wreck shall not 
be subject to duties, unless cleared for consumption.

ARTICLE XVII. In order that the two contracting parties may have the opportunity of here-
after trading and agreeing upon such other arrangements as may tend still further to the im-
provement of their mutual intercourse, and to the advancement of the interests of their re-
spective subjects, it is agreed that at any time after the expiration of seven years from the date 
of the exchange of the ratifications of the present treaty, either of the contracting parties shall 
have the right of giving to the other party notice of its intentions to terminate Articles 4, 5 and 
6 of the present Treaty; and that at the expiration of 18 months after such notice shall have 
been received by either party from the other, the said articles, and all the stipulations contained 
therein shall cease to be binding on the two contracting parties.

ARTICLE XVIII. The present Treaty shall be ratified and the Ratifications shall be exchanged 
at Honolulu in eighteen months, or sooner, if possible.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and affixed thereto 
their respective seals.

Done at Honolulu this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty two.

[L.S.]  R. C. WYLLIE 
  H.H.M.’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Member of His Privy    
  Council of State, and of His House of Nobles

[L.S.]   C. A. VIRGIN
  Chamberlain to His Majesty the King of Sweden and     
  Norway, Post Captain in the R. Swedish Navy, Knight of    
  the Royal Order of the Sword and of the Imperial Russian    
  Order of St. Stanislaus.
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TREATY WITH SWITZERLAND

Treaty of Friendship, Establishment and Commerce between Majesty the King of the Hawai-
ian Islands and the Swiss Confederation.

Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands and the Swiss Confederation, animated by the desire 
to establish and to strengthen the ties of Friendship between the two countries and to promote 
by every means in their power the commercial relations between their respective citizens, re-
solved to conclude a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce and reciprocal establishment and 
have for that purpose named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

Majesty the Hawaiian King, Sir John Bowring, Knight of Great Britain, Commander of the 
Order of Leopold of Belgium. etc., etc., His Envoy Extraordinary Minster Plenipotentiary, 
and the Swiss Federal Council, Mr. Frederic Frey Flerosee, Federal Colonel, Member the Swiss 
Federal Council, head of the Department of Commerce and Customs, who, after having Com-
municated each other their respective full powers, found in good due form, have agreed upon 
and signed the following Articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be, between the Hawaiian Islands Switzerland, perpetual peace and 
reciprocal liberty of establishment and commerce; Hawaiians shall be received treated in every 
canton of the Swiss Confederation, as regards their persons and their properties, on the same 
foot and in the same manner as now are or may hereafter be treated, the citizens of other can-
tons. The Swiss shall enjoy Hawaiian Islands all the same rights as Hawaiians in Switzerland. 
Conformably with this principle and within limits, the citizens of each of the contracting par-
ties freely, in their respective territories, and conforming themselves to the laws of the country, 
travel and sojourn, wholesale and retail, exercise every profession or industry, hire and occupy 
houses, warehouses, shops or other establishments necessary to them, effect transport of mer-
chandise and money, receive consignments both from the interior and from foreign countries, 
and for all or any of these operation the said citizens shall be subject to no other obligation 
than those which rest upon national subjects, excepting those police arrangements which are 
employed towards the most favored nations. They shall both be placed on a footing of perfect 
equality, free in all their purchases as in all their sales, and to establish and to fix the price of 
Articles, merchandise and all objects imported, as well as national, whether sold for home con-
sumption or intended for exportation, on the condition of expressly conforming to the laws 
and regulations of the country.

They shall enjoy the same freedom for carrying on their own affairs, of presenting in the 
custom-house their own declarations, or of replacing them by whom they please as attornies, 
factors, agents, consignees or interpreters in the purchase or sale of their goods, properties 
or merchandise. They shall enjoy the right of exercising all the functions confided to them 
by their own countrymen, by foreigners or natives as attornies, factors, agents consignees or 
interpreters.

In fine they shall not pay on account of their commerce or industry in any of the towns, or 
places of the said States, whether they be there established or temporarily residing, any duties, 
taxes or imposts of whatever denomination they may be, other or higher than those paid by 
natives or citizens of the most favored nations and the privileges, immunities or other favors 
whatever, which are enjoyed in the matters of commerce or industry by the citizens of either of 
the contracting States shall be common to those of the other.

ARTICLE II. The citizens of one of the contracting parties residing or established in the ter-
ritories of the other, who may desire to return to their country or who shall be sent away by a 
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judicial sentence, by a police measure regularly adopted and executed or according to the laws 
of mendicancy and public morals, shall be received at all times and under all circumstances, 
they and their families in the country of their origin and in which they may have preserved 
their legal rights.

ARTICLE III. The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall enjoy on the territory of the 
other the most per-feet and complete protection for their persons and their properties. They 
shall in consequence have free and easy access to the tribunals of justice for their claims and 
the defence of their rights, in all cases and in every degree of jurisdiction established by the 
law. They shall be free to employ in all circumstances advocates, lawyers or agents of any class 
whom they may choose to act in their name, chosen among those admitted to exercise these 
professions by the laws of the country. In fine they shall enjoy in this respect the same rights 
and privileges accorded to natives and be subject to the same conditions.

Anonymous, commercial, industrial or financial societies, legally authorized in either of the 
two countries, shall be admitted to plead in justice in time other, and shall enjoy in this respect 
the same rights as individuals.

ARTICLE IV. The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall, on the territories of the 
other, enjoy full and entire liberty to acquire, to possess by purchase, sale, donation, exchange, 
marriage, testament, succession ab intestato, or in any other way, every sort of real or personal 
property which the laws of the country allow a native of the country to dispose of or to possess.

Their heirs and representatives may succeed them and take possession by themselves, or by 
their attorneys, acting in their names, according to time ordinary forms of law applicable to 
native citizens.

In the absence of such heirs or representatives, the property shall be treated in the same manner 
as that of a native citizen under similar circumstances.

And in no case shall they pay on the value of such property any impost, contribution or charge, 
other or greater than that to which natives are subject.

In all cases it shall be allowed to the citizens of the two contracting parties to export their 
property, that is to say: Hawaiian citizens on Swiss territory, and Swiss citizens on Hawaiian 
territory, shall freely and without being subjected on exportation to pay any duty whatever as 
strangers, or being called on to pay other or heavier duties than those to which native citizens 
are themselves subject.

ARTICLE V. Time citizens of each of the contracting parties who may be in the territories of 
the other, shall be freed from all obligatory military service, either in the army or time navy, 
the national or civic guard or militia. They shall be free from the payment of all exemption 
money or contributions imposed for personal service, as from all military requisitions, except 
for lodgings or supplies for soldiers on their route, according to the usage of the country, to be 
required equally from natives and from foreigners.

ARTICLE VI. Neither in time of peace nor in time of war shall there, under any circumstanc-
es, be imposed or exacted on the property of a citizen of either of the contracting parties in 
the territories of the other taxes, duties, contributions or charges higher than are imposed or 
exacted on the same Properties belonging to a native of the country, or a subject of the most 
favored nation.

It is further understood that there shall be neither received nor demanded from a citizen of 
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either of the contracting parties in the territory of the other, any impost, be it what it may, 
other or greater than what is or may be demanded of a native or a citizen, or subject of the 
most favored nation.

ARTICLE VII. It shall be free for each of the two contracting parties to nominate Consuls, 
Vice-Consuls or Consular Agents, in the territories of time other. But before any of these offi-
cers can act as such, he must be acknowledged and admitted by the government to which he is 
sent, according to time ordinary usage, and either of the contracting parties may except from 
the residence of consular officers such particular places as it may deem fit.

The Consular authorities of each of the contracting parties shall enjoy on the territories of the 
other all the privileges, exemptions and immunities accorded to officers of the same rank of 
time most favored nation.

ARTICLE VIII. The two contracting parties promise to place time respective citizens in every-
thing which concerns the importation, warehousing, transit and exportation of every Article 
of legal commerce on the same footing as native citizens, or the citizens or subjects of the most 
favored nation, wherever these enjoy an exceptional advantage not granted to natives.

ARTICLE IX. Neither of time contracting parties shall exact on the importation, warehousing, 
transit or exportation of the products of the soil, or manufactures of the other, higher duties 
than those which are or may be imposed on the same Articles, being the produce of the soil, or 
the manufactures of any other country. The import duties to be paid in the Hawaiian Islands 
on the products of Swiss origin or manufacture shall, therefore, be, as soon as this present 
treaty becomes in force, reduced to the rate accorded to time most favored nation, and levied 
by the same rule and under the same conditions.

ARTICLE X. The two contracting parties promise that in case either of them shall grant to a 
third power any favor in commercial or custom house matters, that favor shall be extended at 
time same time and in full right to the other of the contracting parties.

ARTICLE XI. Articles subject to duty on entry, but serving as patterns, and which are im-
ported into the Hawaiian Islands by commercial travelers of Swiss houses, or imported into 
Switzerland by the commercial travelers of Hawaiian houses shall, on both sides, be admitted 
without charge. subject to the custom house regulations necessary to insure their re-exporta-
tion or transfer to time bonded warehouse.

ARTICLE XII. Should any question arise between the contracting countries which cannot be 
amicably settled by the diplomatic correspondence of time two governments, these shall by 
common accord designate a third friendly and neutral power as arbiter, whose decision shall 
be recognized by both parties.

ARTICLE XIII. The stipulations of the present treaty shall take effect in the two countries 
from time hundredth day after the exchange of time ratifications. Time treaty shall remain in 
vigor for ten years, dating from time day of the said exchange. In ease neither of time contract-
ing parties shall have notified twelve months before time end of time said period its intention 
to terminate time same, this treaty will continue obligatory till the expiry of a year, reckoning 
from the day on which either of the contracting parties shall give notice of its termination.

The contracting parties reserve to themselves the right of introducing by common consent into 
this treaty any modifications which are not opposed to its spirit or its principles, and of which 
experience shall have demonstrated the utility.
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ARTICLE XIV. The present treaty shall be subjected to the approval of the Privy Council of 
His Hawaiian Majesty, and of the Legislative Chambers of Switzerland, and time ratifications 
shall be exchanged in Paris within eighteen months of the date of the signature, or earlier if 
may be.

In faith of which the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed time treaty and hereunto affixed 
their seals.

Done by duplicate in Berne the twentieth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and six-
ty-four.

By the Hawaiian Plenipotentiary, 

[L. S.]  JOHN BOWRING

By the Swiss Plenipotentiary, 

[L. S.]      FREDERIC FREY FLEROSEE
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TREATY WITH THE  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

KAMEHAMEHA III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, to all to whom these presents shall come, 
Greeting:

Know Ye, that whereas a treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation between Our King-
dom and the United States of North America, was concluded and signed by Our and their 
Plenipotentiaries, in the city of Washington, on the 20th day of December, 1849, which treaty 
is word for word, as follows:

The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, equally 
animated with the desire of maintaining the relations of good understanding which have hith-
erto so happily subsisted between their respective states, and consolidating the commercial 
intercourse between them, have agreed to enter into negotiations for the conclusion of a treaty 
of friendship, commerce and navigation, for which purpose they have appointed Plenipoten-
tiaries, that is to say:

The President of the United States of America John M. Clayton, Secretary of State of the 
United States; and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, James Jackson Jarves, accred-
ited as His special commissioner to the Government of the United States; who, after having 
exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, have concluded and signed the 
following articles:

ARTICLE I. There shall be perpetual peace and amity between the United States and the King 
of the Hawaiian Islands, His heirs and His successors.

ARTICLE II. There shall be reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation between the United 
States of America and the Hawaiian Islands. No duty of customs, or other impost, shall be 
charged upon any goods, the produce or manufacture of one country, upon importation from 
such country into the other, other or higher than the duty or impost charged upon goods of 
the same kind, the produce or manufacture of, or imported from, any other country: and the 
United States of America and His Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands do hereby engage, 
that the subjects or citizens of any other state shall not enjoy any favor, privilege or immunity 
whatever, in matters of commerce and navigation, which shall not also, at the same time, be 
extended to the subjects or citizens of the other contracting parties gratuitously, if the conces-
sion in favor of that other state shall have been gratuitous, and in return for a compensation, 
as nearly as possible, of proportionate value and effect, to be adjusted by mutual agreement, if 
the concession shall have been conditional.

ARTICLE III. All articles the produce and manufacture of either country which can legally 
be imported into either country from the other, in ships of that other country, and thence 
coming, shall, when so imported, be subject to the same duties, and. enjoy the same privileges, 
whether imported in ships of the one country, or in ships of the other; and in like manner, all 
goods which can legally be exported or re-exported from either country to the other, in ships 
of that other country, shall, when so exported or re-exported, be subject to the same duties, 
and be entitled to the same privileges, drawbacks, bounties and allowances, whether exported 
in ships of the one country or in ships of the other; and all goods and articles, of whatever 
description, not being of the produce or manufacture of the United States, which can be legally 
imported into the Sandwich Islands, shall, when so imported in vessels of the United States, 
pay no other or higher duties, imposts or charges, than shall be payable upon the like goods 
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and articles, when imported in the vessels of the most favored foreign nation other than the 
nation of which the said goods and articles are the produce or manufacture.

ARTICLE IV. No duties of tonnage, harbor, light-houses, pilotage, quarantine, or other sim-
ilar duties, of whatever nature, or under whatever denomination, shall be imposed in either 
country upon the vessels of the other, in respect of voyages between the United States of Amer-
ica and the Hawaiian Islands, if laden, or in respect of any voyage, if in ballast, which shall not 
be equally imposed in the like cases on national vessels.

ARTICLE V. It is hereby declared, that the stipulations of the present treaty are not to be 
understood as applying to the navigation and carrying trade between one port and another 
situated in the States of either contracting party, such navigation and trade being reserved 
exclusively to national vessels.

ARTICLE VI. Steam vessels of the United States which may be employed by the Government 
of the said States, in the carrying of their public mails across the Pacific Ocean, or from one 
port in that ocean to another, shall have free access to the ports of the Sandwich Islands, with 
the privilege of stopping therein to refit, to refresh, to land passengers and their baggage, and 
for the transaction of any business pertaining to the public mail service of the United States, 
and shall be subject in such ports to no duties of tonnage, harbor, light-houses, quarantine, or 
other similar duties of whatever nature or under whatever denomination.

ARTICLE VII. The whaleships of the United States shall have access to the ports of Hilo, Ke-
alakekua and Hanalei, in the Sandwich Islands, for the purposes of refitment and refreshment, 
as well as to the ports of Honolulu and Lahaina, which only are ports of entry for all merchant 
vessels, and in all the above-named ports, they shall be permitted to trade or barter their sup-
plies or goods, excepting spirituous liquors, to the amount of two hundred dollars ad valorem 
for each vessel, without paying any charge for tonnage or harbor dues of any description, or 
any duties or imposts whatever upon the goods or articles so traded or bartered. They shall also 
be permitted, with the like exemption from all charges for tonnage and harbor dues, further 
to trade or barter, with the same exemption as to spirituous liquors, to the additional amount 
of one thousand dollars, ad valorem, for each vessel, paying upon the additional goods, and 
articles so traded and bartered, no other or higher duties, than are payable on like goods, and 
articles, when imported in the vessels and by the citizens or subjects of the most favored for-
eign nation. They shall also be permitted to pass from port to port of the Sandwich Islands for 
the purpose of procuring refreshments, but they shall not discharge their seamen or land their 
passengers in the said Islands, except at Lahaina and Honolulu, and in all ports named in this 
article, the whaleships of the United States shall enjoy in all respects whatsoever, all the rights, 
privileges and immunities, which are enjoyed by, or shall be granted to, the whaleships of the 
most favored foreign nation. The like privilege of frequenting the three ports of the Sandwich 
Islands, above named in this article, not being ports of entry for merchant vessels, is also guar-
anteed to all the public armed vessels of the United States. But nothing in this article shall be 
construed as authorizing any vessel of the United States, having on board any disease usually 
regarded as requiring quarantine, to enter, during the continuance of such disease on board, 
any port of the Sandwich Islands, other than Lahaina or Honolulu.

ARTICLE VIII. The contracting parties engage, in regard to the personal privileges that the 
citizens of the United States of America shall enjoy in the dominions of His Majesty the King 
of Hawaiian Islands, and the subjects of His said Majesty in the United States of America, that 
they shall have free and undoubted right to travel and to reside in the states of the two high 
contracting parties, subject to the same precautions of police which are practised towards the 
subjects or citizens of the most favored nations. They shall be entitled to occupy dwellings 
and warehouses, and to dispose of their personal property of every kind and description, by 
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sale, gift, exchange, will, or in any other way whatever, without the smallest hindrance or 
obstacle; and their heirs or representatives, being subjects or citizens of the other contracting 
party, shall succeed to their personal goods, whether by testament ab intestator; and may take 
possession thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them, and dispose of the same 
at will, paying to the profit of the respective governments such dues only as the inhabitants 
of the country wherein the said goods are, shall be subject to pay in like cases. And in case of 
the absence of the heirs and representative, such care shall be taken of the said goods as would 
be taken of the goods of a native of the same country in like case, until the lawful owner may 
take measures for receiving them. And if a question should arise among several claimants as to 
which of them said goods belong, the same shall be decided finally by the laws and judges of 
the land wherein the said goods are. Where, on the decease of any person holding real estate 
within the territories of one party, such real estate would, by the laws of the land, descend on a 
citizen or subject of the other, were he not disqualified by alienage, such citizen or subject shall 
be allowed a reasonable time to sell the same, and to withdraw the proceeds without molesta-
tion, and exempt from all duties of detraction on the part of the government of the respective 
states. The citizens or subjects of the contracting parties shall not be obliged to pay, under any 
pretense whatever, any taxes or impositions, other or greater than those which are paid, or may 
hereafter be paid, by the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation in the respective states 
of the high contracting parties. They shall be exempt from all military service, whether by land 
or by sea; from forced loans, and from every extraordinary contribution not general and by 
laws established. Their dwellings, warehouses, and all premises appertaining thereto, destined 
for the purposes of commerce or residence, shall be respected. No arbitrary search of, or visit 
to their houses, and no arbitrary examination or inspection whatever of the books, papers or 
accounts of their trade, shall be made; but such measures shall be executed only in conformity 
with the legal sentence of a competent tribunal; and each of the two contracting parties engag-
es that the citizens or subjects pf the other residing in their respective states, shall enjoy their 
property and personal security, in as full and ample manner as their own citizens or subjects, or 
the subjects or citizens of the most favored nation, but subject always to the laws and statutes 
of the two countries respectively.

ARTICLE IX. The citizens and subjects of each of the two contracting parties shall be free in 
the States of the other to manage their own affairs themselves, or to commit those affairs to the 
management of any persons whom they may appoint as their broker, factor or agent, nor shall 
the citizens and subjects of the two contracting parties be restrained in their choice of persons 
to act in such capacities, nor shall they be called upon to pay any salary or remuneration to 
any person whom they shall not choose to employ. Absolute freedom shall be given in all cases 
to the buyer and seller to bargain together and to fix the price of any goods or merchandise 
imported into, or to be exported from the States and dominions of the two contracting parties; 
save and except generally such cases wherein the laws and usages of the country may require 
the intervention of any special agents in the States and dominions of the contracting parties. 
But nothing contained in this or any other article of the present treaty shall be construed to 
authorize the sale of spirituous liquors to the natives of the Sandwich Islands farther than such 
sale may be allowed by the Hawaiian laws.

ARTICLE X. Each of the two contracting parties may have, in the ports of the other, consuls, 
vice-consuls, and commercial agents, of their own appointment, who shall enjoy the same 
privileges and powers with those of the most favored nation; but if any such consuls shall exer-
cise commerce, they shall be subject to the same laws and usages to which the private individu-
als of their nation are subject in the same place. The said consuls, vice-consuls, and commercial 
agents are authorized to require the assistance of the local authorities for the search, arrest, 
detention and imprisonment of the deserters from the ships of war and merchant vessels of 
their country. For this purpose, they shall apply to the competent tribunals, judges and officers, 
and shall in writing demand the said deserters, proving by the exhibition of registers of the 
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vessels, the rolls of the crews, or by other official documents, that such individuals formed part 
of the crews; and this reclamation being thus substantiated, the surrender shall not be refused. 
Such deserters, when arrested, shall be placed at the disposal of the said consuls, vice-consuls 
or commercial agents, and may be confined in the public prisons at the request and cost of 
those who shall claim them, in order to be detained until the time when they shall be restored 
to the vessel to which they belonged, or sent back to their own country, by a vessel of the same 
nation, or any other vessel whatsoever. The agents, owners or masters of vessels on account of 
whom the deserters have been apprehended, upon the requisition of the local authorities shall 
be required to take or send away such deserters from the states and dominions of the contract-
ing parties, or give such security for their good conduct as the law may require. But if not sent 
back nor reclaimed within six months from the day of their arrest, or if all the expenses of such 
imprisonment are not defrayed by the party causing such arrest and imprisonment, they shall 
be set at liberty, and shall not be again arrested for the same cause. However, if the deserters 
should be found to have committed any crime or offense, their surrender may be delayed until 
the tribunal before which their case shall be depending shall have pronounced its sentence, and 
such sentence shall have been carried into effect.

ARTICLE XI. It is agreed that perfect and entire liberty of conscience shall be enjoyed by the 
citizens and subjects of both the contracting parties, in the countries of the one and the other, 
without their being liable to be disturbed or molested on account of their religious belief. But 
nothing contained in this article shall be construed to interfere with the exclusive right of 
the Hawaiian Government to regulate for itself the schools which it may establish or support 
within its jurisdiction.

ARTICLE XII. If any ships of war or other vessels be wrecked on the coasts of the states or 
territories of either of the contracting parties, such ships or vessels, or any parts thereof, and 
all furniture and appurtenances belonging thereunto, and all goods and merchandise which 
shall be saved therefrom, or the produce thereof if sold, shall be faithfully restored with the 
least possible delay to the proprietors, upon being claimed by them, or by their duly authorized 
factors; and if there are no such proprietors or factors on the spot, then the said goods and 
merchandise, or the proceeds thereof, as well as all the papers found on board such wrecked 
ships or vessels, shall be delivered to the American or Hawaiian consul, or vice-consul, in 
whose district the wreck may have taken place; and such consul, vice-consul, proprietors or 
factors, shall pay only the expenses incurred in the preservation of the property, together with 
the rate of salvage and expenses of quarantine which would have been payable in the like case 
of a wreck of a national vessel; and the goods and merchandise saved from the wreck shall not 
be subject to duties unless entered for consumption; it being understood that in case of any 
legal claim upon such wreck, goods or merchandise, the same shall be referred for decision to 
the competent tribunals of the country.

ARTICLE XIII. The vessels of either of the two contracting parties which may be forced by 
stress of weather or other cause into one of the ports of the other, shall be exempt from all 
duties of port or navigation paid for the benefit of the State, if the motives which led to their 
seeking refuge be real and evident, and if no cargo be discharged or taken on board, save such 
as may relate to the subsistence of the crew, or be necessary for the repair of the vessels, and 
if they do not stay in port beyond the time necessary, keeping in view the cause which led to 
their seeking refuge.

ARTICLE XIV. The contracting parties mutually agree to surrender, upon official requisition, 
to the authorities of each, all persons who, being charged with the crimes of murder, piracy, 
arson, robbery, forgery, or the utterance of forged paper, committed within the jurisdiction of 
either, shall be found within the territories of the other; provided, that this shall only be done 
upon such evidence of criminality as, according to the laws of the place where the person so 
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charged shall be found, would justify his apprehension and commitment for trial if the crime 
had there been committed; and the respective judges and other magistrates of the two gov-
ernments, shall have authority, upon complaint made under oath, to issue a warrant for the 
apprehension of the person so charged, that he may be brought before such judges or other 
magistrates respectively, to the end that the evidence of criminality may be heard and consid-
ered; and if, on such hearing, the evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain the charge, it shall 
be the duty of the examining judge or magistrate to certify the same to the proper executive 
authority, that a warrant may issue for the surrender of such fugitive. The expense of such 
apprehension and delivery shall be borne and defrayed by the party who makes the requisition 
and receives the fugitive.

ARTICLE XV. So soon as steam or. other mail packets under the flag of either of the con-
tracting parties, shall have commenced running between their respective ports of entry, the 
contracting parties agree to receive at the Post Offices of those ports all mailable matter, and 
to forward it as directed, the destination being to some regular Post Office of either country; 
charging thereupon the regular postal rates as established by law in the territories of either 
party receiving said mailable matter, in addition to the original postage of the office whence 
the mail was sent. Mails for the United States shall be made up at regular intervals at the 
Hawaiian Post Office, and dispatched to ports of the United States, the Postmasters at which 
ports shall open the same, and forward the enclose matter as directed, crediting the Hawaiian 
Government with their postages as established by law and stamped upon each manuscript or 
printed sheet.

All mailable matter destined for the Hawaiian Islands shall be received at the several Post-of-
fices in the United States and forwarded to San Francisco or other ports on the Pacific Coast 
of the United States, whence the Post-masters shall dispatch it by the regular mail packets to 
Honolulu, the Hawaiian Government agreeing on their part to receive and collect for and 
credit' the Post-office Department of the United States with the United States rates charged 
thereupon. It shall be optional to pre-pay postage on letters in either country, but postage on 
printed sheets and newspapers shall in all cases be pre-paid. The respective Post-office Depart-
ments of the contracting parties shall, in their accounts, which are to be adjusted annually, be 
credited with all dead letters returned.

ARTICLE XVI. The present treaty shall be in force from the date of the exchange of the ratifi-
cations for the term of ten years, and further, until the end of twelve months after either of the 
contracting parties shall have given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the same, 
each of the said contracting parties reserving to itself the right of giving such notice at the end 
of the said term of ten years, or at any subsequent term. Any citizen or subject of either party 
infringing the articles of this treaty shall be held responsible for the same, and the harmony 
and good correspondence between the two governments shall not be interrupted thereby, each 
party engaging in no way to protect the offender or sanction such violation.

ARTICLE XVII. The present treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United States of 
America, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate of the said States, and by His Maj-
esty the King of the Hawaiian Islands, by and with the advice of His Privy Council of State, 
and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Honolulu within eighteen months from the date of 
its signature, or sooner if possible.
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In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same in triplicate, and have 
thereto affixed their Seals. Done at Washington, in the English language, the twentieth day of 
December, in the year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty-nine.

[Seal]   JOHN M. CLAYTON

[Seal]   JAMES JACKSON JARVES
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CONVENTION (IV) RESPECTING THE LAWS 
AND CUSTOMS OF WAR ON LAND AND ITS  
ANNEX: REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE 

LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF WAR ON LAND  
The Hague, 18 October 1907

[List of Contracting Parties]

Seeing that while seeking means to preserve peace and prevent armed conflicts between na-
tions, it is likewise necessary to bear in mind the case where the appeal to arms has been 
brought about by events which their care was unable to avert;

Animated by the desire to serve, even in this extreme case, the interests of humanity and the 
ever progressive needs of civilization;

Thinking it important, with this object, to revise the general laws and customs of war, either 
with a view to defining them with greater precision or to confining them within such limits as 
would mitigate their severity as far as possible;

Have deemed it necessary to complete and explain in certain particulars the work of the First 
Peace Conference, which, following on the Brussels Conference of 1874, and inspired by the 
ideas dictated by a wise and generous forethought, adopted provisions intended to define and 
govern the usages of war on land.

According to the views of the High Contracting Parties, these provisions, the wording of which 
has been inspired by the desire to diminish the evils of war, as far as military requirements 
permit, are intended to serve as a general rule of conduct for the belligerents in their mutual 
relations and in their relations with the inhabitants.

It has not, however, been found possible at present to concert regulations covering all the cir-
cumstances which arise in practice;

On the other hand, the High Contracting Parties clearly do not intend that unforeseen cases 
should, in the absence of a written undertaking, be left to the arbitrary judgment of military 
commanders.

Until a more complete code of the laws of war has been issued, the High Contracting Parties 
deem it expedient to declare that, in cases not included in the Regulations adopted by them, 
the inhabitants and the belligerents remain under the protection and the rule of the principles 
of the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among civilized peoples, from 
the laws of humanity, and the dictates of the public conscience.

They declare that it is in this sense especially that Articles I and 2 of the Regulations adopted 
must be understood.

The High Contracting Parties, wishing to conclude a fresh Convention to this effect, have 
appointed the following as their Plenipotentiaries:

[Here follow the names of Plenipotentiaries]
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Who, after having deposited their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon 
the following:

ARTICLE 1. The Contracting Powers shall issue instructions to their armed land forces which 
shall be in conformity with the Regulations respecting the laws and customs of war on land, 
annexed to the present Convention.

ARTICLE 2. The provisions contained in the Regulations referred to in Article 1, as well as in 
the present Convention, do not apply except between Contracting powers, and then only if all 
the belligerents are parties to the Convention.

ARTICLE 3. A belligerent party which violates the provisions of the said Regulations shall, if 
the case demands, be liable to pay compensation. It shall be responsible for all acts committed 
by persons forming part of its armed forces.

ARTICLE 4. The present Convention, duly ratified, shall as between the Contracting Powers, 
be substituted for the Convention of 29 July 1899, respecting the laws and customs of war on 
land.

The Convention of 1899 remains in force as between the Powers which signed it, and which 
do not also ratify the present Convention.

ARTICLE 5. The present Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible.

The ratifications shall be deposited at The Hague.

The first deposit of ratifications shall be recorded in a procès-verbal signed by the Representa-
tives of the Powers which take part therein and by the Netherlands Minister for Foreign Affairs.

The subsequent deposits of ratifications shall be made by means of a written notification, ad-
dressed to the Netherlands Government and accompanied by the instrument of ratification.

A duly certified copy of the procès-verbal relative to the first deposit of ratifications, of the 
notifications mentioned in the preceding paragraph, as well as of the instruments of ratifi-
cation, shall be immediately sent by the Netherlands Government, through the diplomatic 
channel, to the powers invited to the Second Peace Conference, as well as to the other Powers 
which have adhered to the Convention. In the cases contemplated in the preceding paragraph 
the said Government shall at the same time inform them of the date on which it received the 
notification.

ARTICLE 6. Non-Signatory Powers may adhere to the present Convention.

The Power which desires to adhere notifies in writing its intention to the Netherlands Gov-
ernment, forwarding to it the act of adhesion, which shall be deposited in the archives of the 
said Government.

This Government shall at once transmit to all the other Powers a duly certified copy of the 
notification as well as of the act of adhesion, mentioning the date on which it received the 
notification.

ARTICLE 7. The present Convention shall come into force, in the case of the Powers which 
were a party to the first deposit of ratifications, sixty days after the date of the procès-verbal of 
this deposit, and, in the case of the Powers which ratify subsequently or which adhere, sixty 
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days after the notification of their ratification or of their adhesion has been received by the 
Netherlands Government.

ARTICLE 8. In the event of one of the Contracting Powers wishing to denounce the present 
Convention, the denunciation shall be notified in writing to the Netherlands Government, 
which shall at once communicate a duly certified copy of the notification to all the other Pow-
ers, informing them of the date on which it was received.

The denunciation shall only have effect in regard to the notifying Power, and one year after the 
notification has reached the Netherlands Government.

ARTICLE 9. A register kept by the Netherlands Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall give the date 
of the deposit of ratifications made in virtue of Article 5, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well as the date 
on which the notifications of adhesion (Article 6, paragraph 2), or of denunciation (Article 8, 
paragraph 1) were received.

Each Contracting Power is entitled to have access to this register and to be supplied with duly 
certified extracts.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have appended their signatures to the present Conven-
tion.

Done at The Hague 18 October 1907, in a single copy, which shall remain deposited in the 
archives of the Netherlands Government, and duly certified copies of which shall be sent, 
through the diplomatic channel to the Powers which have been invited to the Second Peace 
Conference.

(Here follow signatures)

ANNEX TO THE CONVENTION

REGULATIONS RESPECTING THE LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF WAR ON LAND

SECTION I
ON BELLIGERENTS

CHAPTER I
The qualifications of belligerents

ARTICLE 1. The laws, rights, and duties of war apply not only to armies, but also to militia 
and Volunteer corps fulfilling the following conditions:

1. To be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates;
2. To have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance;
3. To carry arms openly; and
4. To conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.

In countries where militia or volunteer corps constitute the army, or form part of it, they are 
included under the denomination “army.”

ARTICLE 2. The inhabitants of a territory which has not been occupied, who, on the ap-
proach of the enemy, spontaneously take up arms to resist the invading troops without having 
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had time to organize themselves in accordance with Article 1, shall be regarded as belligerents 
if they carry arms openly and if they respect the laws and customs of war.

ARTICLE 3. The armed forces of the belligerent parties may consist of combatants and 
non-combatants. In the case of capture by the enemy, both have a right to be treated as pris-
oners of war.

CHAPTER II
Prisoners of war

ARTICLE 4. Prisoners of war are in the power of the hostile Government, but not of the in-
dividuals or corps who capture them.

They must be humanely treated.

All their personal belongings, except arms, horses, and military papers, remain their property.

ARTICLE 5. Prisoners of war may be interned in a town, fortress, camp, or other place, and 
bound not to go beyond certain fixed limits; but they cannot be confined except as in indis-
pensable measure of safety and only while the circumstances which necessitate the measure 
continue to exist.

ARTICLE 6. The State may utilize the labour of prisoners of war according to their rank and 
aptitude, officers excepted. The tasks shall not be excessive and shall have no connection with 
the operations of the war.

Prisoners may be authorized to work for the public service, for private persons, or on their 
own account.

Work done for the State is paid for at the rates in force for work of a similar kind done by 
soldiers of the national army, or, if there are none in force, at a rate according to the work 
executed.

When the work is for other branches of the public service or for private persons the conditions 
are settled in agreement with the military authorities.

The wages of the prisoners shall go towards improving their position, and the balance shall be 
paid them on their release, after deducting the cost of their maintenance.

ARTICLE 7. The Government into whose hands prisoners of war have fallen is charged with 
their maintenance.

In the absence of a special agreement between the belligerents, prisoners of war shall be treated 
as regards board, lodging, and clothing on the same footing as the troops of the Government 
who captured them.

ARTICLE 8. Prisoners of war shall be subject to the laws, regulations, and orders in force in 
the army of the State in whose power they are. Any act of insubordination justifies the adop-
tion towards them of such measures of severity as may be considered necessary.

Escaped prisoners who are retaken before being able to rejoin their own army or before leaving 
the territory occupied by the army which captured them are liable to disciplinary punishment.
Prisoners who, after succeeding in escaping, are again taken prisoners, are not liable to any 
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punishment on account of the previous flight.

ARTICLE 9. Every prisoner of war is bound to give, if he is questioned on the subject, his 
true name and rank, and if he infringes this rule, he is liable to have the advantages given to 
prisoners of his class curtailed.

ARTICLE 10. Prisoners of war may be set at liberty on parole if the laws of their country al-
low, and, in such cases, they are bound, on their personal honour, scrupulously to fulfil, both 
towards their own Government and the Government by whom they were made prisoners, the 
engagements they have contracted.

In such cases their own Government is bound neither to require of nor accept from them any 
service incompatible with the parole given.

ARTICLE 11. A prisoner of war cannot be compelled to accept his liberty on parole; similarly 
the hostile Government is not obliged to accede to the request of the prisoner to be set at 
liberty on parole.

ARTICLE 12. Prisoners of war liberated on parole and recaptured bearing arms against the 
Government to whom they had pledged their honour, or against the allies of that Government, 
forfeit their right to be treated as prisoners of war, and can be brought before the courts.

ARTICLE 13. Individuals who follow an army without directly belonging to it, such as news-
paper correspondents and reporters, sutlers and contractors, who fall into the enemy's hands 
and whom the latter thinks expedient to detain, are entitled to be treated as prisoners of war, 
provided they are in possession of a certificate from the military authorities of the army which 
they were accompanying.

ARTICLE 14. An inquiry office for prisoners of war is instituted on the commencement of 
hostilities in each of the belligerent States, and, when necessary, in neutral countries which 
have received belligerents in their territory. It is the function of this office to reply to all in-
quiries about the prisoners. It receives from the various services concerned full information 
respecting internments arid transfers, releases on parole, exchanges, escapes, admissions into 
hospital, deaths, as well as other information necessary to enable it to make out and keep up 
to date an individual return for each prisoner of war. The office must state in this return the 
regimental number, name and surname, age, place of origin, rank, unit, wounds, date and 
place of capture, internment, wounding, and death, as well as any observations of a special 
character. The individual return shall be sent to the Government of the other belligerent after 
the conclusion of peace.

It is likewise the function of the inquiry office to receive and collect all objects of personal use, 
valuables, letters, etc., found on the field of battle or left by prisoners who have been released 
on parole, or exchanged, or who have escaped, or died in hospitals or ambulances, and to for-
ward them to those concerned.

ARTICLE 15. Relief societies for prisoners of war, which are properly constituted in accor-
dance with the laws of their country and with the object of serving as the channel for charitable 
effort shall receive from the belligerents, for themselves and their duly accredited agents every 
facility for the efficient performance of their humane task within the bounds imposed by mil-
itary necessities and administrative regulations. Agents of these societies may be admitted to 
the places of internment for the purpose of distributing relief, as also to the halting places of 
repatriated prisoners, if furnished with a personal permit by the military authorities, and on 
giving an undertaking in writing to comply with all measures of order and police which the 
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latter may issue.

ARTICLE 16. Inquiry offices enjoy the privilege of free postage. Letters, money orders, and 
valuables, as well as parcels by post, intended for prisoners of war, or dispatched by them, shall 
be exempt from all postal duties in the countries of origin and destination, as well as in the 
countries they pass through.

Presents and relief in kind for prisoners of war shall be admitted free of all import or other 
duties, as well as of payments for carriage by the State railways.

ARTICLE 17. Officers taken prisoners shall receive the same rate of pay as officers of corre-
sponding rank in the country where they are detained, the amount to be ultimately refunded 
by their own Government.

ARTICLE 18. Prisoners of war shall enjoy complete liberty in the exercise of their religion, 
including attendance at the services of whatever church they may belong to, on the sole condi-
tion that they comply with the measures of order and police issued by the military authorities.

ARTICLE 19. The wills of prisoners of war are received or drawn up in the same way as for 
soldiers of the national army.

The same rules shall be observed regarding death certificates as well as for the burial of prison-
ers of war, due regard being paid to their grade and rank.

ARTICLE 20. After the conclusion of peace, the repatriation of prisoners of war shall be car-
ried out as quickly as possible.

CHAPTER III
The sick and wounded

ARTICLE 21. The obligations of belligerents with regard to the sick and wounded are gov-
erned by the Geneva Convention.

SECTION II
HOSTILITIES

CHAPTER I
Means of injuring the enemy, sieges, and bombardments

ARTICLE 22. The right of belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy is not unlimited.

ARTICLE 23. In addition to the prohibitions provided by special Conventions, it is especially 
forbidden

(a) To employ poison or poisoned weapons;
(b) To kill or wound treacherously individuals belonging to the hostile nation or army;
(c) To kill or wound an enemy who, having laid down his arms, or having no longer means of 
defence, has surrendered at discretion;
(d) To declare that no quarter will be given;
(e) To employ arms, projectiles, or material calculated to cause unnecessary suffering;
(f ) To make improper use of a flag of truce, of the national flag or of the military insignia and 
uniform of the enemy, as well as the distinctive badges of the Geneva Convention;
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(g) To destroy or seize the enemy's property, unless such destruction or seizure be imperatively 
demanded by the necessities of war;
(h) To declare abolished, suspended, or inadmissible in a court of law the rights and actions of 
the nationals of the hostile party. A belligerent is likewise forbidden to compel the nationals of 
the hostile party to take part in the operations of war directed against their own country, even 
if they were in the belligerent's service before the commencement of the war.

ARTICLE 24. Ruses of war and the employment of measures necessary for obtaining informa-
tion about the enemy and the country are considered permissible.

ARTICLE 25. The attack or bombardment, by whatever means, of towns, villages, dwellings, 
or buildings which are undefended is prohibited.

ARTICLE 26. The officer in command of an attacking force must, before commencing a bom-
bardment, except in cases of assault, do all in his power to warn the authorities.

ARTICLE 27. In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps must be taken to spare, as far 
as possible, buildings dedicated to religion, art, science, or charitable purposes, historic mon-
uments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded are collected, provided they are not 
being used at the time for military purposes.

It is the duty of the besieged to indicate the presence of such buildings or places by distinctive 
and visible signs, which shall be notified to the enemy beforehand.

ARTICLE 28. The pillage of a town or place, even when taken by assault, is prohibited.

CHAPTER II
Spies

ARTICLE 29. A person can only be considered a spy when, acting clandestinely or on false 
pretences, he obtains or endeavours to obtain information in the zone of operations of a bel-
ligerent, with the intention of communicating it to the hostile party.

Thus, soldiers not wearing a disguise who have penetrated into the zone of operations of the 
hostile army, for the purpose of obtaining information, are not considered spies. Similarly, the 
following are not considered spies: Soldiers and civilians, carrying out their mission openly, 
entrusted with the delivery of despatches intended either for their own army or for the ene-
my's army. To this class belong likewise persons sent in balloons for the purpose of carrying 
despatches and, generally, of maintaining communications between the different parts of an 
army or a territory.

ARTICLE 30. A spy taken in the act shall not be punished without previous trial.

ARTICLE 31. A spy who, after rejoining the army to which he belongs, is subsequently cap-
tured by the enemy, is treated as a prisoner of war, and incurs no responsibility for his previous 
acts of espionage.

CHAPTER III
Flags of truce

ARTICLE 32. A person is regarded as a parlementaire who has been authorized by one of the 
belligerents to enter into communication with the other, and who advances bearing a white 
flag. He has a right to inviolability, as well as the trumpeter, bugler or drummer, the flag-bearer 
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and interpreter who may accompany him.

ARTICLE 33. The commander to whom a parlementaire is sent is not in all cases obliged to 
receive him.

He may take all the necessary steps to prevent the parlementaire taking advantage of his mis-
sion to obtain information.

In case of abuse, he has the right to detain the parlementaire temporarily.

ARTICLE 34. The parlementaire loses his rights of inviolability if it is proved in a clear and 
incontestable manner that he has taken advantage of his privileged position to provoke or 
commit an act of treason.

CHAPTER IV
Capitulations

ARTICLE 35. Capitulations agreed upon between the Contracting Parties must take into 
account the rules of military honour.

Once settled, they must be scrupulously observed by both parties.

CHAPTER V
Armistices

ARTICLE 36. An armistice suspends military operations by mutual agreement between the 
belligerent parties. If its duration is not defined, the belligerent parties may resume operations 
at any time, provided always that the enemy is warned within the time agreed upon, in accor-
dance with the terms of the armistice.

ARTICLE 37. An armistice may be general or local. The first suspends the military operations 
of the belligerent States everywhere; the second only between certain fractions of the belliger-
ent armies and within a fixed radius.

ARTICLE 38. An armistice must be notified officially and in good time to the competent 
authorities and to the troops. Hostilities are suspended immediately after the notification, or 
on the date fixed.

ARTICLE 39. It rests with the Contracting Parties to settle, in the terms of the armistice, 
what communications may be held in the theatre of war with the inhabitants and between the 
inhabitants of one belligerent State and those of the other.

ARTICLE 40. Any serious violation of the armistice by one of the parties gives the other party 
the right of denouncing it, and even, in cases of urgency, of recommencing hostilities imme-
diately.

ARTICLE 41. A violation of the terms of the armistice by private persons acting on their own 
initiative only entitles the injured party to demand the punishment of the offenders or, if nec-
essary, compensation for the losses sustained.
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SECTION III
MILITARY AUTHORITY OVER THE TERRITORY OF THE HOSTILE STATE

ARTICLE 42. Territory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority 
of the hostile army.

The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established and 
can be exercised.

ARTICLE 43. The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of 
the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as far 
as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in 
force in the country.

ARTICLE 44. A belligerent is forbidden to force the inhabitants of territory occupied by it 
to furnish information about the army of the other belligerent, or about its means of defense.

ARTICLE 45. It is forbidden to compel the inhabitants of occupied territory to swear alle-
giance to the hostile Power.

ARTICLE 46. Family honour and rights, the lives of persons, and private property, as well as 
religious convictions and practice, must be respected.

Private property cannot be confiscated.

ARTICLE 47. Pillage is formally forbidden.

ARTICLE 48. If, in the territory occupied, the occupant collects the taxes, dues, and tolls 
imposed for the benefit of the State, he shall do so, as far as is possible, in accordance with the 
rules of assessment and incidence in force, and shall in consequence be bound to defray the 
expenses of the administration of the occupied territory to the same extent as the legitimate 
Government was so bound.

ARTICLE 49. If, in addition to the taxes mentioned in the above article, the occupant levies 
other money contributions in the occupied territory, this shall only be for the needs of the 
army or of the administration of the territory in question.

ARTICLE 50. No general penalty, pecuniary or otherwise, shall be inflicted upon the popu-
lation on account of the acts of individuals for which they cannot be regarded as jointly and 
severally responsible.

ARTICLE 51. No contribution shall be collected except under a written order, and on the 
responsibility of a commander-in-chief.

The collection of the said contribution shall only be effected as far as possible in accordance 
with the rules of assessment and incidence of the taxes in force.

For every contribution a receipt shall be given to the contributors.

ARTICLE 52. Requisitions in kind and services shall not be demanded from municipalities or 
inhabitants except for the needs of the army of occupation. They shall be in proportion to the 
resources of the country, and of such a nature as not to involve the inhabitants in the obligation 
of taking part in military operations against their own country.
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Such requisitions and services shall only be demanded on the authority of the commander in 
the locality occupied.

Contributions in kind shall as far is possible be paid for in cash; if not, a receipt shall be given 
and the payment of the amount due shall be made as soon as possible.

ARTICLE 53. An army of occupation can only take possession of cash, funds, and realizable 
securities which are strictly the property of the State, depots of arms, means of transport, stores 
and supplies, and, generally, all movable property belonging to the State which may be used 
for military operations.

All appliances, whether on land, at sea, or in the air, adapted for the transmission of news, or 
for the transport of persons or things, exclusive of cases governed by naval law, depots of arms, 
and, generally, all kinds of munitions of war, may be seized, even if they belong to private in-
dividuals, but must be restored and compensation fixed when peace is made.

ARTICLE 54. Submarine cables connecting an occupied territory with a neutral territory 
shall not be seized or destroyed except in the case of absolute necessity. They must likewise be 
restored and compensation fixed when peace is made.

ARTICLE 55. The occupying State shall be regarded only as administrator and usufructuary 
of public buildings, real estate, forests, and agricultural estates belonging to the hostile State, 
and situated in the occupied country. It must safeguard the capital of these properties, and 
administer them in accordance with the rules of usufruct.

ARTICLE 56. The property of municipalities, that of institutions dedicated to religion, char-
ity and education, the arts and sciences, even when State property, shall be treated as private 
property.

All seizure of, destruction or wilful damage done to institutions of this character, historic 
monuments, works of art and science, is forbidden, and should be made the subject of legal 
proceedings.
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CONVENTION (IV) RELATIVE TO THE  
PROTECTION OF CIVILIAN PERSONS  

IN TIME OF WAR 
Geneva, 12 August 1949

Preamble

The undersigned Plenipotentiaries of the Governments represented at the Diplomatic Con-
ference held at Geneva from April 21 to August 12, 1949, for the purpose of establishing a 
Convention for the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, have agreed as follows:

Part I. General Provisions

Art. 1. The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present 
Convention in all circumstances.
 
Art. 2. In addition to the provisions which shall be implemented in peace-time, the present 
Convention shall apply to all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may 
arise between two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not rec-
ognized by one of them.
 
The Convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total occupation of the territory of a 
High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance.
 
Although one of the Powers in conflict may not be a party to the present Convention, the 
Powers who are parties thereto shall remain bound by it in their mutual relations. They shall 
furthermore be bound by the Convention in relation to the said Power, if the latter accepts and 
applies the provisions thereof.
 
Art. 3. In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory 
of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a 
minimum, the following provisions: 
 
(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces who 
have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or 
any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction 
founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria.
 
To this end the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place 
whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons:

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment 
and torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment 
pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are 
recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.
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(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.
  
An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, may 
offer its services to the Parties to the conflict.
 
The Parties to the conflict should further endeavour to bring into force, by means of special 
agreements, all or part of the other provisions of the present Convention.
 
The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the 
conflict.
 
Art. 4. Persons protected by the Convention are those who, at a given moment and in any 
manner whatsoever, find themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party 
to the conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not nationals.
 
Nationals of a State which is not bound by the Convention are not protected by it. Nationals 
of a neutral State who find themselves in the territory of a belligerent State, and nationals of a 
co-belligerent State, shall not be regarded as protected persons while the State of which they are 
nationals has normal diplomatic representation in the State in whose hands they are.
 
The provisions of Part II are, however, wider in application, as defined in Article 13.
 
Persons protected by the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the 
Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949, or by the Geneva Con-
vention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members 
of Armed Forces at Sea of 12 August 1949, or by the Geneva Convention relative to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War of 12 August 1949, shall not be considered as protected persons 
within the meaning of the present Convention.
 
Art. 5 Where in the territory of a Party to the conflict, the latter is satisfied that an individual 
protected person is definitely suspected of or engaged in activities hostile to the security of the 
State, such individual person shall not be entitled to claim such rights and privileges under the 
present Convention as would, if exercised in the favour of such individual person, be prejudi-
cial to the security of such State.
 
Where in occupied territory an individual protected person is detained as a spy or saboteur, or 
as a person under definite suspicion of activity hostile to the security of the Occupying Power, 
such person shall, in those cases where absolute military security so requires, be regarded as 
having forfeited rights of communication under the present Convention.
 
In each case, such persons shall nevertheless be treated with humanity and, in case of trial, shall 
not be deprived of the rights of fair and regular trial prescribed by the present Convention. 
They shall also be granted the full rights and privileges of a protected person under the present 
Convention at the earliest date consistent with the security of the State or Occupying Power, 
as the case may be.
 
Art. 6. The present Convention shall apply from the outset of any conflict or occupation men-
tioned in Article 2.
 
In the territory of Parties to the conflict, the application of the present Convention shall cease 
on the general close of military operations.

In the case of occupied territory, the application of the present Convention shall cease one year 
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after the general close of military operations; however, the Occupying Power shall be bound, 
for the duration of the occupation, to the extent that such Power exercises the functions of 
government in such territory, by the provisions of the following Articles of the present Con-
vention: 1 to 12, 27, 29 to 34, 47, 49, 51, 52, 53, 59, 61 to 77, 143.
 
Protected persons whose release, repatriation or re-establishment may take place after such 
dates shall meanwhile continue to benefit by the present Convention.
 
Art. 7. In addition to the agreements expressly provided for in Articles 11, 14, 15, 17, 36, 108, 
109, 132, 133 and 149, the High Contracting Parties may conclude other special agreements 
for all matters concerning which they may deem it suitable to make separate provision. No 
special agreement shall adversely affect the situation of protected persons, as defined by the 
present Convention, not restrict the rights which it confers upon them.
 
Protected persons shall continue to have the benefit of such agreements as long as the Conven-
tion is applicable to them, except where express provisions to the contrary are contained in the 
aforesaid or in subsequent agreements, or where more favourable measures have been taken 
with regard to them by one or other of the Parties to the conflict.
 
Art. 8. Protected persons may in no circumstances renounce in part or in entirety the rights 
secured to them by the present Convention, and by the special agreements referred to in the 
foregoing Article, if such there be.
 
Art. 9. The present Convention shall be applied with the cooperation and under the scrutiny 
of the Protecting Powers whose duty it is to safeguard the interests of the Parties to the conflict. 
For this purpose, the Protecting Powers may appoint, apart from their diplomatic or consular 
staff, delegates from amongst their own nationals or the nationals of other neutral Powers. The 
said delegates shall be subject to the approval of the Power with which they are to carry out 
their duties.
 
The Parties to the conflict shall facilitate to the greatest extent possible the task of the represen-
tatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers.
 
The representatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers shall not in any case exceed their 
mission under the present Convention.
 
They shall, in particular, take account of the imperative necessities of security of the State 
wherein they carry out their duties.
 
Art. 10. The provisions of the present Convention constitute no obstacle to the humanitarian 
activities which the International Committee of the Red Cross or any other impartial hu-
manitarian organization may, subject to the consent of the Parties to the conflict concerned, 
undertake for the protection of civilian persons and for their relief.
 
Art. 11. The High Contracting Parties may at any time agree to entrust to an international 
organization which offers all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy the duties incumbent on 
the Protecting Powers by virtue of the present Convention.
 
When persons protected by the present Convention do not benefit or cease to benefit, no 
matter for what reason, by the activities of a Protecting Power or of an organization provided 
for in the first paragraph above, the Detaining Power shall request a neutral State, or such an 
organization, to undertake the functions performed under the present Convention by a Pro-
tecting Power designated by the Parties to a conflict.
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If protection cannot be arranged accordingly, the Detaining Power shall request or shall accept, 
subject to the provisions of this Article, the offer of the services of a humanitarian organization, 
such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, to assume the humanitarian functions 
performed by Protecting Powers under the present Convention.
 
Any neutral Power or any organization invited by the Power concerned or offering itself for 
these purposes, shall be required to act with a sense of responsibility towards the Party to the 
conflict on which persons protected by the present Convention depend, and shall be required 
to furnish sufficient assurances that it is in a position to undertake the appropriate functions 
and to discharge them impartially.
 
No derogation from the preceding provisions shall be made by special agreements between 
Powers one of which is restricted, even temporarily, in its freedom to negotiate with the other 
Power or its allies by reason of military events, more particularly where the whole, or a substan-
tial part, of the territory of the said Power is occupied.
 
Whenever in the present Convention mention is made of a Protecting Power, such mention 
applies to substitute organizations in the sense of the present Article.
 
The provisions of this Article shall extend and be adapted to cases of nationals of a neutral State 
who are in occupied territory or who find themselves in the territory of a belligerent State in 
which the State of which they are nationals has not normal diplomatic representation.
 
Art. 12. In cases where they deem it advisable in the interest of protected persons, particularly 
in cases of disagreement between the Parties to the conflict as to the application or interpreta-
tion of the provisions of the present Convention, the Protecting Powers shall lend their good 
offices with a view to settling the disagreement.
 
For this purpose, each of the Protecting Powers may, either at the invitation of one Party or on 
its own initiative, propose to the Parties to the conflict a meeting of their representatives, and 
in particular of the authorities responsible for protected persons, possibly on neutral territory 
suitably chosen. The Parties to the conflict shall be bound to give effect to the proposals made 
to them for this purpose. The Protecting Powers may, if necessary, propose for approval by the 
Parties to the conflict a person belonging to a neutral Power, or delegated by the International 
Committee of the Red Cross, who shall be invited to take part in such a meeting.

 
Part II. General Protection of Populations Against Certain Consequences of War 

Art. 13. The provisions of Part II cover the whole of the populations of the countries in con-
flict, without any adverse distinction based, in particular, on race, nationality, religion or polit-
ical opinion, and are intended to alleviate the sufferings caused by war.
 
Art. 14. In time of peace, the High Contracting Parties and, after the outbreak of hostilities, 
the Parties thereto, may establish in their own territory and, if the need arises, in occupied 
areas, hospital and safety zones and localities so organized as to protect from the effects of war, 
wounded, sick and aged persons, children under fifteen, expectant mothers and mothers of 
children under seven.
 
Upon the outbreak and during the course of hostilities, the Parties concerned may conclude 
agreements on mutual recognition of the zones and localities they have created. They may for 
this purpose implement the provisions of the Draft Agreement annexed to the present Con-
vention, with such amendments as they may consider necessary.
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The Protecting Powers and the International Committee of the Red Cross are invited to lend 
their good offices in order to facilitate the institution and recognition of these hospital and 
safety zones and localities.
 
Art. 15. Any Party to the conflict may, either direct or through a neutral State or some humanitar-
ian organization, propose to the adverse Party to establish, in the regions where fighting is taking 
place, neutralized zones intended to shelter from the effects of war the following persons, without 
distinction: 

(a) wounded and sick combatants or non-combatants;
(b) civilian persons who take no part in hostilities, and who, while they reside in the zones, 
perform no work of a military character. 
 
When the Parties concerned have agreed upon the geographical position, administration, food 
supply and supervision of the proposed neutralized zone, a written agreement shall be conclud-
ed and signed by the representatives of the Parties to the conflict. The agreement shall fix the 
beginning and the duration of the neutralization of the zone.
 
Art. 16. The wounded and sick, as well as the infirm, and expectant mothers, shall be the object 
of particular protection and respect.
 
As far as military considerations allow, each Party to the conflict shall facilitate the steps taken 
to search for the killed and wounded, to assist the shipwrecked and other persons exposed to 
grave danger, and to protect them against pillage and ill-treatment.
 
Art. 17. The Parties to the conflict shall endeavour to conclude local agreements for the remov-
al from besieged or encircled areas, of wounded, sick, infirm, and aged persons, children and 
maternity cases, and for the passage of ministers of all religions, medical personnel and medical 
equipment on their way to such areas.

Art. 18. Civilian hospitals organized to give care to the wounded and sick, the infirm and ma-
ternity cases, may in no circumstances be the object of attack but shall at all times be respected 
and protected by the Parties to the conflict.
 
States which are Parties to a conflict shall provide all civilian hospitals with certificates showing 
that they are civilian hospitals and that the buildings which they occupy are not used for any 
purpose which would deprive these hospitals of protection in accordance with Article 19.
 
Civilian hospitals shall be marked by means of the emblem provided for in Article 38 of 
the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in 
Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949, but only if so authorized by the State.
 
The Parties to the conflict shall, in so far as military considerations permit, take the nec-
essary steps to make the distinctive emblems indicating civilian hospitals clearly visible to 
the enemy land, air and naval forces in order to obviate the possibility of any hostile action. 

In view of the dangers to which hospitals may be exposed by being close to military objectives, 
it is recommended that such hospitals be situated as far as possible from such objectives.
 
Art. 19. The protection to which civilian hospitals are entitled shall not cease unless they are 
used to commit, outside their humanitarian duties, acts harmful to the enemy. Protection 
may, however, cease only after due warning has been given, naming, in all appropriate cases, a 
reasonable time limit and after such warning has remained unheeded.
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The fact that sick or wounded members of the armed forces are nursed in these hospitals, or the 
presence of small arms and ammunition taken from such combatants and not yet been handed 
to the proper service, shall not be considered to be acts harmful to the enemy.
 
Art. 20. Persons regularly and solely engaged in the operation and administration of civilian 
hospitals, including the personnel engaged in the search for, removal and transporting of and 
caring for wounded and sick civilians, the infirm and maternity cases shall be respected and 
protected.
 
In occupied territory and in zones of military operations, the above personnel shall be recog-
nizable by means of an identity card certifying their status, bearing the photograph of the hold-
er and embossed with the stamp of the responsible authority, and also by means of a stamped, 
water-resistant armlet which they shall wear on the left arm while carrying out their duties. 
This armlet shall be issued by the State and shall bear the emblem provided for in Article 38 
of the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in 
Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949.
 
Other personnel who are engaged in the operation and administration of civilian hospitals 
shall be entitled to respect and protection and to wear the armlet, as provided in and under the 
conditions prescribed in this Article, while they are employed on such duties. The identity card 
shall state the duties on which they are employed.
 
The management of each hospital shall at all times hold at the disposal of the competent na-
tional or occupying authorities an up-to-date list of such personnel.
 
Art. 21. Convoys of vehicles or hospital trains on land or specially provided vessels on sea, 
conveying wounded and sick civilians, the infirm and maternity cases, shall be respected and 
protected in the same manner as the hospitals provided for in Article 18, and shall be marked, 
with the consent of the State, by the display of the distinctive emblem provided for in Article 
38 of the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick 
in Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949.
 
Art.22. Aircraft exclusively employed for the removal of wounded and sick civilians, the infirm 
and maternity cases or for the transport of medical personnel and equipment, shall not be 
attacked, but shall be respected while flying at heights, times and on routes specifically agreed 
upon between all the Parties to the conflict concerned.
 
They may be marked with the distinctive emblem provided for in Article 38 of the Geneva 
Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces 
in the Field of 12 August 1949.
 
Unless agreed otherwise, flights over enemy or enemy occupied territory are prohibited.
 
Such aircraft shall obey every summons to land. In the event of a landing thus imposed, the 
aircraft with its occupants may continue its flight after examination, if any.
 
Art. 23. Each High Contracting Party shall allow the free passage of all consignments of med-
ical and hospital stores and objects necessary for religious worship intended only for civilians 
of another High Contracting Party, even if the latter is its adversary. It shall likewise permit 
the free passage of all consignments of essential foodstuffs, clothing and tonics intended for 
children under fifteen, expectant mothers and maternity cases.
 
The obligation of a High Contracting Party to allow the free passage of the consignments 
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indicated in the preceding paragraph is subject to the condition that this Party is satisfied that 
there are no serious reasons for fearing:

(a) that the consignments may be diverted from their destination,
(b) that the control may not be effective, or
(c) that a definite advantage may accrue to the military efforts or economy of the enemy 
through the substitution of the above-mentioned consignments for goods which would other-
wise be provided or produced by the enemy or through the release of such material, services or 
facilities as would otherwise be required for the production of such goods. 
 
The Power which allows the passage of the consignments indicated in the first paragraph of 
this Article may make such permission conditional on the distribution to the persons benefited 
thereby being made under the local supervision of the Protecting Powers.
 
Such consignments shall be forwarded as rapidly as possible, and the Power which permits 
their free passage shall have the right to prescribe the technical arrangements under which such 
passage is allowed.
 
Art. 24. The Parties to the conflict shall take the necessary measures to ensure that children 
under fifteen, who are orphaned or are separated from their families as a result of the war, are 
not left to their own resources, and that their maintenance, the exercise of their religion and 
their education are facilitated in all circumstances. Their education shall, as far as possible, be 
entrusted to persons of a similar cultural tradition.
 
The Parties to the conflict shall facilitate the reception of such children in a neutral country 
for the duration of the conflict with the consent of the Protecting Power, if any, and under due 
safeguards for the observance of the principles stated in the first paragraph.
 
They shall, furthermore, endeavour to arrange for all children under twelve to be identified by 
the wearing of identity discs, or by some other means.
 
Art. 25. All persons in the territory of a Party to the conflict, or in a territory occupied by it, 
shall be enabled to give news of a strictly personal nature to members of their families, wher-
ever they may be, and to receive news from them. This correspondence shall be forwarded 
speedily and without undue delay.
 
If, as a result of circumstances, it becomes difficult or impossible to exchange family corre-
spondence by the ordinary post, the Parties to the conflict concerned shall apply to a neutral 
intermediary, such as the Central Agency provided for in Article 140, and shall decide in 
consultation with it how to ensure the fulfilment of their obligations under the best possible 
conditions, in particular with the cooperation of the National Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red 
Lion and Sun) Societies.
 
If the Parties to the conflict deem it necessary to restrict family correspondence, such restrictions 
shall be confined to the compulsory use of standard forms containing twenty-five freely chosen 
words, and to the limitation of the number of these forms despatched to one each month. 
 
Art. 26. Each Party to the conflict shall facilitate enquiries made by members of families dis-
persed owing to the war, with the object of renewing contact with one another and of meeting, 
if possible. It shall encourage, in particular, the work of organizations engaged on this task 
provided they are acceptable to it and conform to its security regulations.
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Part III. Status and Treatment of Protected Persons
 

Section I. Provisions common to the territories of the parties to the conflict  
and to occupied territories

 
Art. 27. Protected persons are entitled, in all circumstances, to respect for their persons, their 
honour, their family rights, their religious convictions and practices, and their manners and 
customs. They shall at all times be humanely treated, and shall be protected especially against 
all acts of violence or threats thereof and against insults and public curiosity.
 
Women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against 
rape, enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault.
 
Without prejudice to the provisions relating to their state of health, age and sex, all protected 
persons shall be treated with the same consideration by the Party to the conflict in whose pow-
er they are, without any adverse distinction based, in particular, on race, religion or political 
opinion.
 
However, the Parties to the conflict may take such measures of control and security in regard 
to protected persons as may be necessary as a result of the war.
 
Art. 28. The presence of a protected person may not be used to render certain points or areas 
immune from military operations.
 
Art. 29. The Party to the conflict in whose hands protected persons may be, is responsible 
for the treatment accorded to them by its agents, irrespective of any individual responsibility 
which may be incurred. 
 
Art. 30. Protected persons shall have every facility for making application to the Protecting 
Powers, the International Committee of the Red Cross, the National Red Cross (Red Crescent, 
Red Lion and Sun) Society of the country where they may be, as well as to any organization 
that might assist them.
 
These several organizations shall be granted all facilities for that purpose by the authorities, 
within the bounds set by military or security considerations.
 
Apart from the visits of the delegates of the Protecting Powers and of the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross, provided for by Article 143, the Detaining or Occupying Powers 
shall facilitate, as much as possible, visits to protected persons by the representatives of other 
organizations whose object is to give spiritual aid or material relief to such persons.
 
Art. 31. No physical or moral coercion shall be exercised against protected persons, in partic-
ular to obtain information from them or from third parties.
 
Art. 32. The High Contracting Parties specifically agree that each of them is prohibited from 
taking any measure of such a character as to cause the physical suffering or extermination of 
protected persons in their hands. This prohibition applies not only to murder, torture, corporal 
punishments, mutilation and medical or scientific experiments not necessitated by the medical 
treatment of a protected person, but also to any other measures of brutality whether applied 
by civilian or military agents.

Art. 33. No protected person may be punished for an offence he or she has not personally 
committed. Collective penalties and likewise all measures of intimidation or of terrorism are 
prohibited.
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Pillage is prohibited.
 
Reprisals against protected persons and their property are prohibited.
 
Art. 34. The taking of hostages is prohibited.

 
Section II. Aliens in the territory of a party to the conflict

 
Art. 35. All protected persons who may desire to leave the territory at the outset of, or during a 
conflict, shall be entitled to do so, unless their departure is contrary to the national interests of 
the State. The applications of such persons to leave shall be decided in accordance with regu-
larly established procedures and the decision shall be taken as rapidly as possible. Those persons 
permitted to leave may provide themselves with the necessary funds for their journey and take 
with them a reasonable amount of their effects and articles of personal use.
 
If any such person is refused permission to leave the territory, he shall be entitled to have refusal 
reconsidered, as soon as possible by an appropriate court or administrative board designated by 
the Detaining Power for that purpose.
 
Upon request, representatives of the Protecting Power shall, unless reasons of security prevent 
it, or the persons concerned object, be furnished with the reasons for refusal of any request 
for permission to leave the territory and be given, as expeditiously as possible, the names of all 
persons who have been denied permission to leave.
 
Art. 36. Departures permitted under the foregoing Article shall be carried out in satisfactory 
conditions as regards safety, hygiene, sanitation and food. All costs in connection therewith, 
from the point of exit in the territory of the Detaining Power, shall be borne by the country 
of destination, or, in the case of accommodation in a neutral country, by the Power whose 
nationals are benefited. The practical details of such movements may, if necessary, be settled by 
special agreements between the Powers concerned.
 
The foregoing shall not prejudice such special agreements as may be concluded between Parties 
to the conflict concerning the exchange and repatriation of their nationals in enemy hands.
 
Art. 37. Protected persons who are confined pending proceedings or serving a sentence involv-
ing loss of liberty, shall during their confinement be humanely treated. 
 
As soon as they are released, they may ask to leave the territory in conformity with the fore-
going Articles.
 
Art. 38. With the exception of special measures authorized by the present Convention, in 
particularly by Article 27 and 41 thereof, the situation of protected persons shall continue to 
be regulated, in principle, by the provisions concerning aliens in time of peace. In any case, the 
following rights shall be granted to them:

(1) they shall be enabled to receive the individual or collective relief that may be sent to them.
(2) they shall, if their state of health so requires, receive medical attention and hospital treat-
ment to the same extent as the nationals of the State concerned.
(3) they shall be allowed to practise their religion and to receive spiritual assistance from min-
isters of their faith.
(4) if they reside in an area particularly exposed to the dangers of war, they shall be authorized 
to move from that area to the same extent as the nationals of the State concerned.
(5) children under fifteen years, pregnant women and mothers of children under seven years 
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shall benefit by any preferential treatment to the same extent as the nationals of the State 
concerned.
 
Art. 39. Protected persons who, as a result of the war, have lost their gainful employment, shall 
be granted the opportunity to find paid employment. That opportunity shall, subject to securi-
ty considerations and to the provisions of Article 40, be equal to that enjoyed by the nationals 
of the Power in whose territory they are.
 
Where a Party to the conflict applies to a protected person methods of control which result in 
his being unable to support himself, and especially if such a person is prevented for reasons of 
security from finding paid employment on reasonable conditions, the said Party shall ensure 
his support and that of his dependents.
 
Protected persons may in any case receive allowances from their home country, the Protecting 
Power, or the relief societies referred to in Article 30.
 
Art. 40. Protected persons may be compelled to work only to the same extent as nationals of 
the Party to the conflict in whose territory they are.
 
If protected persons are of enemy nationality, they may only be compelled to do work which is 
normally necessary to ensure the feeding, sheltering, clothing, transport and health of human 
beings and which is not directly related to the conduct of military operations.
 
In the cases mentioned in the two preceding paragraphs, protected persons compelled to work 
shall have the benefit of the same working conditions and of the same safeguards as national 
workers in particular as regards wages, hours of labour, clothing and equipment, previous 
training and compensation for occupational accidents and diseases.
 
If the above provisions are infringed, protected persons shall be allowed to exercise their right 
of complaint in accordance with Article 30.
 
Art. 41. Should the Power, in whose hands protected persons may be, consider the measures 
of control mentioned in the present Convention to be inadequate, it may not have recourse 
to any other measure of control more severe than that of assigned residence or internment, in 
accordance with the provisions of Articles 42 and 43.
 
In applying the provisions of Article 39, second paragraph, to the cases of persons required to 
leave their usual places of residence by virtue of a decision placing them in assigned residence 
elsewhere, the Detaining Power shall be guided as closely as possible by the standards of welfare 
set forth in Part III, Section IV of this Convention.
 
Art. 42. The internment or placing in assigned residence of protected persons may be ordered 
only if the security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutely necessary.
 
If any person, acting through the representatives of the Protecting Power, voluntarily demands 
internment, and if his situation renders this step necessary, he shall be interned by the Power 
in whose hands he may be.
 
Art. 43. Any protected person who has been interned or placed in assigned residence shall be 
entitled to have such action reconsidered as soon as possible by an appropriate court or ad-
ministrative board designated by the Detaining Power for that purpose. If the internment or 
placing in assigned residence is maintained, the court or administrative board shall periodical-
ly, and at least twice yearly, give consideration to his or her case, with a view to the favourable 
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amendment of the initial decision, if circumstances permit.

Unless the protected persons concerned object, the Detaining Power shall, as rapidly as pos-
sible, give the Protecting Power the names of any protected persons who have been interned 
or subjected to assigned residence, or who have been released from internment or assigned 
residence. The decisions of the courts or boards mentioned in the first paragraph of the pres-
ent Article shall also, subject to the same conditions, be notified as rapidly as possible to the 
Protecting Power.
 
Art. 44. In applying the measures of control mentioned in the present Convention, the De-
taining Power shall not treat as enemy aliens exclusively on the basis of their nationality de 
jure of an enemy State, refugees who do not, in fact, enjoy the protection of any government.
 
Art. 45. Protected persons shall not be transferred to a Power which is not a party to the Con-
vention.
 
This provision shall in no way constitute an obstacle to the repatriation of protected persons, 
or to their return to their country of residence after the cessation of hostilities.
 
Protected persons may be transferred by the Detaining Power only to a Power which is a party 
to the present Convention and after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself of the willingness 
and ability of such transferee Power to apply the present Convention. If protected persons are 
transferred under such circumstances, responsibility for the application of the present Con-
vention rests on the Power accepting them, while they are in its custody. Nevertheless, if that 
Power fails to carry out the provisions of the present Convention in any important respect, 
the Power by which the protected persons were transferred shall, upon being so notified by the 
Protecting Power, take effective measures to correct the situation or shall request the return of 
the protected persons. Such request must be complied with.
 
In no circumstances shall a protected person be transferred to a country where he or she may 
have reason to fear persecution for his or her political opinions or religious beliefs.
 
The provisions of this Article do not constitute an obstacle to the extradition, in pursuance of 
extradition treaties concluded before the outbreak of hostilities, of protected persons accused 
of offences against ordinary criminal law.
 
Art. 46. In so far as they have not been previously withdrawn, restrictive measures taken re-
garding protected persons shall be cancelled as soon as possible after the close of hostilities.
 
Restrictive measures affecting their property shall be cancelled, in accordance with the law of 
the Detaining Power, as soon as possible after the close of hostilities.

 
Section III. Occupied territories

 
Art. 47. Protected persons who are in occupied territory shall not be deprived, in any case or in 
any manner whatsoever, of the benefits of the present Convention by any change introduced, 
as the result of the occupation of a territory, into the institutions or government of the said 
territory, nor by any agreement concluded between the authorities of the occupied territories 
and the Occupying Power, nor by any annexation by the latter of the whole or part of the 
occupied territory.
 
Art. 48. Protected persons who are not nationals of the Power whose territory is occupied, may 
avail themselves of the right to leave the territory subject to the provisions of Article 35, and 
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decisions thereon shall be taken according to the procedure which the Occupying Power shall 
establish in accordance with the said Article.

Art. 49. Individual or mass forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protected persons from 
occupied territory to the territory of the Occupying Power or to that of any other country, 
occupied or not, are prohibited, regardless of their motive.
 
Nevertheless, the Occupying Power may undertake total or partial evacuation of a given area 
if the security of the population or imperative military reasons so demand. Such evacuations 
may not involve the displacement of protected persons outside the bounds of the occupied 
territory except when for material reasons it is impossible to avoid such displacement. Persons 
thus evacuated shall be transferred back to their homes as soon as hostilities in the area in 
question have ceased.
 
The Occupying Power undertaking such transfers or evacuations shall ensure, to the greatest 
practicable extent, that proper accommodation is provided to receive the protected persons, 
that the removals are effected in satisfactory conditions of hygiene, health, safety and nutrition, 
and that members of the same family are not separated.
 
The Protecting Power shall be informed of any transfers and evacuations as soon as they have 
taken place.
 
The Occupying Power shall not detain protected persons in an area particularly exposed to the 
dangers of war unless the security of the population or imperative military reasons so demand.
 
The Occupying Power shall not deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population into the 
territory it occupies.
 
Art. 50. The Occupying Power shall, with the cooperation of the national and local authorities, 
facilitate the proper working of all institutions devoted to the care and education of children.
 
The Occupying Power shall take all necessary steps to facilitate the identification of children 
and the registration of their parentage. It may not, in any case, change their personal status, 
nor enlist them in formations or organizations subordinate to it.
 
Should the local institutions be inadequate for the purpose, the Occupying Power shall make 
arrangements for the maintenance and education, if possible by persons of their own nation-
ality, language and religion, of children who are orphaned or separated from their parents as a 
result of the war and who cannot be adequately cared for by a near relative or friend.
 
A special section of the Bureau set up in accordance with Article 136 shall be responsible for 
taking all necessary steps to identify children whose identity is in doubt. Particulars of their 
parents or other near relatives should always be recorded if available.
 
The Occupying Power shall not hinder the application of any preferential measures in regard to 
food, medical care and protection against the effects of war which may have been adopted prior 
to the occupation in favour of children under fifteen years, expectant mothers, and mothers of 
children under seven years.
 
Art. 51. The Occupying Power may not compel protected persons to serve in its armed or 
auxiliary forces. No pressure or propaganda which aims at securing voluntary enlistment is 
permitted.
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The Occupying Power may not compel protected persons to work unless they are over eighteen 
years of age, and then only on work which is necessary either for the needs of the army of occu-
pation, or for the public utility services, or for the feeding, sheltering, clothing, transportation 
or health of the population of the occupied country. Protected persons may not be compelled 
to undertake any work which would involve them in the obligation of taking part in mili-
tary operations. The Occupying Power may not compel protected persons to employ forcible 
means to ensure the security of the installations where they are performing compulsory labour. 

The work shall be carried out only in the occupied territory where the persons whose services 
have been requisitioned are. Every such person shall, so far as possible, be kept in his usual 
place of employment. Workers shall be paid a fair wage and the work shall be proportionate 
to their physical and intellectual capacities. The legislation in force in the occupied country 
concerning working conditions, and safeguards as regards, in particular, such matters as wages, 
hours of work, equipment, preliminary training and compensation for occupational accidents 
and diseases, shall be applicable to the protected persons assigned to the work referred to in 
this Article.
 
In no case shall requisition of labour lead to a mobilization of workers in an organization of a 
military or semi-military character.
 
Art. 52. No contract, agreement or regulation shall impair the right of any worker, whether 
voluntary or not and wherever he may be, to apply to the representatives of the Protecting 
Power in order to request the said Power's intervention.
 
All measures aiming at creating unemployment or at restricting the opportunities offered to 
workers in an occupied territory, in order to induce them to work for the Occupying Power, 
are prohibited.
 
Art. 53. Any destruction by the Occupying Power of real or personal property belonging in-
dividually or collectively to private persons, or to the State, or to other public authorities, or 
to social or cooperative organizations, is prohibited, except where such destruction is rendered 
absolutely necessary by military operations.
 
Art. 54. The Occupying Power may not alter the status of public officials or judges in the 
occupied territories, or in any way apply sanctions to or take any measures of coercion or 
discrimination against them, should they abstain from fulfilling their functions for reasons of 
conscience.
 
This prohibition does not prejudice the application of the second paragraph of Article 51. It 
does not affect the right of the Occupying Power to remove public officials from their posts.
 
Art. 55. To the fullest extent of the means available to it, the Occupying Power has the duty of 
ensuring the food and medical supplies of the population; it should, in particular, bring in the 
necessary foodstuffs, medical stores and other articles if the resources of the occupied territory 
are inadequate.
 
The Occupying Power may not requisition foodstuffs, articles or medical supplies available 
in the occupied territory, except for use by the occupation forces and administration per-
sonnel, and then only if the requirements of the civilian population have been taken into 
account. Subject to the provisions of other international Conventions, the Occupying Pow-
er shall make arrangements to ensure that fair value is paid for any requisitioned goods. 

The Protecting Power shall, at any time, be at liberty to verify the state of the food and medical 
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supplies in occupied territories, except where temporary restrictions are made necessary by 
imperative military requirements.
 
Art. 56. To the fullest extent of the means available to it, the Occupying Power has the duty of 
ensuring and maintaining, with the cooperation of national and local authorities, the medical 
and hospital establishments and services, public health and hygiene in the occupied territory, 
with particular reference to the adoption and application of the prophylactic and preventive 
measures necessary to combat the spread of contagious diseases and epidemics. Medical per-
sonnel of all categories shall be allowed to carry out their duties.
 
If new hospitals are set up in occupied territory and if the competent organs of the occupied 
State are not operating there, the occupying authorities shall, if necessary, grant them the rec-
ognition provided for in Article 18. In similar circumstances, the occupying authorities shall 
also grant recognition to hospital personnel and transport vehicles under the provisions of 
Articles 20 and 21.
 
In adopting measures of health and hygiene and in their implementation, the Occupying 
Power shall take into consideration the moral and ethical susceptibilities of the population of 
the occupied territory.
 
Art. 57. The Occupying Power may requisition civilian hospitals only temporarily and only in 
cases of urgent necessity for the care of military wounded and sick, and then on condition that 
suitable arrangements are made in due time for the care and treatment of the patients and for 
the needs of the civilian population for hospital accommodation.
 
The material and stores of civilian hospitals cannot be requisitioned so long as they are neces-
sary for the needs of the civilian population.
 
Art. 58. The Occupying Power shall permit ministers of religion to give spiritual assistance to 
the members of their religious communities.
 
The Occupying Power shall also accept consignments of books and articles required for reli-
gious needs and shall facilitate their distribution in occupied territory.
 
Art. 59. If the whole or part of the population of an occupied territory is inadequately sup-
plied, the Occupying Power shall agree to relief schemes on behalf of the said population, and 
shall facilitate them by all the means at its disposal.
 
Such schemes, which may be undertaken either by States or by impartial humanitarian orga-
nizations such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, shall consist, in particular, of 
the provision of consignments of foodstuffs, medical supplies and clothing.
 
All Contracting Parties shall permit the free passage of these consignments and shall guarantee 
their protection.
 
A Power granting free passage to consignments on their way to territory occupied by an adverse 
Party to the conflict shall, however, have the right to search the consignments, to regulate their 
passage according to prescribed times and routes, and to be reasonably satisfied through the 
Protecting Power that these consignments are to be used for the relief of the needy population 
and are not to be used for the benefit of the Occupying Power.
 
Art. 60. Relief consignments shall in no way relieve the Occupying Power of any of its respon-
sibilities under Articles 55, 56 and 59. The Occupying Power shall in no way whatsoever divert 
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relief consignments from the purpose for which they are intended, except in cases of urgent 
necessity, in the interests of the population of the occupied territory and with the consent of 
the Protecting Power.

Art. 61. The distribution of the relief consignments referred to in the foregoing Articles shall 
be carried out with the cooperation and under the supervision of the Protecting Power. This 
duty may also be delegated, by agreement between the Occupying Power and the Protecting 
Power, to a neutral Power, to the International Committee of the Red Cross or to any other 
impartial humanitarian body.
 
Such consignments shall be exempt in occupied territory from all charges, taxes or customs du-
ties unless these are necessary in the interests of the economy of the territory. The Occupying 
Power shall facilitate the rapid distribution of these consignments.
 
All Contracting Parties shall endeavour to permit the transit and transport, free of charge, of 
such relief consignments on their way to occupied territories.
 
Art. 62. Subject to imperative reasons of security, protected persons in occupied territories shall 
be permitted to receive the individual relief consignments sent to them.
 
Art. 63. Subject to temporary and exceptional measures imposed for urgent reasons of security 
by the Occupying Power:

(a) recognized National Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) Societies shall be able to 
pursue their activities in accordance with Red Cross principles, as defined by the International 
Red Cross Conferences. Other relief societies shall be permitted to continue their humanitar-
ian activities under similar conditions;
(b) the Occupying Power may not require any changes in the personnel or structure of these 
societies, which would prejudice the aforesaid activities.
 
The same principles shall apply to the activities and personnel of special organizations of a 
non-military character, which already exist or which may be established, for the purpose of 
ensuring the living conditions of the civilian population by the maintenance of the essential 
public utility services, by the distribution of relief and by the organization of rescues.
 
Art. 64. The penal laws of the occupied territory shall remain in force, with the exception 
that they may be repealed or suspended by the Occupying Power in cases where they con-
stitute a threat to its security or an obstacle to the application of the present Convention. 

Subject to the latter consideration and to the necessity for ensuring the effective administration 
of justice, the tribunals of the occupied territory shall continue to function in respect of all 
offences covered by the said laws.
 
The Occupying Power may, however, subject the population of the occupied territory to pro-
visions which are essential to enable the Occupying Power to fulfil its obligations under the 
present Convention, to maintain the orderly government of the territory, and to ensure the 
security of the Occupying Power, of the members and property of the occupying forces or 
administration, and likewise of the establishments and lines of communication used by them. 
 
Art. 65. The penal provisions enacted by the Occupying Power shall not come into force be-
fore they have been published and brought to the knowledge of the inhabitants in their own 
language. The effect of these penal provisions shall not be retroactive.
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Art. 66. In case of a breach of the penal provisions promulgated by it by virtue of the second 
paragraph of Article 64 the Occupying Power may hand over the accused to its properly con-
stituted, non-political military courts, on condition that the said courts sit in the occupied 
country. Courts of appeal shall preferably sit in the occupied country.

Art. 67. The courts shall apply only those provisions of law which were applicable prior to the 
offence, and which are in accordance with general principles of law, in particular the principle 
that the penalty shall be proportionate to the offence. They shall take into consideration the 
fact the accused is not a national of the Occupying Power.
 
Art. 68. Protected persons who commit an offence which is solely intended to harm the Oc-
cupying Power, but which does not constitute an attempt on the life or limb of members of 
the occupying forces or administration, nor a grave collective danger, nor seriously damage the 
property of the occupying forces or administration or the installations used by them, shall be 
liable to internment or simple imprisonment, provided the duration of such internment or 
imprisonment is proportionate to the offence committed. Furthermore, internment or impris-
onment shall, for such offences, be the only measure adopted for depriving protected persons 
of liberty. The courts provided for under Article 66 of the present Convention may at their 
discretion convert a sentence of imprisonment to one of internment for the same period.
 
The penal provisions promulgated by the Occupying Power in accordance with Articles 64 and 
65 may impose the death penalty against a protected person only in cases where the person is 
guilty of espionage, of serious acts of sabotage against the military installations of the Occu-
pying Power or of intentional offences which have caused the death of one or more persons, 
provided that such offences were punishable by death under the law of the occupied territory 
in force before the occupation began.
 
The death penalty may not be pronounced against a protected person unless the attention of 
the court has been particularly called to the fact that since the accused is not a national of the 
Occupying Power, he is not bound to it by any duty of allegiance.
 
In any case, the death penalty may not be pronounced on a protected person who was under 
eighteen years of age at the time of the offence.
 
Art. 69. In all cases the duration of the period during which a protected person accused of 
an offence is under arrest awaiting trial or punishment shall be deducted from any period of 
imprisonment of awarded.
 
Art. 70. Protected persons shall not be arrested, prosecuted or convicted by the Occupying 
Power for acts committed or for opinions expressed before the occupation, or during a tem-
porary interruption thereof, with the exception of breaches of the laws and customs of war.
 
Nationals of the occupying Power who, before the outbreak of hostilities, have sought refuge 
in the territory of the occupied State, shall not be arrested, prosecuted, convicted or deported 
from the occupied territory, except for offences committed after the outbreak of hostilities, 
or for offences under common law committed before the outbreak of hostilities which, ac-
cording to the law of the occupied State, would have justified extradition in time of peace. 
 
Art. 71. No sentence shall be pronounced by the competent courts of the Occupying Power 
except after a regular trial.
 
Accused persons who are prosecuted by the Occupying Power shall be promptly informed, 
in writing, in a language which they understand, of the particulars of the charges preferred 
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against them, and shall be brought to trial as rapidly as possible. The Protecting Power shall be 
informed of all proceedings instituted by the Occupying Power against protected persons in 
respect of charges involving the death penalty or imprisonment for two years or more; it shall 
be enabled, at any time, to obtain information regarding the state of such proceedings. Fur-
thermore, the Protecting Power shall be entitled, on request, to be furnished with all particulars 
of these and of any other proceedings instituted by the Occupying Power against protected 
persons.
 
The notification to the Protecting Power, as provided for in the second paragraph above, shall 
be sent immediately, and shall in any case reach the Protecting Power three weeks before the 
date of the first hearing. Unless, at the opening of the trial, evidence is submitted that the pro-
visions of this Article are fully complied with, the trial shall not proceed. The notification shall 
include the following particulars:

(a) description of the accused;
(b) place of residence or detention;
(c) specification of the charge or charges (with mention of the penal provisions under which 
it is brought);
(d) designation of the court which will hear the case;
(e) place and date of the first hearing.
 
Art. 72. Accused persons shall have the right to present evidence necessary to their defence and 
may, in particular, call witnesses. They shall have the right to be assisted by a qualified advocate 
or counsel of their own choice, who shall be able to visit them freely and shall enjoy the neces-
sary facilities for preparing the defence.
 
Failing a choice by the accused, the Protecting Power may provide him with an advocate or 
counsel. When an accused person has to meet a serious charge and the Protecting Power is 
not functioning, the Occupying Power, subject to the consent of the accused, shall provide an 
advocate or counsel.
 
Accused persons shall, unless they freely waive such assistance, be aided by an interpreter, both 
during preliminary investigation and during the hearing in court. They shall have the right at 
any time to object to the interpreter and to ask for his replacement.
 
Art. 73. A convicted person shall have the right of appeal provided for by the laws applied by 
the court. He shall be fully informed of his right to appeal or petition and of the time limit 
within which he may do so.
 
The penal procedure provided in the present Section shall apply, as far as it is applicable, to 
appeals. Where the laws applied by the Court make no provision for appeals, the convicted 
person shall have the right to petition against the finding and sentence to the competent au-
thority of the Occupying Power.
 
Art. 74. Representatives of the Protecting Power shall have the right to attend the trial of any 
protected person, unless the hearing has, as an exceptional measure, to be held in camera in the 
interests of the security of the Occupying Power, which shall then notify the Protecting Power. 
A notification in respect of the date and place of trial shall be sent to the Protecting Power. 
 
Any judgement involving a sentence of death, or imprisonment for two years or more, shall 
be communicated, with the relevant grounds, as rapidly as possible to the Protecting Power. 
The notification shall contain a reference to the notification made under Article 71 and, in the 
case of sentences of imprisonment, the name of the place where the sentence is to be served. A 
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record of judgements other than those referred to above shall be kept by the court and shall be 
open to inspection by representatives of the Protecting Power. Any period allowed for appeal in 
the case of sentences involving the death penalty, or imprisonment of two years or more, shall 
not run until notification of judgement has been received by the Protecting Power.

Art. 75. In no case shall persons condemned to death be deprived of the right of petition for 
pardon or reprieve.
 
No death sentence shall be carried out before the expiration of a period of a least six months 
from the date of receipt by the Protecting Power of the notification of the final judgment con-
firming such death sentence, or of an order denying pardon or reprieve.\
 
The six months period of suspension of the death sentence herein prescribed may be reduced 
in individual cases in circumstances of grave emergency involving an organized threat to the 
security of the Occupying Power or its forces, provided always that the Protecting Power is no-
tified of such reduction and is given reasonable time and opportunity to make representations 
to the competent occupying authorities in respect of such death sentences.
 
Art. 76. Protected persons accused of offences shall be detained in the occupied country, and 
if convicted they shall serve their sentences therein. They shall, if possible, be separated from 
other detainees and shall enjoy conditions of food and hygiene which will be sufficient to 
keep them in good health, and which will be at least equal to those obtaining in prisons in the 
occupied country.
 
They shall receive the medical attention required by their state of health.
 
They shall also have the right to receive any spiritual assistance which they may require.
 
Women shall be confined in separate quarters and shall be under the direct supervision of 
women.
 
Proper regard shall be paid to the special treatment due to minors.
 
Protected persons who are detained shall have the right to be visited by delegates of the Pro-
tecting Power and of the International Committee of the Red Cross, in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 143.
 
Such persons shall have the right to receive at least one relief parcel monthly.
 
Art. 77. Protected persons who have been accused of offences or convicted by the courts in 
occupied territory, shall be handed over at the close of occupation, with the relevant records, 
to the authorities of the liberated territory.
 
Art. 78. If the Occupying Power considers it necessary, for imperative reasons of security, to 
take safety measures concerning protected persons, it may, at the most, subject them to as-
signed residence or to internment.
 
Decisions regarding such assigned residence or internment shall be made according to a regular 
procedure to be prescribed by the Occupying Power in accordance with the provisions of the 
present Convention. This procedure shall include the right of appeal for the parties concerned. 
Appeals shall be decided with the least possible delay. In the event of the decision being upheld, 
it shall be subject to periodical review, if possible every six months, by a competent body set 
up by the said Power.
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Protected persons made subject to assigned residence and thus required to leave their homes 
shall enjoy the full benefit of Article 39 of the present Convention.

Section IV. Regulations for the treatment of internees
 

Chapter I. General provisions
 
Art. 79. The Parties to the conflict shall not intern protected persons, except in accordance 
with the provisions of Articles 41, 42, 43, 68 and 78.
 
Art. 80. Internees shall retain their full civil capacity and shall exercise such attendant rights as 
may be compatible with their status.
 
Art. 81. Parties to the conflict who intern protected persons shall be bound to provide free of 
charge for their maintenance, and to grant them also the medical attention required by their 
state of health.
 
No deduction from the allowances, salaries or credits due to the internees shall be made for the 
repayment of these costs.
 
The Detaining Power shall provide for the support of those dependent on the internees, if such 
dependents are without adequate means of support or are unable to earn a living.
 
Art. 82. The Detaining Power shall, as far as possible, accommodate the internees according to 
their nationality, language and customs. Internees who are nationals of the same country shall 
not be separated merely because they have different languages.
 
Throughout the duration of their internment, members of the same family, and in particular 
parents and children, shall be lodged together in the same place of internment, except when 
separation of a temporary nature is necessitated for reasons of employment or health or for 
the purposes of enforcement of the provisions of Chapter IX of the present Section. Internees 
may request that their children who are left at liberty without parental care shall be interned 
with them.
 
Wherever possible, interned members of the same family shall be housed in the same premises 
and given separate accommodation from other internees, together with facilities for leading a 
proper family life.

 
Chapter II. Places of Internment

 
Art. 83. The Detaining Power shall not set up places of internment in areas particularly ex-
posed to the dangers of war.
 
The Detaining Power shall give the enemy Powers, through the intermediary of the Protecting 
Powers, all useful information regarding the geographical location of places of internment.
 
Whenever military considerations permit, internment camps shall be indicated by the letters 
IC, placed so as to be clearly visible in the daytime from the air. The Powers concerned may, 
however, agree upon any other system of marking. No place other than an internment camp 
shall be marked as such.
 
Art. 84. Internees shall be accommodated and administered separately from prisoners of war 
and from persons deprived of liberty for any other reason.
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Art. 85. The Detaining Power is bound to take all necessary and possible measures to en-
sure that protected persons shall, from the outset of their internment, be accommodated in 
buildings or quarters which afford every possible safeguard as regards hygiene and health, and 
provide efficient protection against the rigours of the climate and the effects of the war. In no 
case shall permanent places of internment be situated in unhealthy areas or in districts, the cli-
mate of which is injurious to the internees. In all cases where the district, in which a protected 
person is temporarily interned, is in an unhealthy area or has a climate which is harmful to his 
health, he shall be removed to a more suitable place of internment as rapidly as circumstances 
permit.
 
The premises shall be fully protected from dampness, adequately heated and lighted, in partic-
ular between dusk and lights out. The sleeping quarters shall be sufficiently spacious and well 
ventilated, and the internees shall have suitable bedding and sufficient blankets, account being 
taken of the climate, and the age, sex, and state of health of the internees.
 
Internees shall have for their use, day and night, sanitary conveniences which conform to the 
rules of hygiene, and are constantly maintained in a state of cleanliness. They shall be provided 
with sufficient water and soap for their daily personal toilet and for washing their personal 
laundry; installations and facilities necessary for this purpose shall be granted to them. Show-
ers or baths shall also be available. The necessary time shall be set aside for washing and for 
cleaning.
 
Whenever it is necessary, as an exceptional and temporary measure, to accommodate women 
internees who are not members of a family unit in the same place of internment as men, the 
provision of separate sleeping quarters and sanitary conveniences for the use of such women 
internees shall be obligatory.
 
Art. 86. The Detaining Power shall place at the disposal of interned persons, of whatever de-
nomination, premises suitable for the holding of their religious services.
 
Art. 87. Canteens shall be installed in every place of internment, except where other suitable 
facilities are available. Their purpose shall be to enable internees to make purchases, at prices 
not higher than local market prices, of foodstuffs and articles of everyday use, including soap 
and tobacco, such as would increase their personal well-being and comfort.
 
Profits made by canteens shall be credited to a welfare fund to be set up for each place of 
internment, and administered for the benefit of the internees attached to such place of intern-
ment. The Internee Committee provided for in Article 102 shall have the right to check the 
management of the canteen and of the said fund.
 
When a place of internment is closed down, the balance of the welfare fund shall be transferred 
to the welfare fund of a place of internment for internees of the same nationality, or, if such a 
place does not exist, to a central welfare fund which shall be administered for the benefit of all 
internees remaining in the custody of the Detaining Power. In case of a general release, the said 
profits shall be kept by the Detaining Power, subject to any agreement to the contrary between 
the Powers concerned.
 
Art. 88. In all places of internment exposed to air raids and other hazards of war, shelters ade-
quate in number and structure to ensure the necessary protection shall be installed. In case of 
alarms, the measures internees shall be free to enter such shelters as quickly as possible, except-
ing those who remain for the protection of their quarters against the aforesaid hazards. Any 
protective measures taken in favour of the population shall also apply to them.
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All due precautions must be taken in places of internment against the danger of fire.
 

Chapter III. Food and Clothing
 
Art. 89. Daily food rations for internees shall be sufficient in quantity, quality and variety to 
keep internees in a good state of health and prevent the development of nutritional deficien-
cies. Account shall also be taken of the customary diet of the internees.
 
Internees shall also be given the means by which they can prepare for themselves any additional 
food in their possession.
 
Sufficient drinking water shall be supplied to internees. The use of tobacco shall be permitted. 
 
Internees who work shall receive additional rations in proportion to the kind of labour which 
they perform.
 
Expectant and nursing mothers and children under fifteen years of age, shall be given addition-
al food, in proportion to their physiological needs.
 
Art. 90. When taken into custody, internees shall be given all facilities to provide themselves 
with the necessary clothing, footwear and change of underwear, and later on, to procure fur-
ther supplies if required. Should any internees not have sufficient clothing, account being 
taken of the climate, and be unable to procure any, it shall be provided free of charge to them 
by the Detaining Power.
 
The clothing supplied by the Detaining Power to internees and the outward markings placed 
on their own clothes shall not be ignominious nor expose them to ridicule.
 
Workers shall receive suitable working outfits, including protective clothing, whenever the 
nature of their work so requires.

 
Chapter IV. Hygiene and Medical Attention

 
Art. 91. Every place of internment shall have an adequate infirmary, under the direction of a 
qualified doctor, where internees may have the attention they require, as well as an appropriate 
diet. Isolation wards shall be set aside for cases of contagious or mental diseases.
 
Maternity cases and internees suffering from serious diseases, or whose condition requires 
special treatment, a surgical operation or hospital care, must be admitted to any institution 
where adequate treatment can be given and shall receive care not inferior to that provided for 
the general population.
 
Internees shall, for preference, have the attention of medical personnel of their own nationality.
 
Internees may not be prevented from presenting themselves to the medical authorities for ex-
amination. The medical authorities of the Detaining Power shall, upon request, issue to every 
internee who has undergone treatment an official certificate showing the nature of his illness or 
injury, and the duration and nature of the treatment given. A duplicate of this certificate shall 
be forwarded to the Central Agency provided for in Article 140.
 
Treatment, including the provision of any apparatus necessary for the maintenance of internees 
in good health, particularly dentures and other artificial appliances and spectacles, shall be free 
of charge to the internee.
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Art. 92. Medical inspections of internees shall be made at least once a month. Their purpose 
shall be, in particular, to supervise the general state of health, nutrition and cleanliness of 
internees, and to detect contagious diseases, especially tuberculosis, malaria, and venereal dis-
eases. Such inspections shall include, in particular, the checking of weight of each internee and, 
at least once a year, radioscopic examination.

 
Chapter V. Religious, Intellectual and Physical Activities

 
Art. 93. Internees shall enjoy complete latitude in the exercise of their religious duties, in-
cluding attendance at the services of their faith, on condition that they comply with the disci-
plinary routine prescribed by the detaining authorities.
 
Ministers of religion who are interned shall be allowed to minister freely to the members of 
their community. For this purpose the Detaining Power shall ensure their equitable allocation 
amongst the various places of internment in which there are internees speaking the same lan-
guage and belonging to the same religion. Should such ministers be too few in number, the 
Detaining Power shall provide them with the necessary facilities, including means of transport, 
for moving from one place to another, and they shall be authorized to visit any internees who 
are in hospital. Ministers of religion shall be at liberty to correspond on matters concerning 
their ministry with the religious authorities in the country of detention and, as far as possible, 
with the international religious organizations of their faith. Such correspondence shall not be 
considered as forming a part of the quota mentioned in Article 107. It shall, however, be sub-
ject to the provisions of Article 112.
 
When internees do not have at their disposal the assistance of ministers of their faith, or should 
these latter be too few in number, the local religious authorities of the same faith may appoint, 
in agreement with the Detaining Power, a minister of the internees' faith or, if such a course 
is feasible from a denominational point of view, a minister of similar religion or a qualified 
layman. The latter shall enjoy the facilities granted to the ministry he has assumed. Persons so 
appointed shall comply with all regulations laid down by the Detaining Power in the interests 
of discipline and security.
 
Art. 94. The Detaining Power shall encourage intellectual, educational and recreational pur-
suits, sports and games amongst internees, whilst leaving them free to take part in them or not. 
It shall take all practicable measures to ensure the exercice thereof, in particular by providing 
suitable premises.
 
All possible facilities shall be granted to internees to continue their studies or to take up new 
subjects. The education of children and young people shall be ensured; they shall be allowed to 
attend schools either within the place of internment or outside.
 
Internees shall be given opportunities for physical exercise, sports and outdoor games. For 
this purpose, sufficient open spaces shall be set aside in all places of internment. Special play-
grounds shall be reserved for children and young people.
 
Art. 95. The Detaining Power shall not employ internees as workers, unless they so desire. Em-
ployment which, if undertaken under compulsion by a protected person not in internment, 
would involve a breach of Articles 40 or 51 of the present Convention, and employment on 
work which is of a degrading or humiliating character are in any case prohibited.
 
After a working period of six weeks, internees shall be free to give up work at any moment, 
subject to eight days' notice.
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These provisions constitute no obstacle to the right of the Detaining Power to employ interned 
doctors, dentists and other medical personnel in their professional capacity on behalf of their 
fellow internees, or to employ internees for administrative and maintenance work in places of 
internment and to detail such persons for work in the kitchens or for other domestic tasks, or 
to require such persons to undertake duties connected with the protection of internees against 
aerial bombardment or other war risks. No internee may, however, be required to perform 
tasks for which he is, in the opinion of a medical officer, physically unsuited.
 
The Detaining Power shall take entire responsibility for all working conditions, for medi-
cal attention, for the payment of wages, and for ensuring that all employed internees receive 
compensation for occupational accidents and diseases. The standards prescribed for the said 
working conditions and for compensation shall be in accordance with the national laws and 
regulations, and with the existing practice; they shall in no case be inferior to those obtain-
ing for work of the same nature in the same district. Wages for work done shall be deter-
mined on an equitable basis by special agreements between the internees, the Detaining 
Power, and, if the case arises, employers other than the Detaining Power to provide for free 
maintenance of internees and for the medical attention which their state of health may re-
quire. Internees permanently detailed for categories of work mentioned in the third para-
graph of this Article, shall be paid fair wages by the Detaining Power. The working condi-
tions and the scale of compensation for occupational accidents and diseases to internees, thus 
detailed, shall not be inferior to those applicable to work of the same nature in the same dis-
trict.
 
Art. 96. All labour detachments shall remain part of and dependent upon a place of intern-
ment. The competent authorities of the Detaining Power and the commandant of a place of 
internment shall be responsible for the observance in a labour detachment of the provisions of 
the present Convention. The commandant shall keep an up-to-date list of the labour detach-
ments subordinate to him and shall communicate it to the delegates of the Protecting Power, of 
the International Committee of the Red Cross and of other humanitarian organizations who 
may visit the places of internment.

 
Chapter VI. Personal Property and Financial Resources 

 
Art. 97. Internees shall be permitted to retain articles of personal use. Monies, cheques, bonds, 
etc., and valuables in their possession may not be taken from them except in accordance with 
established procedure. Detailed receipts shall be given therefor.
 
The amounts shall be paid into the account of every internee as provided for in Article 98. 
Such amounts may not be converted into any other currency unless legislation in force in the 
territory in which the owner is interned so requires or the internee gives his consent. 
 
Articles which have above all a personal or sentimental value may not be taken away. 
 
A woman internee shall not be searched except by a woman.
 
On release or repatriation, internees shall be given all articles, monies or other valu-
ables taken from them during internment and shall receive in currency the balance of any 
credit to their accounts kept in accordance with Article 98, with the exception of any ar-
ticles or amounts withheld by the Detaining Power by virtue of its legislation in force. If 
the property of an internee is so withheld, the owner shall receive a detailed receipt. 

Family or identity documents in the possession of internees may not be taken away without 
a receipt being given. At no time shall internees be left without identity documents. If they 
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have none, they shall be issued with special documents drawn up by the detaining authorities, 
which will serve as their identity papers until the end of their internment.
 
Internees may keep on their persons a certain amount of money, in cash or in the shape of 
purchase coupons, to enable them to make purchases.
 
Art. 98. All internees shall receive regular allowances, sufficient to enable them to purchase 
goods and articles, such as tobacco, toilet requisites, etc. Such allowances may take the form of 
credits or purchase coupons.
 
Furthermore, internees may receive allowances from the Power to which they owe allegiance, 
the Protecting Powers, the organizations which may assist them, or their families, as well as the 
income on their property in accordance with the law of the Detaining Power. The amount of 
allowances granted by the Power to which they owe allegiance shall be the same for each cate-
gory of internees (infirm, sick, pregnant women, etc.) but may not be allocated by that Power 
or distributed by the Detaining Power on the basis of discriminations between internees which 
are prohibited by Article 27 of the present Convention.
 
The Detaining Power shall open a regular account for every internee, to which shall be credited 
the allowances named in the present Article, the wages earned and the remittances received, 
together with such sums taken from him as may be available under the legislation in force in 
the territory in which he is interned. Internees shall be granted all facilities consistent with the 
legislation in force in such territory to make remittances to their families and to other depen-
dants. They may draw from their accounts the amounts necessary for their personal expenses, 
within the limits fixed by the Detaining Power. They shall at all times be afforded reasonable 
facilities for consulting and obtaining copies of their accounts. A statement of accounts shall 
be furnished to the Protecting Power, on request, and shall accompany the internee in case of 
transfer.

 
Chapter VII. Administration and Discipline

 
Art. 99. Every place of internment shall be put under the authority of a responsible officer, 
chosen from the regular military forces or the regular civil administration of the Detaining 
Power. The officer in charge of the place of internment must have in his possession a copy of 
the present Convention in the official language, or one of the official languages, of his country 
and shall be responsible for its application. The staff in control of internees shall be instructed 
in the provisions of the present Convention and of the administrative measures adopted to 
ensure its application.
 
The text of the present Convention and the texts of special agreements concluded under the 
said Convention shall be posted inside the place of internment, in a language which the intern-
ees understand, or shall be in the possession of the Internee Committee.
 
Regulations, orders, notices and publications of every kind shall be communicated to the 
internees and posted inside the places of internment, in a language which they understand. 
 
Every order and command addressed to internees individually must, likewise, be given in a 
language which they understand.
 
Art. 100. The disciplinary regime in places of internment shall be consistent with humanitar-
ian principles, and shall in no circumstances include regulations imposing on internees any 
physical exertion dangerous to their health or involving physical or moral victimization. Iden-
tification by tattooing or imprinting signs or markings on the body, is prohibited.
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In particular, prolonged standing and roll-calls, punishment drill, military drill and maneu-
vres, or the reduction of food rations, are prohibited.
 
Art. 101. Internees shall have the right to present to the authorities in whose power they are, 
any petition with regard to the conditions of internment to which they are subjected.
 
They shall also have the right to apply without restriction through the Internee Committee or, 
if they consider it necessary, direct to the representatives of the Protecting Power, in order to 
indicate to them any points on which they may have complaints to make with regard to the 
conditions of internment. 
 
Such petitions and complaints shall be transmitted forthwith and without alteration, and even 
if the latter are recognized to be unfounded, they may not occasion any punishment.
 
Periodic reports on the situation in places of internment and as to the needs of the internees 
may be sent by the Internee Committees to the representatives of the Protecting Powers.
 
Art. 102. In every place of internment, the internees shall freely elect by secret ballot every six 
months, the members of a Committee empowered to represent them before the Detaining and 
the Protecting Powers, the International Committee of the Red Cross and any other organiza-
tion which may assist them. The members of the Committee shall be eligible for re-election.
 
Internees so elected shall enter upon their duties after their election has been approved by the 
detaining authorities. The reasons for any refusals or dismissals shall be communicated to the 
Protecting Powers concerned.
 
Art. 103. The Internee Committees shall further the physical, spiritual and intellectual well-be-
ing of the internees.
 
In case the internees decide, in particular, to organize a system of mutual assistance amongst 
themselves, this organization would be within the competence of the Committees in addition 
to the special duties entrusted to them under other provisions of the present Convention.
 
Art. 104. Members of Internee Committees shall not be required to perform any other work, 
if the accomplishment of their duties is rendered more difficult thereby.
 
Members of Internee Committees may appoint from amongst the internees such assistants as 
they may require. All material facilities shall be granted to them, particularly a certain freedom 
of movement necessary for the accomplishment of their duties (visits to labour detachments, 
receipt of supplies, etc.).
 
All facilities shall likewise be accorded to members of Internee Committees for communication 
by post and telegraph with the detaining authorities, the Protecting Powers, the International 
Committee of the Red Cross and their delegates, and with the organizations which give as-
sistance to internees. Committee members in labour detachments shall enjoy similar facilities 
for communication with their Internee Committee in the principal place of internment. Such 
communications shall not be limited, nor considered as forming a part of the quota mentioned 
in Article 107.
 
Members of Internee Committees who are transferred shall be allowed a reasonable time to 
acquaint their successors with current affairs.
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Chaper VIII. Relations with the Exterior
 
Art. 105. Immediately upon interning protected persons, the Detaining Powers shall inform 
them, the Power to which they owe allegiance and their Protecting Power of the measures 
taken for executing the provisions of the present Chapter. The Detaining Powers shall likewise 
inform the Parties concerned of any subsequent modifications of such measures.
 
Art. 106. As soon as he is interned, or at the latest not more than one week after his arrival in a 
place of internment, and likewise in cases of sickness or transfer to another place of internment 
or to a hospital, every internee shall be enabled to send direct to his family, on the one hand, 
and to the Central Agency provided for by Article 140, on the other, an internment card sim-
ilar, if possible, to the model annexed to the present Convention, informing his relatives of his 
detention, address and state of health. The said cards shall be forwarded as rapidly as possible 
and may not be delayed in any way.
 
Art. 107. Internees shall be allowed to send and receive letters and cards. If the Detaining Pow-
er deems it necessary to limit the number of letters and cards sent by each internee, the said 
number shall not be less than two letters and four cards monthly; these shall be drawn up so as 
to conform as closely as possible to the models annexed to the present Convention. If limita-
tions must be placed on the correspondence addressed to internees, they may be ordered only 
by the Power to which such internees owe allegiance, possibly at the request of the Detaining 
Power. Such letters and cards must be conveyed with reasonable despatch; they may not be 
delayed or retained for disciplinary reasons.
 
Internees who have been a long time without news, or who find it impossible to receive news 
from their relatives, or to give them news by the ordinary postal route, as well as those who are 
at a considerable distance from their homes, shall be allowed to send telegrams, the charges be-
ing paid by them in the currency at their disposal. They shall likewise benefit by this provision 
in cases which are recognized to be urgent.
 
As a rule, internees' mail shall be written in their own language. The Parties to the conflict may 
authorize correspondence in other languages.
 
Art. 108. Internees shall be allowed to receive, by post or by any other means, individual 
parcels or collective shipments containing in particular foodstuffs, clothing, medical supplies, 
as well as books and objects of a devotional, educational or recreational character which may 
meet their needs. Such shipments shall in no way free the Detaining Power from the obliga-
tions imposed upon it by virtue of the present Convention.
 
Should military necessity require the quantity of such shipments to be limited, due notice 
thereof shall be given to the Protecting Power and to the International Committee of the Red 
Cross, or to any other organization giving assistance to the internees and responsible for the 
forwarding of such shipments.
 
The conditions for the sending of individual parcels and collective shipments shall, if necessary, 
be the subject of special agreements between the Powers concerned, which may in no case 
delay the receipt by the internees of relief supplies. Parcels of clothing and foodstuffs may not 
include books. Medical relief supplies shall, as a rule, be sent in collective parcels.
 
Art. 109. In the absence of special agreements between Parties to the conflict regarding the 
conditions for the receipt and distribution of collective relief shipments, the regulations con-
cerning collective relief which are annexed to the present Convention shall be applied.
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The special agreements provided for above shall in no case restrict the right of Internee Com-
mittees to take possession of collective relief shipments intended for internees, to undertake 
their distribution and to dispose of them in the interests of the recipients. Nor shall such agree-
ments restrict the right of representatives of the Protecting Powers, the International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross, or any other organization giving assistance to internees and responsible 
for the forwarding of collective shipments, to supervise their distribution to the recipients.
 
Art. 110. An relief shipments for internees shall be exempt from import, customs and other 
dues.
 
All matter sent by mail, including relief parcels sent by parcel post and remittances of money, 
addressed from other countries to internees or despatched by them through the post office, 
either direct or through the Information Bureaux provided for in Article 136 and the Cen-
tral Information Agency provided for in Article 140, shall be exempt from all postal dues 
both in the countries of origin and destination and in intermediate countries. To this end, in 
particular, the exemption provided by the Universal Postal Convention of 1947 and by the 
agreements of the Universal Postal Union in favour of civilians of enemy nationality detained 
in camps or civilian prisons, shall be extended to the other interned persons protected by the 
present Convention. The countries not signatory to the above-mentioned agreements shall be 
bound to grant freedom from charges in the same circumstances.
 
The cost of transporting relief shipments which are intended for internees and which, by rea-
son of their weight or any other cause, cannot be sent through the post office, shall be borne by 
the Detaining Power in all the territories under its control. Other Powers which are Parties to 
the present Convention shall bear the cost of transport in their respective territories.
 
Costs connected with the transport of such shipments, which are not covered by the above 
paragraphs, shall be charged to the senders.
 
The High Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, so far as possible, the charges for 
telegrams sent by internees, or addressed to them.
 
Art. 111. Should military operations prevent the Powers concerned from fulfilling their obli-
gation to ensure the conveyance of the mail and relief shipments provided for in Articles 106, 
107, 108 and 113, the Protecting Powers concerned, the International Committee of the Red 
Cross or any other organization duly approved by the Parties to the conflict may undertake 
the conveyance of such shipments by suitable means (rail, motor vehicles, vessels or aircraft, 
etc.). For this purpose, the High Contracting Parties shall endeavour to supply them with such 
transport, and to allow its circulation, especially by granting the necessary safe-conducts.
 
Such transport may also be used to convey:

(a) correspondence, lists and reports exchanged between the Central Information Agen-
cy referred to in Article 140 and the National Bureaux referred to in Article 136; 
(b) correspondence and reports relating to internees which the Protecting Powers, the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross or any other organization assisting the internees exchange 
either with their own delegates or with the Parties to the conflict.
 
These provisions in no way detract from the right of any Party to the conflict to arrange other 
means of transport if it should so prefer, nor preclude the granting of safe-conducts, under 
mutually agreed conditions, to such means of transport.
The costs occasioned by the use of such means of transport shall be borne, in proportion to 
the importance of the shipments, by the Parties to the conflict whose nationals are benefited 
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thereby.
 
Art. 112. The censoring of correspondence addressed to internees or despatched by them shall 
be done as quickly as possible.
The examination of consignments intended for internees shall not be carried out under con-
ditions that will expose the goods contained in them to deterioration. It shall be done in 
the presence of the addressee, or of a fellow-internee duly delegated by him. The delivery to 
internees of individual or collective consignments shall not be delayed under the pretext of 
difficulties of censorship.
 
Any prohibition of correspondence ordered by the Parties to the conflict either for military or 
political reasons, shall be only temporary and its duration shall be as short as possible.
 
Art. 113. The Detaining Powers shall provide all reasonable execution facilities for the trans-
mission, through the Protecting Power or the Central Agency provided for in Article 140, or 
as otherwise required, of wills, powers of attorney, letters of authority, or any other documents 
intended for internees or despatched by them.
 
In all cases the Detaining Powers shall facilitate the execution and authentication in due legal 
form of such documents on behalf of internees, in particular by allowing them to consult a 
lawyer.
 
Art. 114. The Detaining Power shall afford internees all facilities to enable them to manage 
their property, provided this is not incompatible with the conditions of internment and the 
law which is applicable. For this purpose, the said Power may give them permission to leave 
the place of internment in urgent cases and if circumstances allow.
 
Art. 115. In all cases where an internee is a party to proceedings in any court, the Detaining 
Power shall, if he so requests, cause the court to be informed of his detention and shall, within 
legal limits, ensure that all necessary steps are taken to prevent him from being in any way 
prejudiced, by reason of his internment, as regards the preparation and conduct of his case or 
as regards the execution of any judgment of the court.
 
Art. 116. Every internee shall be allowed to receive visitors, especially near relatives, at regular 
intervals and as frequently as possible.
 
As far as is possible, internees shall be permitted to visit their homes in urgent cases, particu-
larly in cases of death or serious illness of relatives.

 
Chapter IX. Penal and Disciplinary Sanctions

 
Art. 117. Subject to the provisions of the present Chapter, the laws in force in the territory in which 
they are detained will continue to apply to internees who commit offences during internment. 
 
If general laws, regulations or orders declare acts committed by internees to be punishable, 
whereas the same acts are not punishable when committed by persons who are not internees, 
such acts shall entail disciplinary punishments only.
 
No internee may be punished more than once for the same act, or on the same count.
 
Art. 118. The courts or authorities shall in passing sentence take as far as possible into account 
the fact that the defendant is not a national of the Detaining Power. They shall be free to re-
duce the penalty prescribed for the offence with which the internee is charged and shall not be 
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obliged, to this end, to apply the minimum sentence prescribed.

Imprisonment in premises without daylight, and, in general, all forms of cruelty without ex-
ception are forbidden.
 
Internees who have served disciplinary or judicial sentences shall not be treated differently 
from other internees.
 
The duration of preventive detention undergone by an internee shall be deducted from any 
disciplinary or judicial penalty involving confinement to which he may be sentenced.
 
Internee Committees shall be informed of all judicial proceedings instituted against internees 
whom they represent, and of their result.
 
Art. 119. The disciplinary punishments applicable to internees shall be the following: 

(1) a fine which shall not exceed 50 per cent of the wages which the internee would otherwise 
receive under the provisions of Article 95 during a period of not more than thirty days.
(2) discontinuance of privileges granted over and above the treatment provided for by the 
present Convention
(3) fatigue duties, not exceeding two hours daily, in connection with the maintenance of the 
place of internment.
(4) confinement.
  
In no case shall disciplinary penalties be inhuman, brutal or dangerous for the health of intern-
ees. Account shall be taken of the internee's age, sex and state of health.
 
The duration of any single punishment shall in no case exceed a maximum of thirty consecu-
tive days, even if the internee is answerable for several breaches of discipline when his case is 
dealt with, whether such breaches are connected or not.
 
Art. 120. Internees who are recaptured after having escaped or when attempting to escape, 
shall be liable only to disciplinary punishment in respect of this act, even if it is a repeated 
offence.
 
Article 118, paragraph 3, notwithstanding, internees punished as a result of escape or attempt 
to escape, may be subjected to special surveillance, on condition that such surveillance does 
not affect the state of their health, that it is exercised in a place of internment and that it does 
not entail the abolition of any of the safeguards granted by the present Convention.
 
Internees who aid and abet an escape or attempt to escape, shall be liable on this count to 
disciplinary punishment only.
 
Art. 121. Escape, or attempt to escape, even if it is a repeated offence, shall not be deemed 
an aggravating circumstance in cases where an internee is prosecuted for offences committed 
during his escape.
 
The Parties to the conflict shall ensure that the competent authorities exercise leniency in de-
ciding whether punishment inflicted for an offence shall be of a disciplinary or judicial nature, 
especially in respect of acts committed in connection with an escape, whether successful or not.
 
Art. 122. Acts which constitute offences against discipline shall be investigated immediately. 
This rule shall be applied, in particular, in cases of escape or attempt to escape. Recaptured 
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internees shall be handed over to the competent authorities as soon as possible.
In cases of offences against discipline, confinement awaiting trial shall be reduced to an abso-
lute minimum for all internees, and shall not exceed fourteen days. Its duration shall in any 
case be deducted from any sentence of confinement.
 
The provisions of Articles 124 and 125 shall apply to internees who are in confinement await-
ing trial for offences against discipline.
 
Art. 123. Without prejudice to the competence of courts and higher authorities, disciplinary 
punishment may be ordered only by the commandant of the place of internment, or by a 
responsible officer or official who replaces him, or to whom he has delegated his disciplinary 
powers.
 
Before any disciplinary punishment is awarded, the accused internee shall be given precise in-
formation regarding the offences of which he is accused, and given an opportunity of explain-
ing his conduct and of defending himself. He shall be permitted, in particular, to call witnesses 
and to have recourse, if necessary, to the services of a qualified interpreter. The decision shall 
be announced in the presence of the accused and of a member of the Internee Committee.
 
The period elapsing between the time of award of a disciplinary punishment and its execution 
shall not exceed one month.
 
When an internee is awarded a further disciplinary punishment, a period of at least three days 
shall elapse between the execution of any two of the punishments, if the duration of one of 
these is ten days or more.
 
A record of disciplinary punishments shall be maintained by the commandant of the place of 
internment and shall be open to inspection by representatives of the Protecting Power.
 
Art. 124. Internees shall not in any case be transferred to penitentiary establishments (prisons, 
penitentiaries, convict prisons, etc.) to undergo disciplinary punishment therein.
 
The premises in which disciplinary punishments are undergone shall conform to sanitary re-
quirements: they shall in particular be provided with adequate bedding. Internees undergoing 
punishment shall be enabled to keep themselves in a state of cleanliness.
 
Women internees undergoing disciplinary punishment shall be confined in separate quarters 
from male internees and shall be under the immediate supervision of women.
 
Art. 125. Internees awarded disciplinary punishment shall be allowed to exercise and to stay in 
the open air at least two hours daily.
 
They shall be allowed, if they so request, to be present at the daily medical inspections. They 
shall receive the attention which their state of health requires and, if necessary, shall be re-
moved to the infirmary of the place of internment or to a hospital.
 
They shall have permission to read and write, likewise to send and receive letters. Parcels and 
remittances of money, however, may be withheld from them until the completion of their pun-
ishment; such consignments shall meanwhile be entrusted to the Internee Committee, who 
will hand over to the infirmary the perishable goods contained in the parcels.
 
No internee given a disciplinary punishment may be deprived of the benefit of the provisions 
of Articles 107 and 143 of the present Convention.
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Art. 126. The provisions of Articles 71 to 76 inclusive shall apply, by analogy, to proceedings 
against internees who are in the national territory of the Detaining Power.

 
Chapter X. Transfers of Internees

Art. 127. The transfer of internees shall always be effected humanely. As a general rule, it shall 
be carried out by rail or other means of transport, and under conditions at least equal to those 
obtaining for the forces of the Detaining Power in their changes of station. If, as an exceptional 
measure, such removals have to be effected on foot, they may not take place unless the intern-
ees are in a fit state of health, and may not in any case expose them to excessive fatigue.
 
The Detaining Power shall supply internees during transfer with drinking water and food 
sufficient in quantity, quality and variety to maintain them in good health, and also with the 
necessary clothing, adequate shelter and the necessary medical attention. The Detaining Power 
shall take all suitable precautions to ensure their safety during transfer, and shall establish be-
fore their departure a complete list of all internees transferred.
 
Sick, wounded or infirm internees and maternity cases shall not be transferred if the journey 
would be seriously detrimental to them, unless their safety imperatively so demands. 
 
If the combat zone draws close to a place of internment, the internees in the said place shall 
not be transferred unless their removal can be carried out in adequate conditions of safety, or 
unless they are exposed to greater risks by remaining on the spot than by being transferred.
 
When making decisions regarding the transfer of internees, the Detaining Power shall take 
their interests into account and, in particular, shall not do anything to increase the difficulties 
of repatriating them or returning them to their own homes.
 
Art. 128. In the event of transfer, internees shall be officially advised of their departure and of 
their new postal address. Such notification shall be given in time for them to pack their luggage 
and inform their next of kin.
 
They shall be allowed to take with them their personal effects, and the correspondence and par-
cels which have arrived for them. The weight of such baggage may be limited if the conditions 
of transfer so require, but in no case to less than twenty-five kilograms per internee.
 
Mail and parcels addressed to their former place of internment shall be forwarded to them 
without delay.
 
The commandant of the place of internment shall take, in agreement with the Internee Com-
mittee, any measures needed to ensure the transport of the internees' community property 
and of the luggage the internees are unable to take with them in consequence of restrictions 
imposed by virtue of the second paragraph.

 
Chapter XI. Deaths

 
Art. 129. The wills of internees shall be received for safe-keeping by the responsible authorities; 
and if the event of the death of an internee his will shall be transmitted without delay to a 
person whom he has previously designated. Deaths of internees shall be certified in every case 
by a doctor, and a death certificate shall be made out, showing the causes of death and the 
conditions under which it occurred. 
 
An official record of the death, duly registered, shall be drawn up in accordance with the pro-
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cedure relating thereto in force in the territory where the place of internment is situated, and 
a duly certified copy of such record shall be transmitted without delay to the Protecting Power 
as well as to the Central Agency referred to in Article 140.
 
Art. 130. The detaining authorities shall ensure that internees who die while interned are hon-
ourably buried, if possible according to the rites of the religion to which they belonged and 
that their graves are respected, properly maintained, and marked in such a way that they can 
always be recognized.
 
Deceased internees shall be buried in individual graves unless unavoidable circumstances re-
quire the use of collective graves. Bodies may be cremated only for imperative reasons of hy-
giene, on account of the religion of the deceased or in accordance with his expressed wish to 
this effect. In case of cremation, the fact shall be stated and the reasons given in the death cer-
tificate of the deceased. The ashes shall be retained for safe-keeping by the detaining authorities 
and shall be transferred as soon as possible to the next of kin on their request.
 
As soon as circumstances permit, and not later than the close of hostilities, the Detaining 
Power shall forward lists of graves of deceased internees to the Powers on whom deceased 
internees depended, through the Information Bureaux provided for in Article 136. Such lists 
shall include all particulars necessary for the identification of the deceased internees, as well as 
the exact location of their graves.
 
Art. 131. Every death or serious injury of an internee, caused or suspected to have been caused 
by a sentry, another internee or any other person, as well as any death the cause of which is 
unknown, shall be immediately followed by an official enquiry by the Detaining Power.
 
A communication on this subject shall be sent immediately to the Protecting Power. The evi-
dence of any witnesses shall be taken, and a report including such evidence shall be prepared 
and forwarded to the said Protecting Power.
 
If the enquiry indicates the guilt of one or more persons, the Detaining Power shall take all 
necessary steps to ensure the prosecution of the person or persons responsible.

 
Chapter XIII. Release, Repatriation and Accommodation in Neutral Countries

 
Art. 132. Each interned person shall be released by the Detaining Power as soon as the reasons 
which necessitated his internment no longer exist.
 
The Parties to the conflict shall, moreover, endeavour during the course of hostilities, to con-
clude agreements for the release, the repatriation, the return to places of residence or the 
accommodation in a neutral country of certain classes of internees, in particular children, preg-
nant women and mothers with infants and young children, wounded and sick, and internees 
who have been detained for a long time.
 
Art. 133. Internment shall cease as soon as possible after the close of hostilities.
  
Internees in the territory of a Party to the conflict against whom penal proceedings are pending 
for offences not exclusively subject to disciplinary penalties, may be detained until the close of 
such proceedings and, if circumstances require, until the completion of the penalty. The same 
shall apply to internees who have been previously sentenced to a punishment depriving them 
of liberty.
 
By agreement between the Detaining Power and the Powers concerned, committees may be 
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set up after the close of hostilities, or of the occupation of territories, to search for dispersed 
internees.

Art. 134. The High Contracting Parties shall endeavour, upon the close of hostilities or occu-
pation, to ensure the return of all internees to their last place of residence, or to facilitate their 
repatriation.

Art. 135. The Detaining Power shall bear the expense of returning released internees to the 
places where they were residing when interned, or, if it took them into custody while they were 
in transit or on the high seas, the cost of completing their journey or of their return to their 
point of departure.
 
Where a Detaining Power refuses permission to reside in its territory to a released internee who 
previously had his permanent domicile therein, such Detaining Power shall pay the cost of the 
said internee's repatriation. If, however, the internee elects to return to his country on his own 
responsibility or in obedience to the Government of the Power to which he owes allegiance, the 
Detaining Power need not pay the expenses of his journey beyond the point of his departure 
from its territory. The Detaining Power need not pay the cost of repatriation of an internee 
who was interned at his own request.
 
If internees are transferred in accordance with Article 45, the transferring and receiving Powers 
shall agree on the portion of the above costs to be borne by each.
 
The foregoing shall not prejudice such special agreements as may be concluded between Parties 
to the conflict concerning the exchange and repatriation of their nationals in enemy hands.

 
Section V. Information Bureaux and Central Agency

 
Art. 136. Upon the outbreak of a conflict and in all cases of occupation, each of the Parties to 
the conflict shall establish an official Information Bureau responsible for receiving and trans-
mitting information in respect of the protected persons who are in its power.
 
Each of the Parties to the conflict shall, within the shortest possible period, give its Bureau 
information of any measure taken by it concerning any protected persons who are kept in 
custody for more than two weeks, who are subjected to assigned residence or who are interned. 
It shall, furthermore, require its various departments concerned with such matters to provide 
the aforesaid Bureau promptly with information concerning all changes pertaining to these 
protected persons, as, for example, transfers, releases, repatriations, escapes, admittances to 
hospitals, births and deaths.
 
Art. 137. Each national Bureau shall immediately forward information concerning protected 
persons by the most rapid means to the Powers in whose territory they resided, through the 
intermediary of the Protecting Powers and likewise through the Central Agency provided for 
in Article 140. The Bureaux shall also reply to all enquiries which may be received regarding 
protected persons.
 
Information Bureaux shall transmit information concerning a protected person unless its 
transmission might be detrimental to the person concerned or to his or her relatives. Even in 
such a case, the information may not be withheld from the Central Agency which, upon being 
notified of the circumstances, will take the necessary precautions indicated in Article 140.

All communications in writing made by any Bureau shall be authenticated by a signature or 
a seal.
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Art. 138. The information received by the national Bureau and transmitted by it shall be of 
such a character as to make it possible to identify the protected person exactly and to advise 
his next of kin quickly. The information in respect of each person shall include at least his sur-
name, first names, place and date of birth, nationality last residence and distinguishing charac-
teristics, the first name of the father and the maiden name of the mother, the date, place and 
nature of the action taken with regard to the individual, the address at which correspondence 
may be sent to him and the name and address of the person to be informed.
 
Likewise, information regarding the state of health of internees who are seriously ill or seriously 
wounded shall be supplied regularly and if possible every week.
 
Art. 139. Each national Information Bureau shall, furthermore, be responsible for collecting 
all personal valuables left by protected persons mentioned in Article 136, in particular those 
who have been repatriated or released, or who have escaped or died; it shall forward the said 
valuables to those concerned, either direct, or, if necessary, through the Central Agency. Such 
articles shall be sent by the Bureau in sealed packets which shall be accompanied by statements 
giving clear and full identity particulars of the person to whom the articles belonged, and by a 
complete list of the contents of the parcel. Detailed records shall be maintained of the receipt 
and despatch of all such valuables.
 
Art. 140. A Central Information Agency for protected persons, in particular for internees, 
shall be created in a neutral country. The International Committee of the Red Cross shall, if it 
deems necessary, propose to the Powers concerned the organization of such an Agency, which 
may be the same as that provided for in Article 123 of the Geneva Convention relative to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War of 12 August 1949.
 
The function of the Agency shall be to collect all information of the type set forth in Article 
136 which it may obtain through official or private channels and to transmit it as rapidly as 
possible to the countries of origin or of residence of the persons concerned, except in cases 
where such transmissions might be detrimental to the persons whom the said information 
concerns, or to their relatives. It shall receive from the Parties to the conflict all reasonable 
facilities for effecting such transmissions.
 
The High Contracting Parties, and in particular those whose nationals benefit by the services 
of the Central Agency, are requested to give the said Agency the financial aid it may require.
 
The foregoing provisions shall in no way be interpreted as restricting the humanitarian activ-
ities of the International Committee of the Red Cross and of the relief Societies described in 
Article 142.
 
Art. 141. The national Information Bureaux and the Central Information Agency shall enjoy 
free postage for all mail, likewise the exemptions provided for in Article 110, and further, so far 
as possible, exemption from telegraphic charges or, at least, greatly reduced rates.

 
Part IV. Execution of the Convention

 
Section I. General Provisions

 
Art. 142. Subject to the measures which the Detaining Powers may consider essential to ensure 
their security or to meet any other reasonable need, the representatives of religious organiza-
tions, relief societies, or any other organizations assisting the protected persons, shall receive 
from these Powers, for themselves or their duly accredited agents, all facilities for visiting the 
protected persons, for distributing relief supplies and material from any source, intended for 
educational, recreational or religious purposes, or for assisting them in organizing their leisure 
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time within the places of internment. Such societies or organizations may be constituted in the 
territory of the Detaining Power, or in any other country, or they may have an international 
character.

The Detaining Power may limit the number of societies and organizations whose delegates 
are allowed to carry out their activities in its territory and under its supervision, on condition, 
however, that such limitation shall not hinder the supply of effective and adequate relief to all 
protected persons.

The special position of the International Committee of the Red Cross in this field shall be 
recognized and respected at all times.
 
Art. 143. Representatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers shall have permission to go 
to all places where protected persons are, particularly to places of internment, detention and 
work.
 
They shall have access to all premises occupied by protected persons and shall be able to inter-
view the latter without witnesses, personally or through an interpreter.
 
Such visits may not be prohibited except for reasons of imperative military necessity, and then 
only as an exceptional and temporary measure. Their duration and frequency shall not be 
restricted.
 
Such representatives and delegates shall have full liberty to select the places they wish to visit. 
The Detaining or Occupying Power, the Protecting Power and when occasion arises the Power 
of origin of the persons to be visited, may agree that compatriots of the internees shall be per-
mitted to participate in the visits.
 
The delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross shall also enjoy the above pre-
rogatives. The appointment of such delegates shall be submitted to the approval of the Power 
governing the territories where they will carry out their duties.
 
Art. 144. The High Contracting Parties undertake, in time of peace as in time of war, to dis-
seminate the text of the present Convention as widely as possible in their respective countries, 
and, in particular, to include the study thereof in their programmes of military and, if possible, 
civil instruction, so that the principles thereof may become known to the entire population.
 
Any civilian, military, police or other authorities, who in time of war assume responsibilities 
in respect of protected persons, must possess the text of the Convention and be specially in-
structed as to its provisions.
 
Art. 145. The High Contracting Parties shall communicate to one another through the Swiss 
Federal Council and, during hostilities, through the Protecting Powers, the official translations 
of the present Convention, as well as the laws and regulations which they may adopt to ensure 
the application thereof.
 
Art. 146. The High Contracting Parties undertake to enact any legislation necessary to provide 
effective penal sanctions for persons committing, or ordering to be committed, any of the 
grave breaches of the present Convention defined in the following Article.
 
Each High Contracting Party shall be under the obligation to search for persons alleged to 
have committed, or to have ordered to be committed, such grave breaches, and shall bring 
such persons, regardless of their nationality, before its own courts. It may also, if it prefers, and 
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in accordance with the provisions of its own legislation, hand such persons over for trial to 
another High Contracting Party concerned, provided such High Contracting Party has made 
out a prima facie case.
 
Each High Contracting Party shall take measures necessary for the suppression of all acts con-
trary to the provisions of the present Convention other than the grave breaches defined in the 
following Article.

In all circumstances, the accused persons shall benefit by safeguards of proper trial and defence, 
which shall not be less favourable than those provided by Article 105 and those following of 
the Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War of 12 August 1949. 
 
Art. 147. Grave breaches to which the preceding Article relates shall be those involving any of 
the following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by the present Conven-
tion: wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments, wilfully 
causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation or transfer 
or unlawful confinement of a protected person, compelling a protected person to serve in the 
forces of a hostile Power, or wilfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and reg-
ular trial prescribed in the present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive destruction 
and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully 
and wantonly.
 
Art. 148. No High Contracting Party shall be allowed to absolve itself or any other High Con-
tracting Party of any liability incurred by itself or by another High Contracting Party in respect 
of breaches referred to in the preceding Article.
 
Art. 149. At the request of a Party to the conflict, an enquiry shall be instituted, in a manner to 
be decided between the interested Parties, concerning any alleged violation of the Convention.
 
If agreement has not been reached concerning the procedure for the enquiry, the Parties should 
agree on the choice of an umpire who will decide upon the procedure to be followed.
 
Once the violation has been established, the Parties to the conflict shall put an end to it and 
shall repress it with the least possible delay.

 
Section II. Final Provisions

 
Art. 150. The present Convention is established in English and in French. Both texts are 
equally authentic.
 
The Swiss Federal Council shall arrange for official translations of the Convention to be made 
in the Russian and Spanish languages.
 
Art. 151. The present Convention, which bears the date of this day, is open to signature until 
12 February 1950, in the name of the Powers represented at the Conference which opened at 
Geneva on 21 April 1949.
 
Art. 152. The present Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible and the ratifications shall 
be deposited at Berne.
 
A record shall be drawn up of the deposit of each instrument of ratification and certified copies 
of this record shall be transmitted by the Swiss Federal Council to all the Powers in whose 
name the Convention has been signed, or whose accession has been notified.
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Art. 153. The present Convention shall come into force six months after not less than two 
instruments of ratification have been deposited.

Thereafter, it shall come into force for each High Contracting Party six months after the de-
posit of the instrument of ratification.
 
Art. 154. In the relations between the Powers who are bound by the Hague Conventions 
respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, whether that of 29 July 1899, or that of 
18 October 1907, and who are parties to the present Convention, this last Convention shall 
be supplementary to Sections II and III of the Regulations annexed to the above-mentioned 
Conventions of The Hague.
 
Art. 155. From the date of its coming into force, it shall be open to any Power in whose name 
the present Convention has not been signed, to accede to this Convention.
 
Art. 156. Accessions shall be notified in writing to the Swiss Federal Council, and shall take 
effect six months after the date on which they are received. 
 
The Swiss Federal Council shall communicate the accessions to all the Powers in whose name 
the Convention has been signed, or whose accession has been notified.
 
Art. 157. The situations provided for in Articles 2 and 3 shall effective immediate effect to 
ratifications deposited and accessions notified by the Parties to the conflict before or after the 
beginning of hostilities or occupation. The Swiss Federal Council shall communicate by the 
quickest method any ratifications or accessions received from Parties to the conflict.
 
Art. 158. Each of the High Contracting Parties shall be at liberty to denounce the present 
Convention.
 
The denunciation shall be notified in writing to the Swiss Federal Council, which shall trans-
mit it to the Governments of all the High Contracting Parties.
 
The denunciation shall take effect one year after the notification thereof has been made to the 
Swiss Federal Council. However, a denunciation of which notification has been made at a time 
when the denouncing Power is involved in a conflict shall not take effect until peace has been 
concluded, and until after operations connected with the release, repatriation and re-establish-
ment of the persons protected by the present Convention have been terminated.
 
The denunciation shall have effect only in respect of the denouncing Power. It shall in no way 
impair the obligations which the Parties to the conflict shall remain bound to fulfil by virtue of 
the principles of the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among civilized 
peoples, from the laws of humanity and the dictates of the public conscience.
 
Art. 159. The Swiss Federal Council shall register the present Convention with the Secretariat 
of the United Nations. The Swiss Federal Council shall also inform the Secretariat of the Unit-
ed Nations of all ratifications, accessions and denunciations received by it with respect to the 
present Convention.
 
In witness whereof the undersigned, having deposited their respective full powers, have signed 
the present Convention.

Done at Geneva this twelfth day of August 1949, in the English and French languages. The 
original shall be deposited in the Archives of the Swiss Confederation. The Swiss Federal 
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Council shall transmit certified copies thereof to each of the signatory and acceding States.
 

Annex I. Draft Agreement Relating to Hospital and Safety Zones and Localities

Art. 1. Hospital and safety zones shall be strictly reserved for the persons mentioned in Article 
23 of the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick 
in Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949, and in Article 14 of the Geneva Convention 
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949, and for the 
personnel entrusted with the organization and administration of these zones and localities, and 
with the care of the persons therein assembled.
 
Nevertheless, persons whose permanent residence is within such zones shall have the right to 
stay there.
 
Art. 2. No persons residing, in whatever capacity, in a hospital and safety zone shall perform 
any work, either within or without the zone, directly connected with military operations or 
the production of war material.
 
Art. 3. The Power establishing a hospital and safety zone shall take all necessary measures to 
prohibit access to all persons who have no right of residence or entry therein.
 
Art. 4. Hospital and safety zones shall fulfil the following conditions: 

(a) they shall comprise only a small part of the territory governed by the Power which has 
established them
(b) they shall be thinly populated in relation to the possibilities of accommodation
(c) they shall be far removed and free from all military objectives, or large industrial or admin-
istrative establishments
(d) they shall not be situated in areas which, according to every probability, may become im-
portant for the conduct of the war.
 
Art. 5. Hospital and safety zones shall be subject to the following obligations: 

(a) the lines of communication and means of transport which they possess shall not be used for 
the transport of military personnel or material, even in transit
(b) they shall in no case be defended by military means. 
 
Art. 6. Hospital and safety zones shall be marked by means of oblique red bands on a white 
ground, placed on the buildings and outer precincts.

Zones reserved exclusively for the wounded and sick may be marked by means of the Red 
Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) emblem on a white ground.
 
They may be similarly marked at night by means of appropriate illumination.
 
Art. 7. The Powers shall communicate to all the High Contracting Parties in peacetime or on 
the outbreak of hostilities, a list of the hospital and safety zones in the territories governed by 
them. They shall also give notice of any new zones set up during hostilities.
 
As soon as the adverse party has received the above-mentioned notification, the zone shall be 
regularly established.

If, however, the adverse party considers that the conditions of the present agreement have not 
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been fulfilled, it may refuse to recognize the zone by giving immediate notice thereof to the 
Party responsible for the said zone, or may make its recognition of such zone dependent upon 
the institution of the control provided for in Article 8.
 
Art. 8. Any Power having recognized one or several hospital and safety zones instituted by the 
adverse Party shall be entitled to demand control by one or more Special Commissions, for 
the purpose of ascertaining if the zones fulfil the conditions and obligations stipulated in the 
present agreement.
 
For this purpose, members of the Special Commissions shall at all times have free access to the 
various zones and may even reside there permanently. They shall be given all facilities for their 
duties of inspection.
 
Art. 9. Should the Special Commissions note any facts which they consider contrary to the 
stipulations of the present agreement, they shall at once draw the attention of the Power gov-
erning the said zone to these facts, and shall fix a time limit of five days within which the 
matter should be rectified. They shall duly notify the Power which has recognized the zone.
 
If, when the time limit has expired, the Power governing the zone has not complied with the 
warning, the adverse Party may declare that it is no longer bound by the present agreement in 
respect of the said zone.
 
Art. 10. Any Power setting up one or more hospital and safety zones, and the adverse Parties to 
whom their existence has been notified, shall nominate or have nominated by the Protecting 
Powers or by other neutral Powers, persons eligible to be members of the Special Commissions 
mentioned in Articles 8 and 9.
 
Art. 11. In no circumstances may hospital and safety zones be the object of attack. They shall 
be protected and respected at all times by the Parties to the conflict.
 
Art. 12. In the case of occupation of a territory, the hospital and safety zones therein shall 
continue to be respected and utilized as such.
 
Their purpose may, however, be modified by the Occupying Power, on condition that all mea-
sures are taken to ensure the safety of the persons accommodated.
 
Art. 13. The present agreement shall also apply to localities which the Powers may utilize for 
the same purposes as hospital and safety zones.

Annex II. Draft Regulations concerning Collective Relief
 
Art. 1. The Internee Committees shall be allowed to distribute collective relief shipments for 
which they are responsible to all internees who are dependent for administration on the said 
Committee's place of internment, including those internees who are in hospitals, or in prison 
or other penitentiary establishments.
 
Art. 2. The distribution of collective relief shipments shall be effected in accordance with the 
instructions of the donors and with a plan drawn up by the Internee Committees. The issue 
of medical stores shall, however, be made for preference in agreement with the senior medical 
officers, and the latter may, in hospitals and infirmaries, waive the said instructions, if the needs 
of their patients so demand. Within the limits thus defined, the distribution shall always be 
carried out equitably.
Art. 3. Members of Internee Committees shall be allowed to go to the railway stations or other 
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points of arrival of relief supplies near their places of internment so as to enable them to ver-
ify the quantity as well as the quality of the goods received and to make out detailed reports 
thereon for the donors.
 
Art. 4. Internee Committees shall be given the facilities necessary for verifying whether the 
distribution of collective relief in all subdivisions and annexes of their places of internment has 
been carried out in accordance with their instructions.
 
Art. 5. Internee Committees shall be allowed to complete, and to cause to be completed by 
members of the Internee Committees in labour detachments or by the senior medical officers 
of infirmaries and hospitals, forms or questionnaires intended for the donors, relating to col-
lective relief supplies (distribution, requirements, quantities, etc.). Such forms and question-
naires, duly completed, shall be forwarded to the donors without delay.
 
Art. 6. In order to secure the regular distribution of collective relief supplies to the internees 
in their place of internment, and to meet any needs that may arise through the arrival of fresh 
parties of internees, the Internee Committees shall be allowed to create and maintain sufficient 
reserve stocks of collective relief. For this purpose, they shall have suitable warehouses at their 
disposal; each warehouse shall be provided with two locks, the Internee Committee holding 
the keys of one lock, and the commandant of the place of internment the keys of the other.
 
Art. 7. The High Contracting Parties, and the Detaining Powers in particular, shall, so far as is 
in any way possible and subject to the regulations governing the food supply of the population, 
authorize purchases of goods to be made in their territories for the distribution of collective re-
lief to the internees. They shall likewise facilitate the transfer of funds and other financial mea-
sures of a technical or administrative nature taken for the purpose of making such purchases.
 
Art. 8. The foregoing provisions shall not constitute an obstacle to the right of internees to 
receive collective relief before their arrival in a place of internment or in the course of their 
transfer, nor to the possibility of representatives of the Protecting Power, or of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross or any other humanitarian organization giving assistance to in-
ternees and responsible for forwarding such supplies, ensuring the distribution thereof to the 
recipients by any other means they may deem suitable.
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ANNEX III
 
I. Internment Card
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II. Letter
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III. Correspondence Card
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2

In response to the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom by the 
United States since 17 January 1893, and the commission of war crimes 
and human rights violations that continue to take place with impunity, the 
Royal Commission of Inquiry was established by the Council of Regency on 
17 April 2019. The Council of Regency represented the Hawaiian Kingdom 
at the Permanent Court of Arbitration in Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, PCA 
case no. 1999-01, from 1999-2001. 

The mandate of the Royal Commission Inquiry is to “ensure a full and 
thorough investigation into the violations of international humanitarian 
law and human rights within the territorial jurisdiction of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom.” Dr. David Keanu Sai was appointed as Head of the Commission 
and he has commissioned recognized experts in various fields of international 
law who are the authors of chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this book. These experts 
include Professor Matthew Craven, University of London, SOAS—public 
international law; Professor William Schabas, Middlesex University 
London—international criminal law; and Professor Federico Lenzerini, 
University of Siena, Italy—human rights and self-determination. 

There is no statute of limitation for war crimes. As a matter of customary 
international law, States are under an obligation to prosecute individuals 
for the commission of war crimes committed outside of its territory or to 
extradite them for prosecution by other States or international courts should 
they enter their territory.

This book provides background information on the Royal Commission of 
Inquiry, Hawaiian constitutional governance, the United States belligerent 
occupation of the Hawaiian Kingdom, the continuity of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom as a State, the commission of war crimes committed in the 
Hawaiian Kingdom, and human rights violations in the Hawaiian Kingdom 
and the right of self-determination of the Hawaiian people.




